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Proposed Revision to Florida’s State Implementation Plan
Submittal Number 2021-03
Chapter 62-296, F.A.C., Stationary Sources - Emission Standards
Rule Removals and Amendments

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction
The Florida Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) is proposing a revision to Florida’s
State Implementation Plan (SIP) under the Clean Air Act (CAA). This proposed SIP revision
consists of the removal of outdated or superseded Florida Administrative Code (F.A.C.)
requirements including the required CAA Section 110(l) noninterference demonstration. The
proposed SIP revision also incorporates amendments to F.A.C. rules to make Florida’s SIP
consistent with current rules. EPA incorporates F.A.C. rules into Florida’s SIP on a rule-by-rule
basis according to their state-established effective dates. The rule language that DEP is
requesting to be removed from, or amended within, Florida’s SIP is contained in Chapter 62-296,
F.A.C., Stationary Sources – Emission Standards.
The DEP had proposed revisions to Florida’s SIP in the December 15, 2021 Pre-Hearing
submittal which included revisions to Rules 62-296.402, 62-296.405, 62-296.406 and 62296.408, F.A.C. After further consideration, the DEP will not be requesting any SIP revisions for
these rules in this Final Proposed SIP. The DEP plans to propose action on Florida’s SIP with
reference to Rules 62-296.402 and 62-296.408, F.A.C., at a later date. The Department has also
withdrawn sub-sub-paragraphs 62-296.405(1)(c)2.c. and 62-296.405(1)(d)4., and subsections 62296.406(2) and 62-296.406(3), F.A.C., based upon comments received from EPA.
In accordance with Clean Air Act section 110(k)(6), the DEP previously submitted a request to
EPA in a letter on March 16, 2021, to make the following corrections to Florida’s SIP to remove
various F.A.C. provisions which have been incorporated into Florida’s SIP in error:
•
•
•

62-296.320(2) – Because objectionable odor is not a SIP pollutant;
62-296.403 – Because fluorides are not a SIP pollutant; and
62-296.404(1)(b), (4)(a)3, (4)(b)3, (4)(c)3, (4)(d), (4)(e), (5), (6) – Because Total
Reduced Sulfur is regulated by Florida’s approved 111(d) state plan for existing kraft
pulp mills.

Through CAA Section 110(l) Noninterference Demonstrations, the DEP requests in this submittal
that EPA remove the following F.A.C. provisions from Florida’s SIP:
•
•
•

62-296.100;
62-296.404(1)(a), 62-296.404(2), and 62-296.404(4)(a) through (c);
Nonsensical tail end of 62-296.405(1)(c)1.;
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•
•
•
•
•

62-296.405(1)(c)1.b. through e., 62-296.405(1)(c)1.g. through i., 62-296.405(1)(c)2.a.
and b., 62-296.405(1)(c)2.d., 62-296.405(1)(c)3., and 62-296.405(1)(d)2. and 3., and 62296.405(2);
62-296.412(1) through (3), and 62-296.412(5);
62-296.470;
62-296.570(3), 62-296.570(4)(a)1. and 2., and 62-296.570(b)1. through 4.;
62-296.701; 62-296.703; 62-296.706; 62-296.709; and 62-296.710.

The following rules have been amended through rulemaking, and these amendments are being
submitted to update Florida’s SIP:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rule 62-296.320, F.A.C., “General Pollutant Emission Limiting Standards;”
Rule 62-296.401, F.A.C., “Incinerators;”
Rule 62-296.405, F.A.C., “Fossil Fuel Steam Generators with More Than 250 Million
Btu Per Hour Heat Input;”
Rule 62-296.406, F.A.C., “Fossil Fuel Steam Generators with Less Than 250 Million Btu
Per Hour Heat Input, New and Existing Units;”
Rule 62-296.409, F.A.C., “Sulfur Recovery Plants;”
Rule 62-296.410, F.A.C., “Carbonaceous Fuel Burning Equipment;”
Rule 62-296.412, F.A.C., “Dry Cleaning Facilities;”
Rule 62-296.414, F.A.C., “Concrete Batching Plants;”
Rule 62-296.415, F.A.C., “Soil Thermal Treatment Facilities;”
Rule 62-296.418, F.A.C., “Bulk Gasoline Plants;”
Rule 62-296.500, F.A.C., “Reasonably Available Control Technology (RACT) – Volatile
Organic Compounds (VOC) and Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) Emitting Facilities;”
Rule 62-296.501, F.A.C., “Can Coating;”
Rule 62-296.502, F.A.C., “Coil Coating;”
Rule 62-296.503, F.A.C., “Paper Coating;”
Rule 62-296.504, F.A.C., “Fabric and Vinyl Coating;”
Rule 62-296.505, F.A.C., “Metal Furniture Coating;’
Rule 62-296.506, F.A.C., “Surface Coating of Large Appliances;”
Rule 62-296.507, F.A.C., “Magnet Wire Coating;”
Rule 62-296.508, F.A.C., “Petroleum Liquid Storage;”
Rule 62-296.510, F.A.C., “Bulk Gasoline Terminals;”
Rule 62-296.511, F.A.C., “Solvent Metal Cleaning;”
Rule 62-296.512, F.A.C., “Cutback Asphalt;”
Rule 62-296.513, F.A.C., “Surface Coating of Miscellaneous Metal Parts and Products;”
Rule 62-296.514, F.A.C., “Surface Coating of Flat Wood Paneling;”
Rule 62-296.515, F.A.C., “Graphic Arts Systems;”
Rule 62-296.516, F.A.C., “Petroleum Liquid Storage Tanks with External Floating Roofs
Rule 62-296.570, F.A.C., “Reasonably Available Control Technology (RACT) –
Requirements for Major VOC- and NOx-Emitting Facilities
Rule 62-296.600, F.A.C., “Reasonably Available Control Technology (RACT) – Lead;”
Rule 62 296.601, F.A.C., “Lead Processing Operations in General;”
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rule 62-296.602, F.A.C., “Primary Lead Acid Battery Manufacturing Operations;”
Rule 62-296.603, F.A.C., “Secondary Lead Smelting Operations;”
Rule 62-296.604, F.A.C., “Electric Arc Furnace Equipment Secondary Steel
Manufacturing Operations;”
Rule 62-296.700, F.A.C., “Reasonably Available Control Technology (RACT) –
Particulate Matter;”
Rule 62-296.702, F.A.C., “Fossil Fuel Steam Generators;”
Rule 62-296.704, F.A.C., “Asphalt Concrete Plants;”
Rule 62-296.705, F.A.C., “Phosphate Processing Operations;”
Rule 62-296.707, F.A.C., “Electric Arc Furnaces;”
Rule 62-296.708, F.A.C., “Sweat or Pot Furnaces;”
Rule 62-296.711, F.A.C., “Materials Handling, Sizing, Screening Crushing and Grinding
Operations;” and
Rule 62-296.712, F.A.C., “Miscellaneous Manufacturing Process Operations.”

{Note: No removals or amendments are included in this submittal for Rule 62-296.340, F.A.C.,
“Best Available Retrofit Technology” or Rule 62-296.605, F.A.C., “Lead Oxide Handling
Operations.” Rule 62-296.340, F.A.C., will be addressed in a separate SIP and there have been no
amendments to Rule 62-296.605, F.A.C.}
Background
The amendments to Chapter 62-296, F.A.C., “Stationary Sources – Emission Standards,” include
seven separate groups of rule amendments that made various changes designed to cleanup
confusing, outdated, and superseded provisions at stationary sources of air pollution. These
seven separate groups of amendments occurred in 1996, 1997, 2007, 2008, 2014, 2019 and 2020.
Repeals of rules from Chapter 62-296, F.A.C., were made in 2017 and 2019. In 2017, five
particulate matter RACT rules were repealed because there were no longer any existing sources
in Florida subject to the rules and the rules did not apply to new sources. In 2019, obsolete Rule
62-296.470, F.A.C., “Implementation of Federal Clean Air Interstate Rule,” was repealed.
Though not repealed, DEP is requesting that rules in Chapter 62-296, F.A.C, be entirely
removed from Florida’s SIP through CAA Section 110(l) Noninterference Demonstrations, as
provided in this submittal.
The following table shows a status summary of Florida’s SIP Submittals and EPA Approvals for
revisions to rule sections found in Chapter 62-296, F.A.C.
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Table 1. Chapter 62-296 F.A.C., Summary of Florida’s SIP Submittals and EPA Approvals
Chapter 62-296, F.A.C. - Summary of Florida’s SIP Submittals and EPA Approvals
I
[Approved Version Currently Listed in 40 CFR 52.520(c)]I
F.A.C. Rule
Revision

F.A.C. Rule
Effective
Date

FDEP
SIP
Submittal
#

Date
Submitted to
EPA

Date
Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

1994-08
1996-03
2011-01

12/21/94
04/15/96
07/01/11

06/16/99
06/16/99
10/06/17

64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346
82 FR 46682

2021-03

04/01/22
10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

08/29/13

78 FR 53250

10/20/94

59 FR 52916

62-296.100 Purpose and Scope
Original Reg
1st Revision
2nd Revision

N/A - 110(l)
Removal Request

11/23/94
03/13/96
10/06/08

Not Applicable
(N/A)

62-296.320 General Pollutant Emission Limiting Standards
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision
3rd Revision
4th Revision
5th Revision
N/A - 110(k)(6)
Removal Request

09/25/92
11/23/94
01/01/96
03/13/96
10/06/08
07/10/14

1993-02
1994-08
1996-02
1996-03
2021-03
2021-03

01/11/93
12/21/94
04/15/96
04/15/96
04/01/22
04/01/22

N/A

2021-03

04/01/22

62-296.340 Best Available Retrofit Technology
Original Reg

01/31/07

2010-01

03/19/10
08/31/10
09/17/12

1993-02
1992-04
1994-08
1996-02
1996-03
1999-01
2011-01
2021-03
2011-01
2021-03
2021-03
2021-03

01/11/93
12/09/92
12/21/94
04/15/96
04/15/96
06/23/99
07/01/11
04/01/22
07/01/11
04/01/22
04/01/22
04/01/22

62-296.401 Incinerators
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision
3rd Revision
4th Revision

09/25/92
12/02/92
11/23/94
01/01/96
03/13/96

5th Revision

11/13/97

6th Revision

01/10/07

7th Revision
8th Revision

07/10/14
11/05/20
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I[Approved Version Currently Listed in 40 CFR 52.520(c)]l
F.A.C. Rule
Revision

F.A.C. Rule
Effective
Date

FDEP
SIP
Submittal
#

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date
Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

62-296.403 Phosphate Processing
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision
3rd Revision
N/A - 110(l)
Removal Request

09/25/92
11/23/94
01/01/96
03/13/96

1993-02
1994-08
1996-02
1996-03

01/11/93
12/21/94
04/15/96
04/15/96

N/A

2021-03

04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

62-296.404 Kraft (Sulfate) Pulp Mills and Tall Oil Plants
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision
3rd Revision
N/A - 110(k)(6)
Removal Request
N/A - 110(l)
Removal Request

09/25/92
11/23/94
01/01/96
03/13/96

1993-02
1994-08
1996-02
1996-03

01/11/93
12/21/94
04/15/96
04/15/96

N/A

2021-03

04/01/22

N/A

2021-03

04/01/22

62-296.405 Fossil Fuel Steam Generators with More Than 250 Million Btu Per Hour Heat
Input
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision
3rd Revision
4th Revision

09/25/92
06/29/93
11/23/94
01/01/96
03/13/96

5th Revision

03/02/99

6th Revision
N/A - 110(l)
Removal Request

07/10/14

1993-02
1993-06
1994-08
1996-02
1996-03
1999-01
2011-01
2021-03

01/11/93
07/02/93
12/21/94
04/15/96
04/15/96
06/23/99
07/01/11
04/01/22

N/A

2021-03

04/01/22
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10/20/94
04/14/94
06/16/99
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
59 FR 17696
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

10/06/17

82 FR 46682
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F.A.C. Rule
Revision

F.A.C.
Rule
Effective
Date

FDEP SIP
Submittal #

Date
Submitted
to EPA

Date
Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

62-296.406 Fossil Fuel Steam Generators with Less than 250 Million Btu per Hour Heat
Input, New and Existing Emissions Units
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision
3rd Revision

09/25/92
06/29/93
11/23/94
03/13/96

4th Revision

03/02/99

5th Revision
6th Revision

07/10/14
11/05/20

1993-02
1993-06
1994-08
1996-03
1999-01
2011-01
2021-03
2021-03

01/11/93
07/02/93
12/21/94
04/15/96
06/23/99
07/01/11
04/01/22
04/01/22

10/20/94
04/14/94
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
59 FR 17696
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

10/06/17

82 FR 46682

01/11/93
12/21/94
04/15/96
04/01/22
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

62-296.409 Sulfur Recovery Plants
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision*
3rd Revision
4th Revision

09/25/92
11/23/94
01/01/96
07/10/14
11/05/20

1993-02
1994-08
1996-02
2021-03
2021-03

62-296.410 Carbonaceous Fuel Burning Equipment
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision*
3rd Revision
4th Revision

09/25/92
11/23/94
01/01/96
07/10/14
11/05/20
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I[Approved Version Currently Listed in 40 CFR 52.520(c)]I
F.A.C. Rule
Revision

F.A.C. Rule
Effective
Date

FDEP SIP
Submittal #

Date
Submitted
to EPA

Date
Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

01/11/93
12/21/94
04/24/95
04/15/96
04/15/96
07/22/96

10/20/94
06/16/99
04/25/96
06/16/99
06/16/99
01/16/03

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
61 FR 18259
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346
68 FR 2204

10/06/17

82 FR 46682

10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

10/06/17

82 FR 46682

10/06/17

82 FR 46682

62 296.412 Petroleum Solvent Dry Cleaning Facilities
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision
3rd Revision
4th Revision
5th Revision

09/25/92
11/23/94
04/18/95
01/01/96
03/13/96
06/25/96

1993-02
1994-08
1995-02
1996-02
1996-03
1996-04

6 Revision

10/07/96

EPA approval no
longer needed
because of
08/14/19 revision

7th Revision
8th Revision
9th Revision

03/11/10
07/10/14
08/14/19

2011-01

07/01/11

2021-03

04/01/22

N/A

2021-03

04/01/22

th

N/A - 110(l)
Removal Request

62-296.414 Concrete Batching Plants
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision

09/25/92
11/23/94
01/01/96

3rd Revision

11/13/97

4th Revision
5th Revision
6th Revision
N/A - 110(k)(6)
Removal Request

01/10/07
07/10/14
11/05/20

1993-02
1994-08
1996-02
1999-01
2011-01
2011-01
2021-03
2021-03

01/11/93
12/21/94
04/15/96
06/23/99
07/01/11
07/01/11
04/01/22
04/01/22

N/A

2021-03

04/01/22
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Chapter 62-296, F.A.C. - Summary of Florida’s SIP Submittals and EPA Approvals
[Approved Version Currently Listed in 40 CFR 52.520(c)]
F.A.C. Rule
Date
Date
F.A.C. Rule
FDEP SIP
Federal
Effective
Submitted Approved
Revision
Submittal #
Register
Date
to EPA
by EPA
62-296.415 Soil Thermal Treatment Facility
Original Reg

11/17/92

1992-03

11/23/92

10/20/94

59 FR 52916

01/11/93

1993-02

01/11/93

10/20/94

59 FR 52916

11/23/94
01/01/96
03/13/96
07/10/14
11/05/20

1994-08
1996-02
1996-03
2021-03
2021-03

12/21/94
04/15/96
04/15/96
04/01/22
04/01/22

06/16/99
06/16/99
06/16/99

64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

2007-02
2011-01
2021-03

05/31/07
07/01/11
04/01/22

06/01/09
10/06/17

74 FR 26103
82 FR 46682

Recodification

This 17-2 to 17-296
recodification did
not include 17296.415 because the
original reg was
already in the 17296 numbering
format.

1st Revision
2nd Revision
3rd Revision
4th Revision
5th Revision

62-296.418 Bulk Gasoline Plants
Original Reg
1st Revision
2nd Revision

05/09/07
03/11/10
08/14/19

62-296.470 Implementation of Federal Clean Air Interstate Rule
Original Reg
1st Revision

N/A - 110(l)
Removal Request

09/06/04
04/01/07

2007-01
2007-01

3/16/2007
3/16/2007

N/A

2021-03

04/01/22

10/12/07
10/12/07

72 FR 58016
72 FR 58016

62-296.500 Reasonably Available Control Technology (RACT) Volatile Organic
Compounds (VOC) and Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) Emitting Facilities
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision
3rd Revision
4th Revision
5th Revision
6th Revision

09/25/92
02/02/93
04/17/94
11/23/94
01/01/96
03/11/10
08/14/19
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1993-01
1994-03
1994-08
1996-02
2011-01
2021-03

01/11/93
01/08/93
04/25/94
12/21/94
04/15/96
07/01/11
04/01/22

10/20/94
01/11/95
01/11/95
06/16/99
06/16/99
10/06/17

59 FR 52916
60 FR 2688
60 FR 2688
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346
82 FR 46682
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F.A.C. Rule
Revision

F.A.C. Rule
Effective
Date

FDEP SIP
Submittal #

Date
Submitted
to EPA

Date
Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

09/25/92
11/23/94
01/01/96
07/10/14

1993-02
1994-08
1996-02
2021-03

01/11/93
12/21/94
04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

N/A

2021-03

04/01/22

1993-02
1994-08
1996-02
2021-03

01/11/93
12/21/94
04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

1993-02
1994-08
1996-02
2021-03

01/11/93
12/21/94
04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

01/11/93
12/21/94
04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

01/11/93
12/21/94
04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

62-296.501 Can Coating
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision*
3rd Revision
N/A - 110(k)(6)
Removal Request

62 296.502 Coil Coating
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision*
3rd Revision

09/25/92
11/23/94
01/01/96
07/10/14

62 296.503 Paper Coating
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision*
3rd Revision

09/25/92
11/23/94
01/01/96
07/10/14

62-296.504 Fabric and Vinyl Coating
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision*
3rd Revision

09/25/92
11/23/94
01/01/96
07/10/14

1993-02
1994-08
1996-02
2021-03

62-296.505 Metal Furniture Coating
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision*
3rd Revision

09/25/92
11/23/94
01/01/96
07/10/14

1993-02
1994-08
1996-02
2021-03

62-296.506 Surface Coating of Large Appliances
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision*
3rd Revision

09/25/92
11/23/94
01/01/96
07/10/14

SIP Revision 2021-03 Submittal
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Revision

F.A.C. Rule
Effective
Date

FDEP SIP
Submittal #

Date
Date
Submitted Approved
to EPA
by EPA

Federal
Register

62-296.507 Magnet Wire Coating
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision*
3rd Revision

09/25/92
11/23/94
01/01/96
07/10/14

1993-02
1994-08
1996-02
2021-03

01/11/93
12/21/94
04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

01/11/93
12/21/94
04/15/96
07/01/11
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99
10/06/17

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346
82 FR 46682

01/11/93
12/21/94
04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99
01/16/03

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346
68 FR 2204

10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

62-296.508 Petroleum Liquid Storage
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision
3rd Revision
4th Revision

09/25/92
11/23/94
01/01/96
10/06/08
07/10/14

1993-02
1994-08
1996-02
2011-01
2021-03

62-296.510 Bulk Gasoline Terminals
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision*
3rd Revision

09/25/92
11/23/94
01/01/96
07/10/14

1993-02
1994-08
1996-02
2021-03

62-296.511 Solvent Metal Cleaning
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision
3rd Revision
4th Revision
5th Revision
6th Revision

09/25/92
11/23/94
01/01/96
06/25/96
-

1993-02
1994-08
1996-02
1996-04

01/11/93
12/21/94
04/15/96
07/22/96

10/07/96
07/10/14
11/05/20

2021-03
2021-03
2021-03

04/01/22
04/01/22
04/01/22

1993-02
1994-08
1996-02

01/11/93
12/21/94
04/15/96

2021-03

04/01/22

(Not 06/05/96)

62-296.512 Cutback Asphalt
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision*
3rd Revision
4th Revision

09/25/92
11/23/94
01/01/96
07/10/14
08/14/19

SIP Revision 2021-03 Submittal
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Revision

F.A.C. Rule
Effective
Date

FDEP SIP
Submittal #

Date
Date
Submitted Approved
to EPA
by EPA

Federal
Register

62-296.513 Surface Coating of Miscellaneous Metal Parts and Products
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision*
3rd Revision

09/25/92
11/23/94
01/01/96
07/10/14

1993-02
1994-08
1996-02
2021-03

01/11/93
12/21/94
04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

62 296.514 Surface Coating of Flat Wood Paneling
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision*
3rd Revision

09/25/92
11/23/94
01/01/96
07/10/14

1993-02
1994-08
1996-02
2021-03

01/11/93
12/21/94
04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

1993-02
1994-08
1996-02
2021-03

01/11/93
12/21/94
04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

62-296.515 Graphic Arts Systems
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision*
3rd Revision

09/25/92
11/23/94
01/01/96
07/10/14

62-296.516 Petroleum Liquid Storage Tanks with External Floating Roofs
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision*
3rd Revision

09/25/92
11/23/94
01/01/96
07/10/14

1993-02
1994-08
1996-02
2021-03

01/11/93
12/21/94
04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

62-296.570 Reasonably Available Control Technology (RACT) – Requirements for
Major VOC- and NOx-Emitting Facilities
Original Reg
1st Revision
2nd Revision
3rd Revision*

02/02/93
04/17/94
11/23/94
01/01/96

4th Revision*

03/02/99

5th Revision

07/10/14

N/A - 110(l)
Removal Request

1993-01
1994-03
1994-08
1996-02
Submitted
1999-01
Withdrawn
2011-01
Withdrawn
2013-02
2021-03
2021-03

01/08/93
04/25/94
12/21/94
04/15/96
06/23/99
07/01/11
02/27/13

2021-03

04/01/22

N/A

SIP Revision 2021-03 Submittal
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Date
Date
F.A.C. Rule
FDEP SIP
Federal
Effective
Submitted Approved
Revision
Submittal #
Register
Date
to EPA
by EPA
62-296.600 Reasonably Available Control Technology (RACT) – Lead
Original Reg
1st Revision
2nd Revision
3rd Revision
4th Revision

08/08/94
01/01/96
03/13/96
07/10/14
08/14/19

1994-05
1996-02
1996-03
2021-03
2021-03

08/18/94
04/15/96
04/15/96
04/01/22
04/01/22

09/18/96
06/16/99
06/16/99

61 FR 49064
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

09/18/96

61 FR 49064

06/16/99

64 FR 32346

62-296.601 Lead Processing Operations in General
Original Reg

08/08/94

1st Revision

01/01/96

1994-05
1996-02
2021-03

08/18/94
04/15/96
04/01/22

62-296.602 Primary Lead-Acid Battery Manufacturing Operations
Original Reg
1st Revision

08/08/94
01/01/96

1994-05
1996-02

08/18/94
04/15/96

2nd Revision

03/13/96

1996-03

04/15/96

3rd Revision

07/10/14

2021-03

04/01/22

09/18/96
06/16/99
09/18/96
06/16/99

61 FR 49064
64 FR 32346
61 FR 49064
64 FR 32346

09/18/96
06/16/99

61 FR 49064
64 FR 32346

62-296.603 Secondary Lead Smelting Operations
Original Reg
1st Revision*
3rd Revision

08/08/94
01/01/96
07/10/14

1994-05
1996-02
2021-03

08/18/94
04/15/96
04/01/22

62-296.604 Electric Arc Furnace Equipped Secondary Steel Manufacturing Operations
Original Reg
1st Revision*
3rd Revision

08/08/94
01/01/96
07/10/14

1994-05
1996-02
2021-03

08/18/94
04/15/96
04/01/22

09/18/96
06/16/99

61 FR 49064
64 FR 32346

08/18/94

09/18/96

61 FR 49064

62-296.605 Lead Oxide Handling Operations
Original Reg

08/08/94

1994-05

62-296.700 Reasonably Available Control Technology (RACT) Particulate Matter
Recodification
1st Revision

09/25/92
11/23/94

2nd Revision*

01/01/96

3rd Revision

08/14/19

SIP Revision 2021-03 Submittal
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Revision

F.A.C. Rule
Effective
Date

FDEP SIP
Submittal #

Date
Date
Submitted Approved
to EPA
by EPA

Federal
Register

62-296.701 Portland Cement Plants
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision
3rd Revision*
N/A - 110(l)
Removal Request

09/25/92
06/29/93
11/23/94
01/01/96

1993-02
1993-06
1994-08
1996-02

01/11/93
07/02/93
12/21/94
04/15/96

10/20/94
04/14/94
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
59 FR 17696
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

N/A

2021-03

04/01/22
01/11/93
12/21/94
04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

01/11/93
12/21/94
04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

01/11/93
12/21/94
04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

62-296.702 Fossil Fuel Steam Generators
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision*
3rd Revision

09/25/92
11/23/94
01/01/96
07/10/14

1993-02
1994-08
1996-02
2021-03

62-296.703 Carbonaceous Fuel Burners
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision*
N/A - 110(l)
Removal Request

09/25/92
11/23/94
01/01/96

1993-02
1994-08
1996-02

01/11/93
12/21/94
04/15/96

N/A

2021-03

04/01/22

62-296.704 Asphalt Concrete Plants
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision*
3rd Revision

09/25/92
11/23/94
01/01/96
07/10/14

1993-02
1994-08
1996-02
2021-03

62-296.705 Phosphate Processing Operations
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision*
3rd Revision

09/25/92
11/23/94
01/01/96
07/10/14

SIP Revision 2021-03 Submittal
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F.A.C. Rule
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Date
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62-296.706 Glass Manufacturing Process
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision*
N/A - 110(l)
Removal Request

09/25/92
11/23/94
01/01/96

1993-02
1994-08
1996-02

01/11/93
12/21/94
04/15/96

10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

N/A

2021-03

04/01/22

1993-02
1994-08
1996-02
2021-03

01/11/93
12/21/94
04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

1993-02
1994-08
1996-02
2021-03

01/11/93
12/21/94
04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

09/25/92
11/23/94
01/01/96

1993-02
1994-08
1996-02

01/11/93
12/21/94
04/15/96

10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

N/A

2021-03

04/01/22
10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

62-296.707 Electric Arc Furnaces
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision*
3rd Revision

09/25/92
11/23/94
01/01/96
07/10/14

62-296.708 Sweat or -of Pot Furnaces
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision*
3rd Revision

-

09/25/92
11/23/94
01/01/96
07/10/14

62-296.709 Lime Kilns
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision*
N/A - 110(l)
Removal Request

62-296.710 Smelt Dissolving Tanks
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision*
N/A - 110(l)
Removal Request

09/25/92
11/23/94
01/01/96

1993-02
1994-08
1996-02

01/11/93
12/21/94
04/15/96

N/A

2021-03

04/01/22

SIP Revision 2021-03 Submittal
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Revision

F.A.C. Rule
Effective
Date

FDEP SIP
Submittal #

Date
Date
Submitted Approved
to EPA
by EPA

Federal
Register

62-296.711 Materials Handling, Sizing, Screening, Crushing and Grinding Operations
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision*
3rd Revision

09/25/92
11/23/94
01/01/96
07/10/14

1993-02
1994-08
1996-02
2021-03

01/11/93
12/21/94
04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

62-296.712 Miscellaneous Manufacturing Process Operations
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision*
3rd Revision

09/25/92
11/23/94
01/01/96
07/10/14

1993-02
1994-08
1996-02
2021-03

01/11/93
12/21/94
04/15/96
04/01/22

*These revisions appear to have been approved into the SIP; however, the table in 40 CFR
52.520(c) does not list these revisions as the most recently approved version.
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Details of Chapter 62-296, F.A.C., Rule Removals and Amendments
62-296.100 PURPOSE AND SCOPE
Current SIP:

62-296.100 Purpose and Scope.
(1) The Department of Environmental Protection adopts this chapter to establish emission limiting
standards and compliance requirements for stationary sources of air pollutant emissions.
(2) The chapter includes emission limitations for specific categories of facilities and emissions units,
and it establishes reasonably available control technology requirements. Where work practice
standards, including requirements for specific types of pollution control equipment, are provided for
in this chapter, such standards shall be of the same force and effect as emission limiting standards.
The emission limiting and work practice standards of Rule 62-296.320, F.A.C., and Rules 62-296.401
through 62-296.480, F.A.C., are applicable statewide. The reasonably available control technology
requirements are established for specific areas as set forth in Rules 62-296.500, 62-296.600, and 62296.700, F.A.C.
(3) A facility or emissions unit subject to any standard or requirement of 40 C.F.R. Part 60, 61, 63 or
65, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C. shall comply with such
standard or requirement. Nothing in this chapter shall relieve a facility or emissions unit from
complying with such standard or requirement, provided, however, that where a facility or emissions
unit is subject to a standard established in this chapter, such standard shall also apply.
(4) Words and phrases used in this chapter, unless clearly indicated otherwise, are defined at Rule
62-210.200, F.A.C.
History: New 11-23-94, Amended 3-13-96, 10-6-08.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.100

Original Reg
1st Revision
2nd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

12/21/94
04/15/96
07/01/11

06/16/99
06/16/99
10/06/17

64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346
82 FR 46682

Requested SIP Revision:
The DEP is requesting, by means of a CAA section 110(l) noninterference demonstration, that
the entire rule section 62-296.100, F.A.C., be removed from the SIP.
Demonstration: Rule section 62-296.100, F.A.C., contains no emissions limits. Paragraph (1)
states the purpose of the rule chapter; paragraph (2) states the scope of the rule chapter;
paragraph (3) simply states that federal requirements may also apply; and paragraph (4) states
that definitions are in Rule 62-210.200, F.A.C. The SIP-approved Rule 62-210.200, F.A.C.,
states that the definitions therein apply to Chapter 62-296, F.A.C. Removal of this rule does not
affect any of the requirements in the rest of the Chapter 62-296, F.A.C.
Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revision:
No provisions from Rule 62-296.100, F.A.C., would remain in Florida’s SIP.
SIP Revision 2021-03 Submittal
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62-296.320 GENERAL POLLUTANT EMISSION LIMITING STANDARDS
Current SIP:
62-296.320 General Pollutant Emission Limiting Standards.
(1) Volatile organic compounds emissions or organic solvents emissions. No person shall store,
pump, handle, process, load, unload or use in any process or installation, volatile organic compounds
or organic solvents without applying known and existing vapor emission control devices or systems
deemed necessary and ordered by the Department.
(2) Objectionable Odor Prohibited - No person shall cause, suffer, allow or permit the discharge of
air pollutants which cause or contribute to an objectionable odor.
(3) Industrial, Commercial, and Municipal Open Burning Prohibited. Open burning in connection
with industrial, commercial, or municipal operations is prohibited, except when:
(a) Open burning is determined by the Department to be the only feasible method of operation
and is authorized by an air permit issued pursuant to Chapter 62-210 or 62-213, F.A.C.; or
(b) An emergency exists which requires immediate action to protect human health and safety; or
(c) A county or municipality would use a portable air curtain incinerator to burn yard trash
generated by a hurricane, tornado, fire or other disaster and the air curtain incinerator would
otherwise be operated in accordance with the permitting exemption criteria of Rule 62210.300(3), F.A.C.
(4) General Particulate Emission Limiting Standards. The following emission limiting standards
shall apply to emissions units of particulate matter not subject to a particulate emission limit or
opacity limit set forth in or established elsewhere in this chapter.
(a) Process Weight Table.
1. Applicability. The emission limitations set forth in Rule 62-296.320(4)(a)2., F.A.C.,
below, shall apply to any emissions unit which processes raw materials to produce a finished
product through a chemical or physical change, except emissions units which:
a. Burn fuel to produce heat or power by indirect heating where the products of
combustion do not come in contact with the process materials.
b. Burn refuse.
c. Salvage materials by burning.
2. Particulate Matter Emissions Standard - No person shall cause, let, permit, suffer or allow
the emission of particulate matter through a stack or vent, from any emissions unit subject to
this rule in total quantities in excess of the amount shown in Table 296.320-1. Interpolation
of the data in Table 296.320-1 for the process weight rates up to 30 tons per hour shall be
accomplished by use of the equation: E = 3.59P0.62, where P is less than or equal to 30 tons
per hour. Interpolation and extrapolation of the data for process weight rates in excess of 30
tons per hour shall be accomplished by use of the equation: E = 17.31P0.16, where P is greater
than 30 tons per hour. In both equations: E = emissions in pounds per hour and P = process
weight rate in tons per hour.

Rate
(Tons Per Hour)
.025
.050
.250

SIP Revision 2021-03 Submittal
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Emission Rate
(Pounds Per Hour)
0.36
0.56
1.52
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.50
2.50
5
10
30
40
60
80
100
200
500

2.34
6.34
9.74
14.97
29.57
31.23
33.33
34.90
36.17
40.41
46.79

3. Particulate Matter Emissions Test Method and Procedures. All particulate matter emissions tests
performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall comply with the following provisions.
a. Emissions units incorporating a scrubber for control of particulate matter shall use the
following test methods.
i. Citrus Plants. The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5,
incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. An acetone wash
shall be used. The minimum sample volume shall be 32 dry standard cubic feet.
ii. All Others. The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5,
incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. An acetone wash
shall be used.
b. Emissions units incorporating dry controls for control of particulate matter shall use the following test
methods.
i. Phosphate Processing. The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA
Method 5, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. An
acetone wash shall be used. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard
cubic feet.
ii. All Others. The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 17,
with an acetone wash and an average stack temperature below 275 degrees
Fahrenheit, or EPA Method 5 with an acetone wash. These test methods are
incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
c. Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) General Visible Emissions Standard.
1. No person shall cause, let, permit, suffer or allow to be discharged into the atmosphere the
emissions of air pollutants from any activity, the density of which is equal to or greater than
that designated as Number 1 on the Ringelmann Chart (20 percent opacity).
2. Notwithstanding Rule 62-296.320(4)(b)1., F.A.C., above, the owner or operator of an
emissions unit subject to the general visible emission standard may request the Department to
establish a higher visible emissions standard for that emissions unit. The owner or operator
may request that a visible emissions standard be established at that level at which the
emissions unit will be able, as indicated by compliance tests, to meet the opacity standard at
all times during which the emissions unit is meeting the applicable particulate matter
standard. The Department shall establish such a standard, through the permitting process, if it
finds that:
a. The emissions unit was in compliance with the applicable particulate emission standard
while a compliance test was being conducted but failed to comply with the general visible
emissions standard during the test;
b. The emissions unit and associated air pollution control equipment were operated and
maintained in a manner to minimize the opacity emissions during the compliance test;
and
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c. The emissions unit and associated air pollution control equipment were incapable of
being adjusted or operated in such a manner as to meet the opacity standard.
3. If the presence of uncombined water is the only reason for failure to meet visible emission
standards given in this rule, such failure shall not be a violation of this rule.
4. All visible emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall comply
with the following provisions.
a. The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
b. Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(c) Unconfined Emissions of Particulate Matter.
1. No person shall cause, let, permit, suffer or allow the emissions of unconfined particulate
matter from any activity, including vehicular movement; transportation of materials;
construction, alteration, demolition or wrecking; or industrially related activities such as
loading, unloading, storing or handling; without taking reasonable precautions to prevent
such emissions.
2. Any permit issued to a facility with emissions of unconfined particulate matter shall
specify the reasonable precautions to be taken by that facility to control the emissions of
unconfined particulate matter.
3. Reasonable precautions include the following:
a. Paving and maintenance of roads, parking areas and yards.
b. Application of water or chemicals to control emissions from such activities as
demolition of buildings, grading roads, construction, and land clearing.
c. Application of asphalt, water, oil, chemicals or other dust suppressants to unpaved
roads, yards, open stock piles and similar activities.
d. Removal of particulate matter from roads and other paved areas under the control of
the owner or operator of the facility to prevent reentrainment, and from buildings or work
areas to prevent particulate from becoming airborne.
e. Landscaping or planting of vegetation.
f. Use of hoods, fans, filters, and similar equipment to contain, capture and/or vent
particulate matter.
g. Confining abrasive blasting where possible.
h. Enclosure or covering of conveyor systems.
4. In determining what constitutes reasonable precautions for a particular facility, the
Department shall consider the cost of the control technique or work practice, the
environmental impacts of the technique or practice, and the degree of reduction of emissions
expected from a particular technique or practice.
History: Formerly 17-2.620, Formerly 17-296.320, Amended 1-1-96, 3-13-96.
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Requested SIP Revisions:
(1) In a letter sent to EPA on March 16, 2021, through the CAA 110(k)(6) process, the DEP
previously requested that rule subsection 62-296.320(2), F.A.C., be removed from the SIP
because objectionable odor is not a SIP pollutant.
(2) Objectionable Odor Prohibited No person shall cause, suffer, allow or permit
the discharge of air pollutants which cause or contribute to an objectionable odor.

(2) Effective 10/06/2008, rule subsection 62-296.320(3), F.A.C., was revised for consistency
with Chapter 62-256, F.A.C., and the DEP is requesting that the SIP should be revised as
follows:
(3) Permitted Industrial, Commercial, and Municipal Open Burning Prohibited.
Open burning in connection with industrial, commercial, institutional, or
governmental municipal operations is allowed only as provided at Chapter 62-256,
F.A.C. or prohibited, except when:
(a) Open burning is determined by the Department to be the only available
method of disposal feasible method of operation and is authorized by an air
permit issued pursuant to Chapter 62-210 or 62-213, F.A.C.; and or
(b) Such open burning does not involve any material prohibited from being
burned at Rule 62-256.300, F.A.C. An emergency exists which requires
immediate action to protect human health and safety; or
(c) A county or municipality would use a portable air curtain incinerator to burn
yard trash generated by a hurricane, tornado, fire or other disaster and the air
curtain incinerator would otherwise be operated in accordance with the
permitting exemption criteria of Rule 62-210.300(3), F.A.C.

(3) Effective 7/10/2014, cross-references in rule subsection 62-296.320(4), F.A.C., were revised
to state that EPA test methods are adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800,
F.A.C., instead of Rule 62-297.401, F.A.C., due to the repeal of Rule 62-297.401, F.A.C.; and an
obsolete reference to the Ringelmann Chart was removed. Therefore, the DEP is requesting that
the SIP be revised as follows:
(4) General Particulate Emission Limiting Standards. The following emission limiting
standards shall apply to emissions units of particulate matter not subject to a particulate
emission limit or opacity limit set forth in or established elsewhere in this chapter.
(a) Process Weight Table.
1. through 2. No change
3. Particulate Matter Emissions Test Method and procedures. All particulate
matter emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following provisions.
a. Emissions units incorporating a scrubber for control of particulate matter
shall use the following test methods.
(i) Citrus Plants. The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA
Method 5, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and
incorporated and adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800 in Chapter
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62-297, F.A.C. An acetone wash shall be used. The minimum sample
volume shall be 32 dry standard cubic feet.
(ii) All Others. The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA
Method 5, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and
incorporated and adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800 in Chapter
62-297, F.A.C. An acetone wash shall be used.
b. Emissions units incorporating dry controls for control of particulate
matter shall use the following test methods.
(i) Phosphate Processing. The test method for particulate emissions shall
be EPA Method 5, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3,
adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800
in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. An acetone wash shall be used. The minimum
sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.
(ii) All Others. The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA
Method 17, with an acetone wash and an average stack temperature
below 275 degrees Fahrenheit, or EPA Method 5 with an acetone wash.
EPA Method 17 is described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-6; and
EPA Method 5 is described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3. These
test methods are adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at
Rule 62-204.800 in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
c. No change.
(b) General Visible Emissions Standard.
1. No person shall cause, let, permit, suffer or allow to be discharged into the
atmosphere the emissions of air pollutants from any activity, the density of which
is equal to or greater than that designated as Number 1 on the Ringelmann Chart
(20 percent opacity).
2. through 3. No change.
4. All visible emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule
shall comply with the following provisions.
a. The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described
at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated and adopted
by reference at Rule 62-204.800 in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
b. No change.
(c) No change.

(4) The list of historical rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.320, F.A.C., needs to be
updated as follows:
History: Formerly 17-2.620, Formerly 17-296.320, Amended 1-1-96, 3-13-96, 10-6-08, 7-10-14.

(5) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included at the end of the rule
section in the SIP needs to be corrected as follows, because although the recodification of the
rule was effective 11/23/92, that recodification was submitted to EPA on 1/11/93:
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Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.320 General Pollutant Emission Limiting Standards.
(1) Volatile organic compounds emissions or organic solvents emissions – No person shall store, pump,
handle, process, load, unload or use in any process or installation, volatile organic compounds or
organic solvents without applying known and existing vapor emission control devices or systems
deemed necessary and ordered by the Department.
Rule section 62-296.320(2), F.A.C., is not included in the SIP.
(3) Permitted Open Burning. Open burning in connection with industrial, commercial, institutional, or
governmental operations is allowed only as provided at Chapter 62-256, F.A.C., or when:
(a) Open burning is determined by the Department to be the only available method of disposal and
is authorized by an air permit; and
(b) Such open burning does not involve any material prohibited from being burned at Rule 62256.300, F.A.C.
(4) General Particulate Emission Limiting Standards. The following emission limiting standards shall
apply to emissions units of particulate matter not subject to a particulate emission limit or opacity limit
set forth in or established elsewhere in this chapter.
(a) Process Weight Table.
1. Applicability. The emission limitations set forth in subparagraph 62-296.320(4)(a)2., F.A.C.,
below, shall apply to any emissions unit which processes raw materials to produce a finished
product through a chemical or physical change, except emissions units which:
a. Burn fuel to produce heat or power by indirect heating where the products of combustion
do not come in contact with the process materials.
b. Burn refuse.
c. Salvage materials by burning.
2. Particulate Matter Emissions Standard – No person shall cause, let, permit, suffer or allow
the emission of particulate matter through a stack or vent, from any emissions unit subject to
this rule in total quantities in excess of the amount shown in Table 296.320-1. Interpolation of
the data in Table 296.320-1 for the process weight rates up to 30 tons per hour shall be
accomplished by use of the equation: E = 3.59P 0.62 , where P is less than or equal to 30 tons
per hour. Interpolation and extrapolation of the data for process weight rates in excess of 30
tons per hour shall be accomplished by use of the equation: E = 17.31P 0.16 , where P is greater
than 30 tons per hour. In both equations: E = emissions in pounds per hour and P = process
weight rate in tons per hour.
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PROCESS WEIGHT TABLE
TABLE 296.320-1
Process Rate
Emission Rate
(Tons Per Hour)
(Pounds Per Hour)
.025
0.36
.050
0.56
.250
1.52
.50
2.34
2.50
6.34
5
9.74
10
14.97
30
29.57
40
31.23
60
33.33
80
34.90
100
36.17
200
40.41
500
46.79
3. Particulate Matter Emissions Test Method and procedures. All particulate matter emissions
tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall comply with the following
provisions.
a. Emissions units incorporating a scrubber for control of particulate matter shall use the
following test methods.
i. Citrus Plants. The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated by reference
at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C. An acetone wash shall be used. The minimum sample
volume shall be 32 dry standard cubic feet.
ii. All Others. The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated by reference
at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C. An acetone wash shall be used.
b. Emissions units incorporating dry controls for control of particulate matter shall use the
following test methods.
i. Phosphate Processing. The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA
Method 5, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated
by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C. An acetone wash shall be used. The minimum
sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.
ii. All Others. The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 17, with
an acetone wash and an average stack temperature below 275 degrees Fahrenheit, or
EPA Method 5 with an acetone wash. EPA Method 17 is described at 40 C.F.R. Part
60, Appendix A-6; and EPA Method 5 is described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A3. These test methods are adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800,
F.A.C.
c. Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) General Visible Emissions Standard.
1. No person shall cause, let, permit, suffer or allow to be discharged into the atmosphere the
emissions of air pollutants from any activity, the density of which is equal to or greater than 20
percent opacity.
2. Notwithstanding subparagraph 62-296.320(4)(b)1., F.A.C., above, the owner or operator of
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an emissions unit subject to the general visible emission standard may request the Department
to establish a higher visible emissions standard for that emissions unit. The owner or operator
may request that a visible emissions standard be established at that level at which the emissions
unit will be able, as indicated by compliance tests, to meet the opacity standard at all times
during which the emissions unit is meeting the applicable particulate matter standard. The
Department shall establish such a standard, through the permitting process, if it finds that:
a. The emissions unit was in compliance with the applicable particulate emission standard
while a compliance test was being conducted but failed to comply with the general visible
emissions standard during the test,
b. The emissions unit and associated air pollution control equipment were operated and
maintained in a manner to minimize the opacity emissions during the compliance test; and,
c. The emissions unit and associated air pollution control equipment were incapable of
being adjusted or operated in such a manner as to meet the opacity standard.
3. If the presence of uncombined water is the only reason for failure to meet visible emission
standards given in this rule, such failure shall not be a violation of this rule.
4. All visible emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall comply
with the following provisions.
a. The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R.
Part 60, Appendix A-4, adopted and-incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
b. Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(c) Unconfined Emissions of Particulate Matter.
1. No person shall cause, let, permit, suffer or allow the emissions of unconfined particulate
matter from any activity, including vehicular movement; transportation of materials;
construction, alteration, demolition or wrecking; or industrially related activities such as
loading, unloading, storing or handling; without taking reasonable precautions to prevent such
emissions.
2. Any permit issued to a facility with emissions of unconfined particulate matter shall specify
the reasonable precautions to be taken by that facility to control the emissions of unconfined
particulate matter.
3. Reasonable precautions include the following:
a. Paving and maintenance of roads, parking areas and yards.
b. Application of water or chemicals to control emissions from such activities as demolition
of buildings, grading roads, construction, and land clearing.
c. Application of asphalt, water, oil, chemicals or other dust suppressants to unpaved roads,
yards, open stock piles and similar activities.
d. Removal of particulate matter from roads and other paved areas under the control of the
owner or operator of the facility to prevent reentrainment, and from buildings or work areas
to prevent particulate from becoming airborne.
e. Landscaping or planting of vegetation.
f. Use of hoods, fans, filters, and similar equipment to contain, capture and/or vent
particulate matter.
g. Confining abrasive blasting where possible.
h. Enclosure or covering of conveyor systems.
4. In determining what constitutes reasonable precautions for a particular facility, the
Department shall consider the cost of the control technique or work practice, the
environmental impacts of the technique or practice, and the degree of reduction of emissions
expected from a particular technique or practice.
History–Formerly 17-2.620, 17-296.320, Amended 1-1-96, Amended 3-13-96, 10-6-08, 7-10-14.
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62-296.401 INCINERATORS
Current SIP:
62-296.401 Incinerators.
(1) Any incinerator with a charging rate of less than 50 tons per day.
(a) No visible emission (5 percent opacity) except that visible emissions not exceeding 20 percent
opacity are allowed for up to three minutes in any one-hour period.
(b) No objectionable odor allowed.
(c) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of
this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
1. The test method for visible emissions shall be DEP Method 9, incorporated in Chapter
62-297, F.A.C.
2. Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(2) Existing incinerators, other than those which are operated or utilized for the disposal or treatment
of biological waste, with a charging rate equal to or greater than 50 tons per day.
(a) Particulate matter - 0.1 grains per standard cubic foot dry gas corrected to 50 percent excess
air.
(b) No objectionable odor allowed.
(c) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of
this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
1. The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5, incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30
dry standard cubic feet. EPA Method 3 or 3A using Orsat analysis is required for percent
excess air correction.
2. Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(d) Calculations Correcting Concentrations to 50% Excess Air (EA), EPA Method 3, Section 1.2.
When correcting a pollutant emission concentration to 50% excess air, pursuant to this rule, the
following equation shall be used:
Cs50 = Cs(100 + %EA)
150

Equation 296.401-1

where: Cs50 is the pollutant concentration at 50% excess air;
Cs is the pollutant concentration computed at standard conditions on a dry basis;
and
%EA is calculated by equation 296.401-2:
%EA =

(%O2 - 0.5%CO) * 100
0.264%N2 - (%O2 - 0.5%CO)
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(3) New incinerators, other than those which are operated or utilized for the disposal or treatment of
biological waste, with a charging rate equal to or greater than 50 tons per day.
(a) Particulate matter - .08 grains per standard cubic foot dry gas corrected to 50 percent excess
air.
(b) No objectionable odor allowed.
(c) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of
this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
1. The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5, incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30
dry standard cubic feet. EPA Method 3 or 3A using Orsat analysis is required for percent
excess air correction.
(d) Calculations Correcting Concentrations to 50% Excess Air (EA), EPA Method 3, Section 1.2.
When correcting a pollutant emission concentration to 50% excess air, pursuant to this rule, the
following equation shall be used:
Cs50 = Cs(100 + %EA)
150

Equation 296.401-1

where: Cs50 is the pollutant concentration at 50% excess air;
Cs is the pollutant concentration computed at standard conditions on a dry basis;
and
%EA is calculated by equation 296.401-2:
%EA = (%O2 - 0.5%CO) * 100
0.264%N2 - (%O2 - 0.5%CO)

Equation 296.401-2

2. Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(4) Biological Waste Incineration Facilities. The following requirements apply to all biological
waste incineration facilities. This rule does not apply to human remains for which a DHRS death
certificate has been issued, that are disposed of by a person licensed under the provisions of Chapter
470, F.S.
(a) Facilities with a capacity equal to or less than 500 pounds per hour used solely for the
incineration of dead animals.
1. Particulate matter emissions shall not exceed 0.080 grains per dry standard cubic foot of
flue gas, corrected to 7% O2.
2. Facilities subject to this rule shall incinerate only dead animals and, if applicable, the
bedding and the remains associated with the animals placed in leak proof containers.
Containers may contain up to 0.5 percent by weight chlorinated plastics. Plastic bags used
for the incineration of animals shall be nonchlorinated and no less than 3 mils thick.
a. If containers are incinerated, documentation from the manufacturers certifying that
they are composed of 0.5 percent or less by weight chlorinated plastics must be kept
on-file at the site for the duration of their use and for at least two years after their use.
This documentation must also be submitted with any permit renewal application.
b. If plastic bags are incinerated, documentation must be provided to prove that the bags
are nonchlorinated and no less than 3 mils thick.
3. Facilities subject to this rule shall not incinerate dead animals which were used for
biomedical or commercial experimentation. No other material, including biohazardous waste
as defined in Rule 62-210.200, F.A.C., shall be incinerated.
(b) Facilities with a capacity equal to or less than 500 pounds per hour that are not used solely for
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the incineration of dead animals.
1. Particulate matter emissions shall not exceed 0.100 grains per dry standard cubic foot of
flue gas, corrected to 7% 02.
2. Hydrochloric Acid (HCl) emissions shall not exceed 4.0 pounds per hour.
(c) Facilities with a capacity greater than 500 pounds per hour, but less than or equal to 2,000
pounds per hour.
1. Particulate matter emissions shall not exceed 0.030 grains per dry standard cubic foot of
flue gas, corrected to 7% O2.
2. Hydrochloric acid (HCl) emissions shall not exceed 4.0 pounds per hour; or shall be
reduced by 90% by weight on an hourly average basis.
(d) Facilities with a capacity greater than 2000 pounds per hour.
1. Particulate matter emissions shall not exceed 0.020 grains per dry standard cubic foot of
flue gas, corrected to 7% O2.
2. Hydrochloric acid (HCl) emissions shall not exceed 50 parts per million by volume, dry
basis, corrected to 7% O2 on a three-hour average basis; or shall be reduced by 90% by
weight on an hourly average basis.
(e) All facilities unless otherwise noted are subject to the following design, operating, monitoring
and operator training requirements.
1. Any incinerator with a capacity equal to or less than 500 pounds per hour used solely for
the incineration of dead animals for which a complete application for a permit to construct a
new unit was received by the Department on or after August 30, 1989, shall provide design
calculations to confirm a sufficient volume in the secondary (or last) chamber combustion
zone to provide for at least a 1.0 second gas residence time at 1800 degrees Fahrenheit. The
actual operating temperature of the secondary (or last) chamber combustion zone shall be no
less than 1600 degrees Fahrenheit throughout the combustion process in the primary
chamber. Primary chamber and stack shall not be used in calculating this residence time.
Combustion in the primary chamber shall not begin unless the secondary (or last) chamber
combustion zone temperature is equal to or greater than 1600 degrees Fahrenheit.
2. Any incinerator with a capacity equal to or less than 500 pounds per hour used solely for
the incineration of dead animals for which a complete application for a permit to construct a
new unit was received by the Department prior to August 30, 1989, shall provide design
calculations to confirm a sufficient volume in the secondary (or last) chamber combustion
zone to provide for at least a 1.0 second gas residence time at 1600 degrees Fahrenheit. The
actual operating temperature of the secondary (or last) chamber combustion zone shall be no
less than 1400 degrees Fahrenheit throughout the combustion process in the primary
chamber. Primary chamber and stack shall not be used in calculating this residence time.
Combustion in the primary chamber shall not begin unless the secondary (or last) chamber
combustion zone temperature is equal to or greater than 1400 degrees Fahrenheit.
3. Any incinerator that is not used solely for the incineration of dead animals or any
incinerator with a capacity greater than 500 pounds per hour shall operate with a combustion
zone design temperature of no less than 1800 degrees Fahrenheit for at least a 1.0 second gas
residence time in the secondary (or last) combustion chamber. Primary chamber and stack
shall not be utilized in calculating this residence time.
4. Mechanically fed facilities shall incorporate an air lock system to prevent opening the
incinerator to the room environment. The volume of the loading system shall be designed to
prevent overcharging thereby assuring complete combustion of the waste.
5. Carbon monoxide (CO) emissions shall not exceed 100 parts per million by volume, dry
basis, corrected to 7% O2 on an hourly average basis.
6. Incineration or ignition of waste shall not begin until the secondary (or last) combustion
chamber temperature requirement is attained. All air pollution control and continuous
emission monitoring equipment shall be operational and functioning properly prior to the
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incineration or ignition of waste and until all the wastes are incinerated. The secondary (or
last) combustion chamber temperature requirement shall be maintained until the wastes are
completely combusted.
7. Radioactive waste may not be burned in an incinerator subject to this rule unless the
incinerator has been issued a Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services (DHRS)
license to incinerate radioactive waste or the waste is of such quantity to be exempt in
accordance with DHRS Rule 10D-91 or 10D-104.003, F.A.C.
8. Hazardous waste may not be burned in an incinerator subject to this rule unless the
incinerator has been issued a hazardous waste permit by the Department or the waste is of
such quantity to be exempt in accordance with Chapter 62-730, F.A.C.
9. Any operators of incinerators with a capacity equal to or less than 500 pounds per hour
used solely for the incineration of dead animals shall be trained by the equipment
manufacturer's representatives or an equivalent state-approved organization.
a. The content of the training program shall be submitted to the Department for approval.
Construction permit applicants shall submit a training program, or reference a previously
submitted training program, with the construction permit application. The training shall
provide a basic understanding of the principles of the combustion process, provide
instruction on the operation and maintenance of the incinerator, and increase awareness
of regulation requirements and safety concerns. Training programs shall be a minimum
of 8 hours of instruction. Training programs shall at a minimum include hands-on
experience involving start-up, operation of at least one incineration cycle, shut-down of
equipment, and one full cycle of preventative maintenance actions. The Department shall
approve training programs which meet, at a minimum, the criteria set forth in the EPA
Medical Waste Incinerator Operator Training Program Course Handbook EPA
453/B-93-018 and Instructor's Guide EPA 453/B-93-019.
b. A copy of the training certificate for each operator having satisfactorily completed the
Department-approved training program must be submitted to the Department within 15
days of training. If the emissions unit is modified to the extent that a Department
construction permit is required, the operators shall be retrained to operate the modified
unit. Owners of new and modified emissions units shall submit copies of the operator
training certificates within 15 days after completion of initial compliance test.
c. An operator's certificate must be kept on file at the facility for the duration of the
operator's employment and for an additional two years after termination of employment.
The owner shall not allow the incinerator to be operated unless it is operated by an
operator who has satisfactorily completed the required training program.
10. Any operator of an incinerator that is not used solely for the incineration of dead animals
or any operator of an incinerator with a capacity greater than 500 pounds per hour shall be
trained by the equipment manufacturer's representative or an equivalent state-approved
organization.
a. The content of the training program shall be submitted to the Department for approval.
Construction permit applicants shall submit a training program, or reference a previously
submitted training program, with the construction permit application. The training shall
provide a basic understanding of the principles of the combustion process, provide
instruction on proper operating practices and procedures, and increase awareness of
regulation requirements and safety concerns. Training programs shall be minimum of 16
hours of instruction. The Department shall approve training programs which meet, at a
minimum, the criteria set forth in the EPA Medical Waste Incinerator Operator Training
Program Course Handbook EPA 453/B-93-018 and Instructor's Guide EPA
453/B-93-019.
b. A copy of the training certificate for each operator having satisfactorily completed the
Department-approved training program must be submitted to the Department within 15
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days of training. If the incinerator is modified to the extent that a Department
construction permit is required, the operators shall be retrained to operate the modified
incinerator. Owners of new and modified incinerators shall submit copies of the operator
training certificates within 15 days after completion of the initial compliance test.
c. An operator's certificate must be kept on file at the facility for the duration of the
operator's employment and for an additional two years after termination of employment.
The owner shall not allow the incinerator to be operated unless it is operated by an
operator who has satisfactorily completed the required training program.
(f) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of
this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
1. The test method for visible emissions shall be DEP Method 9, incorporated in Chapter
62-297, F.A.C.
2. The test method for carbon monoxide shall be EPA Method 10, incorporated and adopted
by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
3. The test method for oxygen shall be EPA Method 3 or 3A, incorporated and adopted by
reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
4. The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5 or 26A, incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
5. The test method for hydrochloric acid shall be EPA Method 26, incorporated and adopted
by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry
standard cubic feet.
6. Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(g) Frequency of Testing.
1. Facilities with a capacity equal to or less than 500 pounds per hour shall demonstrate
compliance as follows.
a. New and existing facilities shall demonstrate individual emissions unit compliance
with the visible emissions standard upon initial compliance and annually thereafter.
b. New and existing facilities shall demonstrate individual emissions unit compliance
with the remaining applicable standards upon initial compliance and prior to renewing the
operation permit.
2. New and existing facilities with a capacity greater than 500 pounds per hour shall
demonstrate individual source compliance with the applicable standards upon initial
compliance and annually thereafter.
(h) Compliance Demonstration. Facilities with a capacity equal to or less than 500 pounds per
hour used solely for the incineration of dead animals may demonstrate compliance with the
carbon monoxide and particulate emissions standards by submission of a test report for an
identical (same make, model, and permitted capacity) crematory unit operating in compliance
with a valid Department air permit and tested pursuant to that permit. The test data in the test
report must be less than five years old and may or may not be obtained from the unit that is being
permitted.
(i) Continuous Emissions Monitoring Requirements. Each owner or operator of a biological
waste incineration facility shall install, operate, and maintain in accordance with the
manufacturer's instructions continuous emission monitoring equipment.
1. The monitors shall record the following operating parameters.
a. Secondary (or last) combustion chamber exit temperature.
b. Oxygen (for facilities with a capacity greater than 500 pounds per hour).
2. A complete file of all measurements, including continuous emissions monitoring system,
monitoring device, and performance testing measurements; all continuous emissions
monitoring system performance evaluations; all continuous emissions monitoring system or
monitoring device calibration checks; adjustments and maintenance performed on these
systems or devices; and all other information required, shall be recorded in a permanent
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legible form available for inspection. The file shall be retained for at least two years
following the date of such measurements, maintenance, reports and records.
(5) Human Crematories. The following requirements apply to all human crematory facilities.
(a) Particulate matter emissions shall not exceed 0.080 grains per dry standard cubic foot of flue
gas, corrected to 7% O2.
(b) Carbon Monoxide (CO) emissions shall not exceed 100 parts per million by volume, dry
basis, corrected to 7% O2 on an hourly average basis.
(c) Crematory units for which a complete application for a permit to construct a new unit was
received by the Department on or after August 30, 1989, shall provide design calculations to
confirm a sufficient volume in the secondary chamber combustion zone to provide for at least a
1.0 second gas residence time at 1800 degrees Fahrenheit. The actual operating temperature of
the secondary chamber combustion zone shall be no less than 1600 degrees Fahrenheit
throughout the combustion process in the primary chamber. Primary chamber and stack shall not
be used in calculating this residence time. Cremation in the primary chamber shall not begin
unless the secondary chamber combustion zone temperature is equal to or greater than 1600
degrees Fahrenheit.
(d) Crematory units for which construction began or for which a complete application for a
permit to construct a new unit was received by the Department prior to August 30, 1989, shall
provide design calculations to confirm a sufficient volume in the secondary chamber combustion
zone to provide for at least a 1.0 second gas residence time at 1600 degrees Fahrenheit. The
actual operating temperature of the secondary chamber combustion zone shall be no less than
1400 degrees Fahrenheit throughout the combustion process in the primary chamber. Primary
chamber and stack shall not be used in calculating this residence time. Cremation in the primary
chamber shall not begin unless the secondary chamber combustion zone temperature is equal to
or greater than 1400 degrees Fahrenheit.
(e) Human crematories shall cremate only dead human bodies with appropriate containers. The
bodies may be clothed. The containers may contain up to 0.5 percent by weight chlorinated
plastics as demonstrated by manufacturer's data sheet. If containers are incinerated,
documentation from the manufacturers certifying that they are composed of 0.5 percent or less by
weight chlorinated plastics must be kept on-file at the site for the duration of their use and for at
least two years after their use. This documentation must also be submitted with any permit
renewal applications. No other material, including biohazardous waste as defined in Rule
62-210.200, F.A.C., shall be incinerated.
(f) All crematory operators shall be trained by the equipment manufacturer's representatives or
another qualified organization.
1. The content of the training program shall be submitted to the Department for approval.
Construction permit applicants shall submit a training program or reference a previously
approved training program with the construction permit application. The training shall
provide a basic understanding of the principles of the combustion process, provide instruction
on the operation and maintenance of the crematory unit, and increase awareness of regulation
requirements and safety concerns. Training programs shall be a minimum of 8 hours of
instruction. Training programs shall at a minimum include hands-on experience involving
start-up, operation of at least one cremation, shut-down of the equipment, and one full cycle
of preventive maintenance actions. The Department shall approve training programs which
meet, at a minimum, as are applicable to cremation, the criteria set forth in the EPA Medical
Waste Incinerator Operator Training Program Course Handbook EPA 453/B-93-018 and
Instructor's Guide EPA 453/B-93-019.
2. A copy of the training certificate for each operator having satisfactorily completed the
Department-approved training program must be submitted to the Department within 15 days
of training. If the crematory unit is modified to the extent that a Department construction
permit is required, the operators shall be retrained to operate the modified unit. Owners of
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new and modified emissions units shall submit copies of the operator training certificates
within 15 days after completion of initial compliance test.
3. An operator's certificate must be kept on file at the facility for the duration of the operator's
employment and for an additional two years after termination of employment. The owner
shall not allow the crematory to be operated unless it is operated by an operator who has
satisfactorily completed the required training program.
(g) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of
this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
1. The test method for visible emissions shall be DEP Method 9, incorporated in Chapter
62-297, F.A.C.
2. The test method for carbon monoxide shall be EPA Method 10, incorporated and adopted
by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
3. The test method for oxygen shall be EPA Method 3, incorporated and adopted by reference
in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
4. The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5, incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30
dry standard cubic feet.
5. Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(h) Operation During Compliance Test. Testing of emissions shall be conducted with the source
operating at the maximum permitted capacity.
(i) Frequency of Testing.
1. New and existing facilities shall demonstrate individual source compliance with the visible
emissions standard upon initial compliance and annually thereafter.
2. New and existing facilities shall demonstrate individual source compliance with the
remaining applicable standards upon initial compliance and prior to renewing the operating
permit.
(j) Compliance Demonstration. Facilities may demonstrate compliance with the carbon
monoxide and particulate emissions standards by submission of a test report for an identical
(same make, model, and permitted capacity) crematory unit operating in compliance with a valid
Department air permit and tested pursuant to that permit. The test data in the test report must be
less than five years old and may or may not be obtained from the unit that is being permitted.
(k) Continuous Emissions Monitoring Requirements. Each crematory facility shall install,
operate, and maintain continuous monitors to record temperature at the point or beyond where 1.0
second gas residence time is obtained in the secondary chamber combustion zone in accordance
with the manufacturer's instructions. A complete file of all measurements, including continuous
monitoring system, monitoring device, and performance testing measurements; all continuous
monitoring system performance evaluations; all continuous monitoring system or monitoring
device calibration checks; and any adjustments, preventive maintenance, and corrective
maintenance performed on these systems or devices, shall be recorded in a permanent legible
form available for inspection. Continuous temperature monitoring documentation shall include
operator name, operator indication of when cremation in the primary chamber begins, date, time,
and temperature markings. The file shall be retained for at least two years following the
recording of such measurements, maintenance, reports, and records.
(6) Any air curtain incinerator, new or existing, located at a landfill for any time period or at any other
site for more than six months.
(a) Outside of startup periods, no visible emissions (5 percent opacity or less) shall be allowed,
except that an opacity of up to 20 percent shall be permitted for not more than three minutes in
any one hour.
(b) During startup periods, which shall not exceed the first 30 minutes of operation, an opacity of
up to 35 percent, averaged over a six-minute period, shall be allowed.
(c) The general excess emissions rule, Rule 62-210.700, F.A.C., to handle startups, shutdowns,
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and malfunctions, shall not apply to air curtain incinerators.
(d) The following dimensions for the pit must be strictly adhered to: no more than 12 feet wide,
between 8 and 15 feet deep, and no longer than the length of the manifold. The pit shall not be
dug within a previously active portion of the landfill.
(e) The only materials that can be burned in an air curtain incinerator are wood wastes consisting
of trees, logs, large brush, stumps relatively free of soil, unbagged leaves and yard trash, tree
surgeon debris, and clean dry lumber such as pallets.
(f) The burning of sawdust, paper, trash, tires, garbage, plastics, liquid wastes, chemically treated
or painted wood, and other similar materials is expressly prohibited.
(g) Only virgin oil, natural gas, or liquefied petroleum gas may be used to start the fire. The use
of waste oil, chemicals, gasoline, or tires is expressly prohibited.
(h) In no case shall an air curtain incinerator be started before sunrise. For refractory lined air
curtain incinerators, charging must have completely stopped before sunset. For all other air
curtain incinerators, charging must have completely stopped two hours before sunset.
(i) In no case shall the permitted burning rate, in tons per day, exceed the value obtained by
dividing the number 100,000 by the permitted number of days that burning will be authorized to
take place.
(j) New air curtain incinerators must be located at least three hundred (300) feet from any
pre-existing occupied building located off site. Air curtain incinerators existing as of October 1,
1986, must be located at least two hundred (200) feet from any occupied building located off site.
The Department may issue a permit for an air curtain incinerator which does not meet this setback
if the applicant submits with the application a signed affidavit from the owner(s) of all occupied
buildings within the setback area that waives the setback requirement.
(k) Air curtain incinerators used at landfills may not be operated within one thousand (1000) feet
of any active portion of the landfill unless the air curtain incinerator is separated from the active
portion of the landfill by a controlled gate or check-in station.
(l) The material shall not be loaded into the air curtain incinerator such that it will protrude above
the air curtain.
(m) Ash shall not be allowed to build up in the pit to higher than 1/3 the pit depth or to the point
where the ash begins to impede combustion, whichever occurs first.
(n) A detailed operation and maintenance guide must be available to the operators at all times,
and the permittee must provide the proper training to all operators before they work at the
incinerator. The Department may request a copy of this guide.
(o) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of
this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
1. The test method for visible emissions shall be DEP Method 9, incorporated in Chapter
62-297, F.A.C.
2. Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.600(1), Amended 10-14-92, 12-02-92; Formerly 17-296.401; Amended 11-23-94,
1-1-96, 3-13-96.
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Requested SIP Revisions:
(1) Revisions to Chapter 62-296, F.A.C., effective 1/01/1996, were submitted to EPA for
approval on 4/15/1996. When the rule revisions were approved into the SIP, it appears
that new paragraph 62-296.401(3)(d), F.A.C., was inserted incorrectly between existing
subparagraphs 62-296.401(3)(c)1. and (c)2., instead of after subparagraph (c)2.
Therefore, paragraph 62-296.401(3)(c)2., F.A.C, needs to be moved to follow just after
paragraph (c)1.
(2)
(c) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the
requirements of this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
1. The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5, incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be
30 dry standard cubic feet. EPA Method 3 or 3A using Orsat analysis is required for
percent excess air correction.
2. Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(d) Calculations Correcting Concentrations to 50% Excess Air (EA), EPA Method 3, Section
1.2. When correcting a pollutant emission concentration to 50% excess air, pursuant to this
rule, the following equation shall be used:
Cs50 = Cs(100 + %EA)
150

Equation 296.401-1

where: Cs50 is the pollutant concentration at 50% excess air;
Cs is the pollutant concentration computed at standard conditions on a dry basis;
and
%EA is calculated by equation 296.401-2:
%EA = (%O2 - 0.5%CO) * 100
0.264%N2 - (%O2 - 0.5%CO)
2.

Equation 296.401-2

Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297,
F.A.C.

(2) Revisions to Chapter 62-296, F.A.C., effective 1/01/1996, were submitted to EPA for
approval on 4/15/1996. Though the rest of the 1/01/1996 revisions to the Test Methods and
Procedures for Biological Waste Incineration Facilities in paragraph 62-296.401(4)(f), F.A.C.,
are included in the current SIP, it appears that the 1/01/1996 revisions to subparagraph 62296.401(4)(f)5., F.A.C., were inadvertently left out of the SIP. Also, it appears that the sentence
“The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet,” was inadvertently removed
from subparagraph 62-296.401(4)(f)4., F.A.C. Consequently, the following amendments need to
be included in the SIP to the extent that they were not subsequently changed by further rule
revisions that DEP is also requesting to be included in the SIP (See Materials Proposed to be
Incorporated into the SIP section of this submittal for a consolidated underline/strikethrough
compilation of all requested revisions):
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(4) (f) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the
requirements of this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
1. The test method for visible emissions shall be DEP Method 9, incorporated in
Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. The test method for carbon monoxide shall be EPA Method 10, incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
3. The test method for oxygen shall be EPA Method 3 or 3A, incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
4. The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5 or 26A,
incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum
sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.
5. The test method for hydrochloric acid shall be EPA Method 26 or 26A,
incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum
sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.
6. Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.

{Note: Paragraph (4)(f) subsequently became paragraph (4)(d), effective 1-10-2007.}

(3) Effective 11/13/1997, language addressing crematories was clarified, and language
addressing animal crematories was moved from Rule 62-296.401(4) to Rule 62-296.401(6),
F.A.C. Consequently, the following amendments need to be included in the SIP to the extent that
they were not subsequently changed by further rule revisions that DEP is also requesting to be
included in the SIP:
(4) Biological Waste Incineration Facilities. The following requirements apply to all
biological waste incineration facilities. This rule does not apply to facilities licensed under
the provisions of Chapter 470, F.S., which cremate human remains for which a Department
of Health DHRS death certificate has been issued, or fetal remains in circumstances when a
fetal death certificate is not issued under Chapter 382, F.S. and that are disposed of by a
person licensed under the provisions of Chapter 470. This rule also does not apply to animal
crematories as defined in Rule 62-210.200, F.A.C.
(a) Facilities with a capacity equal to or less than 500 pounds per hour used solely for
the incineration of dead animals.
1. Particulate matter emissions shall not exceed 0.080 grains per dry standard cubic
- -of
- -flue
- - gas,
- - -corrected
- - - - - - to
- -7%
- -O
- 2-.
foot
2. Facilities subject to this rule shall incinerate only dead animals and, if applicable,
the bedding and the remains associated with the animals placed in leak proof
containers. Containers may contain up to 0.5 percent by weight chlorinated plastics.
Plastic bags used for the incineration of animals shall be nonchlorinated and no less
than 3 mils thick.
a. If containers are incinerated, documentation from the manufacturers certifying
that they are composed of 0.5 percent or less by weight chlorinated plastics must
be kept on file at the site for the duration of their use and for at least two years
after their use. This documentation must also be submitted with any permit
renewal application.
b. If plastic bags are incinerated, documentation must be provided to prove that
the bags are nonchlorinated and no less than 3 mils thick.
3. Facilities subject to this rule shall not incinerate dead animals which were used
for biomedical or commercial experimentation. No other material, including
biohazardous waste as defined in Rule 62 210.200, F.A.C., shall be incinerated.
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(a) (b) Facilities with a capacity equal to or less than 500 pounds per hour that are not
used solely for the incineration of dead animals.
1. THROUGH 2. - No Change.
Renumber (c) THROUGH (d) as (b) THROUGH (c)
(d) (c) All facilities unless otherwise noted are subject to the following design, operating,
monitoring and operator training requirements.
1. Any incinerator with a capacity equal to or less than 500 pounds per hour used
solely for the incineration of dead animals for which a complete application for a
permit to construct a new unit was received by the Department on or after August 30,
1989, shall provide design calculations to confirm a sufficient volume in the
secondary (or last) chamber combustion zone to provide for at least a 1.0 second gas
residence time at 1800 degrees Fahrenheit. The actual operating temperature of the
secondary (or last) chamber combustion zone shall be no less than 1600 degrees
Fahrenheit throughout the combustion process in the primary chamber. Primary
chamber and stack shall not be used in calculating this residence time. Combustion
in the primary chamber shall not begin unless the secondary (or last) chamber
combustion zone temperature is equal to or greater than 1600 degrees Fahrenheit.
2. Any incinerator with a capacity equal to or less than 500 pounds per hour used
solely for the incineration of dead animals for which a complete application for a
permit to construct a new unit was received by the Department prior to August 30,
1989, shall provide design calculations to confirm a sufficient volume in the
secondary (or last) chamber combustion zone to provide for at least a 1.0 second gas
residence time at 1600 degrees Fahrenheit. The actual operating temperature of the
secondary (or last) chamber combustion zone shall be no less than 1100 degrees
Fahrenheit throughout the combustion process in the primary chamber. Primary
chamber and stack shall not be used in calculating this residence time. Combustion
in the primary chamber shall not begin unless the secondary (or last) chamber
combustion zone temperature is equal to or greater than 1400 degrees Fahrenheit.
1. 3. Any incinerator subject to Rule 62-296.401(4) , F.A.C., that is not used solely
for the incineration of dead animals or any incinerator with a capacity greater than
500 pounds per hour shall operate with a combustion zone design temperature of no
less than 1800 degrees Fahrenheit for at least a 1.0 second gas residence time in the
secondary (or last) combustion chamber. Primary chamber and stack shall not be
utilized in calculating this residence time.
Renumber 4. THROUGH 8. as 2. THROUGH 6.
9. Any operators of incinerators with a capacity equal to or less than 500 pounds per
hour used solely for the incineration of dead animals shall be trained by the
equipment manufacturer's representatives or an equivalent state approved
organization.
a. The content of the training program shall be submitted to the Department for
approval. Construction permit applicants shall submit a training program, or
reference a previously submitted training program, with the construction permit
application. The training shall provide a basic understanding of the principles of
the combustion process, provide instruction on the operation and maintenance of
the incinerator, and increase awareness of regulation requirements and safety
concerns. Training programs shall be a minimum of 8 hours of instruction.
Training programs shall at a minimum include hands-on experience involving
start-up, operation of a t least one incineration cycle, shut down of equipment,
and one full cycle of preventative maintenance actions. The Department shall
approve training programs which meet, at a minimum, the criteria set forth in the
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EPA Medical Waste Incinerator Operator Training Program Course Handbook
EPA 453/B-93-018 and Instructor’s Guide EPA 453/B-93-019.
b. A copy of the training certificate for each operator having satisfactorily
completed the Department-approved training program must be submitted to the
Department within 15 days of training. If the emission unit is modified to the
extent that a Department construction permit is required, the operators shall be
retrained to operate the modified unit. Owners of new and modified emissions
units shall submit copies of the operator training certificates within 15 days after
completion of initial compliance test.
c. An operator’s certificate must be kept on file at the facility for the duration of
the operator’s employment and for an additional two years after the termination
of employment. The owner shall not allow the incinerator to be operated unless
it is operated by an operator who has satisfactorily completed the required
training program.
7. 10. Any operator of an incinerator subject to Rule 62-296.401(4), F.A.C., that is
not used solely for the incineration of dead animals or any operator of an incinerator
with a capacity greater than 500 pounds p6r hour shall be trained by the equipment
manufacturer's representative or an equivalent state-approved organization using a
state-approved training program.
Renumber (f) THROUGH (g) as (e) THROUGH (f)
(h) Compliance Demonstration. Facilities with a capacity equal to or less than 500
pounds per hour used solely for the incineration of dead animals may demonstrate
compliance with the carbon monoxide and particulate emissions standards by submission
of a test report for an identical (same make, model, and permitted capacity) crematory
unit operating in compliance with a valid Department air permit and tested pursuant to
that permit. The test data in the test report must be less than five years old and may or
may not be obtained from the unit that is being permitted.
Renumber (i) as (g)
(5) Human Crematories. The following requirements apply to all human crematory facilities.
{(a) THROUGH (d) - No Change.}
(e) Human crematories shall cremate only dead human bodies with appropriate
containers. The bodies may be clothed. The containers may contain no more than up to
0.5 percent by weight chlorinated plastics as demonstrated by the manufacturer's data
sheet. If containers are incinerated, documentation from the manufacturers certifying
that they are composed of 0.5 percent or less by weight chlorinated plastics must be kept
on-file at the site for the duration of their use and for at least two years after their use.
This documentation must also be submitted with any application for an initial or renewal
air operation permit or air general permit notification form renewal applications. No
other material, including biomedical biohazardous waste as defined in Rule 62-210.200,
F.A.C., shall be incinerated.
(f) All crematory operators shall be trained by the equipment manufacturer's
representatives or another qualified organization. Only operators trained by a
Department-approved training program shall be allowed to operate a human crematory.
1. The content of the training program shall be submitted to the Department for
approval through the permitting process. Construction permit applicants shall submit
a training program or reference a previously approved training program with the
construction permit application. The training shall provide a basic understanding of
the principles of the combustion process, provide instruction on the operation and
maintenance of the crematory unit, and increase awareness of regulatory regulation
requirements and safety concerns. Training programs shall be a minimum of 8 hours
of instruction. Training programs shall at a minimum include hands-on experience
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involving start-up, operation of at least one cremation, shut-down of the equipment,
and one full cycle of preventive maintenance actions. The Department shall approve
training programs which meet, at a minimum, as are applicable to cremation, the
criteria applicable to cremation set forth in the EPA Medical Waste Incinerator
Operator Training Program Course Handbook, EPA 453/B-93-018, and Instructor's
Guide, EPA 453/B-93-019.
2. A copy of the training certificate for each operator having satisfactorily completed
the Department-approved training program must be submitted to the Department
within 15 days of training. If the crematory unit is modified to the extent that a
Department construction permit is required, the operators shall be retrained to
operate the modified unit. The owner Owners of any new or and modified crematory
emissions units shall submit copies of the operator training certificates within 15
days after completion of the initial compliance test pursuant to the unit's air
construction permit. If a crematory unit is modified to the extent that a Department
air construction permit is required, the operators shall be retrained to operate the
modified unit.
3. An operator's certificate must be kept on file at the facility for the duration of the
operator's employment and for an additional two years after termination of
employment. The owner shall not allow the crematory to be operated unless it.is
operated by an operator who has satisfactorily completed the required training
program.
(g) No change.
(h) Operation During Compliance Test. Testing of emissions shall be conducted with the
source operating at the manufacturer's recommended maximum permitted capacity.
(i) Frequency of Testing.
1. New and existing facilities shall demonstrate individual source compliance with
the visible emissions standard upon initial compliance and annually thereafter.
Facilities permitted pursuant to Rule 62-210.300(4), F.A.C., Air General Permits,
shall demonstrate compliance within 60 days prior to the submittal date of the air
general permit notification form and within 60 days prior to each anniversary of such
date.
2. New and existing facilities shall demonstrate individual source compliance with
the remaining applicable standards upon initial compliance and prior to renewing
the operating permit or, if the facility is permitted pursuant to Rule 62-210.300(4),
F.A.C., Air General Permits, within 60 days prior to the submittal date of the air
general permit notification form.
(j) Compliance Demonstration. Facilities may demonstrate compliance with the carbon
monoxide and particulate emissions standards by submission of a test report for an
identical (same make, model, and permitted capacity) crematory unit operating in
compliance with a valid Department air permit and tested pursuant to that permit. The
test data in the test report must be less than five years old and may or may not be
obtained from the unit that is being permitted.
(k) No change.
(6) Animal Crematories. The following requirements apply to all animal crematory facilities.
(a) Particulate matter emissions shall not exceed 0.080 grains per dry standard cubic
foot of flue gas, corrected to 7% O2 on an hourly basis.
(b) Carbon Monoxide (CO) emissions shall not exceed 100 parts per million by volume,
dry basis, corrected to 7% O2 on an hourly average basis.
(c) Crematory units for which a complete application for a permit to construct a new unit
was received by the Department on or after August 30, 1989, shall provide design
calculations to confirm a sufficient volume in the secondary chamber combustion zone to
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provide for at least a 1.0 second gas residence time at 1800 degrees Fahrenheit. The
actual operating temperature of the secondary chamber combustion zone shall be no less
than 1600 degrees Fahrenheit throughout the combustion process in the primary
chamber. Primary chamber and stack shall not be used in calculating this residence time.
Cremation in the primary chamber shall not begin unless the secondary chamber
combustion zone temperature is equal to or greater than 1600 degrees Fahrenheit.
(d) Crematory units for which construction began or for which a complete application for
a permit to construct a new unit was received by the Department prior to August 30,
1989, shall provide design calculations to confirm a sufficient volume in the secondary
chamber combustion zone to provide for at least a 1.0 second gas residence time at 1600
degrees Fahrenheit. The actual operating temperature of the secondary chamber
combustion zone shall be no less than 1400 degrees Fahrenheit throughout the
combustion process in the primary chamber. Primary chamber and stack shall not be
used in calculating this residence time. Cremation in the primary chamber shall not
begin unless the secondary chamber combustion zone temperature is equal to or greater
than 1400 degrees Fahrenheit.
(e) Animal crematories shall cremate only dead animals and, if applicable, the bedding
and the remains associated with the animals, placed in leak-proof containers. Containers
may contain no more than 0.5 percent by weight chlorinated plastics. Plastic bags used
for the cremation of animals shall be nonchlorinated and no less than 3 mils thick. If
containers are incinerated, documentation from the manufacturers certifying that they
are composed of 0.5 percent or less by weight chlorinated plastics must be kept on-file at
the site for the duration of their use and for at least two years after their use. This
documentation must also be submitted with any application for an initial or renewal air
operation permit or air general permit notification form.
(f) Animal crematories shall not cremate dead animals which were used for medical or
commercial experimentation. No other material, including biomedical waste as defined in
Rule 62-210.200, F.A.C., shall be incinerated.
(g) All crematory operators shall be trained by the equipment manufacturer's
representatives or another qualified organization. Only operators trained by a
Department-approved training program shall be allowed to operate an animal
crematory.
1. The content of the training program shall be submitted to the Department for
approval through the permitting process. Construction permit applicants shall submit
a training program or reference a previously approved training program with the
construction permit application. The training shall provide a basic understanding of
the principles of the combustion process, provide instruction on the operation and
maintenance of the crematory unit, and increase awareness of regulatory
requirements and safety concerns. Training programs shall be a minimum of 8 hours
of instruction. Training programs shall at a minimum include hands-on experience
involving start-up, operation of at least one cremation, shut-down of the equipment,
and one full cycle of preventive maintenance actions. The Department shall approve
training programs which meet, at a minimum, the criteria applicable to cremation set
forth in the EPA Medical Waste Incinerator Operator Training Program Course
Handbook, EPA 453/B-93-018, and Instructor's Guide, EPA 453/B-93-019.
2. A copy of the training certificate for each operator having satisfactorily completed
the Department-approved training program must be submitted to the Department
within 15 days of training. The owner of any new or modified crematory units shall
submit copies of the operator training certificates within 15 days after completion of
the initial compliance test pursuant to the unit's air construction permit. If a
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crematory unit is modified to the extent that a Department air construction permit is
required, the operators shall be retrained to operate the modified unit.
3. An operator's certificate must be kept on file at the facility for the duration of the
operator's employment and for an additional two years after termination of
employment.
(h) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the
requirements of this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
1. The test method for visible emissions shall be DEP Method 9, incorporated in
Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. The test method for carbon monoxide shall be EPA Method 10, incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
3. The test method for oxygen shall be EPA Method 3, incorporated and adopted by
reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
4. The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5, incorporated
and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume
shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.
5. Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(i) Operation During Compliance Test. Testing of emissions shall be conducted with the
source operating at the manufacturer's recommended capacity.
(j) Frequency of Testing.
1. New and existing facilities shall demonstrate individual source compliance with
the visible emissions standard upon initial compliance and annually thereafter.
Facilities permitted pursuant to Rule 62-210.300(4), F.A.C., Air General Permits,
shall demonstrate compliance within 60 days prior to the submittal date of the air
general permit notification form and within 60 days prior to each anniversary of such
date.
2. New and existing facilities shall demonstrate individual source compliance with
the remaining applicable standards upon initial compliance and prior to renewing
the operating permit or, if the facility is permitted pursuant to Rule 62-210.300(4),
F.A.C., Air General Permits, within 60 days prior to the submittal date of the air
general permit notification form.
(k) Compliance Demonstration. Animal crematories may demonstrate compliance with
the carbon monoxide and particulate emissions standards by submission of a test· report
for an identical (same make, model, and capacity) crematory unit operating in
compliance with a valid Department air permit and tested pursuant to that permit. The
test data in the test report must be less than five years old and mayor may not be obtained
from the unit that is being permitted.
(l) Continuous Emissions Monitoring Requirements. Each animal crematory shall install,
operate, and maintain continuous monitors to record temperature at the point or beyond
where 1.0 second gas residence time is obtained in the secondary chamber combustion
zone in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. A complete file of all
measurements, including continuous monitoring system, monitoring device, and
performance testing measurements; all continuous monitoring system performance
evaluations; all continuous monitoring system or monitoring device calibration checks;
and adjustments, preventive maintenance, and corrective maintenance performed on
these systems or devices, shall be recorded in a permanent legible form available for
inspection. Continuous temperature monitoring documentation shall include operator
name, operator indication of when cremation in the primary chamber begins, date, time,
and temperature markings. The file shall be retained for at least two years following the
recording of such measurements, maintenance, reports, and records.
Renumber (6) as (7)
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4) Effective 1/10/2007, amendments removed requirements for state-approved operator
training for human and animal crematory units, revised language regarding the inspection
of the burner flame in human and animal crematories, revised the location where EPA
test methods are adopted into the F.A.C., and changed testing requirements.
Consequently, the following amendments need to be included in the SIP to the extent that
they were not subsequently changed by further rule revisions that DEP is also requesting
to be included in the SIP (See Materials Proposed to be Incorporated into the SIP
section of this submittal for a consolidated underline/strikethrough compilation of all
requested revisions):
(1) Small Incinerators. Any incinerator, other than a biological waste incinerator, human or
animal crematory, with a charging rate of less than fifty (50) tons per day shall comply with
the following requirements.
(a) Emission Limiting Standards. No Vvisible emissions shall not exceed five percent
(5%) opacity except that visible emissions not exceeding fifteen (15%) twenty (20%)
percent opacity are allowed for up to six (6) three (3) minutes in any one (1) hour period.
(b) No objectionable odor allowed.
(b) (c) Test Methods and Procedures. All emission tests performed pursuant to the
requirements of this subsection rule shall comply with the following requirements.
1. The reference test method for visible emissions shall be EPA DEP Method 9, as
described at 40 CFR, Part 60, Appendix A, adopted and incorporated by reference at
Rule 62c204.800 in Chapter 62 297, F.A.C.
2. Test procedures shall conform to the procedures specified in meet all applicable
requirements of Chapter Rule 62-297.310, F.A.C. All test results shall be reported to
the Department in accordance with the provisions of Rule 62-297.310, F.A.C.
(c) Frequency of Testing. The owner or operator of an incinerator subject to this
subsection shall have a performance test conducted for visible emissions prior to
submitting the application for an initial air operation permit, and annually thereafter.
(2) through (3) No change.
(4) Biological Waste Incinerators Incineration Facilities.
(a) Applicability. The following requirements of this subsection apply to all biological
waste incinerator units incineration facilities.
1. Any biological waste incinerator unit that is also regulated as a
hospital/medical/infectious waste incinerator under 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart Ec or
Ce, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., shall be
constructed and operated so as to comply with all standards, limitations, and
requirements of the applicable Subpart, and with the requirements of paragraphs 62296.401(4)(b)-(f), F.A.C., to the extent that such requirements are stricter than, or
supplemental to, the requirements of the applicable Subpart.
2. Any biological waste incinerator unit that is not regulated as a
hospital/medical/infectious waste incinerator under 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart Ec or
Ce, shall be constructed and operated so as to comply with all requirements of
paragraphs 62-296.401(4)(b)-(f), F.A.C.
3. This subsection rule does not apply to human or animal crematories facilities
licensed under the provisions of Chapter 470, F.S., which cremate human remains
for which a Department of Health death certificate has been issued or fetal remains
in circumstances when a fetal death certificate is not issued under Chapter 382, F.S.
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This rule also does not apply to animal crematories as defined in Rule 62-210.200,
F.A.C.
(b) Emission Limiting Standards.
1. For any biological waste incinerator unit with a capacity less than fifty (50) tons
per day, visible emissions shall not exceed five percent (5%) opacity, six (6) minute
average, except that visible emissions not exceeding fifteen percent (15%) opacity
shall be allowed for up to six (6) minutes in any one (1) hour period.
2.(a) For any unit Facilities with a capacity equal to or less than 500 pounds per
hour;.
1. through 2. renumbered a. through b. No change.
3.(b) For any unit Facilities with a capacity greater than 500 pounds per hour, but
less than or equal to 2;000 pounds per hour;.
1. through 2. renumbered a. through b. No change.
4.(c) For any unit Facilities with a capacity greater than 2000 pounds per hour;.
1. renumbered a. No change.
b.2. Hydrochloric acid (HCI) emissions shall not exceed fifty (50) parts per
million by volume, dry basis, corrected to seven percent (7%) O2 on a three (3)
hour average basis.; or As an alternative to this HCl limit, the HCI emissions
produced by the unit shall be reduced, by its air pollution control equipment, by
at least ninety (90%) by weight on an hourly average basis.
5. For any unit, carbon monoxide emissions (CO) shall not exceed 100 parts per
million by volume, dry basis, corrected to 7% O2 on an hourly average basis.
(c) (d) Design and Operating Requirements. All biological waste incineration units, shall
be constructed and operated so as to comply with facilities unless otherwise noted are
subject to the following design, operating, monitoring and operator training
requirements.
1. The unit Any incinerator subject to subsection 62-296.401(4), F.A.C., shall operate
with a combustion zone design temperature of no less than 1800 degrees Fahrenheit
for at least a 1.0 second gas residence time in the secondary (or last) combustion
chamber. The pPrimary chamber and stack volumes shall not be utilized in
calculating this residence time.
2. Mechanically fed units facilities shall incorporate an air lock system to prevent
opening the incinerator to the room environment. The volume of the loading system
shall be designed to prevent overcharging, thereby assuring complete combustion of
the waste.
3. Carbon monoxide (CO) emissions shall not exceed 100 parts per million by
volume, dry basis, corrected to seven percent (7%) O2 on an hourly average basis.
4. renumbered 3. No change.
4. 5. The owner or operator is advised to contact the Department of Health regarding
requirements that may apply to any proposed burning of rRadioactive waste may not
be burned in an incinerator subject to this rule unless the incinerator has been issued
a Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services (DHRS) license to incinerate
radioactive waste or the waste is of such quantity to be exempt in accordance with
DHRS Rule 10D-91 or lOD-104.003,F.A.C.
5.6. The owner or operator is advised to contact the Department's Division of Waste
Management regarding requirements that may apply to any proposed burning of
hHazardous waste may not be burned in an incinerator subject to this rule unless the
incinerator has been issued a hazardous waste permit by the Department or the
waste is of such quantity to be exempt in accordance with Chapter 62-730,F.A.C.
6.7. Each Any operator of the unit shall successfully complete a training program
meeting the an incinerator subject to subsection 62-296.401(4), F.A.C., shall be
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trained by the equipment manufacturer's representative or an equivalent
organization using a state-approved training program requirements of 40 CFR
60.53c(c) and the annual refresher training course requirements of 40 CFR
60.53c(f), adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62- 204.800, F.A.C.
a. The content of the training program shall be submitted to the Department fur
approval. Construction permit applicants shall submit a training program, or
reference a previously submitted training program, with the construction permit
application. The training shall provide a basic understanding of the principles of
the combustion process, provide instruction on proper operating practices and
procedures, and increase awareness of regulation requirements and safety
concerns. Training programs shall be minimum of sixteen (16) hours of
instruction. The Department shall approve training programs which meet, at a
minimum, the criteria set forth in the EPA Medical Waste Incinerator Operator
Training Program Course Handbook EPA 453/B-93-018 and Instructor's Guide
EPA 453/B-93-019.
b. A copy of the training certificate for each operator having satisfactorily
completed the Department-approved training program must be submitted to the
Department within fifteen (15) days of training.
a. If the incinerator is modified to the extent that a Department construction
permit is required, the operators shall be retrained to operate, the modified
incinerator. Owners of new and modified incinerators shall submit copies of the
operator training certificates within fifteen (15) days after completion of the
initial compliance test.
b. c. An operator's training certificate must be kept on file at the facility for the
duration of the operator's employment and for an additional two (2) years after
termination of employment. The owner shall not allow the incinerator to be
operated unless it is operated by an operator who has satisfactorily completed
the required training program.
(d)(e) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the
requirements of this subsection rule shall comply with the following requirements. All
EPA reference test methods are described in 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A, adopted and
incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
1. The reference test method for visible emissions shall be EPA DEP Method 9,
incorporated in Chapter.62 297.
2. The reference test method for carbon monoxide shall be. EPA Method 10,
incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62 297, F.A.C.
3. The reference test method for oxygen shall be EPA Method 3 or 3A, incorporated
and adopted by reference in Chapter 62 297, F.A.C.
4. The reference test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5 or 26A,
incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62 297, F.A.C. The minimum
sample volume shall be thirty (30) dry standard cubic feet.
5. The reference test method for hydrochloric acid shall be EPA Method 26 or 26A,
incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62 297, F.A.C.
6.Test procedures shall conform to the procedures specified in meet all applicable
requirements of Rule Chapter 62-297.310, F.A.C. All test results shall be reported to
the Department in accordance with the provisions of Rule 62-297.310, F.A.C.
(e)(f) Frequency of Testing.
1. The owner or operator of any biological waste incineration unit Facilities with a
capacity equal to or less than 500 pounds per hour shall: demonstrate compliance as
follows.
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a. Have a performance test conducted for New and existing facilities shall
demonstrate individual emissions unit compliance with the visible emissions
prior to submitting the application for an initial air operation permit, standard
upon initial compliance and annually thereafter.
b. Have performance tests conducted for particulate matter and hydrochloric
acid prior to submitting the application for an initial or renewal air New and
existing facilities shall demonstrate individual emissions unit compliance with
the remaining applicable standards upon initial compliance and prior to
renewing the operation permit.
2. The owner or operator of any biological waste incineration unit New and existing
facilities with a capacity greater than 500 pounds per hour shall:
a. Have a performance test conducted for visible emissions prior to submitting
the application for an initial air operation permit, and annually thereafter.
b. Have performance tests conducted for particulate matter and hydrochloric
acid prior to submitting the application for an initial air operation permit,
demonstrate individual source compliance with the applicable standards upon
initial compliance and annually thereafter.
(f)(g) Continuous Emissions Monitoring Requirements. Each owner or operator of a
biological waste incinerator unit incineration facility shall install, operate, and maintain.
in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions, continuous emission monitoring
equipment.
1. The monitors shall record the following operating parameters:.
a. through b. No change.
2. The owner or operator shall maintain aA complete file of all measurements,
including continuous emissions monitoring system, monitoring device, and
performance testing measurements; all continuous emissions monitoring system
performance evaluations; all continuous emissions monitoring system or monitoring
device calibration checks; adjustments and maintenance performed on these systems
or devices; and all other information required, shall be recorded in a permanent
legible form available for inspection. The file shall be retained for at least two (2)
years following the date of such measurements, maintenance, reports and records.
(5) Human Crematories.
(a) Applicability. The following requirements of this subsection apply to all human
crematory units facilities.
(b) Emission Limiting Standards.
1. Visible emissions shall not exceed 5% opacity, six-minute average, except that
visible emissions not exceeding 15% opacity shall be allowed for up to six minutes in
any one-hour period.
(a) through (b) renumbered 2. through 3. No change.
(c) Operating Temperatures.
1. The owner or operator of any proposed new cCrematory units-for which submits
either a complete application for a permit to construct the a new unit or an initial air
general permit registration for the new unit to was received by the Department on or
after August 30, 1989, shall provide design calculations to confirm a sufficient
volume in the secondary chamber combustion zone to provide for at least a 1.0
second gas residence time at 1800 degrees Fahrenheit. This information shall be,
provided to the Department with the air construction permit application or air
general permit registration form for the proposed new unit. The actual operating
temperature of the secondary chamber combustion zone shall be no less, than 1600
degrees Fahrenheit throughout the combustion process in the primary chamber. The
pPrimary chamber and stack volumes shall not be used in calculating this residence
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time. Except as provided in subparagraph 62-296.401(5)(c)2., F.A.C., cCremation in
the primary chamber shall not begin unless the secondary chamber combustion zone
temperature is equal to or greater than 1600 degrees Fahrenheit.
2.(d) The owner or operator of any cCrematory units for which construction began
or for which a complete application for a permit to construct a new unit was received
by the Department prior to August 30, 1989, shall provide design ca1culations to
confirm a sufficient volume in the secondary chamber combustion zone. to provide
for at least a 1.0 second gas residence time at 1600 degrees Fahrenheit. The
maintain the actual operating temperature of the secondary chamber combustion
zone at shall be no less than 1400 degrees Fahrenheit throughout the combustion
process in the primary chamber. Primary chamber and stack shall not be used in
calculating this residence time. Cremation in the primary chamber shall not begin
unless the secondary chamber combustion zone temperature is equal to or greater
than 1400 degrees Fahrenheit.
(d)(e) Allowed Materials. Human crematoryies units shall cremate only dead human or
fetal remains bodies with appropriate containers. The remains bodies may be clothed.
The containers shall may contain no more than 0.5 percent by weight chlorinated plastics
as demonstrated by the manufacturer's data sheet. If containers are incinerated,
documentation from the manufacturers certifying that they are composed of 0.5 percent
or less by weight chlorinated plastics shall must be kept on-file at the site for the duration
of their use and for at least two (2) years after their use. This documentation must also be
submitted with any application for an initial or renewal air operation permit or air
general permit notification form. No other material, including biomedical waste as
defined in Rule 62-210.200, F.A.C., shall be incinerated.
(e) Equipment Maintenance. All human crematory units shall be maintained in proper
working order in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications to ensure the
integrity and efficiency of the equipment. If a crematory unit contains a defect that affects
the integrity or efficiency of the unit, the unit shall be taken out of service. No person
shall use or permit the use of that unit until it has been repaired or adjusted. Repair
records on all crematory units shall be maintained onsite for at least two years. A written
plan with operating procedures for startup, shutdown and malfunction of each crematory
unit shall be maintained and followed during those events. Each unit’s burners shall be
operated with a proper air-to-fuel ratio. If the unit so allows, the burners’ flame
characteristics shall be visually checked at least once during each operating shift and
adjusted when warranted by the visual checks.
(f) All crematory operators shall be trained by the equipment manufacturer’s
representatives or another qualified organization. Only operators trained by a
Department-approved training program shall be allowed to operate a human crematory.
1. The content of the training program shall be submitted to the Department for
approval through the permitting process. Construction permit applicants shall submit
a training program or reference a previously approved training program with the
construction permit application. The training shall provide a basic understanding of
the principles of the combustion process, provide instruction on the operation and
maintenance of the crematory unit, and increase awareness of regulatory requirements
and safety concerns. Training programs shall be a minimum of 8 hours of instruction.
Training programs shall at a minimum include hands-on experience involving startup, operation of at least one cremation, shut-down of the equipment, and one full cycle
of preventive maintenance actions. The Department shall approve training programs
which meet, at a minimum, the criteria applicable to cremation set forth in the EPA
Medical Waste Incinerator Operator Training Program Course Handbook, EPA
453/B-93-018, and Instructor’s Guide, EPA 453/B-93-019.
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2. A copy of the training certificate for each operator having satisfactorily completed
the Department-approved training program must be submitted to the Department
within 15 days of training. The owner of any new or modified crematory unit shall
submit copies of the operator training certificates within 15 days after completion of
the initial compliance test pursuant to the unit’s air construction permit. If a crematory
unit is modified to the extent that a Department air construction permit is required, the
operators shall be retrained to operate the modified unit.
3. An operator’s certificate must be kept on file at the facility for the duration of the
operator’s employment and for an additional two years after termination of
employment.
(f)(g) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the
requirements of this subsection rule shall comply with the following requirements. All
EPA reference test methods are described in 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A, adopted and
incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
1. The reference test method for visible emissions shall be EPA DEP Method 9,
incorporated in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. The reference test method for carbon monoxide shall be EPA Method 10,
incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
3. The reference test method for oxygen shall be EPA Method 3, incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
4. The reference test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5,
incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum
sample volume shall be thirty (30) dry standard cubic feet.
5. Test procedures shall conform to the procedures specified in meet all applicable
requirements of Rule Chapter 62-297.310, F.A.C. All test results shall be reported to
the Department in accordance with the provisions of Rule 62-297.310, F.A.C.
(g)(h) Operation During Emissions Compliance Test. Testing of emissions shall be
conducted with the unit source operating at a the manufacturer’s recommended capacity
of one (1) adult-sized cadaver.
(h)(i) Frequency of Testing.
1. The owner or operator of any human crematory unit using an air general permit
shall have a performance test conducted for visible emissions no later than thirty (30)
days after the unit commences operation, and annually thereafter. New and existing
facilities shall demonstrate individual source compliance with the visible emissions
standard upon initial compliance and annually thereafter. Facilities permitted
pursuant to subsection 62-210.300(4), F.A.C., Air General Permits, shall
demonstrate compliance within sixty (60) days prior to the submittal date of the air
general permit notification form and within sixty (60) days prior to each anniversary
of such date.
2. The owner or operator of any human crematory unit operating under the authority
of an air construction permit or air operation permit shall have a performance test
conducted for visible emissions prior to submitting the application for an initial air
operation permit, and annually thereafter.
3.2. The owner or operator of any human crematory unit shall not be required to
have performance tests conducted for carbon monoxide and particulate matter,
except as provided at paragraph 62-297.310(7)(b), F.A.C. New and existing facilities
shall demonstrate individual source compliance with the remaining applicable
standards upon initial compliance and prior to renewing the operation permit or, if
the facility is permitted pursuant to subsection 62-210.300(4), F.A.C., Air General
Permits, within sixty (60) days prior to the submittal date of the air general permit
notification form.
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(j) Compliance Demonstration. Facilities may demonstrate compliance with the carbon
monoxide and particulate emissions standards by submission of a test report for an
identical (same make, model, and capacity) crematory unit operating in compliance with
a valid Department air permit and tested pursuant to that permit. The test data in the test
report must be less than five (5) years old and may or may not be obtained from the unit
that is being permitted.
(i)(k) Continuous Emissions Monitoring Requirements. Each crematory unit facility shall
be equipped and operated with a install, operate, and maintain continuous monitors to
record temperature at the point or beyond where 1.0 second gas residence time is
obtained in the secondary chamber combustion zone in accordance with the
manufacturer's instructions. In addition, each crematory unit installed after February 1,
2007, shall be equipped and operated with a pollutant monitoring system to
automatically control combustion based on continuous in-stack opacity measurement.
Such system shall be calibrated to restrict combustion in the primary chamber whenever
any opacity exceeding 15% opacity is occurring. A complete file of all temperature
measurements;, all including continuous monitoring system, monitoring device, and
performance testing measurements; all continuous monitoring system performance
evaluations; all continuous monitoring system or monitoring device calibration checks;
and all adjustments, preventive maintenance, and corrective maintenance performed on
these systems or devices, shall be recorded in a permanent legible form available for
inspection. Continuous temperature monitoring documentation shall include operator
name, operator indication of when cremation in the primary chamber was begun begins,
date, time, and temperature markings. Pollutant monitoring system documentation shall
include indication of when the opacity measurement system was cleaned and checked for
proper operation in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommended maintenance
schedule. The file shall be retained for at least two (2) years following the recording of
such measurements, maintenance, reports, and records.
(6) Animal Crematories.
(a) Applicability. The following requirements of this subsection apply to all animal
crematory units facilities.
(b) Emission Limiting Standards.
1. Visible emissions shall not exceed five percent (5%) opacity, six (6) minute
average, except that visible emissions not exceeding fifteen percent (15%) opacity
shall be allowed for up to six (6) minutes in any one (1) hour period.
(a) through (b) renumbered 2. through 3. No change.
(c) Operating Temperatures.
1. The owner or operator of any proposed new cCrematory units for which submits
either a complete application for a permit to construct the a new unit or an initial air
general permit registration for the new unit to was received by the Department on or
after August 30, 1989, shall provide design calculations to confirm a sufficient
volume in the secondary chamber combustion zone to provide for at least a 1.0
second gas residence time at 1800 degrees Fahrenheit. This information shall be
provided to the Department with the air construction permit application or air
general permit registration form for the proposed new unit. The actual operating
temperature of the secondary chamber combustion zone shall be no less than 1600
degrees Fahrenheit throughout the combustion process in the primary chamber. The
pPrimary chamber and stack volumes shall not be used in calculating this residence
time. Except as provided in subparagraph 62-296.401(6)(c)2., F.A.C., cCremation in
the primary chamber shall not begin unless the secondary chamber combustion zone
temperature is equal to or greater than 1600 degrees Fahrenheit.
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2.(d) The owner or operator of any cCrematory units for which construction began
or for which a complete application for a permit to construct a new unit was received
by the Department prior to August 30, 1989, shall provide design calculations to
confirm a sufficient volume in the secondary chamber combustion zone to provide for
at least a 1.0 second gas residence time at 1600 degrees Fahrenheit. The maintain
the actual operating temperature of the secondary chamber combustion zone at shall
be no less than 1400 degrees Fahrenheit throughout the combustion process in the
primary chamber. Primary chamber and stack shall not be used in calculating this
residence time. Cremation in the primary chamber shall not begin unless the
secondary chamber combustion zone temperature is equal to or greater than 1400
degrees Fahrenheit.
(d)(e) Allowed Materials. Animal crematoryies units shall cremate only dead animals
remains and, if applicable, the bedding and the remains associated with the animals and
appropriate placed in leak-proof containers. Containers shall may contain no more than
0.5 percent by weight chlorinated plastics as demonstrated by the manufacturer’s data
sheet. Plastic bags used for the cremation of animals shall be nonchlorinated and no less
than three (3) mils thick. If containers are incinerated, documentation from the
manufacturers certifying that they are composed of 0.5 percent or less by weight
chlorinated plastics shall must be kept on-file at the site for the duration of their use and
for at least two (2) years after their use. This documentation must also be submitted with
any application for an initial or renewal air operation permit or air general permit
notification form.
(f) Animal crematoryies units shall not cremate dead animals which were used for
medical or commercial experimentation. No other material, including biomedical waste
as defined in Rule 62-210.200, F.A.C., shall be incinerated.
(e) Equipment Maintenance. All animal crematory units shall be maintained in proper
working order in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications to ensure the
integrity and efficiency of the equipment. If a crematory unit contains a defect that affects
the integrity of the unit, the unit shall be taken out of service. No person shall use or
permit the use of that unit until it has been repaired or adjusted. Repair records on all
crematory units shall be maintained onsite for at least two (2) years. A written plan with
operating procedures for startup, shutdown and malfunction of each crematory unit shall
be maintained and followed during those events. Each unit’s burners shall be operated
with a proper air-to-fuel ratio. If the unit so allows, the burners’ flame characteristics
shall be visually checked at least once during each operating shift and adjusted when
warranted by the visual checks.
(g) All crematory operators shall be trained by the equipment manufacturer’s
representatives or another qualified organization. Only operators trained by a
Department-approved training program shall be allowed to operate an animal crematory.
1. The content of the training program shall be submitted to the Department for
approval through the permitting process. Construction permit applicants shall submit
a training program or reference a previously approved training program with the
construction permit application. The training shall provide a basic understanding of
the principles of the combustion process, provide instruction on the operation and
maintenance of the crematory unit, and increase awareness of regulatory requirements
and safety concerns. Training programs shall be a minimum of 8 hours of instruction.
Training programs shall at a minimum include hands-on experience involving startup, operation of at least one cremation, shut-down of the equipment, and one full cycle
of preventive maintenance actions. The Department shall approve training programs
which meet, at a minimum, the criteria applicable to cremation set forth in the EPA
Medical Waste Incinerator Operator Training Program Course Handbook, EPA
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453/B-93-018, and Instructor’s Guide, EPA 453/B-93-019.
2. A copy of the training certificate for each operator having satisfactorily completed
the Department-approved training program must be submitted to the Department
within 15 days of training. The owner of any new or modified crematory unit shall
submit copies of the operator training certificates within 15 days after completion of
the initial compliance test pursuant to the unit’s air construction permit. If a crematory
unit is modified to the extent that a Department air construction permit is required, the
operators shall be retrained to operate the modified unit.
3. An operator’s certificate must be kept on file at the facility for the duration of the
operator’s employment and for an additional two years after termination of
employment.
(f)(h) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the
requirements of this subsection rule shall comply with the following requirements. All
EPA reference test methods are described in 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A, adopted and
incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
1. The reference test method for visible emissions shall be EPA DEP Method 9,
incorporated in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. The reference test method for carbon monoxide shall be EPA Method 10,
incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
3. The reference test method for oxygen shall be EPA Method 3, incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
4. The reference test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5,
incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum
sample volume shall be thirty (30) dry standard cubic feet.
5. Test procedures shall conform to the procedures specified in meet all applicable
requirements of Rule Chapter 62-297.310, F.A.C. All test results shall be reported to
the Department in accordance with the provisions of Rule 62-297.310, F.A.C.
(g)(i) Operation During Emissions Compliance Test. Testing of emissions shall be
conducted with the unit source operating at a capacity that is representative of normal
operations and is not greater than the manufacturer’s recommended capacity. The
operating capacity shall be a batch load, in pounds, for a batch animal crematory unit
and a charging rate, in pounds per hour, for a ram-charged animal crematory unit.
(h)(j) Frequency of Testing.
1. The owner or operator of any animal crematory unit using an air general permit
shall have a performance test conducted for visible emissions no later than thirty (30)
days after the unit commences operation, and annually thereafter. New and existing
facilities shall demonstrate individual source compliance with the visible emissions
standard upon initial compliance and annually thereafter. Facilities permitted
pursuant to subsection 62-210.300(4), F.A.C., Air General Permits, shall
demonstrate compliance within sixty (60) days prior to the submittal date of the air
general permit notification form and within sixty (60) days prior to each anniversary
of such date.
2. The owner or operator of any animal crematory unit with a capacity of less than
500 pounds per hour and operating under the authority of an air construction permit
or air operation permit shall have a performance test conducted for visible emissions
prior to submitting the application for an initial air operation permit, and annually
thereafter.
3.2. The owner or operator of any animal crematory unit with a capacity of less than
500 pounds per hour shall not be required to have performance tests conducted for
carbon monoxide and particulate matter, except as provided at paragraph 62297.310(7)(b), F.A.C. New and existing facilities shall demonstrate individual source
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compliance with the remaining applicable standards upon initial compliance and
prior to renewing the operation permit or, if the facility is permitted pursuant to
subsection 62-210.300(4), F.A.C., Air General Permits, within sixty (60) days prior
to the submittal date of the air general permit notification form.
4. The owner or operator of any animal crematory unit with a capacity of 500 pounds
per hour or more shall have performance tests conducted for visible emissions,
carbon monoxide, and particulate matter prior to submitting the application for an
initial air operation permit, and annually thereafter.
(k) Compliance Demonstration. Animal Crematories may demonstrate compliance with
the carbon monoxide and particulate emissions standards by submission of a test report
for an identical (same make, model, and capacity) crematory air permit and tested
pursuant to that permit. The test data in the test report must be less than five (5) years
old and may or may not be obtained from the unit that is being permitted.
(i)(l) Continuous Emissions Monitoring Requirements. Each animal crematory unit shall
be equipped and operated with a install, operate, and maintain continuous monitors to
record temperature at the point or beyond where 1.0 second gas residence time is
obtained in the secondary chamber combustion zone in accordance with the
manufacturer's instructions. In addition, each crematory unit installed after February 1,
2007, shall be equipped and operated with a pollutant monitoring system to
automatically control combustion based on continuous in-stack opacity measurement.
Such system shall be calibrated to restrict combustion in the primary chamber whenever
any opacity exceeding fifteen percent (15%) opacity is occurring. A complete file of all
temperature measurements;, all including continuous monitoring system, monitoring
device, and performance testing measurements; all continuous monitoring system
performance evaluations; all continuous monitoring system or monitoring device
calibration checks; and all adjustments, preventive maintenance, and corrective
maintenance performed on these systems or devices, shall be recorded in a permanent
legible form available for inspection. Continuous temperature monitoring documentation
shall include operator name, operator indication of when cremation in the primary
chamber was begun begins, date, time, and temperature markings. Pollutant monitoring
system documentation shall include indication of when the opacity measurement system
was cleaned and checked for proper operation in accordance with the manufacturer’s
recommended maintenance schedule. The file shall be retained for at least two (2) years
following the recording of such measurements, maintenance, reports, and records.
(7) Air Curtain Incinerators.
(a) Applicability.
1. Any air curtain incinerator subject to 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart AAAA, BBBB,
CCCC, DDDD or EEEE, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800,
F.A.C., shall be constructed and operated so as to comply with all standards,
limitations, and requirements of the applicable subpart, and with the requirements of
paragraph 62-296.401(7)(b), F.A.C., to the extent that those requirements are
stricter than, or supplemental to, the requirements of the applicable subpart.
2. Any air curtain incinerator not subject to any subpart of 40 CFR Part 60 and not
claiming the exemption from air permitting at subsection 62-210.300(3), F.A.C.,
shall be constructed and operated so as to comply with the requirements of
paragraph 62-296.401(7)(b), F.A.C. Any air curtain incinerator, new or existing,
located at a landfill for any time period or at any other site for more than six (6)
months.
(b) Operating Requirements.
1.(a) Outside of startup periods, no visible emissions shall not exceed ten percent
(10%) opacity, six (6) minute average five percent (5% opacity or less) shall be
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allowed, except that an opacity of up to twenty percent (20%) shall be permitted for
not more than three (3) minutes in any one (1) hour.
(b) During startup periods, which shall not exceed the first thirty (30) minutes of
operation, an opacity of up to thirty-five (35%), averaged over a six (6) minute
period, shall be allowed.
(c) The general excess emissions rule, Rule 62-210.700, F.A.C., to handle startups,
shutdowns, and malfunctions, shall not apply to air curtain incinerators.
2.(d) If the air curtain incinerator employs an earthen trench, the pit walls (width
and length) shall be vertical, and maintained as such, so that combustion of the waste
within the pit is maintained at an adequate temperature and with sufficient air
recirculation to provide enough residence time and mixing for proper combustion
and control of emissions. The following dimensions for the pit must be strictly
adhered to: no more than twelve feet (12’) wide, between eight feet (8’) and fifteen
(15’) feet deep, and no longer than the length of the manifold. The pit shall not be
dug within a previously active portion of a the landfill.
3.(e) Except as provided herein and at subsection 4., tThe only materials that shall
can be burned in the an air curtain incinerator are vegetative material and untreated
wood, excluding sawdust. The air curtain incinerator shall not be used to burn any
biological waste, hazardous waste, asbestos-containing materials, mercurycontaining devices, pharmaceuticals, tires, rubber material, residual oil, used oil,
asphalt, roofing material, tar, treated wood, plastics, garbage, trash or other
material prohibited to be open burned as set forth at subsection 62-256.300(2),
F.A.C. wood wastes consisting of trees, logs, large brush, stumps relatively free of
soil, unbagged leaves and yard trash, tree surgeon debris, and clean dry lumber such
as pallets.
(f) The burning of sawdust, paper, trash, tires, garbage, plastics, liquid wastes,
chemically treated or painted wood, and other similar materials is expressly
prohibited.
(g) Only kerosene, diesel fuel, drip-torch fuel (as used to ignite prescribed fires),
untreated wood, virgin oil, natural gas, or liquefied petroleum gas shall may be used
to start the fire in the air curtain incinerator. The use of used waste oil, chemicals,
gasoline, or tires to start the fire is expressly prohibited.
4. Notwithstanding the provisions of subparagraph 3., the air curtain incinerator
may be used for the destruction of animal carcasses in accordance with the
provisions of subsection 62-256.700(6), F.A.C. When using an air curtain incinerator
to burn animal carcasses, untreated wood may also be burned to maintain good
combustion.
5.(h) In no case shall the an air curtain incinerator be started before sunrise. All For
refractory lined air curtain incinerators, charging shall end no later than one (1)
hour after must have completely stopped before sunset. After charging ceases, air
flow shall be maintained until all material within the air curtain incinerator has been
reduced to coals, and flames are no longer visible. A log shall be maintained onsite
that documents daily beginning and ending times of charging. For all other air
curtain incinerators, charging must have completely stopped two (2) hours before
sunset.
6. The air curtain incinerator shall be attended at all times while materials are being
burned or flames are visible within the incinerator.
(i) In no case shall the permitted burning rate, in tons per day, exceed the value
obtained by dividing the number 100,000 by the permitted number of days that
burning will be authorized to take place.
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7.(j) The New air curtain incinerators shall must be located at least fifty (50) feet
from any wildlands, brush, combustible structure, or paved public roadway three
hundred (300) feet from any pre-existing occupied building located off site. Air
curtain incinerators existing as of October 1, 1986, must be located at least two
hundred (200) feet from any occupied building located off site. The Department may
issue a permit for an air curtain incinerator which does not meet this setback if the
applicant submits with the application a signed affidavit from the owner(s) of all
occupied buildings within the setback area that waives the setback requirement.
(k) Air curtain incinerators used at landfills may not be operated within one thousand
(1000) feet of any active portion of the landfill unless the air curtain incinerator is
separated from the active portion of the landfill by a controlled gate or check-in
station.
8.(l) The material shall not be loaded into the air curtain incinerator such that it will
protrudes above the air curtain.
9.(m) Ash shall not be allowed to build up in the pit of the air curtain incinerator to
higher than one third (1/3) the pit depth or to the point where the ash begins to
impede combustion, whichever occurs first.
10.(n) An detailed operation and maintenance guide shall must be available to the
operators of the air curtain incinerator at all times, and the owner shall permittee
must provide the proper training to all operators before they work at the incinerator.
This guide shall be made available to the Department or for an inspector’s onsite
review upon request The Department may request a copy of this guide.
(c)(o) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the
requirements of this subsection rule shall comply with the following requirements.
1. The reference test method for visible emissions shall be EPA DEP Method 9, as
described at 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A, adopted and incorporated by reference at
Rule 62-204.800 in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Test procedures shall conform to the procedures specified in meet all applicable
requirements of Rule Chapter 62-297.310, F.A.C. All test results shall be reported to
the Department in accordance with the provisions of Rule 62-297.310, F.A.C.
3. Records of the results of all initial and annual visible emissions tests shall be kept
by the owner or operator in either paper copy or electronic format for at least five
(5) years. These records shall be made available to the Department or for an
inspector’s onsite review upon request.
(d) Frequency of Testing.
1. The owner or operator of any air curtain incinerator subject to this subsection
shall have a performance test conducted for visible emissions prior to submitting the
application for an initial air operation permit, and, except as provided at Rule 62296.401(7)(d)2., F.A.C., annually thereafter.
2. The owner or operator of any air curtain incinerator subject to this subsection and
using an earthen trench shall have a performance test conducted for visible
emissions no later than thirty (30) days after it commences operation at any new
trench location, and annually thereafter. However, if the air curtain incinerator will
be operated for less than thirty (30) days at the new trench location, and the owner
or operator has demonstrated compliance with the emissions limiting standards of
paragraph 62-296.401(7)(b), F.A.C., through a visible emissions test conducted and
submitted to the Department within the previous twelve (12) months, the requirement
for testing within thirty (30) days of commencing operation at the new trench
location shall not apply.
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Please see the DEP Response To EPA Pre-Hearing Submittal Comments for additional
information.
5) Effective 7-10-2014, amendments revised cross-references due to the impending repeal
of 62-297.401, F.A.C., and increased regulatory certainty by clarifying rule language and
eliminating redundancy. Consequently, the following amendments need to be included in
the SIP to the extent that they were not subsequently changed by the rule revision,
effective 11-5-2020, that DEP is also requesting to be included in the SIP (See Materials
Proposed to be Incorporated into the SIP section of this submittal for a consolidated
underline/strikethrough compilation of all requested revisions):
(1) Small Incinerators. Any incinerator, other than a biological waste incinerator, human or
animal crematory, or air curtain incinerator, with a charging rate of less than fifty (50) tons
per day shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Emission Limiting Standards. Visible emissions shall not exceed five percent (5%)
opacity except that visible emissions not exceeding fifteen (15%) percent opacity are
allowed for one six-minute period up to six (6) minutes in any one (1) -hour period.
(b) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the
requirements of this subsection shall comply with the following requirements.
1. The reference test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as
described at 40 CFR, Part 60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated by reference
at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
2. No change.
(c) No change.
(2) Existing incinerators, other than those which are operated or utilized for the disposal or
treatment of biological waste, with a charging rate equal to or greater than 50 tons per day.
(a) through (b) No change.
(c) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the
requirements of this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
1. The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as described at
40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated and adopted by
reference at Rule 62-204.800 in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample
volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet. EPA Method 3 or 3A, using Orsat
analysis is required for percent excess air correction. EPA Methods 3 and 3A, are
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-2, adopted and incorporated by
reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
2. No change.
(d) No change.
(3) New incinerators, other than those which are operated or utilized for the disposal or
treatment of biological waste, with a charging rate equal to or greater than 50 tons per day.
(a) through (b) No change.
(c) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the
requirements of this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
1. The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as described at
40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated and adopted by
reference at Rule 62-204.800 in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample
volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet. EPA Method 3 or 3A, using Orsat
analysis is required for percent excess air correction. EPA Methods 3 and 3A, are
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-2, adopted and incorporated by
reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
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2. No change.
(d) No change.
(4) Biological Waste Incinerators.
(a) No change.
(b) Emission Limiting Standards.
1. For any biological waste incinerator unit with a capacity less than fifty (50) tons
per day, visible emissions shall not exceed five percent (5%) opacity, six (6) minute
average, except that visible emissions not exceeding fifteen percent (15%) percent
opacity shall be allowed for one six-minute period up to six (6) minutes in any one
(1)-hour period.
2. through 5. No change.
(c) No change.
(d) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the
requirements of this subsection shall comply with the following requirements. All EPA
reference test methods are described in 40 CFR Part 60, Appendicesx A-2 through A-8,
adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
1. through 6. No change.
(e) No change.
(f) Continuous Emissions Monitoring Requirements. Each owner or operator of a
biological waste incinerator unit shall install, operate, and maintain, in accordance with
the manufacturer’s instructions, continuous emission monitoring equipment at the exit of
the secondary (or last) combustion chamber.
1. The monitors shall record the following operating parameters:
a. Secondary (or last) combustion chamber exit Ttemperature.
b. No change.
2. No change.
(5) Human Crematories.
(a) No change.
(b) Emission Limiting Standards.
1. Visible emissions shall not exceed 5% opacity, six-minute average, except that
visible emissions not exceeding 15% opacity shall be allowed for one six-minute
period up to six minutes in any one-hour period.
2. through 3. No change.
(c) through (e) No change.
(f) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the
requirements of this subsection shall comply with the following requirements. All EPA
reference test methods are described in 40 CFR Part 60, Appendicesx A-2 through A-4,
adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
1. through 5. No change.
(g) No change.
(h) Frequency of Testing.
1. through 2. No change.
3. The owner or operator of any human crematory unit shall not be required to have
performance tests conducted for carbon monoxide and particulate matter, except as
provided at paragraph 62-297.310(7)(c)(b), F.A.C.
(i) No change.
(6) Animal Crematories.
(a) No change.
(b) Emission Limiting Standards.
1. Visible emissions shall not exceed five percent (5%) opacity, six (6) minute
average, except that visible emissions not exceeding fifteen percent (15%) percent
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opacity shall be allowed for one six-minute period up to six (6) minutes in any one
(1) -hour period.
2. through 3. No change.
(c) through (e) No change.
(f) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the
requirements of this subsection shall comply with the following requirements. All EPA
reference test methods are described in 40 CFR Part 60, Appendicesx A-2 through A-4,
adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
1. through 5. No change.
(g) No change.
(h) Frequency of Testing.
1. through 2. No change.
3. The owner or operator of any animal crematory unit with a capacity of less than
500 pounds per hour shall not be required to have performance tests conducted for
carbon monoxide and particulate matter, except as provided at paragraph 62297.310(7)(c)(b), F.A.C.
4. No change.
(i) No change.
(7) Air Curtain Incinerators.
(a) No change.
(b) Operating Requirements.
1. Outside of startup periods, visible emissions shall not exceed ten percent (10%)
percent opacity, six (6) minute average. During startup periods, which shall not
exceed the first thirty (30) minutes of operation, an opacity of up to thirty-five percent
(35%), averaged over a six (6) minute period, shall be allowed. The general excess
emissions rule, Rule 62-210.700, F.A.C., shall not apply.
2. through 10. No change.
(c) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the
requirements of this subsection shall comply with the following requirements.
1. The reference test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as
described at 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated by reference
at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
2. through 3. No change.
(d) No change.

6) Effective 11-5-2020, amendments clarified whether the standards apply to new and/or
existing units, by specifying the date that separates new and existing units. This date was
previously defined in Rule 62-210.200, Definitions, F.A.C. In addition, the rule language
formatting was restructured for clarity, and crematory facilities will now have 60 days
after commencing initial operation, instead of 30 days, to submit an initial visible
emissions test. Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the following amendments to Rule
62-296.401, F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
(1) No change.
(2) Existing incinerators, other than those which are operated or utilized for the disposal or
treatment of biological waste, with a charging rate equal to or greater than 50 tons per day
shall comply with the following requirements. For the purposes of this subsection, an “existing
incinerator” is an incinerator which was in existence, in operation, or under construction, or
had received a permit to begin construction prior to January 18, 1972.
(a) through (d) No change.
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(3) New incinerators, other than those which are operated or utilized for the disposal or
treatment of biological waste, with a charging rate equal to or greater than 50 tons per day
shall comply with the following requirements. For the purposes of this subsection, a “new
incinerator” is any incinerator other than an “existing incinerator” as described for the
purposes of subsection 62-296.401(2), F.A.C.
(a) through (d) No change.
(4) No change.
(5) Human Crematories.
(a) through (b) No change.
(c) Operating Temperatures.
1. New Units. The owner or operator of any proposed new crematory unit which
submits either a complete application for a permit to construct the new unit or an initial
air general permit registration for the new unit to the Department on or after August
30, 1989, shall provide design calculations to confirm a sufficient volume in the
secondary chamber combustion zone to provide for at least a 1.0 second gas residence
time at 1800 degrees Fahrenheit. This information shall be provided to the Department
with the air construction permit application or air general permit registration form for
the proposed new unit. The actual operating temperature of the secondary chamber
combustion zone shall be no less than 1600 degrees Fahrenheit throughout the
combustion process in the primary chamber. The primary chamber and stack volumes
shall not be used in calculating this residence time. Except as provided in
subparagraph 62-296.401(5)(c)2., F.A.C., cremation in the primary chamber shall not
begin unless the secondary chamber combustion zone temperature is equal to or
greater than 1,600 degrees Fahrenheit.
a. The actual operating temperature of the secondary chamber combustion zone
shall be no less than 1600 degrees Fahrenheit throughout the combustion process
in the primary chamber. The primary chamber and stack volumes shall not be used
in calculating this residence time.
b. Remains shall not be loaded into the primary chamber until the secondary
chamber combustion zone temperature is equal to or greater than 1,600 degrees
Fahrenheit.
2. Existing Units. The owner or operator of any crematory unit for which construction
began or for which a complete application for a permit to construct was received by
the Department prior to August 30, 1989, shall maintain the actual operating
temperature of the secondary chamber combustion zone at no less than 1,400 degrees
Fahrenheit throughout the combustion process in the primary chamber. Remains shall
not be loaded into the primary chamber until the secondary chamber combustion zone
temperature is equal to or greater than 1,400 degrees Fahrenheit. Cremation in the
primary chamber shall not begin unless the secondary chamber combustion zone
temperature is equal to or greater than 1,400 degrees Fahrenheit.
(d) Allowed Materials. Human crematory units shall cremate only human or fetal remains
with appropriate containers. The remains may be clothed. The containers shall contain no
more than 0.5 percent by weight chlorinated plastics as demonstrated by the
manufacturer’s data sheet. If containers are incinerated, documentation from the
manufacturer certifying that they are composed of 0.5 percent or less by weight chlorinated
plastics shall be kept on-file at the site for the duration of their use and for at least five (5)
two (2) years after their use. No other material, including biomedical waste as defined in
rule 62-210.200, F.A.C., shall be incinerated.
(e) Equipment Maintenance. All human crematory units shall be maintained in proper
working order in accordance with the manufacturer’s specifications to ensure the integrity
and efficiency of the equipment. If a crematory unit contains a defect that affects the
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integrity or efficiency of the unit, the unit shall be taken out of service. No person shall use
or permit the use of that unit until it has been repaired or adjusted. Repair records on all
crematory units shall be maintained onsite for at least two years. A written plan with
operating procedures for startup, shutdown and malfunction of each crematory unit shall
be maintained and followed during those events. Each unit’s burners shall be operated
with a proper air-to-fuel ratio. If the unit so allows, the burners’ flame characteristics shall
be visually checked at least once during each operating shift and adjusted when warranted
by the visual checks.
1. If a crematory unit contains a defect that affects the integrity or efficiency of the
unit, the unit shall be taken out of service.
2. No person shall use or permit the use of that unit until it has been repaired or
adjusted.
3. A written plan with operating procedures for startup, shutdown and malfunction of
each crematory unit shall be maintained and followed during those events.
4. Each unit’s burners shall be operated with a proper air-to-fuel ratio. If the unit so
allows, the burners’ flame characteristics shall be visually checked at least once
during each operating shift and adjusted when warranted by the visual checks.
5. Repair records on all crematory units shall be maintained onsite for at least five (5)
years.
(f) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the
requirements of this subsection shall comply with the following requirements. All EPA
reference test methods are described in 40 CFR Part 60, Appendices A-2 through A-4,
adopted and incorporated by reference at rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
1. through 5. No change.
(g) No change.
(h) Frequency of Testing.
1. The owner or operator of any human crematory unit using an air general permit
shall have a visible emissions performance test conducted for visible emissions no later
than sixty (60) thirty (30) days after the unit commences initial operation, and annually
thereafter.
2. through 3. No change.
(i) Continuous Monitoring Requirements. Each crematory unit shall be equipped and
operated with a continuous monitor to record temperature at the point or beyond where
1.0 second gas residence time is obtained in the secondary chamber combustion zone in
accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. In addition, each crematory unit
installed after February 1, 2007, shall be equipped and operated with a pollutant
monitoring system to automatically control combustion based on continuous in-stack
opacity measurement. Such system shall be calibrated to restrict combustion in the primary
chamber whenever any opacity exceeding 15% opacity is occurring. A complete file of all
temperature measurements; all continuous monitoring systems, monitoring devices, and
performance testing measurements; all continuous monitoring system performance
evaluations; all continuous monitoring system or monitoring device calibration checks;
and all adjustments, preventive maintenance, and corrective maintenance performed on
these systems or devices, shall be recorded in a permanent legible form available for
inspection. Continuous temperature monitoring documentation shall include operator
name, operator indication of when cremation in the primary chamber was begun, date,
time, and temperature markings. Pollutant monitoring system documentation shall include
indication of when the opacity measurement system was cleaned and checked for proper
operation in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommended maintenance schedule.
The file shall be retained for at least two (2) years following the recording of such
measurements, maintenance, reports, and records.
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1. Each crematory unit installed after February 1, 2007, shall be equipped and
operated with a pollutant monitoring system to automatically control combustion
based on continuous in-stack opacity measurement. Such system shall be calibrated to
restrict combustion in the primary chamber whenever any opacity exceeding 15%
opacity is occurring.
2. The following records shall be recorded and maintained on-site readily available
for review at the request of the Department. The file shall be retained for at least five
(5) years following the recording of such measurements, maintenance, reports, and
records.
a. All temperature measurements, including indication of when cremation in the
primary chamber commenced, temperature markings, the date and time, and the
name of the operator;
b. All continuous monitoring systems, monitoring devices, and performance testing
measurements;
c. All continuous monitoring system performance evaluations;
d. All continuous monitoring system or monitoring device calibration checks; and
e. All adjustments, preventive maintenance, and corrective maintenance
performed on these systems or devices shall be recorded in a permanent legible
form available for inspection, including indication of when the opacity
measurement system was cleaned and checked for proper operation in accordance
with the manufacturer’s recommended maintenance schedule.
(6) Animal Crematories.
(a) through (b) No change.
(c) Operating Temperatures.
1. New Units. The owner or operator of any proposed new crematory unit which
submits either a complete application for a permit to construct the new unit or an initial
air general permit registration for the new unit to the Department on or after August
30, 1989, shall provide design calculations to confirm a sufficient volume in the
secondary chamber combustion zone to provide for at least a 1.0 second gas residence
time at 1,800 degrees Fahrenheit. This information shall be provided to the
Department with the air construction permit application or air general permit
registration form for the proposed new unit. The actual operating temperature of the
secondary chamber combustion zone shall be no less than 1,600 degrees Fahrenheit
throughout the combustion process in the primary chamber. The primary chamber and
stack volumes shall not be used in calculating this residence time. Except as provided
in subparagraph 62-296.401(6)(c)2., F.A.C., cremation in the primary chamber shall
not begin unless the secondary chamber combustion zone temperature is equal to or
greater than 1,600 degrees Fahrenheit.
a. The actual operating temperature of the secondary chamber combustion zone
shall be no less than 1600 degrees Fahrenheit throughout the combustion process
in the primary chamber. The primary chamber and stack volumes shall not be used
in calculating this residence time.
b. Animal remains shall not be loaded into the primary chamber until the
secondary chamber combustion zone temperature is equal to or greater than 1,600
degrees Fahrenheit. If an animal crematory cannot commence operation without
first loading the primary chamber, then loading before commencing operation is
allowed; however, firing of the primary chamber burners shall not begin until the
secondary chamber zone temperature is equal to or greater than 1,600 degrees
Fahrenheit.
2. Existing Units. The owner or operator of any crematory unit for which construction
began or for which a complete application for a permit to construct was received by
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the Department prior to August 30, 1989, shall maintain the actual operating
temperature of the secondary chamber combustion zone at no less than 1,400 degrees
Fahrenheit throughout the combustion process in the primary chamber. Animal
remains shall not be loaded into the primary chamber until the secondary chamber
combustion zone temperature is equal to or greater than 1,400 degrees Fahrenheit. If
an animal crematory cannot commence operation without first loading the primary
chamber, then loading before commencing operation is allowed; however, firing of the
primary chamber burners shall not begin until the secondary chamber zone
temperature is equal to or greater than 1,400 degrees Fahrenheit. Cremation in the
primary chamber shall not begin unless the secondary chamber combustion zone
temperature is equal to or greater than 1,400 degrees Fahrenheit.
(d) Allowed Materials. Animal crematory units shall cremate only animal remains and, if
applicable, the bedding associated with the animals and appropriate containers.
Containers shall contain no more than 0.5 percent by weight chlorinated plastics as
demonstrated by the manufacturer’s data sheet. If containers are incinerated,
documentation from the manufacturers certifying that they are composed of 0.5 percent or
less by weight chlorinated plastics shall be kept on-file at the site for the duration of their
use and for at least five (5) two (2) years after their use. Animal crematory units shall not
cremate dead animals which were used for medical or commercial experimentation. No
other material, including biomedical waste as defined in rule 62-210.200, F.A.C., shall be
incinerated.
(e) Equipment Maintenance. All animal crematory units shall be maintained in proper
working order in accordance with the manufacturer’s specifications to ensure the integrity
and efficiency of the equipment. If a crematory unit contains a defect that affects the
integrity of the unit, the unit shall be taken out of service. No person shall use or permit
the use of that unit until it has been repaired or adjusted. Repair records on all crematory
units shall be maintained onsite for at least two (2) years. A written plan with operating
procedures for startup, shutdown and malfunction of each crematory unit shall be
maintained and followed during those events. Each unit’s burners shall be operated with
a proper air-to-fuel ratio. If the unit so allows, the burners’ flame characteristics shall be
visually checked at least once during each operating shift and adjusted when warranted by
the visual checks.
1. If a crematory unit contains a defect that affects the integrity of the unit, the unit
shall be taken out of service.
2. No person shall use or permit the use of that unit until it has been repaired or
adjusted.
3. A written plan with operating procedures for startup, shutdown and malfunction of
each crematory unit shall be maintained and followed during those events.
4. Each unit’s burners shall be operated with a proper air-to-fuel ratio. If the unit so
allows, the burners’ flame characteristics shall be visually checked at least once
during each operating shift and adjusted when warranted by the visual checks.
5. Repair records on all crematory units shall be maintained onsite for at least five (5)
years.
(f) through (g) No change.
(h) Frequency of Testing.
1. The owner or operator of any animal crematory unit using an air general permit
shall have a have a visible emissions performance test conducted for visible emissions
no later than sixty (60) thirty (30) days after the unit commences initial operation, and
annually thereafter.
2. through 4. No change.
(i) Continuous Monitoring Requirements. Each animal crematory unit shall be equipped
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and operated with a continuous monitor to record temperature at the point or beyond
where 1.0 second gas residence time is obtained in the secondary chamber combustion
zone in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. In addition, each crematory unit
installed after February 1, 2007, shall be equipped and operated with a pollutant
monitoring system to automatically control combustion based on continuous in-stack
opacity measurement. Such system shall be calibrated to restrict combustion in the primary
chamber whenever any opacity exceeding fifteen percent (15%) opacity is occurring. A
complete file of all temperature measurements; all continuous monitoring system,
monitoring device, and performance testing measurements; all continuous monitoring
system performance evaluations; all continuous monitoring system or monitoring device
calibration checks; and all adjustments, preventive maintenance, and corrective
maintenance performed on these systems or devices, shall be recorded in a permanent
legible form available for inspection. Continuous temperature monitoring documentation
shall include operator name, operator indication of when cremation in the primary
chamber was begun, date, time, and temperature markings. Pollutant monitoring system
documentation shall include indication of when the opacity measurement system was
cleaned and checked for proper operation in accordance with the manufacturer’s
recommended maintenance schedule. The file shall be retained for at least two (2) years
following the recording of such measurements, maintenance, reports, and records.
1. Each crematory unit installed after February 1, 2007, shall be equipped and
operated with a pollutant monitoring system to automatically control combustion
based on continuous in-stack opacity measurement. Such system shall be calibrated to
restrict combustion in the primary chamber whenever any opacity exceeding fifteen
percent (15%) opacity is occurring.
2. The following records shall be recorded and maintained on-site readily available
for review at the request of the Department. The file shall be retained for at least five
(5) years following the recording of such measurements, maintenance, reports, and
records.
a. All temperature measurements, including indication of when cremation in the
primary chamber commenced, temperature markings, the date and time, and the
name of the operator;
b. All continuous monitoring systems, monitoring devices, and performance testing
measurements;
c. All continuous monitoring system performance evaluations;
d. All continuous monitoring system or monitoring device calibration checks; and
e. All adjustments, preventive maintenance, and corrective maintenance
performed on these systems or devices shall be recorded in a permanent legible
form available for inspection, including indication of when the opacity
measurement system was cleaned and checked for proper operation in accordance
with the manufacturer’s recommended maintenance schedule.
(7) No change.

(7) The list of rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.401, F.A.C., needs to be updated as
follows:
History–Formerly 17-2.600(1), Amended 10-14-92, 12-2-92, Formerly 17-296.401, Amended 1123-94, 1-1-96, 3-13-96, 11-13-97, 1-10-07, 7-10-14, 11-5-20.
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(8) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included at the end of the rule
section in the SIP needs to be corrected as follows because, though the recodification of the rule
was effective 11/23/92, that recodification was submitted to EPA on 1/11/93:
______________________________________________________________62-296.401

Recodification
Original Reg
1st Revision
2nd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

01/11/93 11/23/92

10/20/94

59 FR 52916

12/21/94, 04/15/96
04/01/22

06/16/99

64 FR 32346

Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.401 Incinerators.
(1) Small Incinerators. Any incinerator, other than a biological waste incinerator, human or animal
crematory, or air curtain incinerator, with a charging rate of less than 50 tons per day shall comply with
the following requirements.
(a) Emission Limiting Standards. Visible emissions shall not exceed 5% opacity except that visible
emissions not exceeding 15% opacity are allowed for one six-minute period in any one-hour period.
(b) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of
this subsection shall comply with the following requirements.
1. The reference test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40
CFR, Part 60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800,
F.A.C.
2. Test procedures shall conform to the procedures specified in Rule 62-297.310, F.A.C. All
test results shall be reported to the Department in accordance with the provisions of Rule 62297.310, F.A.C.
(c) Frequency of Testing. The owner or operator of an incinerator subject to this subsection shall
have a performance test conducted for visible emissions prior to submitting the application for an
initial air operation permit, and annually thereafter.
(2) Existing incinerators, other than those which are operated or utilized for the disposal or treatment
of biological waste, with a charging rate equal to or greater than 50 tons per day shall comply with the
following requirements. For the purposes of this subsection, an “existing incinerator” is an incinerator
which was in existence, in operation, or under construction, or had received a permit to begin
construction prior to January 18, 1972.
(a) Particulate matter – 0.1 grains per standard cubic foot dry gas corrected to 50 percent excess
air.
(b) No objectionable odor allowed.
(c) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of
this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
1. The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as described at 40 C.F.R.
Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C. The
minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet. EPA Method 3 or 3A, using Orsat
analysis is required for percent excess air correction. EPA Methods 3 and 3A, are described at
40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-2, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800,
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F.A.C.
2. Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(d) Calculations Correcting Concentrations to 50% Excess Air (EA), EPA Method 3, Section 1.2.
When correcting a pollutant emission concentration to 50% excess air, pursuant to this rule, the
following equation shall be used:
Cs50 =

Cs (100 + %EA)
Equation 296.401-1
150
where:
Cs50 is the pollutant concentration at 50% excess air;
Cs is the pollutant concentration computed at standard conditions on a dry basis;
and %EA is calculated by equation 296.401-2:
%EA =

(%O2 - 0.5%CO) × 100
0.264%N2 - (%O2 - 0.5%CO)

Equation 296.401-2

(3) New incinerators, other than those which are operated or utilized for the disposal or treatment of
biological waste, with a charging rate equal to or greater than 50 tons per day shall comply with the
following requirements. For the purposes of this subsection, a “new incinerator” is any incinerator other
than an “existing incinerator” as described for the purposes of subsection 62-296.401(2), F.A.C.
(a) Particulate matter – .08 grains per standard cubic foot dry gas corrected to 50 percent excess
air.
(b) No objectionable odor allowed.
(c) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of
this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
1. The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as described at 40 C.F.R.
Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C. The
minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet. EPA Method 3 or 3A, using Orsat
analysis is required for percent excess air correction. EPA Methods 3 and 3A, are described at
40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-2, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800,
F.A.C.
2. Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(d) Calculations Correcting Concentrations to 50% Excess Air (EA), EPA Method 3, Section 1.2.
When correcting a pollutant emission concentration to 50% excess air, pursuant to this rule, the
following equation shall be used:
Cs50 =

Cs (100 + %EA)
150

Equation 296.401-1

where:

Cs50 is the pollutant concentration at 50% excess air;
Cs is the pollutant concentration computed at standard conditions on a dry basis;
and %EA is calculated by equation 296.401-2:

%EA =

(%O2 - 0.5%CO) × 100 Equation 296.401-2
0.264%N2 - (%O2 - 0.5%CO)

(4) Biological Waste Incinerators.
(a) Applicability. The requirements of this subsection apply to all biological waste incinerator units.
1. Any biological waste incinerator unit that is also regulated as a hospital/medical/infectious
waste incinerator under 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Subpart Ec or Ce, adopted and incorporated by
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reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., shall be constructed and operated so as to comply with
all standards, limitations, and requirements of the applicable Subpart, and with the
requirements of paragraphs 62-296.401(4)(b)-(f), F.A.C., to the extent that such requirements
are stricter than, or supplemental to, the requirements of the applicable Subpart.
2. Any biological waste incinerator unit that is not regulated as a hospital/medical/infectious
waste incinerator under 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Subpart Ec or Ce, shall be constructed and operated
so as to comply with all requirements of paragraphs 62-296.401(4)(b)-(f), F.A.C.
3. This subsection does not apply to human or animal crematories.
(b) Emission Limiting Standards.
1. For any biological waste incinerator unit with a capacity less than 50 tons per day, visible
emissions shall not exceed 5% opacity, except that visible emissions not exceeding 15%
opacity shall be allowed for one six-minute period in any one-hour period.
2. For any unit with a capacity equal to or less than 500 pounds per hour:
a. Particulate matter emissions shall not exceed 0.100 grains per dry standard cubic foot of
flue gas, corrected to 7% O2.
b. Hydrochloric acid (HCl) emissions shall not exceed 4.0 pounds per hour.
3. For any unit with a capacity greater than 500 pounds per hour, but less than or equal to 2,000
pounds per hour:
a. Particulate matter emissions shall not exceed 0.030 grains per dry standard cubic foot of
flue gas, corrected to 7% O2.
b. Hydrochloric acid (HCl) emissions shall not exceed 4.0 pounds per hour; or shall be
reduced by 90% by weight on an hourly average basis.
4. For any unit with a capacity greater than 2000 pounds per hour:
a. Particulate matter emissions shall not exceed 0.020 grains per dry standard cubic foot of
flue gas, corrected to 7% O2.
b. Hydrochloric acid (HCl) emissions shall not exceed fifty (50) parts per million by
volume, dry basis, corrected to seven percent (7%) O2 on a three (3) hour average basis.
As an alternative to this HC1 limit, the HC1 emission produced by the unit shall be reduced,
by its air pollution control equipment, by at least ninety percent (90%) by weight on an
hourly average basis.
5. For any unit, carbon monoxide emissions (CO) shall not exceed 100 parts per million by
volume, dry basis, corrected to 7% O2 on an hourly average basis.
(c) Design and Operating Requirements. All biological waste incineration units, shall be
constructed and operated so as to comply with the following design, operating, monitoring and
operator training requirements.
1. The unit shall operate with a combustion zone design temperature of no less than 1,800
degrees Fahrenheit for at least a 1.0 second gas residence time in the secondary (or last)
combustion chamber. The primary chamber and stack volumes shall not be utilized in
calculating this residence time.
2. Mechanically fed units shall incorporate an air lock system to prevent opening the incinerator
to the room environment. The volume of the loading system shall be designed to prevent
overcharging, thereby assuring complete combustion of the waste.
3. Incineration or ignition of waste shall not begin until the secondary (or last) combustion
chamber temperature requirement is attained. All air pollution control and continuous emission
monitoring equipment shall be operational and functioning properly prior to the incineration or
ignition of waste and until all the wastes are incinerated. The secondary (or last) combustion
chamber temperature requirement shall be maintained until the wastes are completely
combusted.
4. The owner or operator is advised to contact the Department of Health regarding requirements
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that may apply to any proposed burning of radioactive waste.
5. The owner or operator is advised to contact the Department’s Division of Waste
Management regarding requirements that may apply to any proposed burning of hazardous
waste.
6. Each operator of the unit shall successfully complete a training program meeting the
requirements of 40 C.F.R. 60.53c(c) and the annual refresher training course requirements of
40 C.F.R. 60.53c(f), adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
a. If the incinerator is modified to the extent that a Department construction permit is
required, the operators shall be retrained to operate the modified incinerator.
b. An operator’s training certificate must be kept on file at the facility for the duration of
the operator’s employment and for an additional two (2) years after termination of
employment. The owner shall not allow the incinerator to be operated unless it is operated
by an operator who has satisfactorily completed the required training program.
(d) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of
this subsection shall comply with the following requirements. All EPA reference test methods are
described in 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendices A-2 through A-8, adopted and incorporated by
reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
1. The reference test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9.
2. The reference test method for carbon monoxide shall be EPA Method 10.
3. The reference test method for oxygen shall be EPA Method 3 or 3A.
4. The reference test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5 or 26A. The
minimum sample volume shall be thirty (30) dry standard cubic feet.
5. The reference test method for hydrochloric acid shall be EPA Method 26 or 26A.
6. Test procedures shall conform to the procedures specified in Rule 62-297.310, F.A.C. All
test results shall be reported to the Department in accordance with the provisions of Rule 62297.310, F.A.C.
(e) Frequency of Testing.
1. The owner or operator of any biological waste incineration unit with a capacity equal to or
less than 500 pounds per hour shall:
a. Have a performance test conducted for visible emissions prior to submitting the
application for an initial air operation permit, and annually thereafter.
b. Have performance tests conducted for particulate matter and hydrochloric acid prior to
submitting the application for an initial or renewal air operation permit.
2. The owner or operator of any biological waste incineration unit with a capacity greater than
500 pounds per hour shall:
a. Have a performance test conducted for visible emissions prior to submitting the
application for an initial air operation permit, and annually thereafter.
b. Have performance tests conducted for particulate matter and hydrochloric acid prior to
submitting the application for an initial air operation permit, and annually thereafter.
(f) Continuous Emissions Monitoring Requirements. Each owner or operator of a biological waste
incinerator unit shall install, operate, and maintain, in accordance with the manufacturer’s
instructions, continuous emission monitoring equipment at the exit of the secondary (or last)
combustion chamber.
1. The monitors shall record the following operating parameters:
a. Temperature.
b. Oxygen (for facilities with a capacity greater than 500 pounds per hour).
2. The owner or operator shall maintain a complete file of all measurements, including
continuous emissions monitoring system, monitoring device, and performance testing
measurements; all continuous emissions monitoring system performance evaluations; all
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continuous emissions monitoring system or monitoring device calibration checks; adjustments
and maintenance performed on these systems or devices; and all other information required,
recorded in a permanent legible form available for inspection. The file shall be retained for at
least two (2) years following the date of such measurements, maintenance, reports and records.
(5) Human Crematories.
(a) Applicability. The requirements of this subsection apply to all human crematory units.
(b) Emission Limiting Standards.
1. Visible emissions shall not exceed 5% opacity, except that visible emissions not exceeding
15% opacity shall be allowed for one six-minute period in any one-hour period.
2. Particulate matter emissions shall not exceed 0.080 grains per dry standard cubic foot of flue
gas, corrected to 7% O2.
3. Carbon monoxide (CO) emissions shall not exceed 100 parts per million by volume, dry
basis, corrected to 7% O2 on an hourly average basis.
(c) Operating Temperatures.
1. New Units. The owner or operator of any proposed new crematory unit which submits either
a complete application for a permit to construct the new unit or an initial air general permit
registration for the new unit to the Department on or after August 30, 1989, shall provide design
calculations to confirm a sufficient volume in the secondary chamber combustion zone to
provide for at least a 1.0 second gas residence time at 1800 degrees Fahrenheit. This
information shall be provided to the Department with the air construction permit application or
air general permit registration form for the proposed new unit.
a. The actural operating temperature of the seconary chamber combustion zone shall be no
less than 1,600 degrees Fahrenheit throughout the combustion process in the primary
chamber. The primary chamber and stack volumes shall not be used in calculating this
residence time.
b. Remains shall not be loaded into the primary chamber until the secondary chamber
combustion zone temperature is equal to or greater than 1,600 degrees Fahreheit.
2. Existing Units. The owner or operator of any crematory unit for which construction began
or for which a complete application for a permit to construct was received by the Department
prior to August 30, 1989, shall maintain the actual operating temperature of the secondary
chamber combustion zone at no less than 1,400 degrees Fahrenheit throughout the combustion
process in the primary chamber. Remains shall not be loaded into the primary chamber until
the secondary chamber combustion zone temperature is equal to or greater than 1,400 degrees
Fahrenheit.
(d) Allowed Materials. Human crematory units shall cremate only human or fetal remains with
appropriate containers. The remains may be clothed. The containers shall contain no more than 0.5
percent by weight chlorinated plastics as demonstrated by the manufacturer’s data sheet. If
containers are incinerated, documentation from the manufacturer certifying that they are composed
of 0.5 percent or less by weight chlorinated plastics shall be kept on-file at the site for the duration
of their use and for at least five (5) years after their use. No other material, including biomedical
waste as defined in Rule 62-210.200, F.A.C., shall be incinerated.
(e) Equipment Maintenance. All human crematory units shall be maintained in proper working
order in accordance with the manufacturer’s specifications to ensure the integrity and efficiency of
the equipment.
1. If a crematory unit contains a defect that affects the integrity or efficiency of the unit, the
unit shall be taken out of service.
2. No person shall use or permit the use of that unit until it has been repaired or adjusted.
3. A written plan with operating procedures for startup, shutdown and malfunction of each
crematory unit shall be maintained and followed during those events.
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4. Each unit’s burners shall be operated with a proper air-to-fuel ratio. If the unit so allows, the
burners’ flame characteristics shall be visually checked at least once during each operating shift
and adjusted when warranted by the visual checks.
5. Repair records on all crematory units shall be maintained onsite for at least five (5) years.
(f) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of
this subsection shall comply with the following requirements. All EPA reference test methods are
described in 40 CFR Part 60, Appendices A-2 through A-4, adopted and incorporated by reference
at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
1. The reference test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9.
2. The reference test method for carbon monoxide shall be EPA Method 10.
3. The reference test method for oxygen shall be EPA Method 3.
4. The reference test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5. The
minimum sample volume shall be thirty (30) dry standard cubic feet.
5. Test procedures shall conform to the procedures specified in Rule 62-297.310, F.A.C. All
test results shall be reported to the Department in accordance with the provisions of Rule 62297.310, F.A.C.
(g) Operation During Emissions Test. Testing of emissions shall be conducted with the unit
operating at a capacity of one (1) adult-sized cadaver.
(h) Frequency of Testing.
1. The owner or operator of any human crematory unit using an air general permit shall have a
visible emissions test conducted no later than sixty (60) days after the unit commences initial
operation, and annually thereafter.
2. The owner or operator of any human crematory unit operating under the authority of an air
construction permit or air operation permit shall have a performance test conducted for visible
emissions prior to submitting the application for an initial air operation permit, and annually
thereafter.
3. The owner or operator of any human crematory unit shall not be required to have
performance tests conducted for carbon monoxide and particulate matter, except as provided
at paragraph 62-297.310(7)(c), F.A.C.
(i) Continuous Monitoring Requirements. Each crematory unit shall be equipped and operated with
a continuous monitor to record temperature at the point or beyond where 1.0 second gas residence
time is obtained in the secondary chamber combustion zone in accordance with the manufacturer’s
instructions.
1. Each crematory unit installed after February 1, 2007, shall be equipped and operated with a
pollutant monitoring system to automatically control combustion based on continuous in-stack
opacity measurement. Such system shall be calibrated to restrict combustion in the primary
chamber whenever any opacity exceeding 15% opacity is occurring.
2. The following records shall be recorded and maintained on-site readily available for review
at the request of the Department. The file shall be retained for at least five (5) years following
the recording of such measurements, maintenance, reports, and records.
a. All temperature measurements, including indication of when cremation in the primary
chamber commenced, temperature markings, the date and time, and the name of the
operator;
b. All continuous monitoring systems, monitoring devices, and performance testing
measurements;
c. All continuous monitoring system performance evaluations;
d. All continuous monitoring system or monitoring device calibration checks; and
e. All adjustments, preventive maintenance, and corrective maintenance performed on
these systems or devices shall be recorded in a permanent legible form available for
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inspection, including indication of when the opacity measurement system was cleaned and
checked for proper operation in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommended
maintenance schedule.
(j) Compliance Demonstration. Facilities may demonstrate compliance with the carbon
monoxide and particulate emissions standards by submission of a test report for an identical
(same make, model, and permitted capacity) crematory unit operating in compliance with a valid
Department air permit and tested pursuant to that permit. The test data in the test report must be
less than five years old and may or may not be obtained from the unit that is being permitted.
(k) Continuous Emissions Monitoring Requirements. Each crematory facility shall install,
operate, and maintain continuous monitors to record temperature at the point or beyond where 1.0
second gas residence time is obtained in the secondary chamber combustion zone in accordance
with the manufacturer's instructions. A complete file of all measurements, including continuous
monitoring system, monitoring device, and performance testing measurements; all continuous
monitoring system performance evaluations; all continuous monitoring system or monitoring
device calibration checks; and any adjustments, preventive maintenance, and corrective
maintenance performed on these systems or devices, shall be recorded in a permanent legible
form available for inspection. Continuous temperature monitoring documentation shall include
operator name, operator indication of when cremation in the primary chamber begins, date, time,
and temperature markings. The file shall be retained for at least two years following the
recording of such measurements, maintenance, reports, and records.
(6) Animal Crematories.
(a) Applicability. The requirements of this subsection apply to all animal crematory units.
(b) Emission Limiting Standards.
1. Visible emissions shall not exceed 5% opacity, except that visible emissions not exceeding
15% opacity shall be allowed for one six-minute period in any one-hour period.
2. Particulate matter emissions shall not exceed 0.080 grains per dry standard cubic foot of flue
gas, corrected to 7% O2 .
3. Carbon Monoxide (CO) emissions shall not exceed 100 parts per million by volume, dry
basis, corrected to 7% O2 on an hourly average basis.
(c) Operating Temperatures.
1. New Units. The owner or operator of any proposed new crematory unit which submits either
a complete application for a permit to construct the new unit or an initial air general permit
registration for the new unit to the Department on or after August 30, 1989, shall provide design
calculations to confirm a sufficient volume in the secondary chamber combustion zone to
provide for at least a 1.0 second gas residence time at 1,800 degrees Fahrenheit. This
information shall be provided to the Department with the air construction permit application or
air general permit registration form for the proposed new unit.
a. The actual operating temperature of the secondary chamber combustion zone shall be no
less than 1,600 degrees Fahrenheit throughout the combustion process in the primary
chamber. The primary chamber and stack volumes shall not be used in calculating this
residence time.
b. Animal remains shall not be loaded into the primary chamber until the secondary
chamber combustion zone temperature is equal to or greater than 1,600 degrees Fahrenheit.
If an animal crematory cannot commence operation without first loading the primary
chamber, then loading before commencing operation is allowed; however, firing of the
primary chamber burners shall not begin until the secondary chamber zone temperature is
equal to or greater than 1,600 degrees Fahrenheit.
2. Existing Units. The owner or operator of any crematory unit for which construction began
or for which a complete application for a permit to construct was received by the Department
prior to August 30, 1989, shall maintain the actual operating temperature of the secondary
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chamber combustion zone at no less than 1,400 degrees Fahrenheit throughout the combustion
process in the primary chamber. Animal remains shall not be loaded into the primary chamber
until the seconary chamber combustion zone temperature is equal to or greater than 1,400
degrees Fahrenheit. If an animal crematory cannot commence operation without first loading
the primary chamber, then loading before commencing operation is allowed; however, firing
of the primary chamber burners shall not begin until the secondary chamber zone temperature
is equial to or greater than 1,400 degrees Fahrenheit.
(d) Allowed Materials. Animal crematory units shall cremate only animal remains and, if
applicable, the bedding associated with the animals and appropriate containers. Containers shall
contain no more than 0.5 percent by weight chlorinated plastics as demonstrated by the
manufacturer’s data sheet. If containers are incinerated, documentation from the manufacturerscertifying that they are composed of 0.5 percent or less by weight chlorinated plastics shall be kept
on-file at the site for the duration of their use and for at least five (5) years after their use. Animal
crematory units shall not cremate dead animals which were used for medical or commercial
experimentation. No other material, including biomedical waste as defined in Rule 62-210.200,
F.A.C., shall be incinerated.
(e) Equipment Maintenance. All animal crematory units shall be maintained in proper working
order in accordance with the manufacturer’s specifications to ensure the integrity and efficiency of
the equipment.
1. If a crematory unit contains a defect that affects the integrity of the unit, the unit shall be
taken out of service.
2. No person shall use or permit the use of that unit until it has been repaired or adjusted.
3. A written plan with operating procedures for startup, shutdown and malfunction of each
crematory unit shall be maintained and followed during those events.
4. Each unit’s burners shall be operated with a proper air-to-fuel ratio. If the unit so allows, the
burners’ flame characteristics shall be visually checked at least once during each operating shift
and adjusted when warranted by the visual checks.
5. Repair records on all crematory units shall be maintained onsite for at least five (5) years.
(f) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of
this subsection shall comply with the following requirements. All EPA reference test methods are
described in 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendices A-2 through A-4, adopted and incorporated by
reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
1. The reference test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9.
2. The reference test method for carbon monoxide shall be EPA Method 10.
3. The reference test method for oxygen shall be EPA Method 3.
4. The reference test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5. The
minimum sample volume shall be thirty (30) dry standard cubic feet.
5. Test procedures shall conform to the procedures specified in Rule 62-297.310, F.A.C. All
test results shall be reported to the Department in accordance with the provisions of Rule 62297.310, F.A.C.
(g) Operation During Emissions Test. Testing of emissions shall be conducted with the unit
operating at a capacity that is representative of normal operations and is not greater than the
manufacturer’s recommended capacity. The operating capacity shall be a batch load, in pounds, for
a batch animal crematory unit and a charging rate, in pounds per hour, for a ram-charged animal
crematory unit.
(h) Frequency of Testing.
1. The owner or operator of any animal crematory unit using an air general permit shall have a
visible emissions test conducted no later than sixty (60) days after the unit commences initial
operation, and annually thereafter.
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2. The owner or operator of any animal crematory unit with a capacity of less than 500 pounds
per hour and operating under the authority of an air construction permit or air operation permit
shall have a performance test conducted for visible emissions prior to submitting the
application for an initial air operation permit, and annually thereafter.
3. The owner or operator of any animal crematory unit with a capacity of less than 500 pounds
per hour shall not be required to have performance tests conducted for carbon monoxide and
particulate matter, except as provided at paragraph 62-297.310(7)(c), F.A.C.
4. The owner or operator of any animal crematory unit with a capacity of 500 pounds per hour
or more shall have performance tests conducted for visible emissions, carbon monoxide, and
particulate matter prior to submitting the application for an initial air operation permit, and
annually thereafter.
(i) Continuous Monitoring Requirements. Each animal crematory unit shall be equipped and
operated with a continuous monitor to record temperature at the point or beyond where 1.0 second
gas residence time is obtained in the secondary chamber combustion zone in accordance with the
manufacturer’s instructions.
1. Each crematory unit installed after February 1, 2007, shall be equipped and operated with a
pollutant monitoring system to automatically control combustion based on continuous in-stack
opacity measurement. Such system shall be calibrated to restrict combustion in the primary
chamber whenever any opacity exceeding fifteen percent (15%) opacity is occurring.
2. The following records shall be recorded and maintained on-site readily available for review
at the request of the Department. The file shall be retained for at least five (5) years following
the recording of such measurements, maintenance, reports, and records.
a. All temperature measurements, including indication of when cremation in the primary
chamber commenced, temperature markings, the date and time, and the name of the
operator;
b. All continuous monitoring systems, monitoring devices, and performance testing
measurements;
c. All continuous monitoring system performance evaluations;
d. All continuous monitoring system or monitoring device calibration checks; and
e. All adjustments, preventive maintenance, and corrective maintenance performed on
these systems or devices shall be recorded in a permanent legible form available for
inspection, including indication of when the opacity measurement system was cleaned and
checked for proper operation in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommended
maintenance schedule.
(7) Air Curtain Incinerators.
(a) Applicability.
1. Any air curtain incinerator subject to 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart AAAA, BBBB, CCCC,
DDDD or EEEE, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., shall be
constructed and operated so as to comply with all standards, limitations, and requirements of
the applicable subpart, and with the requirements of paragraph 62-296.401(7)(b), F.A.C., to the
extent that those requirements are stricter than, or supplemental to, the requirements of the
applicable subpart.
2. Any air curtain incinerator not subject to any subpart of 40 CFR Part 60 and not claiming
the exemption from air permitting at subsection 62-210.300(3), F.A.C., shall be constructed
and operated so as to comply with the requirements of paragraph 62-296.401(7)(b), F.A.C.
(b) Operating Requirements.
1. Outside of startup periods, visible emissions shall not exceed 10% opacity. During startup
periods, which shall not exceed the first 30 minutes of operation, an opacity of up to 35% shall
be allowed. The general excess emissions rule, Rule 62-210.700, F.A.C., shall not apply.
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2. If the air curtain incinerator employs an earthen trench, the pit walls (width and length) shall
be vertical, and maintained as such, so that combustion of the waste within the pit is maintained
at an adequate temperature and with sufficient air recirculation to provide enough residence
time and mixing for proper combustion and control of emission. The following dimensions for
the pit must be strictly adhered to: no more than twelve feet (12') wide, between eight feet (8')
and fifteen (15') feet deep, and no longer than the length of the manifold. The pit shall not be
dug within a previously active portion of a landfill.
3. Except as provided herein and at subparagraph 4., the only materials that shall be burned in
the air curtain incinerator are vegetative material and untreated wood, excluding sawdust. The
air curtain incinerator shall not be used to burn any biological waste, hazardous waste, asbestoscontaining materials, mercury-containing devices, pharmaceuticals, tires, rubber material,
residual oil, used oil, asphalt, roofing material, tar, treated wood, plastics, garbage, trash or
other material prohibited to be open burned as set forth in subsection 62-256.300(2), F.A.C.
Only kerosene, diesel fuel, drip-torch fuel (as used to ignite prescribed fires), untreated wood,
virgin oil, natural gas, or liquefied petroleum gas shall be used to start the fire in the air curtain
incinerator. The use of used oil, chemicals, gasoline, or tires to start the fire is prohibited.
4. Notwithstanding the provisions of subparagraph 3., the air curtain incinerator may be used
for the destruction of animal carcasses in accordance with the provisions of subsection 62256.700(6), F.A.C. When using an air curtain incinerator to burn animal carcasses, untreated
wood may also be burned to maintain good combustion.
5. In no case shall the air curtain incinerator be started before sunrise. All charging shall end
no later than one (1) hour after sunset. After charging ceases, air flow shall be maintained until
all material within the air curtain incinerator has been reduced to coals, and flames are no longer
visible. A log shall be maintained onsite that documents daily beginning and ending times of
charging.
6. The air curtain incinerator shall be attended at all times while materials are being burned or
flames are visible within the incinerator.
7. The air curtain incinerator shall be located at least fifty (50) feet from any wildlands, brush,
combustible structure, or paved public roadway.
8. The material shall not be loaded into the air curtain incinerator such that it protrudes above
the air curtain.
9. Ash shall not be allowed to build up in the pit of the air curtain incinerator to higher than
one third (1/3) the pit depth or to the point where the ash begins to impede combustion,
whichever occurs first.
10. An operation and maintenance guide shall be available to the operators of the air curtain
incinerator at all times, and the owner shall provide training to all operators before they work
at the incinerator. This guide shall be made available to the Department or for an inspector’s
onsite review upon request.
(c) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of
this subsection shall comply with the following requirements.
1. The reference test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800,
F.A.C.
2. Test procedures shall conform to the procedures specified in Rule 62-297.310, F.A.C. All
test results shall be reported to the Department in accordance with the provisions of Rule 62297.310, F.A.C.
3. Records of the results of all initial and annual visible emissions tests shall be kept by the
owner or operator in either paper copy or electronic format for at least five (5) years. These
records shall be made available to the Department or for an inspector’s onsite review upon
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request.
(d) Frequency of Testing.
1. The owner or operator of any air curtain incinerator subject to this subsection shall have a
performance test conducted for visible emissions prior to submitting the application for an
initial air operation permit, and, except as provided at subparagraph 62-296.401(7)(d)2.,
F.A.C., annually thereafter.
2. The owner or operator of any air curtain incinerator subject to this subsection and using an
earthen trench shall have a performance test conducted for visible emissions no later than thirty
(30) days after it commences operation at any new trench location, and annually thereafter.
However, if the air curtain incinerator will be operated for less than thirty (30) days at the new
trench location, and the owner or operator has demonstrated compliance with the emissions
limiting standards of paragraph 62-296.401(7)(b), F.A.C., through a visible emissions test
conducted and submitted to the Department within the previous twelve (12) months, the
requirement for testing within thirty (30) days of commencing operation at the new trench
location shall not apply.
History–Formerly 17-2.600(1), Amended 12-2-92, Formerly 17-296.401, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 313-96, 11-13-97, 1-10-07, 7-10-14, 11-5-20.

______________________________________________________________62-296.401

Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

01/11/93
12/21/94, 04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
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62-296.403 PHOSPHATE PROCESSING
Current SIP:
62-296.403 Phosphate Processing.
Fluorides (water soluble or gaseous atomic weight 19) expressed as pounds of fluoride per ton of
phosphate materials input to the system expressed as tons of P2O5.
(1) New Plants or Plant Sections.
(a) Wet process phosphoric acid production and auxiliary equipment - 0.02 pounds.
(b) Run-of-pile triple super phosphate (TSP) mixing belt and den and auxiliary equipment - 0.05
pounds.
(c) Run-of-pile TSP curing or storage process and auxiliary equipment - 0.12 pounds.
(d) Granular triple super phosphate (GTSP) production and auxiliary equipment.
1. GTSP made by granulating run-of-pile TSP - 0.06 pounds.
2. GTSP made from phosphoric acid and phosphate rock slurry - 0.15 pounds.
(e) GTSP storage and auxiliary equipment - 0.05 pounds.
(f) Diammonium phosphate production and auxiliary equipment - 0.06 pounds.
(g) Calcining or other thermal phosphate rock processing and auxiliary equipment excepting
phosphate rock drying and defluorinating - 0.05 pounds.
(h) Defluorinating phosphate rock by thermal processing and auxiliary equipment - 0.37 pounds.
(i) All plants, plant sections or unit operations and auxiliary equipment not listed in paragraphs
(a) through (h) above must use the best available control technology.
(2) Existing plants or plant sections shall comply with Rule 62-296.403(l), F.A.C., no later than July
1, 1975; or existing plant complexes with an operating wet process phosphoric acid section (including
any items in Rule 62-296.403(l)(a) through (f), F.A.C.) and other plant sections processing or
handling phosphoric acid or products of phosphoric acid processing, total emissions from the entire
complex shall not exceed 0.4 pounds per ton of P2O5 input to the wet process phosphoric acid section.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for fluoride emissions shall be EPA Method 13A or EPA Method 13B,
incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume
shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.
(b) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.600(3); Formerly 17-296.403; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 3-13-96.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.403

Original Reg
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2nd Revision
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11/23/92
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06/16/99
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Requested SIP Revision:
As previously requested by DEP on March 16, 2021, through the CAA 110(k)(6) process, the
entire rule section 62-296.403, F.A.C., should be removed from the SIP because fluoride is not a
SIP pollutant.
Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revision:
No provisions of Rule 62-296.403, F.A.C., would remain in Florida’s SIP.
62-296.404 KRAFT (SULFATE) PULP MILLS AND TALL OIL PLANTS.
Current SIP:
62-296.404 Kraft (Sulfate) Pulp Mills and Tall Oil Plants.
(1) New plants.
(a) Particulate Matter - three pounds per each 3000 pounds of black liquor solids fed.
(b) Total Reduced Sulfur (TRS) - one ppm expressed as H2S on the dry basis or 0.03 pounds per
3000 pounds black liquor solids fed, whichever is more restrictive.
(2) Existing plants.
(a) Particulate Matter - three pounds per each 3000 pounds of black liquor solids fed.
(b) Visible emission limits for kraft pulp mill sources equipped with wet scrubbers shall be
effective only if the visible emission measurement can be made without being substantially
affected by plume mixing or moisture condensation. If the Department determines that visible
emissions exceed 20 percent opacity, a special compliance test may be required in accordance
with Rule 62-297.570, F.A.C., Kraft (Sulfate) Pulp Mills and Tall oil Plants.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Kraft Recovery Furnaces.
1. The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, incorporated and adopted by
reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5, incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 32
dry standard cubic feet. For EPA Method 5, the filter temperature must not exceed 320
degrees Fahrenheit. EPA Method 17 may be used if stack temperature is less than 400
degrees Fahrenheit. An adjustment of 0.004 grains per dry standard cubic foot shall be added
to the test results when using Method 17. A water wash shall be used with either method.
3. The test method for TRS shall be EPA Method 16 or EPA Method 16A or EPA Method
16B, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. EPA Method 16 or
EPA Method 16A pursuant to Rule 62-297.401(16), F.A.C., shall be required for instrument
certification and compliance testing.
(b) Lime Kilns and Calciners.
1. The particulate emissions test method for scrubber-controlled emissions units shall be EPA
Method 5, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum
sample volume shall be 32 dry standard cubic feet. A water wash shall be used.
2. The particulate emissions test method for dry control emissions units shall be EPA Method
5, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample
volume shall be 32 dry standard cubic feet. A acetone wash shall be used.
3. The test method for TRS shall be EPA Method 16 or EPA Method 16A or EPA Method
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16B, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. EPA Method 16 or
EPA Method 16A pursuant to Rule 62-297.401(16), F.A.C., shall be required for instrument
certification and compliance testing.
(c) Smelt Dissolving Tank Vents.
1. The particulate emissions test method for scrubber-controlled emissions units shall be EPA
Method 5, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum
sample volume shall be 32 dry standard cubic feet. A water wash shall be used.
2. The particulate emissions test method for dry control emissions units shall be EPA Method
5, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample
volume shall be 32 dry standard cubic feet. Acetone wash shall be used.
3. The test method for TRS shall be EPA Method 16 or EPA Method 16A or EPA Method
16B, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. EPA Method 16 or
EPA Method 16A pursuant to Rule 62-297.401(16), F.A.C., shall be required for instrument
certification and compliance testing.
(d) The TRS test method for tall oil plants shall be EPA Method 16 or EPA Method 16A or EPA
Method 16B, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. EPA Method 16
or EPA Method 16A pursuant to Rule 62-297.401(16), F.A.C., shall be required for instrument
certification and compliance testing.
(e) Other Combustion Devices used to Incinerate TRS.
1. The particulate emissions test method for scrubber-controlled emissions units shall be EPA
Method 5, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum
sample volume shall be 32 dry standard cubic feet. A water wash shall be used.
2. The particulate emissions test method for dry control emissions units shall be EPA Method
5, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample
volume shall be 32 dry standard cubic feet. An acetone wash shall be used.
3. The test method for TRS shall be EPA Method 16 or EPA Method 16A or EPA Method
16B, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. EPA Method 16 or
EPA Method 16A pursuant to Rule 62-297.401(16), F.A.C., shall be required for instrument
certification and compliance testing.
(f) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(5) Continuous Emissions Monitoring Requirements. Each owner or operator of a kraft (sulfate) pulp
mill or tall oil plant shall install continuous monitoring systems for monitoring total reduced sulfur
(TRS) emissions, or the performance of total reduced sulfur air pollution control systems as specified
in this subsection.
(a) Straight kraft recovery furnaces, whether new or old design, cross recovery furnaces, lime
kilns and calciners, shall be equipped with total reduced sulfur continuous emissions monitoring
systems as specified in Rule 62-296.404(5)(b), F.A.C. All digester systems and multiple effect
evaporator systems, shall be equipped with total reduced sulfur continuous emissions monitoring
systems as specified in Rule 62-296.404(5)(b), F.A.C. (Continuous Emission Monitoring), if a
technology other than incineration is used.
(b) Continuous determination of total reduced sulfur emissions.
1. A total reduced sulfur continuous emissions monitoring system shall be installed,
calibrated, certified and operated pursuant to all of the following provisions:
a. The continuous emissions monitoring system shall monitor and record the
concentration of total reduced sulfur (TRS) emissions on a dry basis and the percentage
of oxygen by volume on a dry basis.
b. The continuous emissions monitoring system shall complete a minimum of one cycle
of operation (sampling, analyzing, and data recording) for each successive 15-minute
period.
c. The continuous emissions monitoring system shall be located downstream of the
control device such that representative measurements of process parameters can be
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obtained.
d. The continuous emissions monitoring system shall be located, installed and certified
pursuant to the provisions of 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix B, Performance Specification 2
and Performance Specification 3, and 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix B, Performance
Specification 5, which are adopted by reference in Rule 62-204.800(7) 62-296.800,
F.A.C. The exception is that the phrase "or other approved alternative" in s. 3.2 of
Performance Specification 5 is not adopted. For the purposes of compliance testing and
certification of continuous emissions monitoring systems, 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A,
Reference Method 16 and Method 16A adopted by reference in Rule 62-204.800(7)
62-296.800, F.A.C., are to be used.
e. The continuous emissions monitoring system shall be in continuous operation, except
when the emissions unit is not operating, or during system breakdowns, repairs,
calibration checks, and zero and span adjustments.
f. During any initial compliance tests conducted pursuant to Rule 62-296.404, F.A.C., or
within 30 days thereafter, and at such times as there is reason to believe the system does
not conform to the performance specifications under this rule (for example, equipment
repairs, replacements, excessive drift and such), the owner or operator of any affected
emissions unit shall conduct continuous monitoring system performance evaluations and
furnish the Department, within sixty days thereof, two copies of a written report of the
results of such tests. These continuous emissions monitoring systems performance
evaluations shall be conducted in accordance with the requirements and procedures
contained in Rule 62-296.404(5)(b)1.d., F.A.C.
g. The continuous emissions monitoring system shall have a maximum span value not to
exceed:
i. A total reduced sulfur concentration of 30 ppm for the total reduced sulfur
continuous emissions monitoring system on any new design direct-fired kraft
recovery furnace that is not direct-fired, new design suspension-burning kraft
recovery furnace, incinerator, digester system or multiple effect evaporator system.
ii. A total reduced sulfur concentration of 50 ppm for the total reduced sulfur
continuous emissions monitoring system on any old design kraft recovery furnace,
new design kraft recovery furnace that is not direct-fired, new design direct-fired
suspension-burning kraft recovery furnace, cross recovery furnace, lime kiln or
calciner.
iii. 20 percent oxygen for the continuous oxygen monitoring system.
h. The continuous emissions monitoring system shall be checked by the owner or
operator in accordance with a written procedure at least once daily and after any
maintenance to the system. The owner or operator shall check the zero (or low-level
value between 0 and 20 percent of span value) and span (90 to 100 percent of span value)
calibration drifts. The zero and span shall be adjusted, as a minimum, whenever the
24-hour zero drift or 24-hour span drift exceeds two times the limits of the applicable
performance specifications referenced in Rule 62-296.404(5)(b)1.d., F.A.C. The system
must allow the amount of excess zero and span drift measured at the 24-hour interval
checks to be recorded and quantified.
2. The owner or operator of any total reduced sulfur emissions unit who is required to install
a total reduced sulfur continuous emissions monitoring system pursuant to Rule
62-296.404(5)(a), F.A.C., shall:
a. Reduce all data to one-hour averages for each 60-minute period beginning on the hour.
One-hour averages shall be computed from a minimum of four data points equally spaced
over each one-hour period. Data recorded during periods of system breakdowns, repairs,
calibration checks, and zero and span adjustments shall not be included in the
computation. Either an arithmetic or integrated average shall be used. The data output of
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the continuous emissions monitoring system may, at the owner's or operator's option,
include a numerical format showing individual numerical readings and averages in
addition to the required strip chart format with legible ink tracings and calibration
information. All data output shall be clearly and properly identified by the operator. All
system breakdowns, repairs, calibration checks, span adjustments and periods of excess
emissions shall legibly appear on all data output.
b. Calculate and record on a daily basis the 12-hour average total reduced sulfur
concentrations for two consecutive 12-hour periods of each operating day. Each 12-hour
average shall be determined as the arithmetic mean of the appropriate 12 contiguous
one-hour average total reduced sulfur concentrations provided by the continuous
emissions monitoring system.
c. Calculate and record on a daily basis 12-hour average oxygen concentrations for two
consecutive 12-hour periods of each operating day. These 12-hour averages shall
correspond to the 12-hour average total reduced sulfur concentrations from Rule
62-296.404(5)(b)2.b., F.A.C., and shall be determined as an arithmetic mean of the
appropriate 12 contiguous one-hour average oxygen concentrations provided by each
continuous emissions monitoring system.
d. Correct all 12-hour average total reduced sulfur (TRS) concentrations using the
following equation:
Ccorr = Cmeas (21 - X)/(21 - Y)
where: Ccorr = the TRS concentration corrected for oxygen.
Cmeas = the TRS concentration unconnected for oxygen.
X = the volumetric oxygen concentration in percentage that the measured TRS
concentration is to be corrected to (8 percent for all recovery furnaces and 10
percent for all lime kilns, incinerators or other devices, except those emissions
units subject to Rule 62-296.404(3)(a)2., F.A.C., and Rule 62-296.404(3)(b),
F.A.C., which shall be corrected to the actual oxygen content of the untreated
flue gas stream).
Y = the measured 12-hour average volumetric oxygen concentration.
e. The data shall be rounded to the same number of significant digits as the standard.
(c) Incinerators subject to Rule 62-296.404(3)(f), F.A.C., shall be equipped with devices to
continuously monitor temperature at the point of combustion and oxygen.
The temperature devices shall be certified by the manufacturer to be accurate to within ± 1
percent of the temperature being measured. The oxygen monitors shall be certified by the
manufacturer to be accurate to within 0.1 percent oxygen by volume.
(d) The owner or operator of any kraft pulp mill shall provide the Department with a list of
physical and chemical parameters for each regulated total reduced sulfur emissions unit that is not
required to be equipped with a total reduced sulfur continuous monitor, which will be regularly
monitored to demonstrate that the emissions unit is being operated in a manner that can
reasonably be expected to result in compliance with the applicable total reduced sulfur emission
limiting standards. The owner or operator shall provide information showing the correlation
between the specific magnitudes of the specific surrogate parameters and the associated emissions
of total reduced sulfur. The owner or operator shall recommend the frequency and method of
monitoring for each parameter. The Department shall issue notice to the company pursuant to
Rule 62-103, F.A.C., that specifies the parameters that are to be monitored, the frequency of
monitoring, and the parameter limits that must be maintained. The parameters, parameter limits
and frequency of monitoring shall become a modification to the permit for each affected
emissions unit. Excess emissions shall be deemed to occur if the parameters exceed the
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parameter limits specified in the permit.
Such parameter limits may be in the form of the applicable total reduced sulfur emission standard,
if an equation is used that estimates the 12-hour average total reduced sulfur emission rate based
on the surrogate parameter values during each 12-hour averaging period; or the parameter limits
may be in the form of specific parameter values that are not to be exceeded (or dropped below)
more often than a specified period of time during each 12-hour averaging period.
(6) Quarterly Reporting Requirements. The owner or operator of any digester system, multiple effect
evaporator system, condensate stripper system, tall oil plant, kraft recovery furnace, lime kiln,
calciner or other emissions unit subject to the provisions of Rule 62-296.404(5), F.A.C. (Continuous
Monitoring Requirements), shall submit a written total reduced sulfur emissions and surrogate
parameter data report to the Department postmarked by the 30th day following the end of each
calendar quarter.
(a) The report shall include the following information:
1. The magnitude of excess emissions and the date and time of commencement and
completion of each time period in which excess emissions occurred.
2. Specific identification of each period of excess emissions that occurs including startups,
shutdowns, and malfunctions of the affected emissions unit. An explanation of the cause of
each period of excess emissions, and any corrective action taken or preventive measures
adopted. Excess emissions shall be all 12-hour periods for which the appropriate surrogate
parameter data or total reduced sulfur continuous emissions monitoring data indicates that an
applicable 12-hour average total reduced sulfur emission limiting standard for the emissions
unit was exceeded.
3. The date and time identifying each period during which each continuous emissions
monitoring system used to measure total reduced sulfur emissions or surrogate parameters
was inoperative except for zero and span checks, and the nature of the system repairs or
adjustments.
4. When no excess emissions have occurred or the continuous emissions monitoring
system(s) have not been operative, or have been repaired or adjusted, such information shall
be stated in the report.
(b) Any owner or operator subject to the provisions of Rule 62-296.404(5) and (6), F.A.C., shall
maintain a complete file of any measurements, including continuous emissions monitoring
system, monitoring device, and performance testing measurements; any continuous emissions
monitoring system performance evaluations; any continuous emissions monitoring system or
monitoring device calibration checks; adjustments and maintenance performed on these systems
or devices; and any other information required, recorded in a permanent legible form available for
inspection. The file shall be retained for at least three years following the date of such
measurements, maintenance, reports and records.
(c) Evaluation of Excess Emissions. The Department shall consider periods of excess emissions
from any kraft recovery furnace, lime kiln, calciner or any other regulated TRS emissions unit to
be evidence of improper operation and maintenance of the monitored emissions unit provided
that:
1. For kraft recovery furnaces subject to the emissions limits of Rule 62-296.404(3)(c),
F.A.C., the excess emissions occur during more than one percent of the total number of
possible contiguous 12-hour periods of excess emissions in a calendar quarter rounded to the
nearest whole number (excluding only the actual 12-hour periods during which a startup,
shutdown or malfunction of the kraft recovery furnace occurred and only the actual 12-hour
periods when the kraft recovery furnace was not operating), or
2. For lime kilns and calciners subject to the emissions limits of Rule 62-296.404(3)(e),
F.A.C., the excess emissions occur during more than two percent of the total number of
possible contiguous 12-hour periods of excess emissions in a calendar quarter rounded to the
nearest whole number (excluding only the actual 12-hour periods during which a startup,
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shutdown or malfunction of the lime kiln, calciner, or their control equipment occurred and
only the actual 12-hour periods when the lime kiln or calciner was not operating), or
3. For other regulated non-NSPS total reduced sulfur emissions units, the excess emissions as
indicated by the appropriate surrogate parameters occur during more than one percent of the
total number of possible contiguous 12-hour periods of excess emissions in a calendar quarter
rounded to the nearest whole number (excluding only the actual 12-hour periods during
which a startup, shutdown, or malfunction of the emissions unit or its control equipment
occurred and only the actual 12-hour periods when the source was not operating), and
4. The Department determines that the affected emissions unit, including air pollution control
equipment, is not maintained and operated in a manner which is consistent with good air
pollution control practice for minimizing emissions. Such determination shall be based on
the failure of the owner or operator of the facility to provide records of maintenance and
operation of the emissions unit and related equipment showing operation consistent with
good air pollution control practices. Good air pollution control practices shall include:
a. Operation of all equipment within permit limits for loading rates and other process
parameters,
b. An adequate preventive maintenance program based on manufacturer's
recommendations or other accepted industry practices,
c. Training of personnel in the operation and maintenance of equipment,
d. Visual and instrument inspections of equipment on a regular basis, and
e. Maintenance of an adequate on-site, or readily available, supply of equipment for
routine repairs.
(d) The owner or operator of any kraft pulp mill or tall oil plant shall notify the Department in
writing within fourteen days of the date on which periods of excess emissions exceed the
percentages allowed by Rule 62-296.404(6)(c)1. through 3., F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.600(4); Formerly 17-296.404; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 3-13-96.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.404

Original Reg
1st Revision
2nd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

11/23/92
12/21/94
04/15/96

10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

Requested Rule 62-296.404 SIP Revisions:
1) The DEP requests that Section 62-296.404(1) through (3) be removed from the SIP.
2) As previously requested by DEP on March 16, 2021, through the CAA 110(k)(6) process,
rule paragraphs 62-296.404(1)(b), (4)(d), and (4)(e); rule sub-paragraphs 62296.404(4)(a)3., (4)(b)3., (4)(c)3.; and rule subsections 62-296.404(5) and (6), F.A.C.; need
to be removed from the SIP because they regulate Total Reduced Sulfur (TRS), which is
regulated by Florida’s approved 111(d) state plan for existing kraft pulp mills. These
sections that have been asked to be removed pursuant to Section 110(k)(6) are noted in
italics. The Department is now proposing to remove the following provisions: 62-
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296.404(1)(a), 62-296.404(2)(a), 62-296.404(4)(a)1. and 2., 62-296.404(4)(b)1. and 2., 62296.404(4)(c)1. and 2., and 62-296.404(4)(e)1. and 2.
3) The cumulative effect of the 110(k)(6) letter (italicized strikethrough) and the removal of
proposed sections is that no parts of 62-296.404, F.A.C. will remain in the SIP. For
example, the introductory language of subsection 62-296.404(1) “New Plants”, (2)”Existing
plants” and (4) “Test Methods and Procedures” will also be removed as shown in the strikethrough version below.
62-296.404 Kraft (Sulfate) Pulp Mills and Tall Oil Plants.
(1) New plants.

(a) Particulate Matter - three pounds per each 3000 pounds of black liquor solids
fed.

(b) Total Reduced Sulfur (TRS) - one ppm expressed as H2S on the dry basis or 0.03 pounds
3000 pounds black liquor solids fed, whichever is more restrictive.

(2) Existing plants.

(a) Particulate Matter - three pounds per each 3000 pounds of black liquor solids fed.
(b) Visible emission limits for kraft pulp mill sources equipped with wet scrubbers
shall be effective only if the visible emission measurement can be made without
being substantially affected by plume mixing or moisture condensation. If the
Department determines that visible emissions exceed 20 percent opacity, a special
compliance test may be required in accordance with Rule 62-297.570, F.A.C., Kraft
(Sulfate) Pulp Mills and Tall oil Plants.

(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the
requirements of this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Kraft Recovery Furnaces.
1. The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9,
incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5,
incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The
minimum sample volume shall be 32 dry standard cubic feet. For EPA
Method 5, the filter temperature must not exceed 320 degrees
Fahrenheit. EPA Method 17 may be used if stack temperature is less
than 400 degrees Fahrenheit. An adjustment of 0.004 grains per dry
standard cubic foot shall be added to the test results when using
Method 17. A water wash shall be used with either method.

3. The test method for TRS shall be EPA Method 16 or EPA Method 16A or EPA
Method 16B, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62 297, F.A.C. EPA
Method 16 or EPA Method 16A pursuant to Rule 62 297.401(16), F.A.C., shall be
required for instrument certification and compliance testing.
(b) Lime Kilns and Calciners.

1. The particulate emissions test method for scrubber controlled
emissions units shall be EPA Method 5, incorporated and adopted by
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reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume
shall be 32 dry standard cubic feet. A water wash shall be used.
2. The particulate emissions test method for dry control emissions
units shall be EPA Method 5, incorporated and adopted by reference
in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 32
dry standard cubic feet. A acetone wash shall be used.

3. The test method for TRS shall be EPA Method 16 or EPA Method 16A or EPA
Method 16B, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62 297, F.A.C. EPA
Method 16 or EPA Method 16A pursuant to Rule 62 297.401(16), F.A.C., shall be
required for instrument certification and compliance testing.
(c) Smelt Dissolving Tank Vents.
1. The particulate emissions test method for scrubber controlled emissions
units shall be EPA Method 5, incorporated and adopted by reference in
Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 32 dry
standard cubic feet. A water wash shall be used.
2. The particulate emissions test method for dry control emissions units
shall be EPA Method 5, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter
62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 32 dry standard
cubic feet. A acetone wash shall be used.
3. The test method for TRS shall be EPA Method 16 or EPA Method 16A or EPA Method
16B, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62 297, F.A.C. EPA Method 16
or EPA Method 16A pursuant to Rule 62 297.401(16), F.A.C., shall be required for
instrument certification and compliance testing.
(d) The TRS test method for tall oil plants shall be EPA Method 16 or EPA Method 16A or
EPA Method 16B, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62 297, F.A.C. EPA
Method 16 or EPA Method 16A pursuant to Rule 62 297.401(16), F.A.C., shall be required
for instrument certification and compliance testing.
(e) Other Combustion Devices used to Incinerate TRS.
1. The particulate emissions test method for scrubber-controlled emissions units shall be
EPA Method 5, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62 297, F.A.C. The
minimum sample volume shall be 32 dry standard cubic feet. A water wash shall be used.
2. The particulate emissions test method for dry control emissions units shall be EPA
Method 5, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62 297, F.A.C. The
minimum sample volume shall be 32 dry standard cubic feet. An acetone wash shall be
used.
3. The test method for TRS shall be EPA Method 16 or EPA Method 16A or EPA Method
16B, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62 297, F.A.C. EPA Method 16
or EPA Method 16A pursuant to Rule 62 297.401(16), F.A.C., shall be required for
instrument certification and compliance testing.
(f) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62 297, F.A.C.
(5) Continuous Emissions Monitoring Requirements. Each owner or operator of a kraft (sulfate)
pulp mill or tall oil plant shall install continuous monitoring systems for monitoring total reduced
sulfur (TRS) emissions, or the performance of total reduced sulfur air pollution control systems
as specified in this subsection.
(a) Straight kraft recovery furnaces, whether new or old design, cross recovery furnaces,
lime kilns and calciners, shall be equipped with total reduced sulfur continuous emissions
monitoring systems as specified in Rule 62-296.404(5)(b), F.A.C. All digester systems and
multiple effect evaporator systems, shall be equipped with total reduced sulfur continuous
emissions monitoring systems as specified in Rule 62-296.404(5)(b), F.A.C. (Continuous
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Emission Monitoring), if a technology other than incineration is used.
(b) Continuous determination of total reduced sulfur emissions.
1. A total reduced sulfur continuous emissions monitoring system shall be installed,
calibrated, certified and operated pursuant to all of the following provisions:
a. The continuous emissions monitoring system shall monitor and record the
concentration of total reduced sulfur (TRS) emissions on a dry basis and the
percentage of oxygen by volume on a dry basis.
b. The continuous emissions monitoring system shall complete a minimum of one
cycle of operation (sampling, analyzing, and data recording) for each successive
15-minute period.
c. The continuous emissions monitoring system shall be located downstream of the
control device such that representative measurements of process parameters can be
obtained.
d. The continuous emissions monitoring system shall be located, installed and
certified pursuant to the provisions of 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix B, Performance
Specification 2 and Performance Specification 3, and 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix B,
Performance Specification 5, which are adopted by reference in Rule 62-204.800(7)
62-296.800, F.A.C. The exception is that the phrase "or other approved alternative"
in s. 3.2 of Performance Specification 5 is not adopted. For the purposes of
compliance testing and certification of continuous emissions monitoring systems, 40
CFR Part 60, Appendix A, Reference Method 16 and Method 16A adopted by
reference in Rule 62-204.800(7) 62-296.800, F.A.C., are to be used.
e. The continuous emissions monitoring system shall be in continuous operation,
except when the emissions unit is not operating, or during system breakdowns,
repairs, calibration checks, and zero and span adjustments.
f. During any initial compliance tests conducted pursuant to Rule 62-296.404,
F.A.C., or within 30 days thereafter, and at such times as there is reason to believe
the system does not conform to the performance specifications under this rule (for
example, equipment repairs, replacements, excessive drift and such), the owner or
operator of any affected emissions unit shall conduct continuous monitoring system
performance evaluations and furnish the Department, within sixty days thereof, two
copies of a written report of the results of such tests. These continuous emissions
monitoring systems performance evaluations shall be conducted in accordance with
the requirements and procedures contained in Rule 62-296.404(5)(b)1.d., F.A.C.
g. The continuous emissions monitoring system shall have a maximum span value
not to exceed:
(i) A total reduced sulfur concentration of 30 ppm for the total reduced sulfur
continuous emissions monitoring system on any new design direct-fired kraft
recovery furnace that is not direct-fired, new design suspension-burning kraft
recovery furnace, incinerator, digester system or multiple effect evaporator
system.
(ii) A total reduced sulfur concentration of 50 ppm for the total reduced sulfur
continuous emissions monitoring system on any old design kraft recovery
furnace, new design kraft recovery furnace that is not direct-fired, new design
direct-fired suspension-burning kraft recovery furnace, cross recovery furnace,
lime kiln or calciner.
(iii) 20 percent oxygen for the continuous oxygen monitoring system.
h. The continuous emissions monitoring system shall be checked by the owner or
operator in accordance with a written procedure at least once daily and after any
maintenance to the system. The owner or operator shall check the zero (or low-level
value between 0 and 20 percent of span value) and span (90 to 100 percent of span
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value) calibration drifts. The zero and span shall be adjusted, as a minimum,
whenever the 24-hour zero drift or 24-hour span drift exceeds two times the limits of
the applicable performance specifications referenced in Rule 62-296.404(5)(b)1.d.,
F.A.C. The system must allow the amount of excess zero and span drift measured at
the 24-hour interval checks to be recorded and quantified.
2. The owner or operator of any total reduced sulfur emissions unit who is required to
install a total reduced sulfur continuous emissions monitoring system pursuant to Rule
62-296.404(5)(a), F.A.C., shall:
a. Reduce all data to one-hour averages for each 60-minute period beginning on the
hour. One-hour averages shall be computed from a minimum of four data points
equally spaced over each one-hour period. Data recorded during periods of system
breakdowns, repairs, calibration checks, and zero and span adjustments shall not be
included in the computation. Either an arithmetic or integrated average shall be
used. The data output of the continuous emissions monitoring system may, at the
owner's or operator's option, include a numerical format showing individual
numerical readings and averages in addition to the required strip chart format with
legible ink tracings and calibration information. All data output shall be clearly and
properly identified by the operator. All system breakdowns, repairs, calibration
checks, span adjustments and periods of excess emissions shall legibly appear on all
data output.
b. Calculate and record on a daily basis the 12-hour average total reduced sulfur
concentrations for two consecutive 12-hour periods of each operating day. Each
12-hour average shall be determined as the arithmetic mean of the appropriate 12
contiguous one-hour average total reduced sulfur concentrations provided by the
continuous emissions monitoring system.
c. Calculate and record on a daily basis 12-hour average oxygen concentrations
for two consecutive 12-hour periods of each operating day. These 12-hour averages
shall correspond to the 12-hour average total reduced sulfur concentrations from
Rule 62-296.404(5)(b)2.b., F.A.C., and shall be determined as an arithmetic mean of
the appropriate 12 contiguous one-hour average oxygen concentrations provided by
each continuous emissions monitoring system.
d. Correct all 12-hour average total reduced sulfur (TRS) concentrations using the
following equation:
Ccorr = Cmeas (21 - X) / (21 - Y)
where: Ccorr = the TRS concentration corrected for oxygen.
Cmeas = the TRS concentration unconnected for oxygen.
X = the volumetric oxygen concentration in percentage that the measured TRS
concentration is to be corrected to (8 percent for all recovery furnaces and 10
percent for all lime kilns, incinerators or other devices, except those emissions units
subject to Rule 62-296.404(3)(a)2., F.A.C., and Rule 62-296.404(3)(b), F.A.C., which
shall be corrected to the actual oxygen content of the untreated flue gas stream).
Y = the measured 12-hour average volumetric oxygen concentration.
e. The data shall be rounded to the same number of significant digits as the
standard.
(c) Incinerators subject to Rule 62-296.404(3)(f), F.A.C., shall be equipped with devices to
continuously monitor temperature at the point of combustion and oxygen.
The temperature devices shall be certified by the manufacturer to be accurate to within ±
1 percent of the temperature being measured. The oxygen monitors shall be certified by
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the manufacturer to be accurate to within 0.1 percent oxygen by volume.
(d) The owner or operator of any kraft pulp mill shall provide the Department with a list of
physical and chemical parameters for each regulated total reduced sulfur emissions unit that
is not required to be equipped with a total reduced sulfur continuous monitor, which will be
regularly monitored to demonstrate that the emissions unit is being operated in a manner that
can reasonably be expected to result in compliance with the applicable total reduced sulfur
emission limiting standards. The owner or operator shall provide information showing the
correlation between the specific magnitudes of the specific surrogate parameters and the
associated emissions of total reduced sulfur. The owner or operator shall recommend the
frequency and method of monitoring for each parameter. The Department shall issue notice
to the company pursuant to Rule 62-103, F.A.C., that specifies the parameters that are to be
monitored, the frequency of monitoring, and the parameter limits that must be maintained.
The parameters, parameter limits and frequency of monitoring shall become a modification
to the permit for each affected emissions unit. Excess emissions shall be deemed to occur if
the parameters exceed the parameter limits specified in the permit.
Such parameter limits may be in the form of the applicable total reduced sulfur emission
standard, if an equation is used that estimates the 12-hour average total reduced sulfur
emission rate based on the surrogate parameter values during each 12-hour averaging
period; or the parameter limits may be in the form of specific parameter values that are not
to be exceeded (or dropped below) more often than a specified period of time during each
12-hour averaging period.
(6) Quarterly Reporting Requirements. The owner or operator of any digester system, multiple
effect evaporator system, condensate stripper system, tall oil plant, kraft recovery furnace, lime
kiln, calciner or other emissions unit subject to the provisions of Rule 62-296.404(5), F.A.C.
(Continuous Monitoring Requirements), shall submit a written total reduced sulfur emissions and
surrogate parameter data report to the Department postmarked by the 30th day following the end
of each calendar quarter.
(a) The report shall include the following information:
1. The magnitude of excess emissions and the date and time of commencement and
completion of each time period in which excess emissions occurred.
2. Specific identification of each period of excess emissions that occurs including
startups, shutdowns, and malfunctions of the affected emissions unit. An explanation of
the cause of each period of excess emissions, and any corrective action taken or
preventive measures adopted. Excess emissions shall be all 12-hour periods for which the
appropriate surrogate parameter data or total reduced sulfur continuous emissions
monitoring data indicates that an applicable 12-hour average total reduced sulfur
emission limiting standard for the emissions unit was exceeded.
3. The date and time identifying each period during which each continuous emissions
monitoring system used to measure total reduced sulfur emissions or surrogate
parameters was inoperative except for zero and span checks, and the nature of the system
repairs or adjustments.
4. When no excess emissions have occurred or the continuous emissions monitoring
system(s) have not been operative, or have been repaired or adjusted, such information
shall be stated in the report.
(b) Any owner or operator subject to the provisions of Rule 62-296.404(5) and (6), F.A.C.,
shall maintain a complete file of any measurements, including continuous emissions
monitoring system, monitoring device, and performance testing measurements; any
continuous emissions monitoring system performance evaluations; any continuous emissions
monitoring system or monitoring device calibration checks; adjustments and maintenance
performed on these systems or devices; and any other information required, recorded in a
permanent legible form available for inspection. The file shall be retained for at least three
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years following the date of such measurements, maintenance, reports and records.
(c) Evaluation of Excess Emissions. The Department shall consider periods of excess
emissions from any kraft recovery furnace, lime kiln, calciner or any other regulated TRS
emissions unit to be evidence of improper operation and maintenance of the monitored
emissions unit provided that:
1. For kraft recovery furnaces subject to the emissions limits of Rule 62-296.404(3)(c),
F.A.C., the excess emissions occur during more than one percent of the total number of
possible contiguous 12-hour periods of excess emissions in a calendar quarter rounded
to the nearest whole number (excluding only the actual 12-hour periods during which a
startup, shutdown or malfunction of the kraft recovery furnace occurred and only the
actual 12-hour periods when the kraft recovery furnace was not operating), or
2. For lime kilns and calciners subject to the emissions limits of Rule 62-296.404(3)(e),
F.A.C., the excess emissions occur during more than two percent of the total number of
possible contiguous 12-hour periods of excess emissions in a calendar quarter rounded
to the nearest whole number (excluding only the actual 12-hour periods during which a
startup, shutdown or malfunction of the lime kiln, calciner, or their control equipment
occurred and only the actual 12-hour periods when the lime kiln or calciner was not
operating), or
3. For other regulated non-NSPS total reduced sulfur emissions units, the excess
emissions as indicated by the appropriate surrogate parameters occur during more than
one percent of the total number of possible contiguous 12-hour periods of excess
emissions in a calendar quarter rounded to the nearest whole number (excluding only the
actual 12-hour periods during which a startup, shutdown, or malfunction of the
emissions unit or its control equipment occurred and only the actual 12-hour periods
when the source was not operating), and
4. The Department determines that the affected emissions unit, including air pollution
control equipment, is not maintained and operated in a manner which is consistent with
good air pollution control practice for minimizing emissions. Such determination shall
be based on the failure of the owner or operator of the facility to provide records of
maintenance and operation of the emissions unit and related equipment showing
operation consistent with good air pollution control practices. Good air pollution
control practices shall include:
a. Operation of all equipment within permit limits for loading rates and other
process parameters,
b. An adequate preventive maintenance program based on manufacturer's
recommendations or other accepted industry practices,
c. Training of personnel in the operation and maintenance of equipment,
d. Visual and instrument inspections of equipment on a regular basis, and
e. Maintenance of an adequate on-site, or readily available, supply of equipment
for routine repairs.
(d) The owner or operator of any kraft pulp mill or tall oil plant shall notify the Department
in writing within fourteen days of the date on which periods of excess emissions exceed the
percentages allowed by Rule 62-296.404(6)(c)1. through 3., F.A.C.

4) The DEP is requesting, by means of a CAA section 110(l) noninterference demonstration,
that rule paragraphs 62-296.404(1)(a), 62-296.404(2)(a), and 62-296.404(2)(b), F.A.C., be
removed from Florida’s SIP. If, as requested, the particulate matter and visible emissions
requirements in rule paragraphs 62-296.404(1)(a), 62-296.404(2)(a), and 62-296.404(2)(b),
F.A.C., are removed from Florida’s SIP, then the test method specifications for these
pollutants found in rule subparagraphs 62-296.404(4)(a)1. and 2., F.A.C., are no longer
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needed in the SIP and, therefore, DEP is requesting that these subparagraphs also be
removed from the SIP.
62-296.404 Kraft (Sulfate) Pulp Mills and Tall Oil Plants.
(1) New plants.
(a) Particulate Matter - three pounds per each 3000 pounds of black liquor solids fed.
(2) Existing plants.
(a) Particulate Matter - three pounds per each 3000 pounds of black liquor solids fed.
(b) Visible emission limits for kraft pulp mill sources equipped with wet scrubbers shall be
effective only if the visible emission measurement can be made without being substantially
affected by plume mixing or moisture condensation. If the Department determines that visible
emissions exceed 20 percent opacity, a special compliance test may be required in accordance
with Rule 62-297.570, F.A.C., Kraft (Sulfate) Pulp Mills and Tall oil Plants.
(4) (a) Kraft Recovery Furnaces.
1. The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62 297, F.A.C.
2. The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5, incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62 297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be
32 dry standard cubic feet. For EPA Method 5, the filter temperature must not exceed
320 degrees Fahrenheit. EPA Method 17 may be used if stack temperature is less than
400 degrees Fahrenheit. An adjustment of 0.004 grains per dry standard cubic foot shall
be added to the test results when using Method 17. A water wash shall be used with
either method.

110(l) Demonstration for Removing 62-296.404(1) and (2) and 62-296.404(4)(a)1. and 2.:
All Kraft Recovery Furnaces in Florida (see Table 4 below) are required to meet the more
stringent particulate matter and visible emission requirements established pursuant to 40
C.F.R. Part 63, Subpart MM, Chemical Recovery Combustion Sources at Kraft, Soda, Sulfite,
and Stand-Alone Semichemical Pulp Mills, as adopted and incorporated by reference in rule
62-204.800, F.A.C.
Table 4. Kraft Recovery Furnaces in Florida
Facility ID

Facility Name

Emissions Units

0050009

WestRock Panama City

0330042

International Paper Pensacola

0890003

WestRock Fernandina Beach

1070005

Palatka Mill

EU 001 - No. 1 Recovery Boiler
EU 019 - No. 2 Recovery Boiler
EU 029 - Recovery Furnace No. 2
EU 030 - Recovery Furnace No. 1
EU 007 - No. 4 Recovery Boiler
EU 011 - No. 5 Recovery Boiler
EU 018 - No. 4 Recovery Boiler

1230001

Foley Mill
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A comparison of Kraft Recovery Furnaces PM Standards in the F.A.C. and 40 CFR Part 63
Subpart MM, Kraft Recovery Furnaces PM Standards, (see Table 5 below) shows that the PM
emissions limits are in “pounds per each 3000 pounds of black liquor solids fed” in the F.A.C.
and “grains per dry standard cubic foot” in the CFR.
Table 5. Comparison of F.A.C. and 40 CFR Part 63 Kraft Recovery Furnaces PM Standards
Rule 62-296.404, F.A.C.
(1)(a) New Plants - Three pounds PM
per each 3000 pounds of black liquor
solids fed.

40 CFR Part 63 63.862 (Subpart MM)
(b)(1) The owner or operator of any new (initial startup
date after March 13, 2001) kraft or soda recovery furnace
must ensure that the concentration of PM in the exhaust
gases discharged to the atmosphere is less than or equal to
0.034 g/dscm (0.015 gr/dscf) corrected to 8 percent oxygen
(@ 8% O2).
2(a) Existing Plants (in existence, in
(a)(1)(i)(A) The owner or operator of each existing kraft or
operation, or under construction, or
soda recovery furnace must ensure that the concentration
had received a permit to begin
of PM in the exhaust gases discharged to the atmosphere is
construction prior to January 18, 1972) less than or equal to 0.10 gram per dry standard cubic
- Three pounds PM per each 3000
meter (g/dscm) (0.044 grain per dry standard cubic foot
pounds of black liquor solids fed.
(gr/dscf)) corrected to 8 percent oxygen (@ 8% O2).
In order to show that the PM limits in 40 CFR Part 63 Subpart MM are more stringent than the
PM limits in Rule 62-296.404, F.A.C., the results of 53, 3-run PM stack tests, performed from
2015 to 2021 for Florida’s Kraft recovery furnaces, were compiled and graphed to show the
correlation between “Pounds (lbs) PM per each 3000 lbs of black liquor solids fed” and “PM
grains per dry standard cubic foot (gr/dscf) @ 8% O2.” The data indicates an average ratio of 36
“lbs PM/3000 lbs of black liquor solids fed” to 1 “gr PM/dscf @ 8% O2”. See Figure 1 below.
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Figure 1. Correlation Between CFR and F.A.C. Kraft Recovery Furnace Particulate Matter
Standards
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Based on this average ratio of 36:1, the F.A.C. limit of “3 pounds PM per 3000 pounds of black
liquor solids fed” is equivalent to 0.083 grains PM per dry standard cubic foot (gr/dscf) and is,
therefore, less stringent than the PM limits in 40 CFR Part 63 Subpart MM (0.015 gr/dscf @ 8%
O2 for new units, and 0.044 gr/dscf @ 8% O2 for existing units.)
Conversely, the Subpart MM PM limit of 0.015 gr/dscf @ 8% O2 is equivalent to 0.54 pounds
per 3000 pounds of black liquor solids fed, and the Subpart MM PM limit of 0.044 gr/dscf @ 8%
O2 is roughly equivalent to 1.59 pounds per 3000 pounds of black liquor solids fed, which
indicates that the Subpart MM limits are more stringent than the “3 pounds PM per 3000 pounds
of black liquor solids fed” limit in Rule 62-296.404, F.A.C. Therefore, the “3 pounds PM per
3000 pounds of black liquor solids fed” limit in Rule 62-296.404, F.A.C., is no longer needed in
Florida’s SIP. {Note: This is still true even if the maximum individual test ratio of 44:1 or the
minimum individual test ratio of 25:1 is used, instead of the average ratio of 36:1 for all tests.}
When comparing the opacity standard found in SIP rule paragraph 62-296.404(2)(b), F.A.C., to
the opacity standards found in 40 CFR 63.864(k)(1)(i) of Subpart MM, the following
information should be taken into consideration:
1) There is no specific opacity limit in the SIP. The corrective action trigger of 20% opacity in
SIP rule paragraph 62-296.404(2)(b), F.A.C., is comparable to the corrective action trigger of
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20% opacity as described at Subpart MM - 40 CFR 63.864(k)(1)(i) and, therefore, SIP rule
paragraph 62-296.404(2)(b), F.A.C., is no longer needed. (See Table 6, below.)
Table 6. Comparison of F.A.C. and 40 CFR Part 63 Kraft Recovery Furnaces
Opacity Standards
Rule 62-296.404, F.A.C.
(2)(b) Existing Plants (in existence, in
operation, or under construction, or had
received a permit to begin construction
prior to January 18, 1972) - Visible
emission limits for kraft pulp mill sources
equipped with wet scrubbers shall be
effective only if the visible emission
measurement can be made without being
substantially affected by plume mixing or
moisture condensation. If the Department
determines that visible emissions exceed
20 percent opacity, a special compliance
test may be required in accordance with
Rule 62-297.570, F.A.C., Kraft (Sulfate)
Pulp Mills and Tall oil Plants.

40 CFR 63.862 (Subpart MM)
63.864 Monitoring Requirements
(k) On-going compliance provisions.
(1) Following the compliance date, owners or
operators of all affected sources or process units
are required to implement corrective action if
the monitoring exceedances in paragraphs
(k)(1)(i) through (vii) of this section occur
during times when spent pulping liquor or lime
mud is fed (as applicable). Corrective action can
include completion of transient startup and
shutdown conditions as expediently as possible.
(i) For a new or existing kraft or soda recovery
furnace or lime kiln equipped with an ESP, when
the average of ten consecutive 6-minute
averages result in a measurement greater than 20
percent opacity
(k)(2) Following the compliance date, owners or
operators of all affected sources or process units
are in violation of the standards of §63.862 if the
monitoring exceedances in paragraphs (k)(2)(i)
through (ix) of this section occur during times
when spent pulping liquor or lime mud is fed (as
applicable):
(i) For an existing kraft or soda recovery furnace
equipped with an ESP, when opacity is greater
than 35 percent for 2 percent or more of the
operating time within any semiannual period.
2) The title of repealed Rule 62-297.570, F.A.C., is incorrectly listed in the SIP rule
paragraph 62-296.404(2)(b), F.A.C., as "Kraft (Sulfate) Pulp Mills and Tall Oil Plants." The
actual title of Rule 62-297.570, F.A.C., was “Test Reports.” Though Rule 62-297.570,
F.A.C., was “repealed” on 3/13/1996, its entire content (i.e., the requirements for test report
content and timing for all types of emissions units) just became SIP-approved rule subsection
62-297.310(10), F.A.C., Test Reports. 3) Rule paragraph 62-297.310(8)(c), F.A.C., Special
Compliance Tests, also approved into Florida's SIP, enables the DEP to require special
testing for all types of emissions units. When the DEP, after investigation, has good reason
(such as complaints, increased visible emissions or questionable maintenance of control
equipment) to believe that any applicable emission standard contained in a Department rule
or in a permit issued pursuant to those rules is being violated, it shall require the owner or
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operator of the emissions unit to conduct compliance tests which identify the nature and
quantity of pollutant emissions from the emissions unit, unless the Department obtains other
information sufficient to demonstrate compliance. In the case of increased visible emissions
at a Kraft recovery furnace, the corrective action would be for the DEP to require a special
(particulate matter) compliance test to determine whether the PM limit was being exceeded,
unless the Department obtains other information sufficient to demonstrate compliance.
4) SIP Rule 62-296.404(4)(a)1., F.A.C., specifies that the test method for visible emissions
shall be EPA Method 9, Visual Determination of the Opacity of Emissions from Stationary
Sources. When EPA Method 9 is used, the method itself provides instruction as to how
steam plumes should be handled, specifically:
a. 2.3.1 Attached Steam Plumes. When condensed water vapor is present within the
plume as it emerges from the emission outlet, opacity observations shall be made
beyond the point in the plume at which condensed water vapor is no longer visible.
The observer shall record the approximate distance from the emission outlet to the
point in the plume at which the observations are made; and
b. 2.3.2 Detached Steam Plume. When water vapor in the plume condenses and
becomes visible at a distinct distance from the emission outlet, the opacity of
emissions should be evaluated at the emission outlet prior to the condensation of
water vapor and the formation of the steam plume.
Because EPA Method 9 is adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800,
F.A.C., the instruction regarding plume mixing or moisture condensation in SIP rule
paragraph 62-296.404(2)(b), F.A.C., is not needed.
5) Subpart MM – 40 CFR 62.864(d) requires the owner or operator of each affected kraft
furnace equipped with an ESP to install, calibrate, maintain, and operate a continuous
opacity monitoring system (COMS) in accordance with Performance Specification 1 (PS-1)
in appendix B to 40 CFR part 60 and the provisions in §§63.6(h) and 63.8 and paragraphs
62.864(d)(3) and (4). The opacity monitoring system specified in paragraph 62.864(d) is not
required for combination ESP/wet scrubber control device systems. Subpart MM – 40 CFR
62.864(e) requires a continuous parameter monitoring system (CPMS) for all affected kraft
recovery furnaces. Because they are continuous, COMS and CPMS are more stringent than
an EPA Method 9 test. For this reason, and because of the requested removal of rule
subsections 62-296.404(1) and (2), F.A.C., from the SIP, rule paragraph 62-296.404(4)(a),
F.A.C., is no longer needed in the SIP.
6) The DEP is requesting, by means of a CAA section 110(l) noninterference demonstration,
that rule paragraphs 62-296.404(4)(b) and (c), F.A.C., be removed from the SIP.
Demonstration: These two rule paragraphs only specify particulate emission test methods for
lime kilns, calciners, and smelt dissolving tanks, and there are no particulate emission limits
for lime kilns, calciners, or smelt dissolving tanks in Florida’s SIP.
7) After the removals requested above have been made, all that would remain in the SIP for
Rule 62-296.404, F.A.C., would be the rule titles and rule paragraph 62-296.404(4)(f), F.A.C.,
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which states “Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.”
As there would no longer be any test procedures specified in the SIP for rule 62-296.404,
F.A.C., paragraph 62-296.404(4)(f), F.A.C., would become meaningless and so the DEP
requests that this paragraph and the rule titles also be removed by means of the 110(l) process.
As a result, the DEP requests that Rule 62-296.404, F.A.C., be entirely removed from the SIP.
Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions (including 110(k)(6) letter):
No provisions of Rule 62-296.404, F.A.C., would remain in Florida’s SIP.
62-296.405 FOSSIL FUEL STEAM GENERATORS WITH MORE THAN 250 MILLION BTU PER
HOUR HEAT INPUT
Current SIP:
62-296.405 Fossil Fuel Steam Generators with More Than 250 Million Btu Per Hour Heat Input.
(1) Existing Emissions Units.
(a) Visible emissions – 20 percent opacity except for either one six-minute period per hour during
which opacity shall not exceed 27 percent, or one two-minute period per hour during which
opacity shall not exceed 40 percent. The option selected shall be specified in the emissions unit’s
construction and operation permits. Emissions units governed by this visible emission limit shall
test for particulate emission compliance annually and as otherwise required by Chapter 62-297,
F.A.C.
Emissions units electing to test for particulate matter emission compliance quarterly shall be
allowed visible emissions of 40 percent opacity. The results of such tests shall be submitted to the
Department. Upon demonstration that the particulate standard has been regularly complied with,
the Secretary, upon petition by the applicant, shall reduce the frequency of particulate testing to
no less than once annually.
(b) Particulate Matter – 0.1 pound per million Btu heat input, as measured by applicable
compliance methods.
(c) Sulfur Dioxide, as measured by applicable compliance methods.
1. Emissions units burning liquid fuel.
Stations – 2.5 pounds per million Btu heat input.
a. Emissions units in Duval County with a nameplate generating capacity of greater than
250 MW which commenced operation prior to August 1, 1977 – 1.98 pounds per million
Btu heat input.
b. Emissions units in Duval County with a nameplate generating capacity of less than 160
MW which commenced operation prior to October 1, 1964 – 1.10 pounds per million Btu
heat input.
c. All other emissions units in Duval County – 1.65 pounds per million Btu heat input.
d. Hillsborough County, emissions units south of State Highway 60 with a nameplate
generating capacity of less than 100 MW which commenced operation prior to June 1,
1955 – 1.1 pounds per million Btu heat input.
e. Escambia County, emissions units north of Interstate 10 with a nameplate generating
capacity of less than 50 MW which commenced operation prior to October 1, 1952 – 1.98
pounds per million Btu heat input.
f. Escambia County, no emissions unit north of Interstate 10 with a rated heat input of
515 million Btu per hour or less for which a valid Department operating permit was
issued prior to September 30, 1972 shall emit in the aggregate more than 57.5 tons per
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any 24-hour period.
g. Manatee County, emissions units with a nameplate generating capacity of greater than
700 MW for which a valid Department operating permit was issued prior to January 1,
1979 – 1.1 pounds per million Btu heat input.
h. Leon and Wakulla Counties, emissions units with a nameplate generating capacity of
less than 260 MW for which a valid Department operating permit was issued prior to
November 1, 1977 – 1.87 pounds per million Btu heat input.
i. Dade, Broward, and Palm Beach Counties, emissions units with a nameplate generating
capacity of less than 170 MW which commenced operation prior to May 1, 1958 – 1.1
pounds per million Btu heat input, except in the event of a fuel or energy crisis declared
by the Governor of Florida or the President of the United States – 2.75pounds per million
Btu heat input. Notification concerning the quantity and estimated duration of the
increase in emissions shall be given to the Department prior to burning the higher sulfur
fuel.
j. All other areas of the State – 2.75 pounds per million Btu heat input.
2. Emissions units burning solid fuel.
a. Hillsborough County, no emissions unit with a nameplate generating capacity of
greater than 120 MW which commenced operation prior to November 1, 1967, shall emit
more than 2.4 pounds of sulfur dioxide per million Btu heat input on a weekly average
nor shall a group of such emissions units located on one or more contiguous or adjacent
properties and which are under common control emit more than 10.6 tons per hour of
sulfur dioxide on a weekly average. A plan for assuring compliance with Florida Ambient
Air Quality Standards will be incorporated into the revised operating permit for such
emissions units.
b. Hillsborough County, no emissions unit with a nameplate generating capacity of
greater than 400 MW which commenced operation after November 1, 1967, and prior to
June 1, 1976, shall emit in total more than 6.5 pounds of sulfur dioxide per million Btu
heat input on a two hour average nor shall a group of such emissions units located on 418
one or more contiguous or adjacent properties and which are under common control emit
more than 31.5 tons per hour of sulfur dioxide on a three-hour average and 25 tons per
hour of sulfur dioxide on a 24- hour average.
c. Escambia County, emissions units north of Interstate 10 with a nameplate generating
capacity of more than 50 MW which commenced operation prior to September 1, 1973 –
5.90 pounds per million Btu heat input.
d. All other areas of the State – 6.17 pounds per million Btu heat input.
3. Owners of fossil fuel steam generators shall monitor their emissions and the effects of the
emissions on ambient concentrations of sulfur dioxide, in a manner, frequency, and locations
approved, and deemed reasonably necessary and ordered by the Department.
(d) Nitrogen Oxides (expressed as NO2) – as measured by applicable compliance methods.
1. Duval County, emissions units with a nameplate generating capacity of greater than 450
MW which commenced operation prior to August 1, 1977 – 0.30 pounds per million Btu heat
input.
2. Manatee County, emissions units with a nameplate generating capacity of greater than 700
MW for which a valid Department operating permit was issued prior to January 1, 1979 –
0.30 pounds per million Btu heat input.
3. Leon County, emissions units with a nameplate generating capacity of greater than 200
MW for which a valid Department operating permit was issued prior to November 1, 1977 –
0.30 pounds per million Btu heat input.
4. Hillsborough County, emissions units with a nameplate generating capacity of greater than
400 MW which commenced operation after January 1, 1976 and prior to January 1, 1985 –
0.70 pounds per million Btu heat input.
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(e) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of
this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
1. The test method for visible emissions shall be DEP Method 9, incorporated in Chapter 62297, F.A.C. In lieu of Method 9 testing, a transmissometer utilizing a 6-minute block average
for opacity measurement may be used, provided such transmissometer is installed, certified,
calibrated, operated and maintained in accordance with the provisions of 40 C.F.R. Part 75.
2. The test methods for particulate emissions shall be EPA Methods 17, 5, 5B, or 5F,
incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample
volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet. EPA Method 5 may be used with filter
temperature at no more than 320 degrees Fahrenheit. For EPA Method 17, stack temperature
shall be less than 375 degrees Fahrenheit. The owner or operator may use EPA Method 5 to
demonstrate compliance. EPA Method 3 or 3A with Orsat analysis shall be used when the
oxygen base F-factor computed according to EPA Method 19 is used in lieu of heat input.
Acetone wash shall be used with EPA Method 5 or 17.
3. The test methods for sulfur dioxide emissions shall be EPA Methods 6, 6A, 6B or 6C,
incorporated in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. Fuel sampling and analysis may be used as an
alternate sampling procedure if such a procedure was incorporated in the operation permit for
the emissions unit prior to April 23, 1985. Otherwise, fuel sampling and analysis may be used
if the emissions unit obtains an alternate procedure under the provisions of Rule 62-297.620,
F.A.C. Such alternate procedure shall become a condition of the emissions unit's permit. The
Department will retain the authority to require EPA Method 6 or 6C if it has reason to believe
that exceedances of the sulfur dioxide emissions limiting standard are occurring. Results of
an approved fuel sampling and analysis program or continuous emissions monitoring
program shall have the same effect as EPA Method 6 test results for purposes of
demonstrating compliance or noncompliance with sulfur dioxide standards.
4. For emission units not subject to nitrogen oxides continuous monitoring requirements, the
test methods for nitrogen oxides emissions shall be EPA Methods 7, 7A, or 7E, incorporated
and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. Four grab samples at 15-minute intervals
(±2 min.) per run shall be required for EPA Methods 7 and 7A. For emission units that are
subject to continuous monitoring requirements under 42 U.S.C. sections 7661 – 7661f or 40
C.F.R. Part 75, compliance with nitrogen oxides emission limits shall be demonstrated based
on a 30-day rolling average, except as specifically provided by 40 C.F.R. Parts 60 or 76.
5. Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(f) Continuous Emissions Monitoring Requirements. Each owner or operator of an emissions unit
subject to subsection 62-296.405(1), F.A.C., shall install, calibrate, operate and maintain a
continuous monitoring system for continuously monitoring the pollutants specified in this
subsection. Performance specifications, location of monitor, 419 data requirements, data
reduction and reporting requirements shall conform with the requirements of 40 C.F.R. Part 51,
Appendix P, adopted and incorporated by reference in subsection 62-204.800(2), F.A.C., and 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix B, adopted by reference in subsection 62-204.800(7), F.A.C., for
existing and new emissions units provided, however, any alternative procedure (as specified in
Section 3.9, 40 C.F.R. Part 51, Appendix P) or special consideration (as specified in Section 6.0,
40 C.F.R. Part 51, Appendix P) shall be incorporated in the Department's air permit for the
emissions unit and submitted to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency as a proposed revision
to the State Implementation Plan.
1. Existing fossil fuel steam generators with more than 250 million BTU per hour heat input
and with a capacity factor of greater than 30 percent for the latest year of record or as
otherwise documented to the Department by the owner or operator, shall install continuous
monitoring systems as set forth in this subparagraph. Any reactivated or previously exempted
unit whose operated capacity factor for the previous six months is greater than 30 percent
must install continuous monitoring systems as set forth in this subparagraph no later than
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twelve months following the previous six-month period of achieving a capacity factor greater
than 30 percent.
a. Opacity. All emissions units as set forth in subparagraph 62-296.405(1)(f)1., F.A.C.,
shall install continuous monitoring systems for monitoring opacity. Exempted are:
i. Emissions units burning only gas, oil, or gas and oil which comply with the
applicable state visible emission limiting standard without the use of emission control
equipment.
ii. Any emissions unit using a wet scrubber.
b. Sulfur dioxide. All emissions units as set forth in subparagraph 62-296.405(1)(f)1.,
F.A.C., shall install sulfur dioxide continuous monitoring equipment on units which have
installed sulfur dioxide control equipment. Those emissions units not having an operating
flue gas desulfurization device may monitor sulfur dioxide emissions by fuel sampling
and analysis according to methods approved by EPA.
c. Nitrogen Oxides. All new emissions units as set forth in subparagraph 62296.405(1)(f)1., F.A.C., with more than 1000 million BTU per hour heat input shall,
during construction, install continuous monitoring systems for monitoring nitrogen
oxides.
d. Oxygen or Carbon Dioxide. A continuous monitoring system shall be installed at each
emissions unit, as set forth in subparagraph 62-296.405(1)(f)1., F.A.C., where
measurements of oxygen or carbon dioxide in the flue gas are utilized to convert either
sulfur dioxide or nitrogen oxides continuous emission monitoring data to units of the
emission limiting standards for proof of compliance as set forth in subsection 62296.405(1), F.A.C.
2. The exemption from opacity monitoring under sub-sub-subparagraph 62296.405(1)(f)1.a.(i), F.A.C., shall not apply to any emissions unit which has been found to be
in violation of the visible emission limiting standard pursuant to administrative proceedings
conducted under Chapter 120, Florida Statutes, or judicial proceedings after January 1, 1978.
No later than ninety days following the date an order establishing such violation becomes
final, the owner or operator of such emissions unit shall submit to the Department a proposed
compliance schedule for installing a continuous opacity monitoring system. Following
incorporation of a compliance schedule into the emission unit's air permit, the owner or
operator shall install the continuous monitoring system in accordance with the schedule.
(g) Quarterly Reporting Requirements. The owners or operators of facilities for which monitoring
is required shall submit to the Department a written report of emissions in excess of emission
limiting standards as set forth in subsection 62-296.405(1), F.A.C., for each calendar quarter. The
nature and cause of the excessive emissions shall be explained. This report does not relieve the
owner or operator of the legal liability for violations. All recorded data shall be maintained on file
by the Source for a period of two years.
(2) New Emissions Units.
(a) Visible Emissions – (See subsection 62-204.800(7), F.A.C., and 40 C.F.R. 60.42 and 60.42a).
(b) Particulate Matter – (See subsection 62-204.800(7), F.A.C., and 40 C.F.R. 60.42 and 60.42a).
(c) Sulfur Dioxide – (See subsection 62-204.800(7), F.A.C., and 40 C.F.R. 60.43 and 60.43a).
(d) Nitrogen Oxides – (See subsection 62-204.800(7), F.A.C., and 40 C.F.R. 60.44 and 60.44a).
(3) For the purposes of this rule, nameplate generating capacity means the manufacturer's capacity
rating of electrical generating output (expressed in MWe) as designed.
History: Formerly 17-2.600(5); Amended 6-29-93; Formerly 17-296.405; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 313-96.
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_________________________________________________________________62-296.405

Original Reg
1st Revision
2nd Revision
3rd Revision
4th Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA
11/23/92
07/02/93
12/21/94
04/15/96
03/02/99

Date Approved
by EPA
10/20/94
04/14/94
06/16/99
06/16/99
10/6/2017

Federal
Register
59 FR 52916
59 FR 17696
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346
82 FR 46682

Requested Rule 62-296.405 SIP Revisions:
1) The DEP is requesting, by means of a CAA section 110(l) noninterference demonstration,
that rule subparagraph 62-296.405(1)(c)1., F.A.C., be revised to remove the nonsensical
phrase “Stations – 2.5 pounds per million Btu heat input.”
1. Emissions units burning liquid fuel.
Stations – 2.5 pounds per million Btu heat input.

Demonstration: This was the tail end of the former, not current, rule sub-subparagraph 62296.405(1)(c)1.a., “Duval County north of Heckscher Drive excluding Jacksonville Electric
Authority Northside Generating Stations – 2.5 pounds per million Btu heat input,” which
was inadvertently left in the rule subparagraph when the rest of former rule sub-subparagraph
62-296.405(1)(c)1.a., was deleted from the F.A.C. This inadvertent section was subsequently
approved into the SIP.
2) The DEP is requesting, by means of a CAA section 110(l) noninterference demonstration,
that rule sub-subparagraph 62-296.405(1)(c)1.b., F.A.C., be removed from the SIP because it
no longer applies to any emission units.
b. Emissions units in Duval County with a nameplate generating capacity of less than 160 MW
which commenced operation prior to October 1, 1964 – 1.10 pounds per million Btu heat input.

Demonstration: This sub-subparagraph only applied to Jacksonville Electric Authority (JEA)
Southside Units 4 and 5, which permanently shut down on October 31, 2001, and JEA
Kennedy Units 7, 8, and 9, which permanently shut down on October 30, 2000, as shown
below.
EMISSIONS UNIT (EU)

PERMANENT SHUT DOWN DATE

JEA Southside Unit 4
JEA Southside Unit 5
JEA Kennedy Unit 7
JEA Kennedy Unit 8
JEA Kennedy Unit 9

10/31/2001
10/31/2001
10/30/2000
10/30/2000
10/30/2000

3) The DEP is requesting, by means of a CAA section 110(l) noninterference demonstration,
that rule sub-subparagraph 62-296.405(1)(c)1.c., F.A.C., be removed from the SIP
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because there are no longer any “existing other” emissions units in Duval County and,
therefore, this rule sub-subparagraph limit for sulfur dioxide is no longer needed in the
SIP.
62-296.405(1) Existing Emissions Units.
.
.
(c) Sulfur Dioxide, as measured by applicable compliance methods.
1. Emissions units burning liquid fuel.
Stations – 2.5 pounds per million Btu heat input.
a. Emissions units in Duval County with a nameplate generating capacity of
greater than 250 MW which commenced operation prior to August 1, 1977 –
1.98 pounds per million Btu heat input.
b. Emissions units in Duval County with a nameplate generating capacity of
less than 160 MW which commenced operation prior to October 1, 1964 –
1.10 pounds per million Btu heat input.
c. All other emissions units in Duval County – 1.65 pounds per million Btu
heat input.

Demonstration: Rule subsection 62-296.405(1), F.A.C., applies to existing fossil fuel steam
generators with greater than or equal to 250 MMBtu per hour heat input. For the purposes of
this subsection, and as defined in SIP Rule 62-210.200, Definitions, F.A.C., "existing" means
the emission unit was in existence, in operation, or under construction, or had received a
permit to begin construction prior to January 18, 1972. An emission unit is not subject to this
rule if the unit was modified or reconstructed on or after January 18, 1972. As shown above,
the rule sub-subparagraph 62-296.405(1)(c)1.c., F.A.C., phrase “All other emissions units in
Duval County” specifically means the emissions units in Duval County other than those
Duval County emissions units listed in rule sub-subparagraphs 62-296.405(1)(c)1.a. and b.,
F.A.C.
4) The DEP is requesting, by means of a CAA section 110(l) noninterference demonstration,
that rule sub-subparagraph 62-296.405(1)(c)1.d., F.A.C., be removed from the SIP because it
no longer applies to any emission units.
d. Hillsborough County, emissions units south of State Highway 60 with a nameplate generating
capacity of less than 100 MW which commenced operation prior to June 1, 1955 – 1.1 pounds
per million Btu heat input.

Demonstration: This rule sub-subparagraph only applied to the Tampa Electric Company
(TECO) Gannon and Hooker’s Point Units, which permanently shut down on the dates
shown below.
EMISSIONS UNIT (EU)
TECO Gannon EU 1
TECO Gannon EU 2
TECO Gannon EU 3
TECO Gannon EU 4
TECO Hookers Point EUs 1 - 6
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5) The DEP is requesting, by means of a CAA section 110(l) noninterference demonstration,
that rule sub-subparagraph 62-296.405(1)(c)1.e., F.A.C., be removed from the SIP because it
no longer applies to any emission units.
e. Escambia County, emissions units north of Interstate 10 with a nameplate generating capacity
of less than 50 MW which commenced operation prior to October 1, 1952 – 1.98 pounds per
million Btu heat input.

Demonstration: This rule sub-subparagraph only applied to Gulf Power Crist Units 1-3,
which permanently shut down on December 31, 2005, as shown below.
EMISSIONS UNIT (EU)

Gulf Power Crist Unit 1
Gulf Power Crist Unit 2
Gulf Power Crist Unit 3

PERMANENT SHUT DOWN DATE

12/31/2005
12/31/2005
12/31/2005

6) The DEP is requesting, by means of a CAA section 110(l) noninterference demonstration,
that rule sub-subparagraph 62-296.405(1)(c)1.g., F.A.C., be removed from the SIP because it
is no longer needed.
g. Manatee County, emissions units with a nameplate generating capacity of greater than 700
MW for which a valid Department operating permit was issued prior to January 1, 1979 – 1.1
pounds per million Btu heat input.

Demonstration: This rule sub-subparagraph is no longer needed in the SIP because the only
emissions units that it applies to, Florida Power & Light (FP&L) Manatee Units 1 & 2, are
now regulated by the following, more stringent, air construction permit 0810010-017-AC
limit for Sulfur Dioxide (SO2): “Sulfur dioxide emissions rate from each fossil fuel fired
steam electric generator Units 1 and 2 shall not exceed 0.80 lb/MMBtu during any rolling 12
months.” In addition, the federally enforceable construction permit restricts the authorized
fuels to be burned for Units 1 and 2 to low sulfur fuel oil containing a maximum of 0.7%
sulfur content, by weight; natural gas; or, a mixture of low sulfur fuel oil containing a
maximum of 1.0% sulfur content, by weight, and natural gas in a ratio that shall not exceed
the sulfur dioxide emission limitation standard of 0.80 lb/MMBtu heat input. Per Rule 62296.405(1)(f)1.b., F.A.C., the method for demonstrating compliance with both the SIP SO2
limit and the more stringent permit SO2 limit is (EPA Method 19) fuel sampling and analysis.
The Public Notice of Intent to Issue Air Permit 0810010-017-AC was published on August 9,
2012, in the Bradenton Herald. The DEP will maintain the authority to enforce this permit
emissions limit.
{Note: EPA provided comment on the proposed removal of this provision from the SIP. DEP
responded by noting that the Department expects these two units to be retired in the near
future. The Department will provide evidence that the units have been retired when that
occurs. Please see the DEP Response To EPA Pre-Hearing Submittal Comments for
additional information.}
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7) The DEP is requesting, by means of a CAA section 110(l) noninterference demonstration,
that rule sub-subparagraph 62-296.405(1)(c)1.h., F.A.C., be removed from the SIP because it
is no longer applies to any emission units.
h. Leon and Wakulla Counties, emissions units with a nameplate generating capacity of less than
260 MW for which a valid Department operating permit was issued prior to November 1, 1977 –
1.87 pounds per million Btu heat input.

Demonstration: This rule sub-subparagraph only applied to City of Tallahassee Hopkins and
Purdom Units, which permanently shut down on the dates shown below. Therefore, this rule
sub-subparagraph is no longer needed in the SIP.
EMISSIONS UNIT (EU)
COT Hopkins EU 1
COT Hopkins EU 3
COT Hopkins EU 4
COT Purdom EU 5 & 6
COT Purdom EU 7

PERMANENT SHUT DOWN DATE
11/17/2018
6/1/2017
2/9/2008
8/4/2000
12/31/2013

8) The DEP is requesting, by means of a CAA section 110(l) noninterference demonstration,
that rule sub-subparagraph 62-296.405(1)(c)1.i., F.A.C., be removed from the SIP because it
is no longer applies to any emission units.
i. Dade, Broward, and Palm Beach Counties, emissions units with a nameplate generating
capacity of less than 170 MW which commenced operation prior to May 1, 1958 – 1.1 pounds per
million Btu heat input, except in the event of a fuel or energy crisis declared by the Governor of
Florida or the President of the United States – 2.75pounds per million Btu heat input.
Notification concerning the quantity and estimated duration of the increase in emissions shall be
given to the Department prior to burning the higher sulfur fuel.

Demonstration: This rule sub-subparagraph only applied to FP&L Cutler, Lauderdale, and
Riviera Beach Units which were permanently shut down on the dates shown below.
Therefore, this rule sub-subparagraph is no longer needed in the SIP.
EMISSIONS UNIT (EU)
FP&L Cutler Unit EU 1
FP&L Cutler Unit EU 3 & 4
FP&L Lauderdale Unit EU 1
FP&L Lauderdale Unit EU 2
FP&L Riviera Beach EU 1
FP&L Riviera Beach EU 2

PERMANENT SHUT DOWN DATE
6/29/1982
5/21/2013
10/7/1991
10/14/1991
9/1/1995
8/5/1996

9) The DEP is requesting, by means of a CAA section 110(l) noninterference demonstration,
that rule sub-subparagraph 62-296.405(1)(c)2.a., F.A.C., be removed from the SIP because it
no longer applies to any emission units.
2. Emissions units burning solid fuel.
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a. Hillsborough County, no emissions unit with a nameplate generating capacity of greater than
120 MW which commenced operation prior to November 1, 1967, shall emit more than 2.4
pounds of sulfur dioxide per million Btu heat input on a weekly average nor shall a group of such
emissions units located on one or more contiguous or adjacent properties and which are under
common control emit more than 10.6 tons per hour of sulfur dioxide on a weekly average. A plan
for assuring compliance with Florida Ambient Air Quality Standards will be incorporated into
the revised operating permit for such emissions units.

Demonstration: This rule sub-subparagraph only applied to TECO Gannon Units which were
permanently shut down on the dates shown below. Therefore, this rule sub-subparagraph is
no longer needed in the SIP.
EMISSIONS UNIT (EU)
TECO Gannon EU 1
TECO Gannon EU 2
TECO Gannon EU 3
TECO Gannon EU 4
TECO Gannon EU 5
TECO Gannon EU 6

PERMANENT SHUT DOWN DATE
4/16/2003
4/15/2003
11/1/2003
10/12/2003
1/30/2003
9/30/2003

10) The DEP is requesting, by means of a CAA section 110(l) noninterference demonstration,
that rule sub-subparagraph 62-296.405(1)(c)2.b., F.A.C., be removed from the SIP because it
is no longer needed.
b. Hillsborough County, no emissions unit with a nameplate generating capacity of greater than
400 MW which commenced operation after November 1, 1967, and prior to June 1, 1976, shall
emit in total more than 6.5 pounds of sulfur dioxide per million Btu heat input on a two hour
average nor shall a group of such emissions units located on 418 one or more contiguous or
adjacent properties and which are under common control emit more than 31.5 tons per hour of
sulfur dioxide on a three-hour average and 25 tons per hour of sulfur dioxide on a 24- hour
average.

Demonstration: The only emission units to which this sub-subparagraph applies, TECO Big
Bend Units 1, 2, & 3. Big Bend Units 1 & 2 were permanently shut down on the dates shown
below.
EMISSIONS UNIT (EU)
Big Bend Unit 1
Big Bend Unit 2

PERMANENT SHUT DOWN DATE
06/01/2020
11/30/2021

As for Big Bend Unit 3, Permit 0570039-129-AC contains the following, more stringent, SO2
limit for regulated Unit 3: “Regional Haze SO2 Emission Limit: As determined by CEMS, the
SO2 emission rate shall not exceed 0.20 lb/MMBtu based on a heat input-weighted 30-boiler
operating day rolling average. Compliance shall be demonstrated as determined in
§63.10021(a) and (b) of the MATS rule.” This more stringent SO2 limit is currently pending
approval in Florida Regional Haze SIP. Because the regulated units are either shut down or
have a more stringent SO2 limit, this rule sub-subparagraph is no longer needed in the SIP.
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{Note: EPA commented on removal of this provision. DEP responded by providing the
shutdown dates for Bend Units 1 and 2 and that Unit 3 is subject to a more stringent SO2
limit that is currently pending approval in Florida Regional Haze SIP on October 8, 2021.
Please see the DEP Response To EPA Pre-Hearing Submittal Comments for additional
information.}
11) The DEP is requesting, by means of a CAA section 110(l) noninterference demonstration,
that rule sub-subparagraph 62-296.405(1)(c)2.d., F.A.C., be removed from the SIP because it
no longer applies to any emission units.
d. All other areas of the State – 6.17 pounds per million Btu heat input.

Demonstration: The only other “existing” units in the Florida that this rule sub-subparagraph
applied to, Gulf Power Scholz Units 1 and 2, were permanently shut down April 16, 2015, as
shown below. Therefore, this rule sub-subparagraph is no longer needed in the SIP.
EMISSIONS UNIT (EU)
Gulf Power Scholz Unit 1
Gulf Power Scholz Unit 2

PERMANENT SHUT DOWN DATE
04/16/2015
04/16/2015

12) The DEP is requesting, by means of a CAA section 110(l) noninterference demonstration,
that rule subparagraph 62-296.405(1)(c)3., F.A.C., be removed from the SIP because it is no
longer needed.
3. Owners of fossil fuel steam generators shall monitor their emissions and the effects of the
emissions on ambient concentrations of sulfur dioxide, in a manner, frequency, and locations
approved, and deemed reasonably necessary and ordered by the Department.

Demonstration: The Department has deemed this discretionary rule subparagraph to no
longer be necessary or appropriate in the SIP. This paragraph refers to ambient monitoring
and does not refer to monitoring of stack emissions. Monitoring of stack emissions is
regulated by SIP-approved Chapter 62-297, Stationary Sources – Emissions Monitoring. The
DEP has the capability to set up ambient monitors as deemed necessary, without requiring
the owners of fossil fuel steam generators to do so. However, per rule subsection 624.070(3), F.A.C., the DEP also has the authority when issuing permits to request reasonable
assurance from a permittee that the National Ambient Air Quality Standards will not be
violated. This assurance can be in the form of modeled or monitored emissions. Also, for
PSD purposes, rule subsection 62-212.400(7), Air Quality Analysis, F.A.C., requires that the
owner or operator of a major stationary source or major modification provide any required
monitoring and analysis as required in 40 C.F.R. 52.21(m), adopted by reference in Rule 62204.800, F.A.C.
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13) The DEP is requesting, by means of a CAA section 110(l) noninterference demonstration,
that rule subparagraph 62-296.405(1)(d)2., F.A.C., be removed from the SIP because it is no
longer needed.
2. Manatee County, emissions units with a nameplate generating capacity of greater than 700
MW for which a valid Department operating permit was issued prior to January 1, 1979 – 0.30
pounds per million Btu heat input.

Demonstration: This rule subparagraph is no longer needed in the SIP because the Acid Rain
emissions units it regulated, FP&L Manatee Units 1 and 2, are now regulated by the following,
more stringent, federally-enforceable construction permit 0810010-010-AC limit for nitrogen
oxides: 0.25 pounds per million Btu (lbs/MMBtu) heat input (30-day rolling average).
•

This construction permit was issued by DEP in order for FP&L to comply with the settlement
agreement reached between DEP and FP&L on September 19, 2002. Public Notice of Intent
to Issue Air Permit 0810010-010-AC was published on June 6, 2005, in the Bradenton
Herald. DEP will maintain the authority to enforce this permit emissions limit.

•

Rule subparagraph 62-296.405(1)(e)4., F.A.C., explains that:
“For emission units not subject to nitrogen oxides continuous monitoring requirements,
the test methods for nitrogen oxides emissions shall be EPA Methods 7, 7A, or 7E,
incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. Four grab samples at
15- minute intervals (±2 min.) per run shall be required for EPA Methods 7 and 7A.
For emission units that are subject to continuous monitoring requirements under 42
U.S.C. sections 7661 – 7661f or 40 C.F.R. Part 75, compliance with nitrogen oxides
emission limits shall be demonstrated based on a 30-day rolling average, except as
specifically provided by 40 C.F.R. Parts 60 or 76.”
Because these Acid Rain emissions units are subject to the continuous monitoring
requirements under 40 C.F.R. Part 75, compliance with the obsolete SIP limit of 0.30 pound
per million Btu heat input was based on a 30-day rolling average. Therefore, the limit of 0.25
lbs/MMBtu heat input, in the federally-enforceable construction permit 0810010-010-AC, is
more stringent than the limit of 0.30 lbs/MMBtu heat input, in rule subparagraph 62296.405(1)(d)2., F.A.C., because both limits are based on a 30-day rolling average.
{Note: EPA provided comment on the proposed removal of this provision from the SIP. DEP
responded by noting that the Department expects these two units to be retired in the near
future. The Department will provide evidence that the units have been retired when that
occurs. Please see the DEP Response To EPA Pre-Hearing Submittal Comments for
additional information.}

14) The DEP is requesting, by means of a CAA section 110(l) noninterference demonstration,
that rule subparagraph 62-296.405(1)(d)3., F.A.C., be removed from the SIP because it no
longer applies to any emission units.
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3. Leon County, emissions units with a nameplate generating capacity of greater than 200 MW
for which a valid Department operating permit was issued prior to November 1, 1977 – 0.30
pounds per million Btu heat input.

Demonstration: The only emission unit to which this subparagraph applied, City of
Tallahassee Hopkins Boiler 2, was permanently shut down on February 9, 2008. Therefore,
this rule subparagraph is no longer needed in the SIP.
15) The DEP is requesting, by means of a CAA section 110(l) noninterference demonstration,
that rule subsection 62-296.405(2), F.A.C., be removed from the SIP.
62-296.405(2) New Emissions Units.
(a) Visible Emissions – (See subsection 62-204.800(7), F.A.C., and 40 C.F.R. 60.42 and 60.42a).
(b) Particulate Matter – (See subsection 62-204.800(7), F.A.C., and 40 C.F.R. 60.42 and 60.42a).
(c) Sulfur Dioxide – (See subsection 62-204.800(7), F.A.C., and 40 C.F.R. 60.43 and 60.43a).
(d) Nitrogen Oxides – (See subsection 62-204.800(7), F.A.C., and 40 C.F.R. 60.44 and 60.44a).

Demonstration: This rule subsection is simply a listing of the enforceable federal regulations,
already adopted and incorporated by reference at 62-204.800(8), F.A.C., that apply to new
units. Therefore, because these federal regulations are already adopted and enforceable, this
rule subsection does not need to be retained in the SIP.
16) Effective 7/10/2014, cross-references in the rule subsection 62-296.405(1), F.A.C., were
revised to state that EPA test methods are adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62204.800, F.A.C., instead of Rule 62-297.401, F.A.C., due to the repeal of Rule 62-297.401,
F.A.C.; and regulatory certainty was increased by clarifying rule language, eliminating
redundancy and eliminating a reference to repealed DEP Method 9. Therefore, the DEP is
requesting that the following amendments to rule subsection 62-296.405(1), F.A.C., be
included in the SIP:
(1) Existing Emissions Units Emissions Limits.
(a) Visible emissions – 20 percent opacity except for either one six-minute period per
one-hour period during which opacity shall not exceed 27 percent, or one two-minute
period per hour during which opacity shall not exceed 40 percent. The option selected
shall be specified in the emissions unit’s construction and operation permits. Emissions
units governed by this visible emission limit shall test for particulate emissions
compliance annually and as otherwise required by Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. Emissions
units electing to test for particulate matter emissions compliance quarterly shall be
allowed visible emissions of 40 percent opacity. The results of such tests shall be
submitted to the Department or local program, as specified in the facility’s permit. Upon
demonstration that the particulate standard has been regularly complied with, the
Secretary, upon petition by the applicant, shall reduce the frequency of particulate testing
to no less than once annually.
(b) through (d) No change.
(e) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the
requirements of this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
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1. The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA DEP Method 9, as described at
40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62204.800 in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. In lieu of Method 9 testing, a transmissometer
utilizing a six6-minute block average for opacity measurement may be used, provided
such transmissometer is installed, certified, calibrated, operated and maintained in
accordance with the provisions of 40 C.F.R. Part 75, adopted and incorporated by
reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
2. The test methods for particulate emissions shall be EPA Methods 17, 5, 5B, or 5F,
incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum
sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet. EPA Method 5 may be used with
filter temperature at no more than 320 degrees Fahrenheit. For EPA Method 17,
stack temperature shall be less than 375 degrees Fahrenheit. The owner or operator
may use EPA Method 5 to demonstrate compliance. EPA Method 3 or 3A with Orsat
analysis shall be used when the oxygen base F-factor computed according to EPA
Method 19 is used in lieu of heat input. Acetone wash shall be used with EPA Method
5 or 17. Methods 3 and 3A are described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-2; EPA
Methods 5, 5B, and 5F are described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3; EPA
Method 17 is described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-6; and EPA Method 19 is
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7; adopted and incorporated by
reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
3. The test methods for sulfur dioxide emissions shall be EPA Methods 6, 6A, 6B or
6C, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated by
reference at Rule 62-204.800 in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. Fuel sampling and analysis
may be used as an alternate sampling procedure if such a procedure was
incorporated in the operation permit for the emissions unit prior to April 23, 1985.
Otherwise, fuel sampling and analysis may be used if the emissions unit obtains an
alternate procedure under the provisions of Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C. Such alternate
procedure shall become a condition of the emissions unit's permit. The Department
will retain the authority to require EPA Method 6 or 6C if it has reason to believe
that exceedances of the sulfur dioxide emissions limiting standard are occurring.
Results of an approved fuel sampling and analysis program or continuous emissions
monitoring program shall have the same effect as EPA Method 6 test results for
purposes of demonstrating compliance or noncompliance with sulfur dioxide
standards.
4. For emission units not subject to nitrogen oxides continuous monitoring
requirements, the test methods for nitrogen oxides emissions shall be EPA Methods
7, 7A, or 7E, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-4 adopted and
incorporated and adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800 in Chapter 62-297,
F.A.C. Four grab samples at 15-minute intervals (±2 min.) per run shall be required
for EPA Methods 7 and 7A. For emission units that are subject to continuous
monitoring requirements under 42 U.S.C. sections 7661 – 7661f or 40 C.F.R. Part
75, emissions of compliance with nitrogen oxides emission limits shall be determined
demonstrated based on a 30-day rolling average, except as specifically provided by
40 C.F.R. Parts 60 or 76. 40 C.F.R. Parts 60, 75, and 76 are adopted and
incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
5. No change.
(f) through (g) No change.

.
(3)3. For the purposes of this rule, nameplate generating capacity means the manufacturer's
capacity rating of electrical generating output (expressed in MWe) as designed.
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17) The list of rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.405, F.A.C., needs to be updated as
follows:
History: Formerly 17 2.600(5); Amended 6-29-93; Formerly 17-296.405; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96,
3-13-96, 3-2-99, 7-10-14.

18) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included at the end of the rule
section in the SIP needs to be corrected as follows because, though the recodification of the
rule was effective 11/23/92, that recodification was submitted to EPA on 1/11/93; and though
rule revisions were effective 3/2/1999, those revisions were actually submitted to EPA on
6/23/1999 and again on 7/1/11:

_____________________________________________________________62-296.405
Date Submitted
to EPA
Recodification
Original Reg
1st Revision
2nd Revision
3rd Revision
4th Revision
5th Revision

01/11/93 11/23/92
07/02/93
12/21/94
04/15/96
06/23/99 & 07/01/11 3/2/1999
04/01/22

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

10/20/94

59 FR 52916

04/14/94
06/16/99
06/16/99
10/06/17

59 FR 17696
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346
82 FR 46682

Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.405 Fossil Fuel Steam Generators with More Than 250 Million Btu Per Hour Heat Input.
(1) Existing Emissions Units Emissions Limits.
(a) Visible emissions – 20 percent opacity except for one six-minute period per one-hour period
during which opacity shall not exceed 27 percent. Emissions units governed by this visible
emissions limit shall test for particulate emissions annually and as otherwise required by Chapter
62-297, F.A.C. Emissions units electing to test for particulate matter emissions quarterly shall be
allowed visible emissions of 40 percent opacity. The results of such tests shall be submitted to the
Department or local program, as specified in the facility’s permit. Upon demonstration that the
particulate standard has been regularly complied with, the Secretary, upon petition by the
applicant, shall reduce the frequency of particulate testing to no less than once annually.
(b) Particulate Matter – 0.1 pound per million Btu heat input, as measured by applicable
compliance methods.
(c) Sulfur Dioxide, as measured by applicable compliance methods.
1. Emissions units burning liquid fuel.
a. Emissions units in Duval County with a nameplate generating capacity of greater than
250 MW which commenced operation prior to August 1, 1977 – 1.98 pounds per million
Btu heat input.
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f. Escambia County, no emissions unit north of Interstate 10 with a rated heat input of
515 million Btu per hour or less for which a valid Department operating permit was
issued prior to September 30, 1972 shall emit in the aggregate more than 57.5 tons per
any 24 hour period.
j. All other areas of the State – 2.75 pounds per million Btu heat input.

2. Emissions units burning solid fuel.
c. Escambia County, emissions units north of Interstate 10 with a nameplate generating
capacity of more than 50 MW which commenced operation prior to September 1, 1973 –
5.90 pounds per million Btu heat input.
(d) Nitrogen Oxides (expressed as NO2) – as measured by applicable compliance methods.
1. Duval County, emissions units with a nameplate generating capacity of greater than 450
MW which commenced operation prior to August 1, 1977 – 0.30 pounds per million Btu heat
input.
4. Hillsborough County, emissions units with a nameplate generating capacity of greater than
400 MW which commenced operation after January 1, 1976 and prior to January 1, 1985 –
0.70 pounds per million Btu heat input.
(e) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of
this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
1. The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, described at 40 C.F.R. Part
60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C. In lieu
of Method 9 testing, a transmissometer utilizing a six-minute block average for opacity
measurement may be used, provided such transmissometer is installed, certified, calibrated,
operated and maintained in accordance with the provisions of 40 C.F.R. Part 75, adopted and
incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
2. The test methods for particulate emissions shall be EPA Methods 17, 5, 5B, or 5F. The
minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet. EPA Method 5 may be used
with filter temperature at no more than 320 degrees Fahrenheit. For EPA Method 17, stack
temperature shall be less than 375 degrees Fahrenheit. EPA Method 3 or 3A with Orsat
analysis shall be used when the oxygen base F-factor computed according to EPA Method 19
is used in lieu of heat input. Acetone wash shall be used with EPA Method 5 or 17. Methods
3 and 3A are described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-2; EPA Methods 5, 5B, and 5F are
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3; EPA Method 17 is described at 40 C.F.R. Part
60, Appendix A-6; and EPA Method 19 is described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7;
adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
3. The test methods for sulfur dioxide emissions shall be EPA Methods 6, 6A, 6B or 6C, as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule
62-204.800, F.A.C. Fuel sampling and analysis may be used as an alternate sampling
procedure if such a procedure was incorporated in the operation permit for the emissions unit
prior to April 23, 1985. Otherwise, fuel sampling and analysis may be used if the emissions
unit obtains an alternate procedure under the provisions of Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C. Such
alternate procedure shall become a condition of the emissions unit's permit. The Department
will retain the authority to require EPA Method 6 or 6C if it has reason to believe that
exceedances of the sulfur dioxide emissions limiting standard are occurring. Results of an
approved fuel sampling and analysis program or continuous emissions monitoring program
shall have the same effect as EPA Method 6 test results for purposes of demonstrating
compliance or noncompliance with sulfur dioxide standards.
4. For emission units not subject to nitrogen oxides continuous monitoring requirements, the
test methods for nitrogen oxides emissions shall be EPA Methods 7, 7A, or 7E, as described
at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-4 adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-
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204.800, F.A.C. Four grab samples at 15 minute intervals (±2 min.) per run shall be required
for EPA Methods 7 and 7A. For emission units that are subject to continuous monitoring
requirements under 42 U.S.C. sections 7661 – 7661f or 40 C.F.R. Part 75, emissions of
nitrogen oxides shall be determined based on a 30-day rolling average, except as specifically
provided by 40 C.F.R. Parts 60 or 76. 40 C.F.R. Parts 60, 75, and 76 are adopted and
incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
5. Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(f) Continuous Emissions Monitoring Requirements. Each owner or operator of an emissions unit
subject to subsection 62-296.405(1), F.A.C., shall install, calibrate, operate and maintain a
continuous monitoring system for continuously monitoring the pollutants specified in this
subsection. Performance specifications, location of monitor, data requirements, data reduction
and reporting requirements shall conform with the requirements of 40 C.F.R. Part 51, Appendix
P, adopted and incorporated by reference in subsection 62-204.800(2), F.A.C., and 40 C.F.R. Part
60, Appendix B, adopted by reference in subsection 62-204.800, F.A.C., for existing and new
emissions units provided, however, any alternative procedure (as specified in Section 3.9, 40
C.F.R. Part 51, Appendix P) or special consideration (as specified in Section 6.0, 40 C.F.R. Part
51, Appendix P) shall be incorporated in the Department’s air permit for the emissions unit and
submitted to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency as a proposed revision to the State
Implementation Plan.
1. Existing fossil fuel steam generators with more than 250 million BTU per hour heat
input and with a capacity factor of greater than 30 percent for the latest year of record or
as otherwise documented to the Department by the owner or operator, shall install
continuous monitoring systems as set forth in this subparagraph. Any reactivated or
previously exempted unit whose operated capacity factor for the previous six months is
greater than 30 percent must install continuous monitoring systems as set forth in this
subparagraph no later than twelve months following the previous six month period of
achieving a capacity factor greater than 30 percent.
a. Opacity. All emissions units as set forth in subparagraph 62-296.405(1)(f)1.,
F.A.C., shall install continuous monitoring systems for monitoring opacity.
Exempted are:
(i) Emissions units burning only gas, oil, or gas and oil which comply with the
applicable state visible emission limiting standard without the use of emission
control equipment.
(ii) Any emissions unit using a wet scrubber.
b. Sulfur dioxide. All emissions units as set forth in subparagraph 62-296.405(1)(f)1.,
F.A.C., shall install sulfur dioxide continuous monitoring equipment on units which
have installed sulfur dioxide control equipment. Those emissions units not having an
operating flue gas desulfurization device may monitor sulfur dioxide emissions by
fuel sampling and analysis according to methods approved by EPA.
c. Nitrogen Oxides. All new emissions units as set forth in subparagraph 62296.405(1)(f)1., F.A.C., with more than 1000 million BTU per hour heat input shall,
during construction, install continuous monitoring systems for monitoring nitrogen
oxides.
d. Oxygen or Carbon Dioxide. A continuous monitoring system shall be installed at
each emissions unit, as set forth in subparagraph 62-296.405(1)(f)1., F.A.C., where
measurements of oxygen or carbon dioxide in the flue gas are utilized to convert
either sulfur dioxide or nitrogen oxides continuous emission monitoring data to units
of the emission limiting standards for proof of compliance as set forth in subsection
62-296.405(1), F.A.C.
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2. The exemption from opacity monitoring under sub-sub-subparagraph 62296.405(1)(f)1.a.(i), F.A.C., shall not apply to any emissions unit which has been found to be
in violation of the visible emission limiting standard pursuant to administrative proceedings
conducted under Chapter 120, F.S., or judicial proceedings after January 1, 1978. No later
than ninety days following the date an order establishing such violation becomes final, the
owner or operator of such emissions unit shall submit to the Department a proposed
compliance schedule for installing a continuous opacity monitoring system. Following
incorporation of a compliance schedule into the emission unit's air permit, the owner or
operator shall install the continuous monitoring system in accordance with the schedule.
(g) Quarterly Reporting Requirements. The owners or operators of facilities for which monitoring
is required shall submit to the Department a written report of emissions in excess of emission
limiting standards as set forth in subsection 62-296.405(1), F.A.C., for each calendar quarter. The
nature and cause of the excessive emissions shall be explained. This report does not relieve the
owner or operator of the legal liability for violations. All recorded data shall be maintained on file
by the Source for a period of two years.
(3) For the purposes of this rule, nameplate generating capacity means the manufacturer's capacity
rating of electrical generating output (expressed in MWe) as designed.
History–Formerly 17-2.600(5), Amended 6-29-93, Formerly 17-296.405, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 313-96, 3-2-99, 7-10-14.
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Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision
3rd Revision
4th Revision
5th Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

01/11/93
07/02/93
12/21/94
04/15/96
06/23/99 & 07/01/11
04/01/22

10/20/94
04/14/94
06/16/99
06/16/99
10/06/17

59 FR 52916
59 FR 17696
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346
82 FR 46682

62-296.406 FOSSIL FUEL STEAM GENERATORS WITH LESS THAN 250 MILLION BTU PER HOUR
HEAT INPUT
Current SIP:
62-296.406 Fossil Fuel Steam Generators with Less than 250 Million Btu per Hour Heat Input, New
and Existing Emissions Units.
The following standards apply to new and existing emissions units, except for emissions units that would
otherwise be exempt from permitting pursuant to subsection 62-210.300(3), F.A.C., and emissions units
that would otherwise be considered insignificant pursuant to subparagraph 62-213.300(2)(a)1. or
paragraph 62-213.430(6)(b), F.A.C. These standards apply unless otherwise specified by rule, or by order
or permit issued by the Department prior to July 15, 1989.
(1) Visible Emissions - 20 percent opacity except for either one six-minute period per hour during
which opacity shall not exceed 27 percentile or one two-minute period per hour during which opacity
shall not exceed 40 percent. The option selected shall be specified in the source's construction and
operation permits. An opacity of 30 percent opacity shall be allowed for sources rated at 241 million
Btu per hour heat input for which a valid Department operating permit was issued prior to October 1,
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1972 in Escambia County, while burning fuel oil in conjunction with waste material derived from
waste streams previously discharged into underground wells.
(2) Particulate Matter - Best available control technology
(3) Sulfur Dioxide - Best available control technology.
History: Formerly 17-2.600(6); Amended 6-29-93; Formerly 17-296.406; Amended 11-23-94, 3-13-96, 32-99.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.406

Original Reg
1st Revision
2nd Revision
3rd Revision
4th Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

11/23/92
07/02/93
12/21/94
04/15/96
03/02/99

10/20/94
04/14/94
06/16/99
06/16/99
10/06/17

59 FR 52916
59 FR 17696
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346
82 FR 46682

Requested SIP Revisions:
1) Effective 11/5/2020, the title and applicability of rule 62-296.406, F.A.C., was revised to
remove the unnecessary phrases “New and Existing Emissions Units,” and “new and
existing,” respectively. Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the following amendments
to rule 62-296.406, F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
62-296.406 Fossil Fuel Steam Generators with Less Than 250 Million Btu Per Hour Heat
Input, New and Existing Emissions Units.
The following standards apply to new and existing emissions units, except for emissions units
that would otherwise be exempt from permitting pursuant to subsection 62-210.300(3), F.A.C.,
and emissions units that would otherwise be considered insignificant pursuant to subparagraph
62-213.300(2)(a)1., or paragraph 62-213.430(6)(b), F.A.C. These standards apply unless
otherwise specified by rule, or by order or permit issued by the Department prior to July 15,
1989.

2) Effective 7/10/2014, regulatory certainty was increased by clarifying rule language, and
eliminating references to repealed DEP Method 9, such as a “two-minute period per
hour.” Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the following amendments to rule
subsections 62-296.406(1), F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
(1) Visible Emissions – shall not exceed 20 percent opacity except for either one sixminute period per one-hour period during which opacity shall not exceed 27twenty-seven
percent (27%), or one two-minute period per hour during which opacity shall not exceed
40 percent. The option selected shall be specified in the emissions unit’s construction and
operation permits. An opacity of 30 percent shall be allowed for emissions units rated at
241 million Btu per hour heat input for which a valid Department operating permit was
issued prior to October 1, 1972 in Escambia County, while burning fuel oil in
conjunction with waste material derived from waste streams previously discharged into
underground wells.
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3) The list of rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.406, F.A.C., needs to be updated
as follows:
History: Formerly 17 2.600(6); Amended 6 29 93; Formerly 17 296.406; Amended 11 23 94, 313-96, 3-2-99, 7-10-14, 11-5-20.

4) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included at the end of the rule
section in the SIP needs to be corrected as follows because, though the recodification of
the rule was effective 11/23/92, that recodification was submitted to EPA on 1/11/93; and
though rule revisions were effective 3/2/1999, those revisions were actually submitted to
EPA on 6/23/1999 and again on 7/01/11:

______________________________________________________________62-296.406

Recodification
Original Reg
1st Revision
2nd Revision
3rd Revision
4th Revision
5th Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

01/11/93 11/23/92

10/20/94

59 FR 52916

07/02/93
12/21/94
04/15/96
06/23/99 & 07/01/11 3/2/1999
04/01/22

04/14/94
06/16/99
06/16/99
10/06/17

59 FR 17696
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346
82 FR 46682

Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.406 Fossil Fuel Steam Generators with Less Than 250 Million Btu Per Hour Heat Input.
The following standards apply to emissions units, except for emissions units that would otherwise be
exempt from permitting pursuant to subsection 62-210.300(3), F.A.C., and emissions units that would
otherwise be considered insignificant pursuant to subparagraph 62-213.300(2)(a)1., or paragraph 62213.430(6)(b), F.A.C. These standards apply unless otherwise specified by rule, or by order or permit issued
by the Department prior to July 15, 1989.
(1) Visible Emissions – shall not exceed 20 percent opacity except for one six-minute period per onehour period during which opacity shall not exceed 27 percent. An opacity of 30 percent shall be allowed
for emissions units rated at 241 million Btu per hour heat input for which a valid Department operating
permit was issued prior to October 1, 1972 in Escambia County, while burning fuel oil in conjunction
with waste material derived from waste streams previously discharged into underground wells.
(2) Particulate Matter - Best available control technology
(3) Sulfur Dioxide - Best available control technology.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History–Formerly 172.600(6), Amended 6-29-93, Formerly 17-296.406, Amended 11-23-94, 3-13-96, 3-2-99, 7-10-14, 11-5-20.
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________________________________________________________________62-296.406
Date Submitted
to EPA
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision
3rd Revision
4th Revision
5th Revision

01/11/93
07/02/93
12/21/94
04/15/96
06/23/99 & 07/01/11
04/01/22

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

10/20/94
04/14/94
06/16/99
06/16/99
10/06/17

59 FR 52916
59 FR 17696
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346
82 FR 46682

62-296.409 SULFUR RECOVERY PLANTS.
Current SIP:
62-296.409 Sulfur Recovery Plants.
These limits are applicable to plants recovering sulfur from crude oil gas.
(1) New Plants - 0.004 pounds of sulfur dioxide per pound of sulfur input to the recovery system or
0.004 pounds of sulfur dioxide per pound of sulfur removed from an oil well.
(2) Existing Plants (for which a valid Department Construction permit was issued prior to July 1,
1973) - 0.08 pounds of sulfur dioxide per pound of sulfur input to the recovery system or 0.08 pounds
of sulfur dioxide per pound of sulfur removed from crude oil or gas processed.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for sulfur dioxide shall be EPA Method 6, incorporated and adopted by
reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 0.71 dry standard
cubic feet. Two 20-minute samples (±5 minutes) per run required.
(b) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.600(9); Formerly 17-296.409; Amended 11-23-94.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.409

Original Reg
1st Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

11/23/92
12/21/94

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

Requested SIP revision:
1) Effective 7/10/14, cross-references in rule 62-296.409, F.A.C., were revised to state that
EPA test methods are adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.,
instead of Rule 62-297.401, F.A.C., due to the repeal of Rule 62-297.401, F.A.C.; and
regulatory certainty was increased by clarifying rule language. Therefore, the DEP is
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requesting that the following amendments to rule 62-296.409, F.A.C., be included in the
SIP:
62-296.409 Sulfur Recovery Plants.
These limits are applicable to plants recovering sulfur from crude oil gas.
(1) New Plants recovering sulfur from crude oil gas – emissions shall not exceed 0.004
pounds of sulfur dioxide per pound of sulfur input to the recovery system or 0.004 pounds of
sulfur dioxide per pound of sulfur removed from an oil well.
(2) Existing Plants (for which a valid Department Construction permit was issued prior to
July 1, 1973) recovering sulfur from crude oil gas – emissions shall not exceed 0.08 pounds
of sulfur dioxide per pound of sulfur input to the recovery system or 0.08 pounds of sulfur
dioxide per pound of sulfur removed from crude oil or gas processed.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements
of this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for sulfur dioxide shall be EPA Method 6, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part
60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800in
Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 0.71 dry standard cubic feet.
Two 20-minute samples (+ or - five minutes) per run required.
(b) No change.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.021, 403.031, 403.061, 403.087
FS. History–Formerly 17-2.600(9), 17-296.409, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-2014.

2) Effective 11/05/20, Rule 62-296.409, F.A.C., was revised to clarify whether the standards
apply to new and/or existing units by specifying the date that separates new and existing.
Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the following amendment to rule 62-296.409,
F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
62-296.409 Sulfur Recovery Plants.
(1) New Plants recovering sulfur from crude oil gas – emissions shall not exceed 0.004
pounds of sulfur dioxide per pound of sulfur input to the recovery system or 0.004 pounds of
sulfur dioxide per pound of sulfur removed from an oil well. “New Plants” are those plants
which did not receive an air construction permit from the department prior to July 1, 1973.
(2) through (3) No change.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.021, 403.031, 403.061, 403.087
FS. History–Formerly 17-2.600(9), 17-296.409, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14, 11-5-20.

3) The list of rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.409, F.A.C., needs to be updated
as follows:
History: Formerly 17-2.600(9); Formerly 17-296.409; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14, 11-520.

4) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end of
the rule section needs to be corrected as follows because, though the recodification of the
rule was effective 11/23/92, that recodification was submitted to EPA on 1/11/93; and
though the rule revision effective 1-1-96 (and submitted to EPA on 4-15-96) is actually
included in the current SIP, it is not shown in the table nor in 40 CFR 52.520(c).
______________________________________________________________62-296.409
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Recodification
Original Reg
1st Revision
2nd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

01/11/93 11/23/92

10/20/94

59 FR 52916

12/21/94 & 04/15/96
04/01/22

06/16/99

64 FR 32346

Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.409 Sulfur Recovery Plants.
(1) New Plants recovering sulfur from crude oil gas – emissions shall not exceed 0.004 pounds of sulfur
dioxide per pound of sulfur input to the recovery system or 0.004 pounds of sulfur dioxide per pound
of sulfur removed from an oil well. “New Plants” are those plants which did not receive an air
construction permit from the department prior to July 1, 1973.
(2) Existing Plants (for which a valid Department Construction permit was issued prior to July 1, 1973)
recovering sulfur from crude oil gas – emissions shall not exceed 0.08 pounds of sulfur dioxide per
pound of sulfur input to the recovery system or 0.08 pounds of sulfur dioxide per pound of sulfur
removed from crude oil or gas processed.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for sulfur dioxide shall be EPA Method 6, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60,
Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated by reference at rule 62-204.800, F.A.C. The minimum
sample volume shall be 0.71 dry standard cubic feet. Two 20-minute samples (+ or – five minutes)
per run required.
(b) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History–Formerly 17-2.600(9), 17-296.409, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14, 11-5-20.
______________________________________________________________62-296.409

Recodification
1st Revision
3rd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

01/11/93
12/21/94 & 04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

62-296.410 CARBONACEOUS FUEL BURNING EQUIPMENT
Current SIP:
62-296.410 Carbonaceous Fuel Burning Equipment.
(1) Emissions units for which a valid Department operation or Construction permit was issued prior
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to July 1, 1974.
(a) Burners with a capacity less than 30 million Btu per hour heat input - Visible emissions with a
density of Number 1 on the Ringelmann Chart (20 percent opacity) except that emissions with a
density of Number 2 (40 percent opacity) are permissible for not more than two minutes in any
one hour.
(b) Burners with a capacity equal to or greater than 30 million Btu per hour heat input.
1. Visible emissions - Visible emissions with a density of Number 1.5 on the Ringelmann
Chart (30 percent opacity) except that a density of Ringelmann Number 2 (40 percent
opacity) is permissible for not more than two minutes in any one hour.
2. Particulate Matter - 0.3 pounds per million Btu of heat input of carbonaceous fuel plus
0.1 pounds per million Btu heat input of fossil fuel.
(2) New Emissions Units.
(a) Burners of capacity less than 30 million Btu per hour total heat input - Ringelmann Number 1
(20 percent opacity) except that a density of Ringelmann Number 2 (40 percent opacity) is
permissible for not more than two minutes in any one hour.
(b) Burners of capacity equal to or greater than 30 million Btu per hour total heat input.
1. Visible Emissions - Number 1.5 on the Ringelmann Chart (30 percent opacity) except that
a density of Ringelmann Number 2 (40 percent opacity) is permissible for not more than two
minutes in any one hour.
2. Particulate Matter - 0.2 pounds per million Btu of heat input of carbonaceous fuel plus 0.1
pounds per million Btu heat input of fossil fuel.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be DEP Method 9, incorporated in Chapter 62-297,
F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5, incorporated and adopted
by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.600(10); Formerly 17-296.410; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.410

Original Reg
1st Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

11/23/92
12/21/94

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

Requested SIP Revisions:
1) Effective 7/10/14, cross-references in rule 62-296.410, F.A.C., were revised to state that EPA
test methods are adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., instead
of Rule 62-297.401, F.A.C., due to the repeal of Rule 62-297.401, F.A.C. References to DEP
Method 9 were replaced with EPA Method 9; and regulatory certainty was increased by
clarifying rule language. Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the following amendments to
rule 62-296.410, F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
62-296.410 Carbonaceous Fuel Burning Equipment.
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(1) Emissions units for which a valid Department operation or construction permit was
issued prior to July 1, 1974.
(a) Burners with a capacity less than 30 million Btu per hour heat input – Visible
emissions shall not exceed with a density of Number 1 on the Ringelmann Chart (20
percent opacity) except that visible emissions not exceeding 27 percent opacity shall be
allowed for one six-minute period in any one-hour period. with a density of Number 2 (40
percent opacity) are permissible for not more than two minutes in any one hour.
(b) Burners with a capacity equal to or greater than 30 million Btu per hour heat input.
1. Visible Eemissions – shall not exceed Visible emissions with a density of Number
1.5 on the Ringelmann Chart (30 percent opacity) except that visible emissions not
exceeding 33 percent opacity shall be allowed for one six-minute period in any onehour period. a density of Ringelmann Number 2 (40 percent opacity) is permissible
for not more than two minutes in any one hour.
2. Particulate Matter – shall not exceed 0.3 pounds per million Btu of heat input of
carbonaceous fuel plus 0.1 pounds per million Btu heat input of fossil fuel.
(2) New Emissions Units.
(a) Burners of capacity less than 30 million Btu per hour total heat input – Visible
emissions shall not exceed Ringelmann Number 1 (20 percent opacity) except that visible
emissions not exceeding 27 percent opacity shall be allowed for one-six minute period in
any one-hour period. a density of Ringelmann Number 2 (40 percent opacity) is
permissible for not more than two minutes in any one hour.
(b) Burners of capacity equal to or greater than 30 million Btu per hour total heat input.
1. Visible Emissions – shall not exceed Number 1.5 on the Ringelmann Chart (30
percent opacity) except that visible emissions not exceeding 33 percent opacity shall
be allowed for one six-minute period in any one-hour period. a density of
Ringelmann Number 2 (40 percent opacity) is permissible for not more than two
minutes in any one hour.
2. Particulate Matter – shall not exceed 0.2 pounds per million Btu of heat input of
carbonaceous fuel plus 0.1 pounds per million Btu heat input of fossil fuel.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements
of this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPADEP Method 9, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62204.800in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at
Rule 62-204.800in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(c) No change.

2) Effective 11/05/20, Rule 62-296.410, F.A.C., was revised to clarify whether the standards
apply to new and/or existing units by specifying in Rule 62-296.410, F.A.C., itself, the
date that separates new and existing. Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the following
amendment to rule 62-296.410, F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
62-296.410 Carbonaceous Fuel Burning Equipment.
(1) No change.
(2) New Emissions Units. “New Emissions Units” are those emissions units which did not receive
an operation or air construction permit from the department prior to July 1, 1974.
(a) through (b) No change.
(3) No change.
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3) The list of rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.410, F.A.C., needs to be updated
as follows:
History–Formerly 17-2.600(10), 17-296.410, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14, 11-5-20.

4) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end of
the rule section needs to be corrected as follows because, though the recodification of the
rule was effective 11/23/92, that recodification was submitted to EPA on 1/11/93; and
because, though the rule revision effective 1-1-96 (and submitted to EPA on 4-15-96) is
actually included in the current SIP, it is not shown in the table nor in 40 CFR 52.520(c):
______________________________________________________________62-296.410

Recodification
Original Reg
1st Revision
2nd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

01/11/93 11/23/92

10/20/94

59 FR 52916

12/21/94 & 04/15/96
04/01/22

06/16/99

64 FR 32346

Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.410 Carbonaceous Fuel Burning Equipment.
(1) Emissions units for which a valid Department operation or construction permit was issued prior to
July 1, 1974.
(a) Burners with a capacity less than 30 million Btu per hour heat input – Visible emissions shall
not exceed 20 percent opacity except that visible emissions not exceeding 27 percent opacity shall
be allowed for one six-minute period in any one-hour period.
(b) Burners with a capacity equal to or greater than 30 million Btu per hour heat input.
1. Visible Emissions – shall not exceed 30 percent opacity except that visible emissions not
exceeding 33 percent opacity shall be allowed for one six-minute period in any one-hour
period.
2. Particulate Matter – shall not exceed 0.3 pounds per million Btu of heat input of
carbonaceous fuel plus 0.1 pounds per million Btu heat input of fossil fuel.
(2) New Emissions Units. “New Emissions Units” are those emissions units which did not receive an
operation or air construction permit from the department prior to July 1, 1974.
(a) Burners of capacity less than 30 million Btu per hour total heat input – Visible emissions shall
not exceed 20 percent opacity except that visible emissions not exceeding 27 percent opacity shall
be allowed for one-six minute period in any one-hour period.
(b) Burners of capacity equal to or greater than 30 million Btu per hour total heat input.
1. Visible Emissions – shall not exceed 30 percent opacity except that visible emissions not
exceeding 33 percent opacity shall be allowed for one six-minute period in any one-hour
period.
2. Particulate Matter – shall not exceed 0.2 pounds per million Btu of heat input of
carbonaceous fuel plus 0.1 pounds per million Btu heat input of fossil fuel.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
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rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part
60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part
60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History–Formerly 17-2.600(10), 17-296.410, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14, 11-5-20.

______________________________________________________________62-296.410

Recodification
1st Revision
3rd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

01/11/93
12/21/94 & 04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

62-296.412 DRY CLEANING FACILITIES
Current SIP:
62-296.412 Dry Cleaning Facilities.
(1) All new and existing perchloroethylene dry cleaning facilities are subject to the requirements
(including compliance deadlines) of the national emission standard for perchloroethylene dry cleaning
facilities at 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart M, adopted and incorporated by reference in Rule 62204.800(9), F.A.C. Until compliance is achieved with the requirements of 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart
M, existing (as of December 9, 1991) perchloroethylene dry cleaning facilities with a solvent
consumption of 1,475 gallons per year or more must also comply with the requirements of Rule 62296.412(2), F.A.C. The requirements of Rule 62- 296.412(2), F.A.C., shall not apply to any
perchloroethylene dry cleaning facility after it has achieved compliance with the requirements of 40
CFR Part 63, Subpart M.
(2) The owner or operator of any existing perchloroethylene dry cleaning facility as specified in Rule
62-296.412(1), F.A.C., with total rated dryer capacity of 10 pounds of articles or greater, shall:
(a) Vent the entire dryer exhaust through a carbon adsorption system or refrigerated condensation
unit which meets the following conditions:
1. The dryer/condenser system must be closed to the atmosphere at all times except when
articles are being loaded or unloaded through the door of the machine; and
2. The dryer/condenser system must not vent to the atmosphere until the air-vapor stream
temperature on the outlet side of the refrigerated condenser is equal to or less than 45
degrees Fahrenheit.
(b) Emit no more than 100 parts per million by volume of organic compounds from the dryer
control device before dilution;
(c) Cook or treat all diatomaceous earth filters so that the residue contains 55 pounds or less of
organic compounds per 220 pounds of wet waste material;
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(d) Reduce the organic compounds from all solvent stills to 132 pounds or less per 220 pounds of
wet waste material;
(e) Drain all filtration cartridges in the filter housing for at least 24 hours before discarding the
cartridge; or dry all drained cartridges without emitting organic compounds to the atmosphere;
and
(f) Repair all perceptible leaks of organic compounds within three working days or, if repair parts
are necessary, order such parts within three working days.
(g) Keep monthly records of solvent consumption.
(3) New or existing (as of October 1, 1986) perchloroethylene dry cleaning facilities, located outside
of ozone nonattainment or air quality maintenance areas as defined in Chapter 62-204, F.A.C., and
their respective metropolitan statistical areas, with total rated dryer capacity equal to or greater than
10 pounds of articles shall be exempt from the requirements of Rule 62-296.412(2), F.A.C., if the
owner or operator demonstrates to the Department that the solvent mileage (pounds of articles
cleansed per drum of solvent consumed) is equal to or greater than 20,000 or 15,000 pounds of
articles cleansed per 52-gallon drum of perchloroethylene consumed for new or existing facilities,
respectively. Such facilities are not exempt from the requirements of the national emission standard
for perchloroethylene dry cleaning facilities promulgated in 40 CFR Part 63 and adopted by reference
in Rule 62-204.800(9), F.A.C.
(4) Petroleum solvent dry cleaning facilities, located in areas designated as air quality maintenance
areas for ozone under Rule 62-204.340, F.A.C., (including the respective metropolitan statistical
areas) and all such facilities located in ozone attainment areas, with solvent consumption equal to or
greater than 9,750 and 15,000 gallons per year, respectively, shall comply with the following:
(a) Each affected petroleum solvent dry cleaning dryer that is installed at a petroleum dry
cleaning plant shall be a solvent recovery dryer. The solvent recovery dryer(s) shall be properly
installed, operated, and maintained.
(b) Each affected petroleum solvent filter that is installed at a petroleum dry cleaning plant shall
be a cartridge filter. Cartridge filters shall be drained in their sealed housings for at least eight
hours prior to their removal.
(c) Each owner or operator of an affected petroleum solvent dryer shall include leak inspection
and leak repair cycle information in the operating manual and on a clearly visible label posted on
each affected facility. Such information should state: "To protect against fire hazards, loss of
valuable solvents and emissions of solvent to the atmosphere, periodic inspection of this
equipment for evidence of leaks and prompt repair of any leaks is required. The equipment must
be inspected every 15 days and all vapor or liquid leaks be repaired within the subsequent 15 day
period."
(d) Keep monthly records of solvent consumption.
(5) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Leak Detection. Liquid leakage shall be detected by visual inspection of the sources identified
in p. 6-3 of EPA 450/2-78-050, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) The concentration of organic compounds in the filter residue, per Rule 62-296.412(1)(c),
F.A.C., shall be determined using ASTM 322-67, 1972.
(c) The mass reduction of organic compounds from solvent stills shall be determined using EPA
Method 21, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(d) The concentration of organic compounds in the exhaust vent of single bed carbon adsorbers
shall be determined per the equipment specifications in "RACT Compliance for Carbon
Adsorbers," Task No. 119, or stack test per Attachment 3 of EPA 450/2-78-041, incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(e) The concentration of organic compounds in the exhaust vent of multiple bed carbon adsorbers
and others shall be determined using the equipment specifications per the manufacturer's
specifications, or stack testing per Attachment 3 of EPA 450/2-78-041, incorporated and adopted
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by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(f) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.600(12); Formerly 17-296.412; Amended 11-23-94, 4-18-95, 1-1-96, 3-13-96, 625-96, 10-7-96, 3-11-10.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.412

Original Reg
1st Revision
2nd Revision
3rd Revision
4th Revision
5th Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

11/23/92
12/21/94
04/24/95
04/15/96
07/22/96
03/11/10

10/20/94
06/16/99
04/25/96
06/16/99
01/16/03
10/06/17

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
61 FR 18259
64 FR 32346
68 FR 2204
82 FR 46682

Requested SIP Revisions:
1) The DEP is requesting, by means of a CAA section 110(l) noninterference demonstration, that
rule subsections 62-296.412(1) – (3), and (5), F.A.C., be removed from Florida’s SIP.
(1) All new and existing perchloroethylene dry cleaning facilities are subject to the
requirements (including compliance deadlines) of the national emission standard for
perchloroethylene dry cleaning facilities at 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart M, adopted and
incorporated by reference in Rule 62-204.800(9), F.A.C. Until compliance is achieved with
the requirements of 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart M, existing (as of December 9, 1991)
perchloroethylene dry cleaning facilities with a solvent consumption of 1,475 gallons per
year or more must also comply with the requirements of Rule 62-296.412(2), F.A.C. The
requirements of Rule 62- 296.412(2), F.A.C., shall not apply to any perchloroethylene dry
cleaning facility after it has achieved compliance with the requirements of 40 CFR Part 63,
Subpart M.
(2) The owner or operator of any existing perchloroethylene dry cleaning facility as specified
in Rule 62-296.412(1), F.A.C., with total rated dryer capacity of 10 pounds of articles or
greater, shall:
(a) Vent the entire dryer exhaust through a carbon adsorption system or refrigerated
condensation unit which meets the following conditions:
1. The dryer/condenser system must be closed to the atmosphere at all times except
when articles are being loaded or unloaded through the door of the machine; and
2. The dryer/condenser system must not vent to the atmosphere until the air-vapor
stream temperature on the outlet side of the refrigerated condenser is equal to or less
than 45 degrees Fahrenheit.
(b) Emit no more than 100 parts per million by volume of organic compounds from the
dryer control device before dilution;
(c) Cook or treat all diatomaceous earth filters so that the residue contains 55 pounds or
less of organic compounds per 220 pounds of wet waste material;
(d) Reduce the organic compounds from all solvent stills to 132 pounds or less per 220
pounds of wet waste material;
(e) Drain all filtration cartridges in the filter housing for at least 24 hours before
discarding the cartridge; or dry all drained cartridges without emitting organic
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compounds to the atmosphere; and
(f) Repair all perceptible leaks of organic compounds within three working days or, if
repair parts are necessary, order such parts within three working days.
(g) Keep monthly records of solvent consumption.
(3) New or existing (as of October 1, 1986) perchloroethylene dry cleaning facilities, located
outside of ozone nonattainment or air quality maintenance areas as defined in Chapter 62204, F.A.C., and their respective metropolitan statistical areas, with total rated dryer
capacity equal to or greater than 10 pounds of articles shall be exempt from the requirements
of Rule 62-296.412(2), F.A.C., if the owner or operator demonstrates to the Department that
the solvent mileage (pounds of articles cleansed per drum of solvent consumed) is equal to or
greater than 20,000 or 15,000 pounds of articles cleansed per 52-gallon drum of
perchloroethylene consumed for new or existing facilities, respectively. Such facilities are
not exempt from the requirements of the national emission standard for perchloroethylene
dry cleaning facilities promulgated in 40 CFR Part 63 and adopted by reference in Rule 62204.800(9), F.A.C.
(5) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the
requirements of this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Leak Detection. Liquid leakage shall be detected by visual inspection of the sources
identified in p. 6-3 of EPA 450/2-78-050, incorporated and adopted by reference in
Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) The concentration of organic compounds in the filter residue, per Rule
62-296.412(1)(c), F.A.C., shall be determined using ASTM 322-67, 1972.
(c) The mass reduction of organic compounds from solvent stills shall be determined
using EPA Method 21, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(d) The concentration of organic compounds in the exhaust vent of single bed carbon
adsorbers shall be determined per the equipment specifications in "RACT Compliance for
Carbon Adsorbers," Task No. 119, or stack test per Attachment 3 of EPA 450/2-78-041,
incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(e) The concentration of organic compounds in the exhaust vent of multiple bed
carbon adsorbers and others shall be determined using the equipment
specifications per the manufacturer's specifications, or stack testing per
Attachment 3 of EPA 450/2-78-041, incorporated and adopted by reference in
Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(f) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.

Demonstration: Effective 3/08/1996, perchloroethylene is no longer included in the definition of
VOC on the basis that it has negligible photochemical reactivity (61 Fed. Reg. 4,588). Therefore,
these rule subsections regulating only perchloroethylene are no longer needed in the SIP to
regulate VOC. {Note: Perchloroethylene is now regulated as a hazardous air pollutant (HAP)
under 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart M, adopted and incorporated by reference in Rule 62-204.800,
F.A.C., which applies to all perchloroethylene dry cleaning facilities.}
2) Effective 8/14/2019, rule subsections 62-296.412(1) – (3), and (5) were removed from the
F.A.C. As a result, rule subsection 62-296.412(4), F.A.C, was renumbered and revised for
clarification. Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the following amendments to rule 62296.412, F.A.C., addressing petroleum solvent dry cleaning facilities, be included in the SIP:
62-296.412 Petroleum Solvent Dry Cleaning Facilities.
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(1) Applicability. The requirements of subsections (2) through (5), below, apply to the
following:
(a)(4) Petroleum solvent dry cleaning facilities located in Broward, Duval,
Hillsborough, Miami-Dade, Orange, Palm Beach, or Pinellas County, areas
designated as air quality maintenance areas for ozone under Rule 62-204.340,
F.A.C., (including the respective metropolitan statistical areas) and all such facilities
located in ozone attainment areas with solvent consumption equal to or greater than
9,750 gallons per year; and
(b) Petroleum solvent dry cleaning facilities in all other areas of the state with
solvent consumption equal to or greater than 15,000 gallons per year., respectively,
shall comply with the following:
(2)(a) Each affected petroleum solvent dry cleaning dryer that is installed at a petroleum
dry cleaning plant shall be a solvent recovery dryer. The solvent recovery dryer(s) shall
be properly installed, operated, and maintained.
(3)(b) Each affected petroleum solvent filter that is installed at a petroleum dry
cleaning plant shall be a cartridge filter. Cartridge filters shall be drained in
their sealed housings for at least eight hours prior to their removal.
(4)(c) Each owner or operator of an affected petroleum solvent dryer shall include leak
inspection and leak repair cycle information in the operating manual and on a clearly
visible label posted on each affected facility. Such information should state: “To protect
against fire hazards, loss of valuable solvents and emissions of solvent to the atmosphere,
periodic inspection of this equipment for evidence of leaks and prompt repair of any leaks
is required. The equipment must be inspected every 15 days and all vapor or liquid leaks
be repaired within the subsequent 15 day period.”
(5)(d) Keep monthly records of equipment inspections and monthly solvent consumption.

3) The list of rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.412, F.A.C., needs to be updated as
follows:
History–Formerly 17-2.600(12), 17-296.412, Amended 11-23-94, 4-18-95, 1-1-96, 3-13-96, 6-25-96,
10-7-96, 3-11-10, 7-10-14, 8-14-19.

4) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end of the
rule section needs to be edited as shown below because the 5th SIP revision in the table
incorrectly shows the effective date of the rule revision (3/11/10) instead of the date
submitted to EPA (7/01/11). Also, though the recodification of the rule was effective
11/23/92, that recodification was submitted to EPA on 1/11/93.
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6th Revision

04/01/22

Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.412 Petroleum Solvent Dry Cleaning Facilities.
(1) Applicability. The requirements of subsections (2) through (5), below, apply to the following:
(a) Petroleum solvent dry cleaning facilities located in Broward, Duval, Hillsborough, MiamiDade, Orange, Palm Beach, or Pinellas County, with solvent consumption equal to or greater than
9,750 gallons per year; and
(b) Petroleum solvent dry cleaning facilities in all other areas of the state with solvent consumption
equal to or greater than 15,000 gallons per year.
(2) Each affected petroleum solvent dry cleaning dryer that is installed at a petroleum dry cleaning plant
shall be a solvent recovery dryer. The solvent recovery dryer(s) shall be properly installed, operated,
and maintained.
(3) Each affected petroleum solvent filter that is installed at a petroleum dry cleaning plant shall be a
cartridge filter. Cartridge filters shall be drained in their sealed housings for at least eight hours prior to
their removal.
(4) Each owner or operator of an affected petroleum solvent dryer shall include leak inspection and
leak repair cycle information in the operating manual and on a clearly visible label posted on each
affected facility. Such information should state: “To protect against fire hazards, loss of valuable
solvents and emissions of solvent to the atmosphere, periodic inspection of this equipment for evidence
of leaks and prompt repair of any leaks is required. The equipment must be inspected every 15 days
and all vapor or liquid leaks be repaired within the subsequent 15 day period.”
(5) Keep records of equipment inspections and monthly solvent consumption.
History–Formerly 17-2.600(12), 17-296.412, Amended 11-23-94, 4-18-95, 1-1-96, 3-13-96, 6-25-96,
10-7-96, 3-11-10, 7-10-14, 8-14-19.
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62-296.414 CONCRETE BATCHING PLANTS
Current SIP:
62-296.414 Concrete Batching Plants.
The following requirement apply to new and existing emissions units producing concrete and
concrete products by batching or mixing cement and other materials. This rule also applies to facilities
processing cement and other materials for the purposes of producing concrete, and to equipment used to
mix cement and soil for onsite soil augmentation or stabilization.
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(1) Stack emissions. Emissions from silos, weigh hoppers (batchers), and other enclosed storage and
conveying equipment shall be controlled to the extent necessary to limit visible emissions to 5 percent
opacity.
(2) Unconfined Emissions. The owner or operator shall take reasonable precautions to control
unconfined emissions from hoppers, storage and conveying equipment, conveyor drop points, truck
loading and unloading, roads, parking areas, stockpiles, and yards as required by paragraph 62296.320(4)(c), F.A.C. For concrete batching plants the following shall constitute reasonable
precautions:
(a) Management of roads, parking areas, stockpiles, and yards, which shall include one or more of
the following:
1. Paving and maintenance of roads, parking areas, and yards.
2. Application of water or environmentally safe dust-suppressant chemicals when necessary
to control emissions
3. Removal of particulate matter from roads and other paved areas under control of the owner
or operator to mitigate reentrainment, and from building or work areas to reduce airborne
particulate matter.
4. Reduction of stockpile height or installation of wind breaks to mitigate wind entrainment
of particulate matter from stock piles.
(b) Use of spray bar, chute, or partial enclosure to mitigate emissions at the drop point to the
truck.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
subsection shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The reference test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40
CFR, Part 60. Appendix A. adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
(b) Test procedures shall conform to the procedures specified in Rule 62-297.310, F.A.C. All test
results shall be reported to the Department in accordance with the provisions of Rule 62-297.310,
F.A.C.
(c) Visible emissions tests of silo dust collector exhaust points shall be conducted while loading
the silo at a rate that is representative of the normal silo loading rate. The minimum loading rate
shall be 25 tons per hour unless such rate is unachievable in practice. If emissions from the weigh
hopper (batcher) operation are also controlled by the silo dust collector, the batching operation
shall be in operation during the visible emissions test. The batching rate during the emissions test
shall be representative of the normal batching rate and duration. Each test report shall state the
actual silo loading rate during emissions testing and, if applicable, whether or not batching
occurred during emissions testing.
(d) If emissions from the weigh hopper (batcher) operation are controlled by a dust collector
which is separate from the silo dust collector, visible emissions tests of the weigh hopper
(batcher) dust collector exhaust point shall be conducted while batching at a rate that is
representative of the normal batching rate and duration. Each test report shall state the actual
batching rate during emissions testing.
(4) Frequency of Testing.
(a) The owner or operator of any concrete batching plant using an air general permit shall have a
performance test conducted for visible emissions for each dust collector exhaust point no later
than thirty (30) days after commencing operation, and annually thereafter.
(b) The owner or operator of any concrete batching plant operating under the authority of an air
construction permit or air operation permit shall have a performance test conducted for visible
emissions for each dust collector exhaust point prior to submitting the application for an initial air
operation permit, and annually thereafter.
History: Formerly 17-2.600(14); Formerly 17-296.414; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 11-13-97,1-10-07.
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Requested SIP Revisions:
1) Effective 7/10/2014, rule paragraph 62-296.414(3)(a), F.A.C., was revised to reflect that 40
CFR, Part 60, Appendix A had been split into multiple parts. Therefore, the DEP is
requesting that the following amendment to rule paragraph 62-296.414(3)(a), F.A.C., be
included in the SIP:
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of
this subsection shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The reference test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40
CFR, Part 60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800,
F.A.C.

2) Effective 11/05/2020, the rule 62-296.414, was revised to clarify visible emissions testing
references, extend the initial testing deadline to the more realistic goal of 60 days, instead of
30 days, after commencing operation, and eliminate the unnecessary phrase “new and
existing” because all concrete batching plants are either new or existing. Therefore, the DEP
is requesting that the following amendments to rule 62-296.414, F.A.C., be included in the
SIP:
62-296.414 Concrete Batching Plants.
The following requirements apply to new and existing emissions units producing concrete and
concrete products by batching or mixing cement and other materials. This rule also applies to
facilities processing cement and other materials for the purposes of producing concrete, and to
equipment used to mix cement and soil for onsite soil augmentation or stabilization.
(1) through (2) No change.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements
of this subsection shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) through (d) No change.
(4) Frequency of Testing.
(a) The owner or operator of any concrete batching plant using an air general permit shall
have a visible emissions performance test conducted for stack emissions referenced in
subsection 62-296.414(1), F.A.C., visible emissions for each dust collector exhaust point
no later than sixty (60) thirty (30) days after commencing initial operation, and annually
thereafter.
(b) The owner or operator of any concrete batching plant operating under the authority of
an air construction permit or air operation permit shall have a a visible emissions
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performance test conducted for stack emissions referenced in subsection 62-296.414(1),
F.A.C., visible emissions for each dust collector exhaust point prior to submitting the
application for an initial air operation permit, and annually thereafter.

3) The list of rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.414, F.A.C., needs to be updated as
follows:
History: Formerly 17 2.600(14); Formerly 17 296.414; Amended 11 23 94, 1-1-96, 11-13-97,1-1007, 7-10-14, 11-5-20.

4) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end of the
rule section needs to be edited as shown below because the 3rd SIP revision in the table
incorrectly shows the effective date of the rule revision (1/10/07) instead of the date
submitted to EPA (7/01/11). Also, though the recodification of the rule was effective
11/23/92, that recodification was submitted to EPA on 1/11/93.
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Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.414 Concrete Batching Plants.
The following requirements apply to emissions units producing concrete and concrete products by batching
or mixing cement and other materials. This rule also applies to facilities processing cement and other
materials for the purposes of producing concrete, and to equipment used to mix cement and soil for onsite
soil augmentation or stabilization.
(1) Stack Emissions. Emissions from silos, weigh hoppers (batchers), and other enclosed storage and
conveying equipment shall be controlled to the extent necessary to limit visible emissions to 5 percent
opacity.
(2) Unconfined Emissions. The owner or operator shall take reasonable precautions to control
unconfined emissions from hoppers, storage and conveying equipment, conveyor drop points, truck
loading and unloading, roads, parking areas, stock piles, and yards as required by paragraph 62296.320(4)(c), F.A.C. For concrete batching plants the following shall constitute reasonable
precautions:
(a) Management of roads, parking areas, stock piles, and yards, which shall include one or more of
the following:
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1. Paving and maintenance of roads, parking areas, and yards.
2. Application of water or environmentally safe dust-suppressant chemicals when necessary to
control emissions.
3. Removal of particulate matter from roads and other paved areas under control of the owner
or operator to mitigate reentrainment, and from building or work areas to reduce airborne
particulate matter.
4. Reduction of stock pile height or installation of wind breaks to mitigate wind entrainment of
particulate matter from stock piles.
(b) Use of spray bar, chute, or partial enclosure to mitigate emissions at the drop point to the truck.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
subsection shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The reference test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40
C.F.R., Part 60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
(b) Test procedures shall conform to the procedures specified in Rule 62-297.310, F.A.C. All test
results shall be reported to the Department in accordance with the provisions of Rule 62-297.310,
F.A.C.
(c) Visible emissions tests of silo dust collector exhaust points shall be conducted while loading
the silo at a rate that is representative of the normal silo loading rate. The minimum loading rate
shall be 25 tons per hour unless such rate is unachievable in practice. If emissions from the weigh
hopper (batcher) operation are also controlled by the silo dust collector, the batching operation shall
be in operation during the visible emissions test. The batching rate during the emissions test shall
be representative of the normal batching rate and duration. Each test report shall state the actual
silo loading rate during emissions testing and, if applicable, whether or not batching occurred
during emissions testing.
(d) If emissions from the weigh hopper (batcher) operation are controlled by a dust collector which
is separate from the silo dust collector, visible emissions tests of the weigh hopper (batcher) dust
collector exhaust point shall be conducted while batching at a rate that is representative of the
normal batching rate and duration. Each test report shall state the actual batching rate during
emissions testing.
(4) Frequency of Testing.
(a) The owner or operator of any concrete batching plant using an air general permit shall have a
visible emissions test conducted for stack emissions referenced in subsection 62-296.414(1),
F.A.C., no later than sixty (60) days after commencing initial operation, and annually thereafter.
(b) The owner or operator of any concrete batching plant operating under the authority of an air
construction permit or air operation permit shall have a visible emissions test conducted for stack
emissions referenced in subsection 62-296.414(1), F.A.C., prior to submitting the application for
an initial air operation permit, and annually thereafter.
History–Formerly 17-2.600(14), 17-296.414, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 11-13-97, 1-10-07, 7-10-14,
11-5-20.
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4th Revision

04/01/22

62-296.415 SOIL THERMAL TREATMENT FACILITIES
Current SIP:
62-296.415 Soil Thermal Treatment Facilities.
This section prescribes air pollution control requirements for soil thermal treatment facilities. Soil
thermal treatment facilities are only authorized to treat petroleum contaminated soil as defined in Chapter
62-775, F.A.C., Soil Thermal Treatment Facilities. The following requirements apply to all new,
modified, and existing soil thermal treatment facilities. All facilities shall comply with these
requirements by December 1, 1992.
(1) Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC).
(a) A soil thermal treatment facility shall be designed and operated to expose the organic vapors
from the soil during thermal treatment to one of the following combinations:
Minimum Temperature
(Fahrenheit)
1,500
1,600
1,800

Minimum Time
(seconds)
and
and
and

1.0
0.5
0.3

The minimum temperature shall be determined by a continuous temperature monitor pursuant to
the applicable continuous emissions monitoring requirements of Rule 62-296.415(6), F.A.C.
When soil is being treated, the minimum temperature shall be met or exceeded at all times except
for 4 minutes in any 60 minute period, provided that the temperature does not fall below 100
degrees Fahrenheit of the required minimum temperature for the corresponding residence time.
The minimum residence time shall be met or exceeded at all times while soil is being treated.
(b) The average carbon monoxide (CO) emissions shall not exceed 100 parts per million (ppm)
by volume, dry basis, during all 60 consecutive minute periods of plant operation. The average
CO emissions is the arithmetic mean of all CO concentration measurements during any
consecutive 60 minutes of plant operation that were recorded by the continuous emissions
monitor required pursuant to Rule 62-297.500, F.A.C.
(c) A soil thermal treatment facility shall continually monitor the temperature and carbon
monoxide content of the flue gases leaving the high temperature zone pursuant to the applicable
continuous emissions monitoring requirements of Rule 62-296.415(6), F.A.C. Temperature and
carbon monoxide monitors shall be co-located unless otherwise approved by the Department.
(d) Soil thermal treatment facilities must possess an air permit authorizing the processing of soils
containing polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), if soil contaminated with PCBs is to be thermally
treated.
(2) Visible Emissions. Visible emissions (VE) from a stack shall not exceed 5% opacity as
determined by the test method specified in Rule 62-296.415(5), F.A.C. when thermally treating soil.
(3) Particulate Matter Emissions. The particulate matter emissions shall not exceed 0.04 grains per
dry standard cubic foot (gr/dscf) as determined by the test method specified in Rule 62-296.415(5),
F.A.C.
(4) Unconfined Emissions. A soil thermal treatment facility is subject to Rule 62-296.310, F.A.C.,
Unconfined Emissions of Particulate Matter. As a minimum, before and after thermal soil treatment
is accomplished, unconfined emissions of particulate matter from the soil shall be controlled by
application of water or containment.
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(5) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the
requirements of this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, incorporated and adopted by
reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5, incorporated and adopted
by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard
cubic feet.
(c) The test method for carbon monoxide shall be EPA Method 10, incorporated and adopted by
reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(d) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(6) Continuous Emissions Monitoring Requirements. Any facility subject to this rule shall be
equipped with instruments to continuously monitor and record the temperature and the carbon
monoxide concentration of the flue gases leaving the high temperature zone, but before any dilution
air is mixed with the flue gases. The temperature monitor shall be certified by the manufacturer to be
accurate to within 1% of the temperature being measured. The temperature monitoring system shall
be calibrated at least annually by the procedure recommended by the manufacturer. The calibration
shall be at a minimum of three temperatures and over a range from 10% below to 10% above the
designed flue gas hot zone temperature of the soil thermal treatment facility. Calibration records shall
be kept for a minimum of three years. The carbon monoxide monitor shall be certified by the
manufacturer to be accurate to within 10% of the carbon monoxide concentration by volume, mean
value, or 5% of the applicable standard of 100 ppm, whichever is greater, as determined by EPA Test
Method 10 in 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A, adopted by reference in Rule 62-204.800(7), F.A.C. The
carbon monoxide continuous emission monitoring device shall be certified, calibrated, and operated
according to Performance Specification 4 of 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix B, adopted by reference in
Rule 62-204.800(7), F.A.C., excluding Section 5.2, Calibration Drift Test Period, of Performance
Specification 2.
History: Formerly 17-2.100; Amended 11-17-92; Formerly 17-296.415; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 313-96.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.415
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Requested SIP Revisions:
1) Revisions to Chapter 62-296, F.A.C., effective 1/01/1996, were submitted to EPA for
approval on 4/15/1996. A minor rule revision to change the word “section” to “rule” in the
introductory paragraph to rule 62-296.415, F.A.C., appears to have been inadvertently left
out when the SIP was revised with the other amendments that were approved by EPA on
6/16/99, such as changing the word “section” to “rule” in subsection 62-296.415(5), F.A.C.
Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the following amendment to the introductory paragraph
to rule 296.415, F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
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62-296.415 Soil Thermal Treatment Facilities.
This rule section prescribes air pollution control requirements for soil thermal treatment
facilities. Soil thermal treatment facilities are only authorized to treat petroleum contaminated
soil as defined in Chapter 62-775, F.A.C., Soil Thermal Treatment Facilities. The following
requirements apply to all new, modified, and existing soil thermal treatment facilities. All
facilities shall comply with these requirements by December 1, 1992.

2) Revisions to Chapter 62-296, F.A.C., effective 3/13/1996, were submitted to EPA for
approval on 4/15/1996. A minor rule revision to update a rule citation from 62-296.310 to
62-296.320 in subsection 62-296.415(4), F.A.C., appears to have been inadvertently left out
when the SIP was revised with the other amendments that were approved by EPA on 6/16/99,
such as updating a rule citation from 62-296.800 to 62-204.800(7) in subsection 62296.415(6), F.A.C. Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the following amendment to
subsection 62-296.415(4), F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
(4) Unconfined Emissions. A soil thermal treatment facility is subject to Rule 62-296.320
62-296.310, F.A.C., Unconfined Emissions of Particulate Matter. As a minimum, before and
after thermal soil treatment is accomplished, unconfined emissions of particulate matter from the
soil shall be controlled by application of water or containment.

3) Effective 7/10/2014, rule 62-296.415, F.A.C., was revised as follows:
a. an obsolete compliance date of December 1, 1992, was eliminated;
b. the rule citation for requiring a continuous emission monitor was changed from Rule
62-297.500, F.A.C., to subsection 62-296.415(6), F.A.C., due to the repeal of Rule
62-297.500, F.A.C.;
c. references to 40 CFR, Part 60, Appendix A were updated to reflect that EPA had split
Appendix A into multiple parts; and
d. cross-references in the rule were revised to state that EPA test methods are adopted
and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., instead of Chapter 62-297,
F.A.C., due to the repeal of Rule 62-297.401, F.A.C.
Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the following amendment to rule 296.415, F.A.C., be
included in the SIP:
62-296.415 Soil Thermal Treatment Facilities.
This rule prescribes air pollution control requirements for soil thermal treatment facilities. Soil
thermal treatment facilities are only authorized to treat petroleum contaminated soil as defined in
Chapter 62-775, F.A.C., Soil Thermal Treatment Facilities. The following requirements apply to
all new, modified, and existing soil thermal treatment facilities. All facilities shall comply with
these requirements by December 1, 1992.
(1) Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC).
(a) No change.
(b) The average carbon monoxide (CO) emissions shall not exceed 100 parts per million
(ppm) by volume, dry basis, during all 60-consecutive-minute periods of plant operation.
The average CO emissions is the arithmetic mean of all CO concentration measurements
during any consecutive 60 minutes of plant operation that were recorded by the
continuous emissions monitor required pursuant to subsection 62-296.415(6)Rule 62297.500, F.A.C.
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(c) through (d) No change.
(2) through (4) No change.
(5) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements
of this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at
Rule 62-204.800in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at
Rule 62-204.800in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry
standard cubic feet.
(c) The test method for carbon monoxide shall be EPA Method 10, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at
Rule 62-204.800in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(d) No change.
(6) Continuous Emissions Monitoring Requirements. Any facility subject to this rule shall be
equipped with instruments to continuously monitor and record the temperature and the
carbon monoxide concentration of the flue gases leaving the high temperature zone, but
before any dilution air is mixed with the flue gases. The temperature monitor shall be
certified by the manufacturer to be accurate to within 1% of the temperature being measured.
The temperature monitoring system shall be calibrated at least annually by the procedure
recommended by the manufacturer. The calibration shall be at a minimum of three
temperatures and over a range from 10% below to 10% above the designed flue gas hot zone
temperature of the soil thermal treatment facility. Calibration records shall be kept for a
minimum of three years. The carbon monoxide monitor shall be certified by the manufacturer
to be accurate to within 10% of the carbon monoxide concentration by volume, mean value,
or 5% of the applicable standard of 100 ppm, whichever is greater, as determined by EPA
Test Method 10, as described at in 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-4, adopted and
incorporated by reference in subsection 62-204.800(7), F.A.C. The carbon monoxide
continuous emission monitoring device shall be certified, calibrated, and operated according
to Performance Specification 4 of 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix B, adopted and incorporated
by reference in subsection 62-204.800(7), F.A.C., excluding Section 5.2, Calibration Drift
Test Period, of Performance Specification 2.

4) Effective 11/05/2020, Rule 62-296.415, F.A.C., was revised to eliminate the unnecessary
phrase “new, modified, and existing” because all soil thermal treatment facilities are either
new or existing. Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the following amendments to rule 62296.415, F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
62-296.415 Soil Thermal Treatment Facilities.
This rule prescribes air pollution control requirements for soil thermal treatment facilities. Soil
thermal treatment facilities are only authorized to treat petroleum contaminated soil as defined in
chapter 62-775, F.A.C., Soil Thermal Treatment Facilities. The following requirements apply to all
new, modified, and existing soil thermal treatment facilities.
(1) through (6) No change.

5) The list of rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.415, F.A.C., needs to be revised as
follows to accurately show the history of Rule 62-296.415, F.A.C.:
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History–New 11-17-92,: Formerly 17-2.100; Amended 11-17-92; Formerly 17-296.415;
Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 3-13-96, 7-10-14, 11-5-20.

6) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end of the
rule section needs to be edited as shown below because the 1st SIP revision in the table
incorrectly implies that Rule 17-296.415, F.A.C., was included in the 1/11/93 submittal to
recodify the 17-2, F.A.C., regulations to 17-296, et al, regulations. However, because Rule
17-296.415, F.A.C., was newly-created in the “296” format, there was no need to recodify it,
so it was not included in 1/11/93 submittal.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.415

Original Reg
1st Revision
1st 2nd Revision
2nd 3rd Revision
3rd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

11/23/92
01/11/93
12/21/94
04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.415 Soil Thermal Treatment Facilities.
This rule prescribes air pollution control requirements for soil thermal treatment facilities. Soil thermal
treatment facilities are only authorized to treat petroleum contaminated soil as defined in chapter 62-775,
F.A.C., Soil Thermal Treatment Facilities. The following requirements apply to all soil thermal treatment
facilities.
(1) Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC).
(a) A soil thermal treatment facility shall be designed and operated to expose the organic vapors
from the soil during thermal treatment to one of the following combinations:
Minimum Temperature
(Fahrenheit)

Minimum Time
(Seconds)

1,500

and

1.0

1,600

and

0.5

1,800

and

0.3

The minimum temperature shall be determined by a continuous temperature monitor pursuant to
the applicable continuous emissions monitoring requirements of subsection 62-296.415(6), F.A.C.
When soil is being treated, the minimum temperature shall be met or exceeded at all times except
for 4 minutes in any 60 minute period, provided that the temperature does not fall below 100
degrees Fahrenheit of the required minimum temperature for the corresponding residence time. The
minimum residence time shall be met or exceeded at all times while soil is being treated.
(b) The average carbon monoxide (CO) emissions shall not exceed 100 parts per million (ppm) by
volume, dry basis, during all 60-consecutive-minute periods of plant operation. The average CO
emissions is the arithmetic mean of all CO concentration measurements during any consecutive 60
minutes of plant operation that were recorded by the continuous emissions monitor required
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pursuant to subsection 62-296.415(6), F.A.C.
(c) A soil thermal treatment facility shall continually monitor the temperature and carbon monoxide
content of the flue gases leaving the high temperature zone pursuant to the applicable continuous
emissions monitoring requirements of subsection 62-296.415(6), F.A.C. Temperature and carbon
monoxide monitors shall be co-located unless otherwise approved by the Department.
(d) Soil thermal treatment facilities must possess an air permit authorizing the processing of soils
containing polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), if soil contaminated with PCBs is to be thermally
treated.
(2) Visible Emissions. Visible emissions (VE) from a stack shall not exceed 5% opacity as determined
by the test method specified in subsection 62-296.415(5), F.A.C., when thermally treating soil.
(3) Particulate Matter Emissions. The particulate matter emissions shall not exceed 0.04 grains per dry
standard cubic foot (gr/dscf) as determined by the test method specified in subsection 62-296.415(5),
F.A.C.
(4) Unconfined Emissions. A soil thermal treatment facility is subject to Rule 62-296.320, F.A.C.,
Unconfined Emissions of Particulate Matter. As a minimum, before and after thermal soil treatment is
accomplished, unconfined emissions of particulate matter from the soil shall be controlled by
application of water or containment.
(5) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part
60, Appendix A-4, adopted and-incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part
60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C. The
minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.
(c) The test method for carbon monoxide shall be EPA Method 10, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part
60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
(d) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(6) Continuous Emissions Monitoring Requirements. Any facility subject to this rule shall be equipped
with instruments to continuously monitor and record the temperature and the carbon monoxide
concentration of the flue gases leaving the high temperature zone, but before any dilution air is mixed
with the flue gases. The temperature monitor shall be certified by the manufacturer to be accurate to
within 1% of the temperature being measured. The temperature monitoring system shall be calibrated
at least annually by the procedure recommended by the manufacturer. The calibration shall be at a
minimum of three temperatures and over a range from 10% below to 10% above the designed flue gas
hot zone temperature of the soil thermal treatment facility. Calibration records shall be kept for a
minimum of three years. The carbon monoxide monitor shall be certified by the manufacturer to be
accurate to within 10% of the carbon monoxide concentration by volume, mean value, or 5% of the
applicable standard of 100 ppm, whichever is greater, as determined by EPA Test Method 10, as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated by reference in Rule 62204.800, F.A.C. The carbon monoxide continuous emission monitoring device shall be certified,
calibrated, and operated according to Performance Specification 4 of 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix B,
adopted and incorporated by reference in Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., excluding Section 5.2, Calibration
Drift Test Period, of Performance Specification 2.
History–New 11-17-92, Formerly 17-296.415, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 3-13-96, 7-10-14, 11-5-20.
________________________________________________________________62-296.415
Date Submitted
to EPA
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Original Reg
1st Revision
2nd Revision
3rd Revision

11/23/92
12/21/94
04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346

62-296.418 BULK GASOLINE PLANTS
Current SIP:
62-296.418 Bulk Gasoline Plants.
(1) The owner or operator of a bulk gasoline plant that has begun operation prior to August 1, 2007, is
located in an area designated as an air quality maintenance area for ozone under Rule 62-204.340,
F.A.C., and has an average annual daily throughput of more than 2,000 gallons (7,570 liters) shall
comply with the following requirements.
(a) Gasoline shall not be loaded into a stationary storage tank at the bulk gasoline plant unless the
storage tank is equipped for submerged filling, and such equipment is used as designed.
(b) Gasoline shall not be loaded into a gasoline cargo tank at the bulk gasoline plant unless the
gasoline cargo tank is equipped for submerged filling, and such equipment is used as designed.
(2) The owner or operator of a bulk gasoline plant that begins operation on or after August 1, 2007, at
any location in the state and with any throughput rate shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Gasoline shall not be loaded into a stationary storage tank at the bulk gasoline plant unless the
storage tank is equipped for submerged filling, and such equipment is used as designed.
(b) Gasoline shall not be loaded into a gasoline cargo tank at the bulk gasoline plant unless:
1. The gasoline cargo tank is equipped for submerged filling, and such equipment is used as
designed;
2. The loading rack is equipped with a vapor collection and control system designed to
minimize emissions of vapors displaced from the gasoline cargo tank during product loading;
and
3. The loading rack vapor collection and control system is designed and operated to prevent
any vapors collected at the loading rack from passing to another loading rack.
Specific Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History–New 5-9-07,
Amended 3-11-10.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.418

Original Reg
1st Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

5/31/2007
3/11/10

06/01/09
10/06/17

74 FR 26103
82 FR 46682

Requested SIP Revisions:
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1) Effective 8/14/2019, Rule 62-296.418, F.A.C., was revised to clearly specify the counties
that were designated as air quality maintenance areas for ozone prior to August 1, 2007.
Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the following amendments to rule 62-296.418, F.A.C.,
be included in the SIP:
62-296.418 Bulk Gasoline Plants.
(1) The owner or operator of a bulk gasoline plant that has begun operation prior to August
1, 2007, is located in Broward, Duval, Hillsborough, Miami-Dade, Orange, Palm Beach, or
Pinellas County, an area designated as an air quality maintenance area for ozone under Rule
62-204.340, F.A.C., and has an average annual daily throughput of more than 2,000 gallons
(7,570 liters) shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) through (b) No change.
(2) No change.

2) The list of rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.418, F.A.C., needs to be updated as
follows:
Rulemaking Specific Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History–
New 5-9-07, Amended 3-11-10, 8-14-19.

3) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end of the
rule section needs to be edited as shown below because the 1st SIP revision in the table
incorrectly shows the effective date of the rule revision (3/11/10) instead of the date
submitted to EPA (7/01/11)
__________________________________________________________________62-296.418

Original Reg
1st Revision
2nd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

5/31/2007
7/01/11 3/11/10
04/01/22

06/01/09
10/06/17

74 FR 26103
82 FR 46682

Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.418 Bulk Gasoline Plants.
(1) The owner or operator of a bulk gasoline plant that has begun operation prior to August 1, 2007, is
located in Broward, Duval, Hillsborough, Miami-Dade, Orange, Palm Beach, or Pinellas County, and
has an average annual daily throughput of more than 2,000 gallons (7,570 liters) shall comply with the
following requirements.
(a) Gasoline shall not be loaded into a stationary storage tank at the bulk gasoline plant unless the
storage tank is equipped for submerged filling, and such equipment is used as designed.
(b) Gasoline shall not be loaded into a gasoline cargo tank at the bulk gasoline plant unless the
gasoline cargo tank is equipped for submerged filling, and such equipment is used as designed.
(2) The owner or operator of a bulk gasoline plant that begins operation on or after August 1, 2007, at
any location in the state and with any throughput rate shall comply with the following requirements.
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(a) Gasoline shall not be loaded into a stationary storage tank at the bulk gasoline plant unless the
storage tank is equipped for submerged filling, and such equipment is used as designed.
(b) Gasoline shall not be loaded into a gasoline cargo tank at the bulk gasoline plant unless:
1. The gasoline cargo tank is equipped for submerged filling, and such equipment is used as
designed,
2. The loading rack is equipped with a vapor collection and control system designed to
minimize emissions of vapors displaced from the gasoline cargo tank during product loading;
and,
3. The loading rack vapor collection and control system is designed and operated to prevent
any vapors collected at the loading rack from passing to another loading rack.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History–New 5-9-07,
Amended 3-11-10, 8-14-19.
___________________________________________________________________62-296.418
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62-296.470 IMPLEMENTATION OF FEDERAL CLEAN AIR INTERSTATE RULE
Current SIP:
62-296.470 Implementation of Federal Clean Air Interstate Rule.
1) Definitions. For purposes of this rule, the terms "CAIR." "CAIR NOx allowance," "CAIR
NOx Annual Trading Program," "CAIR NOx Ozone Season allowance," "CAIR NOx Ozone Season
Trading Program." "CAIR NOx Ozone Season unit," "CAIR NOx unit," “CAIR SO2 allowance,”
"CAIR SO2 Trading Program," ''CAIR source," and "CAIR unit," shall have the meanings given at
Rule 62-210.200, F.A.C. All provisions of 40 CFR Part 96 cited within this rule are adopted and
incorporated by reference in Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C. Notwithstanding the
first sentence of this paragraph, for purposes of the verbatim application of the cited subparts of 40
CFR Part 96, as modified by the substitute language set forth in this rule, the definitions contained
within 40 CFR Part 96, Subparts AA, AAA and AAAA, shall apply, with the understanding that the
term "permitting authority" shall mean the Department, the term "State" shall mean the State of
Florida, the phrase "permitting authority's title V operating permits regulations" shall mean Chapter
62-213, F.A.C., and the terms "best available control technology” (BACT) and "biomass" shall have
the meanings given at Rule 62-210.200, F.A.C.
(2) Orders.
(a) Prior to submitting any CAIR NOx allowance allocations to the Administrator pursuant to 40
CFR 96.141(a), (b), or (c), or 40 CFR 96.143, the Department shall issue an administrative order
pursuant to Chapter 120, F.S., to all CAIR NOx sources giving notice and opportunity for hearing
with regard to the amount of CAIR NOx allowances the Department intends to submit to the
Administrator for each CAIR NOx unit.
(b) Prior to submitting any CAIR NOx Ozone Season allowance allocations to the Administrator
pursuant to 40 CFR 96.34l(a), (b), or (c), the Department shall issue an administrative order to all
CAIR NOx sources giving notice and opportunity for hearing with regard to the amount of CAIR
NOx Ozone Season allowances the Department intends to submit to the Administrator for each
CAIR NOx Ozone Season unit.
(3) CAIR NOx Annual Trading Program. Except as otherwise provided herein, all provisions of the
following subparts of 40 CFR Part 96 shall apply verbatim. The provisions of Subpart II, CAIR NOx
Opt-In Units, shall not apply.
(a) Subpart AA, CAIR NOx Annual Trading Program General Provision.,
(b) Subpart BB, CAIR Designated Representative for CAIR NOx Sources/
(c) Subpart CC, Permits.
(d) Subpart EE, CAIR NOx Allowance Allocations, provided that substitute language. as set forth
below, shall apply in lieu of the indicated provisions.
1. In lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.14l(a) substitute:
"By October 31, 2006, the permitting authority will submit to the Administrator the
CAIR NOx allowance allocations, in a format prescribed by the Administrator and in
accordance with sections 96.142(a) and (b), for the control periods in 2009, 2010, 2011,
and 2012."
2. In lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.141(b), substitute:
"By October 31, 2009, and October 31 of each third year hereafter, the permitting
authority will submit to the Administrator the CAIR NOx allowance allocations, in a
format prescribed by the Administrator and in accordance with sections 96.142(a) and
(b), for the control periods in the fourth, fifth, and sixth years after the year of the
applicable deadline for submission under this paragraph."
3. In lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.142(a)(l), substitute:
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"The baseline heat input (in mmBtu) used with respect to CAIR NOx allowance
allocations under paragraph (b) of this section for each CAIR NOx unit will be:
i.. For units commencing operation before January 1, 2000; the average of the 3
highest amounts of the unit's adjusted control period heat input for 2000 through
2004; for units commencing operation on or after January 1, 2000. and before
January 1, 2007: the average of the 3 highest amounts of the unit's adjusted
control period heat input over the first 5 calendar years following the year in
which the unit commenced operation or the average of the 2 highest amounts of
the unit's adjusted control period heat input over the first 4 calendar years
following the year in which the unit commenced operation or the maximum
adjusted control period heat input over the first 1 to 3 calendar years following
the year in which the unit commenced operation depending on the maximum
number (1 to 5) of such calendar years of data available to the permitting
authority for determination of allowance allocations pursuant to sections
96.14l(a) or 96.14l(b); with the adjusted control period heat input for each year
calculated as follows:
(A) If the unit is 85 percent or more {on a Btu basis) biomass-fired during
the year and is subject to best available control technology (BACT) for NOx
emissions, the unit's control period heat input for such year is multiplied by
150 percent;
(B) If the unit is coal-fired during the year. and not subject to paragraph
(a)(1)(i)(A) of this section for the year, the unit's control period heat input for
such year is multiplied by 100 percent;
(C) If the unit is oil-fired during the year, the unit's control period heat input
for such year is multiplied by 60 percent; and
(D) If the unit is not subject to paragraph (a)(l)(i)(A), (B), or (C) of this
section, the unit's control period heat input for such year is multiplied by 40
percent.
ii. For units commencing operation on or after January l, 2007: the average of the
3 highest amounts of the unit's total converted control period heat input over the
first 5 calendar years following the year in which the unit commenced operation,
or the average of the 2 highest amounts of the unit's total converted control
period heat input over the first 4 calendar years following the year in which the
unit commenced operation, or the maximum total converted control period heat
input over the first 1 to 3 calendar years following the year in which the unit
commenced operation, depending on the maximum number (l to 5) of such
calendar years of data available to the permitting authority for determination of
allowance allocations pursuant to section 96.14l(b).
iii. Notwithstanding paragraphs (a)(1)(i) and (ii) of this section, for any unit that
is permanently retired and has not operated during the most recent five-year
period for which the permitting authority has data upon which to base
allocations: zero (0)."
4. In lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.142(a)(2)(i), substitute: ''A unit’s control period heat
input, and a unit's status as biomass-fired, coal-fired or oil-fired, for a calendar year under
paragraph (a)(1)(i) of this section, and a unit’s total tons of NOx emissions during a calendar
year under paragraph (c)(3) of this section, will be determined in accordance with part 75 of
this chapter, to the extent the unit was otherwise subject to the requirements of part 75 of this
chapter for the year, or will be based on the best available data reported to the permitting
authority for the unit. to the extent the unit was not otherwise subject to the requirements of
part 75 of this chapter for the year."
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5. In lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.142(a)(2)(ii)(A), substitute:
"Except as provided in paragraph (a)(2)(ii)(B) or (C) of this section, the control period gross
electrical output of the generator or generators served by the unit multiplied by 7,900
Btu/kWh if the unit is biomass fired (85 percent or more on a Btu basis} for the year, 7.900
Btu/kWh if the unit is coal-fired for the year, or 6,675 Btu/'kWh if the unit is not biomassfired or coal-fired for the year, and divided by 1.000.000 Btu/mmBtu, provided that if a
generator is served by 2 or more units, then the gross electrical output of the generator will be
attributed to each unit in proportion to the unit's share of the total control period heat input of
such units for the year;"
6. ln lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.142(b)(1), substitute:
"For each control period in 2009 and thereafter. the permitting authority will allocate to all
CAIR NOx units in the State that have a baseline heat input (as determined under paragraph
(a) of this section a total amount of CAIR NOx allowances equal to 95 percent of the tons of
NOx emissions in the State trading budget under section 96.140 (except as provided in
paragraph (d) of this section).”
7. In lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.142(c)(1), substitute:
'The permitting authority will establish a separate new unit set-aside for each control period.
Each new unit set-aside will be allocated CAIR NOx allowances equal to 5 percent of the
amount of tons of NOx emissions in the State trading budget under section 96.140, adjusted
as necessary to ensure that the sum of all allocations made by the permitting authority does
not exceed the State trading budget."
8. In lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.142(c)(4)(iv), substitute:
"If the amount of CAIR NOx allowances in the new unit set-aside (or the control period is
less than the sum under paragraph (c)(4)(ii) of this section, then the permitting authority will
allocate to each CAIR NOx unit covered by an allowance allocation request accepted under
paragraph (c)(4)(i) of this section the amount of the CAIR NOx allowances requested as
adjusted under paragraph (c)(4)(i) of this section), multiplied by the amount of CAIR NOx
allowances in the new unit set-aside for the control period divided by the sum determined
under paragraph (c)(4)(ii) of this section, and rounded to the nearest whole allowance using
such rounding convention that results in allocation of the precise number of allowances in the
new unit set-aside."
9. In lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.142(d), substitute:
"If, after completion of the procedures under paragraph (c)(4) of this section for a control
period, any unallocated CAIR NOx allowances remain in the new unit set-aside for the
control period, the permitting authority will allocate to each CAIR NOx unit that was
allocated CAIR NOx allowances under paragraph (b) of this section an amount of CAIR NOx
allowances equal to the total amount of such remaining unallocated CAIR NOx allowances,
multiplied by the unit's allocation under paragraph (b) of this section, divided by 95 percent
of the amount of tons of NOx emissions in the State trading budget under section 96.140, and
rounded to the nearest whole allowance using such rounding convention that results in
allocation of the precise number of allowances remaining in the new unit set-aside."
10. In lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.143(a), substitute:
"The permitting authority will establish a separate compliance supplement pool for the
control period in 2009 and will allocate CAIR NOx allowances equal to 8.335 tons to such
pool. These allowances are in addition to the CAIR NOx allowances allocated under section
96.142."
11. In lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.143(b). substitute:
“For any CAIR NOx unit in the State, if the unit's average annual NOx emission rate for 2007
or 2008 is less than 0.25 lb/mmBtu and, where such unit is included in a NOx averaging plan
under section 76.11 of the chapter under the Acid Rain Program for such year, the unit’s NOx
averaging plan has an actual weighted average NOx emission rate for such year equal to or
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less than the actual weighted average NOx emission rate for the year before such year and if
the unit achieves NOx emission reductions in 2007 and 2008 the CAIR designated
representative of the unit may request early reduction credits, and allocation of CAIR NOx
allowances from the compliance supplement pool under paragraph (a) of this section for such
early reduction credits, in accordance with the following:"
12. In lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.143(b)(2), substitute:
“The CAIR designated representative of such CAIR NOx unit shall submit to the permitting
authority by May 1, 2009, a request, in a format specified by the permitting authority for
allocation of an amount of CAIR NOx allowances from the compliance supplement pool not
exceeding the sum of the unit's heat input for the control period in 2007 multiplied by the
difference (if any greater than zero) between 0.25 lb/mmBtu and the unit's NOx emission rate
for the control period in 2007 plus the unit's heat input for the control period in 2008
multiplied by the difference (if any greater than zero) between 0.25 lb/mmBtu and the unit's
NOx emission rate for the control period in 2008, determined in accordance with subpart HH
of this part and with the sum divided by 2,000 lb/ton and rounded to the nearest whole
number of tons as appropriate."
(e) Subpart FF. CAIR NOx Allowance Tracking System.
(f) Subpart GG. CAIR NOx Allowance Transfers.
(g) Subpart HH, Monitoring and Reporting
(4) CAIR S02 Trading Program. All provisions of the following subparts of 40 CFR Part 96 shall
apply verbatim. The provisions of Subpart III, CAIR SO2 Opt-In Units, shall not apply.
(a) Subpart AAA. CAIR SO2 Trading Program General Provisions.
(b) Subpart BBB. CAIR Designated Representative for CAIR SO2 Sources.
(c) Subpart CCC. Permits.
(d) Subpart FFF. CAIR SO2 Allowance Tracking System.
(e) Subpart GGG. CAIR SO2 Allowance Transfers.
(f) Subpart HHH. Monitoring and Reporting
(5) CAIR NOx Ozone Season Trading Program. Except as otherwise provided herein, all provisions
of the following subparts of 40 CFR Part 96 shall apply verbatim. The provisions of Subpart IIII,
CAIR NOx Ozone Season Opt-In Units, shall not apply.
(a) Subpart AAAA, CAIR NOx Ozone Season Trading Program General Provisions.
(b) Subpart BBBB, CAIR Designated Representative for CAIR NOx Ozone Season Sources.
(c) Subpart CCCC, Permits.
(d) Subpart EEEE, CAIR NOx Ozone Season Allowance Allocations, provided that substitute
language, as set forth below, shall apply in lieu of the indicated provisions.
1. In lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.34l(a), substitute:
"By October 31, 2006, the permitting authority will submit to the Administrator the CAIR
NOx Ozone Season allowance allocations, in a format prescribed by the Administrator and in
accordance with sections 96 342(a) and (b), for the control periods in 2009, 2010, 2011, and
2012."
2. ln lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.34l(b ), substitute:
“By October 31, 2009, and October 31 of each third year thereafter, the permitting authority
will submit to the Administrator the CAIR NOx Ozone Season allowance allocations, in a
format prescribed by the Administrator and in accordance with sections 96.342(a) and (b), for
the control periods in the fourth, fifth, and sixth years after the year of the applicable deadline
for submission under this paragraph."
3. ln lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.342(a)(l), substitute:
"The baseline heat input (in mmBtu) used with respect to CAIR NOx Ozone Season
allowance allocations under paragraph (b) of this section for each CAIR NOx Ozone Season
unit will be;
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i. For units commencing operation before January l, 2000: the average of the 3
highest amounts of the unit's adjusted control period heat input for 2000 through
2004; for units commencing operation on or after January 1, 2000, and before
January 1, 2007: the average of the 3 highest amounts of the unit's adjusted
control period heat input over the first 5 calendar years following the year in
which the unit commenced operation, or the average of the 2 highest amounts of
the unit's adjusted control period heat input over the first 4 calendar years
following the year in which the unit commenced operation. or the maximum
adjusted control period heat input over the first l to 3 calendar years following the
year in which the unit commenced operation depending on the maximum number
(1 to 5) of such calendar years of data available to the permitting authority for
determination of allowance allocations pursuant to sections 96.34l(a) or
96.341(b); with the adjusted control period heat input for each year calculated as
follows:
(A) If the unit is 85 percent or more (on a Btu basis) biomass fired during
the year and is subject to best available control technology (BACT) for
NOx emissions, the unit's control period heat input tor such year is
multiplied by 150 percent:
(B) If the unit is coal-fired during the year, and not subject to paragraph
(a)( l )(i)(A) of this section for the year, the unit's control period heat
input for such year is multiplied by 100 percent;
(C) If the unit is oil-fired during the year. the unit's control period heat
input for such year is multiplied by 60 percent; and
(D) If the unit is not subject to paragraph (a)(l)(i)(A), (B), or (C) of this
section, the unit's control period heat input for such year is multiplied by
40 percent.
ii.. For units commencing operation on or after January 1, 2007: the average of
the 3 highest amounts of the unit's total converted control period heat input over
the first 5 calendar years following the year in which the unit commenced
operation, or the average of the 2 highest amounts of the unit’s total converted
control period heat input over the first 4 calendar years following the year in
which the unit commenced operation, or the maximum total converted control
period heat input over the first 1 to 3 calendar years following the year in which
the unit commenced operation, depending on the maximum number (1 to 5) of
such calendar years of data available to the permitting authority, for
determination of allowance allocations pursuant to section 96.341(b).
iii.. Notwithstanding paragraphs (a)( l )(i) and (ii) of this section, for any unit that
is permanently retired and has not operated during the most recent five-year
period for which the permitting authority has data upon which to base
allocations; zero (0),"
4. In lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.342(a)(2)(i), substitute:
"A unit's control period heat input. and a unit's status as biomass-fired, coal-fired or oil-fired,
for a calendar year under paragraph (a)(1)(i) of this section. and a unit's total tons of NOx
emissions during a control period in a calendar year under paragraph (c)(3) of this section,
will be determined in accordance with part 75 of this chapter. to the extent the unit was
otherwise subject to the requirements of part 75 of this chapter for the year, or will be based
on the best available data reported to the permitting authority for the unit to the extent the unit
was not otherwise subject to the requirements of part 75 of this chapter for the year."
5. ln lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.342(a)(2)(ii)(A). substitute:
"Except as provided in paragraph (a)(2)(ii)(B) or (C) of this section. the control period gross
electrical output of the generator or generators served by the unit multiplied by 7.900
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Btu/kWh if the unit is biomass fired (85 percent or more on a Btu basis) for the year. 7,900
Btu/kWh if the unit is coal-fired for the year, or 6,675 Btu/kWh if the unit is not biomassfired or coal-fired for the year, and divided by 1,000.000 Btu/mmBtu, provided that if a
generator is served by 2 or more units, then the gross electrical output of the generator will be
attributed to each unit in proportion to the unit's share of the total control period heat input of
such units for the year:"
6. In lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.342(b)(1), substitute:
"For each control period in 2009 and thereafter. the permitting authority will allocate to all
CAIR NOx Ozone Season units in the State that have a baseline heat input (as determined
under paragraph (a) of this section) a total amount of CAIR NOx allowances equal to 95
percent of the tons of NOx emissions in the State trading budget under section 96.340 (except
as provided in paragraph (d) of this section)."
7. In lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.342(c)(1), substitute:
"The permitting authority will establish a separate new unit set-aside for each control period.
Each new unit set-aside will be allocated CAIR NOx Ozone Season allowances equal to 5
percent of the amount of tons of NOx emissions in the State trading budget under section
96.340, adjusted as necessary to ensure that the sum of all allocations made by the permitting
authority does not exceed the State trading budget."
8. In lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.342(c)(4)(iv), substitute:
"If the amount of CAIR NOx Ozone Season allowances in the new unit set-aside for the
control period is less than the sum under paragraph (c)(4)(ii) of this section, then the
permitting authority will allocate to each CAIR NOx Ozone Season unit covered by an
allowance allocation request accepted under paragraph (c)(4)(i) of this section the amount of
the CAIR NOx Ozone Season allowances requested (as adjusted under paragraph (c)(4)(i) of
this section), multiplied by the amount of CAIR NOx Ozone Season allowances in the new
unit set-aside for the control period, divided by the sum determined under paragraph (c)(4)(ii)
of this section, and rounded to the nearest whole allowance using such rounding convention
that results in allocation of the precise number of allowances in the new unit set-aside."
9. In lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.342(d) substitute:
“If, after completion of the procedures under paragraph (c)(4) of this section for a control
period, any unallocated CAIR NOx Ozone Season allowances remain in the new unit setaside for the control period, the permitting authority will allocate to each CAIR NOx Ozone
Season unit that was allocated CAIR NOx Ozone Season allowances under paragraph (b) of
this section an amount of CAIR NOx Ozone Season allowances equal to the total amount of
such remaining unallocated CAIR NOx Ozone Season allowances, multiplied by the unit's
allocation under paragraph (b) of this section, divided by 95 percent of the amount of tons of
NOx emissions in the State trading budget under section 96.340, and rounded to the nearest
whole allowance using such rounding convention that results in allocation of the precise
number of allowances remaining in the new unit set-aside."
(e) Subpart FFFF. CAIR NOx Ozone Season Allowance Tracking System.
(f) Subpart GGGG, CAIR NOx Ozone Season Allowance Transfers.
(g) Subpart HHHH, Monitoring and Reporting.
New 9-4-06, Amended 4-1-07, 10-6-08
__________________________________________________________________62-296.470

Original Reg

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

03/16/07

10/12/07

72 FR 58016
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Requested SIP Revision:
The DEP is requesting, by means of a CAA section 110(l) noninterference demonstration, that
Rule 62-296.470, F.A.C., repealed 8/14/2019, be removed from the SIP because it is no longer
needed.
Demonstration: The CAIR (Clean Air Interstate Rule) was a federal rule that addressed interstate
pollution transport, but it is no longer in effect. EPA replaced CAIR with the Cross-State Air
Pollution Rule (CSAPR) in 2015. However, the EPA determined that CSAPR did not apply to
Florida after demonstrating Florida’s noninterference with other states’ air quality. For these
reasons, this rule, which was repealed on 8/14/2019, is no longer needed in the SIP.
Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
No provisions of Rule 62-296.470, F.A.C., would remain in Florida’s SIP.
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62-296.500 REASONABLY AVAILABLE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY (RACT) VOLATILE ORGANIC
COMPOUNDS (VOC) AND NITROGEN OXIDES (NOX) EMITTING FACILITIES
Current SIP:
62-296.500 Reasonably Available Control Technology (RACT) Volatile Organic
Compounds (VOC) and Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) Emitting Facilities.
(1) Applicability.
(a) The specific emission limiting standards and other requirements of Rules 62-296.500 through
62-296.516, F.A.C., shall apply to existing VOC-emitting facilities in areas designated as air
quality maintenance areas for ozone under Rule 62-204.340, F.A.C. In addition, the emission
limiting standards of these rules shall apply to new and modified VOC-emitting facilities in areas
designated as air quality maintenance areas for ozone under Rule 62-204.340, F.A.C., except
those new and modified VOC-emitting facilities which have been or would be subject to review
pursuant to 40 CFR 52.21, or Rule 17-2.17 (repealed), 17-2.500 (transferred), 17-2.510
(transferred), Rule 62-212.400 or 62-212.500, F.A.C.
(b) In addition to the applicable requirements of this section the specific emission limiting
standards and other requirements of Rule 62-296.570, F.A.C., shall apply in Broward, Dade, and
Palm Beach Counties to major VOC-emitting facilities not regulated in whole under Rules 62296.501 through 62-296.516, F.A.C., and major NOx-emitting facilities, except those new and
modified major VOC- and NOx-emitting facilities which have been or would be subject to review
pursuant to 40 CFR 52.21 or Rule 17-2.17 (repealed), 17-2.500 (transferred), 17-2.510
(transferred), Rule 62-212.400 or 62-212.500, F.A.C.
(2) Permit, Recordkeeping, and Compliance Reporting Requirements.
(a) Permits - Special Considerations.
1. Permits to construct or operate are required for all emission units subject to a specific
emission limiting standard or other requirement of Rules 62-296.501 through 62-296.516,
F.A.C., or Rule 62-296.570, F.A.C., except those emission units subject to Rule 62-296.512,
F.A.C., Cutback Asphalt.
2. Permits to operate shall contain conditions relating to operation, emission levels, control
equipment, use of low solvent technology or other resource characteristics necessary to insure
compliance with the applicable rules.
(b) Recordkeeping.
1. An owner or operator of a stationary emission unit using adhesives, coating, solvents,
and/or graphic arts materials and subject to a specific emission limiting standard or other
requirement of Rules 62-296.501 through 62-296.516, F.A.C., or Rule 62-296.570, F.A.C.,
shall maintain daily records of operations for the most recent two year period. The records
shall be made available to the local, state, or federal air pollution agency upon request. The
records shall include, but not be limited to the following:
a. The rule number applicable to the operation for which the records are being
maintained.
b. The application method and substrate type (metal, plastic, paper, etc.).
c. The amount and type of adhesive, coatings (including catalyst and reducer for
multicomponent coatings), solvent, and/or graphic arts material used at each point of
application, including exempt compounds.
d. The VOC content as applied in each adhesive coating, solvent, and/or graphic arts
material.
e. The date for each application of adhesive coating, solvent, and/or graphic arts material.
f. The amount of surface preparation, clean-up, wash-up of solvent including exempt
compounds) used and the VOC content of each.
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g. Oven temperature (where applicable).
2. VOC content shall be calculated using a percent solids basis (less water and exempt
solvents) for adhesives, coating, and inks, using EPA Reference Method 24.
3. VOC content and density of rotogravure publication inks shall be determined by EPA
Reference Method 24A.
4. The Department may accept, instead of the coating analysis methods required under Rules
62-296.500(2)(b)2. and 3., F.A.C., a certification by the coating manufacturer of the
composition of the coating if it is supported by actual batch formulation records. The
manufacturer's certification shall be consistent with EPA's document number 450/3-84-019,
titled, "Procedures for Certifying Quantity of Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted by Paint,
Ink, and other Coatings".
5. When an emissions unit utilizes add-on controls to achieve compliance, documentation
will be necessary to assure proper operation. Examples of some controls and related
information are:
a. Thermal incinerator - combustion temperature, inlet and outlet VOC concentration
from emission tests, how and when these concentrations were determined, destruction or
removal efficiency, and manufacturer data.
b. Catalytic incinerator - exhaust gas temperature, change in temperature across catalyst
bed, date of last change of catalyst bed, inlet and outlet VOC concentration from
emission tests, how and when these concentrations were determined, destruction or
removal efficiency, and manufacturer data.
c. Condenser - inlet temperature of cooling medium, outlet temperature of cooling
medium, inlet and outlet VOC concentration from emission tests, how and when these
concentrations were determined, removal efficiency, and manufacturer data.
(c) Reporting. Annually, in accordance with a schedule and reporting format provided by the
Department, the owner or operator of any emissions unit having a Department air operation
permit and subject to a specific emission limitation under Rule 62-296.501 through 62-296.516,
F.A.C., shall provide the Department with proof of compliance with such limitation. Compliance
with the requirements of Rule 62-296.570, F.A.C., shall be demonstrated in accordance with the
provisions of that section.
(3) Exceptions.
(a) Emissions units which in combination with all other emissions units at the facility subject to
the same specific emission limitation under Rule 62-296.501 through 62-296.516, F.A.C., emit
VOC at rates of not more than 15 pounds (6.8 kilograms) in any one day and not more than 3
pounds (1.4 kilograms) in any one hour.
(b) Emissions units used exclusively for chemical or physical analysis, or for the determination of
product quality and commercial acceptance, provided:
1. The operation of the emissions unit is not an integral part of any production process; and
2. The emissions from the emissions unit do not exceed 800 pounds (363 kilograms) in any
one calendar month.
(4) Consideration of Exempt Solvents - Compliance calculations for coatings containing solvents
exempted under the definition of VOC shall be determined as follows:
Given the mass of VOC and mass of exempt solvent per unit volume of coating, determine the mass
of VOC per unit volume of coating less exempt solvent.
Let x = mass of exempt solvent per unit volume of coating
y = mass of VOC per unit volume of coating
d = density of exempt solvent
z = mass of VOC per unit volume of coating less exempt solvent.
Then
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z = [y/(1 - x/d)] or
If more than one solvent is present and the individual volumes and densities are
known, use:
d = d1V1 + d2V2 + . . . dnVn
V1 + V2 + . . . Vn
where
V = volume of each component solvent
(5) Compliance may be demonstrated for surface coating and graphic arts facilities on a 24-hour
weighted average basis for a single emissions unit point with a single emission limit.
(6) Specific Emission Limitations. The specific volatile organic compounds emission limiting
standards set forth in Rules 62-296.401 through 62-296.416, F.A.C., have been found to represent the
application of RACT for each emissions unit category listed in those rules except for those emissions
unit categories listed in Rules 62-296.501 through 62-296.516, F.A.C., and Rule 62-296.570, F.A.C.
For those emissions unit categories the volatile organic compounds emission standards of Rules 62296.501 through 62-296.516, F.A.C., and Rule 62-296.570, F.A.C., have been found to represent the
application of RACT. Emission limitations for surface coating operations shall be expressed in units
of pounds VOC/gallon of solids as applied rather than pounds VOC/gallon of coating (less water and
exempt solvents) when crossline averaging or compliance using add-on control equipment such as
incineration is involved. The method of calculating pounds VOC/gallon of solids as applied from the
pounds VOC/gallon of coating is shown in Table 296.500-1.
TABLE 296.500-1
CALCULATION OF POUNDS VOC/GALLON OF SOLIDS
FROM POUNDS VOC/GALLON OF COATING
These calculations shall be determined as follows:
EXAMPLE CONVERSION
GIVEN: COATING OF 3 POUNDS VOC/GALLON OF COATING (LESS WATER AND EXEMPT
SOLVENTS) AND VOC DENSITY OF 7.36 POUNDS VOC/GALLON.
PROBLEM: CONVERT POUNDS VOC/GALLON OF COATING TO POUNDS VOC/GALLON OF
SOLIDS.
STEP 1 - WHAT IS THE VOLUME OF VOC IN 1 GALLON OF COATING?
3 pounds VOC
------------------ X
gallons coating

1 gallon VOC
---------------------7.36 pounds VOC

0.408 gallon VOC
= ---------------------gallon coating

STEP 2 - WHAT IS THE VOLUME OF SOLIDS IN 1 GALLON COATING?
1 GALLON COATING - VOLUME VOC = VOLUME SOLIDS
1 - 0.408 = 0.592 GALLON SOLIDS
STEP 3 - HOW MANY GALLONS OF COATING DOES IT TAKE TO GET A GALLON OF
SOLIDS? (INVERSE OF STEP 2)
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1 GALLON COATING
------------------------------0.592 GALLON SOLIDS

1.689 GALLON COATING
---------------------------------GALLON SOLIDS

=

STEP 4 - CONVERT 3 POUNDS VOC/GALLON OF COATING TO POUNDS VOC/GALLON OF
SOLIDS
3 POUNDS VOC
-------------------------- X
GALLON COATING

1.689 GALLON COATING
5.07 POUNDS VOC
---------------------------------- = ------------------------GALLON SOLIDS
GALLON SOLIDS

ANSWER: 3 POUNDS VOC/GALLON OF COATING (LESS WATER AND EXEMPT
SOLVENTS) = 5.07 POUNDS VOC/GALLON OF SOLIDS
History: Formerly 17-2.650(1) - (1)(f), Amended 2-2-93, 4-17-94; Formerly 17-296.500; Amended 11-23-94, 1-196, 3-11-10.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.500
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Requested SIP Revisions:
1) A minor rule revision, effective 1/01/1996, to change the word “section” to “rule” in rule
paragraphs 62-296.500(1)(b) and (2)(c), F.A.C., submitted for approval into the SIP on
4/15/1996, appears to not have been approved into the SIP when the SIP was revised on
6/16/1999. Therefore, the DEP is requesting again that the following amendments to rule
paragraphs 62-296.500(1)(b) and (2)(c), F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
(1)(b) In addition to the applicable requirements of this rule section the specific emission
limiting standards and other requirements of Rule 62-296.570, F.A.C., shall apply in
Broward, Dade, and Palm Beach Counties to major VOC-emitting facilities not regulated in
whole under Rules 62-296.501 through 62-296.516, F.A.C., and major NOx-emitting
facilities, except those new and modified major VOC- and NOx-emitting facilities which have
been or would be subject to review pursuant to 40 CFR 52.21 or Rule 17-2.17 (repealed),
17-2.500 (transferred), 17-2.510 (transferred), Rule 62-212.400 or 62-212.500, F.A.C.
(2)(c) Reporting. Annually, in accordance with a schedule and reporting format provided by
the Department, the owner or operator of any emissions unit having a Department air
operation permit and subject to a specific emission limitation under Rule 62-296.501 through
62-296.516, F.A.C., shall provide the Department with proof of compliance with such
limitation. Compliance with the requirements of Rule 62-296.570, F.A.C., shall be
demonstrated in accordance with the provisions of that rule section.

2) Effective 8/14/2019, rule subsections 62-296.500(1) and (2), F.A.C., were revised to
(1) include a clarification of what “existing” VOC-emitting facilities are;
(2) remove the references to “areas designated as air quality maintenance areas for ozone
under Rule subsection 62-204.340, F.A.C.,” and simply list the counties in which the rules
apply;
(3) clarify what the rule citations (Rules 62-212.400 and 62-212.500, F.A.C.) refer to, i.e.,
Prevention of Significant Deterioration and Preconstruction Review of Nonattainment
Areas, respectively;
(4) add exemption from permits to construct or operate for emissions units which are, instead,
operating under an Air General Permit; and
(5) adopt by reference EPA’s “Procedures for Certifying Quantity of Volatile Organic
Compounds Emitted by Paint, Ink, and Other Coatings.”
Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the following amendments to rule subsections 62296.500(1) and (2), F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
62-296.500 Reasonably Available Control Technology (RACT) – Volatile Organic Compounds
(VOC) and Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) Emitting Facilities.
(1) Applicability.
(a) The specific emission limiting standards and other requirements of Rules 62-296.500
through 62-296.516, F.A.C., shall apply to each stationary VOC-emitting stationary
emissions unit in Broward, Duval, Hillsborough, Miami-Dade, Orange, Palm Beach, or
Pinellas County, except for any emission unit which has been or would be subject to
Prevention of Significant Deterioration review or Preconstruction Review for
Nonattainment Areas, existing VOC-emitting facilities in areas designated as air quality
maintenance areas for ozone under Rule 62-204.340, F.A.C. In addition, the emission
limiting standards of these rules shall apply to new and modified VOC-emitting facilities
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in areas designated as air quality maintenance areas for ozone under Rule 62-204.340,
F.A.C., except those new and modified VOC-emitting facilities which have been or would
be subject to review pursuant to 40 C.F.R. 52.21, as adopted and incorporated by
reference in Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or Rule 17-2.17 (repealed), 17-2.500 (transferred),
17-2.510 (transferred), 62-212.400 or 62-212.500, F.A.C.
(b) In addition to the applicable requirements of this rule, the specific emission limiting
standards and other requirements of Rule 62-296.570, F.A.C., shall apply in Broward,
Dade, and Palm Beach counties to major VOC-emitting facilities not regulated in whole
under Rules 62-296.501 through 62-296.516, F.A.C., and major NOx-emitting facilities,
except those new and modified major VOC- and NOx-emitting facilities which have been
or would be subject to Prevention of Significant Deterioration review or Preconstruction
Review for Nonattainment Areas, review pursuant to 40 C.F.R. 52.21, as adopted and
incorporated by reference in Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or Rule 17-2.17 (repealed), 172.500 (transferred), 17-2.510 (transferred), 62-212.400, or 62-212.500, F.A.C.
(2) Permit, Recordkeeping, and Compliance Reporting Requirements.
(a) Permits – Special Considerations.
1. Permits to construct or operate are required for all emissions units subject to a
specific emission limiting standard or other requirement of Rules 62-296.501 through
62-296.516, or 62-296.570, F.A.C., except those emissions units subject to Rule 62296.512, F.A.C., Cutback Asphalt, or emissions units operating under an Air General
Permit pursuant to Rule 62-210.310, F.A.C.
2. No change.
(b) Recordkeeping.
1. through 3. No change.
4. The Department may accept, instead of the coating analysis methods required
under paragraphs 62-296.500(2)(b)2. and 3., F.A.C., a certification by the coating
manufacturer of the composition of the coating if it is supported by actual batch
formulation records. The manufacturer’s certification shall be consistent with EPA’s
document number 450/3-84-019, titled, “Procedures for Certifying Quantity of
Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted by Paint, Ink, and Other Coatings,.” effective
December 1984, herein adopted and incorporated by reference
(http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-10762).
5. No change.
(c) No change.
(3) through (6) No change.

3) The list of rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.500, F.A.C., needs to be updated as
follows:
History: Formerly 17-2.650(1) - (1)(f), Amended 2-2-93, 4-17-94; Formerly 17-296.500; Amended
11-23-94, 1-1-96, 3-11-10, 8-14-19.

4) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end of
the rule section needs to be edited as shown below because, though the recodification of
the rule was effective 11/23/92, that recodification was submitted to EPA on 1/11/93:
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_____________________________________________________________62-296.500
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Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.500 Reasonably Available Control Technology (RACT) – Volatile Organic Compounds
(VOC) and Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) Emitting Facilities.
(1) Applicability.
(a) The specific emission limiting standards and other requirements of rules 62-296.500 through
62-296.516, F.A.C., shall apply to each stationary VOC-emitting stationary emissions unit in
Broward, Duval, Hillsborough, Miami-Dade, Orange, Palm Beach, or Pinellas County, except for
any emission unit which has been or would be subject to Prevention of Significant Deterioration
review or Preconstruction Review for Nonattainment Areas, pursuant to 40 C.F.R. 52.21, as
adopted and incorporated by reference in Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or Rule 17-2.17 (repealed), 172.500 (transferred), 17-2.510 (transferred), 62-212.400 or 62-212.500, F.A.C.
(b) In addition to the applicable requirements of this rule, the specific emission limiting standards
and other requirements of Rule 62-296.570, F.A.C., shall apply in Broward, Dade, and Palm Beach
counties to major VOC-emitting facilities not regulated in whole under rules 62-296.501 through
62-296.516, F.A.C., and major NOx-emitting facilities, except those new and modified major
VOC- and NOx-emitting facilities which have been or would be subject to Prevention of Significant
Deterioration review or Preconstruction Review for Nonattainment Areas, pursuant to 40 C.F.R.
52.21, as adopted and incorporated by reference in Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or Rule 17-2.17
(repealed), 17-2.500 (transferred), 17-2.510 (transferred), 62-212.400, or 62-212.500, F.A.C.
(2) Permit, Recordkeeping, and Compliance Reporting Requirements.
(a) Permits – Special Considerations.
1. Permits to construct or operate are required for all emissions units subject to a specific
emission limiting standard or other requirement of rules 62-296.501 through 62-296.516, or
62-296.570, F.A.C., except those emissions units subject to rule 62-296.512, F.A.C., Cutback
Asphalt, or emissions units operating under an Air General Permit pursuant to Rule 62-210.310,
F.A.C.
2. Permits to operate shall contain conditions relating to operation, emission levels, control
equipment, use of low solvent technology or other resource characteristics necessary to insure
compliance with the applicable rules.
(b) Recordkeeping.
1. An owner or operator of a stationary emissions unit using adhesives, coating, solvents, and/or
graphic arts materials and subject to a specific emission limiting standard or other requirement
of rules 62-296.501 through 62-296.516, or 62-296.570, F.A.C., shall maintain daily records
of operations for the most recent two year period. The records shall be made available to the
local, state, or federal air pollution agency upon request. The records shall include, but not be
limited to, the following:
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a. The rule number applicable to the operation for which the records are being maintained.
b. The application method and substrate type (metal, plastic, paper, etc.).
c. The amount and type of adhesive, coatings (including catalyst and reducer for
multicomponent coatings), solvent, and/or graphic arts material used at each point of
application, including exempt compounds.
d. The VOC content as applied in each adhesive coating, solvent, and/or graphic arts
material.
e. The date for each application of adhesive coating, solvent, and/or graphic arts material.
f. The amount of surface preparation, clean-up, wash-up of solvent (including exempt
compounds) used and the VOC content of each.
g. Oven temperature (where applicable).
2. VOC content shall be calculated using a percent solids basis (less water and exempt solvents)
for adhesives, coating, and inks, using EPA Reference Method 24.
3. VOC content and density of rotogravure publication inks shall be determined by EPA
Reference Method 24A.
4. The Department may accept, instead of the coating analysis methods required under
paragraphs 62-296.500(2)(b)2. and 3., F.A.C., a certification by the coating manufacturer of
the composition of the coating if it is supported by actual batch formulation records. The
manufacturer’s certification shall be consistent with EPA’s document number 450/3-84-019,
titled, “Procedures for Certifying Quantity of Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted by Paint,
Ink, and Other Coatings,” effective December 1984, herein adopted and incorporated by
reference (http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-10762).
5. When an emissions unit utilizes add-on controls to achieve compliance, documentation will
be necessary to assure proper operation. Examples of some controls and related information
are:
a. Thermal incinerator – combustion temperature, inlet and outlet VOC concentration from
emission tests, how and when these concentrations were determined, destruction or
removal efficiency, and manufacturer data.
b. Catalytic incinerator – exhaust gas temperature, change in temperature across catalyst
bed, date of last change of catalyst bed, inlet and outlet VOC concentration from emission
tests, how and when these concentrations were determined, destruction or removal
efficiency, and manufacturer data.
c. Condenser – inlet temperature of cooling medium, outlet temperature of cooling
medium, inlet and outlet VOC concentration from emission tests, how and when these
concentrations were determined, removal efficiency, and manufacturer data.
(c) Reporting. Annually, in accordance with a schedule and reporting format provided by the
Department, the owner or operator of any emissions unit having a Department air operation permit
and subject to a specific emission limitation under rules 62-296.501 through 62-296.516, F.A.C.,
shall provide the Department with proof of compliance with such limitation. Compliance with the
requirements of rule 62-296.570, F.A.C., shall be demonstrated in accordance with the provisions
of that rule.
(3) Exceptions.
(a) Emissions units which in combination with all other emissions units at the facility subject to the
same specific emission limitation under rules 62-296.501 through 62-296.516, F.A.C., emit VOC
at rates of not more than 15 pounds (6.8 kilograms) in any one day and not more than 3 pounds (1.4
kilograms) in any one hour.
(b) Emissions units used exclusively for chemical or physical analysis, or for the determination of
product quality and commercial acceptance, provided:
1. The operation of the emissions unit is not an integral part of any production process; and,
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2. The emissions from the emissions unit do not exceed 800 pounds (363 kilograms) in any one
calendar month.
(4) Consideration of Exempt Solvents – Compliance calculations for coatings containing solvents
exempted under the definition of VOC shall be determined as follows:
Given the mass of VOC and mass of exempt solvent per unit volume of coating, determine the mass of
VOC per unit volume of coating less exempt solvent.
Let
x = mass of exempt solvent per unit volume of coating
y = mass of VOC per unit volume of coating
d = density of exempt solvent
z = mass of VOC per unit volume of coating less exempt solvent.
Then
z = [y/ (1 - x/d)] or
If more than one solvent is present and the individual volumes and densities are known, use:
d =
d1 V1 + d2 V2 + . . . dn Vn
_____________________
V1 + V2 + . . . Vn

where
V = volume of each component solvent
(5) Compliance may be demonstrated for surface coating and graphic arts facilities on a 24-hour
weighted average basis for a single emissions unit point with a single emission limit.
(6) Specific Emission Limitations. The specific volatile organic compounds emission limiting standards
set forth in rules 62-296.401 through 62-296.416, F.A.C., have been found to represent the application
of RACT for each emissions unit category listed in those rules except for those emissions unit categories
listed in rules 62-296.501 through 62-296.516, and 62-296.570, F.A.C. For those emissions unit
categories the volatile organic compounds emission standards of rules 62-296.501 through 62-296.516,
and 62-296.570, F.A.C., have been found to represent the application of RACT. Emission limitations
for surface coating operations shall be expressed in units of pounds VOC/gallon of solids as applied
rather than pounds VOC/gallon of coating (less water and exempt solvents) when crossline averaging
or compliance using add-on control equipment such as incineration is involved. The method of
calculating pounds VOC/gallon of solids as applied from the pounds VOC/gallon of coating is shown
in Table 296.500-1.
TABLE 296.500-1 CALCULATION OF POUNDS VOC/GALLON OF SOLIDS
FROM POUNDS VOC/GALLON OF COATING
These calculations shall be determined as follows:
EXAMPLE CONVERSION
GIVEN: COATING OF 3 POUNDS VOC/GALLON OF COATING (LESS WATER AND
EXEMPT SOLVENTS) AND VOC DENSITY OF 7.36 POUNDS VOC/GALLON.
PROBLEM: CONVERT
VOC/GALLON OF SOLIDS.

POUNDS

VOC/GALLON

OF

COATING

TO

POUNDS

STEP 1 – WHAT IS THE VOLUME OF VOC IN 1 GALLON OF COATING?
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3 POUNDS VOC
GALLON COATING

×

1 GALLON VOC
7.36 POUNDS VOC

=

0.408 GALLON VOC
GALLON COATING

STEP 2 – WHAT IS THE VOLUME OF SOLIDS IN 1 GALLON COATING?
1 GALLON COATING – VOLUME VOC = VOLUME SOLIDS
1 – 0.408 = 0.592 GALLON SOLIDS
STEP 3 – HOW MANY GALLONS OF COATING DOES IT TAKE TO GET A GALLON OF
SOLIDS? (INVERSE OF STEP 2)
1 GALLON COATING =
0.592 GALLON SOLIDS

1.689 GALLON COATING
GALLON SOLIDS

STEP 4 – CONVERT 3 POUNDS VOC/GALLON OF COATING TO POUNDS VOC/GALLON OF
SOLIDS
3 POUNDS VOC
× 1.689 GALLON COATING=
GALLON COATING
GALLON SOLIDS

5.07 POUNDS VOC
GALLON SOLIDS

ANSWER: 3 POUNDS VOC/GALLON OF COATING (LESS WATER AND EXEMPT
SOLVENTS) = 5.07 POUNDS VOC/GALLON OF SOLIDS
History–Formerly 17-2.650(1) – (1)(f), Amended 2-2-93, 3-17-94, Formerly 17-296.500, Amended 11-2394, 1-1-96, 3-11-10, 8-14-19.
_____________________________________________________________62-296.500
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2nd Revision
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4th Revision
5th Revision
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62-296.501 CAN COATING
Current SIP:
62-296.501 Can Coating.
(1) Applicability. The emission limiting standards set forth in Rule 62-296.501, F.A.C., will apply
to:
(a) Coating applicators and ovens of sheet, can, or end coating lines involved in sheet basecoat
(exterior and interior) and overvarnish;
(b) Two-piece can exterior (basecoat and overvarnish);
(c) Two- and three-piece can interior body spray;
(d) Two-piece can exterior end (spray or roll coat);
(e) Three-piece can side-seam and end sealing compound operation.
(2) Emission Limiting Standards. No owner or operator of can coating lines subject to Rule
62-296.501, F.A.C., may cause, allow, or permit the discharge into the atmosphere of any volatile
organic compounds in excess of the total discharge that would occur if each coating line complied
with the emission limitations contained in Rule 62-296.501(2)(a) through (d), F.A.C. below.
Compliance with these limitations for any given day's operation shall be determined by using the
method contained in 45 FR 80824. A copy of the above referenced document is available from the
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., and may be
inspected at the Department's Tallahassee office.
(a) 2.8 pounds per gallon of coating (0.34 kilograms per liter), excluding water, delivered to the
coating applicator of;
1. Sheet basecoat (exterior and interior) and overvarnish, or
2. Two-piece can exterior (basecoat and overvarnish) operation.
(b) 4.2 pounds per gallon of coating (0.50 kilograms per liter), excluding water delivered to the
coating applicator from two- and three-piece can interior body spray and two-piece can exterior
end (spray or roll coat) operations.
(c) 5.5 pounds per gallon of coating (0.66 kilograms per liter), excluding water, delivered to the
coating applicator from three-piece can side-seam spray operations.
(d) 3.7 pounds per gallon of coating (0.44 kilograms per liter) excluding water delivered to the
coating applicator from can side-seams and end sealing compound operations.
(3) Control Technology. The emission limits in Rule 62-296.501(2), F.A.C., shall be achieved by:
(a) The application of low solvent content coating technology; or,
(b) Incineration, provided that 90 percent of the volatile organic compounds (VOC measured as
total combustible carbon) which enter the incinerator are oxidized to carbon dioxide and water.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
Method 24 or EPA 450/3-84-019, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297,
F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25 or
Attachment 3 of EPA 450/2-78-041, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter
62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA VOC
Capture Efficiency Test Procedures Rule 62-297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each
capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the
Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
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History: Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)1; Formerly 17-296.501; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.501

Original Reg
1st Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

11/23/92
12/21/94

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

Requested SIP Revisions:
1) Effective 7/10/2014, rule subsection 62-296.501(4), F.A.C., was updated to revise
references to the locations of adoption and incorporations of EPA test methods and
reference materials. Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the following amendments to
rule subsection 62-296.501(4), F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements
of this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be
EPA Method 24, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and
incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures
for Certifying Quantity of Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted by Paint, Ink, and Other
Coatings (http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298), hereby
adopted and incorporated by reference. incorporated and adopted by reference in
Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method
25, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by
reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/ 2-78-041,
Alternate Test Method for Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic
Compounds Using a Flame Ionization Analyzer adopted and incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
VOC Capture Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450subsection
62-297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each capture efficiency test run shall be
at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62297.620, F.A.C.
(c) No change.

2) The list of rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.501, F.A.C., needs to be updated as
follows:
History: Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)1.,; Formerly 17-296.501; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.

3) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end of
the rule section needs to be edited as shown below because, though the recodification of
the rule was effective 11/23/92, that recodification was submitted to EPA on 1/11/93. In
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addition, a minor rule revision, effective 1/01/1996, to change the word “section” to
“rule” in rule subsection 62-296.501(4), F.A.C., and submitted to EPA for approval into
the SIP on 4/15/1996, appears to have been approved into the SIP when the SIP was
revised on 6/16/1999. However, the 4/15/1996 submittal date is not included in the table,
only the 12/21/94 submittal date, for another SIP submittal also approved on 6/16/1999.
Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the table be updated as follows:
______________________________________________________________62-296.501

Original Reg
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

01/11/93 11/23/92
12/21/94 & 04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.501 Can Coating.
(1) Applicability. The emission limiting standards set forth in Rule 62-296.501, F.A.C., will apply to:
(a) Coating applicators and ovens of sheet, can, or end coating lines involved in sheet basecoat
(exterior and interior) and overvarnish;
(b) Two-piece can exterior (basecoat and overvarnish);
(c) Two- and three-piece can interior body spray;
(d) Two-piece can exterior end (spray or roll coat);
(e) Three-piece can side-seam and end sealing compound operation.
(2) Emission Limiting Standards. No owner or operator of can coating lines subject to Rule 62-296.501,
F.A.C., may cause, allow, or permit the discharge into the atmosphere of any volatile organic
compounds in excess of the total discharge that would occur if each coating line complied with the
emission limitations contained in paragraphs 62-296.501(2)(a) through (d), F.A.C. below. Compliance
with these limitations for any given day’s operation shall be determined by using the method contained
in 45 FR80824. A copy of the above referenced document is available from the Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C., and may be inspected at the
Department's Tallahassee office.
(a) 2.8 pounds per gallon of coating (0.34 kilograms per liter), excluding water, delivered to the
coating applicator of:
1. Sheet basecoat (exterior and interior) and overvarnish, or
2. Two-piece can exterior (basecoat and overvarnish) operation.
(b) 4.2 pounds per gallon of coating (0.50 kilograms per liter), excluding water delivered to the
coating applicator from two- and three-piece can interior body spray and two-piece can exterior
end (spray or roll coat) operations.
(c) 5.5 pounds per gallon of coating (0.66 kilograms per liter), excluding water, delivered to the
coating applicator from three-piece can side-seam spray operations.
(d) 3.7 pounds per gallon of coating (0.44 kilograms per liter) excluding water delivered to the
coating applicator from can side-seams and end sealing compound operations.
(3) Control Technology. The emission limits in subsection 62-296.501(2), F.A.C., shall be achieved
by:
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(a) The application of low solvent content coating technology, or
(b) Incineration, provided that 90 percent of the volatile organic compounds (VOC measured as
total combustible carbon) which enter the incinerator are oxidized to carbon dioxide and water.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method
24, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule
62-204.800, F.A.C., or EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures for Certifying Quantity of Volatile Organic
Compounds
Emitted
by
Paint,
Ink,
and
Other
Coatings
(http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298), hereby adopted and incorporated
by reference.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25, as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule
62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/2-78-041, Alternate Test Method for Direct
Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using a Flame Ionization Analyzer
adopted and incorporated by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be VOC Capture
Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450, F.A.C. The sampling time for
each capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the
Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History–Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)1., 17-296.501, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
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62-296.502 COIL COATING
Current SIP:
62-296.502 Coil Coating.
(1) Applicability. The emission limiting standard set forth in Rule 62-296.502, F.A.C., will apply to
coating applicators, coating lines with or without ovens, and quench areas of coil coating lines
involved in prime and topcoat or single-coat operations.
(2) Emission Limiting Standard. No owner or operator of a coil coating line subject to Rule
62-296.502, F.A.C., may cause, allow, or permit the discharge into the atmosphere of any volatile
organic compounds in excess of 2.6 pounds per gallon of coating (0.31 kilograms per liter), excluding
water delivered to a coating applicator from prime and topcoat or single-coat operations.
(3) Control Technology. The emission limit under Rule 62-296.502(2), F.A.C., shall be achieved by:
(a) The application of low solvent content coating technology; or
(b) Incineration, provided that 90 percent of the volatile organic compounds (VOC measured as a
total combustible carbon) which enter the incinerator are oxidized to carbon dioxide and water.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
Method 24 or EPA 450/3-84-019, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297,
F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25 or
Attachment 3 of EPA 450/2-78-041, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter
62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA VOC
Capture Efficiency Test Procedures Rule 62-297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each
capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the
Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)2.; Formerly 17-296.502; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.502

Original Reg
1st Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

11/23/92
12/21/94

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

Requested SIP Revisions:
1) Effective 7/10/2014, rule subsection 62-296.502(4), F.A.C., was updated to revise references
to the locations of adoption and incorporations of EPA test methods and reference materials.
Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the following amendments to rule subsection 62296.502(4), F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements
of this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
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(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
Method 24, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by
reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures for Certifying
Quantity of Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted by Paint, Ink, and Other Coatings
(http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298), hereby adopted and
incorporated by reference. incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25, as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule
62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/ 2-78-041, Alternate Test Method for Direct
Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using a Flame Ionization Analyzer,
adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA VOC
Capture Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450subsection 62297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8
hours, unless otherwise approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(c) No change.

2) The list of rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.502, F.A.C., needs to be updated as
follows:
History: Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)2.,; Formerly 17-296.502; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.

3) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end of the
rule section needs to be edited as shown below because, though the recodification of the rule
was effective 11/23/92, that recodification was submitted to EPA on 1/11/93. In addition, a
minor rule revision, effective 1/01/1996, to change the word “section” to “rule” in rule
subsection 62-296.502(4), F.A.C., and submitted to EPA for approval into the SIP on
4/15/1996, appears to have been approved into the SIP when the SIP was revised on
6/16/1999. However, the 4/15/1996 submittal date is not included in the table, only the
12/21/94 submittal date, for another SIP submittal also approved on 6/16/1999. Therefore,
the DEP is requesting that the table be updated as follows:
______________________________________________________________62-296.502

Original Reg
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

01/11/93 11/23/92
12/21/94 & 04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.502 Coil Coating.
(1) Applicability. The emission limiting standard set forth in Rule 62-296.502, F.A.C., will apply to
coating applicators, coating lines with or without ovens, and quench areas of coil coating lines involved
in prime and topcoat or single-coat operations.
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(2) Emission Limiting Standard. No owner or operator of a coil coating line subject to Rule 62-296.502,
F.A.C., may cause, allow, or permit the discharge into the atmosphere of any volatile organic
compounds in excess of 2.6 pounds per gallon of coating (0.31 kilograms per liter), excluding water
delivered to a coating applicator from prime and topcoat or single-coat operations.
(3) Control Technology. The emission limit under subsection 62-296.502(2), F.A.C., shall be achieved
by:
(a) The application of low solvent content coating technology, or
(b) Incineration, provided that 90 percent of the volatile organic compounds (VOC measured as a
total combustible carbon) which enter the incinerator are oxidized to carbon dioxide and water.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method
24, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule
62-204.800, F.A.C., or EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures for Certifying Quantity of Volatile Organic
Compounds
Emitted
by
Paint,
Ink,
and
Other
Coatings
(http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298), hereby adopted and incorporated
by reference.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25, as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule
62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/2-78-041, Alternate Test Method for Direct
Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using a Flame Ionization Analyszer,
adopted and incorporated by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be VOC Capture
Efficiency Test Procedures as described in Rule 62-297.450, F.A.C. The sampling time for
each capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the
Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History–Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)2., 17-296.502, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
______________________________________________________________62-296.502

Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision

SIP Revision 2021-03 Submittal

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
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Register

01/11/93
12/21/94 & 04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
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62-296.503 PAPER COATING
Current SIP:
62-296.503 Paper Coating.
(1) Applicability. The emission limiting standards set forth in Rule 62-296.503, F.A.C., will apply to
roll, knife, or rotogravure coaters and drying ovens of paper coating lines. The following standards
shall also apply to saturation operations.
(2) Emission Limiting Standards. No owner or operator of a paper coating line subject to Rule
62-296.503, F.A.C., may cause, allow, or permit the discharge into the atmosphere of any volatile
organic compounds in excess of 2.9 pounds per gallon of coating (0.35 kilograms per liter), excluding
water, delivered to the coating applicator from a paper coating line.
(3) Control Technology. The emission limit under Rule 62-296.503(2), F.A.C.; shall be achieved by:
(a) The application of low solvent content coating technology; or
(b) Incineration, provided that 90 percent of the volatile organic compounds (VOC measured as
total combustible carbon) which enter the incinerator are oxidized to carbon dioxide and water.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
Method 24 or EPA 450/3-84-019, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297,
F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25 or
Attachment 3 of EPA 450/2-78-041, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter
62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA VOC
Capture Efficiency Test Procedures Rule 62-297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each
capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the
Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)3.; Formerly 17-296.503; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.503

Original Reg
1st Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

11/23/92
12/21/94

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

Requested SIP Revisions:
1) Effective 7/10/2014, rule subsection 62-296.503(4), F.A.C., was updated to revise
references to the locations of adoption and incorporations of EPA test methods and
reference materials. Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the following amendments to
rule subsection 62-296.503(4), F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements
of this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
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(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be
EPA Method 24, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and
incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures
for Certifying Quantity of Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted by Paint, Ink, and Other
Coatings (http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298), hereby
adopted and incorporated by reference. incorporated and adopted by reference in
Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
Method 25, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and
incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA
450/ 2-78-041, Alternate Test Method for Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous
Organic Compounds Using a Flame Ionization Analyzer, adopted and
incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
VOC Capture Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62297.450subsection 62-297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each capture
efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the
Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(c) No change.

2) The list of rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.503, F.A.C., needs to be updated
as follows:
History: Formerly 17 2.650(1)(f)3.,; Formerly 17 296.503; Amended 11 23 94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.

3) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end of
the rule section needs to be edited as shown below because, though the recodification of
the rule was effective 11/23/92, that recodification was submitted to EPA on 1/11/93. In
addition, a minor rule revision, effective 1/01/1996, to change the word “section” to
“rule” in rule subsection 62-296.503(4), F.A.C., and submitted to EPA for approval into
the SIP on 4/15/1996, appears to have been approved into the SIP when the SIP was
revised on 6/16/1999. However, the 4/15/1996 submittal date is not included in the table,
only the 12/21/94 submittal date, for another SIP submittal also approved on 6/16/1999.
Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the table be updated as follows:
______________________________________________________________62-296.503

Original Reg
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

01/11/93 11/23/92
12/21/94 & 04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.503 Paper Coating.
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(1) Applicability. The emission limiting standards set forth in Rule 62-296.503, F.A.C., will apply to
roll, knife, or rotogravure coaters and drying ovens of paper coating lines. The following standards shall
also apply to saturation operations.
(2) Emission Limiting Standards. No owner or operator of a paper coating line subject to Rule 62296.503, F.A.C., may cause, allow, or permit the discharge into the atmosphere of any volatile organic
compounds in excess of 2.9 pounds per gallon of coating (0.35 kilograms per liter), excluding water,
delivered to the coating applicator from a paper coating line.
(3) Control Technology. The emission limit under subsection 62-296.503(2), F.A.C., shall be achieved
by:
(a) The application of low solvent content coating technology, or
(b) Incineration, provided that 90 percent of the volatile organic compounds (VOC measured as
total combustible carbon) which enter the incinerator are oxidized to carbon dioxide and water.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method
24, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule
62-204.800, F.A.C., or EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures for Certifying Quantity of Volatile Organic
Compounds
Emitted
by
Paint,
Ink,
and
Other
Coatings
(http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298), hereby adopted and incorporated
by reference.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25, as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule
62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/ 2-78-041, Alternate Test Method for Direct
Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using a Flame Ionization Analyzer,
adopted and incorporated by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be VOC Capture
Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450, F.A.C. The sampling time for
each capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the
Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History–Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)3., 17-296.503, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
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62-296.504 FABRIC AND VINYL COATING
Current SIP:
62-296.504 Fabric and Vinyl Coating.
(1) Applicability. The emission limiting standards set forth in Rule 62-296.504, F.A.C., will apply to
roll, knife, or rotogravure coaters and drying ovens of fabric and vinyl coating lines. The following
standards shall also apply to saturation operations.
(2) Emission Limiting Standards.
(a) No owner or operator of a fabric coating line or a vinyl coating line subject to Rule
62-296.504, F.A.C., may cause, allow, or permit the discharge into the atmosphere of any volatile
organic compounds in excess of:
1. 2.9 pounds per gallon of coating (0.35 kilograms per liter), excluding water, delivered to a
coating applicator from a fabric coating line.
2. 3.8 pounds per gallon of coating (0.46 kilograms per liter), excluding water, delivered to a
coating applicator from a vinyl coating line.
(3) Control Technology. The emission limits under Rule 62-296.504(2), F.A.C., shall be achieved
by:
(a) The application of low solvent content coating technology; or
(b) Incineration, provided that 90 percent of the volatile organic compounds (VOC measured as
total combustible carbon) which enter the incinerator are oxidized to carbon dioxide and water.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
Method 24 or EPA 450/3-84-019, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297,
F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25 or
Attachment 3 of EPA 450/2-78-041, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter
62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA VOC
Capture Efficiency Test Procedures Rule 62-297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each
capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the
Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)4.; Formerly 17-296.504; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
______________________________________________________________62-296.504

Original Reg
1st Revision
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01/11/93 11/23/92
12/21/94

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

Requested SIP Revisions:
1) Effective 7/10/2014, rule subsection 62-296.504(4), F.A.C., was updated to revise references
to the locations of adoption and incorporations of EPA test methods and reference materials.
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Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the following amendments to rule subsection 62296.504(4), F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements
of this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be
EPA Method 24, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and
incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures
for Certifying Quantity of Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted by Paint, Ink, and Other
Coatings (http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298), hereby
adopted and incorporated by reference. incorporated and adopted by reference in
Chapter 62-297, F.A.C..
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method
25, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by
reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/ 2-78-041,
Alternate Test Method for Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic
Compounds Using a Flame Ionization Analyzer, adopted and incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
VOC Capture Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450subsection
62-297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each capture efficiency test run shall be
at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62297.620, F.A.C.
(c) No change.

2) The list of rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.504, F.A.C., needs to be updated as
follows:
History: Formerly 17 2.650(1)(f)4.,; Formerly 17 296.504; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.

3) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end of the
rule section needs to be edited as shown below because, though the recodification of the rule
was effective 11/23/92, that recodification was submitted to EPA on 1/11/93. In addition, a
minor rule revision, effective 1/01/1996, to change the word “section” to “rule” in rule
subsection 62-296.504(4), F.A.C., and submitted to EPA for approval into the SIP on
4/15/1996, appears to have been approved into the SIP when the SIP was revised on
6/16/1999. However, the 4/15/1996 submittal date is not included in the table, only the
12/21/94 submittal date, for another SIP submittal also approved on 6/16/1999. Therefore,
the DEP is requesting that the table be updated as follows:
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2nd Revision

04/01/22

Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.504 Fabric and Vinyl Coating.
(1) Applicability. The emission limiting standards set forth in Rule 62-296.504, F.A.C., will apply to
roll, knife, or rotogravure coaters and drying ovens of fabric and vinyl coating lines. The following
standards shall also apply to saturation operations.
(2) Emission Limiting Standards.
(a) No owner or operator of a fabric coating line or a vinyl coating line subject to Rule 62-296.504,
F.A.C., may cause, allow, or permit the discharge into the atmosphere of any volatile organic
compounds in excess of:
1. 2.9 pounds per gallon of coating (0.35 kilograms per liter), excluding water, delivered to a
coating applicator from a fabric coating line.
2. 3.8 pounds per gallon of coating (0.46 kilograms per liter), excluding water, delivered to a
coating applicator from a vinyl coating line.
(3) Control Technology.
The emission limits under subsection 62-296.504(2), F.A.C., shall be achieved by:
(a) The application of low solvent content coating technology, or
(b) Incineration, provided that 90 percent of the volatile organic compounds (VOC measured as
total combustible carbon) which enter the incinerator are oxidized to carbon dioxide and water.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method
24, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule
62-204.800, F.A.C., or EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures for Certifying Quantity of Volatile Organic
Compounds
Emitted
by
Paint,
Ink,
and
Other
Coatings
(http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298), hereby adopted and incorporated
by reference.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25 as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule
62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/ 2-78-041, Alternate Test Method for Direct
Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using a Flame Ionization Analyzer,
adopted and incorporated by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be VOC Capture
Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450, F.A.C. The sampling time for
each capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the
Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History–Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)4., 17-296.504, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
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62-296.505 METAL FURNITURE COATING
Current SIP:
62-296.505 Metal Furniture Coating.
(1) Applicability. The emission limiting standards set forth in Rule 62-296.505, F.A.C., will apply to
the application areas, flash-off areas, and ovens of metal furniture coating lines involved in prime and
topcoat or single-coating operations.
(2) Emissions Limiting Standards. No owner or operator of a metal furniture coating line subject to
Rule 62-296.505, F.A.C., may cause, allow, or permit the discharge into the atmosphere of any
volatile organic compounds in excess of 3.0 pounds per gallon of coating (0.36 kilograms per liter),
excluding water, delivered to the coating applicator from prime and topcoat or single-coat operations.
Credit for transfer efficiency above the baseline of 60% for spray coating operations can be granted
according to the following formula:

Where

X = (TE) (Z) (Y)
Y + (TE) (Z)
X = allowable maximum VOC content (kg VOC/liter of coating less water)
Y = density of the VOC in the maximum VOC content coating (kg/liter)
Z = applicable emission limit (kg VOC/liter of coating solids deposited)
TE = transfer efficiency

An EPA and state approved test method for determination of transfer efficiency above the baseline is
required.
(3) Control Technology. The emission limit under Rule 62-296.505(2), F.A.C., shall be achieved by:
(a) The application of low solvent content coating technology; or
(b) Incineration, provided that 90 percent of the volatile organic compounds (VOC measured as
total combustible carbon) which enter the incinerator are oxidized to carbon dioxide and water.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
Method 24 or EPA 450/3-84-019, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297,
F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25 or
Attachment 3 of EPA 450/2-78-041, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter
62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA VOC
Capture Efficiency Test Procedures Rule 62-297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each
capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the
Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)5.; Formerly 17-296.505; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
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_________________________________________________________________62-296.505

Original Reg
1st Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA
11/23/92
12/21/94

Date Approved
by EPA
10/20/94
06/16/99

Federal
Register
59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

Requested SIP Revisions:
1) Effective 7/10/2014, rule subsection 62-296.505(4), F.A.C., was updated to revise references
to the locations of adoption and incorporations of EPA test methods and reference materials.
Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the following amendments to rule subsection 62296.505(4), F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements
of this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be
EPA Method 24, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and
incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures
for Certifying Quantity of Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted by Paint, Ink, and Other
Coatings (http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298), hereby
adopted and incorporated by reference. incorporated and adopted by reference in
Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method
25, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7,, adopted and incorporated by
reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/ 2-78-041,
Alternate Test Method for Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic
Compounds Using a Flame Ionization Analyzer, adopted and incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
VOC Capture Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450subsection
62-297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each capture efficiency test run shall be
at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62297.620, F.A.C.
(c) No change.

2) The list of rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.505, F.A.C., needs to be updated as
follows:
History: Formerly 17 2.650(1)(f)5.,; Formerly 17 296.505; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.

3) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end of the
rule section needs to be edited as shown below because, though the recodification of the rule
was effective 11/23/92, that recodification was submitted to EPA on 1/11/93. In addition, a
minor rule revision, effective 1/01/1996, to change the word “section” to “rule” in rule
subsection 62-296.505(4), F.A.C., and submitted to EPA for approval into the SIP on
4/15/1996, appears to have been approved into the SIP when the SIP was revised on
6/16/1999. However, the 4/15/1996 submittal date is not included in the table, only the
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12/21/94 submittal date, for another SIP submittal also approved on 6/16/1999. Therefore,
the DEP is requesting that the table be updated as follows:
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Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.505 Metal Furniture Coating.
(1) Applicability. The emission limiting standards set forth in Rule 62-296.505, F.A.C., will apply
to the application areas, flash-off areas, and ovens of metal furniture coating lines involved in prime
and topcoat or single-coating operations.
(2) Emissions Limiting Standards. No owner or operator of a metal furniture coating line subject
to Rule 62-296.505, F.A.C., may cause, allow, or permit the discharge into the atmosphere of any
volatile organic compounds in excess of 3.0 pounds per gallon of coating (0.36 kilograms per liter),
excluding water, delivered to the coating applicator from prime and topcoat or single-coat
operations. Credit for transfer efficiency above the baseline of 60% for spray coating operations
can be granted according to the following formula:
X =

(TE) (Z) (Y)
Y + (TE) (Z)

where
X = allowable maximum VOC content (kg VOC/liter of coating less
water)
Y = density of the VOC in the maximum VOC content coating
(kg/liter)
Z = applicable emission limit (kg VOC/liter of coating solids
deposited)
TE = transfer efficiency
An EPA and state approved test method for determination of transfer efficiency above the baseline
is required.
(3) Control Technology. The emission limit under subsection 62-296.505(2), F.A.C., shall be
achieved by:
(a) The application of low solvent content coating technology, or
(b) Incineration, provided that 90 percent of the volatile organic compounds (VOC measured
as total combustible carbon) which enter the incinerator are oxidized to carbon dioxide and
water.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of
this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
Method 24, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by
reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures for Certifying
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Quantity of Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted by Paint, Ink, and Other Coatings
(http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298),
hereby
adopted
and
incorporated by reference.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25,
as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at
Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/2-78-041, Alternate Test Method
for Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using a Flame Ionization
Analyzer, adopted and incorporated by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be VOC Capture
Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450, F.A.C. The sampling time for
each capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the
Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History–Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)5., 17-296.505, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
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62-296.506 SURFACE COATING OF LARGE APPLIANCES
Current SIP:
62-296.506 Surface Coating of Large Appliances.
(1) Applicability.
(a) The emission limiting standards set forth in Rule 62-296.506, F.A.C., shall apply to
application areas, flash-off areas, and ovens of large appliance coating lines involved in prime,
single, or topcoat coating operations. Credit for transfer efficiency above the baseline of 60% for
spray coating operations can be granted according to the following formula:
X = (TE) (Z) (Y)
Y + (TE) (Z)
Where
X = allowable maximum VOC content (kg VOC/liter of coating less water)
Y = density of the VOC in the maximum VOC content coating (kg/liter)
Z = applicable emission limit (kg VOC/liter of coating solids deposited)
TE = transfer efficiency
An EPA and state approved test method for determination of transfer efficiency above the
baseline is required.
(b) Rule 62-296.506, F.A.C., does not apply to the use of quick-drying lacquers for repair of
scratches and nicks that occur during assembly, provided that the volume of coating does not
exceed one quart (0.95 liters) in any one 8-hour period.
(2) Emission Limiting Standard. No owner or operator of a large appliance coating line subject to
Rule 62-296.506, F.A.C., may cause, allow or permit the discharge into the atmosphere of any
volatile organic compounds in excess of 0.34 kilograms per liter of coating (2.8 pounds per gallon),
excluding water, delivered to the coating applicator from prime, single, or topcoat coating operations.
(3) Control Technology. The emission limit under Rule 62-296.506(2), F.A.C., shall be achieved by:
(a) The application of low solvent content coating technology; or
(b) Incineration, provided that 90 percent of the volatile organic compounds (VOC measured as
total combustible carbon) which enter the incinerator are oxidized to carbon dioxide and water.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
Method 24 or EPA 450/3-84-019, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297,
F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25 or
Attachment 3 of EPA 450/2-78-041, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter
62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA VOC
Capture Efficiency Test Procedures Rule 62-297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each
capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the
Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)6.; Formerly 17-296.506; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
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59 FR 52916
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Requested SIP Revisions:
1) Effective 7/10/2014, rule subsection 62-296.506(4), F.A.C., was updated to revise references
to the locations of adoption and incorporations of EPA test methods and reference materials.
Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the following amendments to rule subsection 62296.506(4), F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements
of this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be
EPA Method 24, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and
incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures
for Certifying Quantity of Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted by Paint, Ink, and Other
Coatings (http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298), hereby
adopted and incorporated by reference. incorporated and adopted by reference in
Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method
25, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by
reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/ 2-78-041,
Alternate Test Method for Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic
Compounds Using a Flame Ionization Analyzer, adopted and incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
VOC Capture Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450subsection
62-297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each capture efficiency test run shall be
at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62297.620, F.A.C.
(c) No change.

2) The list of rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.506, F.A.C., needs to be updated as
follows:
History: Formerly 17 2.650(1)(f)6.,; Formerly 17 296.506; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.

3) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end of the
rule section needs to be edited as shown below because, though the recodification of the rule
was effective 11/23/92, that recodification was submitted to EPA on 1/11/93. In addition, a
minor rule revision, effective 1/01/1996, to change the word “section” to “rule” in rule
subsection 62-296.506(4), F.A.C., and submitted to EPA for approval into the SIP on
4/15/1996, appears to have been approved into the SIP when the SIP was revised on
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6/16/1999. However, the 4/15/1996 submittal date is not included in the table, only the
12/21/94 submittal date, for another SIP submittal also approved on 6/16/1999. Therefore,
the DEP is requesting that the table be updated as follows:
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Date Approved
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Register

01/11/93 11/23/92
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10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.506 Surface Coating of Large Appliances.
(1) Applicability.
(a) The emission limiting standards set forth in Rule 62-296.506, F.A.C., shall apply to application
areas, flash-off areas, and ovens of large appliance coating lines involved in prime, single, or
topcoat coating operations. Credit for transfer efficiency above the baseline of 60% for spray
coating operations can be granted according to the following formula:
X

=

where
X
Y
Z
TE

(TE) (Z) (Y)
Y + (TE) (Z)

= allowable maximum VOC content (kg VOC/liter of coating less water)
= density of the VOC in the maximum VOC content coating (kg/liter)
= applicable emission limit (kg VOC/liter of coating solids deposited)
= transfer efficiency

An EPA and state approved test method for determination of transfer efficiency above the baseline
is required.
(b) Rule 62-296.506, F.A.C., does not apply to the use of quick-drying lacquers for repair of
scratches and nicks that occur during assembly, provided that the volume of coating does not exceed
one quart (0.95 liters) in any one 8-hour period.
(2) Emission Limiting Standard. No owner or operator of a large appliance coating line subject to Rule
62-296.506, F.A.C., may cause, allow or permit the discharge into the atmosphere of any volatile
organic compounds in excess of 0.34 kilograms per liter of coating (2.8 pounds per gallon), excluding
water, delivered to the coating applicator from prime, single, or topcoat coating operations.
(3) Control Technology. The emission limit under subsection 62-296.506(2), F.A.C., shall be achieved
by:
(a) The application of low solvent content coating technology, or
(b) Incineration, provided that 90 percent of the volatile organic compounds (VOC measured as
total combustible carbon) which enter the incinerator are oxidized to carbon dioxide and water.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method
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24, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule
62-204.800, F.A.C., or EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures for Certifying Quantity of Volatile Organic
Compounds
Emitted
by
Paint,
Ink,
and
Other
Coatings
(http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298), hereby adopted and incorporated
by reference.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25, as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule
62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/2-78-041, Alternate Test Method for Direct
Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using a Flame Ionization Analyzer,
adopted and incorporated by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be VOC Capture
Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450, F.A.C. The sampling time for
each capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the
Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History–Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)6., 17-296.506, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
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62-296.507 MAGNET WIRE COATING
Current SIP:
62-296.507 Magnet Wire Coating.
(1) Applicability. The emission limiting standard set forth in Rule 62-296.507, F.A.C., shall apply to
the ovens of magnet wire coating operations.
(2) Emission Limiting Standards. No owner or operator of a magnet wire coating oven subject to
Rule 62-296.507, F.A.C., may cause, allow, or permit the discharge into the atmosphere of any
volatile organic compounds in excess of 1.7 pounds per gallon of coating (0.20 kilograms per liter),
excluding water, delivered to the coating applicator from magnet wire coating operations.
(3) Control Technology. The emission limit under Rule 62-296.507(2), F.A.C., shall be achieved by:
(a) The application of low solvent content coating technology; or
(b) Incineration, provided that 90 percent of the volatile organic compounds (VOC measured as
total combustible carbon) which enter the incinerator are oxidized to carbon dioxide and water.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
Method 24 or EPA 450/3-84-019, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297,
F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25 or
Attachment 3 of EPA 450/2-78-041, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter
62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA VOC
Capture Efficiency Test Procedures Rule 62-297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each
capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the
Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)7.; Formerly 17-296.507; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
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Requested SIP Revisions:
1) Effective 7/10/2014, rule subsection 62-296.507(4), F.A.C., was updated to revise
references to the locations of adoption and incorporations of EPA test methods and
reference materials. Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the following amendments to rule
subsection 62-296.507(4), F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements
of this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
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(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be
EPA Method 24, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and
incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures
for Certifying Quantity of Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted by Paint, Ink, and Other
Coatings (http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298), hereby
adopted and incorporated by reference. incorporated and adopted by reference in
Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method
25, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by
reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/ 2-78-041,
Alternate Test Method for Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic
Compounds Using a Flame Ionization Analyzer, adopted and incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
VOC Capture Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450subsection
62-297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each capture efficiency test run shall be
at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62297.620, F.A.C.
(c) No change.

2) The list of rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.506, F.A.C., needs to be updated as
follows:
History: Formerly 17 2.650(1)(f)7.,; Formerly 17 296.507; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.

3) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end of the
rule section needs to be edited as shown below because, though the recodification of the rule
was effective 11/23/92, that recodification was submitted to EPA on 1/11/93. In addition, a
minor rule revision, effective 1/01/1996, to change the word “section” to “rule” in rule
subsection 62-296.507(4), F.A.C., and submitted to EPA for approval into the SIP on
4/15/1996, appears to have been approved into the SIP when the SIP was revised on
6/16/1999. However, the 4/15/1996 submittal date is not included in the table, only the
12/21/94 submittal date, for another SIP submittal also approved on 6/16/1999. Therefore,
the DEP is requesting that the table be updated as follows:
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Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.507 Magnet Wire Coating.
(1) Applicability. The emission limiting standard set forth in Rule 62-296.507, F.A.C., shall apply to
the ovens of magnet wire coating operations.
(2) Emission Limiting Standards. No owner or operator of a magnet wire coating oven subject to Rule
62-296.507, F.A.C., may cause, allow, or permit the discharge into the atmosphere of any volatile
organic compounds in excess of 1.7 pounds per gallon of coating (0.20 kilograms per liter), excluding
water, delivered to the coating applicator from magnet wire coating operations.
(3) Control Technology. The emission limit under subsection 62-296.507(2), F.A.C., shall be achieved
by:
(a) The application of low solvent content coating technology, or
(b) Incineration, provided that 90 percent of the volatile organic compounds (VOC measured as
total combustible carbon) which enter the incinerator are oxidized to carbon dioxide and water.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method
24, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule
62-204.800, F.A.C., or EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures for Certifying Quantity of Volatile Organic
Compounds
Emitted
by
Paint,
Ink,
and
Other
Coatings
(http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298), hereby adopted and incorporated
by reference.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25, as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule
62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/2-78-041, Alternate Test Method for Direct
Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using a Flame Ionization Analyzer,
adopted and incorporated by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be VOC Capture
Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450, F.A.C. The sampling time for
each capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the
Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History–Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)7., 17-296.507, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
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62-296.508 PETROLEUM LIQUID STORAGE
Current SIP:
62-296.508 Petroleum Liquid Storage.
(1) Applicability.
(a) The control technology set forth in Rule 62-296.508, F.A.C., shall apply to all fixed roof
storage vessels with capacities equal to or greater than 42,000 gallons (159,000 liters; nominal
design 1,000 barrels (bbls.) containing petroleum liquids whose true vapor pressure is greater
than 1.50 psia (10.3 kilopascals) but shall not be used if the petroleum liquid has a true vapor
pressure of 11.0 psia (76 kilopascals) or greater under actual storage conditions.
(b) Rule 62-296.508, F.A.C., shall not apply to volatile petroleum liquid storage vessels:
1. Equipped with external floating roofs before the effective date of this rule; or,
2. Having capacities equal to or less than 420,000 gallons (1,590,000 liters; nominal design
10,000 bbls.) located at oil field production sites and used to store produced oil and
condensate prior to lease custody transfer.
(2) Control Technology. Except as provided under Rule 62-296.508(1)(b), F.A.C., no owner or
operator of an affected emissions unit under Rule 62-296.508(1)(a), F.A.C., shall permit the use of
such emissions unit unless:
(a) The emissions unit has been retrofitted with an internal floating roof equipped with a closure
seal, or seals, to close the space between the roof edge and tank wall, or the emissions unit has
been retrofitted with an equally effective alternative control; and,
(b) The emissions unit is maintained such that there are no visible holes, tears, or other openings
in the seal or any seal fabric or materials; and,
(c) All openings, except stub drains are equipped with covers, lids, or seals such that:
1. The cover, lid, or seal is in the closed position at all times except on demand for sampling,
maintenance, repair, or necessary operational practices; and,
2. Automatic bleeder vents are closed at all times except when the roof is floated off or
landed on the roof leg supports; and,
3. Rim vents, if provided, are set to open when the roof is being floated off the roof leg
supports or at the manufacturer's recommended setting.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
section shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Internal Floating Roof and Roof Seals. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall
be p. 6-2 of EPA 450/2-77-036, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25 or
Attachment 3 of EPA 450/2-78-041, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter
62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA VOC
Capture Efficiency Test Procedures Rule 62-297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each
capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the
Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)8.; Formerly 17-296.508; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 10-6-08.
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Requested SIP Revisions:
1) Revisions to Chapter 62-296, F.A.C., effective 1/01/1996, were submitted to EPA for
approval on 4/15/1996. A minor rule revision, effective 1/01/1996, to change the word
“section” to “rule” in rule subsection 62-296.508(3), F.A.C., submitted for approval into the
SIP on 4/15/1996, appears to not have been approved into the SIP when the SIP was revised
on 6/16/1999. Therefore, the DEP is requesting again that the following amendment to rule
subsection 62-296.508(3), F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the
requirements of this rule section shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) through (c) No change.

2) Effective 7/10/2014, rule paragraph 62-296.508(3)(b), F.A.C., was updated to revise
references to the locations of adoption and incorporations of EPA test methods and reference
materials. Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the following amendments to rule paragraph
62-296.508(3)(b), F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25,
as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference
at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/ 2-78-041, Alternate Test
Method for Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using a Flame
Ionization Analyzer, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA VOC
Capture Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450subsection 62297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each capture efficiency test run shall be at least
8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620,
F.A.C.

3) The list of rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.506, F.A.C., needs to be updated as
follows:
History: Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)8.,; Formerly 17-296.508; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 10-6-08,
7-10-14.

4) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end of the
rule section needs to be edited as shown below because, though the recodification of the rule
was effective 11/23/92, that recodification was submitted to EPA on 1/11/93. Similarly, the
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rule revision, effective 10/06/2008 was submitted to EPA for approval into the SIP on
7/01/2011. Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the table be updated as follows:
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Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.508 Petroleum Liquid Storage.
(1) Applicability.
(a) The control technology set forth in Rule 62-296.508, F.A.C., shall apply to all fixed roof storage
vessels with capacities equal to or greater than 42,000 gallons (159,000 liters; nominal design 1,000
barrels (bbls.)) containing petroleum liquids whose true vapor pressure is greater than 1.50 psia
(10.3 kilopascals) but shall not be used if the petroleum liquid has a true vapor pressure of 11.0
psia (76 kilopascals) or greater under actual storage conditions.
(b) Rule 62-296.508, F.A.C., shall not apply to volatile petroleum liquid storage vessels:
1. Equipped with external floating roofs before the effective date of this rule, or
2. Having capacities equal to or less than 420,000 gallons (1,590,000 liters; nominal design
10,000 bbls.) located at oil field production sites and used to store produced oil and condensate
prior to lease custody transfer.
(2) Control Technology. Except as provided under paragraph 62-296.508(1)(b), F.A.C., no owner or
operator of an affected emissions unit under paragraph 62-296.508(1)(a), F.A.C., shall permit the use
of such emissions unit unless:
(a) The emissions unit has been retrofitted with an internal floating roof equipped with a closure
seal, or seals, to close the space between the roof edge and tank wall, or the emissions unit has been
retrofitted with an equally effective alternative control; and,
(b) The emissions unit is maintained such that there are no visible holes, tears, or other openings in
the seal or any seal fabric or materials; and,
(c) All openings, except stub drains are equipped with covers, lids, or seals such that:
1. The cover, lid, or seal is in the closed position at all times except on demand for sampling,
maintenance, repair, or necessary operational practices; and,
2. Automatic bleeder vents are closed at all times except when the roof is floated off or landed
on the roof leg supports; and,
3. Rim vents, if provided, are set to open when the roof is being floated off the roof leg supports
or at the manufacturer’s recommended setting.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Internal Floating Roof and Roof Seals. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be
p. 6-2 of EPA 450/2-77-036, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25, as
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described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule
62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/2-78-041, Alternate Test Method for Direct
Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using a Flame Ionization Analyzer,
adopted and incorporated by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be VOC Capture
Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450, F.A.C. The sampling time for
each capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the
Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History–Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)8., 17-296.508, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 10-6-08, 7-10-14.
______________________________________________________________62-296.508

Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision
3rd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

01/11/93
12/21/94
07/01/11
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99
10/06/17

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
82 FR 46682

62-296.510 BULK GASOLINE TERMINALS
Current SIP:
62-296.510 Bulk Gasoline Terminals.
(1) Applicability. The emission limiting standards or control technology set forth in Rule
62-296.510, F.A.C., applies to bulk gasoline terminals and the appurtenant equipment necessary to
load the tank truck or trailer compartments.
(2) Emission Limiting Standards. Emissions units affected under Rule 62-296.510(1), F.A.C., shall
not allow mass emissions of volatile organic compounds from control equipment to exceed 4.7 grains
per gallon (80 milligrams per liter) of gasoline loaded.
(3) Control Technology. No person shall load gasoline into any tank, trucks or trailers from any bulk
gasoline terminal unless:
(a) Displaced vapors are vented only to the-vapor control system; and,
(b) A means is provided to prevent liquid waste from the loading device to exceed the quantity
specified for the self-sealing coupler or adapter according to API regulation RP 1004 (or
equivalent) upon the loading device being disconnected or when it is not in use (the above
referenced are available from the American Petroleum Institute, 2101 “L’ Street N. W.,
Washington, D. C. 20037); and,
(c) All loading and vapor lines equipped with fittings are vapor tight; and,
(d) The bulk gasoline terminal is equipped with a properly installed and operated vapor control
system complying with Rule 62-296.510, F.A.C., and which recovers vapors from the equipment
being controlled or which directs all vapors to a combustion or incineration system.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Vapor Control Emissions. The test methods for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
Methods 2A, 2B, 25A and 25B, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
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Rule 62-297.440(2)(b)1.a., F.A.C., shall also apply.
(b) Equipment Vapor-Leak Detection. The test methods for volatile organic compounds shall be
EPA Methods 21 and 27, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. Rule
62-297.440(2)(b)2.a., F.A.C., shall also apply.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)10.; Formerly 17-296.510; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.510

Original Reg
1st Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

11/23/92
12/21/94

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

Requested Revisions to SIP:
1) Effective 7/10/2014, rule subsection 62-296.510(4), F.A.C., was updated to revise references
to the locations of adoption and incorporations of EPA test methods and reference materials.
Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the following amendments to rule subsection 62296.510(4), F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements
of this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Vapor Control Emissions. The test methods for volatile organic compounds shall be
EPA Methods 2A, and 2B, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-1; and EPA
Methods 25A and 25B, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7; adopted and
incorporated and adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
sSub-subpargraph 62-297.440(2)(b)1.a., F.A.C., shall also apply.
(b) Equipment Vapor-Leak Detection. The test methods for volatile organic compounds
shall be EPA Methods 21, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7; and EPA
Method 27, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-8; adopted and incorporated
and adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. sSubsubparagraph 62-297.440(2)(b)2.a., F.A.C., shall also apply.
(c) No change.

2) The list of rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.510, F.A.C., needs to be updated as
follows:
History: Formerly 17 2.650(1)(f)10.,; Formerly 17 296.510; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.

3) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end of the
rule section needs to be edited as shown below because, though the recodification of the rule
was effective 11/23/92, that recodification was submitted to EPA on 1/11/93. In addition, a
minor rule revision, effective 1/01/1996, to change the word “section” to “rule” in rule
subsection 62-296.510(4), F.A.C., and submitted to EPA for approval into the SIP on
4/15/1996, appears to have been approved into the SIP when the SIP was revised on
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6/16/1999. However, the 4/15/1996 submittal date is not included in the table, only the
12/21/94 submittal date, for another SIP submittal also approved on 6/16/1999. Therefore,
the DEP is requesting that the table be updated as follows:
______________________________________________________________62-296.510

Recodification Original Reg
1st Revision
2nd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

01/11/93 11/23/92
12/21/94 & 04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.510 Bulk Gasoline Terminals.
(1) Applicability. The emission limiting standards or control technology set forth in Rule 62-296.510,
F.A.C., applies to bulk gasoline terminals and the appurtenant equipment necessary to load the tank
truck or trailer compartments.
(2) Emission Limiting Standards. Emissions units affected under subsection 62-296.510(1), F.A.C.,
shall not allow mass emissions of volatile organic compounds from control equipment to exceed 4.7
grains per gallon (80 milligrams per liter) of gasoline loaded.
(3) Control Technology. No person shall load gasoline into any tank, trucks or trailers from any bulk
gasoline terminal unless:
(a) Displaced vapors are vented only to the vapor control system; and,
(b) A means is provided to prevent liquid waste from the loading device to exceed the quantity
specified for the self sealing coupler or adapter according to API regulation RP 1004 (or equivalent)
upon the loading device being disconnected or when it is not in use (the above referenced are
available from the American Petroleum Institute, 2101 “L” Street N.W., Washington, D.C. 20037);
and,
(c) All loading and vapor lines equipped with fittings are vapor tight; and,
(d) The bulk gasoline terminal is equipped with a properly installed and operated vapor control
system complying with Rule 62-296.510, F.A.C., and which recovers vapors from the equipment
being controlled or which directs all vapors to a combustion or incineration system.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Vapor Control Emissions. The test methods for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
Methods 2A and 2B, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-1; and EPA Methods 25A and
25B, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7; adopted and incorporated by reference at
Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C. Sub-subpargraph 62-297.440(2)(b)1.a., F.A.C., shall also apply.
(b) Equipment Vapor-Leak Detection. The test methods for volatile organic compounds shall be
EPA Methods 21, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7; and EPA Method 27, as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-8; adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62204.800, F.A.C. Sub-subparagraph 62-297.440(2)(b)2.a., F.A.C., shall also apply.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History–Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)10., 17-296.510, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
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______________________________________________________________62-296.510

Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

01/11/93
12/21/94 & 04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

62-296.511 SOLVENT METAL CLEANING
Current SIP:
62-296.511 Solvent Metal Cleaning.
(1) Applicability.
(a) The emission limiting standards and control technology set forth in Rule 62-296.511, F.A.C.,
shall apply to cold cleaning, open-top vapor degreasing, and conveyorized degreasing operations.
All new and existing degreasing facilities using the following halogenated solvents are subject to
the requirements (including compliance deadlines) of the national emission standard for
halogenated solvent degreasers at 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart T, adopted and incorporated by
reference in Rule 62-204.800(9), F.A.C.; carbon tetrachloride, chloroform, tetrachloroethylene,
1,1,1-trichloroethane, trichloroethylene, and methylene chloride. Until compliance is achieved
with the requirements of 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart T, existing (as of November 29. 1993)
halogenated solvent degreasing facilities must also comply with the requirements of this rule. The
requirements of this rule shall not apply to any halogenated solvent degreasing facility after it has
achieved compliance with the requirements of 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart T.
(b) The provisions of Rule 62-296.511, F.A.C., shall apply with the following exceptions:
1. Open-top vapor degreasers with an open area smaller than 10.8 square feet (one square
meter) shall be exempt from Rule 62-296.511(3)(c), F.A.C.;
2. Conveyorized degreasers with an air/vapor interface smaller than 21.5 square feet (2.0
square meters) shall be exempt from Rule 62-296.511(4)(b), F.A.C.
(2) Cold Cleaning Control Technology. Except as provided under Rule 62-296.511(l), F.A.C., the
owner or operator of a cold cleaning facility shall comply with each of the following requirements:
(a) Equip the cleaner with a cover. The cover shall be so designed that it can be easily operated
with one hand if:
1. The solvent volatility is greater than 0.3 pounds per square inch (15 millimeters of mercury
or 2 kilopascals) measured at 100 degrees Fahrenheit (38 degrees Celsius);
2. The solvent is agitated;
3. The solvent is heated.
(b) Equip the cleaner with a facility for draining cleaned parts. The drainage facility shall be
constructed internally so that parts are enclosed under the cover while draining if the solvent
volatility is greater than 0.6 pounds per square inch (31 millimeters of mercury or 4.1 kilopascals)
measured at 100 degrees Fahrenheit (38 degrees Celsius), except that the drainage facility may be
external for the applications where an internal type cannot fit into the cleaning system.
(c) Install one of the following control devices if the solvent volatility is greater than 0.6 pounds
per square inch (31 millimeters of mercury or 4.1 kilopascals) measured at 100 degrees
Fahrenheit (38 degrees Celsius), or if the solvent is heated above 120 degrees Fahrenheit (50
degrees Celsius):
1. Freeboard that gives a freeboard ratio greater than or equal to 0.7; or,
2. Water cover (solvent must be insoluble in and heavier than water); or,
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3. Other systems of equivalent control such as refrigerated chiller or carbon absorption.
(d) Provided a permanent, conspicuous label summarizing the operating requirements.
(e) Store waste solvent only in covered containers and not dispose of waste solvent or transfer it
to another party, such that greater than 20 percent of the waste solvent (by weight) can evaporate
into the atmosphere.
(f) Close the cover whenever parts are not being handled in the cleaner.
(g) Drain the cleaned parts for at least 15 seconds or until dripping ceases.
(h) If used, supply a solvent spray that is a solid fluid stream (not a fine, atomized, or shower-type
spray) at a pressure which does not cause excessive splashing.
(3) Open Top Vapor Degreaser Control Technology. Except as provided under Rule 62-296.511,
F.A.C., the owner or operator of an open top vapor degreaser shall comply with each of the following
requirements:
(a) Equip the vapor degreaser with a cover that can be opened and closed easily without
disturbing the vapor zone.
(b) Provide the following safety switches:
1. A condenser flow switch and thermostat which shut off the heat if the condenser coolant is
either not circulating or too warm; and,
2. A spray safety switch which shuts off the spray pump if the vapor level drops more than 4
inches (10 centimeters) below the bottom condenser coil; and,
3. A vapor level control thermostat which shuts off the heat when the vapor level rises too
high.
(c) Install one of the following control devices:
1. A freeboard ratio greater than or equal to 0.75, and a powered or mechanically assisted
cover if the degreaser opening is greater than 10.8 square feet (1.0 square meter); or,
2. Refrigerated chiller; or,
3. An enclosed design (cover or door opens only when the dry part is actually entering or
exiting the degreaser); or,
4. A carbon adsorption system, with ventilation greater than or equal to 50 cubic feet per
minute per square foot (15 cubic meters per minute per square meter) of air/vapor area (when
cover is open), and exhausting less than 25 parts per million of solvent averaged over one
complete adsorption cycle.
(d) Keep the cover closed at all times except when processing workloads through the degreaser.
(e) Minimize solvent carryout by:
1. Racking parts to allow complete drainage; and,
2. Moving parts in and out of the degreaser at less than 11 feet per minute (3.3 meters per
minute); and,
3. Holding the parts in the vapor zone at least 30 seconds or until condensation ceases; and,
4. Decanting any pools of solvent on the cleaned parts before removal from the vapor zone;
and,
5. Allowing parts to dry within the degreaser for at least 15 seconds or until visually dry.
(f) Not degrease porous or absorbent materials, such as cloth, leather, wood, or rope.
(g) Not occupy more than half of the degreaser's open-top area with a workload.
(h) Not load the degreaser to the point where the vapor level would drop more than 4 inches (10
centimeters) below the bottom condenser coil when the workload is removed from the vapor
zone.
(i) Always spray below the vapor level.
(j) Repair solvent leaks immediately, or shut down the degreaser.
(k) Store waste solvent only in covered containers and not dispose of waste solvent or transfer it
to another party, such that greater than 20 percent of the waste solvent (by weight) can evaporate
into the atmosphere.
(l) Not operate the cleaner so as to allow water to be visually detectable in solvent exiting the
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water separator.
(m) Not use ventilation fans near the degreaser opening, nor provide exhaust ventilation
exceeding 66 cubic feet per minute per square foot (20 cubic meters-per minute per square meter)
of degreaser open area, unless necessary to meet OSHA requirements.
(n) Provide a permanent, conspicuous label, summarizing the operating procedure of Rule
62-296.511(3)(d) through (1), F.A.C.
(4) Conveyorized Degreaser Control Technology. Except as provided under Rule 62-296.511(1),
F.A.C., the owner or operator of a conveyorized degreaser shall comply with the following
requirements:
(a) Not use work-place fans near the degreaser opening, nor provide exhaust ventilation
exceeding 66 cubic feet per minute per square foot (20 cubic meters per minute per square meter)
of degreaser opening, unless necessary to meet Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) requirements. OSHA regulations are available from the Superintendent of Documents,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., and may be inspected at the Department's
Tallahassee office.
(b) Install one of the following control devices:
1. Refrigerated chiller; or,
2. Carbon absorption system, with ventilation greater than or equal to 49 cubic feet per
minute per square foot (15 cubic meters per square meter) of air/vapor area (when downtime
covers are open), and exhausting less than 25 parts per million of solvent by volume averaged
over a complete absorption cycle.
(c) Equip the cleaner with equipment, such as a drying tunnel or rotating (tumbling) basket,
sufficient to prevent cleaned parts from carrying out solvent or liquid vapor.
(d) Provide the following safety switches:
1. A condenser flow switch and thermostat which shut off the sump heat if the condenser
coolant is either not circulating or too warm; and,
2. A spray safety switch which shuts off the spray pump or the conveyor if the vapor level
drops more than 4 inches (10 centimeters) below the bottom condenser coil; and,
3. A vapor level control thermostat which shuts off the heat when the vapor level rises too
high.
(e) Minimize openings during operation so that entrances and exits will silhouette workloads with
an average clearance between-the parts and the edge of the degreaser opening of less than 4
inches (10 centimeters) or less than 10 percent of the width of the opening.
(f) Provide downtime covers for closing off the entrance and exit during shutdown hours.
(g) Minimize carryout emissions by:
1. Racking parts for best drainage; and,
2. Maintaining the vertical conveyor speed at less than 11 feet per minute (3.3 meters per
minute).
(h) Store waste solvent only in covered containers and not dispose of waste solvent or transfer it
to another party, such that greater than 20 percent of the waste solvent (by weight) can evaporate
into the atmosphere.
(i) Repair solvent leaks immediately, or shut down the degreaser.
(j) Not operate the cleaner so as to allow water to be visually detectable in solvent exiting the
water separator.
(k) Place downtime covers over entrances and exits of conveyorized degreasers immediately after
the conveyors and exhausts are shutdown and do not remove them until just before a startup.
(5) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for volatile organic compound emissions from the specified equipment shall
be EPA Method 21, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for non-halogenated organic solvent emissions from a destructive add-on
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control device shall be EPA Method 25 or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/2-78-041, incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(c) The test method for organic solvent emissions from a non-destructive add-on control device
shall be EPA VOC Capture Efficiency Test Procedures Rule 62-297.440(7), F.A.C. The
sampling time for each capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise
approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(d) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)12.; Formerly 17-296.511; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.511

Original Reg
1st Revision
2nd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

11/23/92
12/21/94
07/22/96

10/20/94
06/16/99
01/16/03

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
68 FR 2204

Requested SIP Revisions:
1) Effective 10/07/1996, in rule paragraph 62-296.511(1)(a), F.A.C., the rule citation where 40
CFR Part 62, subpart T, is adopted and incorporated by reference was updated from Rule 62204.800(9) to Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C. Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the following
amendment to rule paragraph 62-296.511(1)(a), F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
1) The emission limiting standards and control technology set forth in Rule 62-296.511, F.A.C.,
shall apply to cold cleaning, open-top vapor degreasing, and conveyorized degreasing operations. All
new and existing degreasing facilities using the following halogenated solvents are subject to the
requirements (including compliance deadlines) of the national emission standard for halogenated
solvent degreasers at 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart T, adopted and incorporated by reference in Rule 62204.800(9), F.A.C.; carbon tetrachloride, chloroform, tetrachloroethylene, 1,1,1-trichloroethane,
trichloroethylene, and methylene chloride. Until compliance is achieved with the requirements of 40
CFR Part 63, Subpart T, existing (as of November 29. 1993) halogenated solvent degreasing facilities
must also comply with the requirements of this rule. The requirements of this rule shall not apply to
any halogenated solvent degreasing facility after it has achieved compliance with the requirements of
40 CFR Part 63, Subpart T.

2) Effective 7/10/2014, rule subsection 62-296.511(5), F.A.C., was updated to revise references
to the locations of adoption and incorporations of EPA test methods and reference materials.
Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the following amendments to rule subsection 62296.511(5), F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
(5) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements
of this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for volatile organic compound emissions from the specified
equipment shall be EPA Method 21, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7,
adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800in Chapter 62297, F.A.C.
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(b) The test method for non-halogenated organic solvent emissions from a destructive
add-on control device shall be EPA Method 25, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60,
Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or
Attachment 3 of EPA 450/ 2-78-041, Alternate Test Method for Direct Measurement of
Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using a Flame Ionization Analyzer, adopted and
incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(c) The test method for organic solvent emissions from a non-destructive add-on control
device shall be EPA VOC Capture Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62297.450subsection 62-297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each capture efficiency
test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the Department pursuant
to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(d) No change.

3) Effective 11/05/2020, rule paragraph 62-296.511(1)(a), F.A.C., was revised to remove the
unnecessary phrase “new and existing” because all applicable facilities are either new or
existing. Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the following amendment to rule paragraph
62-296.511(1)(a), F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
(a) The emission limiting standards and control technology set forth in rule 62-296.511, F.A.C.,
shall apply to cold cleaning, open-top vapor degreasing, and conveyorized degreasing
operations. All new and existing degreasing facilities using the following halogenated solvents
are subject to the requirements (including compliance deadlines) of the national emission
standard for halogenated solvent degreasers at 40 C.F.R. Part 63, Subpart T, adopted and
incorporated by reference in rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.: carbon tetrachloride, chloroform,
tetrachloroethylene, 1,1,1-trichloroethane, trichloroethylene, and methylene chloride. Until
compliance is achieved with the requirements of 40 C.F.R. Part 63, Subpart T, existing (as of
November 29, 1993) halogenated solvent degreasing facilities must also comply with the
requirements of this rule. The requirements of this rule shall not apply to any halogenated
solvent degreasing facility after it has achieved compliance with the requirements of 40 C.F.R.
Part 63, Subpart T.

4) The list of rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.511, F.A.C., needs to be updated as
follows:
History: Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)12.,; Formerly 17-296.511; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 6-2596, 10-7-96, 7-10-14, 11-5-20.

5) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end of the
rule section needs to be edited as shown below because, though the recodification of the rule
was effective 11/23/92, that recodification was submitted to EPA on 1/11/93. In addition, a
minor rule revision, effective 1/01/1996, to change the word “section” to “rule” in rule
subsection 62-296.511(5), F.A.C., and submitted to EPA for approval into the SIP on
4/15/1996, appears to have been approved into the SIP when the SIP was revised on
6/16/1999. However, the 4/15/1996 submittal date is not included in the table, only the
12/21/94 submittal date, for another SIP submittal also approved on 6/16/1999. Therefore,
the DEP is requesting that the table be updated as follows:
______________________________________________________________62-296.511
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Original Reg
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision
3rd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

01/11/93 11/23/92
12/21/94 & 04/15/96
07/22/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99
01/16/03

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
68 FR 2204

Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.511 Solvent Metal Cleaning.
(1) Applicability.
(a) The emission limiting standards and control technology set forth in Rule 62-296.511, F.A.C.,
shall apply to cold cleaning, open-top vapor degreasing, and conveyorized degreasing operations.
All degreasing facilities using the following halogenated solvents are subject to the requirements
(including compliance deadlines) of the national emission standard for halogenated solvent
degreasers at 40 C.F.R. Part 63, Subpart T, adopted and incorporated by reference in Rule 62204.800, F.A.C.: carbon tetrachloride, chloroform, tetrachloroethylene, 1,1,1-trichloroethane,
trichloroethylene, and methylene chloride. Until compliance is achieved with the requirements of
40 C.F.R. Part 63, Subpart T, existing (as of November 29, 1993) halogenated solvent degreasing
facilities must also comply with the requirements of this rule. The requirements of this rule shall
not apply to any halogenated solvent degreasing facility after it has achieved compliance with the
requirements of 40 C.F.R. Part 63, Subpart T.
(b) The provisions of Rule 62-296.511, F.A.C., shall apply with the following exceptions:
1. Open-top vapor degreasers with an open area smaller than 10.8 square feet (one square
meter) shall be exempt from paragraph 62-296.511(3)(c), F.A.C.,
2. Conveyorized degreasers with an air/vapor interface smaller than 21.5 square feet (2.0
square meters) shall be exempt from paragraph 62-296.511(4)(b), F.A.C.
(2) Cold Cleaning Control Technology. Except as provided under subsection 62-296.511(1), F.A.C.,
the owner or operator of a cold cleaning facility shall comply with each of the following requirements:
(a) Equip the cleaner with a cover. The cover shall be so designed that it can be easily operated
with one hand if:
1. The solvent volatility is greater than 0.3 pounds per square inch (15 millimeters of mercury
or 2 kilopascals) measured at 100 degrees Fahrenheit (38 degrees Celsius),
2. The solvent is agitated,
3. The solvent is heated.
(b) Equip the cleaner with a facility for draining cleaned parts. The drainage facility shall be
constructed internally so that parts are enclosed under the cover while draining if the solvent
volatility is greater than 0.6 pounds per square inch (31 millimeters of mercury or 4.1 kilopascals)
measured at 100 degrees Fahrenheit (38 degrees Celsius), except that the drainage facility may be
external for the applications where an internal type cannot fit into the cleaning system.
(c) Install one of the following control devices if the solvent volatility is greater than 0.6 pounds
per square inch (31 millimeters of mercury or 4.1 kilopascals) measured at 100 degrees Fahrenheit
(38 degrees Celsius), or if the solvent is heated above 120 degrees Fahrenheit (50 degrees Celsius):
1. Freeboard that gives a freeboard ratio greater than or equal to 0.7, or
2. Water cover (solvent must be insoluble in and heavier than water), or
3. Other systems of equivalent control such as refrigerated chiller or carbon absorption.
(d) Provided a permanent, conspicuous label summarizing the operating requirements.
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(e) Store waste solvent only in covered containers and not dispose of waste solvent or transfer it to
another party, such that greater than 20 percent of the waste solvent (by weight) can evaporate into
the atmosphere.
(f) Close the cover whenever parts are not being handled in the cleaner.
(g) Drain the cleaned parts for at least 15 seconds or until dripping ceases.
(h) If used, supply a solvent spray that is a solid fluid stream (not a fine, atomized, or shower-type
spray) at a pressure which does not cause excessive splashing.
(3) Open Top Vapor Degreaser Control Technology. Except as provided under Rule 62-296.511,
F.A.C., the owner or operator of an open top vapor degreaser shall comply with each of the following
requirements:
(a) Equip the vapor degreaser with a cover that can be opened and closed easily without disturbing
the vapor zone.
(b) Provide the following safety switches:
1. A condenser flow switch and thermostat which shut off the heat if the condenser coolant is
either not circulating or too warm; and,
2. A spray safety switch which shuts off the spray pump if the vapor level drops more than 4
inches (10 centimeters) below the bottom condenser coil; and,
3. A vapor level control thermostat which shuts off the heat when the vapor level rises too high.
(c) Install one of the following control devices:
1. A freeboard ratio greater than or equal to 0.75, and a powered or mechanically assisted cover
if the degreaser opening is greater than 10.8 square feet (1.0 square meter), or
2. Refrigerated chiller, or
3. An enclosed design (cover or door opens only when the dry part is actually entering or exiting
the degreaser), or
4. A carbon adsorption system, with ventilation greater than or equal to 50 cubic feet per minute
per square foot (15 cubic meters per minute per square meter) of air/vapor area (when cover is
open), and exhausting less than 25 parts per million of solvent averaged over one complete
adsorption cycle.
(d) Keep the cover closed at all times except when processing work loads through the degreaser.
(e) Minimize solvent carryout by:
1. Racking parts to allow complete drainage; and,
2. Moving parts in and out of the degreaser at less than 11 feet per minute (3.3 meters per
minute); and,
3. Holding the parts in the vapor zone at least 30 seconds or until condensation ceases; and,
4. Decanting any pools of solvent on the cleaned parts before removal from the vapor zone;
and,
5. Allowing parts to dry within the degreaser for at least 15 seconds or until visually dry.
(f) Not degrease porous or absorbent materials, such as cloth, leather, wood, or rope.
(g) Not occupy more than half of the degreaser’s open-top area with a workload.
(h) Not load the degreaser to the point where the vapor level would drop more than 4 inches (10
centimeters) below the bottom condenser coil when the workload is removed from the vapor zone.
(i) Always spray below the vapor level.
(j) Repair solvent leaks immediately, or shut down the degreaser.
(k) Store waste solvent only in covered containers and not dispose of waste solvent or transfer it to
another party, such that greater than 20 percent of the waste solvent (by weight) can evaporate into
the atmosphere.
(l) Not operate the cleaner so as to allow water to be visually detectable in solvent exiting the water
separator.
(m) Not use ventilation fans near the degreaser opening, nor provide exhaust ventilation exceeding
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66 cubic feet per minute per square foot (20 cubic meters per minute per square meter) of degreaser
open area, unless necessary to meet OSHA requirements.
(n) Provide a permanent, conspicuous label, summarizing the operating procedure of paragraphs
62-296.511(3)(d) through (l), F.A.C.
(4) Conveyorized Degreaser Control Technology. Except as provided under subsection 62-296.511(1),
F.A.C., the owner or operator of a conveyorized degreaser shall comply with the following
requirements:
(a) Not use work-place fans near the degreaser opening, nor provide exhaust ventilation exceeding
66 cubic feet per minute per square foot (20 cubic meters per minute per square meter) of degreaser
opening, unless necessary to meet Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
requirements. OSHA regulations are available from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., and may be inspected at the Department’s
Tallahassee office.
(b) Install one of the following control devices:
1. Refrigerated chiller, or
2. Carbon absorption system, with ventilation greater than or equal to 49 cubic feet per minute
per square foot (15 cubic meters per square meter) of air/vapor area (when downtime covers
are open), and exhausting less than 25 parts per million of solvent by volume averaged over a
complete absorption cycle.
(c) Equip the cleaner with equipment, such as a drying tunnel or rotating (tumbling) basket,
sufficient to prevent cleaned parts from carrying out solvent or liquid vapor.
(d) Provide the following safety switches:
1. A condenser flow switch and thermostat which shut off the sump heat if the condenser
coolant is either not circulating or too warm; and,
2. A spray safety switch which shuts off the spray pump or the conveyor if the vapor level
drops more than 4 inches (10 centimeters) below the bottom condenser coil; and,
3. A vapor level control thermostat which shuts off the heat when the vapor level rises too high.
(e) Minimize openings during operation so that entrances and exits will silhouette workloads with
an average clearance between the parts and the edge of the degreaser opening of less than 4 inches
(10 centimeters) or less than 10 percent of the width of the opening.
(f) Provide downtime covers for closing off the entrance and exit during shutdown hours.
(g) Minimize carryout emissions by:
1. Racking parts for best drainage; and,
2. Maintaining the vertical conveyor speed at less than 11 feet per minute (3.3 meters per
minute).
(h) Store waste solvent only in covered containers and not dispose of waste solvent or transfer it to
another party, such that greater than 20 percent of the waste solvent (by weight) can evaporate into
the atmosphere.
(i) Repair solvent leaks immediately, or shut down the degreaser.
(j) Not operate the cleaner so as to allow water to be visually detectable in solvent exiting the water
separator.
(k) Place downtime covers over entrances and exits of conveyorized degreasers immediately after
the conveyors and exhausts are shutdown and do not remove them until just before a startup.
(5) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for volatile organic compound emissions from the specified equipment shall
be EPA Method 21, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by
reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for non-halogenated organic solvent emissions from a destructive add-on
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control device shall be EPA Method 25, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted
and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/2-78-041,
Alternate Test Method for Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using a
Flame Ionization Analyzer, adopted and incorporated by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(c) The test method for organic solvent emissions from a non-destructive add-on control device
shall be VOC Capture Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450, F.A.C. The
sampling time for each capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise
approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(d) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History–Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)12., 17-296.511, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 6-25-96, 10-7-96,
7-10-14, 11-5-20
______________________________________________________________62-296.511
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3rd Revision
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04/01/22
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10/20/94
06/16/99
01/06/03

Federal
Register
59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
68 FR 2204

62-296.512 CUTBACK ASPHALT
Current SIP:
62-296.512 Cutback Asphalt.
(1) Applicability. The emission limiting standard or control technology set forth in Rule
62-296.512(2), F.A.C., shall apply to the manufacture and use of cutback asphalts for paving or
maintaining roads, streets, highways, and parking lots.
(2) Control Standards. No person shall cause, allow, or permit the manufacture, mixing, storage, use,
or application of cutback asphalts except where:
(a) Long-life storage of liquid asphalt is necessary; or,
(b) Stockpile storage of cold mixed asphaltic concrete patching material is necessary; or,
(c) The use or application at ambient temperature less than 50 degrees Fahrenheit (10 degrees
Celsius) as determined by the nearest National Weather Service Station is necessary; or,
(d) The cutback asphalt is to be used solely as a penetrating prime coat; or,
(e) The cutback asphalt is to be used in a sand seal coat; or,
(f) The cutback asphalt is to be used as a tack coat in the routine maintenance of public roads, or
the minor betterment of public roads.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5, incorporated and adopted
by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard
cubic feet.
(b) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)13.; Formerly 17-296.512; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
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Original Reg
1st Revision

Date Submitted
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Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

11/23/92
12/21/94

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

Requested SIP Revisions:
1) Effective 8/14/2019, rule 62-296.512, F.A.C., was revised to remove rule subsection 62296.512(3), F.A.C., because it references a test method for particulate matter, a pollutant that
is not regulated by the rule. Rule 62-296.512, F.A.C., regulates emissions of volatile organic
compounds from cutback asphalt plants. Also, the reference to “control technology” was
removed form 62-296.512(1), F.A.C., because there are only “control standards” listed in 62296.512(2), F.A.C., Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the following amendments to rule
62-296.512, F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
62-296.512 Cutback Asphalt
(1) Applicability. The emission limiting control standards or control technology set forth
in subsection 62-296.512(2), F.A.C., shall apply to the manufacture and use of cutback
asphalts for paving or maintaining roads, streets, highways, and parking lots.
(2) No change.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the
requirements of this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as described at
40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62204.800, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.
(b) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.

2) The list of rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.512, F.A.C., needs to be updated as
follows:
History: Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)13.,; Formerly 17-296.512; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-1014, 8-14-19.

{Note: The 7/10/2014 revision to rule subsection 62-296.512(3), F.A.C., does not need to be
included in the SIP because of the complete removal of rule subsection 62-296.512(3),
F.A.C., effective 8/14/2019.}
3) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end of the
rule section needs to be edited as shown below because, though the recodification of the rule
was effective 11/23/92, that recodification was submitted to EPA on 1/11/93. Therefore, the
DEP is requesting that the table be updated as follows:
______________________________________________________________62-296.512
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Original Reg
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

01/11/93 11/23/92
12/21/94
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

{Note: The 7/10/2014 revision to rule subsection 62-296.512(3), F.A.C., does not need to be
included in the table because of this request to completely remove rule subsection 62296.512(3), F.A.C., from the SIP.}
Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.512 Cutback Asphalt.
(1) Applicability. The emission limiting control standards set forth in subsection 62-296.512(2), F.A.C.,
shall apply to the manufacture and use of cutback asphalts for paving or maintaining roads, streets,
highways, and parking lots.
(2) Control Standards. No person shall cause, allow, or permit the manufacture, mixing, storage, use,
or application of cutback asphalts except where:
(a) Long-life storage of liquid asphalt is necessary, or
(b) Stockpile storage of cold mixed asphaltic concrete patching material is necessary, or
(c) The use or application at ambient temperature less than 50 degrees Fahrenheit (10 degrees
Celsius) as determined by the nearest National Weather Service Station is necessary, or
(d) The cutback asphalt is to be used solely as a penetrating prime coat, or
(e) The cutback asphalt is to be used in a sand seal coat, or
(f) The cutback asphalt is to be used as a tack coat in the routine maintenance of public roads, or
the minor betterment of public roads.
History–Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)13., 17-296.512, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14, 8-14-19.
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62-296.513 SURFACE COATING OF MISCELLANEOUS METAL PARTS AND PRODUCTS
Current SIP:
62-296.513 Surface Coating of Miscellaneous Metal Parts and Products.
(1) Applicability.
(a) The emission limiting standards set forth in Rule 62-296.513(2), F.A.C., shall apply to surface
coating of the following metal parts and products:
1. Large farm machinery, such as harvesting, fertilizing and planting machines, tractors and
combines;
2. Small farm machinery, such as lawn and garden tractors, lawn mowers and rototillers;
3. Small appliances, such as fans, mixers, blenders, crock pots, dehumidifiers and vacuum
cleaners;
4. Commercial machinery, such as office equipment, computers and auxiliary equipment,
typewriters, calculators and vending machines;
5. Industrial machinery, such as pumps, compressors, conveyor components, fans, blowers
and transformers;
6. Fabricated metal products, such as metal covered doors, frames, etc.; and,
7. Any other industrial category which coats metal parts or products under the Standard
Industrial Classification Code of Major Group 33 (primary metal industries), Major Group 34
(fabricated metal products), Major Group 35 (nonelectric machinery), Major Group 36
(electrical machinery), Major Group 37 (transportation equipment), Major Group 38
(miscellaneous instruments), and Major Group 39 (miscellaneous manufacturing industries).
The Standard Industrial Classification Code is available from the superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 20402, and may be
examined at the Department of Environmental Regulation, Tallahassee.
(b) The provisions of Rule 62-296.513, F.A.C., shall not apply to the surface coating of the
following metal parts and products:
1. Automobiles and light-duty trucks;
2. Metal cans;
3. Flat metal sheets and strips in the form of rolls or coils;
4. Magnet wire for use in electrical machinery;
5. Metal furniture;
6. Large appliances;
7. Exterior of airplanes;
8. Automobile refinishing;
9. Customized top coating of automobiles and trucks if production is less than 35 vehicles per
day; and,
10. Exterior of marine vessels.
(c) The provisions of Rule 62-296.513, F.A.C., apply to the application area (s), flashoff area(s),
air and forced air dryer(s), and oven(s) used in the surface coating of the metal parts and products
listed in Rule 62-296.513(1)(a), F.A.C. These provisions also apply to prime coat, top coat, and
single coat operations. Credit for transfer efficiency above the baseline of 60% for spray coating
operations can be granted according to the following formula:
X = (TE) (Z) (Y)
Y + (TE) (Z)
Where
X = allowable maximum VOC content (kg VOC/liter of coating less water)
Y = density of the VOC in the maximum VOC content coating (kg/liter)
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Z = applicable emission limit (kg VOC/liter of coating solids deposited)
TE = transfer efficiency
An EPA and state approved test method for determination of transfer efficiency above the
baseline is required.
(2) Emission Limiting Standards
(a) No owner or operator of a coating line for miscellaneous metal parts and products shall cause,
allow, or permit the discharge into the atmosphere of any volatile organic compounds in excess
of:
1. 4.3 pounds per gallon of coating (0.52 kilograms per liter), excluding water, delivered to a
coating applicator that applies clear coatings;
2. 3.5 pounds per gallon of coating (0.42 kilograms per liter), excluding water, delivered to a
coating applicator in a coating application system that is air dried or forced warm air dried at
temperatures up to 194 degrees Fahrenheit (90 degrees Celsius);
3. 3.5 pounds per gallon of coating (0.42 kilograms per liter), excluding water, delivered to a
coating applicator that applies extreme performance coatings; or,
4. 3.0 pounds per gallon of coating (0.36 kilograms per liter), excluding water, delivered to a
coating applicator for all other coatings and coating application systems.
(b) If more than one emission limitation in Rule 62-296.513(2)(a), F.A.C., applies to a specific
coating, then the least stringent emission limitation shall be applied.
(c) All volatile organic compound emissions from solvent washings shall be considered in the
emission limitations in Rule 62-296.513(2)(a), F.A.C., unless the solvent is directed into
containers that prevent evaporation into the atmosphere.
(3) Control Technology. The emission limits in Rule 62-296.513(2)(a), F.A.C., shall be achieved by:
(a) The application of low solvent coating technology; or,
(b) Incineration, provided that 90 percent of the volatile organic compounds (VOC measured as
total combustible carbon) which enter the incinerator are oxidized to carbon dioxide and water.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
Method 24 or EPA 450/3-84-019, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297,
F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25 or
Attachment 3 of EPA 450/2-78-041, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter
62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA VOC
Capture Efficiency Test Procedures Rule 62-297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each
capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the
Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)14.; Formerly 17-296.513; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.513
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1st Revision

12/21/94

06/16/99

64 FR 32346

Requested SIP Revisions:
1) Effective 7/10/2014, rule subsection 62-296.513(4), F.A.C., was updated to revise references
to the locations of adoption and incorporations of EPA test methods and reference materials.
Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the following amendments to rule subsection 62296.513(4), F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements
of this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be
EPA Method 24, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and
incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures
for Certifying Quantity of Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted by Paint, Ink, and Other
Coatings (http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298, hereby adopted
and incorporated by reference. Incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62297, F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method
25, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by
reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/ 2-78-041,
Alternate Test Method for Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic
Compounds Using a Flame Ionization Analyzer, adopted and incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
VOC Capture Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450subsection
62-297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each capture efficiency test run shall be
at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62297.620, F.A.C.
(c) No change.

2) The list of rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.513, F.A.C., needs to be updated as
follows:
History: Formerly 17 2.650(1)(f)14.,; Formerly 17-296.513; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.

3) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end of the
rule section needs to be edited as shown below because, though the recodification of the rule
was effective 11/23/92, that recodification was submitted to EPA on 1/11/93. In addition, a
minor rule revision, effective 1/01/1996, to change the word “section” to “rule” in rule
subsection 62-296.513(4), F.A.C., and submitted to EPA for approval into the SIP on
4/15/1996, appears to have been approved into the SIP when the SIP was revised on
6/16/1999. However, the 4/15/1996 submittal date is not included in the table, only the
12/21/94 submittal date, for another SIP submittal also approved on 6/16/1999. Therefore,
the DEP is requesting that the table be updated as follows:
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Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.513 Surface Coating of Miscellaneous Metal Parts and Products.
(1) Applicability.
(a) The emission limiting standards set forth in subsection 62-296.513(2), F.A.C., shall apply to
surface coating of the following metal parts and products:
1. Large farm machinery, such as harvesting, fertilizing and planting machines, tractors and
combines,
2. Small farm machinery, such as lawn and garden tractors, lawn mowers and rototillers,
3. Small appliances, such as fans, mixers, blenders, crock pots, dehumidifiers and vacuum
cleaners,
4. Commercial machinery, such as office equipment, computers and auxiliary equipment,
typewriters, calculators and vending machines,
5. Industrial machinery, such as pumps, compressors, conveyor components, fans, blowers and
transformers,
6. Fabricated metal products, such as metal covered doors, frames, etc.; and,
7. Any other industrial category which coats metal parts or products under the Standard
Industrial Classification Code of Major Group 33 (primary metal industries), Major Group 34
(fabricated metal products), Major Group 35 (nonelectric machinery), Major Group 36
(electrical machinery), Major Group 37 (transportation equipment), Major Group 38
(miscellaneous instruments), and Major Group 39 (miscellaneous manufacturing industries).
The Standard Industrial Classification Code is available from the Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 20402, and may be
examined at the Department of Environmental Protection, Tallahassee.
(b) The provisions of Rule 62-296.513, F.A.C., shall not apply to the surface coating of the
following metal parts and products:
1. Automobiles and light-duty trucks,
2. Metal cans,
3. Flat metal sheets and strips in the form of rolls or coils,
4. Magnet wire for use in electrical machinery,
5. Metal furniture,
6. Large appliances,
7. Exterior of airplanes,
8. Automobile refinishing,
9. Customized top coating of automobiles and trucks if production is less than 35 vehicles per
day; and,
10. Exterior of marine vessels.
(c) The provisions of Rule 62-296.513, F.A.C., apply to the application area(s), flashoff area(s), air and
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forced air dryer(s), and oven(s) used in the surface coating of the metal parts and products listed in
paragraph 62-296.513(1)(a), F.A.C. These provisions also apply to prime coat, top coat, and single coat
operations. Credit for transfer efficiency above the baseline of 60% for spray coating operations can be
granted according to the following formula:
X

=

where
X =
Y =
Z

=

TE =

(TE) (Z) (Y)
Y + (TE) (Z)

allowable maximum VOC content (kg VOC/liter of coating less
water)
density of the VOC in the maximum VOC content coating
(kg/liter)
applicable emission limit (kg VOC/liter of coating solids
deposited)
transfer efficiency

An EPA and state approved test method for determination of transfer efficiency above the baseline
is required.
(2) Emission Limiting Standards.
(a) No owner or operator of a coating line for miscellaneous metal parts and products shall cause,
allow, or permit the discharge into the atmosphere of any volatile organic compounds in excess of:
1. 4.3 pounds per gallon of coating (0.52 kilograms per liter), excluding water, delivered to a
coating applicator that applies clear coatings,
2. 3.5 pounds per gallon of coating (0.42 kilograms per liter), excluding water, delivered to a
coating applicator in a coating application system that is air dried or forced warm air dried at
temperatures up to 194 degrees Fahrenheit (90 degrees Celsius),
3. 3.5 pounds per gallon of coating (0.42 kilograms per liter), excluding water, delivered to a
coating applicator that applies extreme performance coatings, or
4. 3.0 pounds per gallon of coating (0.36 kilograms per liter), excluding water, delivered to a
coating applicator for all other coatings and coating application systems.
(b) If more than one emission limitation in paragraph 62-296.513(2)(a), F.A.C., applies to a specific
coating, then the least stringent emission limitation shall be applied.
(c) All volatile organic compound emissions from solvent washings shall be considered in the
emission limitations in paragraph 62-296.513(2)(a), F.A.C., unless the solvent is directed into
containers that prevent evaporation into the atmosphere.
(3) Control Technology. The emission limits in paragraph 62-296.513(2)(a), F.A.C., shall be achieved
by:
(a) The application of low solvent coating technology, or
(b) Incineration, provided that 90 percent of the volatile organic compounds (VOC measured as
total combustible carbon) which enter the incinerator are oxidized to carbon dioxide and water.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method
24, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule
62-204.800, F.A.C., or EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures for Certifying Quantity of Volatile Organic
Compounds
Emitted
by
Paint,
Ink,
and
Other
Coatings
(http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298), hereby adopted and incorporated
by reference.
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(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25, as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule
62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/2-78-041, Alternate Test Method for Direct
Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using a Flame Ionization Analyzer,
adopted and incorporated by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be VOC Capture
Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450, F.A.C. The sampling time for
each capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the
Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History–Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)14., 17-296.513, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
______________________________________________________________62-296.513
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04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

62-296.514 SURFACE COATING OF FLAT WOOD PANELING
Current SIP:
62-296.514 Surface Coating of Flat Wood Paneling.
(1) Applicability.
(a) The emission limiting standards set forth in Rule 62-296.514(2), F.A.C., shall apply to all flat
wood manufacturing and surface finishing facilities that manufacture the following products:
1. Printed interior panels made of hardwood, plywood and thin particle board;
2. Natural finish hardwood plywood panels, or
3. Hardboard paneling with Class II finishes.
(b) The provisions stated in Rule 62-296.514(2), F.A.C., do not apply to the manufacture of
exterior siding, tileboard, or particle board used as a furniture component.
(2) Emission Limiting Standards. No owner or operator of a flat wood coating line subject to Rule
62-296.514, F.A.C., may cause, allow or permit the discharge into the atmosphere of any volatile
organic compounds in excess of:
(a) 6.0 pounds per 1,000 square feet of coated finished product (2.9 kilograms per 100 square
meters) from the coating of printed interior panels, regardless of the number of coats applied;
(b) 12.0 pounds per 1,000 square feet of coated finished product (5.8 kilograms per 100 square
meters) from the coating of natural finish hardwood plywood panels, regardless of the number of
coats applied; or,
(c) 10.0 pounds per 1,000 square feet of coated finished product (4.8 kilograms per 100 square
meters) from the coating of Class II finishes on hardboard panels, regardless of the number of
coats applied.
(3) Control Technology. The emission limits in Rule 62-296.514(2), F.A.C., shall be achieved by:
(a) The application of low solvent coating technology; or,
(b) Incineration, provided that 90% of the volatile organic compounds (VOC measured as total
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combustible carbon) which enter the incinerator are oxidized to carbon dioxide and water.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
Method 24 or EPA 450/3-84-019, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297,
F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25 or
Attachment 3 of EPA 450/2-78-041, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter
62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA VOC
Capture Efficiency Test Procedures Rule 62-297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each
capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the
Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)15.; Formerly 17-296.514; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.514
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11/23/92
12/21/94

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

Requested SIP Revisions:
1) Effective 7/10/2014, rule subsection 62-296.514(4), F.A.C., was updated to revise
references to the locations of adoption and incorporations of EPA test methods and
reference materials. Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the following amendments
to rule subsection 62-296.514(4), F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements
of this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be
EPA Method 24, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and
incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures
for Certifying Quantity of Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted by Paint, Ink, and Other
Coatings (http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298), hereby
adopted and incorporated by reference. incorporated and adopted by reference in
Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method
25, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by
reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/ 2-78-041,
Alternate Test Method for Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic
Compounds Using a Flame Ionization Analyzer, adopted and incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
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2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
VOC Capture Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450subsection
62-297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each capture efficiency test run shall be
at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62297.620, F.A.C.
(c) No change.

2) The list of rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.513, F.A.C., needs to be
updated as follows:
History: Formerly 17 2.650(1)(f)15.,; Formerly 17-296.514; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.

3) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end
of the rule section needs to be edited as shown below because, though the
recodification of the rule was effective 11/23/92, that recodification was submitted to
EPA on 1/11/93. In addition, a minor rule revision, effective 1/01/1996, to change
the word “section” to “rule” in rule subsection 62-296.514(4), F.A.C., and submitted
to EPA for approval into the SIP on 4/15/1996, appears to have been approved into
the SIP when the SIP was revised on 6/16/1999. However, the 4/15/1996 submittal
date is not included in the table, only the 12/21/94 submittal date, for another SIP
submittal also approved on 6/16/1999. Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the table
be updated as follows:
______________________________________________________________62-296.514

Original Reg
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

01/11/93 11/23/92
12/21/94 & 04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.514 Surface Coating of Flat Wood Paneling.
(1) Applicability.
(a) The emission limiting standards set forth in subsection 62-296.514(2), F.A.C., shall apply to all
flat wood manufacturing and surface finishing facilities that manufacture the following products:
1. Printed interior panels made of hardwood, plywood and thin particle board,
2. Natural finish hardwood plywood panels, or
3. Hardboard paneling with Class II finishes.
(b) The provisions stated in subsection 62-296.514(2), F.A.C., do not apply to the manufacture of
exterior siding, tileboard, or particle board used as a furniture component.
(2) Emission Limiting Standards. No owner or operator of a flat wood coating line subject to Rule 62296.514, F.A.C., may cause, allow or permit the discharge into the atmosphere of any volatile organic
compounds in excess of:
(a) 6.0 pounds per 1,000 square feet of coated finished product (2.9 kilograms per 100 square
meters) from the coating of printed interior panels, regardless of the number of coats applied;
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(b) 12.0 pounds per 1,000 square feet of coated finished product (5.8 kilograms per 100 square
meters) from the coating of natural finish hardwood plywood panels, regardless of the number of
coats applied, or
(c) 10.0 pounds per 1,000 square feet of coated finished product (4.8 kilograms per 100 square
meters) from the coating of Class II finishes on hardboard panels, regardless of the number of coats
applied.
(3) Control Technology. The emission limits in subsection 62-296.514(2), F.A.C., shall be achieved
by:
(a) The application of low solvent coating technology, or
(b) Incineration, provided that 90% of the volatile organic compounds (VOC measured as total
combustible carbon) which enter the incinerator are oxidized to carbon dioxide and water.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method
24, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule
62-204.800, F.A.C., or EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures for Certifying Quantity of Volatile Organic
Compounds
Emitted
by
Paint,
Ink,
and
Other
Coatings
(http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298), hereby adopted and incorporated
by reference.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25, as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule
62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/2-78-041, Alternate Test Method for Direct
Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using a Flame Ionization Analyzer,
adopted and incorporated by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be VOC Capture
Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450, F.A.C. The sampling time for
each capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the
Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History–Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)15., 17-296.514, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
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62-296.515 GRAPHIC ARTS SYSTEMS
Current SIP:
62-296.515 Graphic Arts Systems.
(1) Applicability. The control technology and provisions set forth in Rule 62-296.515(2), F.A.C.,
shall apply to all packaging rotogravure, publication rotogravure, or flexographic printing operations
whose prior to control potential to emit volatile organic compounds is equal to or more than 100 tons
per year (90 megagrams per year).
(2) Control Technology.
(a) No owner or operator of a packaging rotogravure, publication rotogravure, or flexographic
printing operation subject to Rule 62-296.515, F.A.C., and employing solvent containing ink shall
cause, allow or permit the operation of the facility unless:
1. The volatile fraction of ink as it is applied to the substrate, contains 25 percent by volume
or less of organic solvent and 75 percent by volume or more of water; or,
2. The ink as it is applied to the substrate, less water, contains 60 percent by volume or more
nonvolatile material; or,
3. An incineration system is employed which oxidizes at least 90 percent of the volatile
organic compounds (VOC measured as total combustible carbon) to carbon dioxide and
water.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
Method 24, 24A or EPA 450/3-84-019, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297,
F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25 or
Attachment 3 of EPA 450/2-78-041, with equipment specifications per Industrial Ventilation
Manual, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA VOC
Capture Efficiency Test Procedures Rule 62-297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each
capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the
Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)16.; Formerly 17-296.515; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.515

Original Reg
1st Revision
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to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

11/23/92
12/21/94

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

Requested SIP Revisions:
1) Effective 7/10/2014, rule subsection 62-296.515(3), F.A.C., was updated to revise references
to the locations of adoption and incorporations of EPA test methods and reference materials.
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Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the following amendments to rule subsection 62296.515(3), F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements
of this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be
EPA Method 24 or, 24A, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and
incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures
for Certifying Quantity of Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted by Paint, Ink, and Other
Coatings (http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298), hereby
adopted and incorporated by reference. incorporated and adopted by reference in
Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method
25, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by
reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/ 2-78-041,
Alternate Test Method for Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic
Compounds Using a Flame Ionization Analyzer, adopted and incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
VOC Capture Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450subsection
62-297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each capture efficiency test run shall be
at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62297.620, F.A.C.
(c) No change.

2) The list of rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.515, F.A.C., needs to be updated as
follows:
History: Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)16.,; Formerly 17-296.515; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-1014.

3) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end of the
rule section needs to be edited as shown below because, though the recodification of the rule
was effective 11/23/92, that recodification was submitted to EPA on 1/11/93. In addition, a
minor rule revision, effective 1/01/1996, to change the word “section” to “rule” in rule
subsection 62-296.515(3), F.A.C., and submitted to EPA for approval into the SIP on
4/15/1996, appears to have been approved into the SIP when the SIP was revised on
6/16/1999. However, the 4/15/1996 submittal date is not included in the table, only the
12/21/94 submittal date, for another SIP submittal also approved on 6/16/1999. Therefore,
the DEP is requesting that the table be updated as follows:
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2nd Revision

04/01/22

Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.515 Graphic Arts Systems.
(1) Applicability. The control technology and provisions set forth in subsection 62-296.515(2), F.A.C.,
shall apply to all packaging rotogravure, publication rotogravure, or flexographic printing operations
whose prior to control potential to emit volatile organic compounds is equal to or more than 100 tons
per year (90 megagrams per year).
(2) Control Technology.
(a) No owner or operator of a packaging rotogravure, publication rotogravure, or flexographic
printing operation subject to Rule 62-296.515, F.A.C., and employing solvent containing ink shall
cause, allow or permit the operation of the facility unless:
1. The volatile fraction of ink as it is applied to the substrate, contains 25 percent by volume or
less of organic solvent and 75 percent by volume or more of water, or
2. The ink as it is applied to the substrate, less water, contains 60 percent by volume or more
nonvolatile material, or
3. An incineration system is employed which oxidizes at least 90 percent of the volatile organic
compounds (VOC measured as total combustible carbon) to carbon dioxide and water.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method
24 or 24A, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference
at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures for Certifying Quantity of Volatile
Organic
Compounds
Emitted
by
Paint,
Ink,
and
Other
Coatings
(http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298), hereby adopted and incorporated
by reference.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25, as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule
62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/2-78-041, Alternate Test Method for Direct
Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using a Flame Ionization Analyzer,
adopted with equipment specifications per Industrial Ventilation Manual, and incorporated by
reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be VOC Capture
Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450, F.A.C. The sampling time for
each capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the
Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History–Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)16., 17-296.515, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
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62-296.516 PETROLEUM LIQUID STORAGE TANKS WITH EXTERNAL FLOATING ROOFS
Current SIP:
62-296.516 Petroleum Liquid Storage Tanks with External Floating Roofs.
(1) Applicability.
(a) The control technology and provisions set forth in Rule 62-296.516(2), F.A.C., shall apply to
all petroleum liquid storage vessels equipped with external floating roofs, having capacities equal
to or greater than 42,000 gallons (159,000 liters, nominal design 1,000 barrels);
(b) Rule 62-296.516(2), F.A.C., shall not apply to petroleum liquid storage vessels which:
1. Are used to store waxy, heavy pour crude oil; or,
2. Have capacities equal to or less than 420,000 gallons (1,590,000 liters, nominal 10,000
barrels) and are used to store crude oil and condensate prior to lease custody transfer; or,
3. Contain a petroleum liquid with a true vapor pressure of less than 1.5 psia (10.15 kPa); or,
4. Contain a petroleum liquid with a true vapor pressure of less than 4.0 psia (27.6 kPa) if
such vessel is of welded construction and presently possesses a metallic-type shoe seal, a
liquid-mounted foam seal, a liquid-mounted liquid-filled type of seal, or other closure device
of demonstrated equivalence approved by the Department; or,
5. Are of welded construction, equipped with a metallic-type shoe primary seal and with a
secondary seal from the top of the shoe seal to the tank wall (shoe-mounted secondary seal).
(2) Control Technology.
(a) No owner or operator of a petroleum liquid storage vessel subject to Rule 62-296.516, F.A.C.,
shall store a petroleum liquid in that vessel unless:
1. The vessel has been fitted with a continuous secondary seal extending from the floating
roof to the tank wall (rim-mounted secondary seal); or another closure or device, approved by
the Department, which is equally effective in controlling emissions; and,
2. All seal closure devices meet the following requirements:
a. The seal(s) are intact and uniformly in place around the circumference of the floating
roof between the floating roof and the tank wall; and,
b. There are no visible holes, tears, or other openings in the seal(s) or seal fabric; and,
c. For vapor mounted (primary) seals, the accumulated area of gaps exceeding 1/8 inch
(0.32 cm) in width between the secondary seal and the tank wall shall not exceed 1.0
square inch per foot of tank diameter (21.2 square centimeters per meter of tank
diameter); and,
3. All openings in the external floating roof, except for automatic bleeder vents, rim space
vents, and leg sleeves, are:
a. Equipped with covers, seals, or lids in the closed position except when the openings are
in actual use; and,
b. Equipped with projections in the tank which remain below the liquid surface at all
times; and,
4. Automatic bleeder vents are closed at all times except when the roof is floating off or
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landed on the roof leg supports; and,
5. Rim vents are set to open when the roof is being floated off the leg supports or at the
manufacturer's recommended setting; and,
6. Emergency roof drains are provided with slotted membrane fabric covers or equivalent
covers which cover at least 90 percent of the area of the opening.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 21 and p. 5-3 of EPA
450/2-78-047, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)17.; Formerly 17-296.516; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.516
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59 FR 52916
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Requested SIP Revisions:
1) Effective 7/10/2014, rule subsection 62-296.516(3), F.A.C., was updated to revise references
to the location of adoption and incorporation of an EPA test method. Therefore, the DEP is
requesting that the following amendments to rule subsection 62-296.516(3), F.A.C., be
included in the SIP:
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements
of this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 21, as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at
Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.; and as described in section 5.2 on p. 5-3 of EPA 450/2-78-047,
adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) No change.

2) The list of rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.516, F.A.C., needs to be updated as
follows:
History: Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)17.,; Formerly 17-296.516; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-1014.

3) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end of the
rule section needs to be edited as shown below because, though the recodification of the rule
was effective 11/23/92, that recodification was submitted to EPA on 1/11/93. In addition, a
minor rule revision, effective 1/01/1996, to change the word “section” to “rule” in rule
subsection 62-296.516(3), F.A.C., and submitted to EPA for approval into the SIP on
4/15/1996, appears to have been approved into the SIP when the SIP was revised on
6/16/1999. However, the 4/15/1996 submittal date is not included in the table, only the
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12/21/94 submittal date, for another SIP submittal also approved on 6/16/1999. Therefore,
the DEP is requesting that the table be updated as follows:
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Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.516 Petroleum Liquid Storage Tanks with External Floating Roofs.
(1) Applicability.
(a) The control technology and provisions set forth in subsection 62-296.516(2), F.A.C., shall apply
to all petroleum liquid storage vessels equipped with external floating roofs, having capacities equal
to or greater than 42,000 gallons (159,000 liters, nominal design 1,000 barrels);
(b) Subsection 62-296.516(2), F.A.C., shall not apply to petroleum liquid storage vessels which:
1. Are used to store waxy, heavy pour crude oil, or
2. Have capacities equal to or less than 420,000 gallons (1,590,000 liters, nominal 10,000
barrels) and are used to store crude oil and condensate prior to lease custody transfer, or
3. Contain a petroleum liquid with a true vapor pressure of less than 1.5 psia (10.15 kPa), or
4. Contain a petroleum liquid with a true vapor pressure of less than 4.0 psia (27.6 kPa) if such
vessel is of welded construction and presently possesses a metallic-type shoe seal, a liquidmounted foam seal, a liquid-mounted liquid-filled type of seal, or other closure device of
demonstrated equivalence approved by the Department, or
5. Are of welded construction, equipped with a metallic-type shoe primary seal and with a
secondary seal from the top of the shoe seal to the tank wall (shoe-mounted secondary seal).
(2) Control Technology.
(a) No owner or operator of a petroleum liquid storage vessel subject to Rule 62-296.516, F.A.C.,
shall store a petroleum liquid in that vessel unless:
1. The vessel has been fitted with a continuous secondary seal extending from the floating roof
to the tank wall (rim-mounted secondary seal); or another closure or device, approved by the
Department, which is equally effective in controlling emissions; and,
2. All seal closure devices meet the following requirements:
a. The seal(s) are intact and uniformly in place around the circumference of the floating
roof between the floating roof and the tank wall; and,
b. There are no visible holes, tears, or other openings in the seal(s) or seal fabric; and,
c. For vapor mounted (primary) seals, the accumulated area of gaps exceeding 1/8 inch
(0.32 cm) in width between the secondary seal and the tank wall shall not exceed 1.0 square
inch per foot of tank diameter (21.2 square centimeters per meter of tank diameter); and,
3. All openings in the external floating roof, except for automatic bleeder vents, rim space
vents, and leg sleeves, are:
a. Equipped with covers, seals, or lids in the closed position except when the openings are
in actual use; and,
b. Equipped with projections in the tank which remain below the liquid surface at all times;
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and,
4. Automatic bleeder vents are closed at all times except when the roof is floating off or landed
on the roof leg supports; and,
5. Rim vents are set to open when the roof is being floated off the leg supports or at the
manufacturer’s recommended setting; and,
6. Emergency roof drains are provided with slotted membrane fabric covers or equivalent
covers which cover at least 90 percent of the area of the opening.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 21, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.;
and as described in section 5.2 on p. 5-3 of EPA 450/2-78-047, adopted and incorporated by
reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History–Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)17., 17-296.516, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
______________________________________________________________62-296.516

Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

01/11/93
12/21/94 & 04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

62-296.570 REASONABLY AVAILABLE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY (RACT) - REQUIREMENTS FOR
MAJOR VOC- AND NOX-EMITTING FACILITIES
Current SIP:
62-296.570 Reasonably Available Control Technology (RACT) – Requirements for Major
VOC- and NOx-Emitting Facilities.
(1) Applicability.
(a) The requirements of this rule shall apply to those major VOC- and NOx-emitting facilities
specified in Rule 62-296.500(1)(b), F.A.C.; specifically, to those VOC emissions units within
such facilities which are not regulated for VOC under Rules 62-296.501 through 62-296.516,
F.A.C., and those VOC and NOx emissions units which have not been exempted pursuant to Rule
62-296.500(1)(b), F.A.C., or by a specific provision of Rules 62-296.500 through 62-296.516,
F.A.C.
(b) The requirements of this rule shall not apply to emissions units that are exempt from the air
permitting requirements of the Department pursuant to Rule 62-210.300, F.A.C.
(2) Compliance Requirements. Emissions units subject to the requirements of this rule shall comply
with the operation permit requirements of Rule 62-296.570(3), F.A.C., and the RACT emission
limiting standards of Rule 62-296.570(4), F.A.C. If, pursuant to an air operation or construction
permit, the owner or operator of a emissions unit subject to the requirements of this rule assumes (or
has assumed) a more stringent NOx or VOC emissions limit than the RACT emissions limit
established in Rule 62-296.570(4), F.A.C., for the applicable emissions unit category, compliance
with the emissions unit's NOx or VOC emissions limit in its air operation or construction permit shall
be considered compliance with RACT for purposes of this rule.
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(3) Operation Permit Requirements.
(a) The owner or operator of any emissions unit subject to the requirements of this rule shall
apply for a new or revised permit to operate in accordance with the provisions of this rule by
March 1, 1993, unless a later filing date is specified by the Department in writing.
(b) If the existing operation permit for any emissions unit subject to the requirements of this rule
would expire between the effective date of this section and March 1, 1993, or any later filing date
specified by the Department, the expiration date of such permit is hereby extended until March 1,
1993, or such later date. This provision shall not apply in the case of a revocation or suspension
of such permit pursuant to Chapter 62-4, F.A.C.
(4) RACT Emission Limiting Standards.
(a) Compliance Dates and Monitoring.
1. Each applicant for a new or revised operation permit for an emissions unit subject to the
requirements of this rule shall propose a schedule for implementing the RACT emission
limiting standards as expeditiously as practicable but no later than May 31, 1995. The
emissions unit shall demonstrate compliance with the RACT emission limiting standards in
accordance with a schedule specified in the emissions unit's air operation permit issued
pursuant to Rule 62-296.570(3), F.A.C.
2. Fuel-specific NOx and VOC emission limits established under this rule shall be
incorporated into the new or revised operation permit for each emissions unit and become
effective in accordance with the terms of the permit.
3. For units that are not equipped with a continuous emission monitoring system (CEMS) for
NOx or VOCs, compliance with the emission limits established in this rule shall be
demonstrated by annual emission testing in accordance with applicable EPA Reference
Methods from Rule 62-297.401, F.A.C., or other methods approved by the Department in
accordance with the requirements of Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C., except as otherwise provided
in Rule 62-296.570(4)(b), F.A.C. If required, such annual emission testing shall be
conducted during each federal fiscal year (October 1 - September 30). Annual compliance
testing while firing oil is unnecessary for units operating on oil for less than 400 hours in the
current federal fiscal year.
4. For units that are equipped with a CEMS, compliance shall be demonstrated based on a
30-day rolling average. The CEMs must meet the performance specifications contained in 40
Code of Federal Regulations Part 60, Appendix B, or 40 Code of Federal Regulations Part 75,
hereby adopted and incorporated by reference.
(b) Emission Limiting Standards.
1. Emissions of NOx from any rear wall fired, forced circulation, 16-burner, compact furnace
shall not exceed 0.20 lb/million BTU while firing natural gas and 0.36 lb/million BTU while
firing oil.
2. Emissions of NOx from any front wall fired, natural circulation, 18-burner, compact
furnace shall not exceed 0.40 lb/million BTU while firing natural gas and 0.53 lb/million
BTU of NOx while firing oil.
3. Emissions of NOx from any front wall fired, natural circulation, 24-burner, compact
furnace shall not exceed 0.50 lb/million BTU while firing natural gas and 0.62 lb/million
BTU of NOx while firing oil.
4. Emissions of NOx from any tangentially fired, low heat release, large furnace shall not
exceed 0.20 lb/million BTU while firing natural gas.
5. Emissions of NOx from any gas turbine shall not exceed 0.50 lb/million BTU while firing
natural gas and 0.90 lb/million BTU while firing oil. Unless compliance is demonstrated
using a CEMS, compliance shall be demonstrated by a stack test on one representative
turbine unit within a facility if the turbines are substantially similar.
6. Emissions of VOC and NOx from carbonaceous fuel burning facilities, other than
waste-to-energy facilities, shall not exceed 5.0 lbs/million BTU and 0.9 lb/million BTU,
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respectively.
7. Emissions of NOx from any oil-fired diesel generator shall not exceed 4.75 lb/million
BTU.
8. Emissions of NOx from any cement plant shall not exceed 2.0 lb/million BTU.
9. Emissions of NOx from any other combustion emissions unit subject to the requirements of
this rule, and not covered in Rule 62-296.570(4)(b)1. through 8., F.A.C., shall not exceed
0.50 lb/million BTU. Compliance shall be demonstrated annually in accordance with the
applicable EPA Method from Rule 62-297.401, F.A.C., or other method approved by the
Department in accordance with the requirements of Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
10. Emissions of VOC from resin coating operations shall be limited by the use of low-VOC
resin or thermal oxidation of emissions from the purge cycle.
11. Emissions of VOC from any emissions unit subject to this rule but specifically exempted
from any of the control technology requirements of Rules 62-296.501, through 62-296.516,
F.A.C., shall not exceed the applicable exemption criteria.
(c) Exception for Startup, Shutdown, or Malfunction. The emission limits in this rule shall apply
at all times except during periods of startup, shutdown, or malfunction as provided by Rule
62-210.700, F.A.C.
History: New 2-2-93; Amended 4-17-94; Formerly 17-296.570; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.570

Original Reg
1st Revision
2nd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

01/08/93
04/25/94
12/21/94

01/11/95
01/11/95
06/16/99

60 FR 2688
60 FR 2688
64 FR 32346

Requested SIP Revisions:
1) The DEP is requesting, by means of a CAA section 110(l) noninterference demonstration,
that rule subsection 62-296.570(3) and rule subparagraphs 62-296.570(4)(a)1. and 2., F.A.C.,
be removed from the SIP as follows:
(3) Operation Permit Requirements.
(a) The owner or operator of any emissions unit subject to the requirements of this
rule shall apply for a new or revised permit to operate in accordance with the
provisions of this rule by March 1, 1993, unless a later filing date is specified by the
Department in writing.
(b) If the existing operation permit for any emissions unit subject to the requirements
of this rule would expire between the effective date of this section and March 1, 1993,
or any later filing date specified by the Department, the expiration date of such
permit is hereby extended until March 1, 1993, or such later date. This provision
shall not apply in the case of a revocation or suspension of such permit pursuant to
Chapter 62-4, F.A.C.
(4) RACT Emission Limiting Standards.
(a) Compliance Dates and Monitoring.
1. Each applicant for a new or revised operation permit for an emissions unit
subject to the requirements of this rule shall propose a schedule for implementing
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the RACT emission limiting standards as expeditiously as practicable but no
later than May 31, 1995. The emissions unit shall demonstrate compliance with
the RACT emission limiting standards in accordance with a schedule specified in
the emissions unit's air operation permit issued pursuant to Rule 62-296.570(3),
F.A.C.
2. Fuel-specific NOx and VOC emission limits established under this rule shall
be incorporated into the new or revised operation permit for each emissions unit
and become effective in accordance with the terms of the permit.

Demonstration: This rule language contains obsolete rule-implementing provisions.
Specifically, this rule language contains requirements for affected facilities to obtain
operating permits. All affected facilities already have operating permits; therefore, these
rules are no longer needed in the SIP.
2) The DEP is requesting, by means of a CAA section 110(l) noninterference demonstration,
that rule subparagraph 62-296.570(4)(b)1., F.A.C., be removed from the SIP as follows:
1. Emissions of NOx from any rear wall fired, forced circulation, 16-burner, compact
furnace shall not exceed 0.20 lb/million BTU while firing natural gas and 0.36 lb/million
BTU while firing oil.

Demonstration: This rule subparagraph is no longer needed in the SIP because the
emissions units regulated by it, FP&L Port Everglades Units 1 and 2, are permanently
shut down.
3) The DEP is requesting, by means of a CAA section 110(l) noninterference demonstration,
that rule subparagraph 62-296.570(4)(b)2., F.A.C., be removed from the SIP as follows:
2. Emissions of NOx from any front wall fired, natural circulation, 18 burner, compact
furnace shall not exceed 0.40 lb/million BTU while firing natural gas and 0.53 lb/million
BTU of NOx while firing oil.

Demonstration: This rule subparagraph is no longer needed in the SIP because the
emissions units regulated by it, FP&L Port Everglades Units 3 and 4, and Turkey Point
Units 1 and 2, are permanently shut down.
4) The DEP is requesting, by means of a CAA section 110(l) noninterference demonstration,
that rule subparagraph 62-296.570(4)(b)3., F.A.C., be removed from the SIP as follows:
3. Emissions of NOx from any front wall fired, natural circulation, 24-burner, compact
furnace shall not exceed 0.50 lb/million BTU while firing natural gas and 0.62 lb/million
BTU of NOx while firing oil.

Demonstration: This rule subparagraph is no longer needed in the SIP because the
emissions units regulated by it, FP&L Riviera Beach Units 3 and 4, are permanently shut
down.
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5) The DEP is requesting, by means of a CAA section 110(l) noninterference demonstration,
that rule subparagraph 62-296.570(4)(b)4., F.A.C., be removed from the SIP as follows:
4. Emissions of NOx from any tangentially fired, low heat release, large furnace shall not
exceed 0.20 lb/million BTU while firing natural gas.

Demonstration: This rule subparagraph is no longer needed in the SIP because the
emissions units regulated by it, FP&L Cutler Units 3 and 4, are permanently shut
down.
6) Effective 3/02/1999, rule paragraph 62-296.570(1)(b), F.A.C., was revised to clearly state
that rule 62-295.570 would not interfere with the permitting exemption for insignificant
emissions units. As the rule title states, Rule 62-296.570, F.A.C., does not apply if the
emission units are not Major VOC- and NOx-Emitting Facilities. In addition, rule
subparagraph 62-296.570(4)(b)9., F.A.C., was revised to clarify the intent of the rule is to
apply to other external combustion emissions. Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the
following amendments to rule paragraph 62-296.570(1)(b), F.A.C., and rule subparagraph
62-296.570(4)(b)9., F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
(1)(b) The requirements of this rule shall not apply to emissions units that would
otherwise be are exempt from the air permitting requirements of the Department
pursuant to Rule 62-210.300(3), F.A.C., or that would otherwise be considered
insignificant pursuant to Rule 62-213.300(2)(a)1., F.A.C., or Rule 62-213.430(6)(b),
F.A.C.
(4)(b)9. Emissions of NOx from any other external combustion emissions unit subject to
the requirements of this rule and not covered in Rule 62-296.570(4) (b)l. through 8.,
F.A.C., shall not exceed 0.50 lb/million BTU. Compliance shall be demonstrated
annually in accordance with the applicable EPA Method from Rule 62-297.401, F.A.C.,
or other method approved by the Department in accordance with the requirements of
Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.

7) Effective 7/10/2014, rule subsection 62-296.570(4), F.A.C., was updated to revise references
to the location of adoption and incorporation of EPA test methods and to clarify that not all
testing performed is for determination of compliance. Therefore, the DEP is requesting that
the following amendments to rule subsection 62-296.570(4), F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
(4) RACT Emission Limiting Standards.
(a) Emissions Testing Compliance Dates and Monitoring.
1. through 2. No change.
3. For units that are not equipped with a continuous emission monitoring system
(CEMS) for NOx or VOCs, compliance with the emission limits established in
this rule shall be demonstrated by annual emissions testing is required in
accordance with applicable EPA Reference Methods from as described in 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendices A-1 through A-8, adopted and incorporated by
reference at Rule 62-204.800Rule 62-297.401, F.A.C., or other methods
approved by the Department in accordance with the requirements of Rule 62297.620, F.A.C., except as otherwise provided in paragraph 62-296.570(4)(b),
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F.A.C. If required, such annual emission testing shall be conducted during each
federal fiscal year (October 1 – September 30). Annual emissions compliance
testing while firing oil is unnecessary for units operating on oil for less than 400
hours in the current federal fiscal year.
4. No change.
(b) Emission Limiting Standards.
1. through 8. No change.
9. Emissions of NOx from any other external combustion emissions unit subject
to the requirements of this rule, and not covered in subparagraph 62296.570(4)(b)1. through 8., F.A.C., shall not exceed 0.50 lb/million BTU.
Emissions Compliance shall be determined demonstrated annually in accordance
with the applicable EPA Method from 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendices A-1
through A-8, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800Rule 62297.401, F.A.C., or other method approved by the Department in accordance
with the requirements of Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
10. through 11. No change.
(c) No change.

8) The list of rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.570, F.A.C., needs to be updated as
follows:
History: New 2-2-93; Amended 4-17-94; Formerly 17-296.570; Amended 11-23-94, 1-196, 3-2-99, 7-10-14.

9) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end of the
rule section needs to be edited as shown below because a minor rule revision, effective
1/01/1996, to change the word “section” to “rule” in many instances in Rule 62-296.570,
F.A.C., and submitted to EPA for approval into the SIP on 4/15/1996, appears to have been
approved into the SIP when the SIP was revised on 6/16/1999. However, the 4/15/1996
submittal date is not included in the table, only the 12/21/94 submittal date, for another SIP
submittal also approved on 6/16/1999. Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the table be
updated as follows:
______________________________________________________________62-296.570

Original Reg
1st Revision
2nd Revision
3rd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

01/08/93
04/25/94
12/21/94 & 04/15/96
04/01/22

01/11/95
01/11/95
06/16/99

60 FR 2688
60 FR 2688
64 FR 32346

Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.570 Reasonably Available Control Technology (RACT) ‒ Requirements for Major VOCand NOx-Emitting Facilities.
(1) Applicability.
(a) The requirements of this rule shall apply to those major VOC- and NOx-emitting facilities
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specified in paragraph 62-296.500(1)(b), F.A.C.; specifically, to those VOC emissions units
within such facilities which are not regulated for VOC under Rules 62-296.501 through 62296.516, F.A.C., and those VOC and NOx emissions units which have not been exempted
pursuant to paragraph 62-296.500(1)(b), F.A.C., or by a specific provision of Rules 62-296.500
through 62-296.516, F.A.C.
(b) The requirements of this rule shall not apply to emissions units that would otherwise be
exempt from the air permitting requirements of the Department pursuant to subsection 62210.300(3), F.A.C., or that would otherwise be considered insignificant pursuant to subparagraph
62-213.300(2)(a)1., or paragraph 62-213.430(6)(b), F.A.C.
(2) Compliance Requirements. Emissions units subject to the requirements of this rule shall comply
with the operation permit requirements of subsection 62-296.570(3), F.A.C., and the RACT emission
limiting standards of subsection 62-296.570(4), F.A.C. If, pursuant to an air operation or construction
permit, the owner or operator of a emissions unit subject to the requirements of this rule assumes (or
has assumed) a more stringent NOx or VOC emissions limit than the RACT emissions limit
established in subsection 62-296.570(4), F.A.C., for the applicable emissions unit category,
compliance with the emissions unit’s NOx or VOC emissions limit in its air operation or construction
permit shall be considered compliance with RACT for purposes of this rule.
(4) RACT Emission Limiting Standards.
(a) Emissions Testing Dates and Monitoring.
3. For units that are not equipped with a continuous emission monitoring system (CEMS) for
NOx or VOCs, annual emissions testing is required in accordance with applicable EPA
Reference Methods as described in 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendices A-1 through A-8, adopted
and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or other methods approved by the
Department in accordance with the requirements of Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C., except as
otherwise provided in paragraph 62-296.570(4)(b), F.A.C. If required, such annual emission
testing shall be conducted during each federal fiscal year (October 1 – September 30). Annual
emissions testing while firing oil is unnecessary for units operating on oil for less than 400
hours in the current federal fiscal year.
4. For units that are equipped with a CEMs, compliance shall be demonstrated based on a 30day rolling average. The CEMs must meet the performance specifications contained in 40
Code of Federal Regulations Part 60, Appendix B, or 40 Code of Federal Regulations Part 75,
hereby adopted and incorporated by reference.
(b) Emission Limiting Standards.
5. Emissions of NOx from any gas turbine shall not exceed 0.50 lb/million BTU while firing
natural gas and 0.90 lb/million BTU while firing oil. Unless compliance is demonstrated
using a CEMs, compliance shall be demonstrated by a stack test on one representative turbine
unit within a facility if the turbines are substantially similar.
6. Emissions of VOC and NOx from carbonaceous fuel burning facilities, other than wasteto-energy facilities, shall not exceed 5.0 lbs/million BTU and 0.9 lb/million BTU,
respectively.
7. Emissions of NOx from any oil-fired diesel generator shall not exceed 4.75 lb/million
BTU.
8. Emissions of NOx from any cement plant shall not exceed 2.0 lb/million BTU.
9. Emissions of NOx from any other external combustion emissions unit subject to the
requirements of this rule, and not covered in subparagraph 62-296.570(4)(b)1. through 8.,
F.A.C., shall not exceed 0.50 lb/million BTU. Emissions shall be determined annually in
accordance with the applicable EPA Method from 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendices A-1
through A-8, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or other
method approved by the Department in accordance with the requirements of Rule 62-
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297.620, F.A.C.
10. Emissions of VOC from resin coating operations shall be limited by the use of low-VOC
resin or thermal oxidation of emissions from the purge cycle.
11. Emissions of VOC from any emissions unit subject to this rule but specifically exempted
from any of the control technology requirements of Rules 62-296.501, through 62-296.516,
F.A.C., shall not exceed the applicable exemption criteria.
(c) Exception for Startup, Shutdown, or Malfunction. The emission limits in this rule shall apply
at all times except during periods of startup, shutdown, or malfunction as provided by Rule 62210.700, F.A.C.
History–New 2-2-93, Amended 4-17-94, Formerly 17-296.570, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 3-2-99, 710-14.
______________________________________________________________62-296.570

Original Reg
1st Revision
2nd Revision
3rd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

01/08/93
04/25/94
12/21/94 & 04/15/96
04/01/22

01/11/95
01/11/95
06/16/99

60 FR 2688
60 FR 2688
64 FR 32346

62-296.600 REASONABLY AVAILABLE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY (RACT) – LEAD
Current SIP:
62-296.600 Reasonably Available Control Technology (RACT) - Lead.
(1) Applicability. Any new or existing lead processing operation that is located in an area designated
under Chapter 62-275, F.A.C., as a lead nonattainment or air quality maintenance area, or in the area
of influence of such an area, shall limit the emission of lead through the application of reasonably
available control technology (RACT) as specified in Rules 62-296.601 through 62-296.605, F.A.C.
(2) Compliance Requirements. Lead processing operations subject to the requirements of this rule
shall comply with the permit requirements, operation and maintenance plan requirements,
recordkeeping and reporting requirements, and compliance demonstration requirements of Rules
62-296.600(3) through 62-296.600(6), F.A.C., respectively, the general requirements of Rule
62-296.601, F.A.C., and the specific emission limiting standards of Rules 62-296.602 through
62-296.605, F.A.C. For existing facilities, compliance with these requirements shall be achieved as
expeditiously as possible, in accordance with a schedule of compliance established in the permit
required pursuant to this rule.
(3) Permit Requirements. By September 30, 1994, the owner or operator of any existing facility
subject to the requirements of this rule shall apply for a new or revised federally enforceable, as
defined in Rule 62-210.200, F.A.C., air permit, pursuant to Chapter 62-4, F.A.C., addressing the
requirements of this rule.
(4) Operation and Maintenance Plan. In any application for a permit, the owner or operator of any
facility subject to the requirements of this rule shall submit to the Department an operation and
maintenance plan for the lead emissions control devices, collection systems, and processing systems.
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The operation and maintenance plan shall include quarterly inspection methods for the lead emissions
control devices, including black light leak detection tests or broken bag detectors in the baghouses, to
prevent reduced lead collection efficiency. Lead oxide handling operations with the potential to emit
200 pounds or less of lead per year shall be exempt from this operation and maintenance plan
provision.
(5) Recordkeeping and Reporting. The owner or operator of any facility subject to the requirements
of this rule shall keep the following records for a minimum of two years, and make them available to
any representative of the Department or an approved local air program upon request:
(a) Records of control equipment operating parameters.
(b) Maintenance records on the control equipment, including black-light tests, bag replacements,
structural repairs, and motor replacements.
(c) Records of control system malfunctions or failures and corrective actions taken.
(6) Compliance Demonstration. The owner or operator of any facility subject to an emissions
limiting standard pursuant to Rule 62-296.602 through 62-296.605, F.A.C., shall demonstrate
compliance with such limit by the initial compliance date established in the permit required pursuant
to this rule, or in accordance with the terms of any construction permit addressing the requirements of
this rule, and every five years thereafter unless a more frequent schedule is specified in the permit.
Compliance shall be demonstrated as follows:
(a) Compliance with lead emission standards shall be demonstrated by EPA Method 12, adopted
and incorporated by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) Compliance with opacity standards shall be demonstrated by EPA Method 9, adopted and
incorporated by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: New: 8-8-94, Formerly 17-296.600, Amended 1-1-96, 3-13-96.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.600

Original Reg
1st Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

08/18/94
04/15/96

09/18/96
06/16/99

61 FR 49064
64 FR 32346

Requested SIP Revisions:
1) Effective 7/10/2014, rule subsection 62-296.600(6), F.A.C., was updated to revise references
to the location of adoption and incorporation of EPA test methods and to clarify that not all
testing performed is for determination of compliance. Therefore, the DEP is requesting that
the following amendments to rule subsection 62-296.600(6), F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
(6) Emissions Determination Compliance Demonstration. The owner or operator of any
facility subject to an emissions limiting standard pursuant to Rules 62-296.602 through
62-296.605, F.A.C., shall determine emissions demonstrate compliance with such limit by
the initial compliance date established in the permit required pursuant to this rule, or in
accordance with the terms of any construction permit addressing the requirements of this
rule, and every five years thereafter unless a more frequent schedule is specified in the
permit. Emissions Compliance shall be determined demonstrated as follows:
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(a) Compliance with lLead emissions standards shall be determined demonstrated by
EPA Method 12, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-5, adopted and
incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) Compliance with oOpacity standards shall be determined demonstrated by EPA
Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-4, adopted and
incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.

2) Effective 8/14/2019, rule subsection 62-296.600(1), F.A.C., was revised to replace a
reference to the repealed Chapter 62-275, F.A.C., Air Quality Areas, to specify the
geographic area in Hillsborough County that was nonattainment for lead; and to clarify what
is meant by an area of influence for the pollutant lead. Therefore, the DEP is requesting that
the following amendments to rule subsection 62-296.600(1), F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
(1) Applicability. Any new or existing lead processing operation that is located in the
area of Hillsborough County encompassed within a radius of 5 kilometers centered
at UTM coordinates 364.0 East, 3093.5 North, zone 17 (in city of Tampa), designated
as unclassifiable for the 1978 Lead National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS)
in 40 C.F.R., Part 81, §81.310, as adopted and incorporated by reference in Rule 62204.800, F.A.C., or within 50 kilometers outside the boundary an area designated
under Chapter 62-275, F.A.C., as a lead nonattainment or air quality maintenance
area, or in the area of influence of such an area, shall limit the emission of lead
through the application of reasonably available control technology (RACT) as
specified in Rules 62-296.601 through 62-296.605, F.A.C.

3) The list of rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.570, F.A.C., needs to be updated as
follows:
History: New: 8-8-94, Formerly 17-296.600, Amended 1-1-96, 3-13-96, 7-10-14, 8-1419.

4) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end of the
rule section needs to be edited as shown below. Though not mentioned in the 6/16/1999
Federal Register approval, a minor rule revision, effective 1/01/1996, to change the word
“section” to “rule” in many instances in Rule 62-296.600, F.A.C., was submitted to EPA for
approval into the SIP on 4/15/1996. Based on the current SIP, this revision appears to have
been approved into the SIP on 6/16/1999. Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the table
only be updated as follows:
________________________________________________________62-296.600

Original Reg
1st Revision
2nd Revision

SIP Revision 2021-03 Submittal

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register
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04/15/96
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61 FR 49064
64 FR 32346
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Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.600 Reasonably Available Control Technology (RACT) ‒ Lead.
(1) Applicability. Any lead processing operation that is located in the area of Hillsborough County
encompassed within a radius of 5 kilometers centered at UTM coordinates 364.0 East, 3093.5 North,
zone 17 (in city of Tampa), designated as unclassifiable for the 1978 Lead National Ambient Air
Quality Standard (NAAQS) in 40 C.F.R., Part 81, §81.310, as adopted and incorporated by reference
in rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or within 50 kilometers outside the boundary of such an area, shall limit the
emission of lead through the application of reasonably available control technology (RACT) as
specified in rules 62-296.601 through 62-296.605, F.A.C.
(2) Compliance Requirements. Lead processing operations subject to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the permit requirements, operation and maintenance plan requirements, recordkeeping and
reporting requirements, and compliance demonstration requirements of subsections 62-296.600(3)
through 62-296.600(6), F.A.C., respectively, the general requirements of rule 62-296.601, F.A.C., and
the specific emission limiting standards of rules 62-296.602 through 62-296.605, F.A.C. For existing
facilities, compliance with these requirements shall be achieved as expeditiously as possible, in
accordance with a schedule of compliance established in the permit required pursuant to this rule.
(3) Permit Requirements. By September 30, 1994, the owner or operator of any existing facility subject
to the requirements of this rule shall apply for a new or revised federally enforceable, as defined in rule
62-210.200, F.A.C., air permit, pursuant to chapter 62-4, F.A.C., addressing the requirements of this
rule.
(4) Operation and Maintenance Plan. In any application for a permit, the owner or operator of any
facility subject to the requirements of this rule shall submit to the Department an operation and
maintenance plan for the lead emissions control devices, collection systems, and processing systems.
The operation and maintenance plan shall include quarterly inspection methods for the lead emissions
control devices, including black light leak detection tests or broken bag detectors in the baghouses, to
prevent reduced lead collection efficiency. Lead oxide handling operations with the potential to emit
200 pounds or less of lead per year shall be exempt from this operation and maintenance plan provision.
(5) Recordkeeping and Reporting. The owner or operator of any facility subject to the requirements of
this rule shall keep the following records for a minimum of two years, and make them available to any
representative of the Department or an approved local air program upon request:
(a) Records of control equipment operating parameters.
(b) Maintenance records on the control equipment, including black-light tests, bag replacements,
structural repairs, and motor replacements.
(c) Records of control system malfunctions or failures and corrective actions taken.
(6) Emissions Determination. The owner or operator of any facility subject to an emissions limiting
standard pursuant to rules 62-296.602 through 62-296.605, F.A.C., shall determine emissions by the
initial compliance date established in the permit requiredpursuant to this rule, or in accordance with the
terms of any construction permit addressing the requirements of this rule, and every five years thereafter
unless a more frequent schedule is specified in the permit. Emissions shall be determined as follows:
(a) Lead emissions shall be determined by EPA Method 12, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60,
Appendix A-5, adopted and incorporated by reference at rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
(b) Opacity shall be determined by EPA Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A4, adopted and incorporated by reference at rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
History–New 8-8-94, Formerly 17-296.600, Amended 1-1-96, 3-13-96, 7-10-14, 8-14-19.
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________________________________________________________62-296.600
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04/01/22

09/18/96
06/16/99

61 FR 49064
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62-296.601 LEAD PROCESSING OPERATIONS IN GENERAL
Current SIP:
62-296.601 Lead Processing Operations in General.
(1) Applicability. The provisions of this rule shall apply to all lead processing operations as specified
in Rule 62-296.600(1), F.A.C.
(2) Prohibition.
(a) No owner or operator of a lead processing operation shall cause, allow, or permit the
emissions of lead, including emissions of lead from vehicular movement, transportation of
materials, construction, alteration, demolition or wrecking, or industrially-related activities such
as loading, unloading, charging, melting, tapping, casting, storing or handling, unless reasonably
available control technology is employed to control such lead emissions.
(b) Examples of measures that constitute RACT are:
1. Paving, curbing, and maintaining roads, parking areas and yards which are routinely used
by vehicular traffic.
2. Applying water or chemicals to control emissions from such activities as demolition of
buildings, grading roads, construction, and land clearing.
3. Installing a permanent sprinkler system to continuously moisten open stock piles.
4. Vacuuming the roads and other paved areas under the control of the owner or operator of
the facility to prevent lead from becoming airborne.
5. Landscaping or vegetating unpaved roads, parking areas and yards.
6. Using hoods, fans, filters, and similar equipment to capture, contain, and control lead
emissions.
7. Enclosing or covering conveyor systems.
8. Using walls or windbreaks to contain lead-bearing scrap, products, or raw materials.
(c) As part of any application for a permit, the owner or operator of any facility subject to the
requirements of this rule shall submit to the Department a description of the reasonably available
control technology that will be employed to meet the requirements of this section.
History: New 8-8-94, Formerly 17-296.601, Amended 1-1-96.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.601

Original Reg

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

08/18/94

09/18/96

61 FR 49064
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Requested SIP Revision:
The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end of
the rule section needs to be edited as shown below. Though not mentioned in the
6/16/1999 Federal Register approval, a minor rule revision, effective 1/01/1996, to change
the word “section” to “rule” in rule subsections 62-296.601(1) and (3), F.A.C., was
submitted to EPA for approval into the SIP on 4/15/1996. Based on the current SIP, this
revision appears to have been approved into the SIP on 6/16/1999 but the FR notice, this
table, and 40 CFR 52.520(c), were not updated to reflect this approval. Therefore, the
DEP is requesting that the table be updated as follows:
______________________________________________________________62-296.601

Original Reg
1st Revision
2nd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

08/18/94
04/15/96
04/01/22

09/18/96

61 FR 49064

If the SIP was revised with the 1/01/1996 rule revision in error, because the 4/15/1996
SIP submittal was not actually approved, the DEP requests that the 1/01/1996 rule
revision be approved now, along with the currently submitted 7/10/2014 rule revision. In
this scenario, there would be only one revision shown in the table.
Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revision:
The rule language in the current SIP is correct and no changes are needed because Rule 62296.601, F.A.C., has not been revised since 1/01/1996. However, the updates to the table of SIP
revisions included in the SIP at the end of the rule section would result in the following table:
______________________________________________________________62-296.601
Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Original Reg
08/18/94
09/18/96
st
1 Revision
04/15/96
2nd Revision
04/01/22
{Note: 1st and 2nd Revisions might be combined into one revision.}
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62-296.602 PRIMARY LEAD-ACID BATTERY MANUFACTURING OPERATIONS
Current SIP:
62-296.602 Primary Lead-Acid Battery Manufacturing Operations.
(1) Emission Limiting Standards. No owner or operator of a primary lead-acid battery manufacturing
operation subject to Rule 62-296.600, F.A.C., shall cause, allow, or permit the discharge into the
atmosphere of lead in excess of the following emission standards, in grains of lead per dry standard
cubic foot, nor shall visible emissions exceed the following standards, in percent opacity:
(a) Grid casting sources: 0.000176 grains and 0% opacity.
(b) Paste mixing sources: 0.00044 grains and 0% opacity.
(c) Three-process operation sources: 0.00044 grains and 0% opacity.
(d) Lead oxide manufacturing sources: 0.0005 grains and 0% opacity.
(e) Lead reclamation sources: 0.00198 grains and 5% opacity.
(f) Any other lead sources: 0.00044 grains and 0% opacity.
(2) Collection Systems. Collection systems representing RACT shall be installed and operated to
capture, contain, and control lead emissions resulting from all lead-emitting processes including
charging, melting, tapping, and casting. No lead emissions shall be vented to the outside of any
enclosed or partially enclosed process unless RACT is employed to control such emission.
(3) Attainment Demonstration. As part of the initial application for the permit required pursuant to
Rule 62-296.600(3), F.A.C., the owner or operator of a facility subject to the requirements of this rule
shall demonstrate to the Department that, after the application of RACT, the facility shall not cause or
contribute to a violation of the ambient air quality standard for lead as set forth in Rule 62-204.240,
F.A.C. The demonstration shall be made using air quality models as provided in Rule 62-204.220(2),
F.A.C., and shall address both stack and fugitive emissions.
History: New 8-8-94, Formerly 17-296.602, Amended 1-1-96, 3-13-96.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.602

Original Reg
1st Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

08/18/94
04/15/96

09/18/96
06/16/99

61 FR 49064
64 FR 32346

Requested SIP Revisions:
1) Effective 7/10/2014, rule subsection 62-296.602(3), F.A.C., was updated to revise the
reference to the location of adoption and incorporation of EPA air quality models and to
clarify that the ambient air quality standard for lead is a national standard. Therefore, the
DEP is requesting that the following amendments to rule subsection 62-296.602(3),
F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
(3) Attainment Demonstration. As part of the initial application for the permit required
pursuant to subsection 62-296.600(3), F.A.C., the owner or operator of a facility subject to
the requirements of this rule shall demonstrate to the Department that, after the application
of RACT, the facility shall not cause or contribute to a violation of the national ambient air
quality standard for lead as set forth in Rule 62-204.240, F.A.C. The demonstration shall be
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made using air quality models as provided in 40 C.F.R. Part 51, Appendix W, adopted and
incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800 subsection 62-204.220(2), F.A.C., and shall
address both stack and fugitive emissions.

2) The list of rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.602, F.A.C., needs to be updated
as follows:
History: New: 8-8-94, Formerly 17-296.602, Amended 1-1-96, 3-13-96, 7-10-14.

3) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end of
the rule section needs to be edited as shown below. Though not mentioned in the
6/16/1999 Federal Register approval, a minor rule revision, effective 1/01/1996, to change
the word “section” to “rule” in rule subsection 62-296.602(3), F.A.C., was submitted to
EPA for approval into the SIP on 4/15/1996. Based on the current SIP, this 1/01/1996
rule revision appears to have been approved into the SIP on 6/16/1999 along with the
3/13/1996 rule revision, which was also submitted for approval on 4/15/1996. Therefore,
the DEP is requesting that the table only be updated as follows:
______________________________________________________________62-296.602

Original Reg
1st Revision
2nd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

08/18/94
04/15/96
04/01/22

09/18/96
06/16/99

61 FR 49064
64 FR 32346

{Note: Though this SIP table correctly lists an approval date of 6/16/1999 and a Federal
Register citation of 64 FR 32346 for the 1st revision, the current version of 40 CFR
52.520(c) incorrectly lists an approval date of 9/18/1996 and an FR citation of 61 FR
49064. The CFR should be corrected when this requested 2nd revision is approved.}

Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.602 Primary Lead-Acid Battery Manufacturing Operations.
(1) Emission Limiting Standards. No owner or operator of a primary lead-acid battery manufacturing
operation subject to Rule 62-296.600, F.A.C., shall cause, allow, or permit the discharge into the
atmosphere of lead in excess of the following emission standards, in grains of lead per dry standard
cubic foot, nor shall visible emissions exceed the following standards, in percent opacity:
(a) Grid casting sources: 0.000176 grains and 0% opacity.
(b) Paste mixing sources: 0.00044 grains and 0% opacity.
(c) Three-process operation sources: 0.00044 grains and 0% opacity.
(d) Lead oxide manufacturing sources: 0.0005 grains and 0% opacity.
(e) Lead reclamation sources: 0.00198 grains and 5% opacity.
(f) Any other lead sources: 0.00044 grains and 0% opacity.
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(2) Collection Systems. Collection systems representing RACT shall be installed and operated to
capture, contain, and control lead emissions resulting from all lead-emitting processes including
charging, melting, tapping, and casting. No lead emissions shall be vented to the outside of any enclosed
or partially enclosed process unless RACT is employed to control such emission.
(3) Attainment Demonstration. As part of the initial application for the permit required pursuant to
subsection 62-296.600(3), F.A.C., the owner or operator of a facility subject to the requirements of this
rule shall demonstrate to the Department that, after the application of RACT, the facility shall not cause
or contribute to a violation of the national ambient air quality standard for lead. The demonstration shall
be made using air quality models as provided in 40 C.F.R. Part 51, Appendix W, adopted and
incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., and shall address both stack and fugitive
emissions.
History–New 8-8-94, Formerly 17-296.602, Amended 1-1-96, 3-13-96, 7-10-14.
______________________________________________________________62-296.602

Original Reg
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2nd Revision
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04/15/96
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62-296.603 SECONDARY LEAD SMELTING OPERATIONS
Current SIP:
62-296.603 Secondary Lead Smelting Operations.
(1) Emission Limiting Standards. No owner or operator of a secondary lead smelting operation
subject to Rule 62-296.600, F.A.C., shall cause, allow, or permit the discharge into the atmosphere of
lead in excess of the following emission standards, in grains of lead per dry standard cubic foot, nor
shall visible emissions exceed the following standards, in percent opacity:
(a) Blast and slag furnaces: 0.010 grains and 3% opacity at the exit point of the emissions control
device.
(b) Blast furnace charging: 0.002 grains and 3% opacity at the exit point of the emissions control
device.
1. Visible emissions from the closed charge doors on the blast furnace shall not exceed 3%
opacity during furnace operation.
2. Visible emissions from the charge doors on the blast furnace shall not exceed 6% opacity
during charging operation.
(c) Blast and slag furnaces, slag and product tapping: 0.002 grains and 3% opacity at the exit
point of the emissions control device.
(d) Melt kettles and pot furnaces: 0.0002 grains and 3% opacity.
(e) Battery cracking operations: 3% opacity.
(f) Slag handling and processing operations: 0.0000333 grains and 3% opacity.
(2) Collection Systems. Collection systems representing RACT shall be installed and operated to
capture, contain, and control lead emissions resulting from the storage, transport, and processing of
all lead-bearing materials and products at secondary lead smelting operations. No lead emissions
shall be vented to the outside of any enclosed or partially enclosed process unless RACT is employed
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to control such emissions.
(3) Attainment Demonstration. As part of the initial application for the permit required pursuant to
Rule 62-296.600(3), F.A.C., the owner or operator of a facility subject to the requirements of this rule
shall demonstrate to the Department that, after the application of RACT, the facility shall not cause or
contribute to a violation of the ambient air quality standard for lead as set forth in Rule 62-272.300,
F.A.C. The demonstration shall be made using air quality models as provided in Rule 62-210.500,
F.A.C., and shall address both stack and fugitive emissions.
History: New 8-8-94, Formerly 17-296.603, Amended 1-1-96.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.603

Original Reg

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

08/18/94

09/18/96

61 FR 49064

Requested SIP Revisions:
1) Effective 7/10/2014, rule subsection 62-296.603(3), F.A.C., was updated to revise the
reference to the location of adoption and incorporation of EPA air quality models and
to clarify that the ambient air quality standard for lead is a national standard.
Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the following amendments to rule subsection
62-296.603(3), F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
(3) Attainment Demonstration. As part of the initial application for the permit required
pursuant to subsection 62-296.600(3), F.A.C., the owner or operator of a facility subject to
the requirements of this rule shall demonstrate to the Department that, after the application
of RACT, the facility shall not cause or contribute to a violation of the national ambient air
quality standard for lead as set forth in Rule 62-272.300, F.A.C. The demonstration shall be
made using air quality models as provided in 40 C.F.R. Part 51, Appendix W, adopted and
incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800Rule 62-210.500, F.A.C., and shall address
both stack and fugitive emissions.

2) The list of rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.603, F.A.C., needs to be
updated as follows:
History: New 8-8-94, Formerly 17-296.603, Amended 1-1-96, 7-10-14.

3) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end
of the rule section needs to be edited as shown below. Though not mentioned in the
6/16/1999 Federal Register approval, a minor rule revision, effective 1/01/1996, to
change the word “section” to “rule” in rule subsection 62-296.603(3), F.A.C., was
submitted to EPA for approval into the SIP on 4/15/1996. Based on the current SIP,
this 1/01/1996 rule revision appears to have been approved into the SIP on 6/16/1999
but the FR notice, this table, and 40 CFR 52.520(c), were not updated to reflect this
approval. Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the table be updated as follows:
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61 FR 49064

If the SIP was revised with the 1/01/1996 rule revision in error, because the 4/15/1996
SIP submittal was not actually approved, the DEP requests that the 1/01/1996 rule
revision be approved now, along with the currently submitted 7/10/2014 rule revision. In
this scenario, there would be only one revision shown in the table.

Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.603 Secondary Lead Smelting Operations.
(1) Emission Limiting Standards. No owner or operator of a secondary lead smelting operation subject
to Rule 62-296.600, F.A.C., shall cause, allow, or permit the discharge into the atmosphere of lead in
excess of the following emission standards, in grains of lead per dry standard cubic foot, nor shall
visible emissions exceed the following standards, in percent opacity:
(a) Blast and slag furnaces: 0.010 grains and 3% opacity at the exit point of the emissions control
device.
(b) Blast furnace charging: 0.002 grains and 3% opacity at the exit point of the emissions control
device.
1. Visible emissions from the closed charge doors on the blast furnace shall not exceed 3%
opacity during furnace operation.
2. Visible emissions from the charge doors on the blast furnace shall not exceed 6% opacity
during charging operation.
(c) Blast and slag furnaces, slag and product tapping: 0.002 grains and 3% opacity at the exit point
of the emissions control device.
(d) Melt kettles and pot furnaces: 0.0002 grains and 3% opacity.
(e) Battery cracking operations: 3% opacity.
(f) Slag handling and processing operations: 0.0000333 grains and 3% opacity.
(2) Collection Systems. Collection systems representing RACT shall be installed and operated to
capture, contain, and control lead emissions resulting from the storage, transport, and processing of all
lead-bearing materials and products at secondary lead smelting operations. No lead emissions shall be
vented to the outside of any enclosed or partially enclosed process unless RACT is employed to control
such emissions.
(3) Attainment Demonstration. As part of the initial application for the permit required pursuant to
subsection 62-296.600(3), F.A.C., the owner or operator of a facility subject to the requirements of this
rule shall demonstrate to the Department that, after the application of RACT, the facility shall not cause
or contribute to a violation of the national ambient air quality standard for lead. The demonstration shall
be made using air quality models as provided 40 C.F.R. Part 51, Appendix W, adopted and incorporated
by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., and shall address both stack and fugitive emissions.
History–New 8-8-94, Formerly 17-296.603, Amended 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
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62-296.604 ELECTRIC ARC FURNACE EQUIPPED SECONDARY STEEL MANUFACTURING
OPERATIONS
Current SIP:
62-296.604 Electric Arc Furnace Equipped Secondary Steel Manufacturing Operations.
(1) Emission Limiting Standards. No owner or operator of a secondary steel manufacturing
operation subject to Rule 62-296.600, F.A.C., shall cause, allow or permit the discharge of lead into
the atmosphere in excess of the following emission standards, in grains of lead per dry standard cubic
foot as a weighted average of the exhaust from the entire control equipment system, nor shall visible
emissions exceed the following standards, in percent opacity:
(a) Electric arc furnace control device: 0.0002 grains and 3% opacity.
(b) Melt shop building roof ventilators: 6% opacity.
(2) Collection Systems. Collection systems representing RACT shall be installed and operated to
capture, contain, and control lead emissions resulting from all lead-emitting processes including
charging, melting, tapping, and casting. No lead emissions shall be vented to the outside of any
enclosed or partially enclosed process unless RACT is employed to control such emission.
(3) Attainment Demonstration. As part of the initial application for the permit required pursuant to
Rule 62-296.600(3), F.A.C., the owner or operator of a facility subject to the requirements of this rule
shall demonstrate to the Department that, after the application of RACT, the facility shall not cause or
contribute to a violation of the ambient air quality standard for lead as set forth in Rule 62-272.300,
F.A.C. The demonstration shall be made using air quality models as provided in Rule 62-210.500,
F.A.C., and shall address both stack and fugitive emissions.
History: New 8-8-94, Formerly 17-296.604, Amended 1-1-96.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.604

Original Reg

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

08/18/94

09/18/96

61 FR 49064

Requested SIP Revisions:
1) Effective 7/10/2014, rule subsection 62-296.604(3), F.A.C., was updated to revise the
reference to the location of adoption and incorporation of EPA air quality models and to
clarify that the ambient air quality standard for lead is a national standard. Therefore, the
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DEP is requesting that the following amendments to rule subsection 62-296.604(3),
F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
(3) Attainment Demonstration. As part of the initial application for the permit required
pursuant to subsection 62-296.600(3), F.A.C., the owner or operator of a facility subject
to the requirements of this rule shall demonstrate to the Department that, after the
application of RACT, the facility shall not cause or contribute to a violation of the
national ambient air quality standard for lead as set forth in Rule 62-272.300, F.A.C. The
demonstration shall be made using air quality models as provided in 40 C.F.R. Part 51,
Appendix W, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800Rule 62-210.500,
F.A.C., and shall address both stack and fugitive emissions.

2) The list of rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.604, F.A.C., needs to be updated
as follows:
History: New 8-8-94, Formerly 17-296.604, Amended 1-1-96, 7-10-14.

3) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end of
the rule section needs to be edited as shown below. Though not mentioned in the
6/16/1999 Federal Register approval, a minor rule revision, effective 1/01/1996, to change
the word “section” to “rule” in rule subsection 62-296.604(3), F.A.C., was submitted to
EPA for approval into the SIP on 4/15/1996. Based on the current SIP, this 1/01/1996
rule revision appears to have been approved into the SIP on 6/16/1999 but the FR notice,
this table, and 40 CFR 52.520(c), were not updated to reflect this approval. Therefore, the
DEP is requesting that the table be updated as follows:
______________________________________________________________62-296.604

Original Reg
1st Revision
2nd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

08/18/94
04/15/96
04/01/22

09/18/96

61 FR 49064

If the SIP was revised with the 1/01/1996 rule revision in error, because the 4/15/1996
SIP submittal was not actually approved, the DEP requests that the 1/01/1996 rule
revision be approved now, along with this currently submitted 7/10/2014 rule revision.
In this scenario, there would be only one revision shown in the table.
Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.604 Electric Arc Furnace Equipped Secondary Steel Manufacturing Operations.
(1) Emission Limiting Standards. No owner or operator of a secondary steel manufacturing operation
subject to Rule 62-296.600, F.A.C., shall cause, allow or permit the discharge of lead into the
atmosphere in excess of the following emission standards, in grains of lead per dry standard cubic foot
as a weighted average of the exhaust from the entire control equipment system, nor shall visible
emissions exceed the following standards, in percent opacity:
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(a) Electric arc furnace control device: 0.0002 grains and 3% opacity.
(b) Melt shop building roof ventilators: 6% opacity.
(2) Collection Systems. Collection systems representing RACT shall be installed and operated to
capture, contain, and control lead emissions resulting from all lead-emitting processes including
charging, melting, tapping, and casting. No lead emissions shall be vented to the outside of any enclosed
or partially enclosed process unless RACT is employed to control such emission.
(3) Attainment Demonstration. As part of the initial application for the permit required pursuant to
subsection 62-296.600(3), F.A.C., the owner or operator of a facility subject to the requirements of this
rule shall demonstrate to the Department that, after the application of RACT, the facility shall not cause
or contribute to a violation of the national ambient air quality standard for lead. The demonstration shall
be made using air quality models as provided in 40 C.F.R. Part 51, Appendix W, adopted and
incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., and shall address both stack and fugitive
emissions.
FS. History–New 8-8-94, Formerly 17-296.604, Amended 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
______________________________________________________________62-296.604

Original Reg
1st Revision
2nd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

08/18/94
04/15/96
04/01/22

09/18/96

61 FR 49064

{Note: 1st and 2nd Revisions might be combined into one revision.}
62-296.700 REASONABLY AVAILABLE CONTROL TECHNOLOGY (RACT) PARTICULATE
MATTER
Current SIP:
62-296.700 Reasonably Available Control Technology (RACT) Particulate Matter.
(1) Applicability.
(a) Any existing emissions unit that emits particulate matter and is located in a particulate matter
air quality maintenance area or in the area of influence of such an air quality maintenance area,
except an emissions unit which has received a determination of Best Available Control
Technology pursuant to Rule 17-2.630 (repealed) or 62-296.330, F.A.C., or received a permit in
connection with Rule 17-2.500 (transferred), 17-2.510 (transferred), 62-212.400 or 62-212.500,
F.A.C., shall limit the emission of particulate matter through the application of Reasonably
Available Control Technology (RACT) as specified in Rules 62-296.701 through 62-296.712,
F.A.C., or Rules 62-296.401 through 62-296.415, F.A.C.
(b) (Reserved)
(2) Exemptions. The following facilities and emissions units which are located within a particulate
matter air quality maintenance area or area of influence are exempt from the provisions of this
section:
(a) Any facility with total maximum allowable emissions of particulate matter of less than 15 tons
per year and 5 pounds per hour.
(b) Any facility whose owner or operator demonstrates to the Department that the impact within
the designated air quality maintenance area of the total maximum allowable particulate matter
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emissions from such facility will not exceed l ug/m3, annual average, and 5 ug/m3, 24-hour
average.
(c) Any emissions unit which has total allowable emissions of particulate matter of less than one
ton per year.
(d) Any emissions unit of unconfined particulate matter which is located more than five
kilometers outside the boundary of a particulate matter air quality maintenance area.
(e) Any emissions unit of unconfined particulate matter from open stockpiling of materials,
vehicular traffic and other emissions from roads and plant grounds, or construction activities.
(f) Any moveable drop transfer point where the discharge point and receiving point of the
materials being handled must be moved in relationship to each other, either continuously or
intermittently, such that enclosure of the drop transfer point with a device to control emissions of
particulate matter is not practicable.
(3) Specific RACT Emission Limiting Standards for Stationary Emission Units. The specific
particulate matter emission limiting standards set forth in Rules 62-296.401 through 62-296.414,
F.A.C., have been found to represent the application of RACT for each emissions unit category listed
in those rules except for those emissions unit categories listed in Rules 62-296.701 through
62-296.712, F.A.C. For those emissions unit categories the particulate matter emission standards in
Rules 62-296.701 through 62-296.712, F.A.C., have been found to represent the application of
RACT.
(4) Maximum Allowable Emission Rates.
(a) Emissions Unit Data. The new or revised operating permit for each emissions unit subject to
the provisions of this section shall specify:
1. The maximum heat input rate, charging rate, production rate, through-put rate, and/or
materials handling rate, as appropriate. The maximum heat input rate, charging rate,
production rate, through-put rate, or materials handling-rate shall be the maximum rate at
which the emissions unit is capable of being operated on a continuous basis.
2. The maximum dry standard volumetric flow rate for each emission point, when applicable:
The maximum dry standard volumetric flow rate for each emissions unit or component
emissions unit operation shall be the minimum dry standard volumetric flow rate that is
necessary to safely and properly vent or operate the emissions unit when it is operated at its
maximum continuous operating rate.
3. The control device through which each gas stream is vented and the emission point from
which each gas stream is discharged to the open air;
4. The height above ground, exit diameter, UTM coordinates, and nature of each emission
point through which particulate is or may be vented;
5. The exit gas temperature, actual volumetric flow rate and moisture content of each
particulate bearing gas stream that is or may be vented to the open air;
6. Pertinent operating or control equipment parameters, such as pH of scrubber solution,
pressure drop in scrubber, pressure on spray nozzle, etc., when such information is needed to
confirm the control device is operating normally;
7. The permitted operating schedule (hrs./day, days/wk., wk./yr.).
(b) Maximum Emission Rates. The new or revised operating permit for each emissions unit shall
specify the maximum allowable emission rate for each emissions unit or group of commonly
vented emissions units in accordance with the following provisions:
1. The maximum allowable emission rate expressed in lbs/hr, lbs/day and tons/yr (or other
equivalent units) shall be determined for each emissions unit (for example, each drop transfer
point, screening operation, kiln, or dryer) by applying the appropriate emission limitation
contained in Rules 62-296.401 through 62-296.414, F.A.C., or Rules 62-296.701 through
62-296.712, F.A.C., to the maximum applicable emissions unit operation rate or dry standard
volumetric flow rate and the permitted operating schedule as specified in the operating permit
pursuant to the provisions of Rule 62-296.700(4)(a), F.A.C.
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2. If several emissions units are vented through a common control device or emission point,
the maximum allowable emission rate for the common emission point shall be the sum of the
individual maximum allowable emission rates for each emissions unit vented by the emission
point.
3. The owner or operator of a emissions unit or a group of emissions units that is subject to an
emission limitation set forth in Rules 62-296.701 through 62-296.712, F.A.C., and that is
vented through more than one emission point, shall, subject to the approval of the
Department, prorate the total allowable emission for such emissions unit among all emission
points that vent the affected emissions unit such that a specific maximum allowable emission
rate is assigned to each emission point.
The operating permits for emissions units shall be revised in accordance with Rule
62-296.700(4), F.A.C., to reflect the maximum allowable emission rates for each emission
point.
4. The operating permit shall specify whether compliance shall be determined by measuring
the emissions vented from each individual emissions unit or by measuring the emissions from
the common emission point. In determining whether compliance shall be determined for
each emissions unit individually or for a group of commonly vented emissions units at the
common emission point, the department shall consider the following factors:
a. If all emissions units that are vented through a common emission point are subject to
the same type of emission limiting standard (i.e., grains per dry standard cubic foot
(gr/dscf)) and are all part of the same system of unit operations such that when one
emissions unit is in operation the other emissions units will also normally be in operation,
the Department may specify that compliance be determined at the common point of
emission.
b. If the various emissions units that are vented through a common emission point are
parts of different operating systems or are subject to different types of emission limiting
standards (i.e., gr/dscf, lbs/ton of feed, lbs/MMBTU, percent opacity, etc.). The
Department may specify that compliance with the various emission standards be
determined separately for each emissions unit operation.
(5) Circumvention. No owner or operator of an emissions unit subject to the requirements of Rules
62-296.401 through 62-296.414, F.A.C., or Rules 62-296.701 through 62-296.712, F.A.C.,
establishing maximum concentrations of emissions of particulate matter in the exhaust gas from the
emissions unit shall circumvent the provisions of an applicable emission limitation by increasing the
volume of gas in any exhaust or group of exhausts for the purpose of reducing the stack gas
concentration. This includes allowing dilution air to enter the system through leaks, open vents, or
similar means.
(6) Operation and Maintenance Plan. The new or revised operating permit for each emissions unit
subject to the provisions of this section shall specify an operation and maintenance plan for the
particulate control devices, the collection systems and the processing systems.
(a) Air Pollution Control devices and collection systems. The plan shall include a schedule for
the maintenance and inspection of each control device and collection system and a schedule for
recording performance parameters of the control devices, collection systems and auxiliary
equipment. Records of inspections, maintenance and performance data of control devices and
auxiliary equipment shall be retained by the emissions unit for a minimum of two years and shall
be made available to the Department upon request. The performance parameters shall include
such physical, chemical or electrical characteristics as are applicable to the particular emissions
unit and which are indicators of the condition, operating rates and efficiencies. Such parameters
may include, but shall not be limited to, the following indicators for:
1. Scrubbers
Pressure drop, total
Pressure drop, scrubber
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Pressure drop, mist eliminator
Liquor feed rate
Liquor feed composition and pH
Liquor feed solids and undissolved solids contents
Water makeup rate
Fan(s) current at rated voltage
Pump(s) current at rated voltage
Gas flowrate
Gas temperatures, inlet and outlet (minimum)
2. Baghouses
Bag pressure drop
Gas flowrate: direct method preferred; indirect method acceptable
Air to cloth ratio
Bag Weave
Bag material
Gas temperature, inlet and outlet
Bag cleaning conditions:
Pulse: Air pressure
Shake: shaker motor current
Reverse: reverse air fan current
Bag cleaning cycle:
Shake: duration, frequency, and delay periods
Reverse: duration, frequency, and delay periods
3. Electrostatic Precipitators. The following information shall be recorded unless otherwise
agreed to by the Department:
Primary voltage
Primary current
Secondary current
Spark rate
Additional information, including but not limited to the following, may be required to be
included as descriptive information in the operation and maintenance plan, but shall not
be required to be recorded routinely unless the Department determines that a
precipitator's ability to achieve compliance with applicable emission limiting standards is
questionable:
Secondary voltage
Rapper frequency, plate
Rapper Vibrator frequency, wire
Rapper duration, plate
Rapper Vibrator duration, wire
Gas temperature, inlet and outlet
Estimated gas flowrate
Static pressure
(b) Control Equipment Data. The Operation and Maintenance plan shall include identification of
control device(s) for each emissions unit subject to provisions of this section including but not
limited to the following appropriate design specifications and other descriptive data:
1. Manufacturer
2. Model name and number
3. Type: scrubber, baghouse, electrostatic precipitator, dry scrubber, etc.
4. Design flow rate (liquid and/or gas)
5. For EPS's: primary and secondary voltage and current
6. Efficiency rating at design capacity
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7. Pressure drop
8. Liquid to gas ratio
9. Scrubbing liquor composition
(c)
Processing or Materials Handling Systems.
1. Appropriate parameters of processing or materials handling systems provide a measure of
the rate of operations. The operation and maintenance plan shall include performance
parameters which indicate the rate of operation, process weight through-put, the fuel or other
energy source, the materials being processed or other physical or chemical characteristics, as
applicable. Such parameters may include, but shall not be limited to the following:
a. Weight per unit time of raw materials input;
b. Process temperature or pressure;
c. Fuel or fuel mixture;
d. Chemical or physical data on product or raw materials;
e. Air to fuel ratio or percent excess oxygen;
f. Electrical power use rate by auxiliary equipment.
2. The plan shall contain inspection and maintenance schedules including periodic
assessments of the condition of manholes ducting, breaching, hoods, conveyor and elevator
housing, loading sheds and other equipment, and a schedule for recording of performance
parameter data.
(d) Fossil Fuel Steam Generators. The operation and maintenance plan for fossil fuel steam
generators may include, but shall not be limited to, the following:
Steam flow
Fuel type (e.g., gas, oil, coal, or mixtures thereof)
Consumption rate for type(s) of fuel(s) burned
Fuel oil temperature (if applicable)
(e) Records of inspection, maintenance and performance parameter data shall be retained for a
minimum of two years and shall be made available to the Department upon request.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(a)-(g); Formerly 17-296.700; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.700

Original Reg
1st Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

11/23/92
12/21/94

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

Requested SIP Revisions:
1) Revisions to Chapter 62-296, F.A.C., effective 1/01/1996, were submitted to EPA for
approval on 4/15/1996, including a minor rule revision to Rule 62-296.700, F.A.C., to change
the word “section” to “rule” in 62-296.700(2), (4)(a), (6) and (6)(b), F.A.C. However, this
1/01/1996 rule revision appears never to have been approved into the SIP. Therefore, the
DEP is requesting that the following amendments to 62-296.700(2), (4)(a), (6) and (6)(b),
F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
(2) Exemptions. The following facilities and emissions units which are located within a
particulate matter air quality maintenance area or area of influence are exempt from the
provisions of this rule section:
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(4) (a) Emissions Unit Data. The new or revised operating permit for each emissions unit subject
to the provisions of this rule section shall specify:
(6) Operation and Maintenance Plan. The new or revised operating permit for each emissions
unit subject to the provisions of this rule section shall specify an operation and maintenance plan
for the particulate control devices, the collection systems and the processing systems.
(b) Control Equipment Data. The Operation and Maintenance plan shall include
identification of control device(s) for each emissions unit subject to provisions of this rule
section including but not limited to the following appropriate design specifications and other
descriptive data:

2) Effective 8/14/2019, rule subsections 62-296.700(1) and (2), F.A.C., were revised to clarify:
rule citations; what is meant by an “existing” emissions unit; and what areas of the state the
PM RACT rules apply to, i.e., the areas that were in PM (TSP) air quality maintenance areas
and areas of influence (areas within 50 kilometers outside the boundary of an air quality
maintenance area.) Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the following amendments to rule
subsections 62-296.700(1) and (2), F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
(1) Applicability.
(a) Emissions of particulate matter shall be limited through the application of
Reasonably Available Control Technology (RACT) for aAny existing emissions unit,
issued an air permit on or before May 30, 1988, that emits particulate matter and is
located in:
1. That portion of Hillsborough County which falls within the area of the circle
having a centerpoint at the intersection of US 41 South and State Road 60 and a
radius of 12 kilometers;
2. The downtown Jacksonville area in Duval County located within the following
boundary lines: south and then west along the St. Johns River from its confluence
with Long Branch Creek, to Main Street; north along Main Street to Eighth Street;
east along Eighth Street to Evergreen Avenue; north along Evergreen Avenue to
Long Branch Creek; and east along Long Branch Creek to the St. Johns River; or
3. An area within 50 kilometers outside the boundary of such an area as described in
subparagraph 62-296.700(1)(a)1. or 2., F.A.C., above.
a particulate matter air quality maintenance area or in the area of influence of such
an area, except an emissions unit which has received a determination of Best
Available Control Technology pursuant to Rule 17-2.630 (repealed) or 62-296.330
(repealed), F.A.C., or received a permit in connection with Rule 17-2.500
(transferred), 17-2.510 (transferred), 62-212.400 or 62-212.500, F.A.C., shall limit
the emission of particulate matter through the application of Reasonably Available
Control Technology (RACT) as specified in Rules 62-296.701 through 62-296.712,
F.A.C., or Rules 62-296.401 through 62-296.415, F.A.C.
(b) [Reserved].
(2) Exemptions. The following facilities and emissions units which are located within a
particulate matter air quality maintenance area or area of influence are exempt from the
provisions of this rule:
(a) No change.
(b) Any facility whose owner or operator demonstrates to the Department that the impact
within an area as described in subparagraph 62-296.700(1)(a)1. or 2., F.A.C., above,
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that the designated air quality maintenance area of the total maximum allowable
particulate matter emissions from such facility will not exceed 1 ug/m3 , annual average,
and 5 ug/m3 , 24-hour average.
(c) No change.
(d) Any emissions unit of unconfined particulate matter which is located more than five
kilometers outside the boundary of an area as described in subparagraph 62296.700(1)(a)1. or 2., F.A.C., above. a particulate matter air quality maintenance area.
(e) through (f) No change.
(g) Any emissions unit which has received a determination of Best Available Control
Technology pursuant to Rule 17-2.630 (repealed) or 62-296.330 (repealed), F.A.C., or
received a permit in connection with Rule 17-2.500 (transferred), 17-2.510 (transferred),
62-212.400 (Prevention of Significant Deterioration) or 62-212.500 (Preconstruction
Review of Nonattainment Areas), F.A.C.

3) The list of rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.700, F.A.C., needs to be updated as
follows:
History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(a)-(g),; Formerly 17-296.700; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 8-1419.

4) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end of the
rule section needs to be edited as shown below because, though the recodification of the rule
was effective 11/23/92, that recodification was submitted to EPA on 1/11/93. In addition, a
minor rule revision, effective 1/01/1996, to change the word “section” to “rule” in 62296.700(2), (4)(a), (6) and (6)(b), F.A.C., was submitted to EPA for approval into the SIP on
4/15/1996, but appears not to have been approved into the SIP when the SIP was revised on
6/16/1999, and so is hereby being resubmitted along with the 8/14/2019 rule revisions.
Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the table be updated as follows:
_________________________________________________________________62-296.700

Original Reg
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

01/11/93 11/23/92
12/21/94
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.700 Reasonably Available Control Technology (RACT) Particulate Matter.
(1) Applicability.
(a) Emissions of particulate matter shall be limited through the application of Reasonably Available
Control Technology (RACT) for any emissions unit, issued an air permit on or before May 30,
1988, that emits particulate matter and is located in:
1. That portion of Hillsborough County which falls within the area of the circle having a
centerpoint at the intersection of US 41 South and State Road 60 and a radius of 12 kilometers;
2. The downtown Jacksonville area in Duval County located within the following boundary
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lines: south and then west along the St. Johns River from its confluence with Long Branch
Creek, to Main Street; north along Main Street to Eighth Street; east along Eighth Street to
Evergreen Avenue; north along Evergreen Avenue to Long Branch Creek; and east along Long
Branch Creek to the St. Johns River; or
3. An area within 50 kilometers outside the boundary of such an area as described in
subparagraph 62-296.700(1)(a)1. or 2., F.A.C., above.
(b) [Reserved].
(2) Exemptions. The following facilities and emissions units are exempt from the provisions of this
rule:
(a) Any facility with total maximum allowable emissions of particulate matter of less than 15 tons
per year and 5 pounds per hour.
(b) Any facility whose owner or operator demonstrates to the Department that the impact within an
area as described in subparagraph 62-296.700(1)(a)1. or 2., F.A.C., above, that the total maximum
allowable particulate matter emissions from such facility will not exceed 1 ug/m3, annual average,
and 5 ug/m3, 24-hour average.
(c) Any emissions unit which has total allowable emissions of particulate matter of less than one
ton per year.
(d) Any emissions unit of unconfined particulate matter which is located more than five kilometers
outside the boundary of an area as described in subparagraph 62-296.700(1)(a)1. or 2., F.A.C.,
above.
(e) Any emissions unit of unconfined particulate matter from open stockpiling of materials,
vehicular traffic and other emissions from roads and plant grounds, or construction activities.
(f) Any moveable drop transfer point where the discharge point and receiving point of the materials
being handled must be moved in relationship to each other, either continuously or intermittently,
such that enclosure of the drop transfer point with a device to control emissions of particulate matter
is not practicable.
(g) Any emissions unit which has received a determination of Best Available Control Technology
pursuant to rule 17-2.630 (repealed) or 62-296.330 (repealed), F.A.C., or received a permit in
connection with rule 17-2.500 (transferred), 17-2.510 (transferred), 62-212.400 (Prevention of
Significant Deterioration) or 62-212.500 (Preconstruction Review of Nonattainment Areas), F.A.C.
(3) Specific RACT Emission Limiting Standards for Stationary Emissions Units. The specific
particulate matter emission limiting standards set forth in rules 62-296.401 through 62-296.414, F.A.C.,
have been found to represent the application of RACT for each emissions unit category listed in those
rules, except for those emissions unit categories listed in rules 62-296.701 through 62-296.712, F.A.C.
For those emissions unit categories the particulate matter emission standards in rules 62-296.701
through 62-296.712, F.A.C., have been found to represent the application of RACT.
(4) Maximum Allowable Emission Rates.
(a) Emissions Unit Data. The new or revised operating permit for each emissions unit subject to
the provisions of this rule shall specify:
1. The maximum heat input rate, charging rate, production rate, through-put rate, and/or
materials handling rate, as appropriate. The maximum heat input rate, charging rate, production
rate, through-put rate, or materials handling rate shall be the maximum rate at which the
emissions unit is capable of being operated on a continuous basis.
2. The maximum dry standard volumetric flow rate for each emission point, when applicable:
The maximum dry standard volumetric flow rate for each emissions unit or component
emissions unit operation shall be the minimum dry standard volumetric flow rate that is
necessary to safely and properly vent or operate the emissions unit when it is operated at its
maximum continuous operating rate.
3. The control device through which each gas stream is vented and the emission point from
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which each gas stream is discharged to the open air,
4. The height above ground, exit diameter, UTM coordinates, and nature of each emission point
through which particulate is or may be vented,
5. The exit gas temperature, actual volumetric flow rate and moisture content of each particulate
bearing gas stream that is or may be vented to the open air,
6. Pertinent operating or control equipment parameters, such as pH of scrubber solution,
pressure drop in scrubber, pressure on spray nozzle, etc., when such information is needed to
confirm the control device is operating normally,
7. The permitted operating schedule (hrs./day, days/wk., wk./yr.).
(b) Maximum Emission Rates. The new or revised operating permit for each emissions unit shall
specify the maximum allowable emission rate for each emissions unit or group of commonly vented
emissions units sources in accordance with the following provisions:
1. The maximum allowable emission rate expressed in lbs/hr, lbs/day and tons/yr (or other
equivalent units) shall be determined for each emissions unit (for example, each drop transfer
point, screening operation, kiln, or dryer) by applying the appropriate emission limitation
contained in rules 62-296.401 through 62-296.414, F.A.C., or rules 62-296.701 through 62296.712, F.A.C., to the maximum applicable emissions unit operation rate or dry standard
volumetric flow rate and the permitted operating schedule as specified in the operating permit
pursuant to the provisions of paragraph 62-296.700(4)(a), F.A.C.
2. If several emissions units are vented through a common control device or emission point,
the maximum allowable emission rate for the common emission point shall be the sum of the
individual maximum allowable emission rates for each emissions unit vented by the emission
point.
3. The owner or operator of an emissions unit or a group of emissions units that is subject to an
emission limitation set forth in rules 62-296.701 through 62-296.712, F.A.C., and that is vented
through more than one emission point, shall, subject to the approval of the Department, prorate
the total allowable emission for such emissions unit among all emission points that vent the
affected emissions unit such that a specific maximum allowable emission rate is assigned to
each emission point. The operating permits for emissions units shall be revised in accordance
with subsection 62-296.700(4), F.A.C., to reflect the maximum allowable emission rates for
each emission point.
4. The operating permit shall specify whether compliance shall be determined by measuring
the emissions vented from each individual emissions unit or by measuring the emissions from
the common emission point. In determining whether compliance shall be determined for each
emissions unit individually or for a group of commonly vented emissions units at the common
emission point, the department shall consider the following factors:
a. If all emissions units that are vented through a common emission point are subject to the
same type of emission limiting standard (i.e., grains per dry standard cubic foot (gr/dscf))
and are all part of the same system of unit operations such that when one emissions unit is
in operation the other emissions units will also normally be in operation, the Department
may specify that compliance be determined at the common point of emission.
b. If the various emissions units that are vented through a common emission point are parts
of different operating systems or are subject to different types of emission limiting
standards (i.e., gr/dscf, lbs/ton of feed, lbs/MMBTU, percent opacity, etc.). The
Department may specify that compliance with the various emission standards be
determined separately for each emissions unit operation.
(5) Circumvention. No owner or operator of an emissions unit subject to the requirements of rules 62296.401 through 62-296.414 or rules 62-296.701 through 62-296.712, F.A.C., establishing maximum
concentrations of emissions of particulate matter in the exhaust gas from the emissions unit shall
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circumvent the provisions of an applicable emission limitation by increasing the volume of gas in any
exhaust or group of exhausts for the purpose of reducing the stack gas concentration. This includes
allowing dilution air to enter the system through leaks, open vents, or similar means.
(6) Operation and Maintenance Plan. The new or revised operating permit for each emissions unit
subject to the provisions of this rule shall specify an operation and maintenance plan for the particulate
control devices, the collection systems and the processing systems.
(a) Air Pollution Control Devices and Collection Systems. The plan shall include a schedule for the
maintenance and inspection of each control device and collection system and a schedule for
recording performance parameters of the control devices, collection systems and auxiliary
equipment. Records of inspections, maintenance and performance data of control devices and
auxiliary equipment shall be retained by the emissions unit for a minimum of two years and shall
be made available to the Department upon request. The performance parameters shall include such
physical, chemical or electrical characteristics as are applicable to the particular emissions unit and
which are indicators of the condition, operating rates and efficiencies. Such parameters may
include, but shall not be limited to, the following indicators for:
1. Scrubbers
Pressure drop, total
Pressure drop, scrubber
Pressure drop, mist eliminator
Liquor feed rate
Liquor feed composition and pH
Liquor feed solids and undissolved solids contents
Water makeup rate
Fan(s) current at rated voltage
Pump(s) current at rated voltage
Gas flowrate
Gas temperatures, inlet and outlet (minimum)
2. Baghouses
Bag pressure drop
Gas flowrate: direct method preferred; indirect method acceptable
Air to cloth ratio
Bag Weave
Bag material
Gas temperature, inlet and outlet
Bag cleaning conditions:
Pulse: Air pressure
Shake: shaker motor current
Reverse: reverse air fan current
Bag cleaning cycle:
Shake: duration, frequency, and delay periods
Reverse: duration, frequency, and delay periods
3. Electrostatic Precipitators
The following information shall be recorded unless otherwise agreed to by the Department:
Primary voltage
Primary current
Secondary current
Spark rate
Additional information, including but not limited to the following, may be required to be
included as descriptive information in the operation and maintenance plan, but shall not be
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required to be recorded routinely unless the Department determines that a precipitator’s
ability to achieve compliance with applicable emission limiting standards is questionable:
Secondary voltage
Rapper frequency, plate
Rapper Vibrator frequency, wire
Rapper duration, plate
Rapper Vibrator duration, wire
Gas temperature, inlet and outlet
Estimated gas flowrate
Static pressure
(b) Control Equipment Data. The Operation and Maintenance plan shall include identification of
control device(s) for each emissions unit subject to provisions of this rule including but not limited
to the following appropriate design specifications and other descriptive data:
1. Manufacturer,
2. Model name and number,
3. Type: scrubber, baghouse, electrostatic precipitator, dry scrubber, etc.,
4. Design flow rate (liquid and/or gas),
5. For EPS's: primary and secondary voltage and current,
6. Efficiency rating at design capacity,
7. Pressure drop,
8. Liquid to gas ratio,
9. Scrubbing liquor composition.
(c) Processing or Materials Handling Systems.
1. Appropriate parameters of processing or materials handling systems provide a measure of
the rate of operations. The operation and maintenance plan shall include performance
parameters which indicate the rate of operation, process weight through-put, the fuel or other
energy source, the materials being processed or other physical or chemical characteristics, as
applicable. Such parameters may include, but shall not be limited to the following:
a. Weight per unit time of raw materials input,
b. Process temperature or pressure,
c. Fuel or fuel mixture,
d. Chemical or physical data on product or raw materials,
e. Air to fuel ratio or percent excess oxygen,
f. Electrical power use rate by auxiliary equipment.
2. The plan shall contain inspection and maintenance schedules including periodic assessments
of the condition of manholes, ducting, breaching, hoods, conveyor and elevator housing,
loading sheds and other equipment, and a schedule for recording of performance parameter
data.
(d) Fossil Fuel Steam Generators. The operation and maintenance plan for fossil fuel steam
generators may include, but shall not be limited to, the following:
Steam flow
Fuel type (e.g., gas, oil, coal, or mixtures thereof)
Consumption rate for type(s) of fuel(s) burned
Fuel oil temperature (if applicable)
(e) Records of inspection, maintenance and performance parameter data shall be retained for a
minimum of two years and shall be made available to the Department upon request.
Formerly 17-2.650(2)(a)-(g), 17-296.700, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 8-14-19.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.700
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10/20/94
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59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

62-296.701 PORTLAND CEMENT PLANTS
Current SIP:
62-296.701 Portland Cement Plants.
(1) Applicability. The emission limitations set forth in Rule 62-296.701, F.A.C., shall apply to kilns
and clinker coolers which are part of a Portland Cement Plant.
(2) Emission Limitations.
(a) Kilns. No owner or operator of a Portland Cement kiln shall cause, permit, or allow the
emission of particulate matter in excess of 0.50 pounds per ton to the kiln (dry basis, excluding
fuel), or visible emissions the density of which is greater than 20 percent opacity.
(b) Clinker coolers. No owner or operator of a Portland Cement clinker cooler shall cause,
permit, or allow the emission of particulate matter in excess of 0.25 pounds per ton of feed to the
kiln (dry basis, excluding fuel), or visible emissions the density of which is greater than 20
percent opacity.
(3) Alternate Emission Limitations.
(a) Applicability. The alternate emission limitations set forth in Rule 62-296.701(3)(b), F.A.C.,
shall apply to the Portland Cement plants located in Hillsborough County south of State Highway
60 in Tampa.
(b) Emission Limitations.
1. Clinker Kilns - All Portland Cement Plants shall not cause, permit, or allow the emission of
particulate matter from Clinker Kilns in excess of 95 lbs./hr. as determined by EPA Method 5
nor in excess of 40 lbs./hr. as determined by EPA Method 17, or visible emissions the density
of which is greater than 20 percent opacity as measured using a certified in-stack
transmissometer. When method 17 is used the stack temperature shall not exceed 500
degrees Fahrenheit.
2. Clinker Coolers - All Portland Cement Plants shall not cause, permit, or allow the emission
of particulate matter from Clinker Coolers in excess of 45 lbs/hr as determined by EPA
Method 5, or visible emissions the density of which is greater than 20 percent opacity as
determined by EPA Method 9.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) For emissions units subject to the visible emissions standard in Rule 62-296.701(2), F.A.C.,
the test method shall be EPA Method 9, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter
62-297, F.A.C.
(b) A transmissometer shall be used to determine compliance with the visible emission standard
in Rule 62-296.701(3), F.A.C. The transmissometer shall be calibrated in accordance with Rule
62-297.520, F.A.C., and 40 CFR 60.13.
(c) The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5, incorporated and adopted
by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard
cubic feet.
(d) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
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History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c); Amended 6-29-93; Formerly 17-296.701; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.701
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11/23/92
07/02/93
12/21/94

10/20/94
04/14/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
59 FR 17696
64 FR 32346

Requested SIP Revision:
The DEP is requesting, by means of a CAA section 110(l) noninterference demonstration, that
the entire rule section 62-296.701, F.A.C., be removed from the SIP.
Demonstration: In 40 CFR 81.310, EPA determined that the designated areas below were
nonattainment areas for total suspended particulate (TSP):
1) The downtown Jacksonville area located south and then west along the St. John's River
from its confluence with Long Branch Creek, to Main Street north along Main Street to
Eighth Street; east along Evergreen Avenue to Long Branch Creek; and east along Long
Branch Creek to the St. John's River
2) Polk County and that portion of Hillsborough County which falls within the area of the
circle having a centerpoint at the intersection of US 41 and State Road 60 and a radius of
12 km
As a result of these nonattainment designations, the Department promulgated Reasonably
Available Control Technology (RACT) requirements for particulate matter for eleven source
categories. As explained in Rule 62-296.700, F.A.C, the particulate matter RACT rules only
apply to emissions units issued an air permit on or before May 30, 1988. Over time, many of the
affected units in the eleven source categories have been retired, such that for the Rule 62296.701, F.A.C., Portland Cement Plants, source category there are no longer any affected units.
Therefore, this rule, which was repealed on 2/08/2017, can be removed from Florida’s SIP
without interfering with attainment or maintenance of national ambient air quality standards,
prevention of significant deterioration increments, reasonable further progress, or protection of
visibility.
Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revision:
No provisions of Rule 62-296.701, F.A.C., would remain in Florida’s SIP.
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62-296.702 FOSSIL FUEL STEAM GENERATORS
Current SIP:
62-296.702 Fossil Fuel Steam Generators.
(1) Applicability. The emission limitations set forth in Rule 62-296.702, F.A.C., shall apply to fossil
fuel steam generating facilities including one or more boilers which individually or in combination
have a heat input greater than or equal to 30 million British thermal units per hour.
(2) Emission Limitations.
(a) Particulate Matter. No owner or operator of a fossil fuel steam generator shall cause, permit,
or allow the emission of particulate matter in excess of 0.10 pounds per million BTU except as
provided for in Rules 62-296.405 or 62-296.406, F.A.C., and Rule 62-210.700
(b) Visible Emissions. No owner or operator of a fossil fuel fire4 steam generator shall allow
visible emissions the density of which is greater than 20 percent opacity except as provided for in
Rule 62-210.700, F.A.C., Excess Emissions, and in Rule 62-296.405, F.A.C., for fossil-fuel steam
generators with a heat input of greater than 250 million BTU per hour.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, incorporated and adopted by
reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. A transmissometer may be used and calibrated in
accordance with Rule 62-297.520, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 17, EPA Method 5B,
or EPA Method 5F, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The
minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet. EPA Method 5 may be used with
the filter temperature at no more than 320 degrees Fahrenheit. For EPA Method 17, stack
temperature shall be less than 375 degrees Fahrenheit. The owner or operator may use EPA
Method 5 to demonstrated compliance. EPA Method 3 or 3A with Orsat analysis shall be used
when oxygen based F factor computed according to EPA Method 19 is used in lieu of heat input.
Use Acetone wash with Method 5 or 17.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)2; Formerly 17-296.702; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.702
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Requested SIP Revisions:
1) Effective 7/10/2014, rule subsection 62-296.702(3), F.A.C., was updated to revise
references to the locations of adoption and incorporations of EPA test methods.
Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the following amendments to rule subsection 62296.702(3), F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements
of this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at
Rule 62-204.800in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. A transmissometer may be used and
calibrated in accordance with 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix B, Rule 62-297.520, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 17, as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-6, EPA Method 5B as described at 40 C.F.R.
Part 60, Appendix A-3;, or EPA Method 5F, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix
A-3; adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800in Chapter
62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet. EPA
Method 5, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated by
reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., may be used with the filter temperature at no more
than 320 degrees Fahrenheit. For EPA Method 17, stack temperature shall be less than
375 degrees Fahrenheit. The owner or operator may use EPA Method 5 to demonstrate
compliance. EPA Method 3 or 3A with Orsat analysis, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60,
Appendix A-2, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., shall
be used when oxygen based F factor computed according to EPA Method 19, as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at
Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., is used in lieu of heat input. Use Acetone wash with Method 5
or 17.
(c) No change.

2) The list of historical rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.702, F.A.C., needs to be
updated as follows:
History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)2.,; Formerly 17-296.702; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.

3) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end of
the rule section needs to be edited as shown below because, though the recodification of
the rule was effective 11/23/92, that recodification was submitted to EPA on 1/11/93. In
addition, a minor rule revision, effective 1/01/1996, to change the word “section” to
“rule” in rule subsection 62-296.702(3), F.A.C., and submitted to EPA for approval into
the SIP on 4/15/1996, appears to have been approved into the SIP when the SIP was
revised on 6/16/1999. However, the 4/15/1996 submittal date is not included in the table,
only the 12/21/94 submittal date, for another SIP submittal also approved on 6/16/1999.
Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the table be updated as follows:
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Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.702 Fossil Fuel Steam Generators.
(1) Applicability. The emission limitations set forth in Rule 62-296.702, F.A.C., shall apply to fossil
fuel steam generating facilities including one or more boilers which individually or in combination have
a heat input greater than or equal to 30 million British thermal units per hour.
(2) Emission Limitations.
(a) Particulate Matter. No owner or operator of a fossil fuel steam generator shall cause, permit, or
allow the emission of particulate matter in excess of 0.10 pounds per million BTU except as
provided for in Rule 62-296.405 or 62-296.406 and Rule 62-210.700, F.A.C.
(b) Visible Emissions. No owner or operator of a fossil fuel fired steam generator shall allow visible
emissions the density of which is greater than 20 percent opacity except as provided for in Rule 62210.700, F.A.C., Excess Emissions, and in Rule 62-296.405, F.A.C., for fossil-fuel steam
generators with a heat input of greater than 250 million BTU per hour.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part
60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C. A
transmissometer may be used and calibrated in accordance with 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix B.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 17, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-6, EPA Method 5B as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3;
or EPA Method 5F, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3; adopted and incorporated by
reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic
feet. EPA Method 5, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated
by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., may be used with the filter temperature at no more than
320 degrees Fahrenheit. For EPA Method 17, stack temperature shall be less than 375 degrees
Fahrenheit. EPA Method 3 or 3A with Orsat analysis, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix
A-2, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., shall be used when oxygen
based F factor computed according to EPA Method 19, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix
A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., is used in lieu of heat input.
Use Acetone wash with Method 5 or 17.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
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History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)2.,17-296.702; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
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62-296.703 CARBONACEOUS FUEL BURNERS
Current SIP:
62-296.703 Carbonaceous Fuel Burners.
(1) Applicability. The emission limitations set forth in Rule 62-296.703, F.A.C., shall apply to
Carbonaceous Fuel Burning Equipment that has a total heat input capacity of 30 million BTU's per
hour or greater.
(2) Emission Limitations.
(a) Particulate Matter. No owner or operator of Carbonaceous fuel burning equipment shall
cause, permit, or allow the emission of particulate matter from such equipment in excess of 0.2
pounds per million BTU heat input of Carbonaceous fuel plus 0.1 pounds per million BTU heat
input of fossil fuel.
(b) Visible Emissions. No owner or operator of carbonaceous fuel burning equipment shall
cause, permit, or allow visible emissions the density of which is greater than 30 percent opacity.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, incorporated and adopted by
reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5, incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry
standard cubic feet. For EPA Method 5, the filter temperature may not exceed 320 degrees
Fahrenheit.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)3; Formerly 17-296.703; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.703

Original Reg
1st Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
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Federal
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11/23/92
12/21/94

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

Requested SIP Revision:
The DEP is requesting, by means of a CAA section 110(l) noninterference demonstration, that
the entire rule section 62-296.703, F.A.C., be removed from the SIP.
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Demonstration: In 40 CFR 81.310, EPA determined that the designated areas below were
nonattainment areas for total suspended particulate (TSP):
1) The downtown Jacksonville area located south and then west along the St. John's River
from its confluence with Long Branch Creek, to Main Street north along Main Street to
Eighth Street; east along Evergreen Avenue to Long Branch Creek; and east along Long
Branch Creek to the St. John's River
2) Polk County and that portion of Hillsborough County which falls within the area of the
circle having a centerpoint at the intersection of US 41 and State Road 60 and a radius of
12 km
As a result of these nonattainment designations, the Department promulgated Reasonably
Available Control Technology (RACT) requirements for particulate matter for eleven source
categories. As explained in Rule 62-296.700, F.A.C, the particulate matter RACT rules only
apply to emissions units issued an air permit on or before May 30, 1988. Over time, many of the
affected units in the eleven source categories have been retired, such that for the PM RACT Rule
62-296.703, F.A.C., Carbonaceous Fuel Burners, source category there are no longer any
affected units:
Therefore, this rule, which was repealed on 2/08/2017, can be removed from Florida’s SIP
without interfering with attainment or maintenance of national ambient air quality standards,
prevention of significant deterioration increments, reasonable further progress, or protection of
visibility.
Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revision:
No provisions of Rule 62-296.703, F.A.C., would remain in Florida’s SIP.
62-296.704 ASPHALT CONCRETE PLANTS
Current SIP:
62-296.704 Asphalt Concrete Plants.
(1) Applicability. The emission limitations set forth in Rule 62-296.704, F.A.C., shall apply to any
facility used to manufacture asphalt concrete by heating and drying aggregate and mixing with
asphalt cements, excluding unloading and storage of raw materials.
(2) Emission Limitations. No owner or operator of an asphalt concrete plant shall cause, permit, or
allow the emission of particulate matter in excess of 0.06 gr/dscf, or visible emissions the density of
which is greater than 20 percent opacity.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, incorporated and adopted by
reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5 or EPA Method 5A,
incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume
shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
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History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)4; Formerly 17-296.704; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.704
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59 FR 52916
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Requested SIP Revisions:
1) Effective 7/10/2014, rule subsection 62-296.704(3), F.A.C., was updated to revise
references to the locations of adoption and incorporations of EPA test methods.
Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the following amendments to rule subsection 62296.704(3), F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements
of this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at
Rule 62-204.800in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5 or EPA
Method 5A, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated
and adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum
sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.
(c) No change.

2) The list of historical rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.704, F.A.C., needs to be
updated as follows:
History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)4.,; Formerly 17-296.704; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.

3) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end of
the rule section needs to be edited as shown below because, though the recodification of
the rule was effective 11/23/92, that recodification was submitted to EPA on 1/11/93. In
addition, a minor rule revision, effective 1/01/1996, to change the word “section” to
“rule” in rule subsection 62-296.704(3), F.A.C., and submitted to EPA for approval into
the SIP on 4/15/1996, appears to have been approved into the SIP when the SIP was
revised on 6/16/1999. However, the 4/15/1996 submittal date is not included in the table,
only the 12/21/94 submittal date, for another SIP submittal also approved on 6/16/1999.
Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the table be updated as follows:
______________________________________________________________62-296.704
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01/11/93 11/23/92
12/21/94 & 04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.704 Asphalt Concrete Plants.
(1) Applicability. The emission limitations set forth in Rule 62-296.704, F.A.C., shall apply to any
facility used to manufacture asphalt concrete by heating and drying aggregate and mixing with asphalt
cements, excluding unloading and storage of raw materials.
(2) Emission Limitations. No owner or operator of an asphalt concrete plant shall cause, permit, or
allow the emission of particulate matter in excess of 0.06 gr/dscf, or visible emissions the density of
which is greater than 20 percent opacity.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part
60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5 or EPA Method 5A,
as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule
62-204.800, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History–Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)4., 17-296.704, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
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62-296.705 PHOSPHATE PROCESSING OPERATIONS
Current SIP:
62-296.705 Phosphate Processing Operations.
(1) Applicability. The emission limitations set forth in Rule 62-296.705, F.A.C., shall apply to all
unit operations and auxiliary equipment which are an integral part of the process used to manufacture
the finished products specified in paragraphs (a) through (f) below, including reactors, dryers, coolers,
concentrators, screens, elevators, conveyor belts, grinders, and other unit operations, which exist as
part of the manufacturing system from the point of introduction of raw materials feed into the process
to the point of discharge of the finished product to the storage materials handling system;
(a) Diammonium phosphate (DAP);
(b) Run of pile triple super phosphate (ROPTSP);
(c) Granular triple super phosphate (GTSP);
(d) Normal super phosphate (NSP);
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(e) Monoammonium phosphate (MAP);
(f) Phosphate animal feed ingredient (AFI).
(2) Emission Limitations.
(a) No owner or operator of a phosphate processing facility shall cause, permit or allow total
emissions of particulate matter from the affected unit operations and auxiliary equipment in
excess of 0.30 pounds per ton of product or visible emissions the density of which is greater than
20 percent opacity from the above listed operations ((a) through (f)).
(b) No owner or operator of a phosphate rock dryer or phosphate rock grinding operation which is
not an integral part of the operations described in Rule 62-296.705(1)(a) through (f), F.A.C., shall
cause, permit or allow total emissions of particulate matter from the dryer or grinder in excess of
0.20 lb/ton of products or visible emissions the density of which is greater than 20 percent
opacity.
(c) No owner or operator of a concentrator which is part of a phosphate processing facility shall
cause, permit or allow total emissions of particulate matter from the concentrator in excess of 15
pounds per hour or visible emissions the density of which is greater than 20 percent opacity.
(d) No owner or operator of a Diammonium Phosphate cooler producing less than 50 tons per
hour of product shall cause, permit, or allow total emissions of particulate matter in excess of
0.60 pound per ton of product or visible emissions the density of which is greater than 20 percent
opacity.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, incorporated and adopted by
reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5 or EPA Method 5A,
incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume
shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)5; Formerly 17-296.705; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.705
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59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

Requested SIP Revisions:
1) Effective 7/10/2014, rule subsection 62-296.705(3), F.A.C., was updated to revise
references to the locations of adoption and incorporations of EPA test methods.
Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the following amendments to rule subsection 62296.705(3), F.A.C., be included in the SIP:
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements
of this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at
Rule 62-204.800in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
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(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5 or EPA
Method 5A, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated
and adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum
sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.
(c) No change.

2) The list of historical rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.705, F.A.C., needs to be
updated as follows:
History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)5.,; Formerly 17-296.705; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.

3) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end of
the rule section needs to be edited as shown below because, though the recodification of
the rule was effective 11/23/92, that recodification was submitted to EPA on 1/11/93. In
addition, a minor rule revision, effective 1/01/1996, to change the word “section” to
“rule” in rule subsection 62-296.705(3), F.A.C., and submitted to EPA for approval into
the SIP on 4/15/1996, appears to have been approved into the SIP when the SIP was
revised on 6/16/1999. However, the 4/15/1996 submittal date is not included in the table,
only the 12/21/94 submittal date, for another SIP submittal also approved on 6/16/1999.
Therefore, the DEP is requesting that the table be updated as follows:
______________________________________________________________62-296.705

Original Reg
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

01/11/93 11/23/92
12/21/94 & 04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.705 Phosphate Processing Operations.
(1) Applicability. The emission limitations set forth in Rule 62-296.705, F.A.C., shall apply to all unit
operations and auxiliary equipment which are an integral part of the process used to manufacture the
finished products specified in paragraphs (a) through (f), below, including reactors, dryers, coolers,
concentrators, screens, elevators, conveyor belts, grinders, and other unit operations, which exist as part
of the manufacturing system from the point of introduction of raw materials feed into the process to the
point of discharge of the finished product to the storage materials handling system;
(a) Diammonium phosphate (DAP);
(b) Run of pile triple super phosphate (ROPTSP);
(c) Granular triple super phosphate (GTSP);
(d) Normal super phosphate (NSP);
(e) Monoammonium phosphate (MAP);
(f) Phosphate animal feed ingredient (AFI).
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(2) Emission Limitations.
(a) No owner or operator of a phosphate processing facility shall cause, permit or allow total
emissions of particulate matter from the affected unit operations and auxiliary equipment in excess
of 0.30 pounds per ton of product or visible emissions the density of which is greater than 20 percent
opacity from the above listed operations (paragraphs (a) through (f)).
(b) No owner or operator of a phosphate rock dryer or phosphate rock grinding operation which is
not an integral part of the operations described in paragraphs 62-296.705(1)(a) through (f), F.A.C.,
shall cause, permit or allow total emissions of particulate matter from the dryer or grinder in excess
of 0.20 lb/ton of products or visible emissions the density of which is greater than 20 percent
opacity.
(c) No owner or operator of a concentrator which is part of a phosphate processing facility shall
cause, permit or allow total emissions of particulate matter from the concentrator in excess of 15
pounds per hour or visible emissions the density of which is greater than 20 percent opacity.
(d) No owner or operator of a Diammonium Phosphate cooler producing less than 50 tons per hour
of product shall cause, permit, or allow total emissions of particulate matter in excess of 0.60 pound
per ton of product or visible emissions the density of which is greater than 20 percent opacity.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part
60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5 or EPA Method 5A,
as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule
62-204.800, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History–Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)5., 17-296.705, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.705

Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

01/11/93
12/21/94 & 04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

62-296.706 GLASS MANUFACTURING PROCESS
Current SIP:
62-296.706 Glass Manufacturing Process.
(1) Applicability. The emission limitations set forth in Rule 62-296.706, F.A.C., shall apply to glass
melting furnaces producing container glass.
(2) Emission limitations. No owner or operator of a glass melting furnace shall cause, permit, or
allow emissions of particulate matter in excess of the following standards:
(a) Gas fired furnaces - 1.3 pounds per ton of glass produced.
(b) Oil fired furnaces - 1.5 pounds per ton of glass produced.
(c) Visible emissions 20 percent opacity.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule.
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(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, incorporated and adopted by
reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5 or EPA Method 5A,
incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume
shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)6; Formerly 17-296.706; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.706

Original Reg
1st Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

11/23/92
12/21/94

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

Requested SIP Revision:
The DEP is requesting, by means of a CAA section 110(l) noninterference demonstration, that
the entire rule section 62-296.706, F.A.C., be removed from the SIP.
Demonstration: In 40 CFR 81.310, EPA determined that the designated areas below were
nonattainment areas for total suspended particulate (TSP):
1) The downtown Jacksonville area located south and then west along the St. John's River
from its confluence with Long Branch Creek, to Main Street north along Main Street to
Eighth Street; east along Evergreen Avenue to Long Branch Creek; and east along Long
Branch Creek to the St. John's River
2) Polk County and that portion of Hillsborough County which falls within the area of the
circle having a centerpoint at the intersection of US 41 and State Road 60 and a radius of
12 km
As a result of these nonattainment designations, the Department promulgated Reasonably
Available Control Technology (RACT) requirements for particulate matter for eleven source
categories. As explained in Rule 62-296.700, F.A.C, the particulate matter RACT rules only
apply to emissions units issued an air permit on or before May 30, 1988. Over time, many of the
affected units in the eleven source categories have been retired, such that for the PM RACT Rule
62-296.706, F.A.C., Glass Manufacturing, source category there are no longer any affected units.
Therefore, this rule, which was repealed on 2/08/2017, can be removed from Florida’s SIP
without interfering with attainment or maintenance of national ambient air quality standards,
prevention of significant deterioration increments, reasonable further progress, or protection of
visibility.
Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revision:
No provisions of Rule 62-296.706, F.A.C., would remain in Florida’s SIP.
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62-296.707 ELECTRIC ARC FURNACES
Current SIP:
62-296.707 Electric Arc Furnaces.
(1) Applicability. The emission limitations set forth in Rule 62-296.707, F.A.C., shall apply to all
furnaces that heat materials with electric arcs from carbon electrodes, including phosphorus electric
arc furnaces.
(2) Emission Limitations. No owner or operator of an electric arc furnace shall cause, permit, or
allow emissions of particulate matter in excess of the following standards:
(a) Phosphorus electric arc furnaces - 0.035 gr/dscf or any visible emissions (greater than five
percent opacity) from a control device, except during tapping periods. No visible emissions
greater than 60 percent opacity shall be allowed during the tapping period.
(b) All other electric arc furnaces - 0.010 gr/dscf or any visible emissions (greater than five
percent opacity) from a control device, except during charging and tapping periods. No visible
emissions greater than 20 percent opacity shall be allowed from the shop during charging periods.
No visible emissions greater than 40 percent opacity shall be allowed during tapping periods.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, incorporated and adopted by
reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5 or EPA Method 5D,
incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume
shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)7; Formerly 17-296.707; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.707

Original Reg
1st Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

11/23/92
12/21/94

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

Requested SIP Revisions:
1) Effective 7/10/2014, rule subsection 62-296.707(3), F.A.C., was updated to revise references
to the locations of adoption and incorporations of EPA test methods. Therefore, the DEP is
requesting that the following amendments to rule subsection 62-296.707(3), F.A.C., be
included in the SIP:
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the
requirements of this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at
Rule 62-204.800in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5 or EPA
Method 5D, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and
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incorporated and adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.
(c) No change.

2) The list of historical rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.707, F.A.C., needs to be
updated as follows:
History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)7.,; Formerly 17-296.707; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.

3) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end of the
rule section needs to be edited as shown below because, though the recodification of the rule
was effective 11/23/92, that recodification was submitted to EPA on 1/11/93. In addition, a
minor rule revision, effective 1/01/1996, to change the word “section” to “rule” in rule
subsection 62-296.707(3), F.A.C., and submitted to EPA for approval into the SIP on
4/15/1996, appears to have been approved into the SIP when the SIP was revised on
6/16/1999. However, the 4/15/1996 submittal date is not included in the table, only the
12/21/94 submittal date, for another SIP submittal also approved on 6/16/1999. Therefore,
the DEP is requesting that the table be updated as follows:
______________________________________________________________62-296.707

Original Reg
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

01/11/93 11/23/92
12/21/94 & 04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.707 Electric Arc Furnaces.
(1) Applicability. The emission limitations set forth in Rule 62-296.707, F.A.C., shall apply to all
furnaces that heat materials with electric arcs from carbon electrodes, including phosphorus electric arc
furnaces.
(2) Emission Limitations. No owner or operator of an electric arc furnace shall cause, permit, or allow
emissions of particulate matter in excess of the following standards:
(a) Phosphorus electric arc furnaces – 0.035 gr/dscf or any visible emissions (greater than five
percent opacity) from a control device, except during tapping periods. No visible emissions greater
than 60 percent opacity shall be allowed during the tapping period.
(b) All other electric arc furnaces – 0.010 gr/dscf or any visible emissions (greater than five percent
opacity) from a control device, except during charging and tapping periods. No visible emissions
greater than 20 percent opacity shall be allowed from the shop during charging periods. No visible
emissions greater than 40 percent opacity shall be allowed during tapping periods.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part
60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5 or EPA Method 5D,
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as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule
62-204.800, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History–Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)7., 17-296.707, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.707

Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

01/11/93
12/21/94 & 04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

62-296.708 SWEAT OR POT FURNACES
Current SIP:
62-296.708 Sweat or Pot Furnaces.
(1) Applicability. The emission limitations set forth in Rule 62-296.708, F.A.C., shall apply to
indirectly heated furnaces which are temperature controlled for the differential melting of scrap or
combined metal products or which melt metals for coating or reclamation.
(2) Emission Limitations. No owner or operator of a sweat or pot furnace shall cause, permit, or
allow emissions of particulate matter in excess of 0.05 gr/dscf, or visible emissions greater than 10
percent opacity.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, incorporated and adopted by
reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5, incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry
standard cubic feet.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)8; Formerly 17-296.708; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.708

Original Reg
1st Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

11/23/92
12/21/94

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

Requested SIP Revisions:
1) Effective 7/10/2014, rule subsection 62-296.708(3), F.A.C., was updated to revise references
to the locations of adoption and incorporations of EPA test methods. Therefore, the DEP is
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requesting that the following amendments to rule subsection 62-296.708(3), F.A.C., be
included in the SIP:
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements
of this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at
Rule 62-204.800in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as described
at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference
at Rule 62-204.800in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30
dry standard cubic feet.
(c) No change.

2) The list of historical rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.708, F.A.C., needs to be
updated as follows:
History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)8.,; Formerly 17-296.708; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.

3) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end of the
rule section needs to be edited as shown below because, though the recodification of the rule
was effective 11/23/92, that recodification was submitted to EPA on 1/11/93. In addition, a
minor rule revision, effective 1/01/1996, to change the word “section” to “rule” in rule
subsection 62-296.708(3), F.A.C., and submitted to EPA for approval into the SIP on
4/15/1996, appears to have been approved into the SIP when the SIP was revised on
6/16/1999. However, the 4/15/1996 submittal date is not included in the table, only the
12/21/94 submittal date, for another SIP submittal also approved on 6/16/1999. Therefore,
the DEP is requesting that the table be updated as follows:
______________________________________________________________62-296.708

Original Reg
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

01/11/93 11/23/92
12/21/94 & 04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

4) The table in 40 CFR 52.520(c) currently lists the title of Rule 62-296.708, F.A.C., as “Sweat
of Pot Furnaces.” However, this needs to be corrected to “Sweat or Pot Furnaces.”
Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.708 Sweat or Pot Furnaces.
(1) Applicability. The emission limitations set forth in Rule 62-296.708, F.A.C., shall apply to
indirectly heated furnaces which are temperature controlled for the differential melting of scrap or
combined metal products or which melt metals for coating or reclamation.
(2) Emission Limitations. No owner or operator of a sweat or pot furnace shall cause, permit, or allow
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emissions of particulate matter in excess of 0.05 gr/dscf, or visible emissions greater than 10 percent
opacity.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part
60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History–Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)8., 17-296.708, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.708

Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

01/11/93
12/21/94 & 04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

62-296.709 LIME KILNS
Current SIP:
62-296.709 Lime Kilns.
(1) Applicability. The emission limitations set forth in Rule 62-296.709, F.A.C., shall apply to all
lime kilns associated with a kraft pulp mill.
(2) Emission limitations. No owner or operator of a lime kiln shall cause, permit, or allow emissions
of particulate matter in excess of that calculated by applying the formula E = 3.59P0.62 for each kiln,
where E is the emission rate in pounds per hour for each and P is the process weight in tons per hour;
or visible emissions greater than 10 percent opacity.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, incorporated and adopted by
reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5, incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry
standard cubic feet.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)9; Formerly 17-296.709; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.709
Date Submitted
to EPA
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Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

April 1, 2022

Recodification
1st Revision

11/23/92
12/21/94

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

Requested SIP Revision:
The DEP is requesting, by means of a CAA section 110(l) noninterference demonstration, that
the entire rule section 62-296.709, F.A.C., be removed from the SIP.
Demonstration: In 40 CFR 81.310, EPA determined that the designated areas below were
nonattainment areas for total suspended particulate (TSP):
1) The downtown Jacksonville area located south and then west along the St. John's River
from its confluence with Long Branch Creek, to Main Street north along Main Street to
Eighth Street; east along Evergreen Avenue to Long Branch Creek; and east along Long
Branch Creek to the St. John's River
2) Polk County and that portion of Hillsborough County which falls within the area of the
circle having a centerpoint at the intersection of US 41 and State Road 60 and a radius of
12 km
As a result of these nonattainment designations, the Department promulgated Reasonably
Available Control Technology (RACT) requirements for particulate matter for eleven source
categories. As explained in Rule 62-296.700, F.A.C, the particulate matter RACT rules only
apply to emissions units issued an air permit on or before May 30, 1988. Over time, many of the
affected units in the eleven source categories have been retired, such that for the PM RACT Rule
62-296.709, F.A.C., Lime Kilns, source category there are no longer any affected units:
Therefore, this rule, which was repealed on 2/08/2017, can be removed from Florida’s SIP
without interfering with attainment or maintenance of national ambient air quality standards,
prevention of significant deterioration increments, reasonable further progress, or protection of
visibility.
Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revision:
No provisions of Rule 62-296.709, F.A.C., would remain in Florida’s SIP.
62-296.710 SMELT DISSOLVING TANKS
Current SIP:
62-296.710 Smelt Dissolving Tanks.
(1) Applicability. The emission limitations set forth in Rule 62-296.710, F.A.C., shall apply to all
smelt dissolving tanks associated with a kraft pulp mill.
(2) Emission limitations. No owner or operator of a smelt dissolving tank shall cause, permit or
allow emissions of particulate matter in excess of that calculated by applying the formula E =
3.59P0.62 for each, where E is the emission rate in pounds per hour and P is the process weight in tons
per hour; or visible emissions greater than 10 percent opacity.
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(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, incorporated and adopted by
reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5, incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry
standard cubic feet.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)10; Formerly 17-296.710; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.710

Original Reg
1st Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

11/23/92
12/21/94

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

Requested SIP Revision:
The DEP is requesting, by means of a CAA section 110(l) noninterference demonstration, that
the entire rule section 62-296.710, F.A.C., be removed from the SIP.
Demonstration: In 40 CFR 81.310, EPA determined that the designated areas below were
nonattainment areas for total suspended particulate (TSP):
1) The downtown Jacksonville area located south and then west along the St. John's River
from its confluence with Long Branch Creek, to Main Street north along Main Street to
Eighth Street; east along Evergreen Avenue to Long Branch Creek; and east along Long
Branch Creek to the St. John's River
2) Polk County and that portion of Hillsborough County which falls within the area of the
circle having a centerpoint at the intersection of US 41 and State Road 60 and a radius of
12 km
As a result of these nonattainment designations, the Department promulgated Reasonably
Available Control Technology (RACT) requirements for particulate matter for eleven source
categories. As explained in Rule 62-296.700, F.A.C, the particulate matter RACT rules only
apply to emissions units issued an air permit on or before May 30, 1988. Over time, many of the
affected units in the eleven source categories have been retired, such that for the PM RACT Rule
62-296.710, F.A.C., Smelt Dissolving Tanks, source category there are no longer any affected
units.
Therefore, this rule, which was repealed on 2/08/2017, can be removed from Florida’s SIP
without interfering with attainment or maintenance of national ambient air quality standards,
prevention of significant deterioration increments, reasonable further progress, or protection of
visibility.
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Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revision:
No provisions of Rule 62-296.710, F.A.C., would remain in Florida’s SIP.
62-296.711 MATERIALS HANDLING, SIZING, SCREENING, CRUSHING AND GRINDING
OPERATIONS
Current SIP:
62-296.711 Materials Handling, Sizing, Screening, Crushing and Grinding Operations.
(1) Applicability. The emission limitations set forth in Rule 62-296.711, F.A.C., shall apply to the
handling, sizing, screening, crushing, or grinding of the materials such as, but not limited to, cement,
clinker, fly ash, coke, gypsum, shale, lime, sulfur, phosphatic materials, slag, and grain or grain
products, including but not limited to the following types of operations:
(a) Loading or unloading of materials to or from such containers as railcars, trucks, ships, and
storage structures;
(b) Conveyor systems other than portable conveyor systems;
(c) Storage of materials in storage structures, such as silos or enclosed bins, which have a storage
capacity of fifty cubic yards or more;
(d) Crushing and/or grinding operations;
(e) Sizing and/or rescreening operations;
(f) Static drop transfer points where the discharge point and receiving point of the materials being
handled are not moving in relationship to one another. The emission limitations set forth in Rule
62-296.711, F.A.C., shall not apply to emissions from materials handling, sizing, screening,
crushing and grinding operations governed by Rule 62-296.705, F.A.C., Phosphate Process
Operations or Rule 62-296.704, F.A.C., Asphalt Concrete Plants.
(2) Emission Limitations.
(a) No owner or operator of an emissions unit governed by Rule 62-296.711, F.A.C., shall cause,
permit, or allow any visible emissions (five percent opacity) from such emissions unit except that
at the point where material is being discharged to the hold of a ship from a conveyor system.
When the conveyor and/or hatch covering is moved, an opacity of 10 percent will be allowed.
(b) If, in order to comply with the requirements of paragraph (a) above, it is necessary to totally
or partially enclose an operation and exhaust particulate laden gases through a vent or stack,
emissions of particulate from such vent or stack shall not exceed 0.03 gr/dscf.
(c) An owner or operator may request the Department to determine that the emission standards of
Rule 62-296.711(2)(a) and (b), F.A.C., do not constitute RACT for a facility. If the Department
finds that the emission standards do not represent RACT, the Department shall make a
determination of RACT for that facility.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, incorporated and adopted by
reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5, incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry
standard cubic feet.
(c) A visible emissions test indicating no visible emissions (5 percent opacity) may be submitted
in lieu of a particulate stack test for materials handling emissions units subject to this rule, where
the emissions unit is equipped with a baghouse.
(d) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
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History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)11; Formerly 17-296.711; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
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Original Reg
1st Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

11/23/92
12/21/94

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

Requested SIP Revisions:
1) Effective 7/10/2014, rule subsection 62-296.711(3), F.A.C., was updated to revise references
to the locations of adoption and incorporations of EPA test methods. Therefore, the DEP is
requesting that the following amendments to rule subsection 62-296.711(3), F.A.C., be
included in the SIP:
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements
of this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at
Rule 62-204.800in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as described
at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference
at Rule 62-204.800in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30
dry standard cubic feet.
(c) through (d) No change.

2) The list of historical rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.711, F.A.C., needs to be
updated as follows:
History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)11.,; Formerly 17-296.711; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.

3) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end of the
rule section needs to be edited as shown below because, though the recodification of the rule
was effective 11/23/92, that recodification was submitted to EPA on 1/11/93. In addition, a
minor rule revision, effective 1/01/1996, to change the word “section” to “rule” in rule
subsection 62-296.711(3), F.A.C., and submitted to EPA for approval into the SIP on
4/15/1996, appears to have been approved into the SIP when the SIP was revised on
6/16/1999. However, the 4/15/1996 submittal date is not included in the table, only the
12/21/94 submittal date, for another SIP submittal also approved on 6/16/1999. Therefore,
the DEP is requesting that the table be updated as follows:
______________________________________________________________62-296.711
Date Submitted
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Original Reg
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision

to EPA

by EPA

Register

01/11/93 11/23/92
12/21/94 & 04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.711 Materials Handling, Sizing, Screening, Crushing and Grinding Operations.
(1) Applicability. The emission limitations set forth in Rule 62-296.711, F.A.C., shall apply to the
handling, sizing, screening, crushing, or grinding of the materials such as, but not limited to, cement,
clinker, fly ash, coke, gypsum, shale, lime, sulfur, phosphatic materials, slag, and grain or grain
products, including but not limited to the following types of operations:
(a) Loading or unloading of materials to or from such containers as railcars, trucks, ships, and
storage structures;
(b) Conveyor systems other than portable conveyor systems;
(c) Storage of materials in storage structures, such as silos or enclosed bins, which have a storage
capacity of fifty cubic yards or more;
(d) Crushing and/or grinding operations;
(e) Sizing and/or rescreening operations;
(f) Static drop transfer points where the discharge point and receiving point of the materials being
handled are not moving in relationship to one another.
The emission limitations set forth in Rule 62-296.711, F.A.C., shall not apply to emissions from
materials handling, sizing, screening, crushing and grinding operations governed by Rule 62296.705, F.A.C., Phosphate Process Operations or Rule 62-296.704, F.A.C., Asphalt Concrete
Plants.
(2) Emission Limitations.
(a) No owner or operator of an emissions unit governed by Rule 62-296.711, F.A.C., shall cause,
permit, or allow any visible emissions (five percent opacity) from such emissions unit except that
at the point where material is being discharged to the hold of a ship from a conveyor system. When
the conveyor and/or hatch covering is moved, an opacity of 10 percent will be allowed.
(b) If, in order to comply with the requirements of paragraph (a), above, it is necessary to totally or
partially enclose an operation and exhaust particulate laden gases through a vent or stack, emissions
of particulate from such vent or stack shall not exceed 0.03 gr/dscf.
(c) An owner or operator may request the Department to determine that the emission standards of
paragraphs 62-296.711(2)(a) and (b), F.A.C., do not constitute RACT for a facility. If the
Department finds that the emission standards do not represent RACT, the Department shall make
a determination of RACT for that facility.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part
60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.
(c) A visible emissions test indicating no visible emissions (5 percent opacity) may be submitted
in lieu of a particulate stack test for materials handling emissions units subject to this rule, where
the emissions unit is equipped with a baghouse.
(d) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
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History–Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)11., 17-296.711, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.711

Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

01/11/93
12/21/94 & 04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

62-296.712 MISCELLANEOUS MANUFACTURING PROCESS OPERATIONS
Current SIP:
62-296.712 Miscellaneous Manufacturing Process Operations.
(1) Applicability. The emission limitations and other requirements of Rule 62-296.712, F.A.C., shall
apply to miscellaneous manufacturing process operations for which a specific RACT emission
limitation has not been established in Rules 62-296.401 through 62-296.415, F.A.C., or Rules
62-296.701 through Rule 62-296.711, F.A.C., including but not limited to such operations as heat
treating furnaces, waste heat evaporators, corebaking ovens, mixing kettles, blast furnaces, puddling
furnaces, dryers, stills, roasters, and all other methods or forms of manufacturing or processing which
emit particulate matter.
(2) Emission Limitations. No owner or operator of a miscellaneous manufacturing process operation
shall cause, permit, or allow emissions of particulate matter in excess of 0.03 gr/dscf, or any visible
emissions greater than 5 percent opacity. However, the owner or operator may exceed these emission
limits if he utilizes a pollution control device or system for control of particulate matter which has an
actual particulate matter collection efficiency of at least 98 percent.
If Rule 62-296.712, F.A.C., is the least restrictive standard, the opacity standard for the emissions unit
shall be the average opacity level achieved during the initial compliance test which establishes
compliance with the standard, plus 5 percent opacity.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, incorporated and adopted by
reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5, incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry
standard cubic feet.
(c) A visible emissions test indicating no visible emissions (5 percent opacity) may be submitted
in lieu of a particular stack test for materials handling emissions subject to this rule, where the
emissions unit is equipped with a baghouse.
(d) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)12; Formerly 17-296.712; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
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Original Reg
1st Revision

Date Submitted
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Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

11/23/92
12/21/94

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

Requested SIP Revisions:
1) Effective 7/10/2014, rule subsection 62-296.712(3), F.A.C., was updated to revise references
to the locations of adoption and incorporations of EPA test methods. Therefore, the DEP is
requesting that the following amendments to rule subsection 62-296.711(3), F.A.C., be
included in the SIP:
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements
of this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at
Rule 62-204.800in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as described
at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference
at Rule 62-204.800in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30
dry standard cubic feet.
(c) through (d) No change.

2) The list of historical rule amendments at the end of Rule 62-296.711, F.A.C., needs to be
updated as follows:
History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)12.,; Formerly 17-296.712; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.

3) The table of SIP revisions (as opposed to rule revisions) included in the SIP at the end of the
rule section needs to be edited as shown below because, though the recodification of the rule
was effective 11/23/92, that recodification was submitted to EPA on 1/11/93. In addition, a
minor rule revision, effective 1/01/1996, to change the word “section” to “rule” in rule
subsection 62-296.712(3), F.A.C., and submitted to EPA for approval into the SIP on
4/15/1996, appears to have been approved into the SIP when the SIP was revised on
6/16/1999. However, the 4/15/1996 submittal date is not included in the table, only the
12/21/94 submittal date, for another SIP submittal also approved on 6/16/1999. Therefore,
the DEP is requesting that the table be updated as follows:
______________________________________________________________62-296.712
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Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions:
62-296.712 Miscellaneous Manufacturing Process Operations.
(1) Applicability. The emission limitations and other requirements of Rule 62-296.712, F.A.C., shall
apply to miscellaneous manufacturing process operations for which a specific RACT emission
limitation has not been established in Rules 62-296.401 through 62-296.415, F.A.C., or Rules 62296.701 through Rule 62-296.711, F.A.C., including but not limited to such operations as heat treating
furnaces, waste heat evaporators, corebaking ovens, mixing kettles, blast furnaces, puddling furnaces,
dryers, stills, roasters, and all other methods or forms of manufacturing or processing which emit
particulate matter.
(2) Emission Limitations. No owner or operator of a miscellaneous manufacturing process operation
shall cause, permit, or allow emissions of particulate matter in excess of 0.03 gr/dscf, or any visible
emissions greater than 5 percent opacity. However the owner or operator may exceed these emission
limits if he utilizes a pollution control device or system for control of particulate matter which has an
actual particulate matter collection efficiency of at least 98 percent. If Rule 62-296.712, F.A.C., is the
least restrictive standard, the opacity standard for the emissions unit shall be the average opacity level
achieved during the initial compliance test which establishes compliance with the standard, plus 5
percent opacity.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part
60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.
(c) A visible emissions test indicating no visible emissions (5 percent opacity) may be submitted
in lieu of a particular stack test for materials handling emissions subject to this rule, where the
emissions unit is equipped with a baghouse.
(d) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History–Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)12., 17-296.712, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
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SIP DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
Section 403.061(35), Florida Statutes, authorizes DEP to “exercise the duties, powers, and
responsibilities required of the state under the federal Clean Air Act.” These duties and
responsibilities include the development and periodic updating of Florida’s SIP. Pursuant to
this statutory authority, DEP has developed this proposed SIP revision.
All of the rule amendments and repeals addressed in this proposed SIP revision were adopted
in accordance with Florida administrative procedures, which include publication in the
Florida Administrative Register of proposed rule language and notice of the opportunity to
submit comments, request a rule adoption hearing, or participate in any scheduled rule
adoption hearing. Documentation of the state rule development process for each set of rule
amendments and repeals is included in the “State Administrative Materials” section of this
submittal.
In accordance with 40 CFR 51.102, DEP published a notice in the FAR on December 15,
2021, announcing an opportunity for the public to submit comments and request a public
hearing to be held on January 19, 2022, if requested, regarding the proposed revision to
Florida’s SIP. No public hearing was requested and, therefore, the hearing was cancelled.
In accordance with the 30-day notice requirement of 40 CFR 51.102, a pre-hearing submittal
providing details of the proposed SIP revision was transmitted to the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) via the State Planning Electronic Collaboration System (SPeCS)
on December 15, 2021, and DEP also transmitted a copy of the public notice to Florida’s
local air pollution control programs and DEP’s District Offices. Notice was not provided to
neighboring states in the interstate region as they are not significantly impacted by as this SIP
submission. Documentation of the 40 C.F.R. 51.102 process can be found in the Public
Participation section of this submittal.
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RESPONSE TO 40 CFR PART 51, APPENDIX V, CRITERIA
Pursuant to 40 CFR Part 51, Appendix V, the following materials shall be included in State
Implementation Plan (SIP) submissions for review and approval by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA).
2.1. Administrative Materials
(a) A formal signed, stamped, and dated letter of submittal from the Governor or his
designee, requesting EPA approval of the plan or revision thereof (hereafter “the plan”).
• A copy of the “Letter of Submittal,” signed by the Director of the Division of Air Resource
Management, Florida Department of Environmental Protection (DEP), on behalf of the
Governor of the State of Florida, is submitted with this document.
(b) Evidence that the State has adopted the plan in the State code or body of regulations; or
issued the permit, order, consent agreement (hereafter “document”) in final form. That
evidence shall include the date of adoption or final issuance as well as the effective date of
the plan, if different from the adoption/issuance date.
This proposed revision to Florida’s SIP consists of the following F.A.C. rule sections as amended
or repealed effective upon the dates shown in the table below.
F.A.C. Rule

Title

State Effective Date

62-296.100

Purpose and Scope

Effective 10/6/2008
(requesting removal
from the SIP)

62-296.320

General Pollutant Emission Limiting Standards

Amended 10/6/2008,
7/10/2014

62-296.401

Incinerators

Amended 11/13/1997,
1/10/2007, 7/10/2014,
11/5/2020

62-296.403

Phosphate Processing

Effective 03/13/1996
(requesting removal
from the SIP)

62-296.404

Kraft (Sulfate) Pulp Mills and Tall Oil Plants

Effective 03/13/1996
(requesting removal
from the SIP)

62-296.405

Fossil Fuel Steam Generators with More Than
250 Million Btu Per Hour Heat Input

Amended 7/10/2014

62-296.406

Fossil Fuel Steam Generators with Less Than
250 Million Btu Per Hour Heat Input, New and
Existing Units

Amended 7/10/2014,
11/5/2020
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62-296.409

Sulfur Recovery Plants

Amended 7/10/2014,
11/5/2020

62-296.410

Carbonaceous Fuel Burning Equipment

Amended 7/10/2014,
11/5/2020

62-296.412

Dry Cleaning Facilities

Amended 8/14/2019

62-296.414

Concrete Batching Plants

Amended 7/10/2014,
11/5/2020

62-296.415

Soil Thermal Treatment Facilities

Amended 7/10/2014,
11/5/2020

62-296.418

Bulk Gasoline Plants

Amended 8/14/2019

62-296.470

Implementation of the Federal Clean Air
Interstate Rule

Effective 04/01/2007
(requesting removal
from the SIP)

62-296.500

Reasonably Available Control Technology
(RACT) – Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC)
and Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) Emitting Facilities

Amended 8/14/2019

62-296.501

Can Coating

Amended 7/10/2014

62-296.502

Coil Coating

Amended 7/10/2014

62-296.503

Paper Coating

Amended 7/10/2014

62-296.504

Fabric and Vinyl Coating

Amended 7/10/2014

62-296.505

Metal Furniture Coating

Amended 7/10/2014

62-296.506

Surface Coating of Large Appliances

Amended 7/10/2014

62-296.507

Magnet Wire Coating

Amended 7/10/2014

62-296.508

Petroleum Liquid Storage

Amended 7/10/2014

62-296.510

Bulk Gasoline Terminals

Amended 7/10/2014

62-296.511

Solvent Metal Cleaning

Amended 10/7/1996,
7/10/2014, 11/5/2020

62-296.512

Cutback Asphalt

Amended 8/14/2019

62-296.513

Surface Coating of Miscellaneous Metal Parts
and Products

Amended 7/10/2014

62-296.514

Surface Coating of Flat Wood Paneling

Amended 7/10/2014

62-296.515

Graphic Arts Systems

Amended 7/10/2014

62-296.516

Petroleum Liquid Storage Tanks with External
Floating Roofs

Amended 7/10/2014
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62-296.570

Reasonably Available Control Technology
(RACT) – Requirements for Major VOC- and
NOx-Emitting Facilities

Amended 3/2/1999,
7/10/2014

62-296.600

Reasonably Available Control Technology
(RACT) – Lead

Amended 7/10/2014
and 8/14/2019

62-296.602

Primary Lead-Acid Battery Manufacturing
Operations

Amended 7/10/2014

62-296.603

Secondary Lead Smelting Operations

Amended 7/10/2014

62-296.604

Electric Arc Furnace Equipped Secondary Steel
Manufacturing Operations

Amended 7/10/2014

62-296.700

Reasonably Available Control Technology
(RACT) – Particulate Matter

Amended 8/14/2019

62-296.701

Portland Cement Plants

Repealed 2/08/2017
(requesting removal
from the SIP)

62-296.702

Fossil Fuel Steam Generators

Amended 7/10/2014

62-296.703

Carbonaceous Fuel Burners

Repealed 2/08/2017
(requesting removal
from the SIP)

62-296.704

Asphalt Concrete Plants

Amended 7/10/2014

62-296.705

Phosphate Processing Operations

Amended 7/10/2014

62-296.706

Glass Manufacturing Process

Repealed 2/08/2017
(requesting removal
from the SIP)

62-296.707

Electric Arc Furnaces

Amended 7/10/2014

62-296.708

Sweat or Pot Furnaces

Amended 7/10/2014

62-296.709

Lime Kilns

Repealed 2/08/2017
(requesting removal
from the SIP)

62-296.710

Smelt Dissolving Tanks

Repealed 2/08/2017
(requesting removal
from the SIP)

62-296.711

Materials Handling, Sizing, Screening,
Crushing and Grinding Operations

Amended 7/10/2014

62-296.712

Miscellaneous Manufacturing Process
Amended 7/10/2014
Operations
Many of the rules also had amendments effective 1/1/1996 (see Table 1) but it appears that
those amendments, for the most part, have already been approved into Florida’s SIP.
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Copies of the rule amendments and repeals, consolidated for each rule, may be found in the
“Materials Proposed to be Incorporated into the SIP” section of this submittal. Certified copies
of each set of rule amendments and repeals with accompanying documentation, as filed with the
Florida Secretary of State for adoption into the F.A.C., may be found in the “State
Administrative Materials” section of this submittal.
Though still included in the state’s body of regulations, Florida is also requesting that the SIP
be revised to remove the following rule sections.
•

In accordance with Clean Air Act paragraph 110(k)(6), the DEP previously submitted a
request to EPA in a letter on March 16, 2021, to make the following corrections to
Florida’s SIP to remove various F.A.C. provisions which have been incorporated into
Florida’s SIP in error.:
o 62-296.320(2) – because objectionable odor is not a SIP pollutant;
o 62-296.403 – because fluorides are not a SIP pollutant; and
o 62-296.404(1)(b), (4)(a)3, (4)(b)3, (4)(c)3, (4)(d), (4)(e), (5), (6) – because Total
Reduced Sulfur is regulated by Florida’s approved 111(d) state plan for existing
kraft pulp mills.

•

Through CAA Section 110(l) Noninterference Demonstrations, the DEP requests
amendments to remove the following F.A.C. provisions from Florida’s SIP:
o 62-296.100;
o 62-296.404(1)(a), (2), (4)(a) - (c);
o Nonsensical tail end of 62-296.405(1)(c)1.;
o 62-296.405(1)(c)1.b. - e., (1)(c)1.g. - i., (1)(c)2., (1)(c)3., (1)(d)2. - 4., (2);
o 62-296.406(2) - (3);
o 62-296.412(1) - (3), and (5);
o 62-296.470;
o 62-296.570(3), (4)(a)1. - 2., (b)1. - 4.;
o 62-296.701; 62-296.703; 62-296.706; 62-296.709; and 62-296.710.

(c) Evidence that the State has the necessary legal authority under State law to adopt and
implement the plan.
•

DEP has the necessary legal authority to adopt and implement this proposed revision to
Florida’s SIP. References to the pertinent Florida Statutes and Florida Administrative Code
(F.A.C.) rules may be found in the “Legal Authority” section of this submittal.

(d) A copy of the actual regulation, or document submitted for approval and incorporation
by reference into the plan, including indication of the changes made (such as
redline/strikethrough) to the existing approved plan, where applicable. The submission
shall include a copy of the official State regulation/document, signed, stamped, and dated
by the appropriate State official indicating that it is fully enforceable by the State. The
effective date of any regulation/document contained in the submission shall, whenever
possible, be indicated in the regulation/document itself; otherwise the State should include
a letter signed, stamped, and dated by the appropriate State official indicating the effective
date. If the regulation/document provided by the State for approval and incorporation by
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reference into the plan is a copy of an existing publication, the State submission should,
whenever possible, include a copy of the publication cover page and table of contents.
•

Certified copies of all rule amendments and repeals, as filed with the Florida Secretary of
State for adoption into the F.A.C., may be found in the “State Administrative Materials”
section of this submittal.

(e) Evidence that the State followed all of the procedural requirements of the State’s laws
and constitution in conducting and completing the adoption/issuance of the plan.
•

DEP has complied with all state procedural requirements in adoption of the rules proposed to
be incorporated into the SIP. Evidence of compliance with these requirements is provided by
certification of the materials filed with the Florida Secretary of State for adoption of the rules
and rule amendments into the F.A.C. These materials may be found in the “State
Administrative Materials” section of this submittal.

•

In addition, state law (s. 120.525, F.S.) requires DEP to provide notice of all public meetings,
hearings, and workshops in the Florida Administrative Register (FAR) not less than seven
days before the event. Through publication in the FAR of the notice of opportunity to
participate in a SIP public hearing, if requested, at least 30 days before the event, DEP has
complied with all state procedural requirements relevant to the development of this proposed
SIP revision. A copy of this notice may be found in the “Public Participation” section of this
submittal.

(f) Evidence that public notice was given of the proposed change consistent with procedures
approved by EPA, including the date of publication of such notice.
•

DEP has complied with all public hearing requirements of 40 CFR 51.102. Copies of all
relevant notices and notification emails may be found in the “Public Participation” section of
this submittal.

(g) Certification that public hearing(s) were held in accordance with the information
provided in the public notice and the State’s laws and constitution, if applicable and
consistent with the public hearing requirements in 40 CFR 51.102.
•

Certification of compliance with all state and federal public notice and hearing requirements
is provided in the “Letter of Submittal.”

(h) Compilation of public comments and the State’ response thereto.
•

Written comments received during the public notice period on this proposed SIP revision,
and DEP’s response thereto, may be found in the “Public Participation” section of this
submittal.

2.2. Technical Support
(a) Identification of all regulated pollutants affected by the plan.
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•

This SIP revision addresses regulated pollutants emitted from stationary sources of air
pollution, including particulate matter, volatile organic compounds, nitrogen oxides, and
sulfur dioxide.

(b) Identification of the locations of affected sources including the EPA
attainment/nonattainment designation of the locations and the status of the attainment plan
for the affected areas(s).
•

The portions of this SIP revision involving Rule 62-296.418, F.A.C., and RACT rules 62296.500, .501, 502, .503, .504, .505, .506, .507, .508, .510, .511, .512, .513, .514, .515, .515,
.570, .600, .601, .602, .603, .604, .605, .700, .701, .702, .703, .704, .705, .706, .707, .708,
.709, .710, .711, and .712, F.A.C., apply only to those areas of the state specified for the
rules. The portions of this SIP revision involving Rules 62-296.100, .320, .401, .403, .404,
.405, .406, .407, .409, .410, .412, .414, .415, and .470, F.A.C., apply statewide.

(c) Quantification of the changes in plan allowable emissions from the affected sources;
estimates of changes in current actual emissions from affected sources or, where
appropriate, quantification of changes in actual emissions from affected sources through
calculations of the differences between certain baseline levels and allowable emissions
anticipated as a result of the revision.
•

No changes in allowable or actual emissions are expected as a result of the rules included in
this proposed SIP revision.

(d) The State’s demonstration that the national ambient air quality standards, prevention
of significant deterioration increments, reasonable further progress demonstration, and
visibility, as applicable, are protected if the plan is approved and implemented. For all
requests to redesignate an area to attainment for a national primary ambient air quality
standard, under section 107 of the Act, a revision must be submitted to provide for the
maintenance of the national primary ambient air quality standards for at least 10 years as
required by section 175A of the Act.
•

The rule amendments included in this proposed SIP revision relate to clarifications of
regulations, or repeals of obsolete regulations, and will not result in any pollutant emission
increases. As a result, these rule amendments are protective of national ambient air quality
standards (NAAQS), prevention of significant deterioration increments, and visibility, and
will not interfere with measures required of Florida or any other state for reasonable further
progress towards attainment of any NAAQS.

(e) Modeling information required to support the proposed revision, including input data,
output data, models used, justification of model selections, ambient monitoring data used,
meteorological data used, justification for use of offsite data (where used), modes of models
used, assumptions, and other information relevant to the determination of adequacy of the
modeling analysis.
•

No modeling has been performed to support this proposed SIP revision since no emission
reduction requirements or changes in allowable or actual emissions are affected by the rules
included in this proposed SIP revision.
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(f) Evidence, where necessary, that emission limitations are based on continuous emission
reduction technology.
•

Not applicable—no emission reduction technologies or allowable emission rates are
established by the rules included in this proposed SIP revision.

(g) Evidence that the plan contains emission limitations, work practice standards and
recordkeeping/reporting requirements, where necessary, to ensure emission levels.
•

Reporting requirements have not been diminished.

(h) Compliance/enforcement strategies, including how compliance will be determined in
practice.
• Not applicable.
(i) Special economic and technological justifications required by any applicable EPA
policies, or an explanation of why such justifications are not necessary.
• Not applicable.
2.3. Exceptions
• Not applicable.
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MATERIALS PROPOSED TO BE INCORPORATED INTO THE SIP
In this section of the submittal, all of the individual SIP revisions requested in the Executive
Summary Details are compiled for incorporation into the SIP and are arranged by state citation.
The rule removals and amendments to the existing SIP are shown in “coded” format where
strike-through denotes removed text, and underline denotes new text. The sections of the SIP
which are not being revised are not shown but are, instead, marked “No change.”
62-296.100 Purpose and Scope.
(1) The Department of Environmental Protection adopts this chapter to establish emission
limiting standards and compliance requirements for stationary sources of air pollutant emissions.
(2) The chapter includes emission limitations for specific categories of facilities and emissions
units, and it establishes reasonably available control technology requirements. Where work
practice standards, including requirements for specific types of pollution control equipment, are
provided for in this chapter, such standards shall be of the same force and effect as emission
limiting standards. The emission limiting and work practice standards of Rule 62-296.320,
F.A.C., and Rules 62-296.401 through 62-296.480, F.A.C., are applicable statewide. The
reasonably available control technology requirements are established for specific areas as set
forth in Rules 62-296.500, 62-296.600, and 62-296.700, F.A.C.
(3) A facility or emissions unit subject to any standard or requirement of 40 C.F.R. Part 60, 61, 63
or 65, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C. shall comply with such
standard or requirement. Nothing in this chapter shall relieve a facility or emissions unit from
complying with such standard or requirement, provided, however, that where a facility or
emissions unit is subject to a standard established in this chapter, such standard shall also apply.
(4) Words and phrases used in this chapter, unless clearly indicated otherwise, are defined at Rule
62-210.200, F.A.C.
History: New 11-23-94, Amended 3-13-96, 10-6-08.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.100
Date Submitted
Date Approved
Federal
to EPA
by EPA
Register
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1st Revision
2nd Revision
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04/15/96
07/01/11
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62-296.320 General Pollutant Emission Limiting Standards.
(1) Volatile organic compounds emissions or organic solvents emissions. No person shall store,
pump, handle, process, load, unload or use in any process or installation, volatile organic compounds
or organic solvents without applying known and existing vapor emission control devices or systems
deemed necessary and ordered by the Department.
(2) Objectionable Odor Prohibited - No person shall cause, suffer, allow or permit the discharge of air
pollutants which cause or contribute to an objectionable odor.
(3) Permitted Industrial, Commercial, and Municipal Open Burning Prohibited. Open burning in
connection with industrial, commercial, institutional, or governmental municipal operations is
allowed only as provided at Chapter 62-256, F.A.C., or prohibited, except when:
(a) Open burning is determined by the Department to be the only available method of disposal
feasible method of operation and is authorized by an air permit issued pursuant to Chapter 62-210
or 62-213, F.A.C.; and or
(b) Such open burning does not involve any material prohibited from being burned at Rule 62256.300, F.A.C. An emergency exists which requires immediate action to protect human health
and safety; or
(c) A county or municipality would use a portable air curtain incinerator to burn yard trash
generated by a hurricane, tornado, fire or other disaster and the air curtain incinerator would
otherwise be operated in accordance with the permitting exemption criteria of Rule 62210.300(3), F.A.C.
(4) General Particulate Emission Limiting Standards. The following emission limiting standards shall
apply to emissions units of particulate matter not subject to a particulate emission limit or opacity
limit set forth in or established elsewhere in this chapter.
(a) Process Weight Table.
1. Applicability. The emission limitations set forth in subparagraph 62-296.320(4)(a)2., F.A.C.,
below, shall apply to any emissions unit which processes raw materials to produce a finished
product through a chemical or physical change, except emissions units which:
a. Burn fuel to produce heat or power by indirect heating where the products of combustion
do not come in contact with the process materials.
b. Burn refuse.
c. Salvage materials by burning.
2. Particulate Matter Emissions Standard – No person shall cause, let, permit, suffer or allow
the emission of particulate matter through a stack or vent, from any emissions unit subject to
this rule in total quantities in excess of the amount shown in Table 296.320-1. Interpolation of
the data in Table 296.320-1 for the process weight rates up to 30 tons per hour shall be
accomplished by use of the equation: E = 3.59P 0.62 , where P is less than or equal to 30 tons
per hour. Interpolation and extrapolation of the data for process weight rates in excess of 30
tons per hour shall be accomplished by use of the equation: E = 17.31P 0.16 , where P is greater
than 30 tons per hour. In both equations: E = emissions in pounds per hour and P = process
weight rate in tons per hour.
PROCESS WEIGHT TABLE
TABLE 296.320-1
Process Rate
Emission Rate
(Tons Per Hour)
(Pounds Per Hour)
.025
0.36
.050
0.56
.250
1.52
.50
2.34
2.50
6.34
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5
10
30
40
60
80
100
200
500

9.74
14.97
29.57
31.23
33.33
34.90
36.17
40.41
46.79

3. Particulate Matter Emissions Test Method and procedures. All particulate matter emissions
tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall comply with the following
provisions.
a. Emissions units incorporating a scrubber for control of particulate matter shall use the
following test methods.
i. Citrus Plants. The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method
5, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated
and adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800 in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. An
acetone wash shall be used. The minimum sample volume shall be 32 dry
standard cubic feet.
ii. All Others. The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5,
as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated and
adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800 in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. An acetone
wash shall be used.
b. Emissions units incorporating dry controls for control of particulate matter shall use
the following test methods.
i. Phosphate Processing. The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA
Method 5, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and
incorporated and adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800 in Chapter 62-297,
F.A.C. An acetone wash shall be used. The minimum sample volume shall be 30
dry standard cubic feet.
ii. All Others. The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 17,
with an acetone wash and an average stack temperature below 275 degrees
Fahrenheit, or EPA Method 5 with an acetone wash. EPA Method 17 is described
at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-6; and EPA Method 5 is described at 40 C.F.R.
Part 60, Appendix A-3. These test methods are adopted and incorporated and
adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800 in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
c. Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) General Visible Emissions Standard.
1. No person shall cause, let, permit, suffer or allow to be discharged into the atmosphere the
emissions of air pollutants from any activity, the density of which is equal to or greater than that
designated as Number 1 on the Ringelmann Chart (20 percent opacity).
2. Notwithstanding subparagraph 62-296.320(4)(b)1., F.A.C., above, the owner or operator of an
emissions unit subject to the general visible emission standard may request the Department to
establish a higher visible emissions standard for that emissions unit. The owner or operator may
request that a visible emissions standard be established at that level at which the emissions unit will
be able, as indicated by compliance tests, to meet the opacity standard at all times during which the
emissions unit is meeting the applicable particulate matter standard. The Department shall establish
such a standard, through the permitting process, if it finds that:
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a. The emissions unit was in compliance with the applicable particulate emission standard
while a compliance test was being conducted but failed to comply with the general visible
emissions standard during the test,
b. The emissions unit and associated air pollution control equipment were operated and
maintained in a manner to minimize the opacity emissions during the compliance test; and,
c. The emissions unit and associated air pollution control equipment were incapable of
being adjusted or operated in such a manner as to meet the opacity standard.
3. If the presence of uncombined water is the only reason for failure to meet visible emission
standards given in this rule, such failure shall not be a violation of this rule.
4. All visible emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall comply
with the following provisions.
a. The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at
Rule 62-204.800 in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
b. Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(c) Unconfined Emissions of Particulate Matter.
1. No person shall cause, let, permit, suffer or allow the emissions of unconfined particulate matter
from any activity, including vehicular movement; transportation of materials; construction,
alteration, demolition or wrecking; or industrially related activities such as loading, unloading,
storing or handling; without taking reasonable precautions to prevent such emissions.
2. Any permit issued to a facility with emissions of unconfined particulate matter shall specify the
reasonable precautions to be taken by that facility to control the emissions of unconfined particulate
matter.
3. Reasonable precautions include the following:
a. Paving and maintenance of roads, parking areas and yards.
b. Application of water or chemicals to control emissions from such activities as demolition
of buildings, grading roads, construction, and land clearing.
c. Application of asphalt, water, oil, chemicals or other dust suppressants to unpaved roads,
yards, open stock piles and similar activities.
d. Removal of particulate matter from roads and other paved areas under the control of the
owner or operator of the facility to prevent reentrainment, and from buildings or work areas
to prevent particulate from becoming airborne.
e. Landscaping or planting of vegetation.
f. Use of hoods, fans, filters, and similar equipment to contain, capture and/or vent
particulate matter.
g. Confining abrasive blasting where possible.
h. Enclosure or covering of conveyor systems.
4. In determining what constitutes reasonable precautions for a particular facility, the Department
shall consider the cost of the control technique or work practice, the environmental impacts of the
technique or practice, and the degree of reduction of emissions expected from a particular
technique or practice.
History: Formerly 17-2.620, Formerly 17-296.320, Amended 1-1-96, 3-13-96, 10-6-08, 7-10-14.
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62-296.401 Incinerators.
(1) Small Incinerators. Any incinerator, other than a biological waste incinerator, human or animal
crematory, with a charging rate of less than 50 tons per day shall comply with the following
requirements.
(a) Emission Limiting Standards. No Vvisible emission shall not exceed (5% percent opacity)
except that visible emissions not exceeding 15% 20 percent opacity are allowed for one sixminute period up to three minutes in any one-hour period.
(b) No objectionable odor allowed.
(b) (c) Test Methods and Procedures. All emission tests performed pursuant to the requirements
of this subsection rule shall comply with the following requirements.
1. The reference test method for visible emissions shall be EPA DEP Method 9, as
described at 40 CFR, Part 60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated by reference at
Rule 62c204.800 in Chapter 62 297, F.A.C.
2. Test procedures shall conform to the procedures specified in meet all applicable
requirements of Chapter Rule 62-297.310, F.A.C. All test results shall be reported to the
Department in accordance with the provisions of Rule 62-297.310, F.A.C.
(c) Frequency of Testing. The owner or operator of an incinerator subject to this subsection shall
have a performance test conducted for visible emissions prior to submitting the application for an
initial air operation permit, and annually thereafter.
(2) Existing incinerators, other than those which are operated or utilized for the disposal or treatment
of biological waste, with a charging rate equal to or greater than 50 tons per day shall comply with the
following requirements. For the purposes of this subsection, an “existing incinerator” is an incinerator
which was in existence, in operation, or under construction, or had received a permit to begin
construction prior to January 18, 1972.
(a) Particulate matter – 0.1 grains per standard cubic foot dry gas corrected to 50 percent excess
air.
(b) No objectionable odor allowed.
(c) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of
this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
1. The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at
Rule 62-204.800 in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry
standard cubic feet. EPA Method 3 or 3A, using Orsat analysis is required for percent
excess air correction. EPA Methods 3 and 3A, are described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60,
Appendix A-2, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
2. Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(d) Calculations Correcting Concentrations to 50% Excess Air (EA), EPA Method 3, Section 1.2.
When correcting a pollutant emission concentration to 50% excess air, pursuant to this rule, the
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following equation shall be used:
Cs50 =

Cs (100 + %EA)
Equation 296.401-1
150
Cs50 is the pollutant concentration at 50% excess air;
Cs is the pollutant concentration computed at standard conditions on a dry basis;
and %EA is calculated by equation 296.401-2:

where:

%EA =

(%O2 - 0.5%CO) × 100
0.264%N2 - (%O2 - 0.5%CO)

Equation 296.401-2

(3) New incinerators, other than those which are operated or utilized for the disposal or treatment of
biological waste, with a charging rate equal to or greater than 50 tons per day shall comply with the
following requirements. For the purposes of this subsection, a “new incinerator” is any incinerator
other than an “existing incinerator” as described for the purposes of subsection 62-296.401(2), F.A.C.
(a) Particulate matter – .08 grains per standard cubic foot dry gas corrected to 50 percent excess
air.
(b) No objectionable odor allowed.
(c) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of
this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
1. The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at
Rule 62-204.800 in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry
standard cubic feet. EPA Method 3 or 3A, using Orsat analysis is required for percent
excess air correction. EPA Methods 3 and 3A, are described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60,
Appendix A-2, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
2. Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62 297, F.A.C.
(d) Calculations Correcting Concentrations to 50% Excess Air (EA), EPA Method 3, Section 1.2.
When correcting a pollutant emission concentration to 50% excess air, pursuant to this rule, the
following equation shall be used:
Cs50 = Cs(100 + %EA)
150

Equation 296.401-1

where: Cs50 is the pollutant concentration at 50% excess air;
Cs is the pollutant concentration computed at standard conditions on a dry basis; and
%EA is calculated by equation 296.401-2:
%EA = (%O2 - 0.5%CO) * 100
0.264%N2 - (%O2 - 0.5%CO)

Equation 296.401-2

2. Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(4) Biological Waste Incinerators Incineration Facilities.
(a) Applicability. The following requirements of this subsection apply to all biological waste
incinerator units incineration facilities.
1. Any biological waste incinerator unit that is also regulated as a
hospital/medical/infectious waste incinerator under 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart Ec or Ce,
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adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., shall be constructed
and operated so as to comply with all standards, limitations, and requirements of the
applicable Subpart, and with the requirements of paragraphs 62-296.401(4)(b)-(f),
F.A.C., to the extent that such requirements are stricter than, or supplemental to, the
requirements of the applicable Subpart.
2. Any biological waste incinerator unit that is not regulated as a
hospital/medical/infectious waste incinerator under 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart Ec or Ce,
shall be constructed and operated so as to comply with all requirements of paragraphs 62296.401(4)(b)-(f), F.A.C.
3. This subsection rule does not apply to human or animal crematories human remains for
which a DHRS death certificate has been issued, and that are disposed of by a person
licensed under the provisions of Chapter 470.
(a) Facilities with a capacity equal to or less than 500 pounds per hour used solely for the
incineration of dead animals.
1. Particulate matter emissions shall not exceed 0.080 grains per dry standard cubic foot
of flue gas, corrected to 7% O2.
2. Facilities subject to this rule shall incinerate only dead animals and, if applicable, the
bedding and the remains associated with the animals placed in leak proof containers.
Containers may contain up to 0.5 percent by weight chlorinated plastics. Plastic bags
used for the incineration of animals shall be nonchlorinated and no less than 3 mils thick.
a. If containers are incinerated, documentation from the manufacturers certifying
that they are composed of 0.5 percent or less by weight chlorinated plastics must
be kept on file at the site for the duration of their use and for at least two years
after their use. This documentation must also be submitted with any permit
renewal application.
b. If plastic bags are incinerated, documentation must be provided to prove that
the bags are nonchlorinated and no less than 3 mils thick.
3. Facilities subject to this rule shall not incinerate dead animals which were used for
biomedical or commercial experimentation. No other material, including biohazardous
waste as defined in Rule 62 210.200, F.A.C., shall be incinerated.
(b) Emission Limiting Standards.
1. For any biological waste incinerator unit with a capacity less than 50 tons per day,
visible emissions shall not exceed 5% opacity, except that visible emissions not
exceeding 15% opacity shall be allowed for one six-minute period in any one-hour
period.
2. (b) For any unit Facilities with a capacity equal to or less than 500 pounds per hour;
that are not used solely for the incineration of dead animals.
a.1. Particulate matter emissions shall not exceed 0.100 grains per dry standard
cubic foot of flue gas, corrected to 7% 02.
b.2. Hydrochloric Acid (HCl) emissions shall not exceed 4.0 pounds per hour.
3.(c) For any unit Facilities with a capacity greater than 500 pounds per hour, but less
than or equal to 2,000 pounds per hour;.
a.1. Particulate matter emissions shall not exceed 0.030 grains per dry standard
cubic foot of flue gas, corrected to 7% O2.
b.2. Hydrochloric acid (HCl) emissions shall not exceed 4.0 pounds per hour; or
shall be reduced by 90% by weight on an hourly average basis.
4.(d) For any unit Facilities with a capacity greater than 2000 pounds per hour;.
a.1. Particulate matter emissions shall not exceed 0.020 grains per dry standard
cubic foot of flue gas, corrected to 7% O2.
b.2. Hydrochloric acid (HCl) emissions shall not exceed fifty (50) parts per
million by volume, dry basis, corrected to seven (7) % O2 on a three (3) hour
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average basis.; or As an alternative to this HCl limit, the HCI emissions produced
by the unit shall be reduced by ninety (90)% by weight on an hourly average
basis.
5. For any unit, carbon monoxide emissions (CO) shall not exceed 100 parts per million
by volume, dry basis, corrected to 7% O2 on an hourly average basis.
(c)(c) Design and Operating Requirements. All biological waste incineration units, shall be
constructed and operated so as to comply with facilities unless otherwise noted are subject to the
following design, operating, monitoring and operator training requirements.
1. Any incinerator with a capacity equal to or less than 500 pounds per hour used solely
for the incineration of dead animals for which a complete application for a permit to
construct a new unit was received by the Department on or after August 30, 1989, shall
provide design calculations to confirm a sufficient volume in the secondary (or last)
chamber combustion zone to provide for at least a 1.0 second gas residence time at 1800
degrees Fahrenheit. The actual operating temperature of the secondary (or last) chamber
combustion zone shall be no less than 1600 degrees Fahrenheit throughout the
combustion process in the primary chamber. Primary chamber and stack shall not be used
in calculating this residence time. Combustion in the primary chamber shall not begin
unless the secondary (or last) chamber combustion zone temperature is equal to or greater
than 1600 degrees Fahrenheit.
2. Any incinerator with a capacity equal to or less than 500 pounds per hour used solely
for the incineration of dead animals for which a complete application for a permit to
construct a new unit was received by the Department prior to August 30, 1989, shall
provide design calculations to confirm a sufficient volume in the secondary (or last)
chamber combustion zone to provide for at least a 1.0 second gas residence time at 1600
degrees Fahrenheit. The actual operating temperature of the secondary (or last) chamber
combustion zone shall be no less than 1100 degrees Fahrenheit throughout the
combustion process in the primary chamber. Primary chamber and stack shall not be used
in calculating this residence time. Combustion in the primary chamber shall not begin
unless the secondary (or last) chamber combustion zone temperature is equal to or greater
than 1400 degrees Fahrenheit.
1. 3. The unit Any incinerator that is not used solely for the incineration of dead animals
or any incinerator with a capacity greater than 500 pounds per hour shall operate with a
combustion zone design temperature of no less than 1,800 degrees Fahrenheit for at least
a 1.0 second gas residence time in the secondary (or last) combustion chamber. The
pPrimary chamber and stack volumes shall not be utilized in calculating this residence
time.
2. 4. Mechanically fed units facilities shall incorporate an air lock system to prevent
opening the incinerator to the room environment. The volume of the loading system shall
be designed to prevent overcharging, thereby assuring complete combustion of the waste.
5. Carbon monoxide (CO) emissions shall not exceed 100 parts per million by volume,
dry basis, corrected to seven percent (7%) O2 on an hourly average basis.
3.6. Incineration or ignition of waste shall not begin until the secondary (or last)
combustion chamber temperature requirement is attained. All air pollution control and
continuous emission monitoring equipment shall be operational and functioning properly
prior to the incineration or ignition of waste and until all the wastes are incinerated. The
secondary (or last) combustion chamber temperature requirement shall be maintained
until the wastes are completely combusted.
4.7. The owner or operator is advised to contact the Department of Health regarding
requirements that may apply to any proposed burning of rRadioactive waste may not be
burned in an incinerator subject to this rule unless the incinerator has been issued a
Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services (DHRS) license to incinerate
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radioactive waste or the waste is of such quantity to be exempt in accordance with DHRS
Rule 10D-91 or 10D-104.003, F.A.C.
5.8. The owner or operator is advised to contact the Department's Division of Waste
Management regarding requirements that may apply to any proposed burning of
hHazardous waste may not be burned in an incinerator subject to this rule unless the
incinerator has been issued a hazardous waste permit by the Department or the waste is of
such quantity to be exempt in accordance with Chapter 62-730, F.A.C.
9. Any operators of incinerators with a capacity equal to or less than 500 pounds per hour
used solely for the incineration of dead animals shall be trained by the equipment
manufacturer's representatives or an equivalent state approved organization.
a. The content of the training program shall be submitted to the Department for
approval. Construction permit applicants shall submit a training program, or
reference a previously submitted training program, with the construction permit
application. The training shall provide a basic understanding of the principles of
the combustion process, provide instruction on the operation and maintenance of
the incinerator, and increase awareness of regulation requirements and safety
concerns. Training programs shall be a minimum of 8 hours of instruction.
Training programs shall at a minimum include hands-on experience involving
start-up, operation of a t least one incineration cycle, shut down of equipment,
and one full cycle of preventative maintenance actions. The Department shall
approve training programs which meet, at a minimum, the criteria set forth in the
EPA Medical Waste Incinerator Operator Training Program Course Handbook
EPA 453/B-93-018 and Instructor’s Guide EPA 453/B-93-019.
b. A copy of the training certificate for each operator having satisfactorily
completed the Department-approved training program must be submitted to the
Department within 15 days of training. If the emission unit is modified to the
extent that a Department construction permit is required, the operators shall be
retrained to operate the modified unit. Owners of new and modified emissions
units shall submit copies of the operator training certificates within 15 days after
completion of initial compliance test.
c. An operator’s certificate must be kept on file at the facility for the duration of
the operator’s employment and for an additional two years after the termination
of employment. The owner shall not allow the incinerator to be operated unless
it is operated by an operator who has satisfactorily completed the required
training program.
6. 10. Each Any operator of the unit shall successfully complete a training program
meeting the an incinerator that is not used solely for the incineration of dead animals or
any operator of an incinerator with a capacity greater than 500 pounds per hour shall be
trained by the equipment manufacturer's representative or an equivalent state-approved
organization requirements of 40 C.F.R. 60.53c(c) and the annual refresher training course
requirements of 40 C.F.R. 60.53c(f), adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62204.800, F.A.C.
a. The content of the training program shall be submitted to the Department for
approval. Construction permit applicants shall submit a training program, or
reference a previously submitted training program, with the construction permit
application. The training shall provide a basic understanding of the principles of
the combustion process, provide instruction on proper operating practices and
procedures, and increase awareness of regulation requirements and safety
concerns. Training programs shall be minimum of sixteen (16) hours of
instruction. The Department shall approve training programs which meet, at a
minimum, the criteria set forth in the EPA Medical Waste Incinerator Operator
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Training Program Course Handbook EPA 453/B-93-018 and Instructor's Guide
EPA 453/B-93-019.
b. A copy of the training certificate for each operator having satisfactorily
completed the Department-approved training program must be submitted to the
Department within fifteen (15) days of training.
a. If the incinerator is modified to the extent that a Department construction
permit is required, the operators shall be retrained to operate, the modified
incinerator. Owners of new and modified incinerators shall submit copies of the
operator training certificates within fifteen (15) days after completion of the
initial compliance test.
b. c. An operator's training certificate must be kept on file at the facility for the
duration of the operator's employment and for an additional two (2) years after
termination of employment. The owner shall not allow the incinerator to be
operated unless it is operated by an operator who has satisfactorily completed the
required training program.
(d)(f) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements
of this subsection rule shall comply with the following requirements. All EPA reference test
methods are described in 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendices A-2 through A-8, adopted and
incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
1. The reference test method for visible emissions shall be EPA DEP Method 9,
incorporated in Chapter 62 297.
2. The reference test method for carbon monoxide shall be EPA Method 10, incorporated
and adopted by reference in Chapter 62 297, F.A.C.
3. The reference test method for oxygen shall be EPA Method 3 or 3A, incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62 297, F.A.C.
4. The reference test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5 or 26A,
incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62 297, F.A.C. The minimum sample
volume shall be thirty (30) dry standard cubic feet.
5. The reference test method for hydrochloric acid shall be EPA Method 26 or 26A,
incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62 297, F.A.C. The minimum sample
volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.
6. Test procedures shall conform to the procedures specified in meet all applicable
requirements of Rule Chapter 62-297.310, F.A.C. All test results shall be reported to the
Department in accordance with the provisions of Rule 62-297.310, F.A.C.
(e)(g) Frequency of Testing.
1. The owner or operator of any biological waste incineration unit Facilities with a
capacity equal to or less than 500 pounds per hour shall: demonstrate compliance as
follows.
a. Have a performance test conducted for New and existing facilities shall
demonstrate individual emissions unit compliance with the visible emissions
prior to submitting the application for an initial air operation permit, standard
upon initial compliance and annually thereafter.
b. Have performance tests conducted for particulate matter and hydrochloric acid
prior to submitting the application for an initial or renewal air New and existing
facilities shall demonstrate individual emissions unit compliance with the
remaining applicable standards upon initial compliance and prior to renewing the
operation permit.
2. The owner or operator of any biological waste incineration unit New and existing
facilities with a capacity greater than 500 pounds per hour shall:
a. Have a performance test conducted for visible emissions prior to submitting
the application for an initial air operation permit, and annually thereafter.
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b. Have performance tests conducted for particulate matter and hydrochloric acid
prior to submitting the application for an initial air operation permit, demonstrate
individual source compliance with the applicable standards upon initial
compliance and annually thereafter.
(h) Compliance Demonstration. Facilities with a capacity equal to or less than 500 pounds per
hour used solely for the incineration of dead animals may demonstrate compliance with the
carbon monoxide and particulate emissions standards by submission of a test report for an
identical (same make, model, and permitted capacity) crematory unit operating in compliance
with a valid Department air permit and tested pursuant to that permit. The test data in the test
report must be less than five years old and may or may not be obtained from the unit that is being
permitted.
(f)(i) Continuous Emissions Monitoring Requirements. Each owner or operator of a biological
waste incinerator unit incineration facility shall install, operate, and maintain. in accordance with
the manufacturer's instructions, continuous emission monitoring equipment at the exit of the
secondary (or last) combustion chamber.
1. The monitors shall record the following operating parameters:.
a. Secondary (or last) combustion chamber exit tTemperature.
b. Oxygen (for facilities with a capacity greater than 500 pounds per hour).
2. The owner or operator shall maintain aA complete file of all measurements, including
continuous emissions monitoring system, monitoring device, and performance testing
measurements; all continuous emissions monitoring system performance evaluations; all
continuous emissions monitoring system or monitoring device calibration checks;
adjustments and maintenance performed on these systems or devices; and all other
information required, shall be recorded in a permanent legible form available for
inspection. The file shall be retained for at least two (2) years following the date of such
measurements, maintenance, reports and records.
(5) Human Crematories.
(a) Applicability. The following requirements of this subsection apply to all human crematory
units facilities.
(b) Emission Limiting Standards.
1. Visible emissions shall not exceed 5% opacity, except that visible emissions not
exceeding 15% opacity shall be allowed for one six-minute period in any one-hour
period.
2. (a) Particulate matter emissions shall not exceed 0.080 grains per dry standard cubic
foot of flue gas, corrected to 7% O2.
3. (b) Carbon Monoxide (CO) emissions shall not exceed 100 parts per million by
volume, dry basis, corrected to 7% O2 on an hourly average basis.
(c) Operating Temperatures.
1. New Units. The owner or operator of any proposed new cCrematory units-for which
submits either a complete application for a permit to construct the a new unit or an initial
air general permit registration for the new unit to was received by the Department on or
after August 30, 1989, shall provide design calculations to confirm a sufficient volume in
the secondary chamber combustion zone to provide for at least a 1.0 second gas residence
time at 1800 degrees Fahrenheit. This information shall be, provided to the Department
with the air construction permit application or air general permit registration form for the
proposed new unit. The actual operating temperature of the secondary chamber
combustion zone shall be no less, than 1600 degrees Fahrenheit throughout the
combustion process in the primary chamber. Primary chamber and stack shall not be used
in calculating this residence time. Cremation in the primary chamber shall not begin
unless the secondary chamber combustion zone temperature is equal to or greater than
1600 degrees Fahrenheit.
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a. The actual operating temperature of the secondary chamber combustion zone
shall be no less than 1600 degrees Fahrenheit throughout the combustion process
in the primary chamber. The primary chamber and stack volumes shall not be used
in calculating this residence time.
b. Remains shall not be loaded into the primary chamber until the secondary
chamber combustion zone temperature is equal to or greater than 1,600 degrees
Fahrenheit.
2.(d) Existing Units. The owner or operator of any cCrematory units for which
construction began or for which a complete application for a permit to construct a new
unit was received by the Department prior to August 30, 1989, shall provide design
ca1culations to confirm a sufficient volume in the secondary chamber combustion zone.
to provide for at least a 1.0 second gas residence time at 1600 degrees Fahrenheit. The
maintain the actual operating temperature of the secondary chamber combustion zone at
shall be no less than 1400 degrees Fahrenheit throughout the combustion process in the
primary chamber. Remains shall not be loaded into the primary chamber until the
secondary chamber combustion zone temperature is equal to or greater than 1,400
degrees Fahrenheit. Primary chamber and stack shall not be used in calculating this
residence time. Cremation in the primary chamber shall not begin unless the secondary
chamber combustion zone temperature is equal to or greater than 1400 degrees
Fahrenheit.
(d) (e) Allowed Materials. Human ---------crematoryies units shall cremate only dead human or fetal
remains bodies with appropriate containers. The remains bodies may be clothed. The containers
shall may contain no more than up to 0.5 percent by weight chlorinated plastics as demonstrated
by the manufacturer's data sheet. If containers are incinerated, documentation from the
manufacturer certifying that they are composed of 0.5 percent or less by weight chlorinated
plastics shall must be kept on-file at the site for the duration of their use and for at least five (5)
two years after their use. This documentation must also be submitted with any permit renewal
applications. No other material, including biomedical biohazardous waste as defined in Rule 62210.200, F.A.C., shall be incinerated.
(e) Equipment Maintenance. All human crematory units shall be maintained in proper working
order in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications to ensure the integrity and efficiency
of the equipment.
1. If a crematory unit contains a defect that affects the integrity or efficiency of the unit, the
unit shall be taken out of service.
2. No person shall use or permit the use of that unit until it has been repaired or adjusted.
3. A written plan with operating procedures for startup, shutdown and malfunction of each
crematory unit shall be maintained and followed during those events.
4. Each unit’s burners shall be operated with a proper air-to-fuel ratio. If the unit so allows, the
burners’ flame characteristics shall be visually checked at least once during each operating shift
and adjusted when warranted by the visual checks.
5. Repair records on all crematory units shall be maintained onsite for at least five (5) years.
(f) All crematory operators shall be trained by the equipment manufacturer's representatives or
another qualified organization.
1. The content of the training program shall be submitted to the Department for approval.
Construction permit applicants shall submit a training program or reference a previously
approved training program with the construction permit application. The training shall
provide a basic understanding of the principles of the combustion process, provide instruction
on the operation and maintenance of the crematory unit, and increase awareness of regulation
requirements and safety concerns. Training programs shall be a minimum of 8 hours of
instruction. Training programs shall at a minimum include hands-on experience involving
start-up, operation of at least one cremation, shut-down of the equipment, and one full cycle
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of preventive maintenance actions. The Department shall approve training programs which
meet, at a minimum, as are applicable to cremation, the criteria applicable to cremation set
forth in the EPA Medical Waste Incinerator Operator Training Program Course Handbook,
EPA 453/B-93-018, and Instructor's Guide, EPA 453/B-93-019.
2. A copy of the training certificate for each operator having satisfactorily completed the
Department-approved training program must be submitted to the Department within 15 days
of training. If the crematory unit is modified to the extent that a Department construction
permit is required, the operators shall be retrained to operate the modified unit. Owners of
new and modified emissions units shall submit copies of the operator training certificates
within 15 days after completion of initial compliance test.
3. An operator's certificate must be kept on file at the facility for the duration of the operator's
employment and for an additional two years after termination of employment. The owner
shall not allow the crematory to be operated unless it.is operated by an operator who has
satisfactorily completed the required training program.
(f)(g) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements
of this subsection rule shall comply with the following requirements. All EPA reference test
methods are described in 40 CFR Part 60, Appendices A-2 through A-4, adopted and
incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
1. The reference test method for visible emissions shall be EPA DEP Method 9, incorporated
in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. The reference test method for carbon monoxide shall be EPA Method 10, incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
3. The reference test method for oxygen shall be EPA Method 3, incorporated and adopted by
reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
4. The reference test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5,
incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample
volume shall be thirty (30) dry standard cubic feet.
5. Test procedures shall conform to the procedures specified in meet all applicable
requirements of Rule Chapter 62-297.310, F.A.C. All test results shall be reported to the
Department in accordance with the provisions of Rule 62-297.310, F.A.C.
(g)(h) Operation During Emissions Compliance Test. Testing of emissions shall be conducted
with the unit source operating at a the maximum permitted capacity of one (1) adult-sized
cadaver.
(h)(i) Frequency of Testing.
1. The owner or operator of any human crematory unit using an air general permit shall have
a visible emissions test conducted no later than sixty (60) days after the unit commences
initial operation, and annually thereafter. New and existing facilities shall demonstrate
individual source compliance with the visible emissions standard upon initial compliance and
annually thereafter.
2. The owner or operator of any human crematory unit operating under the authority of an air
construction permit or air operation permit shall have a performance test conducted for
visible emissions prior to submitting the application for an initial air operation permit, and
annually thereafter.
3.2. The owner or operator of any human crematory unit shall not be required to have
performance tests conducted for carbon monoxide and particulate matter, except as provided
at paragraph 62-297.310(7)(c), F.A.C. New and existing facilities shall demonstrate
individual source compliance with the remaining applicable standards upon initial
compliance and prior to renewing the operating permit.
(j) Compliance Demonstration. Facilities may demonstrate compliance with the carbon monoxide
and particulate emissions standards by submission of a test report for an identical (same make,
model, and permitted capacity) crematory unit operating in compliance with a valid Department
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air permit and tested pursuant to that permit. The test data in the test report must be less than five
years old and mayor may not be obtained from the unit that is being permitted.
(i)(k) Continuous Emissions Monitoring Requirements. Each crematory unit facility shall be
equipped and operated with a install, operate, and maintain continuous monitors to record
temperature at the point or beyond where 1.0 second gas residence time is obtained in the
secondary chamber combustion zone in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions. A
complete file of all measurements, including continuous monitoring system, monitoring device,
and performance testing measurements; all continuous monitoring system performance
evaluations; all continuous monitoring system or monitoring device calibration checks; and
adjustments, preventive maintenance, and corrective maintenance performed on these systems or
devices, shall be recorded in a permanent legible form available for inspection. Continuous
temperature monitoring documentation shall include operator name, operator indication of when
cremation in the primary chamber begins, date, time, and temperature markings. The file shall be
retained for at least two (2) years following the recording of such measurements, maintenance,
reports, and records.
1. Each crematory unit installed after February 1, 2007, shall be equipped and operated with a
pollutant monitoring system to automatically control combustion based on continuous in-stack
opacity measurement. Such system shall be calibrated to restrict combustion in the primary
chamber whenever any opacity exceeding 15% opacity is occurring.
2. The following records shall be recorded and maintained on-site readily available for review
at the request of the Department. The file shall be retained for at least five (5) years following
the recording of such measurements, maintenance, reports, and records.
a. All temperature measurements, including indication of when cremation in the
primary chamber commenced, temperature markings, the date and time, and the name
of the operator;
b. All continuous monitoring systems, monitoring devices, and performance testing
measurements;
c. All continuous monitoring system performance evaluations;
d. All continuous monitoring system or monitoring device calibration checks; and
e. All adjustments, preventive maintenance, and corrective maintenance performed on
these systems or devices shall be recorded in a permanent legible form available for
inspection, including indication of when the opacity measurement system was cleaned
and checked for proper operation in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommended
maintenance schedule.
(6) Animal Crematories.
(a) Applicability. The requirements of this subsection apply to all animal crematory units.
(b) Emission Limiting Standards.
1. Visible emissions shall not exceed 5% opacity, except that visible emissions not exceeding
15% opacity shall be allowed for one six-minute period in any one-hour period.
2. Particulate matter emissions shall not exceed 0.080 grains per dry standard cubic foot of flue
gas, corrected to 7% O2 .
3. Carbon Monoxide (CO) emissions shall not exceed 100 parts per million by volume, dry
basis, corrected to 7% O2 on an hourly average basis.
(c) Operating Temperatures.
1. New Units. The owner or operator of any proposed new crematory unit which submits either a
complete application for a permit to construct the new unit or an initial air general permit
registration for the new unit to the Department on or after August 30, 1989, shall provide design
calculations to confirm a sufficient volume in the secondary chamber combustion zone to provide
for at least a 1.0 second gas residence time at 1,800 degrees Fahrenheit. This information shall be
provided to the Department with the air construction permit application or air general permit
registration form for the proposed new unit.
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a. The actual operating temperature of the secondary chamber combustion zone shall be no
less than 1,600 degrees Fahrenheit throughout the combustion process in the primary
chamber. The primary chamber and stack volumes shall not be used in calculating this
residence time.
b. Animal remains shall not be loaded into the primary chamber until the secondary
chamber combustion zone temperature is equal to or greater than 1,600 degrees Fahrenheit.
If an animal crematory cannot commence operation without first loading the primary
chamber, then loading before commencing operation is allowed; however, firing of the
primary chamber burners shall not begin until the secondary chamber zone temperature is
equal to or greater than 1,600 degrees Fahrenheit.
2. Existing Units. The owner or operator of any crematory units for which construction began or
for which a complete application for a permit to construct was received by the Department prior
to August 30, 1989, shall maintain the actual operating temperature of the secondary chamber
combustion zone at no less than 1,400 degrees Fahrenheit throughout the combustion process in
the primary chamber. Animal remains shall not be loaded into the primary chamber until the
secondary chamber combustion zone temperature is equal to or greater than 1,400 degrees
Fahrenheit. If an animal crematory cannot commence operation without first loading the primary
chamber, then loading before commencing operation is allowed; however, firing of the primary
chamber burners shall not begin until the secondary chamber zone temperature is equal to or
greater than 1,400 degrees Fahrenheit.
(d) Allowed Materials. Animal crematory units shall cremate only animal remains and, if applicable,
the bedding associated with the animals, and appropriate containers. Containers shall contain no more
than 0.5 percent by weight chlorinated plastics as demonstrated by the manufacturer’s data sheet. If
containers are incinerated, documentation from the manufacturers certifying that they are composed
of 0.5 percent or less by weight chlorinated plastics shall be kept on-file at the site for the duration of
their use and for at least five (5) years after their use. Animal crematory units shall not cremate dead
animals which were used for medical or commercial experimentation. No other material, including
biomedical waste as defined in Rule 62-210.200, F.A.C., shall be incinerated.
(e) Equipment Maintenance. All animal crematory units shall be maintained in proper working order
in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications to ensure the integrity and efficiency of the
equipment.
1. If a crematory unit contains a defect that affects the integrity of the unit, the unit shall be taken
out of service.
2. No person shall use or permit the use of that unit until it has been repaired or adjusted.
3. A written plan with operating procedures for startup, shutdown and malfunction of each
crematory unit shall be maintained and followed during those events.
4. Each unit’s burners shall be operated with a proper air-to-fuel ratio. If the unit so allows, the
burners’ flame characteristics shall be visually checked at least once during each operating shift
and adjusted when warranted by the visual checks.
5. Repair records on all crematory units shall be maintained onsite for at least five (5) years.
(f) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
subsection shall comply with the following requirements. All EPA reference test methods are
described in 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendices A-2 through A-4, adopted and incorporated by reference
at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
1. The reference test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9.
2. The reference test method for carbon monoxide shall be EPA Method 10.
3. The reference test method for oxygen shall be EPA Method 3.
4. The reference test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5. The minimum
sample volume shall be thirty (30) dry standard cubic feet.
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5. Test procedures shall conform to the procedures specified in Rule 62-297.310, F.A.C. All
test results shall be reported to the Department in accordance with the provisions of Rule 62297.310, F.A.C.
(g) Operation During Emissions Test. Testing of emissions shall be conducted with the unit operating
at a capacity that is representative of normal operations and is not greater than the manufacturer's
recommended capacity. The operating capacity shall be a batch load, in pounds, for a batch animal
crematory unit and a charging rate, in pounds per hour, for a ram-charged animal crematory unit.
(h) Frequency of Testing.
1. The owner or operator of any animal crematory unit using an air general permit shall have
a visible emissions test conducted no later than sixty (60) days after the unit commences
initial operation, and annually thereafter.
2. The owner or operator of any animal crematory unit with a capacity of less than 500
pounds per hour and operating under the authority of an air construction permit or air
operation permit shall have a performance test conducted for visible emissions prior to
submitting the application for an initial air operation permit, and annually thereafter.
3. The owner or operator of any animal crematory unit with a capacity of less than 500
pounds per hour shall not be required to have performance tests conducted for carbon
monoxide and particulate matter, except as provided at paragraph 62-297.310(7)(c), F.A.C.
4. The owner or operator of any animal crematory unit with a capacity of 500 pounds per
hour or more shall have performance tests conducted for visible emissions, carbon monoxide,
and particulate matter prior to submitting the application for an initial air operation permit,
and annually thereafter.
(i) Continuous Monitoring Requirements. Each animal crematory unit shall be equipped and operated
with a continuous monitor to record temperature at the point or beyond where 1.0 second gas
residence time is obtained in the secondary chamber combustion zone in accordance with the
manufacturer's instructions.
1. Each crematory unit installed after February 1, 2007, shall be equipped and operated with a
pollutant monitoring system to automatically control combustion based on continuous in-stack
opacity measurement. Such system shall be calibrated to restrict combustion in the primary
chamber whenever any opacity exceeding fifteen percent (15%) opacity is occurring.
2. The following records shall be recorded and maintained on-site readily available for review
at the request of the Department. The file shall be retained for at least five (5) years following
the recording of such measurements, maintenance, reports, and records.
a. All temperature measurements, including indication of when cremation in the primary
chamber commenced, temperature markings, the date and time, and the name of the
operator;
b. All continuous monitoring systems, monitoring devices, and performance testing
measurements;
c. All continuous monitoring system performance evaluations;
d. All continuous monitoring system or monitoring device calibration checks; and
e. All adjustments, preventive maintenance, and corrective maintenance performed on
these systems or devices shall be recorded in a permanent legible form available for
inspection, including indication of when the opacity measurement system was cleaned and
checked for proper operation in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommended
maintenance schedule.
(7) Air Curtain Incinerators.
(a) Applicability.
1. Any air curtain incinerator subject to 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart AAAA, BBBB, CCCC,
DDDD or EEEE, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., shall be
constructed and operated so as to comply with all standards, limitations, and requirements of
the applicable subpart, and with the requirements of paragraph 62-296.401(7)(b), F.A.C., to
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the extent that those requirements are stricter than, or supplemental to, the requirements of
the applicable subpart.
2. Any air curtain incinerator not subject to any subpart of 40 CFR Part 60 and not claiming
the exemption from air permitting at subsection 62-210.300(3), F.A.C., shall be constructed
and operated so as to comply with the requirements of paragraph 62-296.401(7)(b), F.A.C.
Any air curtain incinerator, new or existing, located at a landfill for any time period or at any
other site for more than six (6) months.
(b) Operating Requirements.
1.(a) Outside of startup periods, no visible emissions shall not exceed 10% opacity five
percent (5% opacity or less) shall be allowed, except that an opacity of up to twenty percent
(20%) shall be permitted for not more than three (3) minutes in any one (1) hour.
(b) During startup periods, which shall not exceed the first thirty (30) minutes of operation, an opacity
of up to thirty-five (35%), averaged over a six (6) minute period, shall be allowed.
(c) The general excess emissions rule, Rule 62-210.700, F.A.C., to handle startups, shutdowns, and
malfunctions, shall not apply to air curtain incinerators.
2.(d) If the air curtain incinerator employs an earthen trench, the pit walls (width and length)
shall be vertical, and maintained as such, so that combustion of the waste within the pit is
maintained at an adequate temperature and with sufficient air recirculation to provide enough
residence time and mixing for proper combustion and control of emissions. The following
dimensions for the pit must be strictly adhered to: no more than twelve feet (12’) wide,
between eight feet (8’) and fifteen (15’) feet deep, and no longer than the length of the
manifold. The pit shall not be dug within a previously active portion of a the landfill.
3.(e) Except as provided herein and at subsection 4., tThe only materials that shall can be
burned in the an air curtain incinerator are vegetative material and untreated wood, excluding
sawdust. The air curtain incinerator shall not be used to burn any biological waste, hazardous
waste, asbestos-containing materials, mercury-containing devices, pharmaceuticals, tires,
rubber material, residual oil, used oil, asphalt, roofing material, tar, treated wood, plastics,
garbage, trash or other material prohibited to be open burned as set forth at subsection 62256.300(2), F.A.C. wood wastes consisting of trees, logs, large brush, stumps relatively free
of soil, unbagged leaves and yard trash, tree surgeon debris, and clean dry lumber such as
pallets.
(f) The burning of sawdust, paper, trash, tires, garbage, plastics, liquid wastes, chemically treated or
painted wood, and other similar materials is expressly prohibited.
(g) Only kerosene, diesel fuel, drip-torch fuel (as used to ignite prescribed fires), untreated wood,
virgin oil, natural gas, or liquefied petroleum gas shall may be used to start the fire in the air curtain
incinerator. The use of used waste oil, chemicals, gasoline, or tires to start the fire is expressly
prohibited.
4. Notwithstanding the provisions of subparagraph 3., the air curtain incinerator may be used
for the destruction of animal carcasses in accordance with the provisions of subsection 62256.700(6), F.A.C. When using an air curtain incinerator to burn animal carcasses, untreated
wood may also be burned to maintain good combustion.
5.(h) In no case shall the an air curtain incinerator be started before sunrise. All For
refractory lined air curtain incinerators, charging shall end no later than one (1) hour after
must have completely stopped before sunset. After charging ceases, air flow shall be
maintained until all material within the air curtain incinerator has been reduced to coals, and
flames are no longer visible. A log shall be maintained onsite that documents daily beginning
and ending times of charging. For all other air curtain incinerators, charging must have
completely stopped two (2) hours before sunset.
6. The air curtain incinerator shall be attended at all times while materials are being burned or
flames are visible within the incinerator.
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(i) In no case shall the permitted burning rate, in tons per day, exceed the value obtained by dividing
the number 100,000 by the permitted number of days that burning will be authorized to take place.
7.(j) The New air curtain incinerators shall must be located at least fifty (50) feet from any
wildlands, brush, combustible structure, or paved public roadway three hundred (300) feet
from any pre-existing occupied building located off site. Air curtain incinerators existing as
of October 1, 1986, must be located at least two hundred (200) feet from any occupied
building located off site. The Department may issue a permit for an air curtain incinerator
which does not meet this setback if the applicant submits with the application a signed
affidavit from the owner(s) of all occupied buildings within the setback area that waives the
setback requirement.
(k) Air curtain incinerators used at landfills may not be operated within one thousand (1000) feet of
any active portion of the landfill unless the air curtain incinerator is separated from the active portion
of the landfill by a controlled gate or check-in station.
8.(l) The material shall not be loaded into the air curtain incinerator such that it will protrudes
above the air curtain.
9.(m) Ash shall not be allowed to build up in the pit of the air curtain incinerator to higher
than one third (1/3) the pit depth or to the point where the ash begins to impede combustion,
whichever occurs first.
10.(n) An detailed operation and maintenance guide shall must be available to the operators
of the air curtain incinerator at all times, and the owner shall permittee must provide the
proper training to all operators before they work at the incinerator. This guide shall be made
available to the Department or for an inspector’s onsite review upon request The Department
may request a copy of this guide.
(c)(o) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of
this subsection rule shall comply with the following requirements.
1. The reference test method for visible emissions shall be EPA DEP Method 9, as described
at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62204.800 in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Test procedures shall conform to the procedures specified in meet all applicable
requirements of Rule Chapter 62-297.310, F.A.C. All test results shall be reported to the
Department in accordance with the provisions of Rule 62-297.310, F.A.C.
3. Records of the results of all initial and annual visible emissions tests shall be kept by the
owner or operator in either paper copy or electronic format for at least five (5) years. These
records shall be made available to the Department or for an inspector’s onsite review upon
request.
(d) Frequency of Testing.
1. The owner or operator of any air curtain incinerator subject to this subsection shall have a
performance test conducted for visible emissions prior to submitting the application for an
initial air operation permit, and, except as provided at Rule 62-296.401(7)(d)2., F.A.C.,
annually thereafter.
2. The owner or operator of any air curtain incinerator subject to this subsection and using an
earthen trench shall have a performance test conducted for visible emissions no later than
thirty (30) days after it commences operation at any new trench location, and annually
thereafter. However, if the air curtain incinerator will be operated for less than thirty (30)
days at the new trench location, and the owner or operator has demonstrated compliance with
the emissions limiting standards of paragraph 62-296.401(7)(b), F.A.C., through a visible
emissions test conducted and submitted to the Department within the previous twelve (12)
months, the requirement for testing within thirty (30) days of commencing operation at the
new trench location shall not apply.
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History: Formerly 17-2.600(1), Amended 10-14-92,12-02-92; Formerly 17-296.401; Amended 11-23-94,
1-1-96, 3-13-96, 11-13-97, 1-10-07, 7-10-14, 11-5-20.
62-296.403 Phosphate Processing.
Fluorides (water soluble or gaseous atomic weight 19) expressed as pounds of fluoride per ton of
phosphate materials input to the system expressed as tons of P2O5.
(1) New Plants or Plant Sections.
(a) Wet process phosphoric acid production and auxiliary equipment - 0.02 pounds.
(b) Run-of-pile triple super phosphate (TSP) mixing belt and den and auxiliary equipment - 0.05
pounds.
(c) Run-of-pile TSP curing or storage process and auxiliary equipment - 0.12 pounds.
(d) Granular triple super phosphate (GTSP) production and auxiliary equipment.
1. GTSP made by granulating run-of-pile TSP - 0.06 pounds.
2. GTSP made from phosphoric acid and phosphate rock slurry - 0.15 pounds.
(e) GTSP storage and auxiliary equipment - 0.05 pounds.
(f) Diammonium phosphate production and auxiliary equipment - 0.06 pounds.
(g) Calcining or other thermal phosphate rock processing and auxiliary equipment excepting
phosphate rock drying and defluorinating - 0.05 pounds.
(h) Defluorinating phosphate rock by thermal processing and auxiliary equipment - 0.37 pounds.
(i) All plants, plant sections or unit operations and auxiliary equipment not listed in paragraphs (a)
through (h) above must use the best available control technology.
(2) Existing plants or plant sections shall comply with Rule 62-296.403(l), F.A.C., no later than July 1,
1975; or existing plant complexes with an operating wet process phosphoric acid section (including any
items in Rule 62-296.403(l)(a) through (f), F.A.C.) and other plant sections processing or handling
phosphoric acid or products of phosphoric acid processing, total emissions from the entire complex shall
not exceed 0.4 pounds per ton of P2O5 input to the wet process phosphoric acid section.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule
shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for fluoride emissions shall be EPA Method 13A or EPA Method 13B,
incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall
be 30 dry standard cubic feet.
(b) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.600(3); Formerly 17-296.403; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 3-13-96.
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62-296.404 Kraft (Sulfate) Pulp Mills and Tall Oil Plants.
(1) New plants.
(a) Particulate Matter - three pounds per each 3000 pounds of black liquor solids fed.
(b) Total Reduced Sulfur (TRS) - one ppm expressed as H2S on the dry basis or 0.03 pounds per 3000
pounds black liquor solids fed, whichever is more restrictive.
(2) Existing plants.
(a) Particulate Matter - three pounds per each 3000 pounds of black liquor solids fed.
(b) Visible emission limits for kraft pulp mill sources equipped with wet scrubbers shall be effective
only if the visible emission measurement can be made without being substantially affected by plume
mixing or moisture condensation. If the Department determines that visible emissions exceed 20
percent opacity, a special compliance test may be required in accordance with Rule 62-297.570,
F.A.C., Kraft (Sulfate) Pulp Mills and Tall oil Plants.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule
shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Kraft Recovery Furnaces.
1. The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, incorporated and adopted by
reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5, incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 32
dry standard cubic feet. For EPA Method 5, the filter temperature must not exceed 320
degrees Fahrenheit. EPA Method 17 may be used if stack temperature is less than 400
degrees Fahrenheit. An adjustment of 0.004 grains per dry standard cubic foot shall be added
to the test results when using Method 17. A water wash shall be used with either method.
3. The test method for TRS shall be EPA Method 16 or EPA Method 16A or EPA Method
16B, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. EPA Method 16 or
EPA Method 16A pursuant to Rule 62-297.401(16), F.A.C., shall be required for instrument
certification and compliance testing.
(b) Lime Kilns and Calciners.
1. The particulate emissions test method for scrubber controlled emissions units shall be EPA
Method 5, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum
sample volume shall be 32 dry standard cubic feet. A water wash shall be used.
2. The particulate emissions test method for dry control emissions units shall be EPA Method
5, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample
volume shall be 32 dry standard cubic feet. A acetone wash shall be used.
3. The test method for TRS shall be EPA Method 16 or EPA Method 16A or EPA Method
16B, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. EPA Method 16 or
EPA Method 16A pursuant to Rule 62-297.401(16), F.A.C., shall be required for instrument
certification and compliance testing.
(c) Smelt Dissolving Tank Vents.
1. The particulate emissions test method for scrubber controlled emissions units shall be EPA
Method 5, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum
sample volume shall be 32 dry standard cubic feet. A water wash shall be used.
2. The particulate emissions test method for dry control emissions units shall be EPA Method
5, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample
volume shall be 32 dry standard cubic feet. Acetone wash shall be used.
3. The test method for TRS shall be EPA Method 16 or EPA Method 16A or EPA Method
16B, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. EPA Method 16 or
EPA Method 16A pursuant to Rule 62-297.401(16), F.A.C., shall be required for instrument
certification and compliance testing.
(d) The TRS test method for tall oil plants shall be EPA Method 16 or EPA Method 16A or EPA
Method 16B, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. EPA Method 16 or
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EPA Method 16A pursuant to Rule 62-297.401(16), F.A.C., shall be required for instrument
certification and compliance testing.
(e) Other Combustion Devices used to Incinerate TRS.
1. The particulate emissions test method for scrubber controlled emissions units shall be EPA
Method 5, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum
sample volume shall be 32 dry standard cubic feet. A water wash shall be used.
2. The particulate emissions test method for dry control emissions units shall be EPA Method
5, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample
volume shall be 32 dry standard cubic feet. A acetone wash shall be used.
3. The test method for TRS shall be EPA Method 16 or EPA Method 16A or EPA Method
16B, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. EPA Method 16 or
EPA Method 16A pursuant to Rule 62-297.401(16), F.A.C., shall be required for instrument
certification and compliance testing.
(f) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(5) Continuous Emissions Monitoring Requirements. Each owner or operator of a kraft (sulfate) pulp
mill or tall oil plant shall install continuous monitoring systems for monitoring total reduced sulfur (TRS)
emissions, or the performance of total reduced sulfur air pollution control systems as specified in this
subsection.
(a) Straight kraft recovery furnaces, whether new or old design, cross recovery furnaces, lime kilns
and calciners, shall be equipped with total reduced sulfur continuous emissions monitoring systems as
specified in Rule 62-296.404(5)(b), F.A.C. All digester systems and multiple effect evaporator
systems, shall be equipped with total reduced sulfur continuous emissions monitoring systems as
specified in Rule 62-296.404(5)(b), F.A.C. (Continuous Emission Monitoring), if a technology other
than incineration is used.
(b) Continuous determination of total reduced sulfur emissions.
1. A total reduced sulfur continuous emissions monitoring system shall be installed,
calibrated, certified and operated pursuant to all of the following provisions:
a. The continuous emissions monitoring system shall monitor and record the
concentration of total reduced sulfur (TRS) emissions on a dry basis and the percentage
of oxygen by volume on a dry basis.
b. The continuous emissions monitoring system shall complete a minimum of one cycle
of operation (sampling, analyzing, and data recording) for each successive 15-minute
period.
c. The continuous emissions monitoring system shall be located downstream of the
control device such that representative measurements of process parameters can be
obtained.
d. The continuous emissions monitoring system shall be located, installed and certified
pursuant to the provisions of 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix B, Performance Specification 2
and Performance Specification 3, and 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix B, Performance
Specification 5, which are adopted by reference in Rule 62-204.800(7) 62-296.800,
F.A.C. The exception is that the phrase "or other approved alternative" in s. 3.2 of
Performance Specification 5 is not adopted. For the purposes of compliance testing and
certification of continuous emissions monitoring systems, 40 CFR Part 60, Appendix A,
Reference Method 16 and Method 16A adopted by reference in Rule 62-204.800(7)
62-296.800, F.A.C., are to be used.
e. The continuous emissions monitoring system shall be in continuous operation, except
when the emissions unit is not operating, or during system breakdowns, repairs,
calibration checks, and zero and span adjustments.
f. During any initial compliance tests conducted pursuant to Rule 62-296.404, F.A.C., or
within 30 days thereafter, and at such times as there is reason to believe the system does
not conform to the performance specifications under this rule (for example, equipment
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repairs, replacements, excessive drift and such), the owner or operator of any affected
emissions unit shall conduct continuous monitoring system performance evaluations and
furnish the Department, within sixty days thereof, two copies of a written report of the
results of such tests. These continuous emissions monitoring systems performance
evaluations shall be conducted in accordance with the requirements and procedures
contained in Rule 62-296.404(5)(b)1.d., F.A.C.
g. The continuous emissions monitoring system shall have a maximum span value not to
exceed:
i. A total reduced sulfur concentration of 30 ppm for the total reduced sulfur
continuous emissions monitoring system on any new design direct-fired kraft
recovery furnace that is not direct-fired, new design suspension-burning kraft
recovery furnace, incinerator, digester system or multiple effect evaporator
system.
ii. A total reduced sulfur concentration of 50 ppm for the total reduced sulfur
continuous emissions monitoring system on any old design kraft recovery
furnace, new design kraft recovery furnace that is not direct-fired, new design
direct-fired suspension-burning kraft recovery furnace, cross recovery furnace,
lime kiln or calciner.
iii. 20 percent oxygen for the continuous oxygen monitoring system.
h. The continuous emissions monitoring system shall be checked by the owner or
operator in accordance with a written procedure at least once daily and after any
maintenance to the system. The owner or operator shall check the zero (or low level
value between 0 and 20 percent of span value) and span (90 to 100 percent of span value)
calibration drifts. The zero and span shall be adjusted, as a minimum, whenever the
24-hour zero drift or 24-hour span drift exceeds two times the limits of the applicable
performance specifications referenced in Rule 62-296.404(5)(b)1.d., F.A.C. The system
must allow the amount of excess zero and span drift measured at the 24-hour interval
checks to be recorded and quantified.
2. The owner or operator of any total reduced sulfur emissions unit who is required to install
a total reduced sulfur continuous emissions monitoring system pursuant to Rule
62-296.404(5)(a), F.A.C., shall:
a. Reduce all data to one-hour averages for each 60-minute period beginning on the hour.
One-hour averages shall be computed from a minimum of four data points equally spaced
over each one-hour period. Data recorded during periods of system breakdowns, repairs,
calibration checks, and zero and span adjustments shall not be included in the
computation. Either an arithmetic or integrated average shall be used. The data output of
the continuous emissions monitoring system may, at the owner's or operator's option,
include a numerical format showing individual numerical readings and averages in
addition to the required strip chart format with legible ink tracings and calibration
information. All data output shall be clearly and properly identified by the operator. All
system breakdowns, repairs, calibration checks, span adjustments and periods of excess
emissions shall legibly appear on all data output.
b. Calculate and record on a daily basis the 12-hour average total reduced sulfur
concentrations for two consecutive 12-hour periods of each operating day. Each 12-hour
average shall be determined as the arithmetic mean of the appropriate 12 contiguous
one-hour average total reduced sulfur concentrations provided by the continuous
emissions monitoring system.
c. Calculate and record on a daily basis 12-hour average oxygen concentrations for two
consecutive 12-hour periods of each operating day. These 12-hour averages shall
correspond to the 12-hour average total reduced sulfur concentrations from Rule
62-296.404(5)(b)2.b., F.A.C., and shall be determined as an arithmetic mean of the
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appropriate 12 contiguous one-hour average oxygen concentrations provided by each
continuous emissions monitoring system.
d. Correct all 12-hour average total reduced sulfur (TRS) concentrations using the
following equation:
Ccorr = Cmeas (21 - X)/(21 - Y)
where: Ccorr = the TRS concentration corrected for oxygen.
Cmeas = the TRS concentration unconnected for oxygen.
X = the volumetric oxygen concentration in percentage that the measured TRS
concentration is to be corrected to (8 percent for all recovery furnaces and 10 percent for
all lime kilns, incinerators or other devices, except those emissions units subject to Rule
62-296.404(3)(a)2., F.A.C., and Rule 62-296.404(3)(b), F.A.C., which shall be corrected
to the actual oxygen content of the untreated flue gas stream).
Y = the measured 12-hour average volumetric oxygen concentration.
e. The data shall be rounded to the same number of significant digits as the standard.
(c) Incinerators subject to Rule 62-296.404(3)(f), F.A.C., shall be equipped with devices to
continuously monitor temperature at the point of combustion and oxygen.
The temperature devices shall be certified by the manufacturer to be accurate to within ± 1 percent of
the temperature being measured. The oxygen monitors shall be certified by the manufacturer to be
accurate to within 0.1 percent oxygen by volume.
(d) The owner or operator of any kraft pulp mill shall provide the Department with a list of physical
and chemical parameters for each regulated total reduced sulfur emissions unit that is not required to
be equipped with a total reduced sulfur continuous monitor, which will be regularly monitored to
demonstrate that the emissions unit is being operated in a manner that can reasonably be expected to
result in compliance with the applicable total reduced sulfur emission limiting standards. The owner
or operator shall provide information showing the correlation between the specific magnitudes of the
specific surrogate parameters and the associated emissions of total reduced sulfur. The owner or
operator shall recommend the frequency and method of monitoring for each parameter. The
Department shall issue notice to the company pursuant to Rule 62-103, F.A.C., that specifies the
parameters that are to be monitored, the frequency of monitoring, and the parameter limits that must
be maintained. The parameters, parameter limits and frequency of monitoring shall become a
modification to the permit for each affected emissions unit. Excess emissions shall be deemed to
occur if the parameters exceed the parameter limits specified in the permit.
Such parameter limits may be in the form of the applicable total reduced sulfur emission standard, if
an equation is used that estimates the 12-hour average total reduced sulfur emission rate based on the
surrogate parameter values during each 12-hour averaging period; or the parameter limits may be in
the form of specific parameter values that are not to be exceeded (or dropped below) more often than
a specified period of time during each 12-hour averaging period.
(6) Quarterly Reporting Requirements. The owner or operator of any digester system, multiple effect
evaporator system, condensate stripper system, tall oil plant, kraft recovery furnace, lime kiln, calciner or
other emissions unit subject to the provisions of Rule 62-296.404(5), F.A.C. (Continuous Monitoring
Requirements), shall submit a written total reduced sulfur emissions and surrogate parameter data report
to the Department postmarked by the 30th day following the end of each calendar quarter.
(a) The report shall include the following information:
1. The magnitude of excess emissions and the date and time of commencement and
completion of each time period in which excess emissions occurred.
2. Specific identification of each period of excess emissions that occurs including startups,
shutdowns, and malfunctions of the affected emissions unit. An explanation of the cause of
each period of excess emissions, and any corrective action taken or preventive measures
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adopted. Excess emissions shall be all 12-hour periods for which the appropriate surrogate
parameter data or total reduced sulfur continuous emissions monitoring data indicates that an
applicable 12-hour average total reduced sulfur emission limiting standard for the emissions
unit was exceeded.
3. The date and time identifying each period during which each continuous emissions
monitoring system used to measure total reduced sulfur emissions or surrogate parameters
was inoperative except for zero and span checks, and the nature of the system repairs or
adjustments.
4. When no excess emissions have occurred or the continuous emissions monitoring
system(s) have not been operative, or have been repaired or adjusted, such information shall
be stated in the report.
(b) Any owner or operator subject to the provisions of Rule 62-296.404(5) and (6), F.A.C., shall
maintain a complete file of any measurements, including continuous emissions monitoring system,
monitoring device, and performance testing measurements; any continuous emissions monitoring
system performance evaluations; any continuous emissions monitoring system or monitoring device
calibration checks; adjustments and maintenance performed on these systems or devices; and any
other information required, recorded in a permanent legible form available for inspection. The file
shall be retained for at least three years following the date of such measurements, maintenance,
reports and records.
(c) Evaluation of Excess Emissions. The Department shall consider periods of excess emissions from
any kraft recovery furnace, lime kiln, calciner or any other regulated TRS emissions unit to be
evidence of improper operation and maintenance of the monitored emissions unit provided that:
1. For kraft recovery furnaces subject to the emissions limits of Rule 62-296.404(3)(c),
F.A.C., the excess emissions occur during more than one percent of the total number of
possible contiguous 12-hour periods of excess emissions in a calendar quarter rounded to the
nearest whole number (excluding only the actual 12-hour periods during which a startup,
shutdown or malfunction of the kraft recovery furnace occurred and only the actual 12-hour
periods when the kraft recovery furnace was not operating), or
2. For lime kilns and calciners subject to the emissions limits of Rule 62-296.404(3)(e),
F.A.C., the excess emissions occur during more than two percent of the total number of
possible contiguous 12-hour periods of excess emissions in a calendar quarter rounded to the
nearest whole number (excluding only the actual 12-hour periods during which a startup,
shutdown or malfunction of the lime kiln, calciner, or their control equipment occurred and
only the actual 12-hour periods when the lime kiln or calciner was not operating), or
3. For other regulated non-NSPS total reduced sulfur emissions units, the excess emissions as
indicated by the appropriate surrogate parameters occur during more than one percent of the
total number of possible contiguous 12-hour periods of excess emissions in a calendar quarter
rounded to the nearest whole number (excluding only the actual 12-hour periods during
which a startup, shutdown, or malfunction of the emissions unit or its control equipment
occurred and only the actual 12-hour periods when the source was not operating), and
4. The Department determines that the affected emissions unit, including air pollution control
equipment, is not maintained and operated in a manner which is consistent with good air
pollution control practice for minimizing emissions. Such determination shall be based on
the failure of the owner or operator of the facility to provide records of maintenance and
operation of the emissions unit and related equipment showing operation consistent with
good air pollution control practices. Good air pollution control practices shall include:
a. Operation of all equipment within permit limits for loading rates and other process
parameters,
b. An adequate preventive maintenance program based on manufacturer's
recommendations or other accepted industry practices,
c. Training of personnel in the operation and maintenance of equipment,
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d. Visual and instrument inspections of equipment on a regular basis, and
e. Maintenance of an adequate on-site, or readily available, supply of equipment for
routine repairs.
(d) The owner or operator of any kraft pulp mill or tall oil plant shall notify the Department in writing
within fourteen days of the date on which periods of excess emissions exceed the percentages allowed
by Rule 62-296.404(6)(c)1. through 3., F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.600(4); Formerly 17-296.404; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 3-13-96.
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62-296.405 Fossil Fuel Steam Generators with More Than 250 Million Btu Per Hour Heat Input.
(1) Existing Emissions Units Emissions Limits.
(a) Visible emissions – 20 percent opacity except for either one six-minute period per one-hour
period during which opacity shall not exceed 27 percent, or one two-minute period per hour
during which opacity shall not exceed 40 percent. The option selected shall be specified in the
emissions unit’s construction and operation permits. Emissions units governed by this visible
emission limit shall test for particulate emissions compliance annually and as otherwise required
by Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. Emissions units electing to test for particulate matter emissions
compliance quarterly shall be allowed visible emissions of 40 percent opacity. The results of such
tests shall be submitted to the Department or local program, as specified in the facility’s permit.
Upon demonstration that the particulate standard has been regularly complied with, the Secretary,
upon petition by the applicant, shall reduce the frequency of particulate testing to no less than
once annually.
(b) Particulate Matter – 0.1 pound per million Btu heat input, as measured by applicable
compliance methods.
(c) Sulfur Dioxide, as measured by applicable compliance methods.
1. Emissions units burning liquid fuel.
Stations – 2.5 pounds per million Btu heat input.
a. Emissions units in Duval County with a nameplate generating capacity of greater than
250 MW which commenced operation prior to August 1, 1977 – 1.98 pounds per million
Btu heat input.
b. Emissions units in Duval County with a nameplate generating capacity of less than 160
MW which commenced operation prior to October 1, 1964 – 1.10 pounds per million Btu
heat input.
c. All other emissions units in Duval County – 1.65 pounds per million Btu heat input.
d. Hillsborough County, emissions units south of State Highway 60 with a nameplate
generating capacity of less than 100 MW which commenced operation prior to June 1,
1955 – 1.1 pounds per million Btu heat input.
e. Escambia County, emissions units north of Interstate 10 with a nameplate generating
capacity of less than 50 MW which commenced operation prior to October 1, 1952 – 1.98
pounds per million Btu heat input.
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f. Escambia County, no emissions unit north of Interstate 10 with a rated heat input of
515 million Btu per hour or less for which a valid Department operating permit was
issued prior to September 30, 1972 shall emit in the aggregate more than 57.5 tons per
any 24 hour period.
g. Manatee County, emissions units with a nameplate generating capacity of greater than
700 MW for which a valid Department operating permit was issued prior to January 1,
1979 – 1.1 pounds per million Btu heat input.
h. Leon and Wakulla Counties, emissions units with a nameplate generating capacity of
less than 260 MW for which a valid Department operating permit was issued prior to
November 1, 1977 – 1.87 pounds per million Btu heat input.
i. Dade, Broward, and Palm Beach Counties, emissions units with a nameplate generating
capacity of less than 170 MW which commenced operation prior to May 1, 1958 – 1.1
pounds per million Btu heat input, except in the event of a fuel or energy crisis declared
by the Governor of Florida or the President of the United States – 2.75pounds per million
Btu heat input.
j. All other areas of the State – 2.75 pounds per million Btu heat input.

2. Emissions units burning solid fuel.
a. Hillsborough County, no emissions unit with a nameplate generating capacity of
greater than 120 MW which commenced operation prior to November 1, 1967, shall emit
more than 2.4 pounds of sulfur dioxide per million Btu heat input on a weekly average
nor shall a group of such emissions units located on one or more contiguous or adjacent
properties and which are under common control emit more than 10.6 tons per hour of
sulfur dioxide on a weekly average. A plan for assuring compliance with Florida Ambient
Air Quality Standards will be incorporated into the revised operating permit for such
emissions units.
b. Hillsborough County, no emissions unit with a nameplate generating capacity of
greater than 400 MW which commenced operation after November 1, 1967, and prior to
June 1, 1976, shall emit in total more than 6.5 pounds of sulfur dioxide per million Btu
heat input on a two hour average nor shall a group of such emissions units located on 418
one or more contiguous or adjacent properties and which are under common control emit
more than 31.5 tons per hour of sulfur dioxide on a three-hour average and 25 tons per
hour of sulfur dioxide on a 24- hour average.
c. Escambia County, emissions units north of Interstate 10 with a nameplate generating
capacity of more than 50 MW which commenced operation prior to September 1, 1973 –
5.90 pounds per million Btu heat input.
d. All other areas of the State – 6.17 pounds per million Btu heat input.
3. Owners of fossil fuel steam generators shall monitor their emissions and the effects of the
emissions on ambient concentrations of sulfur dioxide, in a manner, frequency, and locations
approved, and deemed reasonably necessary and ordered by the Department.
(d) Nitrogen Oxides (expressed as NO2) – as measured by applicable compliance methods.
1. Duval County, emissions units with a nameplate generating capacity of greater than 450
MW which commenced operation prior to August 1, 1977 – 0.30 pounds per million Btu heat
input.
2. Manatee County, emissions units with a nameplate generating capacity of greater than 700
MW for which a valid Department operating permit was issued prior to January 1, 1979 –
0.30 pounds per million Btu heat input.
3. Leon County, emissions units with a nameplate generating capacity of greater than 200
MW for which a valid Department operating permit was issued prior to November 1, 1977 –
0.30 pounds per million Btu heat input.
4. Hillsborough County, emissions units with a nameplate generating capacity of greater than
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400 MW which commenced operation after January 1, 1976 and prior to January 1, 1985 –
0.70 pounds per million Btu heat input.
(e) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of
this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
1. The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, described at 40 C.F.R. Part
60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C. In lieu
of Method 9 testing, a transmissometer utilizing a six-minute block average for opacity
measurement may be used, provided such transmissometer is installed, certified, calibrated,
operated and maintained in accordance with the provisions of 40 C.F.R. Part 75, adopted and
incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
2. The test methods for particulate emissions shall be EPA Methods 17, 5, 5B, or 5F. The
minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet. EPA Method 5 may be used
with filter temperature at no more than 320 degrees Fahrenheit. For EPA Method 17, stack
temperature shall be less than 375 degrees Fahrenheit. EPA Method 3 or 3A with Orsat
analysis shall be used when the oxygen base F-factor computed according to EPA Method 19
is used in lieu of heat input. Acetone wash shall be used with EPA Method 5 or 17. Methods
3 and 3A are described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-2; EPA Methods 5, 5B, and 5F are
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3; EPA Method 17 is described at 40 C.F.R. Part
60, Appendix A-6; and EPA Method 19 is described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7;
adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
3. The test methods for sulfur dioxide emissions shall be EPA Methods 6, 6A, 6B or 6C, as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule
62-204.800, F.A.C. Fuel sampling and analysis may be used as an alternate sampling
procedure if such a procedure was incorporated in the operation permit for the emissions unit
prior to April 23, 1985. Otherwise, fuel sampling and analysis may be used if the emissions
unit obtains an alternate procedure under the provisions of Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C. Such
alternate procedure shall become a condition of the emissions unit's permit. The Department
will retain the authority to require EPA Method 6 or 6C if it has reason to believe that
exceedances of the sulfur dioxide emissions limiting standard are occurring. Results of an
approved fuel sampling and analysis program or continuous emissions monitoring program
shall have the same effect as EPA Method 6 test results for purposes of demonstrating
compliance or noncompliance with sulfur dioxide standards.
4. For emission units not subject to nitrogen oxides continuous monitoring requirements, the
test methods for nitrogen oxides emissions shall be EPA Methods 7, 7A, or 7E, as described
at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-4 adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62204.800, F.A.C. Four grab samples at 15 minute intervals (±2 min.) per run shall be required
for EPA Methods 7 and 7A. For emission units that are subject to continuous monitoring
requirements under 42 U.S.C. sections 7661 – 7661f or 40 C.F.R. Part 75, emissions of
nitrogen oxides shall be determined based on a 30-day rolling average, except as specifically
provided by 40 C.F.R. Parts 60 or 76. 40 C.F.R. Parts 60, 75, and 76 are adopted and
incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
5. Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(f) Continuous Emissions Monitoring Requirements. Each owner or operator of an emissions unit
subject to subsection 62-296.405(1), F.A.C., shall install, calibrate, operate and maintain a
continuous monitoring system for continuously monitoring the pollutants specified in this
subsection. Performance specifications, location of monitor, data requirements, data reduction
and reporting requirements shall conform with the requirements of 40 C.F.R. Part 51, Appendix
P, adopted and incorporated by reference in subsection 62-204.800(2), F.A.C., and 40 C.F.R. Part
60, Appendix B, adopted by reference in subsection 62-204.800, F.A.C., for existing and new
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emissions units provided, however, any alternative procedure (as specified in Section 3.9, 40
C.F.R. Part 51, Appendix P) or special consideration (as specified in Section 6.0, 40 C.F.R. Part
51, Appendix P) shall be incorporated in the Department’s air permit for the emissions unit and
submitted to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency as a proposed revision to the State
Implementation Plan.
1. Existing fossil fuel steam generators with more than 250 million BTU per hour heat input
and with a capacity factor of greater than 30 percent for the latest year of record or as
otherwise documented to the Department by the owner or operator, shall install continuous
monitoring systems as set forth in this subparagraph. Any reactivated or previously exempted
unit whose operated capacity factor for the previous six months is greater than 30 percent
must install continuous monitoring systems as set forth in this subparagraph no later than
twelve months following the previous six month period of achieving a capacity factor greater
than 30 percent.
a. Opacity. All emissions units as set forth in subparagraph 62-296.405(1)(f)1.,
F.A.C., shall install continuous monitoring systems for monitoring opacity.
Exempted are:
(i) Emissions units burning only gas, oil, or gas and oil which comply with the
applicable state visible emission limiting standard without the use of emission
control equipment.
(ii) Any emissions unit using a wet scrubber.
b. Sulfur dioxide. All emissions units as set forth in subparagraph 62-296.405(1)(f)1.,
F.A.C., shall install sulfur dioxide continuous monitoring equipment on units which
have installed sulfur dioxide control equipment. Those emissions units not having an
operating flue gas desulfurization device may monitor sulfur dioxide emissions by
fuel sampling and analysis according to methods approved by EPA.
c. Nitrogen Oxides. All new emissions units as set forth in subparagraph 62296.405(1)(f)1., F.A.C., with more than 1000 million BTU per hour heat input shall,
during construction, install continuous monitoring systems for monitoring nitrogen
oxides.
d. Oxygen or Carbon Dioxide. A continuous monitoring system shall be installed at
each emissions unit, as set forth in subparagraph 62-296.405(1)(f)1., F.A.C., where
measurements of oxygen or carbon dioxide in the flue gas are utilized to convert
either sulfur dioxide or nitrogen oxides continuous emission monitoring data to units
of the emission limiting standards for proof of compliance as set forth in subsection
62-296.405(1), F.A.C.
2. The exemption from opacity monitoring under sub-sub-subparagraph 62296.405(1)(f)1.a.(i), F.A.C., shall not apply to any emissions unit which has been found to be
in violation of the visible emission limiting standard pursuant to administrative proceedings
conducted under Chapter 120, F.S., or judicial proceedings after January 1, 1978. No later
than ninety days following the date an order establishing such violation becomes final, the
owner or operator of such emissions unit shall submit to the Department a proposed
compliance schedule for installing a continuous opacity monitoring system. Following
incorporation of a compliance schedule into the emission unit's air permit, the owner or
operator shall install the continuous monitoring system in accordance with the schedule.
(g) Quarterly Reporting Requirements. The owners or operators of facilities for which monitoring
is required shall submit to the Department a written report of emissions in excess of emission
limiting standards as set forth in subsection 62-296.405(1), F.A.C., for each calendar quarter. The
nature and cause of the excessive emissions shall be explained. This report does not relieve the
owner or operator of the legal liability for violations. All recorded data shall be maintained on file
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by the Source for a period of two years.
(2) New Emissions Units.
(a) Visible Emissions – (See subsection 62-204.800(7), F.A.C., and 40 C.F.R. 60.42 and 60.42a).
(b) Particulate Matter – (See subsection 62-204.800(7), F.A.C., and 40 C.F.R. 60.42 and 60.42a).
(c) Sulfur Dioxide – (See subsection 62-204.800(7), F.A.C., and 40 C.F.R. 60.43 and 60.43a).
(d) Nitrogen Oxides – (See subsection 62-204.800(7), F.A.C., and 40 C.F.R. 60.44 and 60.44a).
(2)(3) For the purposes of this rule, nameplate generating capacity means the manufacturer's capacity
rating of electrical generating output (expressed in MWe) as designed.
History–Formerly 17-2.600(5), Amended 6-29-93, Formerly 17-296.405, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 313-96, 3-2-99, 7-10-14.
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2nd Revision
3rd Revision
4th Revision
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07/02/93
12/21/94
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04/14/94
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06/16/99
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59 FR 52916
59 FR 17696
64 FR 32346
64 FR 32346
82 FR 46682

62-296.406 Fossil Fuel Steam Generators with Less than 250 Million Btu per Hour Heat Input, New
and Existing Emissions Units.
The following standards apply to new and existing emissions units, except for emissions units that would
otherwise be exempt from permitting pursuant to subsection 62-210.300(3), F.A.C., and emissions units
that would otherwise be considered insignificant pursuant to subparagraph 62-213.300(2)(a)1. or
paragraph 62-213.430(6)(b), F.A.C. These standards apply unless otherwise specified by rule, or by order
or permit issued by the Department prior to July 15, 1989.
(1) Visible Emissions – shall not exceed 20 percent opacity except for either one six-minute period
per one-hour period during which opacity shall not exceed 27 percentile or one two-minute period per
hour during which opacity shall not exceed 40 percent. The option selected shall be specified in the
source's construction and operation permits. An opacity of 30 percent opacity shall be allowed for
sources rated at 241 million Btu per hour heat input for which a valid Department operating permit
was issued prior to October 1, 1972 in Escambia County, while burning fuel oil in conjunction with
waste material derived from waste streams previously discharged into underground wells.
(2) Particulate Matter - Best available control technology
(3) Sulfur Dioxide - Best available control technology.
History: Formerly 17-2.600(6); Amended 6-29-93; Formerly 17-296.406; Amended 11-23-94, 3-13-96, 32-99, 7-10-14, 11-5-20.
______________________________________________________________62-296.406
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10/20/94

59 FR 52916

07/02/93
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04/14/94
06/16/99
06/16/99
10/06/17
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82 FR 46682

62-296.408 Nitric Acid Plants.
These limits are applicable to new and existing emissions units producing weak nitric acid (50 to 70
percent) by pressure or atmospheric pressure process.
(1) Visible emissions - 10 percent opacity.
(2) Nitrogen Oxides - 3 pounds per ton of acid produced (100 percent basis).
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be DEP Method 9, incorporated in Chapter 62-297,
F.A.C.
(b) The test methods for nitrogen oxides emissions shall be EPA Methods 7, 7A, 7B, 7C, or 7D,
incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume
shall be as specified in EPA Method 7. Four grab samples at 15-minute intervals (±2 minutes)
per run required.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.600(8); Formerly 17-296.408; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.408
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11/23/92
12/21/94

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

Register

62-296.409 Sulfur Recovery Plants.
These limits are applicable to plants recovering sulfur from crude oil gas.
(1) New Plants recovering sulfur from crude oil gas – emissions shall not exceed 0.004 pounds of
sulfur dioxide per pound of sulfur input to the recovery system or 0.004 pounds of sulfur dioxide per
pound of sulfur removed from an oil well. “New Plants” are those plants which did not receive an air
construction permit from the department prior to July 1, 1973.
(2) Existing Plants (for which a valid Department Construction permit was issued prior to July 1,
1973) recovering sulfur from crude oil gas – emissions shall not exceed 0.08 pounds of sulfur dioxide
per pound of sulfur input to the recovery system or 0.08 pounds of sulfur dioxide per pound of sulfur
removed from crude oil or gas processed.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for sulfur dioxide shall be EPA Method 6, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60,
Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800in Chapter
62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 0.71 dry standard cubic feet. Two 20-
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minute samples (+ or - ±5 minutes) per run required.
(b) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.

History: Formerly 17-2.600(9); Formerly 17-296.409; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14, 11-5-20.
______________________________________________________________62-296.409
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62-296.410 Carbonaceous Fuel Burning Equipment.
(1) Emissions units for which a valid Department operation or construction permit was issued prior to
July 1, 1974.
(a) Burners with a capacity less than 30 million Btu per hour heat input – Visible emissions shall
not exceed with a density of Number 1 on the Ringelmann Chart (20 percent opacity) except that
visible emissions not exceeding 27 percent opacity shall be allowed for one six-minute period in
any one-hour period. with a density of Number 2 (40 percent opacity) are permissible for not
more than two minutes in any one hour.
(b) Burners with a capacity equal to or greater than 30 million Btu per hour heat input.
1. Visible Emissions – shall not exceed Visible emissions with a density of Number 1.5
on the Ringelmann Chart (30 percent opacity) except that visible emissions not exceeding
33 percent opacity shall be allowed for one six-minute period in any one-hour period. a
density of Ringelmann Number 2 (40 percent opacity) is permissible for not more than
two minutes in any one hour.
2. Particulate Matter – shall not exceed 0.3 pounds per million Btu of heat input of
carbonaceous fuel plus 0.1 pounds per million Btu heat input of fossil fuel.
(2) New Emissions Units. “New Emissions Units” are those emissions units which did not receive an
operation or air construction permit from the department prior to July 1, 1974.
(a) Burners of capacity less than 30 million Btu per hour total heat input – Visible emissions shall
not exceed Ringelmann Number 1 (20 percent opacity) except that visible emissions not
exceeding 27 percent opacity shall be allowed for one-six minute period in any one-hour period. a
density of Ringelmann Number 2 (40 percent opacity) is permissible for not more than two
minutes in any one hour.
(b) Burners of capacity equal to or greater than 30 million Btu per hour total heat input.
1. Visible Emissions – shall not exceed Number 1.5 on the Ringelmann Chart (30 percent
opacity) except that visible emissions not exceeding 33 percent opacity shall be allowed for
one six-minute period in any one-hour period. a density of Ringelmann Number 2 (40 percent
opacity) is permissible for not more than two minutes in any one hour.
2. Particulate Matter – shall not exceed 0.2 pounds per million Btu of heat input of
carbonaceous fuel plus 0.1 pounds per million Btu heat input of fossil fuel.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
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(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPADEP Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R.
Part 60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800in Chapter 62297, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as described at 40 C.F.R.
Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800in
Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History–Formerly 17-2.600(10), 17-296.410, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14, 11-5-20.
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62-296.412 Dry Cleaning Facilities.
(1) All new and existing perchloroethylene dry cleaning facilities are subject to the requirements
(including compliance deadlines) of the national emission standard for perchloroethylene dry cleaning
facilities at 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart M, adopted and incorporated by reference in Rule 62204.800(9), F.A.C. Until compliance is achieved with the requirements of 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart
M, existing (as of December 9, 1991) perchloroethylene dry cleaning facilities with a solvent
consumption of 1,475 gallons per year or more must also comply with the requirements of Rule 62296.412(2), F.A.C. The requirements of Rule 62- 296.412(2), F.A.C., shall not apply to any
perchloroethylene dry cleaning facility after it has achieved compliance with the requirements of 40
CFR Part 63, Subpart M.
(2) The owner or operator of any existing perchloroethylene dry cleaning facility as specified in Rule
62-296.412(1), F.A.C., with total rated dryer capacity of 10 pounds of articles or greater, shall:
(a) Vent the entire dryer exhaust through a carbon adsorption system or refrigerated condensation
unit which meets the following conditions:
1. The dryer/condenser system must be closed to the atmosphere at all times except when
articles are being loaded or unloaded through the door of the machine; and
2. The dryer/condenser system must not vent to the atmosphere until the air-vapor stream
temperature on the outlet side of the refrigerated condenser is equal to or less than 45
degrees Fahrenheit.
(b) Emit no more than 100 parts per million by volume of organic compounds from the dryer
control device before dilution;
(c) Cook or treat all diatomaceous earth filters so that the residue contains 55 pounds or less of
organic compounds per 220 pounds of wet waste material;
(d) Reduce the organic compounds from all solvent stills to 132 pounds or less per 220 pounds of
wet waste material;
(e) Drain all filtration cartridges in the filter housing for at least 24 hours before discarding the
cartridge; or dry all drained cartridges without emitting organic compounds to the atmosphere;
and
(f) Repair all perceptible leaks of organic compounds within three working days or, if repair parts
are necessary, order such parts within three working days.
(g) Keep monthly records of solvent consumption.
(3) New or existing (as of October 1, 1986) perchloroethylene dry cleaning facilities, located outside
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of ozone nonattainment or air quality maintenance areas as defined in Chapter 62-204, F.A.C., and
their respective metropolitan statistical areas, with total rated dryer capacity equal to or greater than
10 pounds of articles shall be exempt from the requirements of Rule 62-296.412(2), F.A.C., if the
owner or operator demonstrates to the Department that the solvent mileage (pounds of articles
cleansed per drum of solvent consumed) is equal to or greater than 20,000 or 15,000 pounds of
articles cleansed per 52-gallon drum of perchloroethylene consumed for new or existing facilities,
respectively. Such facilities are not exempt from the requirements of the national emission standard
for perchloroethylene dry cleaning facilities promulgated in 40 CFR Part 63 and adopted by reference
in Rule 62-204.800(9), F.A.C.
(1) Applicability. The requirements of subsections (2) through (5), below, apply to the following:
(a)(4) Petroleum solvent dry cleaning facilities located in Broward, Duval, Hillsborough, MiamiDade, Orange, Palm Beach, or Pinellas County, areas designated as air quality maintenance areas
for ozone under Rule 62-204.340, F.A.C., (including the respective metropolitan statistical areas)
and all such facilities located in ozone attainment areas with solvent consumption equal to or
greater than 9,750 gallons per year; and
(b) Petroleum solvent dry cleaning facilities in all other areas of the state with solvent
consumption equal to or greater than 15,000 gallons per year., respectively, shall comply with the
following:
(2)(a) Each affected petroleum solvent dry cleaning dryer that is installed at a petroleum dry cleaning
plant shall be a solvent recovery dryer. The solvent recovery dryer(s) shall be properly installed,
operated, and maintained.
(3)(b) Each affected petroleum solvent filter that is installed at a petroleum dry cleaning plant shall be
a cartridge filter. Cartridge filters shall be drained in their sealed housings for at least eight hours
prior to their removal.
(4)(c) Each owner or operator of an affected petroleum solvent dryer shall include leak inspection and
leak repair cycle information in the operating manual and on a clearly visible label posted on each
affected facility. Such information should state: “To protect against fire hazards, loss of valuable
solvents and emissions of solvent to the atmosphere, periodic inspection of this equipment for
evidence of leaks and prompt repair of any leaks is required. The equipment must be inspected every
15 days and all vapor or liquid leaks be repaired within the subsequent 15 day period.”
(5)(d) Keep monthly records of equipment inspections and monthly solvent consumption.
(5) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Leak Detection. Liquid leakage shall be detected by visual inspection of the sources identified
in p. 6-3 of EPA 450/2-78-050, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) The concentration of organic compounds in the filter residue, per Rule 62-296.412(1)(c),
F.A.C., shall be determined using ASTM 322-67, 1972.
(c) The mass reduction of organic compounds from solvent stills shall be determined using EPA
Method 21, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(d) The concentration of organic compounds in the exhaust vent of single bed carbon adsorbers
shall be determined per the equipment specifications in "RACT Compliance for Carbon
Adsorbers," Task No. 119, or stack test per Attachment 3 of EPA 450/2-78-041, incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(e) The concentration of organic compounds in the exhaust vent of multiple bed carbon adsorbers
and others shall be determined using the equipment specifications per the manufacturer's
specifications, or stack testing per Attachment 3 of EPA 450/2-78-041, incorporated and adopted
by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(f) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History–Formerly 17-2.600(12), 17-296.412, Amended 11-23-94, 4-18-95, 1-1-96, 3-13-96, 6-25-96,
10-7-96, 3-11-10, 7-10-14, 8-14-19.
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62-296.414 Concrete Batching Plants.
The following requirement apply to new and existing emissions units producing concrete and concrete
products by batching or mixing cement and other materials. This rule also applies to facilities processing
cement and other materials for the purposes of producing concrete, and to equipment used to mix cement
and soil for onsite soil augmentation or stabilization.
(1) Stack Emissions. Emissions from silos, weigh hoppers (batchers), and other enclosed storage and
conveying equipment shall be controlled to the extent necessary to limit visible emissions to 5 percent
opacity.
(2) Unconfined Emissions. The owner or operator shall take reasonable precautions to control
unconfined emissions from hoppers, storage and conveying equipment, conveyor drop points, truck
loading and unloading, roads, parking areas, stockpiles, and yards as required by paragraph 62296.320(4)(c), F.A.C. For concrete batching plants the following shall constitute reasonable
precautions:
(a) Management of roads, parking areas, stock piles, and yards, which shall include one or more of
the following:
1. Paving and maintenance of roads, parking areas, and yards.
2. Application of water or environmentally safe dust-suppressant chemicals when
necessary to control emissions.
3. Removal of particulate matter from roads and other paved areas under control of the
owner or operator to mitigate mitigage reentrainment, and from building or work areas to
reduce airborne particulate matter.
4. Reduction of stockpile height or installation of wind breaks to mitigate mitigage wind
entrainment of particulate matter from stock piles.
(b) Use of spray bar, chute, or partial enclosure to mitigate mitigage emissions at the drop point to
the truck.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
subsection shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The reference test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40
C.F.R., Part 60. Appendix A-4. adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
(b) Test procedures shall conform to the procedures specified in Rule 62-297.310, F.A.C. All test
results shall be reported to the Department in accordance with the provisions of Rule 62-297.310,
F.A.C.
(c) Visible emissions tests of silo dust collector exhaust points shall be conducted while loading
the silo at a rate that is representative of the normal silo loading rate. The minimum loading rate
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shall be 25 tons per hour unless such rate is unachievable in practice. If emissions from the weigh
hopper (batcher) operation are also controlled by the silo dust collector, the batching operation shall
be in operation during the visible emissions test. The batching rate during the emissions test shall
be representative of the normal batching rate and duration. Each test report shall state the actual
silo loading rate during emissions testing and, if applicable, whether or not batching occurred
during emissions testing.
(d) If emissions from the weigh hopper (batcher) operation are controlled by a dust collector
which is separate from the silo dust collector, visible emissions tests of the weigh hopper
(batcher) dust collector exhaust point shall be conducted while batching at a rate that is
representative of the normal batching rate and duration. Each test report shall state the actual
batching rate during emissions testing.
(4) Frequency of Testing.
(a) The owner or operator of any concrete batching plant using an air general permit shall have a
visible emissions performance test conducted for stack emissions referenced in subsection 62296.414(1), F.A.C., visible emissions for each dust collector exhaust point no later than sixty (60)
thirty (30) days after commencing initial operation, and annually thereafter.
(b) The owner or operator of any concrete batching plant operating under the authority of an air
construction permit or air operation permit shall have a a visible emissions performance test
conducted for stack emissions referenced in subsection 62-296.414(1), F.A.C., visible emissions
for each dust collector exhaust point prior to submitting the application for an initial air operation
permit, and annually thereafter.
History: Formerly 17 2.600(14); Formerly 17 296.414; Amended 11 23 94, 1-1-96, 11-13-97,1-10-07, 710-14, 11-5-20.
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62-296.415 Soil Thermal Treatment Facilities.
This rule section prescribes air pollution control requirements for soil thermal treatment facilities. Soil
thermal treatment facilities are only authorized to treat petroleum contaminated soil as defined in Chapter
62-775, F.A.C., Soil Thermal Treatment Facilities. The following requirements apply to all new,
modified, and existing soil thermal treatment facilities. All facilities shall comply with these
requirements by December 1, 1992.
(1) Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC).
(a) A soil thermal treatment facility shall be designed and operated to expose the organic vapors
from the soil during thermal treatment to one of the following combinations:
Minimum Temperature
(Fahrenheit)

Minimum Time
(Seconds)

1,500

and

1.0

1,600

and

0.5
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1,800

and

0.3

The minimum temperature shall be determined by a continuous temperature monitor pursuant to
the applicable continuous emissions monitoring requirements of subsection 62-296.415(6),
F.A.C. When soil is being treated, the minimum temperature shall be met or exceeded at all times
except for 4 minutes in any 60 minute period, provided that the temperature does not fall below
100 degrees Fahrenheit of the required minimum temperature for the corresponding residence
time. The minimum residence time shall be met or exceeded at all times while soil is being
treated.
(b) The average carbon monoxide (CO) emissions shall not exceed 100 parts per million (ppm)
by volume, dry basis, during all 60 consecutive minute periods of plant operation. The average
CO emissions is the arithmetic mean of all CO concentration measurements during any
consecutive 60 minutes of plant operation that were recorded by the continuous emissions
monitor required pursuant to subsection 62-296.415(6) Rule 62-297.500, F.A.C.
(c) A soil thermal treatment facility shall continually monitor the temperature and carbon
monoxide content of the flue gases leaving the high temperature zone pursuant to the applicable
continuous emissions monitoring requirements of subsection 62-296.415(6), F.A.C. Temperature
and carbon monoxide monitors shall be co-located unless otherwise approved by the Department.
(d) Soil thermal treatment facilities must possess an air permit authorizing the processing of soils
containing polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), if soil contaminated with PCBs is to be thermally
treated.
(2) Visible Emissions. Visible emissions (VE) from a stack shall not exceed 5% opacity as determined
by the test method specified in subsection 62-296.415(5), F.A.C., when thermally treating soil.
(3) Particulate Matter Emissions. The particulate matter emissions shall not exceed 0.04 grains per
dry standard cubic foot (gr/dscf) as determined by the test method specified in subsection 62296.415(5), F.A.C.
(4) Unconfined Emissions. A soil thermal treatment facility is subject to Rule 62-296.320 62296.310, F.A.C., Unconfined Emissions of Particulate Matter. As a minimum, before and after
thermal soil treatment is accomplished, unconfined emissions of particulate matter from the soil shall
be controlled by application of water or containment.
(5) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the
requirements of this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part
60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800in
Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as described at 40 C.F.R.
Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800in
Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.
(c) The test method for carbon monoxide shall be EPA Method 10, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part
60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800in
Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(d) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(6) Continuous Emissions Monitoring Requirements. Any facility subject to this rule shall be
equipped with instruments to continuously monitor and record the temperature and the carbon
monoxide concentration of the flue gases leaving the high temperature zone, but before any dilution
air is mixed with the flue gases. The temperature monitor shall be certified by the manufacturer to be
accurate to within 1% of the temperature being measured. The temperature monitoring system shall
be calibrated at least annually by the procedure recommended by the manufacturer. The calibration
shall be at a minimum of three temperatures and over a range from 10% below to 10% above the
designed flue gas hot zone temperature of the soil thermal treatment facility. Calibration records shall
be kept for a minimum of three years. The carbon monoxide monitor shall be certified by the
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manufacturer to be accurate to within 10% of the carbon monoxide concentration by volume, mean
value, or 5% of the applicable standard of 100 ppm, whichever is greater, as determined by EPA Test
Method 10, as described at in 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated by
reference in subsection 62-204.800(7), F.A.C. The carbon monoxide continuous emission monitoring
device shall be certified, calibrated, and operated according to Performance Specification 4 of 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix B, adopted and incorporated by reference in subsection 62-204.800(7),
F.A.C., excluding Section 5.2, Calibration Drift Test Period, of Performance Specification 2.
History–New 11-17-92,: Formerly 17-2.100; Amended 11-17-92; Formerly 17-296.415; Amended
11-23-94, 1-1-96, 3-13-96, 7-10-14, 11-5-20.
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64 FR 32346

62-296.418 Bulk Gasoline Plants.
(1) The owner or operator of a bulk gasoline plant that has begun operation prior to August 1, 2007, is
located in Broward, Duval, Hillsborough, Miami-Dade, Orange, Palm Beach, or Pinellas County, an
area designated as an air quality maintenance area for ozone under Rule 62-204.340, F.A.C., and has
an average annual daily throughput of more than 2,000 gallons (7,570 liters) shall comply with the
following requirements.
(a) Gasoline shall not be loaded into a stationary storage tank at the bulk gasoline plant unless the
storage tank is equipped for submerged filling, and such equipment is used as designed.
(b) Gasoline shall not be loaded into a gasoline cargo tank at the bulk gasoline plant unless the
gasoline cargo tank is equipped for submerged filling, and such equipment is used as designed.
(2) The owner or operator of a bulk gasoline plant that begins operation on or after August 1, 2007, at
any location in the state and with any throughput rate shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Gasoline shall not be loaded into a stationary storage tank at the bulk gasoline plant unless the
storage tank is equipped for submerged filling, and such equipment is used as designed.
(b) Gasoline shall not be loaded into a gasoline cargo tank at the bulk gasoline plant unless:
1. The gasoline cargo tank is equipped for submerged filling, and such equipment is used as
designed,
2. The loading rack is equipped with a vapor collection and control system designed to
minimize emissions of vapors displaced from the gasoline cargo tank during product loading;
and,
3. The loading rack vapor collection and control system is designed and operated to prevent
any vapors collected at the loading rack from passing to another loading rack.
Rulemaking Specific Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History–New
5-9-07, Amended 3-11-10, 8-14-19.
_____________________________________________________________62-296.418
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62-296.470 Implementation of Federal Clean Air Interstate Rule.
(1) Definitions. For purposes of this rule, the terms "CAIR." "CAIR NOx allowance," "CAIRNOx
Annual Trading Program," "CAIR NOx Ozone Season allowance," "CAIR NOx Ozone Season
Trading Program." "CAIR NOx Ozone Season unit," "CAIR NOx unit," “CAIR SO2 allowance,”
"CAIR SO2 Trading Program," ''CAIR source," and "CAIR unit," shall have the meanings given at
Rule 62-210.200, F.A.C. All provisions of 40 CFR Part 96 cited within this rule are adopted and
incorporated by reference in Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C. Notwithstanding the first sentence of this
paragraph, for purposes of the verbatim application of the cited subparts of 40 CFR Part 96, as
modified by the substitute language set forth in this rule, the definitions contained within 40 CFR Part
96, Subparts AA, AAA and AAAA, shall apply, with the understanding that the term "permitting
authority" shall mean the Department, the term "State" shall mean the State of Florida, the phrase
"permitting authority's title V operating permits regulations" shall mean Chapter 62-213, F.A.C., and
the terms "best available control technology” (BACT) and "biomass" shall have the meanings given
at Rule 62-210.200, F.A.C.
(2) Orders.
(a) Prior to submitting any CAIR NOx allowance allocations to the Administrator pursuant to 40
CFR 96.141(a), (b), or (c), or 40 CFR 96.143, the Department shall issue an administrative order
pursuant to Chapter 120, F.S., to all CAIR NOx sources giving notice and opportunity for hearing
with regard to the amount of CAIR NOx allowances the Department intends to submit to the
Administrator for each CAIR NOx unit.
(b) Prior to submitting any CAIR NOx Ozone Season allowance allocations to the Administrator
pursuant to 40 CFR 96.34l(a), (b), or (c), the Department shall issue an administrative order to all
CAIR NOx sources giving notice and opportunity for hearing with regard to the amount of CAIR
NOx Ozone Season allowances the Department intends to submit to the Administrator for each
CAIR NOx Ozone Season unit.
(3) CAIR NOx Annual Trading Program. Except as otherwise provided herein, all provisions of the
following subparts of 40 CFR Part 96 shall apply verbatim. The provisions of Subpart II, CAIR NOx
Opt-In Units, shall not apply.
(a) Subpart AA, CAIR NOx Annual Trading Program General Provision.,
(b) Subpart BB, CAIR Designated Representative for CAIR NOx Sources/
(c) Subpart CC, Permits.
(d) Subpart EE, CAIR NOx Allowance Allocations, provided that substitute language. as set forth
below, shall apply in lieu of the indicated provisions.
1) In lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.14l(a) substitute: "By October 31, 2006, the
permitting authority will submit to the Administrator the CAIR NOx allowance
allocations, in a format prescribed by the Administrator and in accordance with
sections 96.142(a) and (b), for the control periods in 2009, 2010, 2011, and 2012."
2) In lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.141(b), substitute: "By October 31, 2009, and
October 31 of each third year hereafter, the permitting authority will submit to the
Administrator the CAIR NOx allowance allocations, in a format prescribed by the
Administrator and in accordance with sections 96.142(a) and (b), for the control
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periods in the fourth, fifth, and sixth years after the year of the applicable deadline for
submission under this paragraph."
3) In lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.142(a)(l), substitute: "The baseline heat input (in
mmBtu) used with respect to CAIR NOx allowance allocations under paragraph (b)
of this section for each CAIR NOx unit will be:
(i) For units commencing operation before January 1, 2000; the average of
the 3 highest amounts of the unit's adjusted control period heat input for 2000
through 2004; for units commencing operation on or after January 1, 2000.
and before January 1, 2007: the average of the 3 highest amounts of the unit's
adjusted control period heat input over the first 5 calendar years following
the year in which the unit commenced operation or the average of the 2
highest amounts of the unit's adjusted control period heat input over the first
4 calendar years following the year in which the unit commenced operation
or the maximum adjusted control period heat input over the first 1 to 3
calendar years following the year in which the unit commenced operation
depending on the maximum number (1 to 5) of such calendar years of data
available to the permitting authority for determination of allowance
allocations pursuant to sections 96.14l(a) or 96.14l(b); with the adjusted
control period heat input for each year calculated as follows:
(A) If the unit is 85 percent or more {on a Btu basis) biomass-fired
during the year and is subject to best available control technology
(BACT) for NOx emissions, the unit's control period heat input for such
year is multiplied by 150 percent;
(B) If the unit is coal-fired during the year. and not subject to paragraph
(a)(1)(i)(A) of this section for the year, the unit's control period heat
input for such year is multiplied by 100 percent;
(C) If the unit is oil-fired during the year, the unit's control period heat
input for such year is multiplied by 60 percent; and
(D) If the unit is not subject to paragraph (a)(l)(i)(A), (B), or (C) of this
section, the unit's control period heat input for such year is multiplied by
40 percent.
(ii) For units commencing operation on or after January l, 2007: the average of
the 3 highest amounts of the unit's total converted control period heat input over
the first 5 calendar years following the year in which the unit commenced
operation, or the average of the 2 highest amounts of the unit's total converted
control period heat input over the first 4 calendar years following the year in
which the unit commenced operation, or the maximum total converted control
period heat input over the first 1 to 3 calendar years following the year in which
the unit commenced operation, depending on the maximum number (l to 5) of
such calendar years of data available to the permitting authority for determination
of allowance allocations pursuant to section 96.14l(b).
(iii) Notwithstanding paragraphs (a)(1)(i) and (ii) of this section, for any unit that
is permanently retired and has not operated during the most recent five-year
period for which the permitting authority has data upon which to base
allocations: zero (0)."
4) In lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.142(a)(2)(i), substitute: ''A unit’s control period
heat input, and a unit's status as biomass-fired, coal-fired or oil-fired, for a calendar year
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under paragraph (a)(1)(i) of this section, and a unit’s total tons of NOx emissions during a
calendar year under paragraph (c)(3) of this section, will be determined in accordance
with part 75 of this chapter, to the extent the unit was otherwise subject to the
requirements of part 75 of this chapter for the year, or will be based on the best available
data reported to the permitting authority for the unit. to the extent the unit was not
otherwise subject to the requirements of part 75 of this chapter for the year."
5) In lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.142(a)(2)(ii)(A), substitute: "Except as provided
in paragraph (a)(2)(ii)(B) or (C) of this section, the control period gross electrical output
of the generator or generators served by the unit multiplied by 7,900 Btu/kWh if the unit
is biomass fired (85 percent or more on a Btu basis} for the year, 7.900 Btu/kWh if the
unit is coal-fired for the year, or 6,675 Btu/'kWh if the unit is not biomass-fired or coalfired for the year, and divided by 1.000.000 Btu/mmBtu, provided that if a generator is
served by 2 or more units, then the gross electrical output of the generator will be
attributed to each unit in proportion to the unit's share of the total control period heat
input of such units for the year;"
6) ln lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.142(b)(1), substitute: "For each control period in
2009 and thereafter. the permitting authority will allocate to all CAIR NOx units in the
State that have a baseline heat input (as determined under paragraph (a) of this section a
total amount of CAIR NOx allowances equal to 95 percent of the tons of NOx emissions
in the State trading budget under section 96.140 (except as provided in paragraph (d) of
this section).”
7) In lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.142(c)(1), substitute: 'The permitting authority
will establish a separate new unit set-aside for each control period. Each new unit setaside will be allocated CAIR NOx allowances equal to 5 percent of the amount of tons of
NOx emissions in the State trading budget under section 96.140, adjusted as necessary to
ensure that the sum of all allocations made by the permitting authority does not exceed
the State trading budget."
8) In lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.142(c)(4)(iv), substitute: "If the amount of CAIR
NOx allowances in the new unit set-aside (or the control period is less than the sum under
paragraph (c)(4)(ii) of this section, then the permitting authority will allocate to each
CAIR NOx unit covered by an allowance allocation request accepted under paragraph
(c)(4)(i) of this section the amount of the CAIR NOx allowances requested as adjusted
under paragraph (c)(4)(i) of this section), multiplied by the amount of CAIR NOx
allowances in the new unit set-aside for the control period divided by the sum determined
under paragraph (c)(4)(ii) of this section, and rounded to the nearest whole allowance
using such rounding convention that results in allocation of the precise number of
allowances in the new unit set-aside."
9) In lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.142(d), substitute: "If, after completion of the
procedures under paragraph (c)(4) of this section for a control period, any unallocated
CAIR NOx allowances remain in the new unit set-aside for the control period, the
permitting authority will allocate to each CAIR NOx unit that was allocated CAIR NOx
allowances under paragraph (b) of this section an amount of CAIR NOx allowances equal
to the total amount of such remaining unallocated CAIR NOx allowances, multiplied by
the unit's allocation under paragraph (b) of this section, divided by 95 percent of the
amount of tons of NOx emissions in the State trading budget under section 96.140, and
rounded to the nearest whole allowance using such rounding convention that results in
allocation of the precise number of allowances remaining in the new unit set-aside."
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10) In lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.143(a), substitute: "The permitting authority will
establish a separate compliance supplement pool for the control period in 2009 and will
allocate CAIR NOx allowances equal to 8.335 tons to such pool. These allowances are in
addition to the CAIR NOx allowances allocated under section 96.142."
11) In lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.143(b). substitute: “For any CAIR NOx unit in
the State, if the unit's average annual NOx emission rate for 2007 or 2008 is less than
0.25 lb/mmBtu and, where such unit is included in a NOx averaging plan under section
76.11 of the chapter under the Acid Rain Program for such year, the unit’s NOx
averaging plan has an actual weighted average NOx emission rate for such year equal to
or less than the actual weighted average NOx emission rate for the year before such year
and if the unit achieves NOx emission reductions in 2007 and 2008 the CAIR designated
representative of the unit may request early reduction credits, and allocation of CAIR
NOx allowances from the compliance supplement pool under paragraph (a) of this
section for such early reduction credits, in accordance with the following:"
12) In lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.143(b)(2), substitute: “The CAIR designated
representative of such CAIR NOx unit shall submit to the permitting authority by May 1,
2009, a request, in a format specified by the permitting authority for allocation of an
amount of CAIR NOx allowances from the compliance supplement pool not exceeding
the sum of the unit's heat input for the control period in 2007 multiplied by the difference
(if any greater than zero) between 0.25 lb/mmBtu and the unit's NOx emission rate for
the control period in 2007 plus the unit's heat input for the control period in 2008
multiplied by the difference (if any greater than zero) between 0.25 lb/mmBtu and the
unit's NOx emission rate for the control period in 2008, determined in accordance with
subpart HH of this part and with the sum divided by 2,000 lb/ton and rounded to the
nearest whole number of tons as appropriate."
(e) Subpart FF. CAIR NOx Allowance Tracking System.
(f) Subpart GG. CAIR NOx Allowance Transfers.
(g) Subpart HH, Monitoring and Reporting
(4) CAIR S02 Trading Program. All provisions of the following subparts of 40 CFR Part 96 shall
apply verbatim. The provisions of Subpart III, CAIR SO2 Opt-In Units, shall not apply.
(a) Subpart AAA. CAIR SO2 Trading Program General Provisions.
(b) Subpart BBB. CAIR Designated Representative for CAIR SO2 Sources.
(c) Subpart CCC. Permits.
(d) Subpart FFF. CAIR SO2 Allowance Tracking System.
(e) Subpart GGG. CAIR SO2 Allowance Transfers.
(f) Subpart HHH. Monitoring and Reporting
(5) CAIR NOx Ozone Season Trading Program. Except as otherwise provided herein, all provisions
of the following subparts of 40 CFR Part 96 shall apply verbatim. The provisions of Subpart IIII,
CAIR NOx Ozone Season Opt-In Units, shall not apply.
(a) Subpart AAAA, CAIR NOx Ozone Season Trading Program General Provisions.
(b) Subpart BBBB, CAIR Designated Representative for CAIR NOx Ozone Season Sources.
(c) Subpart CCCC, Permits.
(d) Subpart EEEE, CAIR NOx Ozone Season Allowance Allocations, provided that substitute
language, as set forth below, shall apply in lieu of the indicated provisions.
1. In lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.34l(a), substitute: "By October.31, 2006, the
permitting authority will submit to the Administrator the CAIR NOx Ozone Season
allowance allocations, in a format prescribed by the Administrator and in accordance
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with sections 96 342(a) and (b), for the control periods in 2009, 2010, 2011, and 2012."
2. ln lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.34l(b ), substitute: “By October 31, 2009, and
October 31 of each third year thereafter, the permitting authority will submit to the
Administrator the CAIR NOx Ozone Season allowance allocations, in a format
prescribed by the Administrator and in accordance with sections 96.342(a) and (b), for
the control periods in the fourth, fifth, and sixth years after the year of the applicable
deadline for submission under this paragraph."
3. ln lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.342(a)(l), substitute: "The baseline heat input (in
mmBtu) used with respect to CAIR NOx Ozone Season allowance allocations under
paragraph (b) of this section for each CAIR NOx Ozone Season unit will be;
(i) For units commencing operation before January l, 2000: the average of the 3
highest amounts of the unit's adjusted control period heat input for 2000 through
2004; for units commencing operation on or after January 1, 2000, and before
January 1, 2007: the average of the 3 highest amounts of the unit's adjusted
control period heat input over the first 5 calendar years following the year in
which the unit commenced operation, or the average of the 2 highest amounts of
the unit's adjusted control period heat input over the first 4 calendar years
following the year in which the unit commenced operation. or the maximum
adjusted control period heat input over the first l to 3 calendar years following the
year in which the unit commenced operation depending on the maximum number
(1 to 5) of such calendar years of data available to the permitting authority for
determination of allowance allocations pursuant to sections 96.34l(a) or
96.341(b); with the adjusted control period heat input for each year calculated as
follows:
(A) If the unit is 85 percent or more (on a Btu basis) biomass fired during
the year and is subject to best available control technology (BACT) for
NOx emissions, the unit's control period heat input tor such year is
multiplied by 150 percent:
(B) If the unit is coal-fired during the year, and not subject to paragraph
(a)( l )(i)(A) of this section for the year, the unit's control period heat
input for such year is multiplied by 100 percent;
(C) If the unit is oil-fired during the year. the unit's control period heat
input for such year is multiplied by 60 percent; and
(D) If the unit is not subject to paragraph (a)(l)(i)(A), (B), or (C) of this
section, the unit's control period heat input for such year is multiplied by
40 percent.
(ii) For units commencing operation on or after January 1, 2007: the average of
the 3 highest amounts of the unit's total converted control period heat input over
the first 5 calendar years following the year in which the unit commenced
operation, or the average of the 2 highest amounts of the unit’s total converted
control period heat input over the first 4 calendar years following the year in
which the unit commenced operation, or the maximum total converted control
period heat input over the first 1 to 3 calendar years following the year in which
the unit commenced operation, depending on the maximum number (1 to 5) of
such calendar years of data available to the permitting authority, for
determination of allowance allocations pursuant to section 96.341(b).
(iii) Notwithstanding paragraphs (a)( l )(i) and (ii) of this section, for any unit
that is permanently retired and has not operated during the most recent five-year
period for which the permitting authority has data upon which to base
allocations; zero (0),"
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4. In lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.342(a)(2)(i), substitute: "A unit's control period
heat input. and a unit's status as biomass-fired, coal-fired or oil-fired, for a calendar year
under paragraph (a)(1)(i) of this section. and a unit's total tons of NOx emissions during a
control period in a calendar year under paragraph (c)(3) of this section, will be
determined in accordance with part 75 of this chapter. to the extent the unit was otherwise
subject to the requirements of part 75 of this chapter for the year, or will be based on the
best available data reported to the permitting authority for the unit to the extent the unit
was not otherwise subject to the requirements of part 75 of this chapter for the year."
5. ln lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.342(a)(2)(ii)(A). substitute:
"Except as provided in paragraph (a)(2)(ii)(B) or (C) of this section. the control period
gross electrical output of the generator or generators served by the unit multiplied by
7.900 Btu/kWh if the unit is biomass fired (85 percent or more on a Btu basis) for the
year. 7,900 Btu/kWh if the unit is coal-fired for the year, or 6,675 Btu/kWh if the unit is
not biomass-fired or coal-fired for the year, and divided by 1,000.000 Btu/mmBtu,
provided that if a generator is served by 2 or more units, then the gross electrical output
of the generator will be attributed to each unit in proportion to the unit's share of the total
control period heat input of such units for the year:"
6. In lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.342(b)(1), substitute:
"For each control period in 2009 and thereafter. the permitting authority will allocate to
all CAIR NOx Ozone Season units in the State that have a baseline heat input (as
determined under paragraph (a) of this section) a total amount of CAIR NOx allowances
equal to 95 percent of the tons of NOx emissions in the State trading budget under section
96.340 (except as provided in paragraph (d) of this section)."
7. In lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.342(c)(1), substitute:
"The permitting authority will establish a separate new unit set-aside for each control
period. Each new unit set-aside will be allocated CAIR NOx Ozone Season allowances
equal to 5 percent of the amount of tons of NOx emissions in the State trading budget
under section 96.340, adjusted as necessary to ensure that the sum of all allocations made
by the permitting authority does not exceed the State trading budget."
8. In lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.342(c)(4)(iv), substitute:
"If the amount of CAIR NOx Ozone Season allowances in the new unit set-aside for the
control period is less than the sum under paragraph (c)(4)(ii) of this section, then the
permitting authority will allocate to each CAIR NOx Ozone Season unit covered by an
allowance allocation request accepted under paragraph (c)(4)(i) of this section the amount
of the CAIR NOx Ozone Season allowances requested (as adjusted under paragraph
(c)(4)(i) of this section), multiplied by the amount of CAIR NOx Ozone Season
allowances in the new unit set-aside for the control period, divided by the sum
determined under paragraph (c)(4)(ii) of this section, and rounded to the nearest whole
allowance using such rounding convention that results in allocation of the precise number
of allowances in the new unit set-aside."
9. In lieu of the language at 40 CFR 96.342(d) substitute:
“If, after completion of the procedures under paragraph (c)(4) of this section for a control
period, any unallocated CAIR NOx Ozone Season allowances remain in the new unit setaside for the control period, the permitting authority will allocate to each CAIR NOx
Ozone Season unit that was allocated CAIR NOx Ozone Season allowances under
paragraph (b) of this section an amount of CAIR NOx Ozone Season allowances equal to
the total amount of such remaining unallocated CAIR NOx Ozone Season allowances,
multiplied by the unit's allocation under paragraph (b) of this section, divided by 95
percent of the amount of tons of NOx emissions in the State trading budget under section
96.340, and rounded to the nearest whole allowance using such rounding convention that
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results in allocation of the precise number of allowances remaining in the new unit setaside."
(e) Subpart FFFF. CAIR NOx Ozone Season Allowance Tracking System.
(f) Subpart GGGG, CAIR NOx Ozone Season Allowance Transfers.
(g) Subpart HHHH, Monitoring and Reporting.
New 9-4-06, Amended 4-1-07, 10-6-08
__________________________________________________________________62-296.470
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72 FR 58016

62-296.500 Reasonably Available Control Technology (RACT) Volatile Organic
Compounds (VOC) and Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) Emitting Facilities.
(1) Applicability.
(a) The specific emission limiting standards and other requirements of Rules 62-296.500 through
62-296.516, F.A.C., shall apply to each stationary VOC-emitting stationary emissions unit in
Broward, Duval, Hillsborough, Miami-Dade, Orange, Palm Beach, or Pinellas County, except for
any emission unit which has been or would be subject to Prevention of Significant Deterioration
review or Preconstruction Review for Nonattainment Areas, existing VOC-emitting facilities in
areas designated as air quality maintenance areas for ozone under Rule 62-204.340, F.A.C. In
addition, the emission limiting standards of these rules shall apply to new and modified VOCemitting facilities in areas designated as air quality maintenance areas for ozone under Rule 62204.340, F.A.C., except those new and modified VOC-emitting facilities which have been or
would be subject to review pursuant to 40 C.F.R. 52.21, as adopted and incorporated by reference
in Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or Rule 17-2.17 (repealed), 17-2.500 (transferred), 17-2.510
(transferred), 62-212.400 or 62-212.500, F.A.C.
(b) In addition to the applicable requirements of this rule, section the specific emission limiting
standards and other requirements of Rule 62-296.570, F.A.C., shall apply in Broward, Dade, and
Palm Beach Counties to major VOC-emitting facilities not regulated in whole under Rules 62296.501 through 62-296.516, F.A.C., and major NOx-emitting facilities, except those new and
modified major VOC- and NOx-emitting facilities which have been or would be subject to
Prevention of Significant Deterioration review or Preconstruction Review for Nonattainment
Areas, review pursuant to 40 C.F.R. 52.21, as adopted and incorporated by reference in Rule 62204.800, F.A.C., or Rule 17-2.17 (repealed), 17-2.500 (transferred), 17-2.510 (transferred), 62212.400, or 62-212.500, F.A.C.
(2) Permit, Recordkeeping, and Compliance Reporting Requirements.
(a) Permits - Special Considerations.
1. Permits to construct or operate are required for all emission units subject to a specific
emission limiting standard or other requirement of Rules 62-296.501 through 62-296.516,
F.A.C., or Rule 62-296.570, F.A.C., except those emission units subject to Rule
62-296.512, F.A.C., Cutback Asphalt, or emissions units operating under an Air General
Permit pursuant to Rule 62-210.310, F.A.C.
2. Permits to operate shall contain conditions relating to operation, emission levels, control
equipment, use of low solvent technology or other resource characteristics necessary to
insure compliance with the applicable rules.
(b) Recordkeeping.
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1. An owner or operator of a stationary emissions unit using adhesives, coating, solvents,
and/or graphic arts materials and subject to a specific emission limiting standard or other
requirement of rules 62-296.501 through 62-296.516, or 62-296.570, F.A.C., shall
maintain daily records of operations for the most recent two year period. The records shall
be made available to the local, state, or federal air pollution agency upon request. The
records shall include, but not be limited to, the following:
a. The rule number applicable to the operation for which the records are being
maintained.
b. The application method and substrate type (metal, plastic, paper, etc.).
c. The amount and type of adhesive, coatings (including catalyst and reducer for
multicomponent coatings), solvent, and/or graphic arts material used at each point
of application, including exempt compounds.
d. The VOC content as applied in each adhesive coating, solvent, and/or graphic
arts material.
e. The date for each application of adhesive coating, solvent, and/or graphic arts
material.
f. The amount of surface preparation, clean-up, wash-up of solvent (including
exempt compounds) used and the VOC content of each.
g. Oven temperature (where applicable).
2. VOC content shall be calculated using a percent solids basis (less water and exempt
solvents) for adhesives, coating, and inks, using EPA Reference Method 24.
3. VOC content and density of rotogravure publication inks shall be determined by EPA
Reference Method 24A.
4. The Department may accept, instead of the coating analysis methods required under
Rules 62-296.500(2)(b)2. and 3., F.A.C., a certification by the coating manufacturer of
the composition of the coating if it is supported by actual batch formulation records. The
manufacturer's certification shall be consistent with EPA's document number
450/3-84-019, titled, "Procedures for Certifying Quantity of Volatile Organic Compounds
Emitted by Paint, Ink, and other Coatings,.” effective December 1984, herein adopted
and incorporated by reference (http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref10762).
5. When an emissions unit utilizes add-on controls to achieve compliance, documentation
will be necessary to assure proper operation. Examples of some controls and related
information are:
a. Thermal incinerator – combustion temperature, inlet and outlet VOC
concentration from emission tests, how and when these concentrations were
determined, destruction or removal efficiency, and manufacturer data.
b. Catalytic incinerator – exhaust gas temperature, change in temperature across
catalyst bed, date of last change of catalyst bed, inlet and outlet VOC concentration
from emission tests, how and when these concentrations were determined,
destruction or removal efficiency, and manufacturer data.
c. Condenser – inlet temperature of cooling medium, outlet temperature of
cooling medium, inlet and outlet VOC concentration from emission tests, how
and when these concentrations were determined, removal efficiency, and
manufacturer data.
(c) Reporting. Annually, in accordance with a schedule and reporting format provided by the
Department, the owner or operator of any emissions unit having a Department air operation
permit and subject to a specific emission limitation under Rule 62-296.501 through 62-296.516,
F.A.C., shall provide the Department with proof of compliance with such limitation. Compliance
with the requirements of Rule 62-296.570, F.A.C., shall be demonstrated in accordance with the
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provisions of that rule section.
(3) Exceptions.
(a) Emissions units which in combination with all other emissions units at the facility subject to the
same specific emission limitation under rules 62-296.501 through 62-296.516, F.A.C., emit VOC
at rates of not more than 15 pounds (6.8 kilograms) in any one day and not more than 3 pounds (1.4
kilograms) in any one hour.
(b) Emissions units used exclusively for chemical or physical analysis, or for the determination of
product quality and commercial acceptance, provided:
1. The operation of the emissions unit is not an integral part of any production process;
and,
2. The emissions from the emissions unit do not exceed 800 pounds (363 kilograms) in any
one calendar month.
(4) Consideration of Exempt Solvents – Compliance calculations for coatings containing solvents
exempted under the definition of VOC shall be determined as follows:
Given the mass of VOC and mass of exempt solvent per unit volume of coating, determine the mass of
VOC per unit volume of coating less exempt solvent.
Let
x = mass of exempt solvent per unit volume of coating
y = mass of VOC per unit volume of coating
d = density of exempt solvent
z = mass of VOC per unit volume of coating less exempt solvent.
Then
z = [y/ (1 - x/d)] or
If more than one solvent is present and the individual volumes and densities are known, use:
d

=

d1 V1 + d2 V2 + . . . dn Vn
_____________________
V1 + V2 + . . . Vn

where
V = volume of each component solvent
(5) Compliance may be demonstrated for surface coating and graphic arts facilities on a 24-hour
weighted average basis for a single emissions unit point with a single emission limit.
(6) Specific Emission Limitations. The specific volatile organic compounds emission limiting standards
set forth in rules 62-296.401 through 62-296.416, F.A.C., have been found to represent the application
of RACT for each emissions unit category listed in those rules except for those emissions unit categories
listed in rules 62-296.501 through 62-296.516, and 62-296.570, F.A.C. For those emissions unit
categories the volatile organic compounds emission standards of rules 62-296.501 through 62-296.516,
and 62-296.570, F.A.C., have been found to represent the application of RACT. Emission limitations
for surface coating operations shall be expressed in units of pounds VOC/gallon of solids as applied
rather than pounds VOC/gallon of coating (less water and exempt solvents) when crossline averaging
or compliance using add-on control equipment such as incineration is involved. The method of
calculating pounds VOC/gallon of solids as applied from the pounds VOC/gallon of coating is shown
in Table 296.500-1.
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TABLE 296.500-1 CALCULATION OF POUNDS VOC/GALLON OF SOLIDS
FROM POUNDS VOC/GALLON OF COATING
These calculations shall be determined as follows:
EXAMPLE CONVERSION
GIVEN: COATING OF 3 POUNDS VOC/GALLON OF COATING (LESS WATER AND EXEMPT
SOLVENTS) AND VOC DENSITY OF 7.36 POUNDS VOC/GALLON.
PROBLEM: CONVERT POUNDS VOC/GALLON OF COATING TO POUNDS VOC/GALLON
OF SOLIDS.
STEP 1 – WHAT IS THE VOLUME OF VOC IN 1 GALLON OF COATING?
3 POUNDS VOC
GALLON COATING

×

1 GALLON VOC
7.36 POUNDS VOC

=

0.408 GALLON VOC
GALLON COATING

STEP 2 – WHAT IS THE VOLUME OF SOLIDS IN 1 GALLON COATING?
1 GALLON COATING – VOLUME VOC = VOLUME SOLIDS
1 – 0.408 = 0.592 GALLON SOLIDS
STEP 3 – HOW MANY GALLONS OF COATING DOES IT TAKE TO GET A GALLON OF
SOLIDS? (INVERSE OF STEP 2)
1 GALLON COATING
0.592 GALLON SOLIDS

=

1.689 GALLON COATING
GALLON SOLIDS

STEP 4 – CONVERT 3 POUNDS VOC/GALLON OF COATING TO POUNDS VOC/GALLON OF
SOLIDS
3 POUNDS VOC
× 1.689 GALLON COATING
GALLON COATING
GALLON SOLIDS

=

5.07 POUNDS VOC
GALLON SOLIDS

ANSWER: 3 POUNDS VOC/GALLON OF COATING (LESS WATER AND EXEMPT
SOLVENTS) = 5.07 POUNDS VOC/GALLON OF SOLIDS
History: Formerly 17-2.650(1) - (1)(f), Amended 2-2-93, 4-17-94; Formerly 17-296.500; Amended 11-23-94,
1-1-96, 3-11-10, 8-14-19.
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3rd Revision
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06/16/99
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64 FR 32346
82 FR 46682

62-296.501 Can Coating.
(1) Applicability. The emission limiting standards set forth in Rule 62-296.501, F.A.C., will apply to:
(a) Coating applicators and ovens of sheet, can, or end coating lines involved in sheet basecoat
(exterior and interior) and overvarnish;
(b) Two-piece can exterior (basecoat and overvarnish);
(c) Two- and three-piece can interior body spray;
(d) Two-piece can exterior end (spray or roll coat);
(e) Three-piece can side-seam and end sealing compound operation.
(2) Emission Limiting Standards. No owner or operator of can coating lines subject to Rule
62-296.501, F.A.C., may cause, allow, or permit the discharge into the atmosphere of any volatile
organic compounds in excess of the total discharge that would occur if each coating line complied
with the emission limitations contained in Rule 62-296.501(2)(a) through (d), F.A.C. below.
Compliance Compliancp with these limitations for any given day's operation shall be determined by
using the method contained in 45 FR 80824. A copy of the above referenced document is available
from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., and
may be inspected at the Department's Tallahassee office.
(a) 2.8 pounds per gallon of coating (0.34 kilograms per liter), excluding water, delivered to the
coating applicator of:
1. Sheet basecoat (exterior and interior) and overvarnish, or
2. Two-piece can exterior (basecoat and overvarnish) operation.
(b) 4.2 pounds per gallon of coating (0.50 kilograms per liter), excluding water delivered to the
coating applicator from two- and three-piece can interior body spray and two-piece can exterior
end (spray or roll coat) operations.
(c) 5.5 pounds per gallon of coating (0.66 kilograms per liter), excluding water, delivered to the
coating applicator from three-piece can side-seam spray operations.
(d) 3.7 pounds per gallon of coating (0.44 kilograms per liter) excluding water delivered to the
coating applicator from can side-seams and end sealing compound operations.
(3) Control Technology. The emission limits in subsection 62-296.501(2), F.A.C., shall be achieved
by:
(a) The application of low solvent content coating technology, or
(b) Incineration, provided that 90 percent of the volatile organic compounds (VOC measured as
total combustible carbon) which enter the incinerator are oxidized to carbon dioxide and water.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
Method 24, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by
reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures for Certifying Quantity
of Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted by Paint, Ink, and Other Coatings
(http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298), hereby adopted and incorporated
by reference. incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25, as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule
62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/ 2-78-041, Alternate Test Method for
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Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using a Flame Ionization
Analyzer adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA VOC
Capture Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450subsection 62297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8
hours, unless otherwise approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)1.,; Formerly 17-296.501; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
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62-296.502 Coil Coating.
(1) Applicability. The emission limiting standard set forth in Rule 62-296.502, F.A.C., will apply to
coating applicators, coating lines with or without ovens, and quench areas of coil coating lines involved
in prime and topcoat or single-coat operations.
(2) Emission Limiting Standard. No owner or operator of a coil coating line subject to Rule 62-296.502,
F.A.C., may cause, allow, or permit the discharge into the atmosphere of any volatile organic
compounds in excess of 2.6 pounds per gallon of coating (0.31 kilograms per liter), excluding water
delivered to a coating applicator from prime and topcoat or single-coat operations.
(3) Control Technology. The emission limit under subsection 62-296.502(2), F.A.C., shall be achieved
by:
(a) The application of low solvent content coating technology, or
(b) Incineration, provided that 90 percent of the volatile organic compounds (VOC measured as a
total combustible carbon) which enter the incinerator are oxidized to carbon dioxide and water.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
Method 24, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by
reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures for Certifying Quantity
of Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted by Paint, Ink, and Other Coatings
(http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298), hereby adopted and incorporated
by reference. incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25, as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule
62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/ 2-78-041, Alternate Test Method for
Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using a Flame Ionization
Analyzer, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA VOC
Capture Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450subsection 62SIP Revision 2021-03 Submittal
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297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8
hours, unless otherwise approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)2.,; Formerly 17-296.502; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
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62-296.503 Paper Coating.
(1) Applicability. The emission limiting standards set forth in Rule 62-296.503, F.A.C., will apply to
roll, knife, or rotogravure coaters and drying ovens of paper coating lines. The following standards shall
also apply to saturation operations.
(2) Emission Limiting Standards. No owner or operator of a paper coating line subject to Rule 62296.503, F.A.C., may cause, allow, or permit the discharge into the atmosphere of any volatile organic
compounds in excess of 2.9 pounds per gallon of coating (0.35 kilograms per liter), excluding water,
delivered to the coating applicator from a paper coating line.
(3) Control Technology. The emission limit under subsection 62-296.503(2), F.A.C., shall be achieved
by:
(a) The application of low solvent content coating technology, or
(b) Incineration, provided that 90 percent of the volatile organic compounds (VOC measured as
total combustible carbon) which enter the incinerator are oxidized to carbon dioxide and water.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
Method 24, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by
reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures for Certifying Quantity
of Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted by Paint, Ink, and Other Coatings
(http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298), hereby adopted and incorporated
by reference. incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25, as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule
62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/ 2-78-041, Alternate Test Method for
Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using a Flame Ionization
Analyzer, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA VOC
Capture Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450subsection 62297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8
hours, unless otherwise approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
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History: Formerly 17 2.650(1)(f)3.,; Formerly 17 296.503; Amended 11 23 94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
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62-296.504 Fabric and Vinyl Coating.
(1) Applicability. The emission limiting standards set forth in Rule 62-296.504, F.A.C., will apply to
roll, knife, or rotogravure coaters and drying ovens of fabric and vinyl coating lines. The following
standards shall also apply to saturation operations.
(2) Emission Limiting Standards.
(a) No owner or operator of a fabric coating line or a vinyl coating line subject to Rule 62-296.504,
F.A.C., may cause, allow, or permit the discharge into the atmosphere of any volatile organic
compounds in excess of:
1. 2.9 pounds per gallon of coating (0.35 kilograms per liter), excluding water, delivered to a
coating applicator from a fabric coating line.
2. 3.8 pounds per gallon of coating (0.46 kilograms per liter), excluding water, delivered to a
coating applicator from a vinyl coating line.
(3) Control Technology.
The emission limits under subsection 62-296.504(2), F.A.C., shall be achieved by:
(a) The application of low solvent content coating technology, or
(b) Incineration, provided that 90 percent of the volatile organic compounds (VOC measured as
total combustible carbon) which enter the incinerator are oxidized to carbon dioxide and water.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
Method 24, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by
reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures for Certifying Quantity
of Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted by Paint, Ink, and Other Coatings
(http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298), hereby adopted and incorporated
by reference. incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C..
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25, as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule
62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/ 2-78-041, Alternate Test Method for
Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using a Flame Ionization
Analyzer, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA VOC
Capture Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450subsection 62297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8
hours, unless otherwise approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
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History: Formerly 17 2.650(1)(f)4.,; Formerly 17 296.504; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
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62-296.505 Metal Furniture Coating.
(1) Applicability. The emission limiting standards set forth in Rule 62-296.505, F.A.C., will apply
to the application areas, flash-off areas, and ovens of metal furniture coating lines involved in prime
and topcoat or single-coating operations.
(2) Emissions Limiting Standards. No owner or operator of a metal furniture coating line subject
to Rule 62-296.505, F.A.C., may cause, allow, or permit the discharge into the atmosphere of any
volatile organic compounds in excess of 3.0 pounds per gallon of coating (0.36 kilograms per liter),
excluding water, delivered to the coating applicator from prime and topcoat or single-coat
operations. Credit for transfer efficiency above the baseline of 60% for spray coating operations
can be granted according to the following formula:
X

=

where
X

(TE) (Z) (Y)
Y + (TE) (Z)

=

Y

=

Z

=

TE

=

allowable maximum VOC content (kg VOC/liter of coating less
water)
density of the VOC in the maximum VOC content coating
(kg/liter)
applicable emission limit (kg VOC/liter of coating solids
deposited)
transfer efficiency

An EPA and state approved test method for determination of transfer efficiency above the baseline
is required.
(3) Control Technology. The emission limit under subsection 62-296.505(2), F.A.C., shall be
achieved by:
(a) The application of low solvent content coating technology, or
(b) Incineration, provided that 90 percent of the volatile organic compounds (VOC measured
as total combustible carbon) which enter the incinerator are oxidized to carbon dioxide and
water.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of
this rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
Method 24, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by
reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures for Certifying
Quantity of Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted by Paint, Ink, and Other Coatings
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(http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298), hereby adopted and
incorporated by reference. incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25,
as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7,, adopted and incorporated by reference
at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/ 2-78-041, Alternate Test
Method for Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using a Flame
Ionization Analyzer, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA VOC
Capture Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450subsection 62297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each capture efficiency test run shall be at least
8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620,
F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17 2.650(1)(f)5.,; Formerly 17 296.505; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
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62-296.506 Surface Coating of Large Appliances.
(1) Applicability.
(a) The emission limiting standards set forth in Rule 62-296.506, F.A.C., shall apply to
application areas, flash-off areas, and ovens of large appliance coating lines involved in prime,
single, or topcoat coating operations. Credit for transfer efficiency above the baseline of 60%
for spray coating operations can be granted according to the following formula:
X =
where
X
Y
Z
TE

=
=
=
=

(TE) (Z) (Y)
Y + (TE) (Z)
allowable maximum VOC content (kg VOC/liter of coating less water)
density of the VOC in the maximum VOC content coating (kg/liter)
applicable emission limit (kg VOC/liter of coating solids deposited)
transfer efficiency

An EPA and state approved test method for determination of transfer efficiency above the
baseline is required.
(b) Rule 62-296.506, F.A.C., does not apply to the use of quick-drying lacquers for repair of
scratches and nicks that occur during assembly, provided that the volume of coating does not
exceed one quart (0.95 liters) in any one 8-hour period.
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(2) Emission Limiting Standard. No owner or operator of a large appliance coating line subject to Rule
62-296.506, F.A.C., may cause, allow or permit the discharge into the atmosphere of any volatile
organic compounds in excess of 0.34 kilograms per liter of coating (2.8 pounds per gallon), excluding
water, delivered to the coating applicator from prime, single, or topcoat coating operations.
(3) Control Technology. The emission limit under subsection 62-296.506(2), F.A.C., shall be achieved
by:
(a) The application of low solvent content coating technology, or
(b) Incineration, provided that 90 percent of the volatile organic compounds (VOC measured
as total combustible carbon) which enter the incinerator are oxidized to carbon dioxide and
water.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
Method 24, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by
reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures for Certifying
Quantity of Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted by Paint, Ink, and Other Coatings
(http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298), hereby adopted and
incorporated by reference. incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25,
as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference
at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/ 2-78-041, Alternate Test
Method for Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using a Flame
Ionization Analyzer, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA VOC
Capture Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450subsection 62297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each capture efficiency test run shall be at least
8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620,
F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17 2.650(1)(f)6.,; Formerly 17 296.506; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
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62-296.507 Magnet Wire Coating.
(1) Applicability. The emission limiting standard set forth in Rule 62-296.507, F.A.C., shall apply to
the ovens of magnet wire coating operations.
(2) Emission Limiting Standards. No owner or operator of a magnet wire coating oven subject to Rule
62-296.507, F.A.C., may cause, allow, or permit the discharge into the atmosphere of any volatile
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organic compounds in excess of 1.7 pounds per gallon of coating (0.20 kilograms per liter), excluding
water, delivered to the coating applicator from magnet wire coating operations.
(3) Control Technology. The emission limit under subsection 62-296.507(2), F.A.C., shall be achieved
by:
(a) The application of low solvent content coating technology, or
(b) Incineration, provided that 90 percent of the volatile organic compounds (VOC measured as
total combustible carbon) which enter the incinerator are oxidized to carbon dioxide and water.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
Method 24, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by
reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures for Certifying Quantity
of Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted by Paint, Ink, and Other Coatings
(http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298), hereby adopted and incorporated
by reference. incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25, as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule
62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/ 2-78-041, Alternate Test Method for
Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using a Flame Ionization
Analyzer, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA VOC
Capture Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450subsection 62297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8
hours, unless otherwise approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17 2.650(1)(f)7.,; Formerly 17 296.507; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
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62-296.508 Petroleum Liquid Storage.
(1) Applicability.
(a) The control technology set forth in Rule 62-296.508, F.A.C., shall apply to all fixed roof storage
vessels with capacities equal to or greater than 42,000 gallons (159,000 liters; nominal design 1,000
barrels (bbls.)) containing petroleum liquids whose true vapor pressure is greater than 1.50 psia
(10.3 kilopascals) but shall not be used if the petroleum liquid has a true vapor pressure of 11.0
psia (76 kilopascals) or greater under actual storage conditions.
(b) Rule 62-296.508, F.A.C., shall not apply to volatile petroleum liquid storage vessels:
1. Equipped with external floating roofs before the effective date of this rule, or
2. Having capacities equal to or less than 420,000 gallons (1,590,000 liters; nominal design
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10,000 bbls.) located at oil field production sites and used to store produced oil and
condensate prior to lease custody transfer.
(2) Control Technology. Except as provided under paragraph 62-296.508(1)(b), F.A.C., no owner or
operator of an affected emissions unit under paragraph 62-296.508(1)(a), F.A.C., shall permit the use
of such emissions unit unless:
(a) The emissions unit has been retrofitted with an internal floating roof equipped with a closure
seal, or seals, to close the space between the roof edge and tank wall, or the emissions unit has been
retrofitted with an equally effective alternative control; and,
(b) The emissions unit is maintained such that there are no visible holes, tears, or other openings in
the seal or any seal fabric or materials; and,
(c) All openings, except stub drains are equipped with covers, lids, or seals such that:
1. The cover, lid, or seal is in the closed position at all times except on demand for
sampling, maintenance, repair, or necessary operational practices; and,
2. Automatic bleeder vents are closed at all times except when the roof is floated off or
landed on the roof leg supports; and,
3. Rim vents, if provided, are set to open when the roof is being floated off the roof leg
supports or at the manufacturer’s recommended setting.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule section shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Internal Floating Roof and Roof Seals. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall
be p. 6-2 of EPA 450/2-77-036, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25,
as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference
at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/ 2-78-041, Alternate Test
Method for Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using a Flame
Ionization Analyzer, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA VOC
Capture Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450subsection 62297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each capture efficiency test run shall be at least
8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620,
F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)8.,; Formerly 17-296.508; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 10-6-08, 7-10-14.
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62-296.510 Bulk Gasoline Terminals.
(1) Applicability. The emission limiting standards or control technology set forth in Rule 62-296.510,
F.A.C., applies to bulk gasoline terminals and the appurtenant equipment necessary to load the tank
truck or trailer compartments.
(2) Emission Limiting Standards. Emissions units affected under subsection 62-296.510(1), F.A.C.,
shall not allow mass emissions of volatile organic compounds from control equipment to exceed 4.7
grains per gallon (80 milligrams per liter) of gasoline loaded.
(3) Control Technology. No person shall load gasoline into any tank, trucks or trailers from any bulk
gasoline terminal unless:
(a) Displaced vapors are vented only to the vapor control system; and,
(b) A means is provided to prevent liquid waste from the loading device to exceed the quantity
specified for the self sealing coupler or adapter according to API regulation RP 1004 (or equivalent)
upon the loading device being disconnected or when it is not in use (the above referenced are
available from the American Petroleum Institute, 2101 “L” Street N.W., Washington, D.C. 20037);
and,
(c) All loading and vapor lines equipped with fittings are vapor tight; and,
(d) The bulk gasoline terminal is equipped with a properly installed and operated vapor control
system complying with Rule 62-296.510, F.A.C., and which recovers vapors from the equipment
being controlled or which directs all vapors to a combustion or incineration system.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Vapor Control Emissions. The test methods for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
Methods 2A, and 2B, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-1; and EPA Methods 25A
and 25B, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7; adopted and incorporated and adopted
by reference at Rule 62-204.800in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. sSub-subpargraph 62297.440(2)(b)1.a., F.A.C., shall also apply.
(b) Equipment Vapor-Leak Detection. The test methods for volatile organic compounds shall be
EPA Methods 21, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7; and EPA Method 27, as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-8; adopted and incorporated and adopted by
reference at Rule 62-204.800in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. sSub-subparagraph 62-297.440(2)(b)2.a.,
F.A.C., shall also apply.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17 2.650(1)(f)10.,; Formerly 17 296.510; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
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62-296.511 Solvent Metal Cleaning.
(1) Applicability.
(a) The emission limiting standards and control technology set forth in Rule 62-296.511, F.A.C.,
shall apply to cold cleaning, open-top vapor degreasing, and conveyorized degreasing operations.
All new and existing degreasing facilities using the following halogenated solvents are subject to
the requirements (including compliance deadlines) of the national emission standard for
halogenated solvent degreasers at 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart T, adopted and incorporated by
reference in Rule 62-204.800(9), F.A.C.; carbon tetrachloride, chloroform, tetrachloroethylene,
1,1,1-trichloroethane, trichloroethylene, and methylene chloride. Until compliance is achieved
with the requirements of 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart T, existing (as of November 29. 1993)
halogenated solvent degreasing facilities must also comply with the requirements of this rule. The
requirements of this rule shall not apply to any halogenated solvent degreasing facility after it has
achieved compliance with the requirements of 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart T.
(b) The provisions of Rule 62-296.511, F.A.C., shall apply with the following exceptions:
1. Open-top vapor degreasers with an open area smaller than 10.8 square feet (one square
meter) shall be exempt from paragraph 62-296.511(3)(c), F.A.C.,
2. Conveyorized degreasers with an air/vapor interface smaller than 21.5 square feet (2.0
square meters) shall be exempt from paragraph 62-296.511(4)(b), F.A.C.
(2) Cold Cleaning Control Technology. Except as provided under subsection 62-296.511(1), F.A.C.,
the owner or operator of a cold cleaning facility shall comply with each of the following requirements:
(a) Equip the cleaner with a cover. The cover shall be so designed that it can be easily operated
with one hand if:
1. The solvent volatility is greater than 0.3 pounds per square inch (15 millimeters of mercury
or 2 kilopascals) measured at 100 degrees Fahrenheit (38 degrees Celsius),
2. The solvent is agitated,
3. The solvent is heated.
(b) Equip the cleaner with a facility for draining cleaned parts. The drainage facility shall be
constructed internally so that parts are enclosed under the cover while draining if the solvent
volatility is greater than 0.6 pounds per square inch (31 millimeters of mercury or 4.1 kilopascals)
measured at 100 degrees Fahrenheit (38 degrees Celsius), except that the drainage facility may be
external for the applications where an internal type cannot fit into the cleaning system.
(c) Install one of the following control devices if the solvent volatility is greater than 0.6 pounds
per square inch (31 millimeters of mercury or 4.1 kilopascals) measured at 100 degrees Fahrenheit
(38 degrees Celsius), or if the solvent is heated above 120 degrees Fahrenheit (50 degrees Celsius):
1. Freeboard that gives a freeboard ratio greater than or equal to 0.7, or
2. Water cover (solvent must be insoluble in and heavier than water), or
3. Other systems of equivalent control such as refrigerated chiller or carbon absorption.
(d) Provided a permanent, conspicuous label summarizing the operating requirements.
(e) Store waste solvent only in covered containers and not dispose of waste solvent or transfer it to
another party, such that greater than 20 percent of the waste solvent (by weight) can evaporate into
the atmosphere.
(f) Close the cover whenever parts are not being handled in the cleaner.
(g) Drain the cleaned parts for at least 15 seconds or until dripping ceases.
(h) If used, supply a solvent spray that is a solid fluid stream (not a fine, atomized, or shower-type
spray) at a pressure which does not cause excessive splashing.
(3) Open Top Vapor Degreaser Control Technology. Except as provided under Rule 62-296.511,
F.A.C., the owner or operator of an open top vapor degreaser shall comply with each of the following
requirements:
(a) Equip the vapor degreaser with a cover that can be opened and closed easily without disturbing
the vapor zone.
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(b) Provide the following safety switches:
1. A condenser flow switch and thermostat which shut off the heat if the condenser coolant is
either not circulating or too warm; and,
2. A spray safety switch which shuts off the spray pump if the vapor level drops more than 4
inches (10 centimeters) below the bottom condenser coil; and,
3. A vapor level control thermostat which shuts off the heat when the vapor level rises too high.
(c) Install one of the following control devices:
1. A freeboard ratio greater than or equal to 0.75, and a powered or mechanically assisted cover
if the degreaser opening is greater than 10.8 square feet (1.0 square meter), or
2. Refrigerated chiller, or
3. An enclosed design (cover or door opens only when the dry part is actually entering or exiting
the degreaser), or
4. A carbon adsorption system, with ventilation greater than or equal to 50 cubic feet per minute
per square foot (15 cubic meters per minute per square meter) of air/vapor area (when cover is
open), and exhausting less than 25 parts per million of solvent averaged over one complete
adsorption cycle.
(d) Keep the cover closed at all times except when processing work loads through the degreaser.
(e) Minimize solvent carryout by:
1. Racking parts to allow complete drainage; and,
2. Moving parts in and out of the degreaser at less than 11 feet per minute (3.3 meters per
minute); and,
3. Holding the parts in the vapor zone at least 30 seconds or until condensation ceases; and,
4. Decanting any pools of solvent on the cleaned parts before removal from the vapor zone;
and,
5. Allowing parts to dry within the degreaser for at least 15 seconds or until visually dry.
(f) Not degrease porous or absorbent materials, such as cloth, leather, wood, or rope.
(g) Not occupy more than half of the degreaser’s open-top area with a workload.
(h) Not load the degreaser to the point where the vapor level would drop more than 4 inches (10
centimeters) below the bottom condenser coil when the workload is removed from the vapor zone.
(i) Always spray below the vapor level.
(j) Repair solvent leaks immediately, or shut down the degreaser.
(k) Store waste solvent only in covered containers and not dispose of waste solvent or transfer it to
another party, such that greater than 20 percent of the waste solvent (by weight) can evaporate into
the atmosphere.
(l) Not operate the cleaner so as to allow water to be visually detectable in solvent exiting the water
separator.
(m) Not use ventilation fans near the degreaser opening, nor provide exhaust ventilation exceeding
66 cubic feet per minute per square foot (20 cubic meters per minute per square meter) of degreaser
open area, unless necessary to meet OSHA requirements.
(n) Provide a permanent, conspicuous label, summarizing the operating procedure of paragraphs
62-296.511(3)(d) through (l), F.A.C.
(4) Conveyorized Degreaser Control Technology. Except as provided under subsection 62-296.511(1),
F.A.C., the owner or operator of a conveyorized degreaser shall comply with the following
requirements:
(a) Not use work-place fans near the degreaser opening, nor provide exhaust ventilation exceeding
66 cubic feet per minute per square foot (20 cubic meters per minute per square meter) of degreaser
opening, unless necessary to meet Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
requirements. OSHA regulations are available from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., and may be inspected at the Department’s
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Tallahassee office.
(b) Install one of the following control devices:
1. Refrigerated chiller, or
2. Carbon absorption system, with ventilation greater than or equal to 49 cubic feet per minute
per square foot (15 cubic meters per square meter) of air/vapor area (when downtime covers
are open), and exhausting less than 25 parts per million of solvent by volume averaged over a
complete absorption cycle.
(c) Equip the cleaner with equipment, such as a drying tunnel or rotating (tumbling) basket,
sufficient to prevent cleaned parts from carrying out solvent or liquid vapor.
(d) Provide the following safety switches:
1. A condenser flow switch and thermostat which shut off the sump heat if the condenser
coolant is either not circulating or too warm; and,
2. A spray safety switch which shuts off the spray pump or the conveyor if the vapor level
drops more than 4 inches (10 centimeters) below the bottom condenser coil; and,
3. A vapor level control thermostat which shuts off the heat when the vapor level rises too high.
(e) Minimize openings during operation so that entrances and exits will silhouette workloads with
an average clearance between the parts and the edge of the degreaser opening of less than 4 inches
(10 centimeters) or less than 10 percent of the width of the opening.
(f) Provide downtime covers for closing off the entrance and exit during shutdown hours.
(g) Minimize carryout emissions by:
1. Racking parts for best drainage; and,
2. Maintaining the vertical conveyor speed at less than 11 feet per minute (3.3 meters per
minute).
(h) Store waste solvent only in covered containers and not dispose of waste solvent or transfer it to
another party, such that greater than 20 percent of the waste solvent (by weight) can evaporate into
the atmosphere.
(i) Repair solvent leaks immediately, or shut down the degreaser.
(j) Not operate the cleaner so as to allow water to be visually detectable in solvent exiting the water
separator.
(k) Place downtime covers over entrances and exits of conveyorized degreasers immediately after
the conveyors and exhausts are shutdown and do not remove them until just before a startup.
(5) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule
shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for volatile organic compound emissions from the specified equipment shall
be EPA Method 21, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated
and adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for non-halogenated organic solvent emissions from a destructive add-on control
device shall be EPA Method 25, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and
incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/ 2-78-041,
Alternate Test Method for Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using a Flame
Ionization Analyzer, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(c) The test method for organic solvent emissions from a non-destructive add-on control device shall
be EPA VOC Capture Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450subsection 62297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours,
unless otherwise approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(d) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)12.,; Formerly 17-296.511; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 6-25-96, 10-796, 7-10-14, 11-5-20.
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62-296.512 Cutback Asphalt.
(1) Applicability. The emission limiting control standards or control technology set forth in Rule
62-296.512(2), F.A.C., shall apply to the manufacture and use of cutback asphalts for paving or
maintaining roads, streets, highways, and parking lots.
(2) Control Standards. No person shall cause, allow, or permit the manufacture, mixing, storage, use,
or application of cutback asphalts except where:
(a) Long-life storage of liquid asphalt is necessary, or
(b) Stockpile storage of cold mixed asphaltic concrete patching material is necessary, or
(c) The use or application at ambient temperature less than 50 degrees Fahrenheit (10 degrees
Celsius) as determined by the nearest National Weather Service Station is necessary, or
(d) The cutback asphalt is to be used solely as a penetrating prime coat, or
(e) The cutback asphalt is to be used in a sand seal coat, or
(f) The cutback asphalt is to be used as a tack coat in the routine maintenance of public roads, or
the minor betterment of public roads.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5, incorporated and adopted
by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard
cubic feet.
(b) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)13.; Formerly 17-296.512; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14, 8-1419.
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62-296.513 Surface Coating of Miscellaneous Metal Parts and Products.
(1) Applicability.
(a) The emission limiting standards set forth in subsection 62-296.513(2), F.A.C., shall apply to
surface coating of the following metal parts and products:
1. Large farm machinery, such as harvesting, fertilizing and planting machines, tractors and
combines,
2. Small farm machinery, such as lawn and garden tractors, lawn mowers and rototillers,
3. Small appliances, such as fans, mixers, blenders, crock pots, dehumidifiers and vacuum
cleaners,
4. Commercial machinery, such as office equipment, computers and auxiliary equipment,
typewriters, calculators and vending machines,
5. Industrial machinery, such as pumps, compressors, conveyor components, fans, blowers and
transformers,
6. Fabricated metal products, such as metal covered doors, frames, etc.; and,
7. Any other industrial category which coats metal parts or products under the Standard
Industrial Classification Code of Major Group 33 (primary metal industries), Major Group 34
(fabricated metal products), Major Group 35 (nonelectric machinery), Major Group 36
(electrical machinery), Major Group 37 (transportation equipment), Major Group 38
(miscellaneous instruments), and Major Group 39 (miscellaneous manufacturing industries).
The Standard Industrial Classification Code is available from the Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 20402, and may be
examined at the Department of Environmental Protection, Tallahassee.
(b) The provisions of Rule 62-296.513, F.A.C., shall not apply to the surface coating of the
following metal parts and products:
1. Automobiles and light-duty trucks,
2. Metal cans,
3. Flat metal sheets and strips in the form of rolls or coils,
4. Magnet wire for use in electrical machinery,
5. Metal furniture,
6. Large appliances,
7. Exterior of airplanes,
8. Automobile refinishing,
9. Customized top coating of automobiles and trucks if production is less than 35 vehicles per
day; and,
10. Exterior of marine vessels.
(c) The provisions of Rule 62-296.513, F.A.C., apply to the application area(s), flashoff area(s), air and
forced air dryer(s), and oven(s) used in the surface coating of the metal parts and products listed in
paragraph 62-296.513(1)(a), F.A.C. These provisions also apply to prime coat, top coat, and single coat
operations. Credit for transfer efficiency above the baseline of 60% for spray coating operations can be
granted according to the following formula:
X

=

where
X =
Y =

(TE) (Z) (Y)
Y + (TE) (Z)

allowable maximum VOC content (kg VOC/liter of coating less
water)
density of the VOC in the maximum VOC content coating
(kg/liter)
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Z

=

TE =

applicable emission limit (kg VOC/liter of coating solids
deposited)
transfer efficiency

An EPA and state approved test method for determination of transfer efficiency above the baseline
is required.
(2) Emission Limiting Standards.
(a) No owner or operator of a coating line for miscellaneous metal parts and products shall cause,
allow, or permit the discharge into the atmosphere of any volatile organic compounds in excess of:
1. 4.3 pounds per gallon of coating (0.52 kilograms per liter), excluding water, delivered to a
coating applicator that applies clear coatings,
2. 3.5 pounds per gallon of coating (0.42 kilograms per liter), excluding water, delivered to a
coating applicator in a coating application system that is air dried or forced warm air dried at
temperatures up to 194 degrees Fahrenheit (90 degrees Celsius),
3. 3.5 pounds per gallon of coating (0.42 kilograms per liter), excluding water, delivered to a
coating applicator that applies extreme performance coatings, or
4. 3.0 pounds per gallon of coating (0.36 kilograms per liter), excluding water, delivered to a
coating applicator for all other coatings and coating application systems.
(b) If more than one emission limitation in paragraph 62-296.513(2)(a), F.A.C., applies to a specific
coating, then the least stringent emission limitation shall be applied.
(c) All volatile organic compound emissions from solvent washings shall be considered in the
emission limitations in paragraph 62-296.513(2)(a), F.A.C., unless the solvent is directed into
containers that prevent evaporation into the atmosphere.
(3) Control Technology. The emission limits in paragraph 62-296.513(2)(a), F.A.C., shall be achieved
by:
(a) The application of low solvent coating technology, or
(b) Incineration, provided that 90 percent of the volatile organic compounds (VOC measured as
total combustible carbon) which enter the incinerator are oxidized to carbon dioxide and water.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
Method 24, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by
reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures for Certifying Quantity
of Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted by Paint, Ink, and Other Coatings
(http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298, hereby adopted and incorporated
by reference. Incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25, as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule
62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/ 2-78-041, Alternate Test Method for
Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using a Flame Ionization
Analyzer, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA VOC
Capture Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450subsection 62297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8
hours, unless otherwise approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
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History: Formerly 17 2.650(1)(f)14.; Formerly 17-296.513; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
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62-296.514 Surface Coating of Flat Wood Paneling.
(1) Applicability.
(a) The emission limiting standards set forth in subsection 62-296.514(2), F.A.C., shall apply to all
flat wood manufacturing and surface finishing facilities that manufacture the following products:
1. Printed interior panels made of hardwood, plywood and thin particle board,
2. Natural finish hardwood plywood panels, or
3. Hardboard paneling with Class II finishes.
(b) The provisions stated in subsection 62-296.514(2), F.A.C., do not apply to the manufacture of
exterior siding, tileboard, or particle board used as a furniture component.
(2) Emission Limiting Standards. No owner or operator of a flat wood coating line subject to Rule 62296.514, F.A.C., may cause, allow or permit the discharge into the atmosphere of any volatile organic
compounds in excess of:
(a) 6.0 pounds per 1,000 square feet of coated finished product (2.9 kilograms per 100 square
meters) from the coating of printed interior panels, regardless of the number of coats applied;
(b) 12.0 pounds per 1,000 square feet of coated finished product (5.8 kilograms per 100 square
meters) from the coating of natural finish hardwood plywood panels, regardless of the number of
coats applied, or
(c) 10.0 pounds per 1,000 square feet of coated finished product (4.8 kilograms per 100 square
meters) from the coating of Class II finishes on hardboard panels, regardless of the number of coats
applied.
(3) Control Technology. The emission limits in subsection 62-296.514(2), F.A.C., shall be achieved
by:
(a) The application of low solvent coating technology, or
(b) Incineration, provided that 90% of the volatile organic compounds (VOC measured as total
combustible carbon) which enter the incinerator are oxidized to carbon dioxide and water.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
Method 24, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by
reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures for Certifying Quantity
of Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted by Paint, Ink, and Other Coatings
(http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298), hereby adopted and incorporated
by reference. incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25, as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule
62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/ 2-78-041, Alternate Test Method for
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Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using a Flame Ionization
Analyzer, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA VOC
Capture Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450subsection 62297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8
hours, unless otherwise approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17 2.650(1)(f)15.,; Formerly 17-296.514; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
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62-296.515 Graphic Arts Systems.
(1) Applicability. The control technology and provisions set forth in Rule 62-296.515(2), F.A.C.,
shall apply to all packaging rotogravure, publication rotogravure, or flexographic printing operations
whose prior to control potential to emit volatile organic compounds is equal to or more than 100 tons
per year (90 megagrams per year).
(2) Control Technology.
(a) No owner or operator of a packaging rotogravure, publication rotogravure, or flexographic
printing operation subject to Rule 62-296.515, F.A.C., and employing solvent containing ink shall
cause, allow or permit the operation of the facility unless:
1. The volatile fraction of ink as it is applied to the substrate, contains 25 percent by volume
or less of organic solvent and 75 percent by volume or more of water; or,
2. The ink as it is applied to the substrate, less water, contains 60 percent by volume or more
nonvolatile material; or,
3. An incineration system is employed which oxidizes at least 90 percent of the volatile
organic compounds (VOC measured as total combustible carbon) to carbon dioxide and
water.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA
Method 24 or, 24A, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated
by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures for Certifying
Quantity of Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted by Paint, Ink, and Other Coatings
(http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298), hereby adopted and incorporated
by reference. incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25, as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule
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62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 of EPA 450/ 2-78-041, Alternate Test Method for
Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using a Flame Ionization
Analyzer, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA VOC
Capture Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450subsection 62297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8
hours, unless otherwise approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.

History: Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)16.,; Formerly 17-296.515; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
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62-296.516 Petroleum Liquid Storage Tanks with External Floating Roofs.
(1) Applicability.
(a) The control technology and provisions set forth in Rule 62-296.516(2), F.A.C., shall apply to
all petroleum liquid storage vessels equipped with external floating roofs, having capacities equal
to or greater than 42,000 gallons (159,000 liters, nominal design 1,000 barrels);
(b) Rule 62-296.516(2), F.A.C., shall not apply to petroleum liquid storage vessels which:
1. Are used to store waxy, heavy pour crude oil; or,
2. Have capacities equal to or less than 420,000 gallons (1,590,000 liters, nominal 10,000
barrels) and are used to store crude oil and condensate prior to lease custody transfer; or,
3. Contain a petroleum liquid with a true vapor pressure of less than 1.5 psia (10.15 kPa); or,
4. Contain a petroleum liquid with a true vapor pressure of less than 4.0 psia (27.6 kPa) if
such vessel is of welded construction and presently possesses a metallic-type shoe seal, a
liquid-mounted foam seal, a liquid-mounted liquid-filled type of seal, or other closure device
of demonstrated equivalence approved by the Department; or,
5. Are of welded construction, equipped with a metallic-type shoe primary seal and with a
secondary seal from the top of the shoe seal to the tank wall (shoe-mounted secondary seal).
(2) Control Technology.
(a) No owner or operator of a petroleum liquid storage vessel subject to Rule 62-296.516, F.A.C.,
shall store a petroleum liquid in that vessel unless:
1. The vessel has been fitted with a continuous secondary seal extending from the floating
roof to the tank wall (rim-mounted secondary seal); or another closure or device, approved by
the Department, which is equally effective in controlling emissions; and,
2. All seal closure devices meet the following requirements:
a. The seal(s) are intact and uniformly in place around the circumference of the floating
roof between the floating roof and the tank wall; and,
b. There are no visible holes, tears, or other openings in the seal(s) or seal fabric; and,
c. For vapor mounted (primary) seals, the accumulated area of gaps exceeding 1/8 inch
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(0.32 cm) in width between the secondary seal and the tank wall shall not exceed 1.0
square inch per foot of tank diameter (21.2 square centimeters per meter of tank
diameter); and,
3. All openings in the external floating roof, except for automatic bleeder vents, rim space
vents, and leg sleeves, are:
a. Equipped with covers, seals, or lids in the closed position except when the openings are
in actual use; and,
b. Equipped with projections in the tank which remain below the liquid surface at all
times; and,
4. Automatic bleeder vents are closed at all times except when the roof is floating off or
landed on the roof leg supports; and,
5. Rim vents are set to open when the roof is being floated off the leg supports or at the
manufacturer's recommended setting; and,
6. Emergency roof drains are provided with slotted membrane fabric covers or equivalent
covers which cover at least 90 percent of the area of the opening.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 21, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800,
F.A.C.; and as described in section 5.2 on p. 5-3 of EPA 450/2-78-047, adopted and incorporated
and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.

History: Formerly 17-2.650(1)(f)17.,; Formerly 17-296.516; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
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62-296.570 Reasonably Available Control Technology (RACT) – Requirements for Major
VOC- and NOx-Emitting Facilities.
(1) Applicability.
(a) The requirements of this rule shall apply to those major VOC- and NOx-emitting facilities
specified in paragraph 62-296.500(1)(b), F.A.C.; specifically, to those VOC emissions units
within such facilities which are not regulated for VOC under Rules 62-296.501 through 62296.516, F.A.C., and those VOC and NOx emissions units which have not been exempted
pursuant to paragraph 62-296.500(1)(b), F.A.C., or by a specific provision of Rules 62-296.500
through 62-296.516, F.A.C.
(b) The requirements of this rule shall not apply to emissions units that would otherwise be are
exempt from the air permitting requirements of the Department pursuant to Rule 62-210.300(3),
F.A.C., or that would otherwise be considered insignificant pursuant to Rule 62-213.300(2)(a)1.,
F.A.C., or Rule 62-213.430(6)(b), F.A.C.
(2) Compliance Requirements. Emissions units subject to the requirements of this rule shall comply
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with the operation permit requirements of subsection 62-296.570(3), F.A.C., and the RACT emission
limiting standards of subsection 62-296.570(4), F.A.C. If, pursuant to an air operation or construction
permit, the owner or operator of a emissions unit subject to the requirements of this rule assumes (or
has assumed) a more stringent NOx or VOC emissions limit than the RACT emissions limit
established in subsection 62-296.570(4), F.A.C., for the applicable emissions unit category,
compliance with the emissions unit’s NOx or VOC emissions limit in its air operation or construction
permit shall be considered compliance with RACT for purposes of this rule.
{Subsection 62-296.570(3), F.A.C., is not included in the SIP.}
(3) Operation Permit Requirements.
(a) The owner or operator of any emissions unit subject to the requirements of this rule shall
apply for a new or revised permit to operate in accordance with the provisions of this rule by
March 1, 1993, unless a later filing date is specified by the Department in writing.
(b) If the existing operation permit for any emissions unit subject to the requirements of this rule
would expire between the effective date of this section and March 1, 1993, or any later filing date
specified by the Department, the expiration date of such permit is hereby extended until March 1,
1993, or such later date. This provision shall not apply in the case of a revocation or suspension
of such permit pursuant to Chapter 62-4, F.A.C.
(4) RACT Emission Limiting Standards.
(a) Emissions Testing Compliance Dates and Monitoring.
{Rule subparagraphs 62-296.570(4)(a)1. and 2., F.A.C., are not included in the SIP.}
1. Each applicant for a new or revised operation permit for an emissions unit subject to
the requirements of this rule shall propose a schedule for implementing the RACT
emission limiting standards as expeditiously as practicable but no later than May 31,
1995. The emissions unit shall demonstrate compliance with the RACT emission
limiting standards in accordance with a schedule specified in the emissions unit's air
operation permit issued pursuant to Rule 62-296.570(3), F.A.C.
2. Fuel-specific NOx and VOC emission limits established under this rule shall be
incorporated into the new or revised operation permit for each emissions unit and become
effective in accordance with the terms of the permit.
3. For units that are not equipped with a continuous emission monitoring system (CEMS)
for NOx or VOCs, compliance with the emission limits established in this rule shall be
demonstrated by annual emissions testing is required in accordance with applicable EPA
Reference Methods from as described in 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendices A-1 through A-8,
adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800Rule 62-297.401, F.A.C., or
other methods approved by the Department in accordance with the requirements of Rule
62-297.620, F.A.C., except as otherwise provided in paragraph 62-296.570(4)(b), F.A.C.
If required, such annual emission testing shall be conducted during each federal fiscal
year (October 1 – September 30). Annual emissions compliance testing while firing oil is
unnecessary for units operating on oil for less than 400 hours in the current federal fiscal
year.
4. For units that are equipped with a CEMS, compliance shall be demonstrated based on a
30-day rolling average. The CEMs must meet the performance specifications contained
in 40 Code of Federal Regulations Part 60, Appendix B, or 40 Code of Federal
Regulations Part 75, hereby adopted and incorporated by reference.
(b) Emission Limiting Standards.
{Rule subparagraphs 62-296.570(4)(b)1. through 4., F.A.C., are not included in the SIP.}
1. Emissions of NOx from any rear wall fired, forced circulation, 16-burner, compact
furnace shall not exceed 0.20 lb/million BTU while firing natural gas and 0.36 lb/million
BTU while firing oil.
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2. Emissions of NOx from any front wall fired, natural circulation, 18 burner, compact
furnace shall not exceed 0.40 lb/million BTU while firing natural gas and 0.53 lb/million
BTU of NOx while firing oil.
3. Emissions of NOx from any front wall fired, natural circulation, 24-burner, compact
furnace shall not exceed 0.50 lb/million BTU while firing natural gas and 0.62 lb/million
BTU of NOx while firing oil.
4. Emissions of NOx from any tangentially fired, low heat release, large furnace shall not
exceed 0.20 lb/million BTU while firing natural gas.
5. Emissions of NOx from any gas turbine shall not exceed 0.50 lb/million BTU while
firing natural gas and 0.90 lb/million BTU while firing oil. Unless compliance is
demonstrated using a CEMs, compliance shall be demonstrated by a stack test on one
representative turbine unit within a facility if the turbines are substantially similar.
6. Emissions of VOC and NOx from carbonaceous fuel burning facilities, other than
waste-to-energy facilities, shall not exceed 5.0 lbs/million BTU and 0.9 lb/million BTU,
respectively.
7. Emissions of NOx from any oil-fired diesel generator shall not exceed 4.75 lb/million
BTU.
8. Emissions of NOx from any cement plant shall not exceed 2.0 lb/million BTU.
9. Emissions of NOx from any other external combustion emissions unit subject to the
requirements of this rule, and not covered in Rule 62-296.570(4)(b)1. through 8., F.A.C.,
shall not exceed 0.50 lb/million BTU. Emissions Compliance shall be determined
demonstrated annually in accordance with the applicable EPA Method from 40 C.F.R.
Part 60, Appendices A-1 through A-8, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62204.800Rule 62-297.401, F.A.C., or other method approved by the Department in
accordance with the requirements of Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
10. Emissions of VOC from resin coating operations shall be limited by the use of lowVOC resin or thermal oxidation of emissions from the purge cycle.
11. Emissions of VOC from any emissions unit subject to this rule but specifically
exempted from any of the control technology requirements of Rules 62-296.501, through
62-296.516, F.A.C., shall not exceed the applicable exemption criteria.
(c) Exception for Startup, Shutdown, or Malfunction. The emission limits in this rule shall apply
at all times except during periods of startup, shutdown, or malfunction as provided by Rule 62210.700, F.A.C.
History: New 2-2-93; Amended 4-17-94; Formerly 17-296.570; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 3-2-99, 7-1014.
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62-296.600 Reasonably Available Control Technology (RACT) - Lead.
(1) Applicability. Any new or existing lead processing operation that is located in the area of
Hillsborough County encompassed within a radius of 5 kilometers centered at UTM coordinates
364.0 East, 3093.5 North, zone 17 (in city of Tampa), designated as unclassifiable for the 1978 Lead
National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) in 40 C.F.R., Part 81, §81.310, as adopted and
incorporated by reference in Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or within 50 kilometers outside the boundary
an area designated under Chapter 62-275, F.A.C., as a lead nonattainment or air quality maintenance
area, or in the area of influence of such an area, shall limit the emission of lead through the
application of reasonably available control technology (RACT) as specified in Rules 62-296.601
through 62-296.605, F.A.C.
(2) Compliance Requirements. Lead processing operations subject to the requirements of this rule
shall comply with the permit requirements, operation and maintenance plan requirements,
recordkeeping and reporting requirements, and compliance demonstration requirements of subsections
62-296.600(3) through 62-296.600(6), F.A.C., respectively, the general requirements of rule 62296.601, F.A.C., and the specific emission limiting standards of rules 62-296.602 through 62-296.605,
F.A.C. For existing facilities, compliance with these requirements shall be achieved as expeditiously
as possible, in accordance with a schedule of compliance established in the permit required pursuant to
this rule.
(3) Permit Requirements. By September 30, 1994, the owner or operator of any existing facility subject
to the requirements of this rule shall apply for a new or revised federally enforceable, as defined in rule
62-210.200, F.A.C., air permit, pursuant to chapter 62-4, F.A.C., addressing the requirements of this
rule.
(4) Operation and Maintenance Plan. In any application for a permit, the owner or operator of any
facility subject to the requirements of this rule shall submit to the Department an operation and
maintenance plan for the lead emissions control devices, collection systems, and processing systems.
The operation and maintenance plan shall include quarterly inspection methods for the lead emissions
control devices, including black light leak detection tests or broken bag detectors in the baghouses, to
prevent reduced lead collection efficiency. Lead oxide handling operations with the potential to emit
200 pounds or less of lead per year shall be exempt from this operation and maintenance plan provision.
(5) Recordkeeping and Reporting. The owner or operator of any facility subject to the requirements of
this rule shall keep the following records for a minimum of two years, and make them available to any
representative of the Department or an approved local air program upon request:
(a) Records of control equipment operating parameters.
(b) Maintenance records on the control equipment, including black-light tests, bag replacements,
structural repairs, and motor replacements.
(c) Records of control system malfunctions or failures and corrective actions taken.
(6) Emissions Determination Compliance Demonstration. The owner or operator of any facility
subject to an emissions limiting standard pursuant to Rules 62-296.602 through 62-296.605, F.A.C.,
shall determine emissions demonstrate compliance with such limit by the initial compliance date
established in the permit required pursuant to this rule, or in accordance with the terms of any
construction permit addressing the requirements of this rule, and every five years thereafter unless a
more frequent schedule is specified in the permit. Emissions Compliance shall be determined
demonstrated as follows:
(a) Compliance with lLead emissions standards shall be determined demonstrated by EPA
Method 12, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-5, adopted and incorporated by
reference at Rule 62-204.800in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) Compliance with oOpacity standards shall be determined demonstrated by EPA Method 9, as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62204.800in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
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History: New: 8-8-94, Formerly 17-296.600, Amended 1-1-96, 3-13-96, 7-10-14, 8-14-19.
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62-296.601 Lead Processing Operations in General.
(1) Applicability. The provisions of this rule shall apply to all lead processing operations as
specified in Rule 62-296.600(1), F.A.C.
(2) Prohibition.
(a) No owner or operator of a lead processing operation shall cause, allow, or permit the
emissions of lead, including emissions of lead from vehicular movement, transportation of
materials, construction, alteration, demolition or wrecking, or industrially-related activities such
as loading, unloading, charging, melting, tapping, casting, storing or handling, unless reasonably
available control technology is employed to control such lead emissions.
(b) Examples of measures that constitute RACT are:
1. Paving, curbing, and maintaining roads, parking areas and yards which are routinely used
by vehicular traffic.
2. Applying water or chemicals to control emissions from such activities as demolition of
buildings, grading roads, construction, and land clearing.
3. Installing a permanent sprinkler system to continuously moisten open stock piles.
4. Vacuuming the roads and other paved areas under the control of the owner or operator of
the facility to prevent lead from becoming airborne.
5. Landscaping or vegetating unpaved roads, parking areas and yards.
6. Using hoods, fans, filters, and similar equipment to capture, contain, and control lead
emissions.
7. Enclosing or covering conveyor systems.
8. Using walls or windbreaks to contain lead-bearing scrap, products, or raw materials.
(c) As part of any application for a permit, the owner or operator of any facility subject to the
requirements of this rule shall submit to the Department a description of the reasonably available
control technology that will be employed to meet the requirements of this section.
History: New 8-8-94, Formerly 17-296.601, Amended 1-1-96.
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{Note: 1st and 2nd Revisions might be combined into one revision.}
62-296.602 Primary Lead-Acid Battery Manufacturing Operations.
(1) Emission Limiting Standards. No owner or operator of a primary lead-acid battery manufacturing
operation subject to Rule 62-296.600, F.A.C., shall cause, allow, or permit the discharge into the
atmosphere of lead in excess of the following emission standards, in grains of lead per dry standard
cubic foot, nor shall visible emissions exceed the following standards, in percent opacity:
(a) Grid casting sources: 0.000176 grains and 0% opacity.
(b) Paste mixing sources: 0.00044 grains and 0% opacity.
(c) Three-process operation sources: 0.00044 grains and 0% opacity.
(d) Lead oxide manufacturing sources: 0.0005 grains and 0% opacity.
(e) Lead reclamation sources: 0.00198 grains and 5% opacity.
(f) Any other lead sources: 0.00044 grains and 0% opacity.
(2) Collection Systems. Collection systems representing RACT shall be installed and operated to
capture, contain, and control lead emissions resulting from all lead-emitting processes including
charging, melting, tapping, and casting. No lead emissions shall be vented to the outside of any
enclosed or partially enclosed process unless RACT is employed to control such emission.
(3) Attainment Demonstration. As part of the initial application for the permit required pursuant to
subsection 62-296.600(3), F.A.C., the owner or operator of a facility subject to the requirements of
this rule shall demonstrate to the Department that, after the application of RACT, the facility shall not
cause or contribute to a violation of the national ambient air quality standard for lead as set forth in
Rule 62-204.240, F.A.C. The demonstration shall be made using air quality models as provided in 40
C.F.R. Part 51, Appendix W, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800 subsection
62-204.220(2), F.A.C., and shall address both stack and fugitive emissions.
History: New: 8-8-94, Formerly 17-296.602, Amended 1-1-96, 3-13-96, 7-10-14.
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62-296.603 Secondary Lead Smelting Operations.
(1) Emission Limiting Standards. No owner or operator of a secondary lead smelting operation subject
to Rule 62-296.600, F.A.C., shall cause, allow, or permit the discharge into the atmosphere of lead in
excess of the following emission standards, in grains of lead per dry standard cubic foot, nor shall
visible emissions exceed the following standards, in percent opacity:
(a) Blast and slag furnaces: 0.010 grains and 3% opacity at the exit point of the emissions control
device.
(b) Blast furnace charging: 0.002 grains and 3% opacity at the exit point of the emissions control
device.
1. Visible emissions from the closed charge doors on the blast furnace shall not exceed 3%
opacity during furnace operation.
2. Visible emissions from the charge doors on the blast furnace shall not exceed 6% opacity
during charging operation.
(c) Blast and slag furnaces, slag and product tapping: 0.002 grains and 3% opacity at the exit point
of the emissions control device.
(d) Melt kettles and pot furnaces: 0.0002 grains and 3% opacity.
(e) Battery cracking operations: 3% opacity.
(f) Slag handling and processing operations: 0.0000333 grains and 3% opacity.
(2) Collection Systems. Collection systems representing RACT shall be installed and operated to
capture, contain, and control lead emissions resulting from the storage, transport, and processing of all
lead-bearing materials and products at secondary lead smelting operations. No lead emissions shall be
vented to the outside of any enclosed or partially enclosed process unless RACT is employed to control
such emissions.
(3) Attainment Demonstration. As part of the initial application for the permit required pursuant to
subsection 62-296.600(3), F.A.C., the owner or operator of a facility subject to the requirements of
this rule shall demonstrate to the Department that, after the application of RACT, the facility shall not
cause or contribute to a violation of the national ambient air quality standard for lead as set forth in
Rule 62-272.300, F.A.C. The demonstration shall be made using air quality models as provided in 40
C.F.R. Part 51, Appendix W, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800Rule 62210.500, F.A.C., and shall address both stack and fugitive emissions.
History: New 8-8-94, Formerly 17-296.603, Amended 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
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{Note: 1st and 2nd Revisions might be combined into one revision.}
62-296.604 Electric Arc Furnace Equipped Secondary Steel Manufacturing Operations.
(1) Emission Limiting Standards. No owner or operator of a secondary steel manufacturing
operation subject to Rule 62-296.600, F.A.C., shall cause, allow or permit the discharge of lead into
the atmosphere in excess of the following emission standards, in grains of lead per dry standard cubic
foot as a weighted average of the exhaust from the entire control equipment system, nor shall visible
emissions exceed the following standards, in percent opacity:
(a) Electric arc furnace control device: 0.0002 grains and 3% opacity.
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(b) Melt shop building roof ventilators: 6% opacity.
(2) Collection Systems. Collection systems representing RACT shall be installed and operated to
capture, contain, and control lead emissions resulting from all lead-emitting processes including
charging, melting, tapping, and casting. No lead emissions shall be vented to the outside of any
enclosed or partially enclosed process unless RACT is employed to control such emission.
(3) Attainment Demonstration. As part of the initial application for the permit required pursuant to
subsection 62-296.600(3), F.A.C., the owner or operator of a facility subject to the requirements of
this rule shall demonstrate to the Department that, after the application of RACT, the facility shall not
cause or contribute to a violation of the national ambient air quality standard for lead as set forth in
Rule 62-272.300, F.A.C. The demonstration shall be made using air quality models as provided in 40
C.F.R. Part 51, Appendix W, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800Rule 62210.500, F.A.C., and shall address both stack and fugitive emissions.
History: New 8-8-94, Formerly 17-296.604, Amended 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
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{Note: 1st and 2nd Revisions might be combined into one revision.}
62-296.700 Reasonably Available Control Technology (RACT) Particulate Matter.
(1) Applicability.
(a) Emissions of particulate matter shall be limited through the application of Reasonably
Available Control Technology (RACT) for aAny existing emissions unit, issued an air permit on
or before May 30, 1988, that emits particulate matter and is located in:
1. That portion of Hillsborough County which falls within the area of the circle having a
centerpoint at the intersection of US 41 South and State Road 60 and a radius of 12
kilometers;
2. The downtown Jacksonville area in Duval County located within the following boundary
lines: south and then west along the St. Johns River from its confluence with Long Branch
Creek, to Main Street; north along Main Street to Eighth Street; east along Eighth Street to
Evergreen Avenue; north along Evergreen Avenue to Long Branch Creek; and east along
Long Branch Creek to the St. Johns River; or
3. An area within 50 kilometers outside the boundary of such an area as described in
subparagraph 62-296.700(1)(a)1. or 2., F.A.C., above.
a particulate matter air quality maintenance area or in the area of influence of such an area,
except an emissions unit which has received a determination of Best Available Control
Technology pursuant to Rule 17-2.630 (repealed) or 62-296.330 (repealed), F.A.C., or
received a permit in connection with Rule 17-2.500 (transferred), 17-2.510 (transferred), 62212.400 or 62-212.500, F.A.C., shall limit the emission of particulate matter through the
application of Reasonably Available Control Technology (RACT) as specified in Rules 62296.701 through 62-296.712, F.A.C., or Rules 62-296.401 through 62-296.415, F.A.C.
(b) (Reserved)
(2) Exemptions. The following facilities and emissions units which are located within a particulate
matter air quality maintenance area or area of influence are exempt from the provisions of this rule
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section:
(a) Any facility with total maximum allowable emissions of particulate matter of less than 15
tons per year and 5 pounds per hour.
(b) Any facility whose owner or operator demonstrates to the Department that the impact within
an area as described in subparagraph 62-296.700(1)(a)1. or 2., F.A.C., above, that the designated
air quality maintenance area of the total maximum allowable particulate matter emissions from
such facility will not exceed l ug/m3, annual average, and 5 ug/m3, 24-hour average.
(c) Any emissions unit which has total allowable emissions of particulate matter of less than one
ton per year.
(d) Any emissions unit of unconfined particulate matter which is located more than five
kilometers outside the boundary of an area as described in subparagraph 62-296.700(1)(a)1. or 2.,
F.A.C., above. a particulate matter air quality maintenance area.
(e) Any emissions unit of unconfined particulate matter from open stockpiling of materials,
vehicular traffic and other emissions from roads and plant grounds, or construction activities.
(f) Any moveable drop transfer point where the discharge point and receiving point of the materials
being handled must be moved in relationship to each other, either continuously or intermittently,
such that enclosure of the drop transfer point with a device to control emissions of particulate matter
is not practicable.
(g) Any emissions unit which has received a determination of Best Available Control Technology
pursuant to Rule 17-2.630 (repealed) or 62-296.330 (repealed), F.A.C., or received a permit in
connection with Rule 17-2.500 (transferred), 17-2.510 (transferred), 62-212.400 (Prevention of
Significant Deterioration) or 62-212.500 (Preconstruction Review of Nonattainment Areas),
F.A.C.
(3) Specific RACT Emission Limiting Standards for Stationary Emissions Units. The specific
particulate matter emission limiting standards set forth in rules 62-296.401 through 62-296.414, F.A.C.,
have been found to represent the application of RACT for each emissions unit category listed in those
rules, except for those emissions unit categories listed in rules 62-296.701 through 62-296.712, F.A.C.
For those emissions unit categories the particulate matter emission standards in rules 62-296.701
through 62-296.712, F.A.C., have been found to represent the application of RACT.
(4) Maximum Allowable Emission Rates.
(a) Emissions Unit Data. The new or revised operating permit for each emissions unit subject to
the provisions of this rule section shall specify:
1. The maximum heat input rate, charging rate, production rate, through-put rate, and/or
materials handling rate, as appropriate. The maximum heat input rate, charging rate, production
rate, through-put rate, or materials handling rate shall be the maximum rate at which the
emissions unit is capable of being operated on a continuous basis.
2. The maximum dry standard volumetric flow rate for each emission point, when applicable:
The maximum dry standard volumetric flow rate for each emissions unit or component
emissions unit operation shall be the minimum dry standard volumetric flow rate that is
necessary to safely and properly vent or operate the emissions unit when it is operated at its
maximum continuous operating rate.
3. The control device through which each gas stream is vented and the emission point from
which each gas stream is discharged to the open air,
4. The height above ground, exit diameter, UTM coordinates, and nature of each emission point
through which particulate is or may be vented,
5. The exit gas temperature, actual volumetric flow rate and moisture content of each particulate
bearing gas stream that is or may be vented to the open air,
6. Pertinent operating or control equipment parameters, such as pH of scrubber solution,
pressure drop in scrubber, pressure on spray nozzle, etc., when such information is needed to
confirm the control device is operating normally,
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7. The permitted operating schedule (hrs./day, days/wk., wk./yr.).
(b) Maximum Emission Rates. The new or revised operating permit for each emissions unit shall
specify the maximum allowable emission rate for each emissions unit or group of commonly vented
emissions units sources in accordance with the following provisions:
1. The maximum allowable emission rate expressed in lbs/hr, lbs/day and tons/yr (or other
equivalent units) shall be determined for each emissions unit (for example, each drop transfer
point, screening operation, kiln, or dryer) by applying the appropriate emission limitation
contained in rules 62-296.401 through 62-296.414, F.A.C., or rules 62-296.701 through 62296.712, F.A.C., to the maximum applicable emissions unit operation rate or dry standard
volumetric flow rate and the permitted operating schedule as specified in the operating permit
pursuant to the provisions of paragraph 62-296.700(4)(a), F.A.C.
2. If several emissions units are vented through a common control device or emission point,
the maximum allowable emission rate for the common emission point shall be the sum of the
individual maximum allowable emission rates for each emissions unit vented by the emission
point.
3. The owner or operator of an emissions unit or a group of emissions units that is subject to an
emission limitation set forth in rules 62-296.701 through 62-296.712, F.A.C., and that is vented
through more than one emission point, shall, subject to the approval of the Department, prorate
the total allowable emission for such emissions unit among all emission points that vent the
affected emissions unit such that a specific maximum allowable emission rate is assigned to
each emission point. The operating permits for emissions units shall be revised in accordance
with subsection 62-296.700(4), F.A.C., to reflect the maximum allowable emission rates for
each emission point.
4. The operating permit shall specify whether compliance shall be determined by measuring
the emissions vented from each individual emissions unit or by measuring the emissions from
the common emission point. In determining whether compliance shall be determined for each
emissions unit individually or for a group of commonly vented emissions units at the common
emission point, the department shall consider the following factors:
a. If all emissions units that are vented through a common emission point are subject to the
same type of emission limiting standard (i.e., grains per dry standard cubic foot (gr/dscf))
and are all part of the same system of unit operations such that when one emissions unit is
in operation the other emissions units will also normally be in operation, the Department
may specify that compliance be determined at the common point of emission.
b. If the various emissions units that are vented through a common emission point are parts
of different operating systems or are subject to different types of emission limiting
standards (i.e., gr/dscf, lbs/ton of feed, lbs/MMBTU, percent opacity, etc.). The
Department may specify that compliance with the various emission standards be
determined separately for each emissions unit operation.
(5) Circumvention. No owner or operator of an emissions unit subject to the requirements of rules 62296.401 through 62-296.414 or rules 62-296.701 through 62-296.712, F.A.C., establishing maximum
concentrations of emissions of particulate matter in the exhaust gas from the emissions unit shall
circumvent the provisions of an applicable emission limitation by increasing the volume of gas in any
exhaust or group of exhausts for the purpose of reducing the stack gas concentration. This includes
allowing dilution air to enter the system through leaks, open vents, or similar means.
(6) Operation and Maintenance Plan. The new or revised operating permit for each emissions unit
subject to the provisions of this rule section shall specify an operation and maintenance plan for the
particulate control devices, the collection systems and the processing systems.
(a) Air Pollution Control Devices and Collection Systems. The plan shall include a schedule for
the maintenance and inspection of each control device and collection system and a schedule for
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recording performance parameters of the control devices, collection systems and auxiliary
equipment. Records of inspections, maintenance and performance data of control devices and
auxiliary equipment shall be retained by the emissions unit for a minimum of two years and shall
be made available to the Department upon request. The performance parameters shall include such
physical, chemical or electrical characteristics as are applicable to the particular emissions unit and
which are indicators of the condition, operating rates and efficiencies. Such parameters may
include, but shall not be limited to, the following indicators for:
1. Scrubbers
Pressure drop, total
Pressure drop, scrubber
Pressure drop, mist eliminator
Liquor feed rate
Liquor feed composition and pH
Liquor feed solids and undissolved solids contents
Water makeup rate
Fan(s) current at rated voltage
Pump(s) current at rated voltage
Gas flowrate
Gas temperatures, inlet and outlet (minimum)
2. Baghouses
Bag pressure drop
Gas flowrate: direct method preferred; indirect method acceptable
Air to cloth ratio
Bag Weave
Bag material
Gas temperature, inlet and outlet
Bag cleaning conditions:
Pulse: Air pressure
Shake: shaker motor current
Reverse: reverse air fan current
Bag cleaning cycle:
Shake: duration, frequency, and delay periods
Reverse: duration, frequency, and delay periods
3. Electrostatic Precipitators
The following information shall be recorded unless otherwise agreed to by the Department:
Primary voltage
Primary current
Secondary current
Spark rate
Additional information, including but not limited to the following, may be required to be
included as descriptive information in the operation and maintenance plan, but shall not be
required to be recorded routinely unless the Department determines that a precipitator’s
ability to achieve compliance with applicable emission limiting standards is questionable:
Secondary voltage
Rapper frequency, plate
Rapper Vibrator frequency, wire
Rapper duration, plate
Rapper Vibrator duration, wire
Gas temperature, inlet and outlet
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Estimated gas flowrate
Static pressure
(b) Control Equipment Data. The Operation and Maintenance plan shall include identification of
control device(s) for each emissions unit subject to provisions of this rule section including but not
limited to the following appropriate design specifications and other descriptive data:
1. Manufacturer,
2. Model name and number,
3. Type: scrubber, baghouse, electrostatic precipitator, dry scrubber, etc.,
4. Design flow rate (liquid and/or gas),
5. For EPS's: primary and secondary voltage and current,
6. Efficiency rating at design capacity,
7. Pressure drop,
8. Liquid to gas ratio,
9. Scrubbing liquor composition.
(c) Processing or Materials Handling Systems.
1. Appropriate parameters of processing or materials handling systems provide a measure of
the rate of operations. The operation and maintenance plan shall include performance
parameters which indicate the rate of operation, process weight through-put, the fuel or other
energy source, the materials being processed or other physical or chemical characteristics, as
applicable. Such parameters may include, but shall not be limited to the following:
a. Weight per unit time of raw materials input,
b. Process temperature or pressure,
c. Fuel or fuel mixture,
d. Chemical or physical data on product or raw materials,
e. Air to fuel ratio or percent excess oxygen,
f. Electrical power use rate by auxiliary equipment.
2. The plan shall contain inspection and maintenance schedules including periodic assessments
of the condition of manholes, ducting, breaching, hoods, conveyor and elevator housing,
loading sheds and other equipment, and a schedule for recording of performance parameter
data.
(d) Fossil Fuel Steam Generators. The operation and maintenance plan for fossil fuel steam
generators may include, but shall not be limited to, the following:
Steam flow
Fuel type (e.g., gas, oil, coal, or mixtures thereof)
Consumption rate for type(s) of fuel(s) burned
Fuel oil temperature (if applicable)
(e) Records of inspection, maintenance and performance parameter data shall be retained for a
minimum of two years and shall be made available to the Department upon request.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(a)-(g),; Formerly 17-296.700; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 8-14-19.
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62-296.701 Portland Cement Plants.
(1) Applicability. The emission limitations set forth in Rule 62-296.701, F.A.C., shall apply to kilns
and clinker coolers which are part of a Portland Cement Plant.
(2) Emission Limitations.
(a) Kilns. No owner or operator of a Portland Cement kiln shall cause, permit, or allow the
emission of particulate matter in excess of 0.50 pounds per ton to the kiln (dry basis, excluding
fuel), or visible emissions the density of which is greater than 20 percent opacity.
(b) Clinker coolers. No owner or operator of a Portland Cement clinker cooler shall cause,
permit, or allow the emission of particulate matter in excess of 0.25 pounds per ton of feed to the
kiln (dry basis, excluding fuel), or visible emissions the density of which is greater than 20
percent opacity.
(3) Alternate Emission Limitations.
(a) Applicability. The alternate emission limitations set forth in Rule 62-296.701(3)(b), F.A.C.,
shall apply to the Portland Cement plants located in Hillsborough County south of State Highway
60 in Tampa.
(b) Emission Limitations.
1. Clinker Kilns - All Portland Cement Plants shall not cause, permit, or allow the
emission of particulate matter from Clinker Kilns in excess of 95 lbs./hr. as determined
by EPA Method 5 nor in excess of 40 lbs./hr. as determined by EPA Method 17, or
visible emissions the density of which is greater than 20 percent opacity as measured
using a certified in-stack transmissometer. When method 17 is used the stack
temperature shall not exceed 500 degrees Fahrenheit.
2. Clinker Coolers - All Portland Cement Plants shall not cause, permit, or allow the
emission of particulate matter from Clinker Coolers in excess of 45 lbs/hr as determined
by EPA Method 5, or visible emissions the density of which is greater than 20 percent
opacity as determined by EPA Method 9.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) For emissions units subject to the visible emissions standard in Rule 62-296.701(2), F.A.C.,
the test method shall be EPA Method 9, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter
62-297, F.A.C.
(b) A transmissometer shall be used to determine compliance with the visible emission standard
in Rule 62-296.701(3), F.A.C. The transmissometer shall be calibrated in accordance with Rule
62-297.520, F.A.C., and 40 CFR 60.13.
(c) The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5, incorporated and adopted
by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard
cubic feet.
(d) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c); Amended 6-29-93; Formerly 17-296.701; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
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62-296.702 Fossil Fuel Steam Generators.
(1) Applicability. The emission limitations set forth in Rule 62-296.702, F.A.C., shall apply to fossil
fuel steam generating facilities including one or more boilers which individually or in combination have
a heat input greater than or equal to 30 million British thermal units per hour.
(2) Emission Limitations.
(a) Particulate Matter. No owner or operator of a fossil fuel steam generator shall cause, permit, or
allow the emission of particulate matter in excess of 0.10 pounds per million BTU except as
provided for in Rule 62-296.405 or 62-296.406 and Rule 62-210.700, F.A.C.
(b) Visible Emissions. No owner or operator of a fossil fuel fired steam generator shall allow visible
emissions the density of which is greater than 20 percent opacity except as provided for in Rule 62210.700, F.A.C., Excess Emissions, and in Rule 62-296.405, F.A.C., for fossil-fuel steam
generators with a heat input of greater than 250 million BTU per hour.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part
60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800in
Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. A transmissometer may be used and calibrated in accordance with 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix B, Rule 62-297.520, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 17, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-6, EPA Method 5B as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A3;, or EPA Method 5F, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3; adopted and
incorporated and adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The
minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet. EPA Method 5, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.,
may be used with the filter temperature at no more than 320 degrees Fahrenheit. For EPA Method
17, stack temperature shall be less than 375 degrees Fahrenheit. The owner or operator may use
EPA Method 5 to demonstrate compliance. EPA Method 3 or 3A with Orsat analysis, as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-2, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62204.800, F.A.C., shall be used when oxygen based F factor computed according to EPA Method
19, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at
Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., is used in lieu of heat input. Use Acetone wash with Method 5 or 17.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)2.,; Formerly 17-296.702; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
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62-296.703 Carbonaceous Fuel Burners.
(1) Applicability. The emission limitations set forth in Rule 62-296.703, F.A.C., shall apply to
Carbonaceous Fuel Burning Equipment that has a total heat input capacity of 30 million BTU's per
hour or greater.
(2) Emission Limitations.
(a) Particulate Matter. No owner or operator of Carbonaceous fuel burning equipment shall
cause, permit, or allow the emission of particulate matter from such equipment in excess of 0.2
pounds per million BTU heat input of Carbonaceous fuel plus 0.1 pounds per million BTU heat
input of fossil fuel.
(b) Visible Emissions. No owner or operator of carbonaceous fuel burning equipment shall
cause, permit, or allow visible emissions the density of which is greater than 30 percent opacity.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, incorporated and adopted by
reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5, incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry
standard cubic feet. For EPA Method 5, the filter temperature may not exceed 320 degrees
Fahrenheit.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)3; Formerly 17-296.703; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
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62-296.704 Asphalt Concrete Plants.
(1) Applicability. The emission limitations set forth in Rule 62-296.704, F.A.C., shall apply to any
facility used to manufacture asphalt concrete by heating and drying aggregate and mixing with asphalt
cements, excluding unloading and storage of raw materials.
(2) Emission Limitations. No owner or operator of an asphalt concrete plant shall cause, permit, or
allow the emission of particulate matter in excess of 0.06 gr/dscf, or visible emissions the density of
which is greater than 20 percent opacity.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part
60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800in
Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5 or EPA Method 5A,
as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated and adopted by
reference at Rule 62-204.800in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30
dry standard cubic feet.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
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History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)4.,; Formerly 17-296.704; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
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62-296.705 Phosphate Processing Operations.
(1) Applicability. The emission limitations set forth in Rule 62-296.705, F.A.C., shall apply to all unit
operations and auxiliary equipment which are an integral part of the process used to manufacture the
finished products specified in paragraphs (a) through (f), below, including reactors, dryers, coolers,
concentrators, screens, elevators, conveyor belts, grinders, and other unit operations, which exist as part
of the manufacturing system from the point of introduction of raw materials feed into the process to the
point of discharge of the finished product to the storage materials handling system;
(a) Diammonium phosphate (DAP);
(b) Run of pile triple super phosphate (ROPTSP);
(c) Granular triple super phosphate (GTSP);
(d) Normal super phosphate (NSP);
(e) Monoammonium phosphate (MAP);
(f) Phosphate animal feed ingredient (AFI).
(2) Emission Limitations.
(a) No owner or operator of a phosphate processing facility shall cause, permit or allow total
emissions of particulate matter from the affected unit operations and auxiliary equipment in excess
of 0.30 pounds per ton of product or visible emissions the density of which is greater than 20 percent
opacity from the above listed operations (paragraphs (a) through (f)).
(b) No owner or operator of a phosphate rock dryer or phosphate rock grinding operation which is
not an integral part of the operations described in paragraphs 62-296.705(1)(a) through (f), F.A.C.,
shall cause, permit or allow total emissions of particulate matter from the dryer or grinder in excess
of 0.20 lb/ton of products or visible emissions the density of which is greater than 20 percent
opacity.
(c) No owner or operator of a concentrator which is part of a phosphate processing facility shall
cause, permit or allow total emissions of particulate matter from the concentrator in excess of 15
pounds per hour or visible emissions the density of which is greater than 20 percent opacity.
(d) No owner or operator of a Diammonium Phosphate cooler producing less than 50 tons per hour
of product shall cause, permit, or allow total emissions of particulate matter in excess of 0.60 pound
per ton of product or visible emissions the density of which is greater than 20 percent opacity.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part
60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800in
Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5 or EPA Method 5A,
as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated and adopted by
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reference at Rule 62-204.800in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30
dry standard cubic feet.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)5.,; Formerly 17-296.705; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
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62-296.706 Glass Manufacturing Process.
(1) Applicability. The emission limitations set forth in Rule 62-296.706, F.A.C., shall apply to glass
melting furnaces producing container glass.
(2) Emission limitations. No owner or operator of a glass melting furnace shall cause, permit, or
allow emissions of particulate matter in excess of the following standards:
(a) Gas fired furnaces - 1.3 pounds per ton of glass produced.
(b) Oil fired furnaces - 1.5 pounds per ton of glass produced.
(c) Visible emissions 20 percent opacity.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, incorporated and adopted by
reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5 or EPA Method 5A,
incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume
shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)6; Formerly 17-296.706; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
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62-296.707 Electric Arc Furnaces.
(1) Applicability. The emission limitations set forth in Rule 62-296.707, F.A.C., shall apply to all
furnaces that heat materials with electric arcs from carbon electrodes, including phosphorus electric
arc furnaces.
(2) Emission Limitations. No owner or operator of an electric arc furnace shall cause, permit, or
allow emissions of particulate matter in excess of the following standards:
(a) Phosphorus electric arc furnaces - 0.035 gr/dscf or any visible emissions (greater than five
percent opacity) from a control device, except during tapping periods. No visible emissions
greater than 60 percent opacity shall be allowed during the tapping period.
(b) All other electric arc furnaces - 0.010 gr/dscf or any visible emissions (greater than five
percent opacity) from a control device, except during charging and tapping periods. No visible
emissions greater than 20 percent opacity shall be allowed from the shop during charging periods.
No visible emissions greater than 40 percent opacity shall be allowed during tapping periods.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part
60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800in
Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5 or EPA Method 5D,
as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated and adopted by
reference at Rule 62-204.800in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30
dry standard cubic feet.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)7.,; Formerly 17-296.707; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
______________________________________________________________62-296.707

Original Reg
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

01/11/93 11/23/92
12/21/94 & 04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

62-296.708 Sweat or Pot Furnaces.
(1) Applicability. The emission limitations set forth in Rule 62-296.708, F.A.C., shall apply to
indirectly heated furnaces which are temperature controlled for the differential melting of scrap or
combined metal products or which melt metals for coating or reclamation.
(2) Emission Limitations. No owner or operator of a sweat or pot furnace shall cause, permit, or allow
emissions of particulate matter in excess of 0.05 gr/dscf, or visible emissions greater than 10 percent
opacity.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part
60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800in
Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
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(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at Rule 62204.800in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic
feet.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)8.,; Formerly 17-296.708; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
______________________________________________________________62-296.708

Original Reg
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

01/11/93 11/23/92
12/21/94 & 04/15/96
04/01/22

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

62-296.709 Lime Kilns.
(1) Applicability. The emission limitations set forth in Rule 62-296.709, F.A.C., shall apply to all
lime kilns associated with a kraft pulp mill.
(2) Emission limitations. No owner or operator of a lime kiln shall cause, permit, or allow emissions
of particulate matter in excess of that calculated by applying the formula E = 3.59P0.62 for each kiln,
where E is the emission rate in pounds per hour for each and P is the process weight in tons per hour;
or visible emissions greater than 10 percent opacity.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, incorporated and adopted by
reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5, incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry
standard cubic feet.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)9; Formerly 17-296.709; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.709

Recodification
1st Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

11/23/92
12/21/94

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346
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62-296.710 Smelt Dissolving Tanks.
(1) Applicability. The emission limitations set forth in Rule 62-296.710, F.A.C., shall apply to all
smelt dissolving tanks associated with a kraft pulp mill.
(2) Emission limitations. No owner or operator of a smelt dissolving tank shall cause, permit or
allow emissions of particulate matter in excess of that calculated by applying the formula E =
3.59P0.62 for each, where E is the emission rate in pounds per hour and P is the process weight in tons
per hour; or visible emissions greater than 10 percent opacity.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, incorporated and adopted by
reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5, incorporated and
adopted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry
standard cubic feet.
(c) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)10; Formerly 17-296.710; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.
_________________________________________________________________62-296.710

Original Reg
1st Revision

Date Submitted
to EPA

Date Approved
by EPA

Federal
Register

11/23/92
12/21/94

10/20/94
06/16/99

59 FR 52916
64 FR 32346

62-296.711 Materials Handling, Sizing, Screening, Crushing and Grinding Operations.
(1) Applicability. The emission limitations set forth in Rule 62-296.711, F.A.C., shall apply to the
handling, sizing, screening, crushing, or grinding of the materials such as, but not limited to, cement,
clinker, fly ash, coke, gypsum, shale, lime, sulfur, phosphatic materials, slag, and grain or grain
products, including but not limited to the following types of operations:
(a) Loading or unloading of materials to or from such containers as railcars, trucks, ships, and
storage structures;
(b) Conveyor systems other than portable conveyor systems;
(c) Storage of materials in storage structures, such as silos or enclosed bins, which have a storage
capacity of fifty cubic yards or more;
(d) Crushing and/or grinding operations;
(e) Sizing and/or rescreening operations;
(f) Static drop transfer points where the discharge point and receiving point of the materials being
handled are not moving in relationship to one another.
The emission limitations set forth in Rule 62-296.711, F.A.C., shall not apply to emissions from
materials handling, sizing, screening, crushing and grinding operations governed by Rule 62296.705, F.A.C., Phosphate Process Operations or Rule 62-296.704, F.A.C., Asphalt Concrete
Plants.
(2) Emission Limitations.
(a) No owner or operator of an emissions unit governed by Rule 62-296.711, F.A.C., shall cause,
permit, or allow any visible emissions (five percent opacity) from such emissions unit except that
at the point where material is being discharged to the hold of a ship from a conveyor system. When
the conveyor and/or hatch covering is moved, an opacity of 10 percent will be allowed.
(b) If, in order to comply with the requirements of paragraph (a), above, it is necessary to totally or
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partially enclose an operation and exhaust particulate laden gases through a vent or stack, emissions
of particulate from such vent or stack shall not exceed 0.03 gr/dscf.
(c) An owner or operator may request the Department to determine that the emission standards of
paragraphs 62-296.711(2)(a) and (b), F.A.C., do not constitute RACT for a facility. If the
Department finds that the emission standards do not represent RACT, the Department shall make
a determination of RACT for that facility.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part
60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800in
Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at Rule 62204.800in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic
feet.
(c) A visible emissions test indicating no visible emissions (5 percent opacity) may be submitted
in lieu of a particulate stack test for materials handling emissions units subject to this rule, where
the emissions unit is equipped with a baghouse.
(d) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)11.,; Formerly 17-296.711; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
______________________________________________________________62-296.711

Original Reg
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision
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Register
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62-296.712 Miscellaneous Manufacturing Process Operations.
(1) Applicability. The emission limitations and other requirements of Rule 62-296.712, F.A.C., shall
apply to miscellaneous manufacturing process operations for which a specific RACT emission
limitation has not been established in Rules 62-296.401 through 62-296.415, F.A.C., or Rules 62296.701 through Rule 62-296.711, F.A.C., including but not limited to such operations as heat treating
furnaces, waste heat evaporators, corebaking ovens, mixing kettles, blast furnaces, puddling furnaces,
dryers, stills, roasters, and all other methods or forms of manufacturing or processing which emit
particulate matter.
(2) Emission Limitations. No owner or operator of a miscellaneous manufacturing process operation
shall cause, permit, or allow emissions of particulate matter in excess of 0.03 gr/dscf, or any visible
emissions greater than 5 percent opacity. However the owner or operator may exceed these emission
limits if he utilizes a pollution control device or system for control of particulate matter which has an
actual particulate matter collection efficiency of at least 98 percent.
If Rule 62-296.712, F.A.C., is the least restrictive standard, the opacity standard for the emissions unit
shall be the average opacity level achieved during the initial compliance test which establishes
compliance with the standard, plus 5 percent opacity.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this
rule shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part
60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800in
Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at Rule 62204.800in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic
feet.
(c) A visible emissions test indicating no visible emissions (5 percent opacity) may be submitted
in lieu of a particular stack test for materials handling emissions subject to this rule, where the
emissions unit is equipped with a baghouse.
(d) Test procedures shall meet all applicable requirements of Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
History: Formerly 17-2.650(2)(c)12.,; Formerly 17-296.712; Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 7-10-14.
______________________________________________________________62-296.712

Original Reg
Recodification
1st Revision
2nd Revision
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LEGAL AUTHORITY
Chapter 403 of the Florida Statutes (F.S.), entitled “Environmental Control,” provides the legal
framework for most of the activities of the air resource management program within the Florida
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP). Except as provided at sections 403.8055 and
403.201, F.S., for fast-track rulemaking and the granting of variances under Chapter 403, F.S.,
respectively, Chapter 120, F.S., Florida’s “Administrative Procedure Act,” sets forth the
procedures DEP must follow for rulemaking, variances, and public meetings. The most recent
version of the Florida Statutes can be found online at http://www.leg.state.fl.us/Statutes.
The principal sections of Chapter 403, F.S., that grant DEP authority to operate its air program
are listed below. Authority to develop and update Florida’s State Implementation Plan (SIP) and
111(d) Designated Facilities Plan is expressly provided by subsection 403.061(35), F.S., which
provides that the department shall have the power and the duty to control and prohibit pollution
of air and water in accordance with the law and rules adopted and promulgated by it and, for this
purpose, to “exercise the duties, powers, and responsibilities required of the state under the
federal Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. ss. 7401 et seq.”
403.031

Definitions, including the definition of “regulated air pollutant” (403.031(19)).

403.061

Authority to: promulgate plans to provide for air quality control and pollution
abatement (403.061(1)); adopt rules for the control of air pollution in the state
(403.061(7)); take enforcement action against violators of air pollution laws, rules
and permits (403.061(8)); establish and administer an air pollution control
program (403.061(9)); set ambient air quality standards (403.061(11)); monitor
air quality (403.061(12)); require reports from air pollutant emission sources
(403.061(13)); require permits for construction, operation, and modification of air
pollutant emission sources (403.061(14)); and exercise the duties, powers, and
responsibilities required of the state under the federal Clean Air Act
(403.061(35)).

403.087

Authority to issue, deny, modify, and revoke permits.

403.0872

Authority to establish an air operating permit program as required by Title V of
the Clean Air Amendments of 1990.

403.0877

Authority to require engineering certification of permit applications.

403.121

Authority to seek judicial and administrative remedies for violations.

403.131

Authority to seek injunctive relief for violations.

403.141

Authority to find civil liability for violations.

403.161

Authority to assess civil and criminal penalties for violations.

403.182

Authority for local pollution control programs.

403.201

Authority to grant variances.

403.8052

Authority to establish a Small Business Assistance Program for small-business
sources of air pollutant emissions.
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403.8055

Authority to adopt U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) standards by
reference through a fast-track process.

403.814

Authority to allow use of general permits (permits-by-rule) for minor sources.

Other statutory authorities, outside of Chapter 403, F.S., for Florida’s air program are as follows:
112.3143

Requirement that public officials disclose potential conflicts of interest.

112.3144

Requirement for disclosure of financial interests by public officials.

120.569

Authority of agency head to issue an emergency order in response to an
immediate threat to public health, safety, or welfare.

316.2935

Authority to prohibit the sale and operation of motor vehicles whose emission
control systems have been tampered with, and to prohibit the operation of motor
vehicles that emit excessive smoke.

320.03

Authority to establish Air Pollution Control Trust Fund and use $1 fee on every
motor vehicle license registration sold in the state for air pollution control
purposes, including support of approved local air pollution control programs.

376.60

Authority to establish a fee for asbestos removal projects.

Current and historical versions of Florida Administrative Code (F.A.C.) rule sections and
chapters back to January 1, 2006, may be accessed from the Florida Department of State (DOS)
website https://www.flrules.org. The DOS website also provides access to materials adopted by
reference since January 1, 2011. DEP rule chapters containing State Implementation Plan (SIP)
or 111(d) State Plan provisions are as follows:
62-204

Air Pollution Control – General Provisions

62-210

Stationary Sources – General Requirements

62-212

Stationary Sources – Preconstruction Review

62-243

Tampering with Motor Vehicle Air Pollution Control Equipment

62-252

Gasoline Vapor Control

62-256

Open Burning

62-296

Stationary Sources – Emission Standards

62-297

Stationary Sources – Emissions Monitoring

Other air-related DEP rule chapters—not part of the SIP or 111(d) State Plan—include:
62-213

Operation Permits for Major Sources of Air Pollution (Title V)

62-214

Requirements for Sources Subject to the Federal Acid Rain Program

62-257

Asbestos Program
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STATE ADMINISTRATIVE MATERIALS
{Note regarding rule effective dates: In Rule Certifications submitted to the Florida Department
of State, the effective date of the rule amendments or repeals will not be included in the
rulemaking history at the end of each rule. Instead, there will just be a blank line where the
effective date will be inserted later. Under the provision of Section 120.54(3)(e)6., F.S. the rule
takes effect 20 days from the date the Department’s certification of the rules is filed with the
Department of State, or a later date as specified in the Department’s certification.}
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Rule Amendment – Effective October 7, 1996

OF
STATE OF FLORIDA
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
ADMINISTRATIVE RULES
FILED WITH THE
DEPARTMENT OF STATE·
PURSUANT TO s. 403.8055 F.S.

I do hereby certify:
[X]

1.

The time limitations prescribed by section

403.8055, F.S. have been complied with; and
[X]

2.

There is no non-frivolous objection, under

subsection 403.8055(4), F. S., pending on any rule covered by
this certification, and
[X]

3.

All rules covered by this certification are

filed not less than 21 days after the notice required by
subsection 403.8055 (1), F.S.

Attached are three certified COFies of each rule covered by
this certification.

The rules are hereby adopted by the

undersigned agency by and upon their filing with the Department
of State.
Rule No.

Specific Rulemaking
Authority

Law Being
Implemented,
Interpreted, or
Made Specific

62-296 .412

403.061, 403.8055, F.S.

403.021, 403.031,
403.061,

62-296. 511

403.061, 403.8055, F.S.

403.021,
403.061,
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the provision of subsection 403.8055(2), F.S., the
rules take. effect upon the date designated below:
Effective___...,..(
L)d;oh•ll
:1 _ __,.....,(~y--e_..a_r)
199(.,
....
m.....o~nt--h~)---,.(....,,d-+-a+y...,...)

VIRGINIA B. ETH
Secretary

Number of Pages Certified
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Dry Cleaning Facilities.
(1) All new and existing perchloroethylene dry cleaning
facilities are subject to the requirements (including
I

compliance deadlines) of the national emission standard for
perchloroethylene dry cleaning facilities promulgated in 40
CFR Part 63 and adopted and incorporated by reference in
Rule 62-204.800-f-9+, F.A.C.

Until permitted pursuant to

either Chapter 62-213, F.A.C., existing (as of December 9,
1991) perchlor6ethylene dry cleaning facilities with a

solvent-consumption of 1,475 gallons per year or more must
also comply with the requirements of Rule 62296.412(2) ,F~A.C.

The requirements of Rule 62-296.412(2),

F.A.C., shall not apply to any perchloroethylene dry
cleaning facility after it has been permitted pursuant to
Chapter 62-213, F.A.C.
(3) New or existing (as of October 1, 1986)

perchloroethylene dry cleaning facilities, located outside·;:,-.,,
~\.t::.-

i'. . .:...'7

c\0

of ozof!-e nonattainment or air quality maintenance areas at·~;;'

.

.

l~~~t !.....~

defined in Chapter 62-204, F .. A.C., and their respective,.:;:i.;;::-' 1
. . ;_ ;.:', 'v

'

/'·,i'_~~ '

metropolitan statistical areas, with total rated drye~~·
~_l·':'-:-
~~

t:)

c:--,,,')i
capacity equal to or greater than 10 pounds of articles

shall be exempt from the requirements of Rule 62-296.412(2),
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if the owner or operator demonstrates to the
Department that the solvent mileage (pounds of articles
cleansed per drum of solvent consumed) is equal to or
greater than 20,000 or 15,000 pounds of articles cleansed
per 52-gallon drum of perchloroethylene consumed for new or
existing facilities, respectively.

Such facilities are not

exempt from the requirements of the national emission
standard for perchloroethylene dry cleaning facilities

\

promulgated in 40 CFR Part 63 and adopted by reference.in
Rule 62-204.800-f-9-t-, F.A.C.
Specific Authority 403.061, 403.8055, FS. Law Implemented
403.021, 403.031, 403.061, 403.087, FS. History Formerly
17-2.600(12) Formerly 17-296.412 Amended 11-23-94, 4-18-95,
1-1-96, 3-13-96, 6-25-96.,__ __
62~296.511 Solvent Metal Cleaning.
(1) (a) The emission limiting standards and control
technology set forth in Rule 62-296.511, F.A.C., shall apply
to cold cleariing, open-tcip vapor degreasing, and
conveyorized degreasing operations.

All new and existing

degreasing facilities using the following halogenated
solvents are subject to the requirements (including
cor:\pliance deadlines) of the national emission standard for

2
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solvent degreasers at 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart T,
adopted and incorporated by reference in Rule 62-204.800-f-9+,
F.A.C.: carbon tetrachloride, chloroform,
tetrachloroethylene, 1,1,1-trichloroethane,
trichloroethylene, and methylene chloride.

Until compliance

is achieved with the requirements of 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart
T, existing (as of November 29, 1993) halogenated solvent
degreasing facilities must also comply with the requirements
of this rule.

The requirements of this rule shall not apply

to any halogenated solvent degreasing facility after is has
achieved compliance with the requirements of 40 CFR Part 63,
Subpart T.
Specific Authority 403.061, 403.8055, FS. Law Imp+emented
403.021, 403.031, 403.061, 403.087, FS. History Formerly
17-2.650(1) (f)l2. Formerly 17-296.511 Amended 11-23-94, 1-196, 6-25-96..,__ _ __

3
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Rule Amendment – Effective November 13, 1997

ION OF DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
ADMINISTRATIVE RULES FILED WITH THE

'

fg

~

j,-::'2,

DEPARTMENT OF STATE
I do hereby certify:

,;=,

~~! ~

...(,t:-~;.: :. r;;
~
;;;:!. ..,,
. 0
-:'I·•;

[ X)

(1)

That all statutory rulemaking requirements or Chapter 120, F .S.,'.fiave -:c
:.n ~ o

c_;:'~
►,,.'

been complied with; and

[X)

(2)

~

L.( I

There is no administrative determination under subsection 120.56(2), F.S.

pending on any rule covered by this certification.

( X J (3)

All rules covered by ihis ceriification are filed within the prescribed time

limitations of paragraph 120.54(3)(e), F.S. They are filed not less than 28 days after
the notice required by paragraph 120.54(3)(a), F.S., and;
( )

Are filed not more than 90 days after the notice; or

(a)
'

[ )

(b)

Are filed not more than 90 days after the notice not including days

an administrative detenmination was pending; or

( X J (c)

Are filed more than 90 days afte< the notice, but not less than 21

days from the date of publ ication of the notice of change; or

(J

(d)

Are filed more than 90 days after the notice, but within 21 days

after the adjournment or the final public hearing on the rule; or
( ]

(e)

Are filed more than 90 days after the notice, but within 21 days

after the date or receipl of all material authorized lo be submitted at the hearing; or

I l,

(fl

Are filed more .than 90 days after the notice, but within 21 days

after the date the transcript was received by this agency.
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)

(g)

Ale filed not more than 90 days after the notice, not including days

the adoption of the rule was postponed following notification from the Joint
Administrative Procedures Committee that an objection to the rule was being

considered.
Atiached are the original and two copies of each rule covered by this certification. The
rules are hereby adopted by the undersig_necl agency by and upon their filing with the
Department of State..
Rule No.
62-296.401

62-296.414

Under the provision of subparagraph 120.54(3)(8)6., F.S. , the rules take effect 20 days
from the elate filed with the Department of State or a later date as set out below:
Effective: - - - - - - - - - , - - -.,-- _ _ __
(month)
(day)
(year)

()~~~.w~~
Virginia~ r e l l
Secretary

Number o Pages
Certified

l
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Y Of THE HEARING
Ki rby Green, Deputy Secretary, called the hea ring to
order at 1 : 0 3 p . m. on August 13 , 1997 .

The hearing was held

at the Marjory Stonetlan Doug las S~ilding , Conference Room A,
3900 Commonwealth Boulevard, Tallahassee , Flori da .
Presen t at the hearing were Ho ward Rhodes, Larry George , and
Michael Hewet t from t he Divis ion o f Air Resou rces
Management , a nd Pat Coner from the Off ice of the Genera l

Counsel .

The purpose of t he hea r ing was t o cons i der adopt i on o f
proposed amendments to Rule Chapters 62 - 210, 62 - 212 , 62-2l3,

62 - 296, a nd 62- 297, r . A. C.
Notices of Rule Developme nt wer e publishe d in the
Florida Admin is trat i ve weekly, Volume 22 , Number 13, on

Oct ober 25 , 1996 , and Volume 23 , Number i1 , on Apri l 25,
1997 ,

Not i ces of Proposed Ru l emaking were published in

Volume 23, Nunber 28 , on J ul y 11, 1997 .
Kirby Green certified tha t t he Not ice s of Rule
Oeve l o prr.ent a nd Notices of Proposed Rulema ki ng were pr operly
noticed and swore ! n al l t hose wishing to t es t i fy .

La r ry George presented a short descri ption of each of
t he proposed rule amendmen t s .
62 - 210

Steve Cul l en of Koogler and Associates , representing
the f lorida Concrete and Products Associ ation , had the
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com.~ents : The changes to 62-210 would enable
concrete batch plants to use a genera l permit .

Following

the descri ption of the availabi l ity of the general permit,
there are some limitations on what sort of plants can get
the general permit .
Pat Comer responded that the language in 62·210 is
supposed to preclude f aci l i ties subject to a l ocation RACT
requirement from getting a general permit .
~obert Manning, represent i ng the Florida Electric Power
Coordi na t ing Group, commen ted that the def inition of maximum
emissions under normal operations i n the hearing dra f ~
contains language t hat incorporates comments from t he FCG
and wanted to confirm that the Department wou l d move forward

with that language .
Larry George confirmed this with the exception t ha t EPA
expressed concern over the de finition, and that this is sue
would have to be reso l ved .
62-296

Cat hy Sellers , on behalf of the tlorida Concrete and
?roducts Association , · wanted to verify that if a concrete
batch plant can qua l ify for an exemption from RACT, then
t hey are el i gible for a general permit.

She also noted that

tho assoc i a tion ' s other concerns were being addressed in a
Notice of Change.
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Wyl ie with the rlorida Funeral Directors
Association presented writte n :omments and suggested that in
62-296 . 401(4), language be i nserted.

Larry George agreed t o

insert the language .

Steve Cul len asked if the Depart~ent i ntended fo r the
concrete batching rule to apply to concrete terminals .
Larry George sa i d tha~ the rule will not appl y to terminals.
Steve Cullen asserted that in some instances, materials
other t han concrete are dispensed by hoppers, and trucks may
be loaded by methods ~hat do n~t incorpora te hoppers.

Mr .

Cul l en was concerned that Rule 62·296.414(2) (b ) , F.A .C. ,
mi ght be in terpreted to requir! a spray bar , chute or
partia l enclosure fot' loading •~ perations where spray bars,
chutes and enclosures are not ?ract i cal or necessary .
Michael Hewett r:esponded to his comments by sayiog that
the unconfined emissions standards i n the rule do apply to
al l cruck load ing and unl oading activi ties, but tha t it is
not the i ntent of the rule to r equire mitigating equipment
whe~e

lnappropr!ate .

He

agree,j co review the language in

paragraph (2) t o see if clarifying language could be added .
In addition to the parties making comments at the

hearing , written comments were iece ived from the American
Bakers Assocation .

Ki rby Gree"'l held ~he record open until

,lednesday, August 20, 1997, at 5 : 00 ·p.m . for any additional
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Of THE; RULE;

This rulemaking addresses air pollution control
requi rements for human a nd animal crematories and concrete
batching p l ants.

Language address i ng animal crematories is

moved from Rule 62- 296 . 401(4) to Rule 62 - 296 . 401 ( 6), F. A. C.
Applicabi l ity o f t he concrete batching plants r ule and
visible emissions l i mit is clarified; rule language is added
to explain how the unconfined emissions ru le is to be
applied ; and language is added to c l arify vis i b le emissions
test conditions.

A visible emissions t est i ng schedule is

established for concrete batch plants.
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STATEMENT Of fACTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES
J USTifYING THE PROPOSED RULE
In order to facilitate the air g-e neral permits for

crematories and concrete batching plants, language is
removed from Rul e 62-296 .401 { 4), F .A.C ., and moved in~o a

new Rule 62- 296.40 1 ( 6), r . A. C.

Language is modified and

reorganized in Rule 62-296.401(5) and 62 -296.4 14, f.A.C .
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. 401 Incinerators .
{ 4)

Biological t-Jaste Incineration_ f acilities .

The

fo l lowing requirements apply to al l bi ologica l waste
i ncineration fac i lities .

This ru le doos not apply to

fAcil ic i es licensed under the pro vi s ions of Chapter '1 '70,
f' . S . ,

which crel':\ate human remains for "'h ich a Department of

Health 9Hfi.S deat h certifi cate has been issued, or fetal
remai11~ in circum:stance.s when

.:1

feca l

deat.h certificate i-3

not issued under Chapter 382 , F.S . aR6 tRat a~e Sis~esee ef
b) a ~etseA lieense~ ~H~e£ che te £e isieAs ef C~a~ter 170,
~

This rule also docs not apply to anima l crematori es as

defined in Rule 62 - 210.200 , F. A.C .
(aJ f'aeilitiee ••itk a eapaei~J eEf'dal te eE less t l"l aA
500 !3eUA8s ieer fletu:· aseel: 3eleiy fel!' e.l<te inei1.eratieR ef dead

animals,
1 . Par.tieulate F.1at:.tet· em!.ssieF,s sl=ia!l Rot el<ceea 9.989

~eaiP.s ~ef dry stan~ara e~Sie feet ef f ~ ~as, eerleete6 te

2 . Fac ilit ies s~ajee~ ~e ~flis ni:le st.a ll iAeiAc.ate
enl7 aeael ani.P.ale aAci,

.if appl.:cee!e , tfle beti~ii.R~ aAd ~Re

remai1u as-weioted •.tit!:!. tRe ani ma ls (:)laeeei iA lealE ~reef
eoF1:a.:. Re 1:s .

ContaiF.e rs ma,y-,,e,e~e-r--ceiH:-by

...,ciel;t d1le£.:.AateEi ~lascies.

f'lastie 19ag:9 c:set:i fer cfle

iAeinera'eieA ef an.:...mals sha!.l Se f'lOFteRle rinated aF.9: Ae !.ess
t,;h,;l !''l 3 mils thieh .
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F.tanu!aeture:rs eert:ify inr; that thcJ a.:e eeffl13eseei: ef 9 . 5
~ - ! ",I: el

l ess 6:y weight ehle ... inateei 13lasties

*ast t •, e :years af".:et' their t1se.

fflt13t

be lcelf)t

Tf!is 6 ee1:1mePtt at:ieFJ m1:1st

e . If t, :astie eags a: e iAeiRet'ateS, eieet1:ffieAt.at.ier. must

19e 13_~evi d ed te fJl:eve that tl9e Baeys a 1:e ReneAler:iflatea ami no

3 . rae:i lities 5ubjeel: te tt•,:is Yu l e ,sl=le ll net ir:e:i:nez:ate
eleae. aRima l s n•h¼el'. ••C'f!'e t1seEl fer Bierne.diea: e t: eem..1'1e:c ial

\Z&5te a5 ~e fiRe~ i n Rctle 63 219 . 3QG ,

f . A. C. , shall be

il"leiRe~.,..

fil+l:+ Facilities wit h a capacity equa l t o or less than
500 pounds per hour that are net ~sea sole:y fer the

1. THROUGH 2 . - No Change .
Rcnuocbcr (c) THROUGH (d) as (b) THROUGH (C)
(d ) ~ All facilicies unless o therwise noted are
subject to t he followi ng design, operat ing , monitoring and
operator training requiremen ts .

Man 50G peur:ids ,:,e~ heur 1;1sea selely fer the inei r) ei;atieR ef

2
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eenstr1:1:et a ne ..• unit

•as .:e ee:i.• cd 19; H,e 9epartmer:,t. eA

GE

a!"te .. r,...:g1;1st 30, 1989, sl'ia l l previeie EiesigA ealet1latie 1~
eor.f:i£l'I'. a S\:IH'ioient Yelwse ifl the s ... eeRMry (e: lase)
el:laf'll.bct eeml91:istien zeP-e te t,£<avide-~at: lea9t a 1. 9 s-aee-t'l-6
~as

ie

esiSeAee ~ime at 1898 el:egrees ral=irer..'ieit .

'J!P.e aet't!:al

eembustiefl eeAe shall Be I=i e leso tAafl 1609-degrees

~ h : i : o u g b o 1 t the ee1llbustie:i:, f:!Eeeess Lt ial>e !=31:imat:'y
ef'lall\bet· .

Pri1\a:ry eflalftee1:· aREi seaek si,all not: 19e l:lseei i 'A

euleulatiA~ thi:e residenee time .

Cefll.81;1stien .iA ehe p,1.d:mar)•

eRambe1 sRall net Be~iR t1Rless the seeeAela1:J {ec last)
ele.ambeF t';e!41B1:1s1:.ion z ..

:r:-

t;Aar, !.6/JG elcgEees raA.re.\Aeit. .

2.

.?'.:A)

i .. e:Re1:at.e1:

it.A a cat9acit; -~ual ~e e ... ! ese

deae! aniF!!als fer · hieh e eernf)le~e a~plieatier. fef a l3e1::ffi.:c.
ts eons,~nwt

9:

r,e .. t1nit ... a s _teec.i•.-eel ~) tle.e De~e..?@me.At. p_iel!'

te Augus~ 39 , 1989, c~all ~reeide ~esi~.• ealeula~ieRs te
eenfi~r.1 a c-...:!fieie., t:

el..:ft'.e iA the seeeRl:tary (er- lastj

e'..e!'!'.ee.: ee"181::1s:.:ien •. eRe ee 13:cevieie fer at ?.east: a 1. 9 seeenei

'3as fesiEieAce ~:ir,:,e at 1€99 Segrees rahFerJ;eit.
e,:ie!lat i AEJ t.em~e.rahH'C ef the seeenScr;

T:,e aetuai

(eE 1as~J eRamBef'

e-0rr.b us tiO!-\ t.O:'IC sholl fie Ae less tl:taA 1H~9 8:eg - ees
Fa-h-!!'eo~t:-c..Atteughe1;1,t~-e-he eembustien f:l recess l A i;Ae f:1£:i:F.!at)'
chambe _ .

Pl'i.' f l a r ~•1:id staek shall ne'..

be \:lSeEi in

3
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this re9i8enee time .

Ge!1'1!3ust:.eFt in tfle primec)·

e:han,t3er eerobustiet. eefle tefflpeea'e:u:1:e is e(!ual :ee ef ~reatec

1.~

Any incinerator subject to Rule 62-296.401(4) ,

F.A.C. , tha t is flet ~se~ solely fe£ the ineiRereeisR ef ~eecl

~ - shall operate with a combust i on zone design
temperature of no less t ha n 180 0 d egrees fahrenheit for at
least a 1. 0 second gas residence time in t he seco ndary (or
last) combustion chambe r.

Primary chamber and stack s ha ll

not be u~ i l i zed i n ~alcu l ating th i s res idence time .
Renumber 4 . THROUGH 8 . as 2. 'l'HROUGH 6 .

te er less ~i1ar. :599 13eu.,eie 1=1er Aeuf U:sea selel:, fef t:.e

a . The eeAtent ef the tra iAiA~ ~Fegz_m shall ~e

pei:·mic applieants s.h all submi. c a training J;1£9Ej£tHtl:, er
.efe renee a 19re·deusl) submitteel trair.ir.g-p,,r e~rart.,

.'...th tFl:e

eSRStfUCt ieR ~eimie-a-~A-r--TAe EraiAin~ sPal l ~E evi8e

a Sas.:e

t1: •• S:er se:a F1cHAI\J

e: the pEiAeit9lcs ef the eem8uct i on

!H' aeecs , ~revie.e iAstruetieA eR t fl:e epera tieA a1'l8

q
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,a tieA J.:e~uL:emen:s aREi saf'.et~ ee .. ee1rn.s ,

'I'J.:aifl i fley

!tt"E>~ffts sflall :be a fflifliffl'cHf ef 8 "1 e1::1:Es ef i not.rl:ie'cieR .

eyele e! i;..:euentac:.-. e mai:flt.eRanee aet:eFts.

~Fie Be~a.:tffieAt

5Flell a1319 1:e•,e ti:ainiR!} 'fJfe~1:· arns .. i:.:eh w.eet, at a m:ifl:im1:1;m.,

9pena-tef' T_aiA:.flg Pt.-ei;Jram Geur-ne llaR8Be eJe CPA 1§3/B 93 918

t1:a:.uil.§ p1:e~1:a:n, nttl:5t Jee :51:lleifl',itteEi :.e tAe Oepartm:eF•t · ii:AiP.

!!eqt1:il::ee!, cl-'le epet=aters shall Be te:.rai1teeZ
medifieEi 1:1A.:.1;1 .

t~

e13era:.e tfie

9,,.Ae:Ps ef Ae ..• ana medi fieel ern:issieP.s l:!Ait::s

sf.al: s:..:h-mit eopies of tl:ie eperatcr tt:ii::.in~ eertificates
i~hiA 2& ~aye afte- eem~letien ef i Aitial eeffi~lianee t.est.

e . AA e~e . at::er's cc.,ifieate m~st ~e !:e~t eR file at
the faeilil?-)• fo'f tl=te ehu8ti on ef the ep efatof ' s Cffi!3lO)ffiCAt::

emple)!P.ef.t.

~Re eh Aer sh~:t-0t alle• • t~.e inciAe};ate'f ta be
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un :ess it is eperate8: By afi e pe rater wft.e ha9

2..:_-¼{h- Any operator of an incinerator subject t o Rule
62 - 296 .4 01(~> , F. A. C. , ehae i.s eat ese~ selel) ••" Ehe

~nera t ien ef el~a:ei animals er aA) epcrater ef aA
iP.eiP,e:f'ateE ui t ~

a

eapaeit) Ejreater t haA

.§QrQ ,l39t:!Aas

@er ke!:!r-

s ha ll be trained by t he equ ipment manufacturer's

representat ive or an equivalent state apprsveel. organi2a t ion
using a sta t e - approved t.raining program.
Renumber Cf) THROUGH

(g)

as (e) THROUGH ( f)

(h) Gem@H,aAee Bemenctratien .

rae:i.litles , it.A a

ea-Jta-e-:i-t.-y--cqt1a l te et: le.ss tAaA SQQ 19eunda 19er Fleur useel

~ e r tfle iAeL,e:ratiefl ef eieaei animals may elemenstrate
eer.113!ianee fitsh iz:Ae earben meAei:ieie ans· partie1:1late
emissio:--,s staAefa:l!eis b'.f :5.ul::;missie .. e:: a test :re ise1:t :e ~ an
iEleAt?ieal (s,ani.e !¥la Im, f'M)Se-1-,-aAEi peE1Ai tte S ea~aeil:))
Cf'effie te:f') ~nit e~ef'at!Af lA eem~lia Aee . i~h e \S li ~
9qeart!l".cne a:!! ~el!ffiit anel teeeeei

'!91:1~t!l'f\-l!:

e:e

t-h~➔ni+v

':fte teat elata ifl che test re~ert must be less t.har:i five

;ears e18 aAel ffla; el! ma-y-ft-&t-00-ehtair=ieei freff!. tAe 1::JAit that

:a BeiAey ~cEmittea.
Renumber (i ) as (gJ

(5) Human Crematories .

The follo<ai ng requirements

apply to a ll human crematory facili t ies .

6
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Huma~ cremator i es sha l l cremate onl y dead human
bodies wi th a?propri ate c ontainers .
clothed .

The bod i es may be

The containers may cont a i n no more than ~~ t e 0 . 5

percent by weight chlorinated plast i cs •s demonstrated by
the manufacturer ' s data sheet.

I f containers are

i ncinera t ed , documentation from the ma nu facturers certifying
that t hey ate composed of 0 . 5 percent or less by wei ght
ch l ori nated plastics mus t be kept on- fi:e at t he s i te fo r
t he durat i on of their use and fo r at l east t wo years a f ter
t h ':"ir

L1Si? .·

Th.is docu me n t ation muse alsc, b"? s 1..1bmitt1?d •..;i ;:h

any applicat i on f o r an initial or renewal a i r oper at i o n
permit o r air gener al pcrrr.i t notificat ion form
a~<>A-S .

.reAewo¼

No other material, includi ng biomedical

eieha eara•~• vaste as defined i n Rule 62 - 210.200 , f. A. C. ,
shall be incinerated .
(f) All cr ematory operator s shall be t r ained by the

equ i pment manufacturer ' s representat i ves or another
qual i fied organizat i o n .

On l y operators t rained by a

Depa rtment - approved tra i ni na prog ram shall be a llowed t o
ope rate a human cremator y.
1 . The content of tho training program shall be

subtn itted to : he Depart ment for approva: t hrough the
c~rmi tt i n9 pro~~ss .

Constr u ct i on permit applicants sha l l

submi t a tra i ni ng program or reference a previousl y approved
t ra i ning pr:og : am wi th the construction permit application .

7
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t ra ining shall provide a basic understanding of the
principles of the conbustion process, provide instruction on
the operation and ma:ntenanco of the crematory unit, and
increase awareness of reaulatory re~ulaEieA requirements and
safety concerns.

Train ing programs shal l be a minimum of 8

hours of instruction.

Training programs sha l l at a minimum

incl ude hands-on expe rience i nvolv i ng start• up , operat ion of
at least one cremation , shut-down of the equipment , and one
f ull cycle of prevent ive ma i ntenance act ions.

The

Depa r tment shall approve trai ning programs which meet , a t a
minimum, as ere a!319l:eablC te e1ematieA , t he criteria
appl icable t o cremat:on set foith in the EPA Medical Naste
Incinerator Operator Tra i ning Program Course HandbookL EPA

453/B- 93-018L a nd Instructor ' s GuideL EPA 453/B-93-019 .

2. A copy o f t he training certificate f or each opera tor
having s &ti sfac t ori ly completed the Oepartment-appr:oved
training program mus t be s ub~itted to the Departmen t within
15 days of training.

~ e s~emater) ~Ri~ is meSiEieS te

the e::t-et1-l: that a Be~a:rtmeP.t ee~st~Yetien 1:1ermit is

reer!di!'eel, t he e~ei::ate.:-s shall be l!'etrair.ed te eJ'el!'ete el<l:e
l'! .ee:l:i:fieel ttoit.

T he owner

e· Re:s

o f any new £! a-tte modified

CAematory emioeie RS un it$ shall subm it copi es of the

operator trai ning certificates wi t hi n 15 days afte r
complet i on of t he in:tial compliance test pur suant to the
unit 's air construct:on oe rmi t .

If a cremator y unit is

8
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ed to the extent that a Department a i r construction
oermit is requ i red , t he operators sha l l be retrained to
o perate the modified uni t.
3. An oper ator ' s certifi cate must be kept on file at
the facility for t he dur a tion of the operator's employment
and for an additiona l two years after termination of

employment .

T~e e PeE s~all nee alle

er:,et:a~eel ._l'! ~ess

.:.s.

eRe eEeffla,ec; ~e ~e

:is el3e:t"ateEi b:, afl e(:le:t"aiet:

•he Aa5

sa•io f aeto~ll; eomple-e ~ •ke ~equi.e~ tEaiAin§ ~Ee;ram .
(h ) Opetat i on During Compl iance Test.

Testing of

emissions shal l be conducted wi th the source operating- at
the manufacturer ' s recommended rc.e,iimtH'ft pe.1:m.:.:.ted capaci ty.

(i) frequency of Testing .
1. New and exist i ng f acilities s ha l l demonstrate
i ndividual source compliance with the v isibl~ ami ss i ons
standard upon ini t ial compliance and annually thereafter .

facil i t i es perm itted pursuan t t o Rul e 62- 210 . 300 (~) , f . A.C.,
Ai r General Perni ts, shall demonstrate compl iance wi thin 60

days prior to the s ubm i tta l date of the a ir genera l oermit
not i ficat ion form and with i n 60 days pri or to each
anni versary of such da t e .
2 . New and existing fac i l ities sha ll demonst r ate
indivi dual source compl i ance. wich the r ema i ning applicable
standards upon i nitial compl iance and prior to renewing the
operating permit or , if the facility is permi t t ed pu r s uant

9
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Ru le 62-210 . 300(4> , F.A.C . , Air Genera l Permits, with i n
60 days prior to the submitta l date of the air gene:al
permi t no~ification fo r m.
{ j)

Compliance Demonstration .

Facilities may

demonstrate co~pl 1ance with the carbon monoxide a nd
particulate emiss lons standards by sub~is sion of a test

report for an identical (same ma ke, model , and ~e:~i e~ea
capacity} crematory unit operating i n compliance wi:h a
valid Department air permit and tested pursuant to : ha t
permit.

The t~st da ta in the t est report must be l ~ss than

f ive years old a nd may or raay not be obtai ned from : he unit
tha t i s being permi t ted .
( 6 ) Animal Crematories .

The f ollowir1g r equ ire11ents

apply to all animal cremat ory facilities .
(a } Particul ate matter emissions s hall not exceed 0.080
grains per d r y standard c ubic f oot of f l ue gas , corrected co
7% 02.:.

(b) Carbon Monox i de

emissions s hall not e:.ceed 100

(CO)

parts per million by vo lume , dry basis , corrected to 7\ 02
on an hoor l y a verage bas i s .
(c ) Cr ematorv unit s for which a complete a p plicat i o n

for a permit t o construct a new unit was r eceived b·{ the

Department on or after Augus t 30, 1989, s ha l l provide design
ca l c ula tion s to confirm a suff i cient vo l ume in the secondary
chamber combustion zona to provi de for at l east a 1 . 0 second

10
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reside nce time at 1800 degrees rahrenheit.

The actua l

operating terr.perature of the secondary chamber cornbustion
zone shall be no less than 1600 degrees fah renheit
throughout. the combustion process in the primarv charr.ber .

Primary chamber and stack shall not be used i n calculating
this residence cime.

Cremation i n the primary chamber s hall

not. begi n unless the secondary chamber combustion· zone
temperat ure is equal to or greater than 1600 deg rees ·
Fahrenhe i t. .
(d) Crematory u nits for which construct ion began or for

which a complete app l ication for a oermit to const ruct a new
unit was received by the Department prior to August 30 ,
1989, shall provide design ca lculations t o confirm a

suff icien t volume i n the secondary chamber combustion zone
to orov ide for a t leas t a 1 . 0 second gas ~es i dence t ime a t
1600 degre·es Fahrenheit.

The actual opcratinQ ~emperature

of the secondary chamber combust i on zone sha ll be no less
than 1400 degrees Fahrenheit t hroughout the combus tion
process i n the primary c hambe r.

Primary chamber and stack

s hall not be used in calculating this residence time .
Cr emat ion in t he primary chamber shal l not begin unless the
secondarv chamber combust ion zone t err.pera t ure is equal to or
qreaccr than 1400 deg rees t'ahrenheit.
(e) Anima l cremac.orie s sha l l cremate onl>· dead anim.a l s
and , if aoplicabl e, the bedding a nd the remains associated

11
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the animals, placed i n leakwproof containers .
Containers may contain n6 more than 0 . 5 oercent by weight
chlorinated plastics.

Plastic bags used for t he crem~tion

of animals shal l be nonchlorinated and no l ess than 3 mils
thick.

If containers are incinerated, documen tation from

the manufacturers certifying t hat they are composed of 0.5
percent or less by weight chlorinated plastics must be kept
on-fi l e at t he s ite for the duration of their use and for at
least two years after their use.

This documentat i on must

a l so be s ubmitted with any appl ication for an initial or
renewal air operation per mi t oc a ir gener~ l permit
notification form .
(f)

Animal crema t ories shall not cremate dead animals

which were used for medicar or commercial experimentation .
No other material, including biomedical waste as def i ned i n
Rule 62-210.200 , F.A . C., shall be inci nerated.

(q} Al l cremator v operators shall be trained by the .
equipment manufacturer ' s representatives or another
qua l ified organization .

Only o perators t rai ned by a

Department-approved training program shall be allowed to
o perate an animal cremator y .
1 . The content of the training program shall be
submitted to the Department for approval chrouqh the
permi tting orocess .

Construction perfflit applicants sha l l

..

sub~i t a training program o r reference a previously aoproved

12
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program with the construction permit application.
The traini ng sha ll provide a basic understanding of the
pri ncioles of the cowbustion orocess , provide instruction on
the operat i on and ma i ntenance of the crematory unit , a nd
increase awareness of regulatory reouirernents and safety
concerns .

Training oroqrams shall be

o f i nstruc~ion.

,a

minimum of 8 hours

Tra i ning programs shall a t a minimum

include hands-on experience involvinQ start -uo, operation of
at

least o ne cremat i on, shut-down of the equipment ,• and one

ful l cyc le o f preventive maintenance actions .

'rhe

Department shall aoprove training programs which meet , at a
minimum, the criter i a apolicable to cremation set f orth in
the EPA Medical Waste I ncinerator Opera t or Trai ni ng Program
Course Handbook, EPA 453/B- 93- 018 , and Instructor ' s Guide,
EPA 453/B-93·019 .

2. A copy of the training certificate for each operator
having satisfactorily compl eted t he D~partme nt-aoproved
tra i ning program must be submi tted to the Department within

lS days oi trai ning. The owner of any new or modified
crematorv un its sha l l submit .cop i es of the operator tra i ning
certi ficates wi t hin 15 days after completion of the initial
compl i ance test pursuant to the un•it' s air construction
oermit .

If a crematory unit is modified to t he ex t ent tha t

a Oeoartment ai r construction permit is required, the

operators shall be ret r:a i ned to operate the modifi ed unit .

13
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An operator's certificate must be kept on file at
the facility for the duration of th~ operator's e~ployment
and f or an addi tional t wo years after tei:mination of
employment .
(h) Test Methods and Procedure s .

All emissions tests

per formed pursuant to the requ i r eme nts of this rule shal l
comply wi th the fol lowing requirements.
1. The test method for visible emissions shal l be DEP

Method 9, incorporated in Chapter 62-297 , f . A. C.

2. The test nethod f or carbon monoxide shal l be EPA
Nethod 10, incorporated and adopted by reference in Chapter
62-297, F. A. C.
3 . The test method fo r oxygen shall be EPA Method 3,
i ncorporated and ado~ted by reference in Chapter 62-291 ,

, . A.C .
4. The test method for particu l ate emissions s ha ll be

EPA Method S, incorporated and adopted by reference i n
Chapter 62 - 297, f . A. C.

The minimum sample volume shall be

30 dry standard cubic feet.
5. Tast procedures shall meet al l aoplicable

requirement s of Chapter 62-297 1 F. A.C .
Ii) Ooeration During Cornplianc<:f Test.

Testing of

emissions shall be conducted wi th the source operating at
the manufacturer's recommended caoacity.
(j) ,reguency of Test i ng .

14
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. New and exis ting f acil it i es shall demons tra te
i ndividual source compliance wi t h t he vis i ble emissions
sta ndard upon i nit ia l compliance and annually therea f ter .
Facil i t i es permitted pursuant to Ru le 62-210 . 300(4) , F.A. C.,
Air General Permits , s ha ll demonstra t e compliance with i n 60

days prior to the submittal date of t he ai r general permit
no t ificat i on f orm and within 60 days prior t o each
anni versary of such date .
2 . New and existing fac ilitie s shal l demonstrate
indiv idual source ccmoliance with t he remaining applicab le

standards upon initia l compli ance a nd prior to renewing the
operating per.mit or , if the f a cility is pe r mitted pursuant

to Rule 62-210 . 300(4), F.A.C., Air General Permits, wi thin
60 days prior t o the submi ttal date of the air genera l
permit notifica t ion form .
{k) Compliance Demonstrat ion .

An imal cre~ator ics may

demonstrate compl ia nce wit h the carbon monoxide and
particul.ate emiss i ons standards by submission of a t est ·
reoort fo r an identica l (same make, mode l, and capacitv)
crematory uni t oDeratinq in comp liance with a valid
Department air permit and tested pursuant to that permit.
The test data in the test repor t mus t be l ess t han five
years old and may or may not be obtained from t he un it t hat
is being permitted .

15
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l } Continuous £missions Monitoring Reauiremencs.

each

anima l cremato r y shall i ns tall , operate, and maintain
conti nuous mon i tors to reCord temperature at the po i nt or
beyond where 1. 0 second gas residence time is obtained in
t he secondary chamber combusti on zone in accordance with the
manufacturer's instructions.

A comolete fi le of all

measurements, including con t i nuous monitor ing system,
monitori ng device, a nd performance testing measurements; al l
continuous monitoring system performance evaluations; all
continuous mon itoring system or monitor ing device
calibration c~necks ; and adjustments , oreventive maintenance ,

and corrective maintenance performed on these systems or
devices , shall be tecorded in a permanen t legi ble f orm
available· for i nspect ion.

Continuous temperat ure monitori ng

documentation sha ll i nclude operator name , operator
indication of when cremation in the primary chamber .begit~s ,
da t e, time, and temperature markings.

The file shall be

reta i ned for at least two years fol l owing the recordi ng of
such measurements, mainLenance, reports , and records .
Renumber (6) as (7)
Specif ic Authority: 403 . 061 , 403 . 716, F . S .
Law Implen:ented : 403.021 ,

403 . 716, a10 .0 2s ,

403.031 , 403.061, 403 . 087 ,

r.s.

His tory : formerly 17-2 . 600(1) , /\mended 10 - 1 4-92 , 12- 02 - 92;
Forr.1erly 17-296 . 40 1 ; Amended 1 1-23 - 94 , 1-1-96, 3-13-96~•--
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Rule Amendments - Effective January 10, 2007

of

.

Environmental Protection
· r....in Towers 8uidilg
Jeb Bush

2600 Bia~ Stone Road

~mor

Colleein C:astitJe

Tallahassee. FfoMa 323S9· 2400

Scae!aiy

~ I

lb •

December?, 2006
Ms. Liz Cloud,
Program Administrator
Administrative Code Unit
500 South Bronough Street, Room I OJ
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0250
Re: Certification package for Rules62-296.401 & 62-296.41 4, F.A.C.
Amendmems related to lncinetators and Concrete Batching Plants
Dear Ms. Cloud:
Attached is the certification package for amendments 10 Rules 62-296.401 and 62296.414, F.A.C., related 10 incinerators and concrete batching plants, The Notice of
Propos·cd Rulemaking was published September 22, 2006, in the. Florida Administrative
Weekly (FAW). A Notice of Change was published November 17, 2006, in the FAW.
My telephone number is 245-2278. !fl am unavailable, please contact the staff
person in charge of this rulemaking, Terri Long, at 92 J-9556.
Sincerely,

f__J,u};l

~nette
Sr. Assistant General Counsel

-

ct1

RR:ls

I

Si'/

(:J

"M()re f>roreclion.. Ws Proce.rs"
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EPARTMENT OF STATE
I do hereby certify:
(XJ

(1)

That all siatutory rulemaking requirements of Chapter 120, F.S., have been

complied with; and
( X]

(2)

There is no administrative determination under subsection 120.56(2). F.S.

pending on any rule covered by this certificatioO: and .

[X J

(3)

All rules covered by this certification are filed within the prescribed time

limitations of paragraph 120.54(3)(e), F.S. They are filed not less than 28 days after tlie notice
required by paragraph 120.54(3)(a), F.S., and:
[ ]

(a)

Are filed not more than 90 days after the notice: or

[ ] ,

(b)

Are filed not more than 90 days after the notice not including days an

administrative determination was pending; or
[X]

(c)

Are filed more than 90 days after the notice, but not less than 21 ·days nor

more than 45 days from the date of publication of the notice of change; or
[ )

(d)

Are filed more than 90 days after the notice, bul not less than 14 nor more

than 45 days after the adjournment of the final public hearing on lhe rule; or

I)

(e)

Are filed more than 90 days after the notice. but within 21 days after the

date of receipt of all material authorized to be submitted at the hearing; or

[I

(f)

Are filed more than 90 days after the notice, but within 21 days after the

date the transcript was received by lhis agency; or
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]

(g)

Are filed not more than 90 days after the notice, not including days the

adoption of the rule was postponed following notification from the Joint Administrative
Procedures 9ommittee that an objection to the rule was being considered; or
[ ]

(h)

Are filed more than 90 days after the notic.e, but within 21 days after a

good faith written proposal for a lower cost regulatory alternative to a proposed rule is
submitted which substantially accomplishes the objectives of the law being implemented; or

[ ]

(i)

Are filed more than 90 days after the notice, but within 21 days after a

regulatory alternative is offered by the small business ombudsman.
Attached are the original and two copies of each rule covered by this certification. The rules
are hereby adopted by the undersigned agency by and upon their filing with the Department of
State.
Rule No(s).
62-296.401 & 62-296.414, F.A.C.

Under the provision of subparagraph 120.54(3)(e)6;, F.S., the rules take effect 20 days from
the date filed with the Department of State or a later date as set out below:
Effective:

---(month)

(day)

(year)

ty General Counsel

I°l

Number of Pages
Certified
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-296.401 lnciocraioo.

l!'faa

P-11

·-.f.:o , .

(1) SmaJI Jncin~tors. Any inciot-rator other lhan a biological wute bcinerator hf£..?,6r aninul crematory,
... <./•,_: ,,
i ii ')
1A1, ,. ,1,,....
c ,· c;-,
or aj, curt:ain indnc:nlor with a charging rate ofles.s thao fifty (50) tons per day shall:£q~!z;~ tJ?e fQIJowiog
.,;,;:,(. .• ,) ►
.J: • I~ t,4J'.,:
rcguircme.n1., ,
•0ir'toA
(a) Emission Limiting Standards. Ne .Y_visible en* sions shall not cxc«d five percent (5%) opacity except that

visible emissio1u no1exce:eding, 60ecn (15%) twen ~ percen1op3ci1y are all<>wed fOf up t<> 1i&.£fil ~

.

minules lo any ooe(i) hour period.
.
(:hJ Ne al,jectiet118le ed,er alle •~d.

{b}E&) Te3.t Melh>ds and Ptooeduit$, AJJ emissioo le3.b p~onned punua.n1to the requi,emeols <>f this
:1:ub:1:ec1 jn1►'-•le-shaJI comply wi1b 1he

followina requircn,e111s.

I. The rcfcrcncet~ iricthod for visible cmi~sions shall be EPA PSP Method 9, as drn;ciht;d i114n CfR PHO
60 Appendix A 3@,taj al)d.intorp()rated hy,reference ;u Rule 62-204.goo in Glu1pter 62 29:7, F.A:C.

2. Test procedum sha11 conform to the prgcedurns t;p££ificd in mw a.II ft.fp liuble m1:11cifemen1s 11f0lap1er
Rule 62-297J!Q, F.l,.C. All test r~ ult<: shall be re1>0J1ed 10 the Dep3r1me111 in acoordance with the provisionr. of
Ruic 62·297.310 F.A.C

{cl Frequency ofTesting. The owner or 99SiC:iUnc o(,an incinerator suNz t tD tDfa aahsctioo shall b?rs; "
pttfornuncc tc.,( t confocts;d for vi~ihle! em~ k'>ns,priOt' to ~uhmiuins the :tp~lic.11ion for an initial :tir operuion

pmnit and annuaUytbcrC3fter.
(2) througJI (3) No change..

(4) Biological Wa3'e lncineralors luefoe,alien Faeililies.

(a) ApnlicabililY•Tbe WIie• •iftg requirements gfthis §J§CtiOll apply to all biological was1e. incineraJQ( urtiJS

l. Anv bi9~9qical was1e incinerator uni1that is also regulated as a hgsrit.aVmcdica.Vinfecrious waste incinem1or
under 40 CFR Pan 60 Subpart & or Cc adopted and incorporated by reference al Rule 62-204.800 F.A.C. sh3II be.

con~truc[OO and onc,nicd sou 10 oonmly with all saaodards., limitations, aD:I requirements of lhe applicable Subpan
and with the- requirements of paragraphs 62-296 40](4){b)1'} f .A.C. to th; extent that suchn:.gujremenl3 aie

w icm 1bao m: smvW nYtl 10 11M:: reouicemeots of IM 1onlic:ablc Sub94rt
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2. Any biologi91 waste inc.incrator unit tllat is 001 rcgularr!I as? bo;;pJtallrn&4ic;;alfinfec.11oui wasJe indnrc;UQJ

under 40 CFB Pan 6Q Subpart Es or Cc, shall be S:991i:91lflW ams ®crn1M :;n a, 1n cmmlv wbb an mmirrmem, nf
p:u:igr.1ph!! 62•296.401(4Xh\:IO F.A.C .

1., This subsection Nie docs no1 apply 10 hunun ot attimal ('rcm11orics feeilitiu lieumd ufleler ll,e JlfO 1isie1,s er
Olll,fl~H 1'14, F $, ., hi,;h 1;i•etPale hU,R'Wfl HB'liliAS fer ',.hi;h a beprutmefll otii ohil dealh uFtl,~rn1e hs bun~
e, f:etal reniai.l!s iA eifl&l!A-al4tl eu h,e,s • h'1el d.eell, e,wiAeate is na1 isstJe!Ht~~ef--382,F.S. Thi, rule else

~ l 'ppJ}• to ·1nim.-l ~nima1ories as deti,ml in .lwh1 (i'l lH) loo,.F,.A.C.
(b} Emission l.imilins S13mja,d,.

~ y biological waste. incinerator unit with a capacity (ess than fifty (50) ions per day visible cmiHiom
i1hall nnC cxettd li\·e pet~ nt ($% }Qtuchy '1:iX (6) minule a~rsgt- e;,;c:ept lha1 visible cmi:r.i1ioni1 nc,t exreedi1tg
fifieen percent {15%) opac.i1y shall be allowed f<W up 10 six (6) minutes in any one (I.) hour period.

l,Ea;) for ;any unit F1111ilitie11 wilh a capacity equal 10 or less th;m SOO pounds per howi~

1. through 2. re:mfmbered a. tbro~h b. No change.

;!,.Eb~ fQr 10v unit NdUl1N. with a capacit~• greater than 500 polIDlls per hour. bat less than or equal to 2,000
pomtds pe( bour1,
1. tbroug.b 2. renumbered a. lliroogh b. No c hange.
~~

Foe any unit Heilities with ai ca?3city greater 1tian 2QOO pounds per h~~

I. renumbered a. No change.

h.~ Hydrochloric acid (HCI) emisstOos sbaU not e1tcted fifty (50) pares per million by volume, dry basis. '
eorrce-tcd to se-.·cn percent (7%) 0 2 Oil a 1htce (3) bout 3\'e-ragc basis~t-M As an altcma1h•e m this Hg limit the HO

clmssions PC9Shi:s·txt bv the unit shall be mtuecd, by its air ooUutiog control eguipmemL by .a1Jeast oiDet)' {90%) by

we:igb1on an hOW'ly average basis.
5. For any uni1._c.arbon mon9xide ~nissioos (CO) &ball not excN:d

lQO p?!J,<; ee:r milli20 by ''Olmne dry h:is-is,

corroct!:'4 tg 71¼ 0 1on an hourly avcNige ba11;i!l;.
~ Pssign and Operating

Requirements. All bio1ogje~I waste incineration units ffteililies ttn:leSIS efM,FI ·ise

tWMed, shall he· cons:tnic::1.ed 2nd opera1,e.t1 ffi 2~ 10 comply wid1a1e-$1tbjec!-4<f the folJowing <Jesigo. opcr.1ting..

monitoring and operator training requirementS.

2
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.~

Any ieeiM11uer sa&jec;t \e 51:tbsee\iea ,a 29,.101Et1}, ~j .C.. sbaJI operate with a combustion zone

design 1e~rt11\11e of oo k$$ than 1800 degrees Fahrenhei1for :i1 le:l.St a 1.0 scc:ond g:tS ret1idence time in the
sc,condary (or last} combustion chamber, 1bc pPrinury chamber and stack yolu~ sh3ll oot be utilized in
c.ilcul;1ti.ng lhj$ ret1;dc::nce time,
2. MeebanieaUy fod uni I~ ~ stnll incorporate an ai.r IQCk $yttem to pn::vc.ne opening tht inc-iner.itor 10 lhe.
room environment. Titc volume of the loading system shall be designed to prevent O\'etc.h:arging,_ thereby assuring
oo~Jete combti.stio» or1he w3S1e.
3. Qlfflee m.eae~ide {GO~ e~uieas shall net einelt.100 paAs per milliea '3) elu,me, df)' ha.sis, eeFFeettd ,a
se\·en pmuu pgq Q~ en &fl heufl) a eR1:ge llMtS.
4, rem.1mbe.red 3. No chilnge.
:.,.➔ The n»Dsr or operator i'.s advised 10 r.Ontast ths Prnartmrot nCtlralth regarding JT11nia::mrnu tbat mav

:ipply tti any flropMed huming o·r rRad;oacti\•e. wa~1e'may MIi be 19'11.ftled ift. &n,iniet,,e,at&:r !l'llbjee1 te thi9 n.1Je.uuleAA ;

the ii,eiaereoor he:s beeU i99t!e!I e E>epartmMI efHeahh at\EI ReWtab•r.a Ser.-iee<5 ft)ltf\SJ lieease ta i:1,~i,me~

,,

. .., .

IQ~ .003,F..\.C.

~ 6- The owOer or opemffil is ftdvif&d co contat.1 lite [)epartme;nt•s Divi!tinn 'of waue Managemeni ree11.1din2 ..,
roquirdneats tha1mayapply tO nny proposed bWJling'ofhHazardous w.1ste ~y 11et be 1l liR!·eEI Ul aa in.ii11era1ar

-~

Mtbjtot,,to,tht$,ntle unloi;.; iJ..i.nt.iMta1e, tla.t1 l,ee1t i3641et1 • 1,IM?&.r.:le~ a!ue 11e11ni1 b) 1be oe·,;1H,mu11 e, 1h~S1K
ef:saeh ~uaarity 'te I! e @llefll!H ia e,eear8anae v·IQI. Ghepur (i;J ~0,F..O .C.

U.+. ~ Atty ope:nitor Of the- unit , hall sutte-stfuUy s:omn1e:u: a tAinins nmernm m«tine 1be: 0JMl10ioi,n1111r·
suhje&t te wbses\ieA

,a

29,.'101~'1}, F.~ .C., shaU tie IRlifle d 1:1, \h.e tif\lipmMI maaa(aetum's HJ!ft'6e11ca1i ·e er ae

equiue.let11 eriaoi'a..1iaa U6ing • &iaH appl'e ,d WQY!,i:ng pFegr.mu:q11in;m~n1s of 40 CFR. 60. SJcfc) and the annual

refrcshg training couqr. rc:m•ircmenhl of 40 CfR 60 Slc{Q ;idopted and inC9fP9Wr4 by n;ference is Ruic 62-

204300fAC· ·
a, 'J!l:le eo1,m11 ef l:he-1.rn.inint progtem. shall l:!e sub1,t;ffetJ ,a lbe E>epaffftlenH~~on.p,&nni•
ap1,Jie&fll$ shell stillmi1a tfaittiA;g l'F6gfflffl; or FefeRAee e. pre ,·iatt!il) slltlmitted lfain.ing 1negHul1; v ilh the
eoesmteliea pumil appli~alien. '.HI e traioiag shall pre id,~ a'ba,sie llAlh,slandiag ef the priaelf31~s ef lBe ee,ul:!t1slfoR
p,eee~s. fife ide iastruehan eR preper epl!'rsHing pme1iel!'5 aad pFe sed1.tus, aad iAerHs~ ,.-,·aun ess af R1g1.tlabea

J
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1.if emenls DAit saftl)' eefleems 1'f;l!i,ni11g 131egrams shall he mirumwm ef su11een El 6) ha M efim>tR.1~1:ia11 The
0

•

Hlf89J 919.

b. A eepr eflhe tHifliAg .eenifi.ate ler eaea· 01,mator ha•iflf Sil:tislilemilr eempl,,ed the Oepllftml!el ll:jlpio ed

maifllB:g JlrogHim m11,5t tie su.llmintel :e Q!e f.\epa'1~At 1Wtm Aflei:ID (I ~J Elii),'6 ef wm1ag:. If tbe ioe-inerator is ..
m0dj6ed 10 the ex.tent th.i t a Oepartmeot coostructioo permit is re<}ui1ed. the 0pe1,uors shall be retr:iined 10 opera1:.
the rmdificd incinerator. Gwtlef8 ef ftE! l'.- and 11~otlifietH:l~l'aH>ff shall SW)mit eapie9 ef1be OJlc!f8ler ool&iflg
Get-t-ifK;MitN

ilhifl fU'l:el'a (15➔ elttY6 111hr r.ompletioe of the iRinaJ 1 : 0 ~

e. An operator's gaining certificue must be kept on file at the fuc.iJity for the duration of the operator's.

· employmerit <1nd for an additional two (2) y:ears after termination of empl9yment. The o"'uer s~II 1,01allow the
inc-intrator to be opcra1od unles;s it is operated by an .o pemot who has satisfactoriJy completed die rcquit~ trainiag

program.
~ Test Me1hods

atld Procedures.- All emissioM 1es1s petfonncd pul'llU3nt 10 1he requirements of this

subsoction rule sbalJ eoffl)ly with 11w following requirements. All EPA reference test methods arc. described in 40
CFR Part 60. Appendix A, adopted and incorporated h\• rcfe'!c-ncc at Ruk 62·204.800 F.A.C.

I. The reforence test method for vis-iblc emissions shall be EPA ()SP Method 91 ies8a:peratl'd in Gba p t t ~

"*-"·
2. The reference ICil method for carbon monoxides.hall be.EPA Method 10, it1e6ff1!'1tlled etltl ade13Eeel h~
· ~ ktt'lfls~ ie Ghaf!tH 62 29+, R" .C.

3. The reference 1~1 mttbod for4xyten sbal_l be·E.-PA Method 3 or 3A,-i.™;(HJ)OR11t4 ·•nit ,1depted·by-.J~
ie-Gheplff 62

29:7, F.A.C.

4. ~e ufer:smrs •est method (orJXtrriculate emissions shaUbe E:PA Melhod 5 or 26~ i1teeFJlef;11ed aed ;a,eleJ!U!ll
h) r-ekre,lee in Gbllp1e, 6:2 29+, F.,tiC. TI1e 1ni11.imum Sfin1)1e \'Ohmle sbaJJ be tltlrty (30) dry standard cubic fe~L
5. The reference rest me1hod for hydrochJoric acid s hall be EPA Method 26 or 26A; ifte6fp(lt'tiPd e"d. ede1>fcfl
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. Test procedures shall conform 10 the procedures specified jn meet all appli eahl e r.eeiWmMals efRule

62,.297.ll!!, F.A.C. AU 1ts1 u;uilc, 'l.MII he u:i:xuwd rn 1bt PermtmtOI in ;wrucsl.mss whb the nrnvitiions of

Ghil~

'

Rule 62-297..llO F.A.C

I. The owner nr QSK:r2tM nfn'oy binlnsiel wa,;ts; iocincotinn ,mis l-a-ili1ies with a capacity .equ.il toot less than

a. Have a perfompnc;e tgt conducted for.~1,, •a1ul e1lisfiag faeiJi,i,s shall 1bRoe11istJai I i111li

i i#c1al emissio11is uA.it

ae1:qiliet1ee iii, the visible c,niMkm3 prior to sub1ni11ing tht-application fr,r 1111 lnitial air operation pctmiL ~

~ ; . .J eempllH~•Und annually tbe.r(.lRcr.
b. Ha\'c. pcrfonnaocc teSts condue1ed for paniculate matte,: and hydrochlotic acid prig( ro submitting the
applicstion for an in ids I or rc!'lew;al air )le,. e,,d e. ·j$1i,~g GteUili@ll sll&II tle1n(l1lSol!f&U! iJ1di iEkael e1¥tiS6it11119 tlftil

pennil.

·2. Tbs nwnra or nMr:a•W-'>(.any bioloeit2I wane ind neriHi<>n 11ni1~~e"tS'~~ties witb a c:iip:icity, ,
greater than 500 pounds per IW)\U'$bill;
;1

Haxs .ttperfonn.1D!iiC: w,i: condocrM for ,·isihk rmi»ions mior to HJbminior •he. annlkation for an foi1ial ?ir

operation petmi1 and aMually 1hcrcaftct.

b Han perfnrmeocs tsiil:5 @llducted for woicula1e mancr and hYdrochlotiG acid prior 12 submitting the
:molic:ui<m fN ;m ini1i:al air nntt11i,m o·ermit deo")IMAA\~OOividual 11(1 t:U ~e $0H~i1ui,ce-wi~ppli¢a\>l.e
Sf&lfdards Lif,flll ifti1ie,I eemplie.aee and annually I.hereafter.
~ Continuous Emissions

Monitoring Rcquiremcn1s. Each owner or operator of 11 biological waste .

illcinerator unit iMiueFetiea tlleilily shall install. operate, and n'.lain1ain. in acc:ord!'lnce with the manufacturer's
iost:ructions. continuous emission mooi1oriog equjpment.
I . Tbe monitors shall rtcord the following operadog paran,e1etsl~

a. lhroogb b. No chaoge.
2. The owner Qt oprntor sbi1H maintain :tA corq,kte fi le of all mcasuremen1s, including eon1inuous emissions

moniroring sys1em. moniroring device, iod perfonn.i,~ tesrUlg mca.suremencs; all continuous enU$$ions l)l()nitoring
$)'Stem pcrfonna(lce evaluations; all con1inoous emissions monitoring S)'$le1~ or monitoring device. calibta1ion

5
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adj1.1Strncots aod rnaintc:n,noc'pcrformod on these Sf$tems or devices; aod aJJ other infomu,1ion required,

sha:11-M rttotded in :a permanent legible.fotm :wn.ifable for inspec1t0n. The file .sl~II be retain~ for at lcsst two (2)
)'t:ifl

following the dilte o(such rocasuttmeots, m:iimcmncc:, reports a.od recOf'dS,

(5) Human Crcnutories.

fa) Aonlbbility The fulk>wiog reCf.1ircme.n1$ oC•bUsuh:u;djgp 11pply ti) 1111 hum;in i:,cnutorv yni~ ~
{h) J:.mi,.~i,rm I .imi1ine Sr:uvbrn,_

I. Visible emissions shall not exocc:•:I 5% opac.lty six-minute a~·erage except that visibJe emi.s.siom llQI
exceeding IS% opac.ity shall be aUowedfor up to six minutes in a ny one-hour pajod,

(3) 1htough (b) renumbered 2.1htoujh 3. No change.
(c) Operating Temperatures..

I The owner or n9ttaJ2I of any propn'-i;d gewrGrenutory unit~ which S1lhmi1s eidier a oon,.:ile1e ...
application for a permit 10 consuuct the a new unit or an initial air gc-ncral pcrmil ~ gisuation for the new unit to WM

Fee!i ·ul by the Dcpanmc,nt on or after J.ugust JO, 1989, shall provide design cakulations to confinn n uffident
\'Olllme in the sccond3ry chamber combas:tion zone to provide for at lt3.SI a

S:oseoood gas residence ljme a~ 1800

degrees F:lluenbeit UJi,; infnnnaticm dull be rmYirkd J9 !he Penattrns:m wi1h !he tic constmciion pe;nni1
appligtinn ru tic gs;ngr.al eeaait rsgfattJ;inn form

fw: the rO?P2Xd m;w unit. The .ict1.n1I operating t~mpe~.111nc of the

secoodary chamber combustion zo1,e. shdl be m) less than i 600 dc-yec3 Fahrenheit throughout the combustion
process in the primary chamber. 'The pP1imsry chamber and stack \'Olurncs shall 00< be used in calcu)aring this
residence time. Except as pro\'ided in su":,paragrapb 62-296.40 l(SXc}2. F.A.C. cQenntion in tbe primary chamber
$.11311 no1 begin unks:s the seooodary chamber cornbusdoo zone temperature i$ ec1ual 10 or greater than 1600.degrees
Fahtenbcit

b~ I he ov,.ncr or operator ofany cGrema1ory ~nits for 11.'hich construction began or for which a compktc
application fo,r a permit to construC•I tl-MW-Onit was received by 1he Department prior 10 August 30, 1989, shall

at l~as( a J.0 6eeeP.il g_as flls id~eee time ill I fiQQ elegfees fahrn1Mi1. +he maintain the actual operating tell1)Crarurc

of I.he secondary chamber oombustion zcne 11 ~ no Jess than 1400 degrees Fahrenheit throughout the
combu.sliM process in lhe primary cbllni>e:r. ltJima":Y d1~mti,r ·1mJ 5\a.;;lt slr1U eot b1 UStlel W ed64.l~a.,Wg ·1his
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time. Cremation in the ptimsry chambe-r s.h3ll 1)()1begin unlei:s tlie secondary ch:uti::>er cotnbustion ~•~
ten:pcr,1,turc is equal to or grea.fer thin 1400 degrees Fahrenheit

~

.AUowod Matcti:ak Hunun crematOf~k't u11its slull ctcmatc (mly ~ hunVln ~ reniain.-t ~

with appropriate cooraine.rs. The renuins bedies nny be-d orhed. The oomaioe-rs shaJI may contain oo more rhap 0.5

.

.

peroe111 by weight c:hlof1111ued plastics as demOJ1$1rated·by the rt13oufac1wer's <bta sheet. If oonl.llitter$·ll1e
inc.inerated, documcn1ation from the manufacturers certifying that they are corrq:,osed oro.5 percent or Jess by;.
weigb1 chlorinated plastics mill II\US4 be kept on. fil e ~1 the si1e for tbe dur:uion of their use and for al l~~t f•wo,(2)
years afte-r·thcir use. +lli, tlee1tnwi,uafif R mus1 al:;e be i;u►.mine!l ; 1h &!\)' apf'liea1iefl fer a n jttifial f, f@M ·al air

eper.i,iee pnmit Gr air gennal p~Fmil 00li lh aiien Wffl\: No other ffll.llcrfal, including biomr:die,,I was1c as deft,.ned in
Rule 62-2l0.200, F.A.C., shall be-i.~inenited.
(e) f.guipme-nt Maintc;n:mce All hurn:-ip crsrma1my units shall ht; rminiained i" ptoper workh1g order fo

accoaLincc with lh; nunu&ch1rrc'.s sns:dfic.uinrns: to ensure !he iruegciJy ;1QIJ s;ffidentY or tfls; eouiomen1 Jra (.
«ematOry unit contlins a defect tbal affem the inrcgrjry ordTJC.icocy oflhe uniL the unit shall be taken out·gf,
;:;gyjg. }119 ptl'S()n §b-111 U$e Or pennit 1he use Qf 1ti:n µ11i1until it le$ bttn repsited or adjUJ:iaj. Repair rttotds-on all
qematory uni1s shall be DPintained 9nsi1e for 11 lea-s-1 cwo vears.. A wriqen plan with operating proccdutcs•fOJ. ;

srarrup shutdown a nd rnalfunccion of each crematorv unit sh311 be 1mintaincd and followed during those events.

Each unit's hnmen: shall be operated with a propg a ir·to-fi1Sil mtii> Jf the unit ,w a119M rhe bumcm' flame • .

cJ,;u:ecteristi.c! shall b·c vifually checked 31 !S:?M oncs·during e;ich opsraline '-hift and :tdjystod wheo·~rumted•hy
tbc visual dll!eks.

epMate a hWB~n &nmatery.

ef du• eealb11s1iaa pFae~ss. 1im iele insa:uatiea an tlu eperaEiee ilfl:el maintena11 ee er the 1mmateFy tlfli., and ia 1;Fease
a"taUDt515 ef A1{;\da1e,s Pe~uiremenl& and safety li8Alillm11. 1'Nieieg pFag:rams sh;aU be a minimum gf 8 hlll115 ef

.

.

insWelien. Tuainin-g pregtams shall ;11 ;a minimum indude hllnds ea tmpMt11nG11 i,e 11e l iag sta,:t up, ep11n1ion efa1
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1 5h11t da ra er the '1t"ipmee,1 uel eRe NU ey..le ef--prc~:Wo-co.1~,...;J:~
t>e1,am1ient $I all 11ppt"-O¥C<trallllllg,poog.,e,.i$ ;lilehot•ti:e4;<0KFnlinim11m11-l11i1 e,:i1eri1 epplieeb~~+-erem,1h(t~~ .
HJ 1&.a EP • Hedieal Wa51e hu;iHM,Her Operator +faining P,egi:am bewn llaedbeel·,

er,

HJ~ 93 818, and

IRSfRleter' s 6ttiele, CPA 15318 9-3 819.

~

) 11£ \he lf1ining 6Mtifii:ate .fur e;11Gh •~t!f.118f hw•ing aatisfae1e,ily G1;1ffll;lleted 1.Ae. OtpaFtmut ap11Fe i!t1

lBining J!f8g,&m tmisl ll:@ sul:lmi11eil te ;ht Depa1ut1rnt • ·i1hit1 13

da)!l

er ttaHliag. 7R!.e e 11ef ef ai¼) ae · er

maodiJied GOm~lefy 1uleit sRall oobmit repit1s efthe eperat~r trainieg seRifi ·o4t116 within 1$ El.a)li aAer eempletiee of
l;lw,.,.tli1iaJ.(;(}Jnplia.. c:t 1-s1p•lftit•ttnl 18 1h&-11R·1•& air e:t11!,1,u~1ie11 ptrinit lftt cren~()(.)1-un i l - i ~ l l e ••"~.'''

~

t ~ f h n i ' H l at, eo,u1Ateiio11 p e t t 1 ~ h , a epe,e10H shall he rurai11ed t e epera1e-1he-niedtttNl-ulm:-

3, /' n ap,ralor's 1oeFtiliute ff1 U!il hie kepi efl f'. le ill the faeil il)• ~r the elur1J1KHM.lf.l~poa1er•5 iemph1)meF1t 1md

f ~'1Js,aAer-1etcmin1nie,, :&f en~l't)eflt.U)(ti Test Methods and Procedures. All emiMions tesls pctfonned pursuanl to the requirements of this ·

substcLion,Allt, $hall compI)' with the following rcquiremenlS, All EPA n:frreuce- IS:31 methods are d¢Stfibed in 40

GER Part 60 APPSP4ix A, adopted and inmwowr4 bn:sfercoce at Ruin62-204 800 f AC
I.~

n;fc;r<:nrn test method for visible emissions shaJI be W QQI: Mellwd·9, ift.81'}ll)JUll:1EI in OlafHi!f 60! 19:J,

2. The reference 1es1 mc1hod for carbon monoxide shaJI be EPA Melhod 10, tueerpoAned a11d ailer1ei1 l!)
refrfl!m;e i,n Chapin• ti2.297, F.A.C.

,,

3. The u:feo:nre lest melhod for 0x)1cnsWIII b<: fiPA Method 3, ioeorp8'rfl1f4kad aE1op1 d by te&mR6e in
Ghap1er 62 297, F.P..G.
4. 1lte ttfecsncc test method for particulate @!!Y_emissions shall be EPA.Method S, laeefPeNted aail ade111ed

9yreferiea6e in Ghaf)m &'.J 1'Xl, F=.A.C. Tbe minimum sample volume shall be thirty ()0) dry standard cubic feet
S. Test procedures sh:ill cnnf1,nn 10 d~ moudurd ms;cified in f:IW"w.Y-applicoblM •iJCmen1Hf&ili:;
~ 62-297.3 10,

F.A.C. All le.st resullS shall be reported to lhe Depar1mc-n1 in accordance wi1h the- provitimLc: of

Ruis; 62-297110 F A.C
~ Operation

During Emission~ ~fft1!lie..ee Tc$,. Testing of emiss.ions shall be condue,led with 1he WW

SOOFff operating al! lht

FAilAWfaeEwf@f's neommeAded capacity of onc· (I} adult-sized cadaver.

l'..hXt} Frequency o(l'csting,

8
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The ownra gr oorrator ofanv hwmncrcmatorvunit using anair grngal prmtit shall haye a rxrfo.nnance Jgt
cooduded Cnr vhfhle. emi~ioni: no latsc than tbirtv (::\0) dn ~ i•fte: •he noit comO:u:ncss nner;uinn ind 11noually
thcr~fkr. )le•• etHI enisliflg f,u\li1i es nheU de10011:Sb&U iMi ·iOOe:I sa~Offlpliaou ·i1h the 'lsilllt e1n.issfo11!l
&1il:OOaFd upen iAi1M ,Htmpliiant1>tmd aarrnally theredt1m Foeilities IHf'fl Utotl 1Hnsu.aa, te suluu1Gtion

,a

2 19.300~1),

F.A.C., Air Gen@Fel P efft its, sl ell dein(HOlffUe 88ffip~ianee ; i1Jiin Si*l)'-(6{)) d ll)'$ pi<io, io lh@ 5\11,,ninal OOIC.♦F-dte
rair grnera.l pefffl:il ua1~f'i1;;1111ao n.Fm a.ail . ilhin s i~ty ~(iO) da)'ll pFior la t iu;R a&ui tFSa,Pf ef sush date.

2. The owner or opt.rator of any·human crcmatocy unit operating under rhc authority ofan air cons:trugfon

oeaoit nr aic1maa1iru, pemiit ~lp1Jhave, nerfoaremx: 1e11 tondut:1ed for yj3jbfs·emif:"i9rrt prigr.19 suhmi11iog lbe
application for an initial air operation pc;mu1 and annually thereafter.

l..a. The. owner Q{ Me!AIQ( Qf i!OY h11m·1ntre:m.unrv u11i1,:lull nm h¢ retniir:td u, )iave perfomunoo [(}1$
conducted for carbon monoxide and particulate matter s:xcrnt as provided at paragopb §Z-'27 J) 0(7)(b) E A C
N(>w-tmd•c»tisting,.fooilitiewhctll c.ktmooMr.t~i,,.tdl1aMQt.,c,e..e,o,n1Pllilo ~ th-dMMeimil'lir1g-t1pJ'iieeble ste..dllflis
. upea iuilial ee a,lli&uee e1~d pl'tet l&:eue fog the epefB,tjeft 11i"mli1 eF, if die ffl eil il).is 11eMltined JHtASllilf\He

1i1:181;erfien 66 A. I() 300(~.,.&A:;C,, '\lfG111a.,,aJ.Pmni1&,whl~o si1t1) EOO) d~p,i(I,

t (l

1he 11ti1,,ni11al date ef1l1e • ti

3e1mel pefffii1 aetifieatiea i(nm. :•

ffi GJ13111liltnr,;e I.le

&

Sln)lion. Hsi.liti ~11 nny domoos1Nto:conl))liattve ci1h I.he $a'4,,♦,,.;nooo"1d,woo·.

pe,~iel1la1e e111i9sie119 51&AdaM5 8) Sl:lbftlissien ofa 1e1;1 fepert fflf &fl i(le,nieel Erm1ne ,nab, meelel, a,ut eapaeil))

a-e,ma1ef} unit eperatieg it eemii!iooet ·ith a aliel Geii,uvraeot air pNmit aad tesleel flWSliMt t e that p nm.it The
1UI thl;;i iJ, the IH I tef18R m1:u;t l:lr Ins iha liue (j~ )HRS eh! 1,111d mlil) er ma~ 11a1 ti, e8taitml hem 1h, t1B:i1 :h;uis

be?~l'fflt~

(000 Co1iirwous &fiiMiOM Moni10ring Requireinen1s. Each cremuory Wlil r~Otli-,, sbaUhe equipped aod
QQSiraWd wj1b 3 iJ'IS.lall;-<,~Ul.aln conti11U()US 1nonitors to record leJl1')trature at d.e p0int·(lr bt)Vnd
where 1.0 second gas residence time is obtained in the secondary chamber combustion zon,e in accordance with the

manufacturer's instructions. (n addition, cac-h cr~matory unit imtalkd, after February I 2007 shall be c;guipoed and
operated with a pollu1an1mooitorins,sys1em to au1pmaJicallv f-ODIIPI snmbusrion based on rootinnnos in:qrack

qpacitv mr-H1Kcmen1 Such swem WJJ he calibrn1ed Jo rt;§tric1 c2mhm1ion in the QOnpcy chllmht;.. whsm:vcr ,ny
opacity excecslim• I$% nradty i:t nccurrin&:: A·oompk1e file of au 'tmm;Ahm; mea~1remeol$.o; tU inehtdtag
conciriuous mouitor"lr1g system, mouitorbig device, and pcrfonmncc its.dug rneasuremerus.: all continuous
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system performaooo evaluations; all continuous monitoring system or monitoring de\'ice calibration

check$; and illl adjustments, prcventh-e m:»n1eaan<:e, and com:ctive o»intenaoce paformed on these syslems or
de\'ices, sbaUbe recorded in a pcnuanent legibk form a,•ailablc for inspection. Contiooous tempcranuc monitoring
documentation shall include operator namt) operator indication of whto cremation in I.ht' prinnry chamber~

RU\!Jl l,etll~. dote, time. aod temperature 115J.rkings. PoUu1:m1 monitoriru: sy&ii;m documenblion Sb?ll iaclu4s
indic.allon of \Jihcn the opacity measurement systc-m was cleaned and checked for proper ope-ration in accordance

with the manufacrum•s recnmrnenderl mainren;mce .ssflerlule The fi~e shall be: rtc3ined for at k:;1$1 cwo (2) yeans
following the recording ofsuch measurtmenls. maintenance. reports-, and records.
· (6) Anim.,l Cremat()rie,s..
(a} Applicability. The MIila• ·i,ng requirements of this subsection•apply 10 all ~nimal crematory wtits ~..

{b} Fmissioq Limiting Slandards.

1. Visible emissions sbi'.!ll 1101 cxveedfo,e nercen1 (S'¾l or;x:il>' six (6\ minute :werase exceng tt131visihie
emissions nor excteding fifu:CQoerct.nt {ll¾l ooacitvslwn he allowed foe un 10six(6) mim11es in ;uw one {ll hour
~

(a) through (b) renumbered 2. lb.rough 3, No chatige.

(c) Ope-rating Tem,crarurcs.
l t h, owner m; QOOir.llor ofany pmpps;d new cGrcllliltory unitHef whi<:h imhmituilhc[ a oorupkte
awlication for 3 pennit co cOias:iroe, !lli; a oew urtlt or an initial air ttr<cal petmi1regi.~1r:ui9" r2c 1J,e ,xw unit 19 -W&S
m ei ·ett b} the Department on or after August 30, 1989, s.hall p<ovidedes-ia,-, calculations to confirr:n•a $u(licient
'lolumc in the secondary cbambcr combustion zone to provide for at lc.a:u a 1.0 scicood gas residence time at 1800

dea,,ees F3.luenbeil. Ibi:i jnfqmptffin sbi1U M nmYided •to the Ps;oartmr;m wj1h-tbs air smstn1c1ion pennit
applica.tion or air general permi1tetiur;ari.on form for 1tw; ptopw.ed ngy,• yr1i1 TI.e actual oper:uin.& •~r.irure of1he
$CC-Ond:lf}' cbambe, oombustion zooe shaJl

be no less I.ban 1600 degre,cs Fahrenheit ~ughoul the ,combustion

proce~s in 1he primary CN.mbe r. lls.JiPrim:try d,~mber and s&ack ~ sh;ill not be used in calculating this
residence time. Except a!l m:ovided i,1 sµhpuagmph 6'2-296-4Q1{6)(c)2. FA C. cGrtm:uion iii lhe ;primary chamber

shaU not begin unks.s the secondary chamber combustion zone tcmpccirure is equal to or greater tban 1600 degrees

'.

Fahrenheit.
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The owner or op-cra1or of any cGremat()ty un its for wbieh eonSt~tion began or for-wJijeh a CO"l)lere
upplic11tioo for a penni110 construct ;111,1,.., uflit was rcceh-ed by the.Department prior to August 30. 1989, shall
~Fe · ele lie sign eals11~a1i aas ta eellfitm o st1ffiei@t11 •ahtme ifl tbe se ee,td&1j eM,nher eetub11s1~ea e,ene 10 11,e ·ide ~,

•a1e1i,,.,..,,,o-11.~os,.,,,.,••4d1g~••••••••·;.i.. ...-. .,..~>O<klog,,..,.<lh..,,h&if,.41,. 1mam;,i!inllta!•~·nu1~h~e actual o;pcra1ing temperature
of the St:COn~ry cb:ini>e, l»mbustion zone 11 ~ oo less lhan•1400 degrees falue.ilhell throughout chc
Combustion process in the primary chsmber. Pfimar, eh&1f!l!e o,ul s rael< 5Jiall nal I! e 1:1sed ift eale1:1lotiflg fhiS
1e&idt1BGII lhntt, CmruJliOn io·the primary ctumber sbaU not begin unlC$S the secondary «:lamber co~

ion woe

temperatute. is eq\131 to or grcafer than 1400 degrees FahrenheiL
@fe-) Alln1o1.·td Materials. Animal c.re-ll'l.'!ltOf°l'teli units shall cremate only dfffl animals rennins a,)d, if

oipplic:ible, tbe beddins et1d 1h1 F11m;1ut$ il.:$$()¢i:ued witl1tbe- anitnaLt 2nd j!1npr9p:i111e plaeed-i...- le.If 1,,.eif i:()nlaineu.
Cootaioers ,ilidl m.'ly co111~in no more than O.S percc·n1 by wcigh1 c.hlorioated pbS-iC$ a~ deo:,9n~1ra1ed by t},e
™11&.chrm's d:2114 shut Plas~ie bags used for tt,e.mma4ion efanimals &hilll \! ~n0nchkKi.1Hle• ;u:1el no I ~~~ IJun •
Wte,{J).fl-..W1iek. If conuine:rs 111e il)C-inermd, dQCume-nt3tion from 1he manuf'acrurc"! «rtifyi.na th3t thcy_.arc

composed of 0,S pen;e:nt •O;r t.css by wcig.h1chlorin.-ted pla~ics ulill fft4l&4 be lep1 on-fi le a1 the- sire fo-r.the,duratinn
of their use and for at ltasli: two (2) y«rs afttr their use, Thi& deeumtMatiell musl al&e be mbmil:te.t wi1B·;1ny

flt Animal ciemato~ unics sbaJJ not cremate ffld animals which were used for medfoaJ or commercial
e:Jtperimen1.a1k)n. No other rna1eri11J, Utcludit'lg biomedical.waste as defined in Rule 62-210.200, F.A.C., •i hall l>e

incinerated.

fe} Eguipme91 Maintenance. AUanimal crcmatoiy units shall be maintairu:d jg props;r working order im
accordance with the manufacturer's specifications to eruiure the integrity aod efficiency pflht; cguipmml I(a

crsmatorv 11ni1 oontnin;$ Hdefi:&t that'affects tbs integrilv oflbv unit tbs unit sbaU be lnken nut nf:iczyig; No m:rsm
§b;!II use Qr permit the- use of th·11µn it 1Lnlil it has been repaired 9r ajjlrtled. Repair record!!; 9n all aemuncy ut1i1i:
sh31l be m3intained on~ite for a1 lea1:t two (2) years.. A writtcll plan with operatittg procedures

fot

sta.-rup shutdown

ar)d 1nalfunction of each orcm-atOrY 1.111i1s hall he maintained a"d followed during those cvcnL,;;. Each unit' s bumctS
shall be apcra1od with a pr.aper ai_r-10-fuel ra1io. tfthc-unit so allows the burners' name characteristics .shall be

visu3lly checked at least once during cac-h operating shift and adjusted when warranted by the visual checks. ·

II
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!llihed er.gaftii!&f;ie& Q111, epu&l8f!l tn:llneii b~ e Oapa,lm.enc epp1e ed Cf&ie:iag pre31'6Rl shall l!e, elle• eel le

~ j teois1t enlmel e, e,},&ftlt).
I l'be O(>l'llfflM:>~hcHrnin.i~rogrnm-$hali~1bm.ined te l ~ l 'lmen~ ppN)¥111"4hrougb-the-pe.RIIJtting

J!nee.s.s. t.eestru&1ien peml:ic appliea,ns s hiall s1J~~1it a a:aia~,-.g pFegram ef rel'ere,m, • f!Fe"i eus l) appFe eS wYfAg •··

p,og,i;i.10- ·i1ti 1he ea11!l1Ate1ie,~.~Utt _·1 flflPl iee1fo,trRie-1i.dni11& ahell J'ffl •ille e be.sie tttlder!Jl&rtdi"S of 11<1e p,ineiples
oi-tbe<00-t1~1.19tion prnee59, Pffl ide .ittS1tue1to&o1KbcKlpeta1ien iltld metnhJflGtlee ef 1lle enefflalOf)'-\tff•t;-411td-tt\OfN&e·

Oepa,onem .'ltlell ei,,,re a uei1\1~tpr+;e1arn&•whicll-'t1~'14-il-foinim111n, 1he eFilefie e,,1,lieabl,e 10 e1e.r1a1io~o,1h
i:a th@ EP.\ Pledieel Waste h1e~11eHtleF Qpo111er Tf&-iflei:ag PragHm CaitP,;f! lle-adll eelE, E,P} UiJQJ 9~ 0 18, e~d ..
>'

tritilifltg-,.prng111c,n m1m l,c= Sdbttlined-~w,,..l)l:p;lJlotet:11 milltin I! ~llt)S f,f 1,ai11.i113:. ,=tie ew,~htt,...IC-ot .,

t1110dirteE1 eR1ma1ar, 1mi1wn su8Al:i1 ee1:1ies ef1he e1meior fRJinUl-! e!Ff..ifiea1e5

ilt,ill I! d&)S aAer eORlflletie" ef .

1tie ini1;iel i.;empliarm ust puFSuaat 1a th ~mil' s air een~tA1e1ian ptrmiL If a enma1ei=; uRil i5 medified le 1he eme,u

1tiat a Otp""'mrnl air eeastFustioR pmml is Hlfl:llftd, lht epml!Of!i &Nill lie retraiAed le BJ!eFale l,h,e modified tifli t ·•
~ 9 f'6 GirlifiNiti mu&I be' kept 8A

me at the fueili1y f8r lhi dltrali9R ef th• 9p8fill8f'S emple)'fReAl a11d

Aw,";" ill! !Iiiiotia-kw~J&-afleNet-olinMton 8f ,n,1110) m1mti
~ Tt:st Methods aod

Procedure$. All emi$!.ions letlS pe:rfomlcdJlW$uant 10 the requiremenL'I of Ill.is

§Ubsectinn ,-wit shall comply with 1he following requirements. AU EPA rc(mncs ts§I msUw4s arc <kunW in 40
CFR Part 60 Append ix A adopted al>d inct1mpra1ed by reference 111 Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.

I. Th~ a;(ercnce t ~ method for ~·tsible emissions shall be W 9GP Method 9, ie6eFJleNted ie OiaptH 6.1. i!IX',
F,,\,G,

2. The rcfereocc lest method for carbon monoxide shaU be: EPA Med~ 10, •»eerpe,atetl e:i~ed-by
rt.fi!Fenee ia ('OOpm ~2 19+, F.A.C.
3. ·n.c ref«enoc test method for oxygen shall be EPA Method 3, i11eoffJ e~ted a11d edo1,1eE,I b) fek,enee-in
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, The o:fen;nc.e test method (or particulate ~ emissions shall be EPA Method 5. in.;efJ)efih••d: and adapted
b) feff!, e11oe iACl'lflpfer 62 19+, F./lr.G. TI,e miniim1m $31'1"4)ie volume sholl be thirty (J.O) dry standard cubic feel.

5. Test procedures shall conform to the prooedurcupss;ificd in mu1 all applieallle F~Efllifrmeels ef&uk

O..p49, 6l-297J.1D, F.A.C. All •e1tt r@llli aball b,:; ISIXHlW In lbs Psnrtmenl in ! L-Snrdtinc,:r wi1h tht!.-prnvl~inn\ nf

Ruic62-297.310 F.A.C.
W(,i.) Opern1ion Ourln3 T!mia

iwn ~ a a c ; e 'ft:$-1. 'fesdng oiemisS.iol\$ shall be conducu:d with the uni!

· ~ o p erating ttt 11. c:uucitv 1h:it is rc;pq;sgJl!UiU:·OCnnnnal nneri!itinm :inc;I l15 nnt 8'"'-lltcr than 1he rn1u1uf11c:turer'$

recommended capac.ity. Ibt; opcl'ilting capacity sh3tl be a hnirh Jnad in nnunrk f9ta hurcb aoimul cu;.rnatnn· unit
::ind a c-hatging rare. in-pounds pet ho.Ur for a ram,cha.rged snimal « ematory uniL
(hl~ Frcquci_;,cy of Testing.

1. Tbe owner or operator of any animal crematory unit using an air general pcnJUt sh?II Mvc 2 pnforma.ncs·test
' c2n1tuc1ect for ,·i~i hk t;mi1¢sk>n§ po later, t han thirty

om dayll afler the unit commene~ operation· and annually

tl~tcafter. )In a td e.ti5t' I$ Meili1te~ .1hell Elemec19&ef£ it di i elttal ea, ee ee 1hplia1:.ee ith the ui,stllle em.u!&ien6
sl.lflEliillrd \lf8R iei&iiilll earnpliomee aad aMuaU) lhem1Aef, Nuiili:ties pennim,d•pi,Q41aut tc, ist1bdtdio1162

110 .39~1➔,

F.A .6., •,ir GeaeFal Pei:mi!S, shell t1e.no,~s~1e eo1t,plie.t ee itl=lia s.in1y (CSQ) Ela, s prier ,a lhe s11ll,uiu;.I dale ef the
air geerrM peffllil ee1ifi.;a1iee rerm aad i1Bie s~•~ (60J d~ p,ieF 1a l!1u,;h 1.1r..niue,1nK')'-Okuth-da1e .
2. The. ov.ncr or oncr.uor of any aninul crematory unit 'l.'ith a capacity of less than 500 pounds per boor and
operating under tile-authority or an air consnuccioo permit or air operation DCnBt shall hiyc a performance test

1»D1bw1rut fnr v1si bit eroisswns prior 10·submitting lhCJPPJicaorm rnr an in iliaI air pnyaiioo oe:m1il and 2nn1i21ty·
thcrcafte:r.

_t.2-i The owner or operator of any 1:1nimal crematory unit with ai ~pacityoflt;a 1han 500 rxmods 9C1 hbur ahaU

091 he ONUired 10 have P!ir(onm.w trm ronduct!:d Cw c;uboo monoxide and n;:mjg,1Jatt DPIIS txttnl as provided
111ps,ogrs p!t 62°297.JIQCD(b) .F A C }Je a1~t1 eJ1J1MiAg fa eili1ies shaH denl()nslfele iedi ·iitual se 1me eempliaRee
1•itlt me fUlutiniug &~fllieeble .n&r.ila, d.~ upon initial een,pli.aeee &nd prief 10 rM1e ,.i,ng !he eptNlien P!mli1 ef, ifdl.e
faeilit,· is peffflibed fltlf51:1M1.t le Sltlrnee1iBA 62 2 10.300(1~, F.J .b ., Air Geaef&I Permi!s, uilhin sisly {60) dii)'S p,ier

la Vie s1:11lmiuaJ date a(the air g~aer;.I pemli1 nebffeatien K!fm:
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The owner or operator of any animal crematory uni1 Mtb acapacity of 500 powds per hour pr mor,e shall

luvs mrfonnancc, te:us cfttldl1c1rst for visible eminiont cartxm monmdde and runie1fo1e mat!CI prior 12submiuine
Jbc anpJiradnn fnr an initial air QSX:ratioo rx:nnit ;msl ?Ooually 1braraOtc

(iliij Continuoull Gmisoons Monitoring Requirements. £.itch anim:.l crematory wit shall be s;guiooc;d ;and
operated with a inM&M;-eperm. end mai1nai.,_ c9ntinuous·monitocs to record ·1emp~turc. at the point or beyond
where 1.0 second g.ill rc:sidaice time ill obtain~ in the secon~ry ch.unber combustion zone in ace<>rtbnce with the
nu11ufocturer'$ i11~1.io11.<i. In addition, eacbeicn'3tory unit iti.<iiallcd .afttr' Fc-bruiry I. 2007 .<mall be equipped and
operated 111•ith a pollutant monitoring system to.automatically control ooinbustion based on continuous in:slitk
opacity measuremenL Such system sh311 be calibcaced to rcsaict combustion in the: pri~wy dumber whenever.any
. opacity exceeding fi ltcen f1£roc-n.l (15%) opaciry is occurring~A complc1c. ~le.of all.tc-rn,xrature measurements;; au·...,

iMhtding continuous monitoring system, monitoring device, and perfonnance testing 11Casurements; all continuous
moni1oring system pcrfonnmce e\'aluatioos; all continuous monitocing S}'Slem or moriiociog devk:e calibration

cbe<:ks.; and ill adjuStmeots, p(eventl\·e maintenance, and correc1ive maintenance pecformed on these systems or
devices, sbaU be recorded in a penn:rncn1 leg)blt f0tm available fo1 inspection. Conrinoo\lS cemperanue. monitoring
documentation shall include operator name-, operator indication of wben cremation in fie primary e-hamber ~
~ ~ . d a t e , Lime, aW temper1ture martlngs. Pollutilnt monitoring system doct:mentarigo shill! include
indigJiQn (}f when the opacity nle2~U@rl'lf:rll $)'$1§:m W:'lS ck:mest 3nd ched¢d for prOg;r s:mewcion.in sccordan;;;

.

.

w ith

tile: manufacturer's recommended mauuenance schedule. ·1bc Ille sJlall be retained to-rat least two{:.!) )'Cars

· fol.lowing the recording of such me;isumnents. m.,intenance. rcpor1s. and record~.
(7l Air Q,r1ai11 Jncinergtpr~.
(a) Applicability.

) Any aircurtajn jn,r;inrrntnr $Ubject to 40 CFR Part 60 SubpanAAAA BBBB CCCC ODDO or EEEE
i!doPlsd and incorpoptr;d by rrfr:rcosr;. at Ruk 62•2011.800 F.A.C. shall be c~true1c4 and operated so as to
comply wi1h all iitandatds limi1a1io% 2nd R'!guiremenis ofihe :umJicahlr; suhn.ltt andwilh 1hr; a:muirsmeulJ of
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· 62-296.4QIQ)(b) F.A C IQ the e,x1e11t 1ha11hose ,eguire:,nenLt :ue 31tie1er than. or supplemental 10. die

reouirrmenlli of lbs "P.P.lic-.ablc subpan.
2. Aoy air curtain ii?Sinei·athr

''°' suhieg 10 21ny .tuhpar1 of40 CFR Part 60 and not claiminp •he e;xerorrion frpm

air pc:crnittiog DI snM.~tion 62-210.300(3) F.A.C. shilll be c-onstructed anci operated so as to comply with the.
requiffflll:n!S l'lfooogppb 62-22640117:Xb)

f AC

.·

<\ny "ir 1;"A·1~ lA1;ln11r.1ll.lr, n•

8f''<11d11,;~

le6aleel ill ii ianelfill

.

t-ir &1') rime pe,ied (l,"4lal'IIIY 0thet,$i~01><!Mre-ll13n-$~»&ttthi:

1.~ Ou1Sid<: of :;tartuj, periods. no visible emisskm:; ~hall not exceed ten peteent (10%) opacity six (6) nlinuce

fl)} Dwiog Starrup '1Criocts. "''hict1shall no1 cxcced the-first thiny (30) minutes of operation, ao opacity or up to
thi.lty-li,•c. (35%), a,•tfllged •.m:r a $ix(~) minute perioa, Shall be ano..vM.

~ l'he gc::ntr.il CXCC$$ emissions ruJe, Rule 62-210.700. F'.A.C.. 18 ht111dle 61;J,fhlJ)S;-$hti~od

·•:,!

•

h

1nsll\meliens, shall not 3pply 1♦·,atf'.>(ur1abt-i_t1ei"emtef5.. .·
2,{4ij tr1he •air s:;ur1:ain incine.rum employs ;an ttiaben 1rench

1he pit walls (width and lcng1h) sh{III he vwi~al

;m~ maintiined :is t uch so that combus"tion ofd>s: was1e within !be nil is DPint?ined at an adequ;ue lf:rnneonue 3i,d:
with sllmcicnt.a.ir recircubuion to provide enough residence rime and mixing for pcoper combustion and control of

emh,sions 'The following dimensions for the pit must be strictly adhered 10: oo cnore 1.ha11 1wetve fecl·(l 2') wide,
·ti,e1ween t ight feet (3') :,nd fi·fteen ( 15') feec deep, and no lonaer thati tM lcntth of the manifold. The pit shall l)Ot be
·ctug within a previOllSly acri\'C portion Or!' the landfill.
~~ Except as provided he-rein and at subst:ction 4.

t+hc O·oty materials that shall ffft be burned in the &A ·air

cumin inciomtor are \'egecati~c material and untreated wood excludin{! s,wdusr. 1]l; ?ic cnrttin incinerator shall

QQI hs used IQhum any biological w.a.stc, hiz:ujlous "''iUle aWsM<MWll!iniog DRte-ri3 b, mc1 cyry-cont;inine
deviQP\

phahnacauic@IS-: !ires, rub!M:t npu;;dal ttsidu31 9il u.5:ed 9il asph31L roofing material, tar treaJed wood

21as1ics

siiwae· rrash or mbtJ n»1eci1I mobihitM 19 he wen tmrned as set fooh 11 ~ubsec1inn 62-2.S!'i lQOf2)

tffl!ih, tree SllfgeeA detu is, asNI ele&n dt3/ h111Ll,e1 s11eh as 1ielle1:9.
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Only keros1ms: dieKI fud drip-lclfch 6x) (i!:5 UKld to iroiu; ncsscribed fuss} unta:ats:d wngd virgin oil,

. natural gas, or liqudicd pccrokum gas gball M&f be used to start lhe fite in the ait CU.rtaill inciDCrator. Tbc use of
\lied WflSole oil, chemic:!lls, l!,asc)line, QC tires 10 st:u-1 rhe fire is ~11·p~

prohibited.

. 4 Notwithstanding the pro,•isions of subpam;raph 3. •the ait curtain incioeratOf may be used for the dcstructi()n ;
o( anillllll CILfeiSSC$ in accordance with lhc: provisions of subsection 62-256.700(6} f .A C. When using an air cu.rt;,in

incinerator to bum animal carcasses. untreated wood may also be bu.med to maintain good combustion.
~~ In oo

case sball ~ If! air c:unafo inc-lner.u or be suu1ed btl'orc wllrise. 6.!..I For-r·ef..ac.10-i:~i1lel.»i~

it1eia,,ntaK-; charging shall end 110 later than one ( I) hour after m1u1 tla e eemphttil): 6101111 eel b!!faff! sunset. After·

cbargmg ce.ase, air flow shall be mainlams;d until all material v.ithin the air ruoain iodrnmuor bu lxrn reduced 10
coal~ and ftame,s Me nq lonett vj3jh1e: A k>g shall be ,rointained ()Jrtite tbiU documents daily beginning and ending

rimes of ch3f1rina Fer ell &ffier air e1iil:fl:in iAeinem1e,s, eha,ging Ml.54 ha .-e eeF11~le1el) J!Oppeil tvre E2i h8ttf5 befe~ .

-·

6. The air--cunain inc.incrator shall be attc-nded at all times whik: ma1crials are being burned or flames are visible

,..

within tbt io!riinera1or,

( • ~ ~ ·•- --~)'r<K-......- ~;4~
~~•.,,.....11,d,,;un,i;.,..,~~hM-i;dm~J~;•~.,...i<,.pl•_.,
.

\

2.:~ TI.e Ne-w it.ir cur1:i.i11 inci.ner:i1ors shall ffitrif be lo,c:i.1ed at leul fi fiy (SO) feel from :i.ny 111.•ildfandll
oont>us.tiblc structure or paved public roadway three h11Adfflel E3~ Wei f4:e"1

aft)

brullh

J!H rni~1iag e e1;1.1t3ieel tiuildia,g ·;..

feu fram &ftlJ eeettpied huildift$18ce1ed effsile. +lie Qepaffffle111 ffl&) iS$ti8 a peFMil far

tfl

aiF nlflaifl inefoen¼l(U .;.

poAien efdie landtill tin!~ du: air eltflain tftainmuer is se,iaRned fi:em ttle aeti ·e pef1iefl ef11te landfill b) e
eentrnlled gate er ~heel; la, sletian.
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The 1'1'13teria.l st-all noc be k>aded into dlt air curtain iocinera1or such 1bat ii W4U protrudet above lhe air
cumin.

2.{ffl} A3-h shall not be allowed 10 build up in the pit of the. air curt:ain incinerat()r to higher dial'! one third (1/3)
the pit depth or to the poiot where the ash begins 10 impede-combustion, Ylbicbcv« occurs first.

~(1~ A9. ~operation aOO m.ilntena:ncc guide ilw} JMlSf be rvaifable to the operatori 1>Cthc air curtain
incinerator at all rimes, and the owner dull peAtl>iHee m uf/l provide 1.he 1na1,er traioing to all operators befort 1hey
woit a1the inci1.eratC)t. Thi§ guwle ~hall be made available to the Oenartmem or for an ii~ pector•s onsi1e te\•iew
JmQn r,:gu;;u ~e{>e,,,111fflettk1ey1eti~)'-Ot:11)~

.

~~ Test Melh.ocb and Procedures. All emissions 1es1s perfonned pursld11110 1he requireme-nlS of this

.

sub.section~ shall ,cort(Jly with the. following requirements..
.
I. The reference 1est me1bod for visible emissions shall be ru_ ~ Method 9, as described HI 49 CfR Pilrt 60

APP5'/Ddix A adQPJSd and i:Qcorpor.11ed by n;fromrs ?! Ruis 62·204 800 m--Gttoptn <i~ l~,. f.A.C.

~ 62-297.3 IO, F.A.C. All 1cs1resulls shall be reported to th<: Ocpartmenl in accordance with the proviSions of

M
Bule62·297•310 f A-C
3. RttQrds of the rcsuhs of all ini1ial 9.nd anlll.131 visible emission.'! test,; shall be-kcmby the owner or opcra1or in ·
either paper copy or c lg:lTQpic fonnat for ,it hau. five (S) yS0I$ Thsse recgqb :shi&II t?s tmdc :t\'3ilable to the

Department or for an inspector's onsi1c rcvi,cw upon request.

Cd) frcaueocy of Testing
I. 'The owner or oper:UQ[ <ifany oir eurtoin incjng llt()r .oru.hjeer 10 tb§ &uWc•ion Man lpve ti performaors test

cppdugedfor visible smh;tioos prior 19 submilting the app]ica1jyq for an initial air operation pennit and e xcept as

R{Q''idrd ;t1Ruis 62·296 401'(7){dl2 1~ AC tlPllJl,?J1Y tba:nftq _

2 The O"-'MI or :0re;ra1oxofaov air cunain intintclllt'V: ~11hjec1 JO 1bi;s suMw:ion ;and using an etnhen 1xax::h
shall have a nerf9nna1\CC: test c;onductcd for visible emissions no l.tter di:.n 1hirty (30) @vs ofter it commeix-cs
operation at any new trench loc3tion, and annually thcrt°.aftcr. However iflhc.aircuruin incir,cra1or will be opcra11:d
for 1¥ than thirty {30 ) davs a1the new ttrn,b location and tbs Q'z''I1Cf or: operator has dCmonscrated compliaocx

with tbs s;missionslimitins s1and.ards of P:iQi@Ph 62-226 401{7){b) FA C through a \'isiblc smiuiw cest
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:uld submined 10 die Dep:m-ment whlii11 the previoo~ twelve (12) tl)On!M the requirement for 1csti.11g
within thirty (30) days of commencing o~ration at the new trench to·carigp §:h?U not apply.

Spec.iii, Aulhotity40J.061. 40l.716 FS. law lmpkmented ~ 40).031. 403.061. 40),087. 40).716, 4?0,02S FS. History
• Formerly 17-2,600(1). Amended, 12•02-92. f ormerly l7•296.401, Amended I J.23.94, l •l -96, J.1)-%. I J-IJ..97~ - -

62-2:96.414 Concrete 8:u chin& Pbn1s. The following :eq11iremenis apply 10 (lew and txistio.g emissj,ons uni1s
producing concrete 31ld concrete products by batc~ing or mixing cement a.nd other ma1criaJs.. This ruk also,applics

10 fac ili1it$ p,oces:StnS cement a11d other matm1ls for the purpO~s of PfOducing concrete :111d It) equipment med 19
mix cement and soil for onsitc soil augmentation or stabilization.

( I) 1luough (2) No diange.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursm ot to the requirements of t~s 111hs:ction
.• . . $hilJJ
<:omply witb chc following rcquircmerits, ,
•
J
'.
•\

(a) The.tt-fm;ence ttSI method for vi$ible em~i()nS
. . Sh3II be EPA. 0 6P
. Method
. 9, as described 3l
.. 40 CFR, Part

60

Appendilt A adopted and iocorporated by reference at Ruk 62-f 04.SQO ~.?,ttpler 62 29:J, f .J\.~.

(b) lest procedures shall oonfrum· 10 the pax;Mne.s s@fi¢d in ,no~ ell @tJpllerible-tequirtt~tl$-6-f RYk
6heptff 62-297.JlQ, f .A.C. All Jeyt rtsu!JS MaJI he rewred rn Jl1e Oen;arrmen1in acoordance wi1h the provisions Qf

.

.

Ruk62-297.310 F.A.C.

(4) Fmoueoc;y ofies1jng G-0mpliann Den1CHlSolri1tOn.
{a) ]1)C own« ot oprraior of any concre1e bate.bing plant using :.n air general pcnni1 shall bsve a ptrfonnance.

!al conducted
for visjbk- emissions for Pu' tt,e ea~W,iefls
ef ~mgraph '2 197.3 10(7)(a➔, F.,• .C., each dus.t,coUcctor
.
.
cxh3ust 1,oint ~ 1k'> 13ter than Jhir;Jy (30) d?Yl! after cpmmenciog 9ge,ra1io1L and tumualJy 1hercaf1ct ~

factltties permilled JHil&tl;)nl to liwbi;eetien 63 1 1Q,)Q0(1), f,.b .G., Air Cmm1J P~f!'YlS, sha:11 d~men5tfill~ WtiaJ

pAer te eaelt an1~i e1911,y af1he air g~11e,al pew1ni1 BOfiHeuioit foHR subn\im1I Elate. &t.i@1i_,,g £aoili1iea r,eA"_iRe4
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ll,e et, g_.e1-..,lep.mnit>11(14ilica1i(l,n,(41111-$Ubmi11awtef&:-

Oi) Tbs; owner or operator of any concrete batebiog p@ru operating under the authority of en aic con<Jrnction

exhaust poin1 pri«- 10 sob.ninii•g the applicatiol) for an ittirial air operation pen-nit and annually tbue-t11tkr.
Specific Autho,uy 403.061 FS.. Law lmpler'l'ICntcd ~ 4-03.031, 4)3.061. 4-03,081 FS, History-Fom)Clly 1/-2..600(14). 17. 296Al4. Amended 11·23•9', 1· 1·!>6, I 1-13·97~ - - -·
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OF RULE

Re : Rules 62-2% .40 1 & 62-296.414, F.A.C.
OGC No.: 06--0293

Project: Incinerator and ConcrCte Batching Plant Arnendmen,s
The Department ofEnvironmcn1aJ Protection is adopting amendments to Rules 62296.401 & 62-296.414, F.A.C ., related Lo small incintl"ators. b iolog:ical waste incineration
operations, human and animal crematories, air curtain incinerators, and concrete batc;hing

plants.
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:
Rules 62-296.401 & 62-296.414, F.A.C. ·
OGC No. 06-0293
·Project: Air Genera] Pennies and Air Permitting Bx.emptions, plus lncinerator and
Concrete.Batching Plant Amendments
The Department of Environmeptal Protection (DEP) conducted a public hearing on

October 26, 2006, concerning o.mcndmcnts to rule Chapters 62-210 and 62-296 of the
Florida Administrative Code (F.A.C.). Conrad Yelvington Distributors;lnc. requested
the public hearing under Section 120.54, Florida Statutes (F.S.), in response to the.

Notices of ProJ)Qsed Rulem~king (NOPRs) for rule Chapters 62-2 10 and 62-296, F.A.C.,
published in the Florida Admiqistrative Weekly(FAW) on September 22, 2006. The
DEP co,1ducted this meeting as both the requested public hearing and. the federally

required 1>ublic meeting in accordance with 40 CFR S l .102.
TI1e purpose of lhe hearing was\~ discllss and receive public comment on ·proposed
amendments to Chapter 62-210, F.A.C., related to regulatory requirements for air .
pennitting exemptions ·and fc;,r use of air general permit.s, and proposed .µnendmenls to
Chapter 62-296, F.A.C., related to air regulatory rcqu·iremcnts for biological waste
inci1ieration operations, crematories, air curtain incinerators, and concrete batching
plants.
·
Mr. Joseph Kahn, Director of the DEP Division of Air Rewurce Managemept, called the
public hearing to order.at 9:00 am on October 26, 2006, at the Director'.s Conference
Room, 111 South Magnolia Drive; Suite 23, Tallahassee, Florida. Present at the hearing
were Rebecca Robinette, Larry George, Sandy Bowman, John Glunn, Ten-i Long and
Lynn Scearce of the DEP; Robert Manning and Tanya. Portalo, represC.r1ting·the Florida
Electric Power Coordinating Group (FCG); and Geomey Smith, represeotiog Conrad
Yelvington Distributors.
·
Mr. Kahn called the public hearing to order and explained the purpose of the hearing as:

noted above. He stated that the notice of this hearing was publis6ed in the FAW on
September 22, 2006, and asked those in attendance if there were any objections to the
.notice. No objections were heard, and Mr. Kahn certified the notice as con-e~t.
Mr. Kahn proceeded io swear in all witnesses who wished to tes,tify and advised th3t the
hearing )vas being tape recorded. He stated that the recording will become part of the
record as well as any documents, written statements and exhibit~ submitted int9 the
hearing record.
·
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. Kahn asked Mr. John G1Utm, DEP. to brie0ydiscuss the proposed actions for,rule
Chapter 62-296. F.A.C., after ,vhich public comment would be heard_
Mr. Glunn brieny summarized che changes included in the NOPR fo• Chapter 62-296,
F.A.C., and inlroduced the following DEP-reeorn.mended amendments to the rule as ·
noticed.
·

• Amendmenl I to Rule 62-296,401, F,h:C,; This amendment remove·d

•

•

requirements for operator training for human crematorytmils) based on
comments received] from lhe Joint 1\dministrative Procedures Committee on
October 18, 2006.
Amendment 2 to Rule Q2-296.401, F.A.C.: This amendment revised language
based on manufacturers' comments re-ceived on October 18, 2006, which stated
that not all human crematory units allow for inspeciion of the burners' flame
·
characteristics.
Amendment 3 Jo R?1le62-29§.40), E A C : This amcn'dmenl removed
requirements for operator training for animal crematory units, based on

comments received from the Joint Administrative Procedures Committee on
Octobcr.t8, 2006.
• 'Amendment 4 to Rule 62•296.401 f .A.C.: This amendment revised language

based on manufacturers'· comments receh•ed on October 18, 2006, whic.h stated
that nOt aJI animal crematory units allow rOr inspection of the bu~crs' flame

·

characteristics. This amendment also amended language with respect to
equipment maintenance ln the ailima1 crematory rule to be identical with the
hum:m crematory c'hangcs in the NOPR.

Mr. Kahn called for co,nments after each amendment was pre.s.ented➔ No comments wete
heard on the above four amendments recommended by·DEP at the hearing or on the
proposed changes to Chapter 62-296, F.A.C., as published in· the NOPR. Mr. Kahn
approved the staff recommendations for amendments to Chapter 62-296, F.A:C.
Mr. Kahn asked Ms. Terri Long;DEP, to bneny discuss the proposed actions for rule
Chapter 62-210, F.A.C., after which public comment would be heard.
Ms. long brieny summarized the changes included in che NOPR for Chapter 62-210,
F.A.C., and introduced the ioll0wing DEP-recomme1lded amendments to the rule as
noticed.
•

•

Amendment I to Ruic 62-210.200, F.A.C. : This amendment revised language to
clarify a federal statTUte citation. The proposed amendment was in response to
comments received from the Joint Administrative Procedures Committee on
October 17 and I8, 2006.
Amendment 2 to Rule 62-210.300. F.A.C.: This amendment was proposed in
response to comments from the FCG, received October J3, 2006. Proposed rule
language in the NOPR was amended to distinguish aod separate the exemption for
Summary ofHearing
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generators from the exemption for general purpose internal
combustion engines and other ~eciprocating internal combustfon devices.
• Amendment 3 to Rule62-2 1Q.310 F.A.C.: 11tis amendment was proposed to
correct a rule citation to the Air Oenetal Pennit Registration Fonns and was
proposed in response to comments fro1m the Joint Administrative Procedur~
Comminee on October 17 and 18, 2006.
• Ameodmenl 4 Jo Rule 62-210.310, F.A.C,; This amendment revised language to
clarify that use of the Air General Pcrmil docs not relieve the owner or operator
from lhc duty to comply with federal) state~ or local requiremeh1s which may
apply. Il also removes a paragraph requiring compliance with eight specific •
coun1ies' applicable requirements. The proposod amendments were in response
to comments received from the Joint Administrative Procedures Committee on
October 17 and 18, 2006.
• Amendment 5 to Ruic 62-210 920. F A C.: This amendment revised language.to
reCerence specific Air General Pennit Registratioo Fonn numbers. The proposed
amendments were in response to comments received from the Joint •
Administrative Procedures Committee on October 17 and l8, 2006.
Mr. Kahn called for Comments after each amendment was presented. The folJowing
comments were heard:
Following the presentation ofDEP-recommendcd amendment 2, Mr. Geoffrey Smith,
Smith & Associates, representing Conrad Yclvington· Distributors, Inc.• submitted three • ·
proposed amendments which included language for exemption criteria and air general
pennit criteria for rail yard distribution operations.
Mt. Kahn denied aJI three proposed amendments from Mr. Smith. The amcnd.fnen~ were
denied based on the department's need for further infonnation and research on the type of
operatio1,1s that occur at the rail yard distribution facilities.
·
Mr. Kahn called for any additional comments o~ the proposed amend.mCnts.:
M.r. Robert Manning. representing theFCG, requested clarificati~n on what the term
"collective annual amount" found in the emergency generator exemption language mcant1
and. fur1her asked whether the rule language would be changed for
. clarity.
Mr. Larry George responded, stating that tl1e department intends for lhe tcnn to be
interpreted as it has always been, which is a calendar year. The language was not
revised, in order to maintain consistency with the use of the term "annual" in several
other exemption categories.
Mr. Robert Manning had an additional comment with reference 10 Rule 62-210.300,
F.A.C., regarding revisions in the NOPR to the introductory applicability language;
specifically, with reference to exemptions and permitt~ng requirements,
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. George responded that the amended language clarifies the N~w Source Review
refonn requirements.

Mr. Kahn appfQved ·staff rcconuncndatiohs for amendments to Chapter 62-2 l0, F.A.C.
Written comments received by the department from.Conrad Yelvington Distributors. hlc,
lhe FCG, the Printers Association ofFlorida.,and the Pinellas County Depar1ment of
Environmental Management were pficed into hearing record
Mr. Kahn called for any addition.a l comments.. No additional comments were heard.

Mr. Kalu1 called (or the hearing to be adj ourned and closed the record or the hearing upon
adjoumment.
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: Rules 62-296.401 & 62-296.414, F.A.C.

OGC No.: 06-0293
Project: Incinerator and Concrete Batching Plant Amendments
Jntroduetion

The Department of Environmental Protection is making amendments to rule Chapter 62-296,
F.A.C., ielated to small incinerators. biological waste incineration operations. human and animal
ctcmatories, air curtain incinerators. and concrete batching plants. The amendmC11ts are part.of a
rulemak.ing P.rojcc-t that also includes amendments to rule Chapter 62-210, F.A.C.,. related t~•a ir
permitting requirements and exemptions; including amendmentS relaled to llle department's ·~air

general -pennit" program (OGC No. 06-0294).
Need for Rule Change
ln re~nt years, the U.S. Envirorunelltal Pfo tection Agency (EPA) has promulg.a ted regulations
foi various types of incinerators under Sec1ion 129 of the federal Clean Air Act. The department
has adoptod these regulations by reference and is enforcing them under delegation or approvaJ
from EPA. For many years, the department has had state requirements in place for incinerators
at Ruic 62-296.401, F.A.C: Tliese·roquircmcnts predate the federal incinerator rules: Through
this rulemaking, the departn-1ent is amending its incinerator rules to delete those requirements
that have been superseded by thC new federal rules, whiie retaining those preexisting state
roquireme111s that supplement the fede.ral·rule.~. The department is not adopting any new, more
stringent state requirements~ however, mOrc cffectiv,:: mechanisms for ensuring compliance with
the prcexisti~g requirements are being adOptcd.

The department is also amending Rul~ 62-296.414, F.A.C., to clarify that the rule is applicable to
soil ~.ment operations, thereby allowing s uch operations to use the concrete batching plant air

general pennit (peimit-by-rulc) at Chapter 62-210, F.A.C.

Finally, lh,e department is proposing 10 update and clarify various role provisions in both Rules
62-296.40 I and 62-296.4 i 4, F.A.C.
Summary oCPrincipal R ule Amendments

The department's principal rule changes afC summarized as follows:
•

The mathematical fonn of the opacity limit for small incinerators, biological waste
incinerators, crematories, and air curtain incinerators is revised to al1ow the use of a less
burdensome testing pro~dure.

•

Operator training requirements arc- maintai ned for biological waste incineration units
(consistent with EPA requirements), bul for human and animal crematories, the requirements
for operator training programs are eliminated. This change allows proposed n,cw cremat?ry
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units to use air general permits to authoriic their construction without agency action by ·,he , .,
department.
•

The 0 identical source testing" requirement for crematories-an ineffective and burdensome ..

compliance tool-is eliminated. instead, equipment maintenance requirements and a
requirement for opacity feedback control on new units are added.
•

Applicability of the concrete batching plant rule to soil cemellt operations is clarified. This
responds to an industry and district rt:qucst:

•

Various clarifying and corrective-changes are made throughout thC' rule sections.

Specific Rule Amendment.s
Small Incinerators

•

•

62-296.401 (1) The language of this introductory subsection i~ amended to clarify that alt
small incinerators, other than those incinerators subject to other Sllbsectioos of thj~ rule,.arc
subject to the existing emission limiting s1andards of this.subsection.

62-296.401(1)(•) The existing opacity standard is revised to allow the use of EPA Method 9
as the reference test method. The revised standard (up to 15% for any 6-minute period) is
equivalent to the existillg standard (up to 20% for any 3-minute period} in the allowed
situation where the 3-minutc. block of20¾ opacity is immcdiatcl)' preceded or folJowed by a .
3-minutc block of 100/4 opacity, preceded or followed, in !um, bya 3-minute block of 0%
·1
· opacity.

•

62-296.401(1){!!} Tho changes reflect the fact that all EPA test methods, while currently
listed in Cl\apter 62-297, F.A.C., are actually adopted by reference at Ruic 62-204'.800,
F.A.C. Applicable test procedures, however, are spelled out at Rule 62-297.310, F.A.C.
. ,·
EPA methods are identified as «reference" lest methods, with the understanding that other
data, including continuous opacity or cmi~ions monitoring data., if available, may be used t0 •.
detennine compliance if such data provide credible evidence of what lhe unit's opacity or
emissions would be had a reference test been perfonnod. The reference tesl method for
visible emissions is chang.od from DEP Method 9 to EPAMcthod 9 toconfonn to the.change •·
in the fon:n of the opacity standard.

•

62·296.401(1){£} Language is added to clarify 1he frequency of testing for incinerators
subject to this subsection.

Biological ·w aste Incinerators
•

62-296.401(4)(!} The language of this introductory subsection is amended to clarify that the ·
provisions of this subsection app1y to aUincinerator units bu.ming biological waste. including
units that primarily bum otl1er wastes.

•

62-296.401(4){a}1. New rule language is added, making explicit the requirement that any
biological waste incinerator that is also regulated as a hospital/mcdicaVinfcctious waste
incinerator under the NSPS or Emission Guidelines requirements of 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart
Ee or Ce, shaJI comply with such requirements and wilh the st.ate biolog,lcal waste
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incineration requi,ements at paragraphs 62-296,401(4)(b)-{I), f.A.C., to the extent that such
. state requirements are stricter than, or supplemental to, Lhe federal requirements.
•

62--296.401(4)(:1)1, RcquircmCnts apj)licable to biological was~ incineration units not
regulated under 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart Ee or Ce, are referenced here.

•

62.2 96,401(4)!!.ll.. . L:msuage ~t~ting lh:u the provi~-ioru: o fthit ~u~ection a.re not intended

to ap1>ly to human.and animal crematories is simplified.
•

62,W6.401(4)(b)J. Under existing section '62-296.401, F.A.C., lhe provisions of subsection
62-296.401(1), F:,o..c., apply in addition to any applicable provisions of subsection 62296.40 1(4), F.A.C. Hence, the opaeitystandard (5%) of existing subsection 62-296.401(1);
F.A.C., is added to this rule so lhat subsection 62-296.401(4), F.A.C., may stand alone. ·In ,
addition, the opacity standard is revised to alJow the use of EPA Method 9 ilS the reference
test melhod. The revised standard (up to IS% for any 6-minuteperiod) is equivalent to the •
existing standard (up to 20% for any 3-minute period) in the albwed situation where the 3~ .
minute block or 2()% Opacity is immediately preceded or followed by a 3-minute block of·
10% oPacity.
or followed, in tum, by a 3-rninute blocl of00/4 opacity.
. . preceded
.

•

62-296.4.01(4)(h)'2.-5. Existing state biological waste incinerator c01ission limiting standard.$
are retai~ecl but r"!'um~rcd Subparagraph 62-296.40l(b)4., F A.C., retains the existing
state HCI limit of SO parts per million for incinerators with cap,cities greater than 2000
. •,pound; per hour. 'This limit is more stringcnl than the subsequently adopted 100 ppm HCI
limit 1.lnd~r 40 CFR Part 60t Subpart Cc. The altemative HCI emission reduction standard 1".
requir~ment is reworded for clarity. The CO standard is moved from existing subparagraph
62-296.401(4Xd)3 .• F.A.C., to new subparagraph 62-296.401(4>(b)5,, F.A.C.

•

62-96:401(4)~ Existing state biologjcal waste incinerator desig,,., operation. testing, and
monitcirfog requirements are retained but renu.mbered.
·
'
.
. .
62-296.401(4~ To eliminate unnecessarily different opetat,, r training requirements
under.state and fcdcralrulcs, the ov.,erator training requirements of 40 CFR 60.53c are made.
applicable to all incinerators burning. biological waste. ·rhe recpiremcnt for state approval of
training program~.is eliminated~ as well as the requirement t11atoperator training certificates•
be submitted to the-department.·

~

•

•

62-296.401(4Xl!ll.&, J'he changes to these rules reflec.t the fact that all EPA test methO<ls.
while currently listed in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C., arc. actuaHy adopted by refel'.t' nce at Rule
62-204.800, F.A.C. Applicable test proceclures, however, are spelled.out at Rule 62-i97.3 10,
f .A.C. EPA mettods are identified as "reference" test met11ods. with the understanding that.
other data, including cOntinuous opacity or emissions monitorir.g data. if available, may be •
used to determin.iCfompliancc if such data provide credible eviCence of what the unit's
opacity or emissions would be had a reference test been perfonned. The refererlce test
nie1hocl for visihlcemissions is c:hanged from OF.P Method 9 to E PA Method 9 to confonn to
the change in the :orm of the opacity standard.

•

62-296.401(4Xell.-2. Existing requirements for test frequency are-retained but clarified. In·
addilion, the language is revised to elimirialC all references·to ..demonstrating compliance."
As currently writto:n, the rule implies that the exclusive means c,f demonstrating compliance.
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or nonc.ompliance, is through use of a reference lest method. The ·existing language 3ppears
to conflict with the EPA requirement at 40 CFR S1.212(c) that nothing shall preclude the use
of any credible evidence for detcnnining compliance with emission limitations in the•StaJe
Implementation Plan. Hence, the rule language is amended to continue to require that
·periooic testing be performed and used for co,"pliance purposes, while leaving ope11 the •
possibility that other credible evidence, such as continuous opacity or emissions monitoring
data may also be used to detenninc compliance•status.
R uman Crematories
•

62-296.401 (5)(!} The applicabilit}' section is reworded tOapply to all human crematory

units (vs. facilities).
•

62-296.401 (S)l!!lk Currently, the provisions of subsection 62·296.401(1), F.A.C., apply in
addition to any applicable provisions of.subsection 62-296.401(5), F.A.C. Hence, the opacity
·
standard (5%) or existing subsection 62-296.401 (I), F.A.C., is added to this rule so that '
s.ubsection 62-296.40l(5), F.A.C., may stand alone. In addition, tlte opacity standard is .··
revised to a1low the use of EPA Metltod 9 as the reference test method. The revised.standard
(up to 15% for any 6-minute period) is equivalent 10 o,eexisting standard (up to 20% for-any .
3-micyutc period) in the allowed ifftuatfon where the 3-rninute block of20% opacity Is
·
immediately preceded or followecl ~ya 3-0linute block of 10% op3city, precoded or
followed, in tum. by a 3-minute Iilock of0% opacity.
.
,

.

· .,

.

.

.

62·l96,401 (5)(b)l. The particulate maueremission standard is renumbered:

•

62-296.40J(SXb)3.~ The carbon monoxide emission standard is renumbered.

•

62-296.401(5X<).L & (<)b(il-) TI1e requirement to submit operating temperature design
·,
ca.lculations is limil'ed to proposed new qr~matories only. Language is added to clarify that
this information must be provid~d with the air constmction permit application or air general ·
pennit registration.
·

•

62-296.401(5)!!!.)(e} The materials allowed to be cremated are clarified. The requirement to
submit documentation of the chlorine content of containers to the department is eHminated, .
but such records must continu'e to be kept on site..
·

•

62-296.40l(S)fe) The requirement for operator training programs is eliminated. Sincc

dcpartment'apprOval of such programs through the air construction permit process is nq
longer needed, this change allows proposed new crematory units to use air genei-al pem1its to
auth~rize their const.ruc.tion without agency action by the deparunmt
•

62-296.401 (5)~
The requirement is added that crematory units be properly maintained,
and that repair records be kept on site for at ]east two years. New language is added to
require-that a startup, shu.tdown aod malfunction plan be implemented, and that each uniHs '·
burners be visuany checked during each operating shift and.adjusted when warranted.

•

62-296.401(5)ffi~l.-5. The changes to these rules reflect'the fac-t that all EPA test methods,
while curren~y listed in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C., arc actually adopted by reference at Rule
62-204.800, f.A.C. Applicable test procedures, however, are spelled out at Rule 62-297.3 10,
F.A.C. The EPA ine.thods are ide.ntified as ••reference" test methods, with the understanding
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that 01her data. including continuous opacity or emissions monitoring dala. if available, may
oo used to dctcnnine compliance if such data provido erodible e,•idence of what tho unit's
opacily or emissions would ~e had a reference test been performed. 'fhe reference test
method for visible emissions is changed from OEP Method 9 to EPA Method 9 to conform to
the change in the form of the opacity standard.
·

• 62-296.401(5)WW Language is added clari fying the operation rate to be achieved during
testing,
•

62-296.~0l(S)!!!)(ijt.-3. Requirements for test freq uency are revised and clarified,
deeendi11g on pennit type. In addition, language is revised to eliminate all references to
..demonstrating cOJtlpliance." As currently written, the ruJe i.t'nplies that the exclu~ive means
of demonstriting compliance, or poncompliance, is through use of a reference test method.
The ex isling language.appears to i::onflict with the EPA requirement at 40 CFR 51.2 12(c) that
nothing shall procludc the use. of any credible:: evidence for detennining compliance with

emission limitations in the State Implementation Plan. Hence, the rule language is amended
to colltinue·to require that testiflg be perfom1ed and used foi- compliance purposes, while
leaving open the possibility that other credible evidence, sUch as continuous opacity or
.emissio,1s monitoring data, if available, ·may al~ be used to detcnnine compliance status. In
s~bparagraph 62-2%.401(5)(i)3., F.A.C._, the requirement to test for particulate matter and
carbon monoxide emissions at the time of permit renewal or general pemtit re-registration is
removed, but the sp¢cial testing provisions of.paragraph 62-297.3 I 0(7)(b), F.A.C., are
referenced.
·
• · 62~296..401(5)$ The •\deittical source• iesting'' rcquiremcnt.fo~ crema~ori~....:.an incffcCtivt
and burdensome compJiance tOOl-is eliminated.
>

•

62-296.401(S)!llik) Title of paragraph is changed from "Continuous Emissions Monitoring ·
RCquiremen1s" to "ContinUOus Monitori ng Requirements" to better teflect its content. A
now requirement is added forunits installed after February I, 2007; i.e., that lhcy be
equipped with "pollutant monitoring syslems," for opacity-based feedback conlrol) and chat
·such systems be properly maintained. Other language is clarified.

Animal Crematories

•

62-296.401(6)fi!l The applicability section is reworded to apply 10 all animaf cre,natory
units (vs. facilities).

•

62-296.401(6)/b}l. Currenlly, the provusions of subscction 62-296.401 (1), F.A.C., apply in
addition to any applicable provisions of subsection 62-296.401(6), F.A.C. Hence, the opacity
standar<l (5%) of existing subsection 62-296.401(1), F.A.C., is added to (his rule so that
subsection 62-296.401(6}; F.A.C., may stand alone. ln addition, the opacity standard is
revised to allow the use of EPA Method 9 as the reference test method. irhe re,•ised standard
(up to IS% for any 6-minute period) is equivalent to the existing standard (up to 20% for any
3-minu·tc period) in 1hc aJlowcd·situation where lhe 3-minute bJock of 20-0/4 opacity is
immediately preceded or followed by a 3-minute block of 10% opacity, preceded or
followed, in tum, by·a 3-minute block o:f00/4·opacity.

•

62-296-401(6)(b)!, The particulate mailer-emission standard is renumbered.
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•

62-296.401(6)fb)2.lb) The carbon monoxide emission standard is renumbered.

•

62-296.401(6}filL~ & fc\2,W The requiremenl 10 sul\mit operating temperature design
c·atc.ulations is limited to proposed new crematories only. Language is added to clarify that
this infonnation musl be provided wilh the air construction permit application or air ·gcncral
permit registration.

•

62-296.401(6)@~) 111e materials allowed to be cremated are ciarified. ·n ,e requirement to
submit documentation of chlorine content of containers co the department is eliminated, but
such records must continue to be kept on site. The requirement that plastic bags used to
contain animal remains are no less chan 3 mils in thickness is deleted as unnecessary.

•

62-296.401(6)(1') To make paragraph numbering the same for both human and animal
crematories: the language of this paragraph is moved to the preceding paragraph, and this ·.
paragraph is deleted.
·

•

62-296.4.0J(6)(e) The requirement for operator training programs is eliminated. Since
department approval of such programs through the air construction pennit process is no
longer needed, this change allows proposed new crematory units to use air general pennits to
authorize (heir construction wilhout agency action by the department.
·

•

62-296.401(6)(ilil} The requirement is added that crematory units be properly maintained
and that 1'.C
' pair records be kept on site for at least two yc~us. New language is added to
require that a startup, shutdown ·and maJfunction plan be implemented, and that each unit=s
burryers be visuaJly checked during each· operating shift and adjusted when warranted.

·•

•

62-296.401(6)~1.-5. The changes to these rules reflect thc·fact that all EPA test methods,
while currently listed in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C., are actually adopted by reference at Ruic
62-204.800, F.A.C. Applicable test procedures, however, are spelled out at Rule 62-297.310,
F.A.C. EPA methods are identified as "reference» test methods, with the understanding that
other data, including continuous opacity or emissions monitoring data, if available, may be
used to detennine compliance if such data provide credible evidence of what the unit's
opacity or emissions would be had a reference test been performed. 111e reference test
method for visible emissions is changed from DEP Method 9 to EPA Method 9 to confon-n to:
the change in the form of the opacity standard.

•

62-296.401(6}{g}~ Language is added clarifying Che operation rate to be achieved during
testing..

•

62-296.40I(6)!l!}ffil.•4. Requirements for test frequency are revised and clarified, ·
depending on pennit type. ln addition, language is revjsed to eliminate all ~ferences to
«demonstrating compliarlce." As c.urrenlly written, the rule implies that the exclusive me-ms
of demonstraling compliance, or noncompliance. is through use of a r.eference test metl1od.
The existing language appears to conflict with the EPA requirement at 40 CFR 5 1.2 I 2(c) that
nothing shall preclude th~ use of any credible evidence for detenuining compliance with
emjssion limitations in the State hnplementation Plan. Hence, the rule language is amended ·
to continue to require that testing be pcrfonncd and used for compliance putp0ses, while
leaving open the possibilily that other C•rcdiblc evidence, such as continuous opacity or
emissions monitoring data, if available, may also be used 19 dctenninc compliance status. ln
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subparagraph 62-296.401 (6)(i)2., F.A.C., the requirement to test for particulate matter aud
carbon monoxide emissions at the time of pennit renewaJ is limited only to those animal
crematory ul\its with capacity of 500 pound.$ per hour or more. For sma11er units.
subparagraph 62-296.401 (6)(i)3., F.A.C., provides only that the special testing provisions of
62-297.3 10(7)(b). F.A.C., apply.
•

62~296.40J(6)fk) Toe "identical source testing" requirement for crematories-an ineffective
and burdensome compliance tool-is eliminated.

•

62-296.401(6){!1(!) Title of paragraph is changed from "Continuous E.missions Monitoring
RequiremenlS" to ...Continuous Monitoring Requirements" to better reflecr its coiltent. A
new requirement is added for units in.stalled after February I, 2006; specifically, lhat SUCh
units be equipped With ~•pollutant ,nonitoring systems," foropacity•basi?d feedback control,
and·that suc.h systems be properly maintained. Other language is c larified:
.,

Air Curtain lncioera tors

•

62-296.40J (7)!!} 'New rule language is.added, maJ...'ing explicit the requjrement that each air
curtain incinerator subject to the NSPS or £mission Guidelines requirements of 40 CFRPart
60, Subpart AAAA, BBBB, CCCC, DODD or EEEE, shall comply wi;h such requirements
and with the state air curtain incinerator requirements found at paragrapl) 62·296.401(7)(b),
F.A.C., 10 the extent that such requirements are stricter than~ or supplemental to, t11e federal
requirements. The rule language that made this subsection applicable o nly to aircurtain
incinerators locate() at landfills or other sites for more than six months is amended to cla.tify·
that the subsocticin is applicable to tl\o.sc air curtain incinerators unable to use the conditional
ex~mption from ai:r pennitting for portable air cunain incinerators provided at subsection 62·
210.300(3), F.A.C.

•

62-296.40fC7llbll -~ The opacity limits i1rC revised to be equivalent 10 the opacity limiis
for air c.urtain inc:.irncrators subject to the NSPS or Emission Guidelines requirements or 40
CFR Part 60, Su~part A.AAA;, BBBB, CCCC, DODD or EEEE.

•

62-296.401(7)(hlb~ The additional language specifying thcconstni-ction and maintenance
of the air curtain incinerator's pit is adapted from fonner paragraph 62-256.SQO (2)(a), F.A.C.

· •

62-296.401(7)1!!}J.,EeHg3 The language specifying the materials that can be burned in ail air
curtain incinerator is streamlined to list only the allowed materials 311d to include the list,of
prohibited materials at subsection 62-256.300(2), F.A.C. Sawdust is specifically excluded,
as before. Clari fying language is added to specify the materials allowe·d to ignite the fire in
an air curtain incinerator.

•

62-296.401(7)(b)4•. Language is added consistent with the air curtain incinerator exemption
provisions 9f subsection 62-2 10.300(3), F.A.C.

•

62-296.40J(7llhl5'.W The language is revised to be consistent with the air curtain
incinorator exempiion provisions of subsection 62-210.300(3), F.A.C.

•

62-296.401(7)(1>)6-. Lang·uage is added consistent with the air curtain ~ncinerator exempti0n
provisions of subsection 62-210.300(3). F.A.C.
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•

•

62-296.401(7)fi) Rule language is deleted as unnecessary. Using the EPA PM IO emission
factor of 4.94 lb/ton, the current rule enecti"e1y limits PM IO emissions to just less th!Ul 250
tons per year. There is no necessity to limit by rule the emissions from air curtain
i1lcinerators that are subject to the pennittlng process. since the appJicability oiTitle. '✓• PSO,
etc. can he determined throo.gh such process.

62-296.401 (7)£!!l1~ Language is amend¢(! to make the setback requirements of thi, rule
generally consistent with those of subsection 62-210.300(3), F.A.C. The less restrictive .
· setback requirement for air curtain incinerators that were operating in 1986 is deleted as no
longer needed. The provision aJlowing the department to waive the setback requirement for · ,:
an air curtain incinerator if a signed aflida,,i[ is received from the owJ\ers of all occupied .
buildings within the setback area is also delet&I, as this provision eXceects the dcpanoent's
authority.
·

•

62-296.401(7)~ Rule language is deleted as unnecessary.

•

62-296.401(7l/b)8.-J0.~ The requirements for properly operating an air curtain
incinerator are retained bUI clarified and renumbered.

..r

•

62-296.401(7)~ The reference test method for visible emissions is changed fromDEP
Method 9 to EP.A Method 9 to confonn to tl1e change in the fonn oftl1e opacity standard.
The other change to this rule reflects the fact that all EPA test methods, while cu1TCTiliy listed
in Oiapter 62-297, F.A.C., are acrually adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
. -'
EPA method 9 is identified as the ''reference''.test method with tl1e understanding tha: other .. , :
data may be used lo detenninc compliance if such data provide credible evidence of what the
· unit's opacity would be had a reference test been perfonned.

•

62-296.401(7)~ Test fro:tuency requirements are added. The.initial visible emissions test
must be conducted at each pit ·Jocation on a site at which ttic air curtain incinerator would be :•.~

operated for lllore than 30 days. If an air cunain incinerator is never opCrated for more than
30 days at any one pit location, the owner or oper.itor must still ensure that it.is tested
initially and annually themt~cr.

Concrete. Batching Plant~
•

62·296.414 Clarification is added that the provisions of this sectiQn apply .to equipmerit used
to mix cement and soil foronsite soil augmentatjon or stabilization.

•

62-296.414(3)(a) & (b) The changes 10 these rules reflect the fact that all EPA test methods,
while currently listed in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.• are actually adopted by refecence at Rule

.

.

.

62-204.800, F.A.C.· Applicable test procedures, however, are spelled out at Rule 62·2~7.3 IO,
F.A.C. EPA methods arc identified as "reference" test methods, with the understanding that
other data, including continuous opacity or emissions monitoring data, if available,. may be
used to dete;nnine compliance if such data provide credible C".idcncc of what the unit's
opacity or emissions \vould be bad a reference test been perfom1ed.

•

62..296.414(4) Requirements for test frequency are revised and clarified, depending c,a
pennit type. In addition, l3J1.&u.age is revised 10 eliminate aJJ references to "demonstrating
compliance." As current.ly wrinen, the rule;: implies that the exclusive means of
demonstrating compliance, or noncompliance, is throl&gh use of a reference test method. The
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existing language appears to conflict with the EPA requirement at 40 CFR-51.212(c) that
nothing shall preclude the use of any credible evidence for determining compliance with
emission limitations in the State Implementation Plan. Hence, the rule language is amended
to continue to require 1ha1periodic testing be perfonned and used for compliance purposes,
while leaving o·pen the possibility that other credible evidence, such as continuous opac!w ·o r
emissions monitoring data, if available, may also be used to determine compliance status.
Language is also revised to clarify frequency of emissions testing.
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October 24, 2006
Ms. Lynn Scearce
Department of Environmental Proteclion
Division of Air Resource Managemcnl
2600 Blair Stone Road
Mail Station 5500
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-2400
Re:

Proposed State Implementation Plan Revision for Genera] Pennits. Exemptions,
lncinC11UOrs and Concrete Batching Plants.

Ms. Scearce:
Pinellas County as completed its review of~e recent proposed rules.
During recent public meetings, citizens have.expressed concerns regarding the present rules
regulating crematories. One of those concerns is with mercury emissions. This pollutant is not
addressed in lhe current rule, and there are no limits on the number of crematories that may be
located in a particular site or area. ll1ey have also express~ concern regarding the c.urrent lac-k
of testing, and the proposed rules would basically eliminate any testing. Over the years, state
wide discussions regarding crematories have concluded there was a genera) consensus that
testing would be required in the new rule making. These rules move in the opposite diN:C.tion.
Our comments regarding proposed rule follow:
I. Gener ic facility [xemption 62-210.J0O(b)l .• states "o/1 ofthe emissions unils and acti\•ities within
the foci!lty. including any propose(/ new emissions unit$ <ind (l(;t/vilie$, individually meet the
exemption <:riteria afparagraph 62-210.J00(J)(a). F.A.C.. pan,groph 62-2 /0.JOO(J)(b), F.A.C.. or
suhparog,:aph 61·110,JO(){J)(t;)(h)I., F. A..C.. d:. ifthe facility meets all ofthe/QJ/owi11g criteria:".
Shouldn·11he language. be: "tmcl ifthe Jocillry meet$ all of thefollowing criteria..? Otherwise 1here
c.ould be a si1ua1ion whe n considered independently, lhe emission unils arc insignificant bul combined

they are not. The current language of"or" would seem 10 allow an unlimited number of illdi\'idual
exemptions withool tripping 1he facility total emissions dctcnninaliOf'I,

· Pl.~ SE AOORf.S-1 fl€PI.Y 1'0,
300S. Ga, den A Y~nt1e
Clc11 r,.., ue,. f lo rid11 J 3756
Phone-: (7.Z7) 4~ -4422

FAX: (727) ◄6-H◄20
TOO: (127J ◄r.-i ,◄ 106
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62-210.310(4)(Q. • Printing operations are being added 10th! general penni1 popula1ion. The
proposed rule wouJd be pennitting facilities with emissions as high as 80 tons VOC, 8 tons individual
HAP, and 20 tons totaJ HAPS/year. This results in several issues ofconcern:
A. loveacory • With this move, since many general pennined sources ate no< required to submit ~ ~ - ~
annual operation repon, relatively large synthetic minor solD'Ces will be removed from the
....~·:.O-".Z'~

lm•cntory. EPA has been trying to get more detailed and accurate inventories, and this would
appear to be moving in an opposite direction. We belie,-e ttul.t these sources should be required to
submit an A.OR and the rule should be modified to requ.i"e ,m AOR report. Other facilities SU¢b a
polyc:ucr f11bricoti0fl, cost polymc,-. cu~. ore syn1hericaU) limited ..ouroc:i with individual HAP3 of

up to 8 tom/year, These types of sources along wi th prbting operations should be required to
submil an AOR.
B. CMS Inspections . Under thC nonnal pcnnitting schemes, these facilities would be considered
synthetic minor souroes, and would fall under the Compliance Monitoring Strategy. To this
poin~ OEP lias delennined the strategy does not apply to g<ncral permitted soun:es. This would
remove many facilities from the inspection schedules.
C. Records few $bowing complian ce with the emission limits of62.210.310(4)(fJ2.a.- Usage
records arc required but arc not spcc.ific. These records need to be detailed so th.at a compliance
inspector can verify compliance. This can only be done by being able to determine the specific
matcria1 being used and having I.he ability to link that rmterial to a MSD sheet. to properly
determine voe and HAP content of the mnterial. 11 is 1""'..¢0mmended that the record de.tail be
required, such as:
M1tttial Uuge and VOCI UAP Emlulon Retorrlt - In ofder to document compliance Y.tith the
voe and HAP limitations. msmthl:,: VOC/HAJ> materiai usage and emission records shall be
kept. TilC Jois shall include the following at a minimum:
I. Facility Name, Facility ID No.
2. Mtnth, Year;
3. Qwntiry of each ink, blanket wash, fountain soluti~. or solvent (by name or
idc11tif1cation number) used, indicating the amo1n1 of each used (gallons or pounds);
4, VOC, individual HAPs., and total HAP content ,Cas applied) for each material utilized.; (lf
gallons are recorded for usage, content shall be recorded as lbs/galJon. If pounds arc
rcc;>rded for usage, content shall be recorded as percent by wctght.)
5. A calcu1ation of voe. indi\•idual HAPs, and to1al HAP emissions (101\S per month).from ·
each materi31 based on the infonnation in C. and above:
6. Mcntltly total for voe. individual HAPs, and total HAP facility emissions; and
7. A calcuJa1ion of the total facility voe, individutl HAPs, and total HAP emissions for the
ma;t recent 12 consccuti\'e monlh period;
. The records requirements should also be .spelled out foroomplying wi th 62-210.3 10(4)(t)2.b.

o:

D. Mass Balance - ihe rule requires a mass balance approach be used 10 detcnnine compliance
wi1h emissions.. The term is not specifically defined in lhc rules-, and it is likely there will be
many d ifferctH inten'l.1pci<n·1,s by IM' f"acilitics Md tht insptttorS-. Thc tcnn can~ dc fil\00 11s 10

assume all ihc voe and HAPs arc emincd. This is the most conservative approach. In
estimating emissions from printers. thm are several ass:nnprions that are have been determined
during the pecmittlng process. These assump1ions have been part of the permit, so that the
calculation method is clear. As an ex.ample, in newSpa~r printing 90-95% of the-solvent in the
inks is ex.pcctcd to remain on the paper, with only 5-lOOA> emissions. With other printing
processes 200/o oi1hc sol\ en1s from inks remains on the paper, wilh 80¾ arc asswned emitted.
These emis.sion assump1ion need to be spclkd out in 1he rule in order to avoi~ confusion and
different cc,mpliance-detenninations.
1
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Small lnciN ralOn 62-29'.401(1) & Biol.ogic:aJ Wute lociaeratio• 62-296.401(4) A. (n regards to test fn:quoocy? the language should be changed to read: "CondUCt a perfonnance
test for ca.c:.h individual :missions unit using lhe specified reference test method for visible
emissions no later than SO days prior to submitting the application for an initial or renewal air
operation permit, and unuaJly thereafter within 60 day:r prior 10 eoch annfrtrsary ofthe air

general permit n01ifit:atio11/orm submlttal datt ," With the-specific test date we will be able
to pr0vide compliance ts:Sis:tance to notify them of an upcoming test. being the same time
every years makes it more likely the facilil)' will comply with the testing. and having this test
date coincides with test submittal of any re-registrati011.

8 . No objectionable odor !hould remain a standard for incinerators to meet.
4. Humu Crematori.. 6:Z.29'.296(5)(b) - "No objecrionable odor allowed." needs 10 be added 10 lhe

emission standards. This condiiion could be added to GP general conditions. so that it appl.ics to all

· aeneraJ pennitted ,ouroes. Thal would be the better altort\ltive.
S.

Cmaatoria 62-296.296(5)(b)l. - The visible emissM>ns standard changes from "No visible
emission ($ pottnl opaciJy) e:uept 1hot .,,,JsJblt emissions n()J exceeding 2o'percen1opacity ore
oilowedfor up 10 1ltree mbw1es In any one h()Ur peri<XI'. to " .. , .S% opacity, six-minute average.
exc.ept that visible emissi{Jn.s no: exceeding I 5% opacity shall be allowedfor up lo 6 minutes in any
one-hour perio<I'. Pinellas is ui..awarc of a technical reason that a propcriy operating human
crematory cannot meet the cumnt standard of S% opacity. Any deviations of lhat standard have
typically been tmced to a p00r work practiees. Pinellas recommends keeping the current opac.ty
standard oe"No vislble emissi01t (5 percenl opacity) except that visible emWions not exceeding 20
percent opocily are allowed/or up IQthree ntinute.s in any one hour period". If tile intent is to :»witch
to EPA method 9 versus O£P IT.cthod 9, perhaps the standard could be ..5% opacity, six-minute
llW!rage, except that ,•isible emir.dons n()J exceeding IQ% opociry shall be allowed for up to 6 minutes
in any one-hour periQd. See the next page ''Visible Emissioo Standard Comparison"' that
demonstrates the proposed standard is a relaxation of the current standard. The averages in rc:d
indicate a higher visible emissic,o average result with the new standard..
H■man

6. Human Crtmatorits 62-296.Z~(S)(c) - The requirement co obca.in a consuuccion pennit ha.s been
removed and the fa<:ility must row supply residence time calculations with the genen:11 pennit form.
The registration fonn should be changed to not only to supply the calculations to dcmonsuate
compliance with the I second rtSidence time. They should also be re.quired to s.ubmit a 4iag,am
showing the placement of the temperature probe is correctly located at the I $CCOOd residence time.
Some of the generaJ pennit reviewers roay not have thCtra.ining to ensure the n:sidence time
calculations arc done.correctly. The algorithm should be put in the in the registration form and/or the
rule, The rule shooId also be ma.de clear that the probe mUst be placed at the l second residence time
for 1,800 degrc:cs.
7. B•m•• Cre.ntalorie, 62-?%.296(5)(e)J. - the draft rules eliminates the requfrement for the
Oepartmenl to appro-.·c the training plans and removes reference to "'Ma minim11m the t:riterla

applicable to ere motion set fart't in the EPA Medlcol Wasu Incinerator Operator Trair,ing Program
Cu unsc: HundlJwA., EPA Z() 4SJ/h•93•QIIJ. uncl lnstn1<.:wr'.l· Ouldf!, EPA 4JJIB-9J.(JJ9'", This w ill

lca-.·e ic up to the.inspectors in too field to maJce a determination ih the field if the proper training was
provided, We rccom'mcnd that once the training provider is selected. The fad lity sends a c.:opy of the
training to the compliance agen~y. This will also allow the inspector to deck the training versus the
way the unit is actually openue4.
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B•1111,■ Crematories 6Z..2'6.296(S)(t)l. - We recommend that lhe rule require the training
·
certificates to document what equipment tbe operator was b'.8ined on.

9. · B•ma■ Crematories 6~296.296(5)(1) - Requiring proper cquipmcot maintcnanoc is a very. good
tdea, b\lt needs some more specifics:
A. Require the manufacturer's maintenance requiremet1ts are submitted with the general permit
fonn, and be maintained on-site, so the inspector can dctenninc if proper maintenance is being
done i.n a limely manner.
8 . A startup and shutdown plan is also a good idea but we need to know what these plans must
contain 10 determine if the facility is C(()IDplying with the in.1en1 of the rule.
C. Instead of saying .. in accoradance with the manufacturer's speciftea1ion.s, we recommend:
"(/) Equipment M(J/ntt'1Cl'ICe. All cnmlJ.U)f',Y uniJs $ho/.{ be mainJained In proper working order In
accordance wilh the manufact11rer's maintenance .l'Cffi!dule.t. and specifications to en.rure the integrity
and efficiency ofthe tqulpment. Ifo crematory unll contains" tkftcl thol ajftelS the Integrity or
efficiency ofthe unit, the unit .shalt be tak.t.n 0111 ofiervlu. No per&on shall use or p#rmit the uu of
that unit 11ntil it has been repaired or (lffjusted. Repair record& on oli cremotory writs shal.l be
maintained on.site for at least two years ... •·

10. Human Crtmalorlea 62-296.296(S)(QI. - The draft rules eliminates the requiremenl for 1estiog
visible emissions, for a general pennitted source, at the same ti.me period every year. and includes
language tha1 just says annually. Pinellas recommends the rule be written:
Visible emis&lons te.&tlngfar tac.h human crematory unlt shall be conducted:
A.. within JO days after beginning Initial operOlion ofthe unil. and
B. annually thertafter. within 60 days prior 10 each annh•ersary ofthe air genera.I pf,rmlt
regisl1'ation form s ubmittal dale.
C. within 60 days prior to the submillal date ofany new air seneral permil ~
Jroli.Qn form
With the specific test dare we will be able to provide•compliance assistance to nocify them of an
upcoming test. being the same time every year makes it more likely 1he fac ility will comply with the
testing. and having this test date coincides with test subminal of any re-registrotion.
11. Human Crematories 62-2'6.296(S)(i)J. - lden1jcal tests are being removed along with any routine
testing for PM and CO. In (j) the rule requires additional "pollutant monitoring systems" to control
combustion during higher visible emissioo, oocunences. but this is only for units installed after 1/1/07,
and docs not address the concern, that au crematory units would never be tested, and therefore would
never have truly provided reasonable assun.nce-that the unit 1neets 1he emission liffiiling standards,
particularly CO, ln our experience, when a facility with an older unit finally has had to test their own
uni(, the ui'lit could not comply with the staodatds. Qi,•er the years, during various annuaJ meetings
and teJeconferences, as a whole, it was ai;;reed that lhc rule would be chan3cd to require some testing.
This rule requires no testing for PM or CO. Pinellu recommend.~ that any new unit being permitted
for the first time can avoid testing. but upon re•rcg.istration, the unit must be tested for PM snd CO.
Pinellas proposes the rule be written to require testing upon re-registration (every 5 years) or
minimally at ten years and every S years thereafter.
·
12.

H•m-■ Crematories 62-296.296(5)(1.)3. - Continuous Monitoring requirements, For tempcr~ture
chart documentation. We suggest 3dding o requiremen110 document when the cremation stops. The
rule requires 1hat the temperature in the seoondary eharnbu be up 10 temperature before cremation

b<glii! all<! also ft<luire, the 1emperarure b• n1aimaioed lhroughoo111ie <c>mbu;tioo pro¢e!!. Wi1bou1
1he operator documenting the start and stop times, ii is impossible for an inspct.tor to ensure
compliance with tllis requirement. By requiring the openuot 10 document these times they should be
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foc,used on the requiremenl' o f ma.i.ntaining the temperatures. Pinellas rcoommends that the rule
read:

''C-onlinUQU$ temperature monitoring dccumentalion ,Ital/ include operQlor name, ope.ra10r
indiconon of when e r e ~ in the primary chamber -.·as begun a,id ends. date., time, and
temperature marking:,. "

13.

A■imal Crematori.. 62-296.l9'(6)(b) - "No objectionable odor allowed." needs to be added to the
emission standards. As an alternative, lhls condition could be added to OP general conditions,, so that
it applies to all general pcrTI?Jttcd sowccs. That would be the helter alternative.

14. Aaimal Crematories ,i.m.29'(6)(b)t . -The visible emissions standard changes from ""No visible

emiuion (5 percent opacity} excepl that visible emi.$.sions not exceeding 20 percent opociry are
allowed/qr up to.three minutes in any one hour period', to •·... 5% opacity, sh-minute m,erage,
uc.e.p1 tho! 1,-£sJble eminioM not txctedlng I 5% opacity shall be a/luwedfor up U> 6 minUles in any
one-hourperiod". Pinellas is unaware of a «>ehnical rt:MOn that a properly openuing animal
crema1ory cannot meet the ~rrcnt standard of S% optC•ity. Any deviations of that standard have
•typically bcc:n traced to a poor work practices. Pinellas recommends keeping the e~rrcnt opacity
standard of" No vi.Jible emission (5 pe.rcent opac.ity) except 1h01 vLJible e.mi:;sions nOI exceeding 20

per,~nt opacity are allowedjar up to three minllle, in any one hour period". If the int<nt is to switch
to EPA melhod 9 versus DEP mclhod 9, perhaps the standard could be "5% opacity. s£:r.minuJ4

a•;eroge. actpt tltal visible emissions nQI exceeding JO¾ opacity 3ho/l be allowed/or up to 6 minutes
in °"Y o~hour pe.riod Refer back to the same comment for Human Crcinatorics.
15. Anhui C-n:macories 62·296.296(6)(e)1. • The requirement co obtain a consuuc:rion permit has been
removed and the facility most now suppty residence time•calculations with the general pennit fonn.
The registration fonn should be changed to not only to supply the calc ulation~ to demonstrate
compliance with the I secot1d residence time, they should al~ be required to submi1a d iagram
showing the placement of the temperature probe is minimally at the I second residence time. Some
of the general pennit reviev,;.<ers may not have the.training to cnsure-1he residence time calculations are
done correctly. The algori~m should be put ln the in the registration fonn and/or the rule.
16. Animal Crematories 6Z..l96.296(6)(e)l. • the draft rules eliminates the requirement for the
Department to approve the training plans and removes reference to "at a minimum 1he crileria
applk!(Jb/e 10 cremation.setfor1h in the EPA Medica.l Wusle /ndneralor Operator Traini11g Program
Course Handboot EPA. 20 45JIB•9J-018. and lnseructor~ Gu;d,. EPA. 4SJIB-9J.(J/9". This will
leave it up to the inspectors in the field to make a determination in the fie ld if the proper 1raining was
provided. We recommend tha, once the training provider is selected. The facility sends a copy of the
training to the c-ompliance agency. T his wiU also allow the inspector.to check the training versus the
way the•unit is actually operated.
17. Animal Crematories 6Z.296.296(6)(e)2. - We recommend lhat the rule require the training
ccrtific:ues to document w'-at eq\Jipment 1hc operator was trained on.
18 . Animal Crt:macories 62-296.296(6)(1) - Requiring proper equipmcn1 maintenance is a very good
id~ but needs some more s pecifics:
A. Require the manufacturer's maintenance requirements be submitted with the general pennit fonn.
so the inspector can derennine if proper maintenance is being done in a timely manner.
8 . A Startup and shutdown plan Is also a good idea but needs to be specific as to what these-plans
must contain so that compliance can detennine if the faci lity is complying with the inten1 oflhc
rule.

C. Instead of saying "'in accordance wit~ the manufac1urcr's specifications, we recommend:
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·•Q) E-quipmenl Maimenance. All crematory ur.ils shall be maintained In proper working order In
accordance widt rhe manufaClurer's maintenance sclte4u/es and :r~ciflca1i.ons to ensure the in1egrily
and efflc.ieney o/1he equlpment. Ifa cremaJo,y um'I conJalns a defeet th41 affects 1J1e integrity or
efficiency of1he unit, 1/re uniJ slulll be taken (>Ill ofsel"Vice. No person shall use or permit 1he use of
that unit umil it has been repaired or adjusted. Repair records on all crematory ,mit.s shall be
maintained on.sire for aJ least two years ... •·
19. Animal Crematories 6:Z.-296.296(6)(i)-The draf\ rules eliminates the requirement for testing visible
emissions, for a general permitted source, at the s.amc time period every year. and includes language
that just says annually. PineUas recommends the rule be wrinen:
Visible emissions ttstlngfo, each Jiu.man crem~uory unit shall be conducied: .
A. wil.hin JO days after begi.nnfng initial operation of the unil, and
B. annually thereafter, wllhin 60 days prWr iO each anniversary <>ftM air general permlt
registration form submUtaJ date.
C. within 6() days prior to the submittal date ofany new air general permit regi.stralU)n form
Wi\h the specific te-st date we will be able-to provide compliance assistance to notify them of an
upcoming test. With the test date•being in a srccific period every year makes it more likely the
l'a~ilily will Wtul)l)' with ll.«,; tqliug. and lwvirtg ll,js lc~t dl:llc- ~vio-cidcs with test sobmjnal of any re•

rclis.tration.
20. Animal Crematorie5 6Z~296.296(6)(i). - Jder.tieal tests are bt:ing rcmo,•ed along with any routine
testing for PM and CO. In (i) the ruJe requires additional "pollutant monitoring systems•· to control
combustion during hia:her visible emission occurrences, bul this is only for units installed aft.er 1/1107,

and does not address the concern, that aU crerr.acory unils would never be tested. and therefore would
never have truly provided reasonable assllr.lnce that the unit meets the emission limiting stindards, ·
partiCulariy CO. In our experience, ,vhen a fai.-ility with an older unit finally has had to test their own
unit, the unit could no1compty with the standards. Over the years, during varjous annual meetings
and teleconferences, as a whole, it was agreed that the rule would be changed to require some testing.
This rule requires no testing for PM Of CO. Pinellas recommends that any new unit being permitted
for the first time can avoid testing, but upon re-registration, the unit must be tested for PM and CO.
Pinellas recommends that any new unit being permitted for the first time can. avoid tcsling, but upon
re-registration, the unit must be tested for PM and CO. Pinellas proposes the rule be written to
require testing upon rc•rcgistration (every 5 years) or minimally at ten years and every 5 years ·
thereafter.

2 l. An.lmal Crematories 61-296.296(6)0) -Coni nUous Monitoring requirements. For temperature
chart documentation. We sugge.,;t adding a rcq_uifement to document when the cremation stops. The
rule requires that the temperature in the secondary chamber be up to temperature before cremation
begins and also requires the temperature be maintained throughout the C()mbusrion process. Without
the operator docwncnting the start and stop tir.,cs, it is impossible fo r an ins.pcc{or to ensure
compliance with this rcquJremcnt. By requiring the operator to document these 1imcs they should be
more focused on the requirement of maintaining the tempcrarures. Pinellas recommends chat the rute
read:

"Continuous temperature mo11i1ori11g docnmentotion shall include operattJr name. oper(UOr
indication of when crem(uion in tht prim<»y cJ,ambcr WON hi.-grm tmd CJJr1S. dare. time. and
temperature markings. "

22. Nonmc1aUit 62-210.3t0(6)(e)3.t.(11). deals with unconfined emissions. It has been our experience
that the common practice of using w.ner as ya:d dust suppressant is :in eiTective practice. However,
when this is used wi1hou1 any further consideration, the wet material it tracked off-site onto
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where it driei out and becomes a fugith•e emission. The regulation should clearly address
1his issue. The language could read "(ii) Unconfined emissions that might be g4lnerau:d by vehicular
lraffic or wind shall b,e controlled by applying water (by water rrucks equipped wilh spray bars) or
ejfeciive dus1 suppressanr(s) on a regular basis u, all stockpiles, roadways and work-yards where this
nonme1alllc mineral processing plan1 is locared. No ma1erlal wUI be {I/lowed 10 be tracked ojf-si1e,
where ii wi/J become an unconfined emission. ··

Thank you for 1be opponuni1y 10 commen, on lhe proposed rules. If you have any ques1ions,
please contact me al 727-464-4422.
Sincerely,

~ ~ ~ C o o r o i ~ l or
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cearce, Lynn
From:

Glunn, John·

Sent:

Thursday, May 1) ,.20068:29 AM
Scearce, Lynn

To:

Subjtct FW: Proposed Amandments FAC 296.401
Comments on rule WO<kshop.
From: Rahm,. Paul (maflto:PRahill@matthewsintl.com J
Sent WednescSay, May 10, 2006 7:08 PM
To: Glunn., John
Cc: LOMBARDI, Tony
S..bject: Proposed Amend=ts FAC 296.401
Mr... Glunn.
Attad'led you will find our comments on the proposed amendments to lhe FAC 2 96.401 as well as the supporting
documents.• test information and data from the USEPA.
Please feel free to oontact me with eny questions you may have.regarding this submit!aL

Paul F. Rahill
President Matthews Crematl'On Division

wet>:www matthewscremalion.com

web petWfiWJaitbtulfor.e.v..erl'.!!@ts.com
web tlowers:www.moumingllowgrs.com

Tl 407'686 5533 x 138
FX 407 886 4498
EM prahi1l@matw.com

5/1 112006
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RECEIVED
MAY I , 2006

Sprint 8ouftv-ard

Apopka, Fl 32703
407-886-5533 tel

O<VISION OF AIR
RESOURCES MANAGEJAENT

407•886--5990 fax
800-327-283 1

-

l&IMl!:\41.ifi

May 5, 2006
Mr. John Glunn
Department of Environmental Protection
Division of Air Resource Management. MS 550
2600 Blair Stone Road
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2400

RE: Proposal Amendments
Dear Mr. Glunn:
Thank you for this opportunity to provide comments on the proposed amendments to
Chapter 62·296 FAC. We are involved with environmental authorities across North
America and can say with confidence that the State of Florida leads the way with practical
and effective regulations concerning human and animal crematories. We believe that
these proposed amendments, along with our recommendations, will further enhanco these
regulations.
I have attached a summary document and supporting data and test results from a project
conducted by the USEPA on cremation equipment We know or no other data available
that is more comprehensive and informative. We have based several of our comments Ofl
this data ptovided by the USEPA.

296.401(5)(b)1 - Human Crematories
(L9)- Change design temperature requirement from 1eoo• F to 1600° F
(L14) - Change operating temperature of the secondary chamber from 1600" F to 14CMY F
(L20) -Change operating temperature of the secondary chamber from 1600° F to 1400' F
These changes in temperature requirements are supported by the data provided by the
USEPA (copy attached) and will result in lower emissions, less fuel wasted, and greater
safety to crematory operators.
296.401C5)fdl1
(L13-16) - We suggest this be reworded to allow the "hands on" portion of the training to
be provided by another previously trained operator or the equipment
manufacture(s representative or another authorized training organization.

This change will allow the classroom training to be conducted in a larger group (multiple
companies) with equipment--specific •hands on· training to be performed in a more cost
effective and practical manner.

29§.401 CSlfel
We strongly support proposed changes that will strengthen and encourage crematory
maintenance programs.
The Standard o f Excellence in Cr emation Solutions
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r. John Gklnn ..- OEP

May 5, 2006
Page 2

296.40H5JCJJ
We support proposed changes that will require simple yet effective pollution monitoring
systems 10 be required and maintained.
296.401{6l{bl1
See comments @ 296.401(5}(b)1
2Q6.401{6){d)1
See comments@ 296.401(5)(d)1
296.401/6\[el
See comments@ 296.401(5)(e)

296 401 (§HJ)

See comments@296.401(5J(J)
Again, we app<eciate this opportunity to comment. If you woold like to discuss any of
these ttems, please feel free to contact me at 407.886.5533 x 138, or my assistant Ms.
Sandy Blinco at 407.886.5533 x 160.

Sincerely,
MATTHEWS CREMATION

~
Paul F. Rahill

President
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The Stan dard of ExceUence in Cremation Solutiorns
I
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cremation .D ivision

RECEIVED
l'TAf l l 2oa6
DIVISION OF AIR

~~

CREMATORY REGULATION DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL
STATE OF FLORIDA
April 2006

Prepared by:
PaulF.Rahlll
Test Site Coordinator
President, Matthews Cremation
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Dale E. Walter, P.E.
Test Sito Coordinator

Professional Engineer - Florida
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CREMATORY REGULATION DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL
On behalf of lhe Cremation Association of North America (CANA) and Mattllews, thank you for
taking time to review this inforination and discuss the potential to improve the environment and
operation of cremation equipment in the State ofFlorlda.
The federal regulation development process fot human and animal crematories, which began in
1996. was originally estimated to take four years to complete. At the start of this journey, the US
EPA had no regulaOons covering the desi.gn, installation and operation of human or animal
crematories, rather leaving this process to the individual states and to. deal with as they may. The
EPA regulatio1 development plan was originally designed to include varied public and private
groups, giving them the opportunity to express their concerns, provide their nput and make
recommendations that would shape the oulcome of future regulations.
EPA was reqoired to set emission standards for the "other solid waste incinerators· (OSWI)
category referenced under Section 129(a)(1)(E) of the amended Clean Air Act. A representative
human crematory, located at the Woodlawn Cemetery in the Bronx, New York, was tested in
support of setting these emission standards. It is worth noting that while the design and operation of
thio eremotion equipment

WO$

"repre$Cntotive" to whot wo:, eommonly found throughout North

America, it also had an additional external spray chamber. ThrS device was intended to further
reduce the errissions from the cremation equipment. This additional pcl!uticn control device was
very unique for cremalion equipmenl located throughout North America, and was required by the
New York City Environmental Department when tiis equipment was installed in the mid 70's.
This EPA wort assignment was ccnducted in collaboration with representatives from .CANA and
Matthews (IEE-ALL) as the test site coordinators.
Testing for the pollutants specified in the wort< assignment was accomplished during three operating
test conditions where the secondary chamber was maintained at a minimum of 1400°, 160011 , and
1
for each condition.

aoo·

Three cremations were f'W:!rlOrmAd At P.Ach temperature condition. The averages of the three
cremations to, each temperature condrtion are presented below in Summary Table with the
ccmplete "Final Test Report - Volume 1· attached tor detail review.
The following ere the pollutants for which emission standards were to be established and for which
testing was conducted:
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Visible emissions
Particulate matter
Carbon monoxide
Nitrogen oxides
Sulfur di>xide
Hydrogen chloride
Metals (cadmium. mercury. and lead)
Dioxins and furans
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EPA originally decided on 12 tests with the assorted conlainera and caskets al two temperature
levels. CANA, however, requested a total of 18 tests be perfonned at three different temperature
levels, and agreed to pay for the additional testing above the cost sharing arrangement, in order to
obtain the most detailed and accurate data for the industry. EPA hired the two independent testing
contractors whom they knew well and had utilized In other testing projects. After considerable pre
test preparations, testing began on June 11, 1999, and concluded on June 17, 1999.
Final regulations were eventually proposed in November

2004. This was followed by a nationwide

public oomment period of almost one year allowing ~nyone, p1,1blic, induStry or agency to submit
comments to US EPA for consideration where their comments \VOuk:t be considered bef0te the final
regulations would be adopted. Only two comments were received during the one year period and
EPA's position remained unchanged.
EPA slated, "Final regulations for other solid waste incineration (OSWI) units were signed by the
EPA's
Administrator
on
November
30,
2005,
and
can
be · . ·found
at
http:/www.epa.gov/ttnloarpg/new.html. Regarding the status of human and animal ,crematories,
EPA did not change its position with respect to these sources between proposals and promulgation,
and they are not regulated as part of the final OSWI regulations or any other existing clean Air Act
Section 129 incineration regulation.·
Conclusion for Human Crematories: "We noled in the proposed rules that In considering /he nature
of human cromatories..., EPA has come lo the conclusion that the human body should not be
labeled or considered solid waste. Therefore, human crematories are not solid waste combustion
units, and aro not a subcategory of OSWI for regulation. Moroover, we state in the preamble to the
final roles th.at as stated in the preamble to the proposed OSWI rules, if EPA or states determine in
the fu/uro that human cromatories should be considerod for regulation they would be addressed
under other authorities:
Conclusion for Animal Crematories: · in the preamble to the proposed rules. we noted that (1)
emissions from these units aro very low when compered to other solid waste combustion units. The
emissjons levels from uncontrolled animal crematory units are, in fact, less than emissions after
controls from other types of incinerators that are regulated..., (2) EPA is concerned about
biosecurity within the agricullurol sec tor; (3) In many aroas thero is also a lack of reasonable and
economic oltematives (e.g., rendering, composting, buriol) to incineration; and (4) EPA has
detem,ined that the adverse Impacts associated with rogulatlon of animal crematories outweigh the
benefits of rogulation and these units are not included as a subcategory of OSW/ for regulation at
this time. We state in the preamble to the final rules that EPA has not changed our decision to
exclude animal crematories and pethological waste incineration units, based on our analysis of their
emissions and the adverse impacts that would occur if these units were regulated under the final ·
OSW/ roles ... At this time, EPA has no plans underway to rogulate human or animal crematories:
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years after the 19~) Clean Air Act and 1O years after the regulation development process
began in earnest. crematorles have been tested. reviewed and evaluated with a final determination
of no federal regulations planned and none recommended to the states:
Next steps must be considered though as problems still exist for current and M ure ctemato,y
operations. In anticipation of US EPA developing federal regulations, many states moved forward
on their own and developed regulations without .the benefit of. the same comprehensive test data
that was later available from the EPA testing. As a result. several states have regulations that
actualty appear to Increase. the ·pollutant emissions from crematories as weU as increase the fuel
consumption of crematories and the production of gre'enhouse gases.

Based on the cremalories' resulls and report from the testing conducted by US EPA, the following
are recommendations that we propose would further reduce pollutant output from human and
animal aemations, increase the level of safety for crematory operators. ~nd reduce the quantities of
fuel currently consumed.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Des;gn and Operating Requirements
►

Secondai)' combustion chamber minbnum operating temperature of 1400°F.
(Best emission results were found at this temperature level)
► Seconda,y combustion chamber minimum gas residence time of 0.5 seconds.
(Equipment tested had a residence time of 0.5 seconds · minimum, which provided
acceptable emissons levels)
► Operators shall be trained in the use of the equipment by an approved training

organization.
Emissions LimitaUons
► Visible Emissions. Visible emissions shall not exceed 20% opacity averaged over 6

minutes.
► Particulate Matter. The concentration of particulate matter shall not exceed 0.08
►

grains/d,y standard cubic foot corrected to 7% oxygen.
Carbon Monoxide. The concentration of carbon monoxide shall not exceed 100 parts per
million corrected to 7% oxygen (hourly average).

Noles
► The unique (reton) design of a multi-chamber Type 6 cremato,y incinerator which, by rts

design, allows the temperature of lhe seoonda,y chamber to impact the burn rate of lhe
primary (ctemation) chamber. Therefore, the higher temperature in the seconda,y
chamber, the higher the burn rate in the prima,y chamber, and the greater the ~uanlity of
products of corrt>ustlon (POC) produced. The increased quantity of p,oducts of
combustion enteling the seconda,y chamber consequently reduces the effectiveness of
the seconda,y chamber d uring thal point of time wllere the bum rale is accelerated.
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:The

higher the operating temperature of the secondary chamber, the higher the
temperature of the product~ of combustion in the secondary chamber. W~h increased
products of combustion temperature comes increased products of combustion volume,
and, therefore, less time these gases are ·retained" in the secondary chamber.

CONCLUSION
The test results show that the emissions of nearly an the tested Pollutants increased when the
operating tefTlperature was raised. This indicates that there is no benefit to the higher operating
temperatures required jn many states.
The results also demonstrate that crematories are capable of low emissions without the use of
additional pollution control equipment.
We sincerely appreciate the opportunity and time allowed to review this data and to consider the
proposed recommendations.

~

Paul F. Ra hill, Pres•ident

Matthews Cremation
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1
US EPA/CANA CREMATORY TEST DATA
EPA Contract No. 68-D-96-027

1400'F

Averages of the 3 runs for
each test condition.

Condition 1

1600'F
C011dijlon 2

lnlat

Ootlet

Inlet

Stack Gas Flow Rate, (OSCFM)
Average Staci< Gas Temperal\Jre ('F)

421
1258

Moisture in Stack Gas (%Vol.)

1 ◄.6

Carbon Dioxide, Ory Basis(%)
Oxygen, Ory Basis (%)

7.0

9.9

529
519
24.2
6.4
10.9

475
142 1
16.0
8.2
8.6

.

1.25

.

0.052
0.011
0.016

0.118

Part Cone. (gr/DSCF @ 7% 0 2)

0.042
0.012
0.015

CO Qblhf)
CO Coocenlration (ppm @ 7% 0 2)

0.0040
2.80

0.0039
2.4 1

NOx (lb/hr)
NOx Concentration (ppm)

0.34
113

0.37
101

0.44
126

SO, (lb/ht)
S02 Concentration (ppm)

0.038
9.1

0.040
7.7

HCI (IMlr)

0.053

Mercury (gram/hr)
Mercury concentration (ug/dscm)

1800'F

Condition 3

Outlet

Inlet

Outlet

577
25. 7
7.4
9.9

440
1580
16.1
8.7
7.5

561
670
27.5
7.8
8.8

2.57

.

10.83

0.132
0.027 '
0.034

0.245
0.005
0.068

0.283
0.059
0.068

0.0006 · 0.0007
0.34
0.37

0.0108
5.95

0.0099
4.76

0.43
106

0.30
98

0.34

0.087
18

0.085
15

0.142

33

0.148
27

0.033

0.14

0.15

0.2 6

0.39

0.27
438

0.15
224

0.33

0.086
120

0.060

480

0.26
3 15

Lead (gram/hr)
Lead concenlra!ion (ug/dscm)

0.10
153

0.09
133

0.32
424

0.29
348

0.59
786

0.44

Cadmium (gram/hr)
Cadmium 00flcentration (ug/dscm)

0.006
9.9

0.006
9,1

0.052
65.2

0.038
47.0

0.11 0
143

0.073

82
6.1

338

17.4

139
8.5

614
27.9

192
14.0

423
23.6

Visible Emissions (% opacity)
Maximum 6-mioote Average
Particulate Matter (lb/hr)

Parliculale Concentration (griDSCF)

Oioxin/Furans (nanogram/min)

Dk>xin/Furans in-'dscm'
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AVAILABLE COPY

T.il Rt$\.dl$ - Visible Emi$&iol'1S

Test Results-Particulate Matter Emissions

1654 deg. F

1450,deg. F

1451) deg. F

0

•

10
6
6
Emi$Sions - 1-ighest 6-mi n, Avg, O~c:rly
2

0.02

0

12

0.06

0.04

0.08

Emlssicns-GR/OSCF@ 7'"b ~

Test Results -Carbon Monoxi de Emissions

Test Resutts - N~n Oxides EnwS$ions
1840deg. F

1840 deg. F

1654 deg. F
14S01<1eg. F

1450 deg._F

0
0

1

2

3

4

5

Emissions - par1s per million

6

20

40

&>

BO .

100

120

140

Emis$k>ns • parts per mil ion

Test Results - Sulfur Ofoxode Emissions

1840 deg. F

• Test results shown in these graphs are
emission levels prior to the spray
clnamber. The spray chamber had very
little affect on the emission levels.

1654 deg. F

..

1450 dl:ll1, F

These

results

being

·pre-spray

chamber" are representative of ·nearly all
cremation equipment . operating in North
Emissi ons. parts J>tf' m1111on
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MRI.
~t.'t 1 i. 2006
~Ol'AIR
~~

Emission Test Evaluation
of a Crematory
at Woodlawn Cemetery
in the Bronx, NY
Final Test Report
Volume I

,..

For U.S. E11vlronmental Protection Agency
Office of Air' Quality Planning and Standard
· Emission Measurement Center
4930 Old Page Road
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1.
Introduction
1.1

Background

EPA is requited to set emission standards for the other solid waste incinerators"
(OSWI) category referenced under Section 129(a)(l)(E) of the amended Clean Air Act.
This category currenlly contains pathological waste inc ineratOF$ and hum.an crematories. A
representative human crematory, located at the Woodlawn Cemetery in the Bronx. New
York. was tested in support of setting these emission standards. Te.~ting was conducted in
collaboration with tJle Crematjon Association of North America (CANA).
0

Although emissions data are available from tests at.another facility, the unit tested was
not controlled and the body containc-rs (caskets) may not have been rcpresenta(jve. Thus,
the Woodlawn facility, which involves a representative human crematory having emission
controls~ was selected for baseline ("best controlled similar unit..) emissions testing.
Additionally. this test project would help detennine the effects of secondary chamber
temperature on emission levels.

1.2 Scope
This EPA work assignment wa.'i conducted in collaboration with the Cremation
Association of Nonh America (CANA) and results of testing for both parties are combinod
in this report. Emissions testing for polychlorinatcd dibenzo-dioxins (PCDDs) and _
polychlorinated dibenzo-furans (PCDFs) and process monitoring was conducted under tile
EPA work assignment. In conjunction with EPA testing, emissions testing for total
particulate matter (PM), hydrogen chloride (HCI). cadmium (Cd). men:ury (Hg). lead (Pb),
sulfur dioxide (S02), oxides of nitrogen (NOJ, and carbon monoxide (CO), and visual
observation of opacity was conducted for CANA.
Testing was conducted for three conditions, where secondaJ}• chamber temperature

was varied at 1,400' , 1,600', and 1,800'F pertest. Each test consisted of thiee sampling
runs at the scrubber inlet and oullct simultaneously with similar container materials, as
available, being used for all runs. Each sampling run covered an entire cycle of about
2 hour.;.
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2.
Source Description
2.1 Process Description
The crematory at Woodlawn Cemetery is located in a· lower level adjacent to the
basemet1t of the Woolworth Chapel. Four cremation incinerator unics of the same design
arc operated and vented to the common chimney located on a side lhe steeple. A

or

schematic of lhe unit lested is presented in Figure 2 -1. A reton is p reheated prior to
introducing the body container for cremation. Typical cremation takes approximately
2 hours. Following a cremation, the cooldown. removal of the remains, and preheating for
the next cremation takes approximately I houf.

The cre,runion incinerator unh rcton consists of a primary combustion chamber where
cremation occurs and a secondary chamber where the products of combustion from the
primary chamber arc incinerated further to reduce emissions. The external dimensions of
the reton arc approximately 15 feet long by 5 feet wide by 6 feet high, The bunter in the
primary chamber is rated at approximately 0,6 MMBTU/hr, and the burner in the secondary
chamber is rated at approximately 1.0 MMBTU/hr, A forced air blower(approximately
400-600 scfm) supplies air to both burners and chambers.
Combustion gases and products are vented through refractory-lined ductwork above
the retort to a wet scrubber with spray chambers using unmodified water (i.c-., not caustic
or acidic). Gases from the scrubber pass through a short section of duct with a damper to

the chimney. Uncontrolled emissions were measured in the horizontal. circular section of
duct immediately upstream from the scrubber. Ports were installed for the tests.
Controlled emissions were measured in the short horizontal, circular section of duct ·
between che scrubber and chimney. A new section with ports and without the damper was
installed for the tests. The damper is used to isolate the unit from the chimney and the
other th~ units when it is not in use. This unit is considered to be typical for cremation ·

incinerators., and the sc.rubber, or a similar device, may be a candidate for maximum
achievable control technology.

2.2 Control Equipment
Combustion gas passes through a wet scrubber prior to entering the chimney.
Entrained panicula1e mauer and other pollutants exiting the secondary combustion
chamber are removed in the scrubber, The horizontal, cylindrical, stainless steel scrubber
unil is approximately 48 inches long with a 36-inch d iameter and uses unmodified city
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3.
Test Project Description
3.1

Objectives and Test Matri x

The puspose of this collaborati ve test project "'as to obtain uncontrolled and controlled
emission data from a·cn:matory at the \Voodlawn Cemetery ro assist EPA in developing
emission standards under Seel.ion 129 of the Clean Air Ac.t. 'The specific objectives were
to:
Measure polychlorinotcd dibcnzodioxin (FCDD) and polyc.hlorinated
tJilxnw(unlll (PCOf), total pl:1.11i1,;ul<1le mauer (PM), hytlrogcn 1,;hJoritll.: (HCI),

ea<l:nium (Cd), mercury (Jig), lead (Pb), sulfur dioxide (SO,), oxides of nitrogen
(N0x), and carbon monoxide (CO) emissions simultaneously at the inlet and
ou(iet of lhe wet scrubber along with observations of opacity at lhe chimney
during three operating conditions where the secondary combustion chamber
ten:per.uure would be varied
Mooitor and record primary and secondary chamber temperatures. presence of
outdoor ambient odors, charge weights, bc<ly containci descriptions. balch cycle
timi:.s, fuel flow rates, outdoor ambient temperatures, outdoor relative humidity,
·and outdoor barometric pressure during cxh test run.
Testing for the pollutants specified in the work assignm~nt and also those contrac.tcd
by CANA was done during three operoting or t«.t condilion~ whc~ tho oeconda.ry <:h:.unbu

was maintai•ed at approximately 1,400°, 1,600°. aod l,800' F for each condition. 11ie
re1ort was heated to operating temperature before testing. Tes.ting for each run was siartcd
when the retort door was closed fol1owing insertion of the body container. Testing fOf' each
run was stopped when the operator determined that cremation was completed. Sampling
was not conducted during any portion of a wann~up or cool~down period.
The tes.1 matrix, which includes the number of samples or sample component sets
collected during each run for either uncontrolled or controlled emissions, is presented in
Table 3-1. The target pollutants are listed in Table3-2. Measured emission parameters
were identical at the scrubber inJet and outlet locations. Opacity readings were taken
outside at tl'e chimney during all three tests. All S"11lple analysis for target pollutants,
exrept HCI. were performed at MRJ's laboratories in Kansas City. Missouri. Samples to
be analyzed for HCI wc;rc trANferrcd to OMbra.ith Laboratories. Inc;., in Knoxvil1c,
Tennessee, for analysis. ETS, Inc. of Roanoke, Virginia, performed the EPA instrument,!
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of non-simultaneous testing is that results obtained from the inlet during Run 4
are somewhat larger than the outlet results.
•

During the lasl two runs of regular testing (Runs 8 and 9). no M26A trains were

used for sample collection at the outlet in order to conserve usable water-cooled
probes. Particulate matter for these runs was collected on che metals train.
Particulate matter results were not compromised by using a different crain sample
collection, however. no HCI samples could be collected as a ~ult.
•

Some trains at the scrubber inlet location (Run 1 M26A train, Run 2 M29 train,
Run 2 M23 train, Run 3 M26A train, and Run 5 M23 train) did noc pass final leak
check from the nozzle, but did pass from the sample transfer line. This appeared
to be caused by extreme temperatures loosening the nozzle-co-probe liner
connection. Since 0 1, CO2, and moisture results were nearly identical for all
trains within a given run. results from lhesc trains appear 10 be uncompromised
and representative of stack conditions.

The PCDD/PCOF outlet trains for Runs 5 and 10 did not pass final leak check. These
results are considered to be unu..1,able and are therefore not reported.

Thermocouples
During Run I, the probe thennocouple on the PCDO/PCDF train at the scrubber inlet
location shorted ouL This was replaced after the end of the run with the result that no
probe temperature data was a vailable for the second half of. the run. However, based on
stack temperature and filter box temperature, this is not expected to have affected results.
During Run 3, the XAD thcnnocouple 'on the PCDD/PCDF train started to fail, giving
high temperature readings in spite of frequent applications of ice. It was replaced during
port change and readings thereafter were well within method requirements. Data were not
affected, since the high temperatwc readings were not a rcnoction of actual 1cmpera1ures
thou8}1t to have bocn experienced at lhe XAD inlet

Sample Recovery
The recovery and QA rinses of the Run I PCDO/PCDF inlet and outlet sampling
trains were not collected "',Cording to the test plan (see analysis memo in Appendix A).
The recovery rinses for the semivolatile front-half (PCDD/PCDF FH) outlet were
inadvertently placed into the SV FH inlet sample bottles. This was easily corrected by
analyzing the recovery rinses labeled for the inlet with the outlet train samples and
designating a new number for 1he inlet ltain rinses to prevent mix up during analysis.. The
QA rinse from the PCDD/PCDF front-half outlet was inadvertently placed into the j.nJet
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last duct bend after the secondary eombus1ion chamber, and the Method 23 outlet train was
located nearest to the scrobber outlet More turbulent flow expected at these locations may
explain the higher flow results obtajncd with the Method 23 trains. Bec.ause flow was
different at eac.h 1ravcrsc point at any givc:n time across each sampling cross-sec1ion and
flow varied at each of those points during the course of a run. consistent now results could
not be obtained among the ttains used at the inlet or the outlet during any run.
Results of lesting for lot.al particulate matter are presented in "fable 3-8. As indicated
from the da1a, inle1 and outlet concentrations for each n.m were very similar. regardless of

condition thereby indicating that the scrubber had linle, or no effect on paniculate matter
removal. Da1a from particulate matter testing are found in Appendix H.
3.4.2

Hydrogen Chloride Analysis Results

Hydrogen chloride emission results arc presented in Table 3-9 in units of both grams
per minute o.nd pounds per hour. While, emissions oppcnr to be lowe r ot 1hc scrubber

outlet than at the inlet for Condition 1, the HCI concentrations are too low at the inlet
relative to the outlet locations for rCmoval e fficiencies to be meaningful. HCI data arc
included in Appendix B.
3.4.3

Metals Analysis Results

Metals resul!S, blank comected results and emission rates are shown In Tables 3-lO
through 3· 12. Cadmium and Jc:ad emissions tend to increase with secondary combustion
chamber temperature increase; mercury emissions were less affected by temperature than
the other two metals. The increase in metals emissions with increasing (empcraturcs ls not
uncommon, however, the amount of cadmium and lead charged during each run may also
have contributed. The metals narrative report with analysts' results ·are included in
AppendixF.
3.4.4

Dioxi n and Furan Results

Dioxin and furan results are provided in Tables 3- l3 through 3-24. grouped by
condition. Tables 3-13 through 3-16 provide results for Condition 1 testing, Tables 3-17
through 3-20 provide results for Condition 2 testing, and Tables 3-21 through 3-24 provide
results for Condition 3 testing. Results for each condition are presented first by total
amount found within a given homologue. next by the 2;3,7 ,8.substituted compounds. 1hen
by the corresponding equivalent toxicity of 2,3,7 ,8-tetrachloro-dibcnro~iox.in fo r inlet and
outJet The dioxin and furan narrative repon is included in Appendix G. It should be noted
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Table 3-1. Test Matrix-Summary of Emission ampline and Analvlical Parameters and Methods ~r Test Run
$ampl!ng
IOC11lion

-"'......

outl91 duct

$ampllngQf
meNUf91T18'11

time

0n. full oPOr&tinQ

""'

(approxlmalety
2 hours}

T«sl numbef' or
n.m.,Plea 0t 8M'IP1e

em-.-

eotnpOntnt Mlts per f\ltl

perameters

• JoeaUOn

Pteperati:ln me-thOd

OiOlrins end IUrtM

1 &tt tmk~lon SOll\'318$
and t stt OA saml)les

SotYent oxnction

Me..lt
{Cd, Hg. and Pb}

I

MelhOd 29 mct'O'We.v e
and halple.1e dfOe:tliOn

40CFR00, A~lxA,
Moltlocl 2$4, ~2m'

PartfculllM tNlllOf

I

Oos.loee.tlocl

HCI

I

HA

'0 CFR 60, AppeMix A,
Meth0d2

Vdt:Jcit:f, pressufe,

NA

....

3

PIA

o...,

3

NA

Qra wnetrie

1 con&luoos

Partlcu\e.te matter and
mo(ffllre r&mova1

NOtAforCO,

1 contilooua

Partlculat& manet end

UV spectl'09hOCOmet,y

Tost m01hod ar,d
S&ffl()le srze
COCFR60, Appendb; A,

Melhocf 23, 12.• m'
40 CFR 60, Appendix A.

MelhOd 29, >2ffl1

Analytloal methOd

HFIGC/Hf\1.JS
($\V..(1,44. Mett'IOd 82901
CFMS (SW•S48, Mc1h0d;

1000A. 7 13 1A. and 7421: and
CVMS ($W•8'0, Mt4tw>d 7.t70A)

temperature,

Gravimo!ria

1¢ (Meltlocl 25A>

.,..._..,,.
Pilot tubo.,

YCllumetrk:: now rate.

40 CFR 60, Appendix A,
Melhods 3 end 38,
,20L

40 CFR60, AppeodlXA,
Mif\hod 4, li-2.4 m~

40 CFR 60, Appendix A.
Melhod3A

C<>tendO1
(Molecutlr ~ ;
and eml$Slon ra:e
correcuon !actor tor
CloldM and hJt'frns)

-·

C01andO:z

(10 notmallu S01,

Micro-Net eel lor o,

N~1 andOO

f'MUIIS)

""""""
0tt!I~

-·

One fuU 0!)9(11.tlng

(approxlmatety
2hours)

40 CFR60, AppeodlxA.
MelhOdGC

so, .

40 CFR60, Appendix A,
Melh0d7E

NO,

1 con~uous

Patlkula.le maner and
moi$tur&rom0Y81

Ctletnluminescens.o

40 CFRISO, AwendfxA,
MtlhOd 10

co

1 oontlnuous

Parfculate mst1~1 and
mo~ture rHnl'.Wt!II

Gas Uter eorrelatiOn NOIA

O,,eclly

I <lata set continued

NA

.........

40 CFR60, ApJ)t~XA.
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Table 3-3. Stack Sampling Run Times
un
Number
I

-

S lack. Samollnq l ntervars Cin mlnu1es oor 24-hour dockl

Oa1c
6/11199

8112m
lnlel

0 """1
3

lnlcl

-

.,,~..

Outle<

•

15:2 1 • 16:21
17:01 • 18:0 1
15:20 • 16:20
17:00 • 18:00

15:20 • 1$;20
17:00 • 18:00
15:21 • 16:21
17:01 • 1801

tf:4'5 • 12:45
13:10 • 14:10
1 1 :◄r . 12:47
13:12 - 14:12

11:46 - 12:-'6
13:t l - 14:11
11:45• 12:45
13:10 • 14:10

11 :-'S • 12:4'5
13:10 · 1 ◄ : 1 0
11 :.CG - 12:-'6
13:11 • 14:11

09.06 . 10:0$
10:29 • 11:29
09:03 • 10:08
10~31 - 11 :31

00:07 - 10;07
10:30 -1 1:30
09:06 • 10:06
10:29 -11 :29

00:0G •
10:29 09:07 •
10:30 -

16:05 -1 8:35

16:05 • 18:35

18:0T • 17:07
17:21- 18:27

16:05- 17:05
17:2-5 • 18:25

16:06 • 17:06
17:26 • 18:26

15:50 • 16:50
17::20 - 18:20
15;:SZ - 16:52
17:22 • 18:22 .

15:51 • 16:51
17:2 1 • 18:21
15:50 - 16:50
17:20 - 18:20

tS:50 - 16:50
17::20.- 18:20
15:51 - 16:51
17:21 -18:21

10:"45 - 11 :-45
12:11 • 13:11
10;41 • 1 1:47
12:13 • 13: 13

10:-46 - 11:46
12:12 • 13:12
10:45 -11:45
12':11 - 13:11

10:45 ·• 11:45
12:11 . 13:11
10:46:- 11:46
12: 12 • 13:12

17;50 - 18:50
19:10 - 20:10
17:5? • 18:52

17:51 • 18:51
19:11 • 20:11
17:50 • 18:50

19:12-21>:12

19:10 - 21>:10

17:50'· 18:50
19:10 . 2010
17:51 • 18:61
19:1 1 - 20:11

..

10;06
11:29
10:07
11:30

6114199

5
Inlet

Outlet
• OIi _ .,.,

lnle<
OU!Jel
6115199

7

lnle<

Outlet
8

16:20
18:00
16:22
18:0 2

o,1~ ..

Outle<

•

(Semivolatk-S)

15:20 •
17:00 •
15:22 •
17:02 •

0 1/tlel

2

ructa!sl

(PMiHCIIC12l

,....

611- • •

· 15:40 • 16:-10
18:41 ~ 18:16

Outlet

... _.....

• ,

15:◄ t - 16:4 1

16:.49 - 18:19
15:40 -16:40
16:48 - 18:18

15:40- 16:40
16:48 • 18:18
15:41-16:41
16:49 - 18:19

10:0:) • 11:0:>

10;00 • 11:00 ·

I O;Q:, • ll :o:,

11:18 • 12:16

11:19 -12:19
10:05 -11:05
11:18 - 12:18

11:18- 12:18
10:06-11:06
11:19 -12:19

Olltle<

,.

.
.

Ei/17199

11\lel

16:02 -17:02
17:06 • 18:06
16:02 • 17:02
17:06 • 18:06

Outlcl
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Table 3-5. Summary Modified Method 5 Sampling Data- Condition 1
S•m~

.....

Gu

tim•

volunw

{trin)

(dscn'I)

Inlet M29

M2eA•
M23
Ave,-ge •
Outlet M29

M26A
M23

•tAnals ;
(>.q,;en
2

~,

120
120
120

1.269
U$2

U 84

w
10~

120
120
120

0 .884
0,81t
1.316

11.4
11,4

Awt•ge•

10.0
10,0

11.i
t1.4

Run2

tntt:t M29 .
M26A
M23 '
Avetttge •

...,.
°""''
.,,..
"""'

120
120
120

M26A

120
120

M23

120

1.826
1.478
1.13t

t.009
1.109
1,38,5

A..,.rago-=
M29
M26A'

.....

120
120
020

u~
1.383
Ul-1

Average•

Ou~I M:29
M26A
M23

120

0.8!M

120
120

1.098
1.59'2

10.4
10.4

w
10.4
11.4
11.4

J.U

120

1.7~

,.,•••
,.,

•.

u,

...•••
•••
••..,,
1.§

§.2

.._,

326

,,•

~

ill

ll

... .,.

520

14.9
15.3

1234
1253

10:U

,.,
.,,

100.4

illl

9U

w
15.1
23.5
24.7

ll.1

"·'

?.!

"'2

9.3

7.6

15.3

10.0
10.0

7.1

24.2
20.7

l.Q
7,1

ru
2'3

••.•

14.0

tA2SI • Mut;i>le metals satr~ling train,
M26A • PlttiOlla~tlHCI sa,ml)llng train.
• Failed fiMI IUk etttoelt ,,om Mute, but paneef from ..mp(• tt1nsle, l ne.

• Failed

102.3
102.7

Cdscll/min)

23.3

y

.

1294
1272
1292
503

653

100.3
100.$
104,6

1242

"'
'"
ill
.,,

105.5
101.4
10 1.e

1261
122$

100.8
100,7

1ll1

101.0

1241
509

101.1

Stod<
t)awraie

,.,

~

15.5
15.4

10.5

!Fl

Staclt

veloc:l!y
fact. l'Vm!n)

llJ.

7. 5
7. 5

J.Q.1

....

kkl!Nlt
1%)

=,,.

9.3
9.3

7. 1

Temp.

22.8
23,9

w
13.5

0.1

Run 10

Inlet M23
Outlet M23 •

11.2

13.5
13.6

11.4

10.0

Aw.rage'•

......""

AV9. Slatk

W.ater
1%)

"'

(OW,,/nWI)

12

m

•
"

601

386

II

ill

fil

ll

422

12

531

1S

171

m

m

:>31

m

457

...
...,.. ...
,..
,.,
l§l

,.,

.."'.

12

lZ

12

,,

WI

,,Ji

,.,
319

II

m

10

w

.!!

420

12

230

431

lil

521

97.5

282

547

12
15

fil

102.1

"'
•••

!l§
579

1•

"'
1l99

308

99.0

...

li

,,

M23 • PCOOtP:OF umpi ng ~in.

nna1StP check.
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Table 3-7. Summary Modified Method 5 Sampling Oata-Condi~ion 3
S.ampling

tltne
(minl

.......
Gu

(dscm)

Run7

ltd~

1.62&

MW.

1..0
12")

l A~

1,1

9.0

1.926

1.1

Rd

°""'' ...,.,.
M29

M23

7.1

1>0
1>0
120

0 .782
0.962
1,473

..

"""',.... ...,
,.,.
M29

M23

150
1'0
150

2.104
1.681

2.386

Avera~ c

Outlot

M26A
M23

1'0

1.3 11

150

U28

.

"'23
Avtr9ge •

,..,...

aA

a.6
a.6

~

7.6
?.§
7.8

120
120
120

M29

120

M23

120

Averago •

U.31
l,407
1,043

....

<Fl

kin.etie
C%l

"'

1572

100.0

15,3

149e

JU

100,0
102.1

15.7

J.W
1512

v .,
v .,
11..l

621
6'7

m

'7.6

652

uu

1•20
1'42

17.2

w
18,7

00

101.0
99.0
103.4

100,0
10 1.0
10\.4

075

97.0

lai

l.l

2LD

...

10\.4

7.8
7.6

u

7.4

·•.~
..,

u,

v.,

l S.t
1$.6

.LU

..,

,.,

2U

1.'02

~

..,

Ll

w

7.8

7.3

15.!

V.8

ID"

-...

,..,

155)

soac,
(ad, tifml'.n\

,.,

.,.,,.

617
973

"'
,1,
~

l !S~8

(<ISdVl'l'lil\\

.,.
.,.'"38•
37S

.. 1

w
516

.. ..,

t d &Cl'M'l'lill)

"
",.
11

ll

11

:11!

"

,

3'1

13
10

~

5!lli

~

"'
ill

\S

8"8

,.,
,

......

.... .,,...

10D.O
101.0

S!.ack
flowra:e

vt>'.b°')'

030

1621

27.3

.....
.

Avg, Steck.
Temp.

7A

M29 • Mulllple met.ab umping tran,.
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w,ier
(%\

•••
&9

Aver.19, c

......,....

·~

...
... •••
,. •.
•.u,,
•.,
8.6

A\'fftlg• •

Ot.1UIM

(%}

9,8·

12")

AYetag, •

tnfet

7.1

co,

M29
M23

Run 9

=··
"''

Oru t Ana!;l:sis

~
0,1

671

100.0

'1 1

l!§Z

108..&

ill
,.,

4:)()

61'

...

"
~
18

1,

372

11

..,
ill

ll

•SS

13

...

ll

~

,.

16

MZ, • PCOOJPCtJf s~hng tr2in.
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Table 3-9. Hydrogen Chloride Emission Resull<
Stack gas
No,

5

6

ILi

Quantity
found
Imo\

HCt

sample
volumo•
tdscm,

cone.
1mofdsem1

Stack
flow
ml

11.9

ldscmlmin)

HCI
emission
lo/min}
fib/bl

53.5
10.0

0 .5537
0.8185

29.6
6.19

1.652
0 .879

17.9
7.04

4.65

12
12

0.22
0.087

0 .029
0 .012

Inlet
Oullet

60.9
9.4

0.5147
0.6390

31.3
6.01

1.478
1.1Q!l

21.2
5.42

14.0
3.58

11
15

0.24
0 .084

0.032
0 .011

1• 9

0-

~

1=

~

3 Inlet
....... Outlet .....
4

•-,u

lmpinger
volume

Oullel

Inlet

2

Chloride
cone.

=

10

...?.~.~.......... 9,?.1~........ ~9,7.... . .. ....1,~.~......... . . ..~7,,. ...... .•. ~•,~·- ......... .15. . .

U1
~
. . . . . ... .9,5.7 . ........ ~..07~ . .. .

Inlet
Outlet

90.6

0.6638

60.1

1. 123

53.5

35.4

15

0.83

0.11

Inlet
Outlet

138.6
83.2

0.5191
0.6340

7 1.95
52.7

1.448
. 1.261

49.69
41.8

32.9
27.7

11
17

O.So
0.73

0.074
0 .097

IRmt

389.1

0.5192

202.0

1.451

139.2

92.1

11

1.6

0.21

....... R~.t!~! .........1.~~·'1 .... ......q•.6 !.6 9. .......!~.U..........!,!~! ............!!.!,~ .. .. .... . ~~,?............1~...•...... ....!,7.. . ........9,~-~ . ....
7
8

Outlet

786.1
325.9

0.52730.6153

414.5
200.5

1.456
0.982

284.3
204.2

188
135

11
14

3.2
2 .9

. 0.43
0.39

Inlet

349.4

0.5720

199.9

1.681

118.9

78.6

10

1.2

0 .16

345.5

0.5223

18Q.4

1.407

128.2

84.8

11

1.5

0 .19

Inlet

Outlet

9

Inlet
Outlet
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Table 3· 11. Melal Emission Resulls-Condilion 2
OUTLtl

INLET

Metal
Me.flt""90

819f'II( 1,;;ornic:t

R.inM and filler, ug

88.0

HN03 impinger, uo 0.644
Fourth inpinger, ug
NA
KMn04 lmi:iinger, ug
NA
HCI rinse, ug
t!!i
Total, ug
86,6
Coneenlniltion, ugldscm
EmissiOtls .......r

lll!!la

RIMe and lirter, ug
HN03 fmping-er. ug
Fourth I11-.,i,ger, ug
K>M04 ~er. ug
HCI rinse. ug

Total, ug

88.0
0.64<
NA
NA

!!!I

88.6
,.,,
0.032

70,0

69,6

0,339
NA

0,339

B1111ria, (:omtCI ,

I 1080
2.39

I NA
NA

I NA

1079
1.57
NA

1oeo
5')6

&

!!!I

l

!le.

38.6

I

lje,
446

Emissions. alllc

Airi.s.o and liter, ug 0.360
H NOO impit'lg~r. ug c0.067 .
Fourth lmpinger, ug NIA

196

0.366
NA
NA

!le.

198

109

I 604
1

~!

NA

I ti£>
I 806

0.09t

:

KMt\04 i'npinger, ug NIA
HClrir\se, ug
NIA

SIP Revision 2021-03 Submittal

NA

52.9
10,2

INA

$69

!!A

t!6
G09

11:!6

ill

803

1.1
NA

.....,

37.1

0. ◄00

15.4

15.4
5.97
249
a§

5.97
249
:!lb§
309

...

0.029

0.325

NA
NA

NA
NA

I

!le.

!le.

I

31,_3

0.14

NA

7.79

!:!!.21l
I

U2

C!-400
320
1.20

7.79 ·

UQ
43

2,
0.02

~

31,0
0 32.5

171

!< 0.4100
32.8
! 1.20

36.0

35. 1

1 2◄$

le 0.4100

!le.

0 .37

=
0.82

444
245
0.21

(Run 4,. k1'91 Ofllytj

c0.100

2295

0.39

.

NA
NA

!!A

I

I .,u,4

: 5.34

NA
NA

lli

: 1082

:

'·"'

I 604

0.7•8

lli

NA

Rinse ancHilter, 1.9
198
HN03 lmplnger, ug 0.366
Fo!Mth i~
er. ug
NA
KMn.04 iml)SISler. ug
NA
HCI rinse. 11g
M
Total 119
198
Conott1tmion, ~osan

1'3

3M

!!!I

NA
NA

0 .032

1<3
5,84

36.41
0.748

1770

443
0.71

Embslons nil'lr

0.488

mo

NA
NA

B,m.§

1:H ara C:Offect : Mcnure:I

:
0.488

NA

1.53

70.0

Menu-ed

NA
NA

I

70,3

M• nuNHI 8 11111'111 ( : ~

!

NA
NA

Concefttra6on, ugld&Cm

-

M•••lnd

!

Bl!ll

73.0
0.6414
NA
NA

!le.

73.6

30.G

31.0
30.2
0.025

72,6
0.644
NA
NA

!le.

1i,
7~6
0.059

0 .684

603
41.52

500

092

0.71

!<
•<

I

0.400

5.32
2.12
77.1

2.211

207

87.1

I

.

!
I

258

NA
NA

!lb

m

892

0,,49

~

254

10-2
589-0
650

20$
2.16
NA

3.91

52.9

579

NA

I

.....

253
3.09
NA
NA
t!t,
256
264

0•. 21

0.400
5.32

2.12

77.1

2.211

87.7
85.6
0,072

!< 0.-400

0.400

!<

.Ll!l1

•< 5.13
I 0 .537
•< 1.00

1.22
8.07

5.13
0.537

1.00
8.07
8.32

0.00SS

{Run 4, lnlcit only)

.o.e:20
j0,825

<0,4100

.NIA
"WA

.!NIA
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le 3-14. 2,3,7,8-Substiluted PCDDIPCDF Emissions. Condilion I

.-------------------------------,
OUTLET

IHUtT

••
~ -•(di!!!/')

~P$-U:?! ! . ( ~1
2 3: Z MYhsllh.1cdDf~
2.l-.7,t-TCOO
1,2.3, 7 ,S-P eCot>
1,.2.3,4,7,&-HXCOO

1,2.3.6,7;8-tb:COC>

'<
'

2.•

..

<

5.18

,

6,19

$,22
39
.LI!.!

1,2.3.7.U->txCOO
1.2.3.◄ .-&.7,&,ffpCOO

Tot•I •movt1l {PO)

<

7, 7!
, ,.2

'
'

$9.$

. ..2

12◄

71.9

85,5

..

...

l,2~4,$.7,8-9-0CDO

...,.,
....
~

w
2005

13.6

81.8

737
lJUQ

uo

2<lS2
2.062
1.567

2 12&
2..126
1.535

27

29

3..1136

Con01nlra:llon {ngldsem)

0 ,118

0,135

1,0 11

2,172

1.7

10

15

2.3,7.t-TCOF
1:2,3,7,t-PeCOF

9,77

...,

7,24

87,G ·

2.3.◄ .7,3-PtCOF

13.0

1 ,2,3.◄,7.3-HxCOF

1.2.3.6,7.8-HxCOF
.3.4.6,7,8-H)l(:OF

'

t.2.,3, 7,t.9,.HxCOF

1~ •
11,4
1$
6.<17

•

1~
~

I~&
1'4

262

,.,o
100

,e,

,.

•

12 ,7

2,0
176

'"
m

WJl

2.00$

••

2&.7
222

321
'57

1.2a.

55,2
131

,,.1

<

117
1!8,4

0.219

2 :J Z 8~Ml:ll~ ll!esl fsttl!llli f Wl)

9.75
'14. 2

118
8i8
1080

Tol:fl •mourn (ng)

Emls1lon rate {ng/mln)

'

..,.

800

.,'"

....

565

e.,

'350

m

,_..,
'""
.,

2.231

98.&

74.3

,..

I 12

53,4

117
271

SU

51.9

.,

41,2

224
191

89.2
80.9

W)

...,.,
3 12

..

•

307

...,
117

•

,,.

....,..

4.8$

227

160
99.7

1:.Z,3.◄ ,6,7,8.9-0COF

li.Z
124

w
,..,

,

15()0

l,2.3,A,7,3 ,9-HpCOF

2 11
1380
103

221

ill

ill

m

WI

1589

◄ 50 1

3529

1152

\<142

3.663
2,101$

\.5B9
0,801-4

A.501
2.5<0

3,$29

t .162
0.8316

27

12

33

47

,.

\, 4<12
0,9060

2.&<15

1.812

•.no

.,

• .3'24

2.366

t.2,.3.'4,8.7,8-HpCOF

<

Total amount (pg)

29.2

0.12◄

Total amount {ng)
Colk:lef'lnl!on (nQ/dKITI)
Emission rato (n~min)

0 .0658
1.0'

ConCl'JntraUon (~dscm)

0..182

,.,

Effiiulon rate (I\Cltr'&'I)
37
Nole: • ·<- tyfflbol indclllH .-.a\'!• not obMll'IICd ~ lho d e ~ liltit.

"'

1570

100

21

"'

2,757

"

..

•

108
99,7
1..

74.5

10

.

3..137

-Fltld~NC:OYltfVlar,r.

Ml\1u\ll)',t-0$1-0I.COU."1"
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3-16. 2,3,7,8-TCDD Equivalent R,.ults-Condilion I , Outlet
Run 1 Outlet
Amount
Cone.

Toxicity
Equtvalence
Factor

Run 20utlet
Amount
Cone.

.
•
tt?'i:~ -~-[::)){(;

Ana

~
2,3.7,8-TCDD
1,2,3,7,8-P.COO
1,2,3,4,7,8-HxCOD
1,2,3,6,7,8-HxCDD
1,2,3,7,8,9-HxCDD
1,2,3,4,6,7,8-HpCOD
1,2,3,4,8,7,8,9-0CDD
Total

2,3,7,8-TCOF
1,2,3,7,8-PeCOF
2.,3,4,7,8-PeCOF
1,2,:).4,7,8-HxCDF
1,2,3,6,7,8-HxCOF
2,3,4,6,7,8-HxCDF
1,2,3,7,8,9-HxCOF
1,2,3,4,6,7,8-HpCOF
1,2,3,4,7,8,9-HpCOF
1,2,3,4,6,7,8,9-0CDF
Total

1
0.5
0. 1
0.1
0.1
0.01
0.001

0.1
0.05

o.s

0. 1
0.1
0 .1
0. 1
0.01
0.01
0.001

Ruri 3 Outlet
Amount
Cone.

n

<

0.00975
0.0221
0.00557
0.0117

0 .00741
0 .0168
0.00423
0.00889
0.00672
0.00560

<

0.0088◄

0 .00737
~
0.0863
0 .00743
0 .00256
0.0730
0.0224
0.0191
0 .0397
0.0 144
0 .01500'
0 .00227

~
,0.1965

g gQQ7!:2Z§
0.0504,
0.00565
0.00195
0.0555
0.0170
0.0145
0.030:2
0.0109
0.01140
0.00172
g,QQQill
0.1493

3.4,
l nin
Note: a "<" •ign indicates ana!yte not observod obovo tM d!I ~ lhit.
• 1989 EPA Facton,

<

0.0267
0. t 11
0.0147
0.0322
0.0321
0.00557
~
0.2228
0 .0112
0.00260
11
0.050
0.00892
0.00809
0.0117
0.00961
0.00169
0.000997

<

0.0193
0 .0801
0 .0 106
0,0232
0.0232
0.00402
0.000383
0.1609

0.0127
0 ,120
0.0176
0.0565
0 .0662
0.01350
~
0.289

0.00798
0.0754
0.0111
0.0355
0.0428
0.008480

0.00809
0.00187
0.036
0 .00644
0.00584
0.00845
0.00694
0.00122
0.000720

0.00534
0.00206
0 .05951
0.0 108
0.00997
0.0188
0.00646
0.00516
0.000745

0.00335
0.001 29
0.0374
0.00678
0.00626
0.0118
0.00406
0.00324
0.000468
UQQl.12
0 .0748

2.QQmI

o.ooom

~

0.105

0.075

0.1190

~
0. 1815

5.4

4.5

I> Fie~ SJrrr.gele

fC'O!IVety low,

M IU,Af:flUllts ta.o.) S)...,.
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Emission Te,1 Re.port

EMCWA-2.0S
Secti01\ 3
Revision: 0
D~tc: ScptCll'lber 30. 1999
P.agc'24 of33

le3-J8. 2,3,7,8-Substltutcd PCDD/PCDF Emis,ions - Condilion l
OUTLEt

INLET

Run •
$41,np.'d \~

(i#.em)

,.

2:13

....

2.3.7,&-TCOO

<

1.2.3,7,&-Peet>O
1.2.3,4,7.a-HxCOO
1.2.3.6,7.8-HxCOO

< 46.I
68.8

w

t ,2, 3,◄,6,7,8,9-0CDO

Tol81 lfflO\lnt (pg)
Toi.I •mount (r.Q)
Concet1ln1lon (ngkfsan)
Etnission'rale (ngll'l'in)

2 J Z~llbStllt:td fl.l[ID I 'cg)
2,3,7,8-TCOF
2,3,◄,7.,a.PeCOf

.,.
"'

.,.

...

AU

illjl

ill

1&$9

US59

1.113

9.3

12

..,., .

"'
21S
'50
312

...
339

162

ti_3A,S.7,1WipCDF

300

0.733t

,..

1,2..3,7,8,9-tnCDf

Ja.2

123
122
161
138

o.sa22

22'
.,.

2,.3,◄ ,4,7,8-HltCOF

30.S

2468
2,4$9

211

1,2,-3-. 4,7,8-HxCOF
l,2,l ,$,7,8-HxCOF

25.3

< 102

1$89
1-"9

73

1,2,3,7,.8, PeCOF

17

•••
•
138

112
78.9
60$

t.2.3,7.8,9,.HlCOO
1,2,3,4,6.7,8-HpCOO

Run a
' 2.243

. 18

302

...
3<3

m

603

Total 1mol#ll (ng}
Ccneentrttion (ngfO&cm)

1,075

t.•04

$.733
2.$87

"

"

Halo: •

•< tytnbol irdiealet

1.057
27

2.137
36

•f\111~ flOI CbHl'W9d •t,o,,t Ni ftl«:liOtl lmll,

..

3,701

!WI
4156
4,156

..

16$
84.2

2,2

222
110
114

1410
287

3 178
3.174

1440

2.327

707

ill
m3

2&1
606

1,990
38

17S

293$
2.93$

Emission rate (ng,'l'IWI)

2,$37

86.9
2,0

121

Is:ltlll 2 3 Za::s11&110:u!ls:I s:llmilDmlCID
Conoemratlon (ngfdso:TI)

m,

28'

2U

,7 •

4'7

78'

168

E,,wslon, rat• (ng/mln)

..,

146

:w

1.2.l.,4,7,S.9-HpCOF
1.2,3;4,6,7,8,9-0CDF
TOW tHT'IOIMll (pg}

2<H

.,
""
.,,

....

"'
""
490
21<

...
118

522
0,.2

ill

19D

1479
1.479
1,002

2675
2.675

,.

1.•~

.,

3.825
98

2.992

37

•Plelds~~iow.
~ •·~

• ~ 1-411,0lS), ...fl,I
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Emission Test Report
EMCWA-2-0S

Section l
Revi sion: 0

Dmc:: S<.p1ember 30, 1999
Page26 of 33

3-20. 2,3,7,8-TCDD Equivalent Results• Condition 2, Outlet
Toxicity

Run .4 0utltt

EqulvaJe~

Ana

•

-

Factor

-~1-1
~~}

2,3,7,8-TC00
1,2.3,7,e.PeCOO
1,2.3,4,7,8•HxC00

1,2.3,6,7,8-HxCOO
1,2.3,7.8,9•HxCOO
1,2.3,4,6,7,8-HpCOO
1,2.3,4 ,6,7,8,9,0CDO

Run 50utlet

Run 6 Outlet

Amount·

•

1
0.5
0. ,
0.1
0.1
0.01

0.0447
0.00067

0.001

~

T-

0.0382
0,150
0.0204

0.0468

0.309

0.0259
0. 102
0.0138
0.0317
0.0303
0.00587

0,047

0.165
0.0261

0.06C<i
O.Ci60"4
0 .01440

0.026
0.092"1
0.0146

0.0339
0.0282

ll.!lC!llM

0 .008063
ll.lllm,!2

0.3G<t

0.20,

0.0112

0.0242

0.00285

0.00815
0.245

0 ,0135
0 .00456

=

0.2 10

flwlo.,

2,3,7,S,TCOF
1,2.3,7,8-PoCOF
2,3,4,7,6-PeCOF
1,2.3,4,7,8-HxCOF
1,2,3,6,7,8-HltC0F
2.3.◄.&.7.8,HxCOF

1,2.3,7,8,9-HxCDF
1,2.3,4,6. 7,8·Hj)COF'
1,2.3,4.7.8.9•HpCOF
1,2.3,4,6,7,8,9-0COF

0,1

o.os
0.5
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.01
0.01

0.001

Tola!

0,0165
0.00421
0.111 •
0 .0110
0.0114

0.0175
0.00e69
0.00240
0.0008,3S

=

0,184

0.0752 ·

0 .137

0,00745

0.0214

0 .0120

0.00772 '

0.0235

0 .0132

0 .0119

0,0406

0.022a

0.005111l

0.0118

o.00163

0.00522

0.00661
0.00292

0.000566

0.000932

0.000522

= ·
0.1245

=

0.361

=

0.213

IQlal•CiQXiDlEui:ao E~ 1flaam
6.3

EmiMlon 111te (O!Qlmin)

10 .4

NOie: • " <" sign indicates 8tl~e not ob.erved above ltle detection r.tniL

• 1989 EPA Ftcton.
• F'eld St#t0g8t& rec<¥tery IOW,
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E.mission T~it Report
EMCWA-2-08
Section 3
Revision: 0
o~ue: September 30, 1999

Page 28 of3)

3-22. 2,3,7,8-Substiluted PCDD/PCDF Emissions-Condition 3

i:~::':~:--.·
2,3,7,81,.2,3.7,8-PeCOO
1,2,3,4,7,8-HxCOO
1,2,3,6, 7 ,8-HxCOO
1,2,3,7,8,9-HxCDO
1.2.3,4,6,7.8-HpCOO
1,2.3,4,6,7,8,9-0COO

<

Total amount (pg)
Total amount (ng)
Concentration (n9'dscm)
Emission rate (ng/min)

23 78::§ub®tuted Eurans <oo>

2,3,7,8-TCOF
1,2,3,7,6-PeCOF
2,3,4,7,6-PeCOF
1.2.3,4,7,8-HxCOF
1,2.3,6, 7,8-HxCOF
2,3,4,6,7,8-HxCDF
1,2 ,3, 7 ,6,9-HxCOF
1,2,3,4,6, 7,8-HpCOF
1.2,3,4,7,8,9-HpCOF
1,2,3.4.6, 7,8.9-0COF

Total amount (pg)
Total amount (ng)
Concentration (ngfdscm)
Emission rate (ng/min)

Total 2 3 7 §:-subs!ifutad dioxinffuran

23.4
92.5
121
171
124
1500
3370
5402
5.402
2.805
39

12.4
105
180
266
176
1680
2 150
4551
4.551
2. 163
26

17.6
92
110
174
125
1050
1240
2609
2.809
1.534

155

116
143

136
150

544
440

. 41 1

-166

464'
495
527
930
240
2140
333

mo
6662
6.862
3.563

so

459
645

2 17
1610
290

mi

5370 .
5.370
2.552
33

21

342
363
757
195
1150
160
~
4047
4.047
2.2 10
31
3,744

Concentratioo (ngldsom)
Emission rate n min

52

64
310
198
399
303
1090
~

58.1
324
220
439
336
1160

m

·3264
3.264
2.229
45

3435
3.435
1.440
20

384
233
629
326
332
494
98
835

325
192

<

27.6
171
11 1
256
200
708
~
2123
2.123
1.51'27

64

260
286
465
107
796
78.9

Jl§
352 1
3.521
2.390
48

3193
3.193
1.338
19

161
109
290°
171
182
305
67.9
474
50.9
112
1923
1.923
1.371
25

4.620
92

2.778
39

2.866
52

517

.w.

,on 1m1.
• Acid Surn:l9tlt recovery low.
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3-24. 2,3,7,8-TCDD.Equivalent Results • Condition 3, Outlet

Emi1sion Test Repon
EMCWA-2•0S
Soction3
Revision: 0
Oa1e: Sepcember 30, 1999
PaAC 30 of 33

Toxicity

Equivalence

-

2.3,7,S,.TCOO
1,2,3.7,8•PeCOO
1,.2,3,4,7,8-HWCOO
1,2,3.6,7,8-HxCOO

1,2,3,7,8,9-HxCOO
1.2.3,,,6.7,11-HpCOO
1,2,3,4,6,7,8,9-0COO
Total

0.5
0.1
0.1
0.1
0 .0 1
0.001

Run 7 Outlel
Amount
Cone.

0 .06<
0.155
0 .0198
0.0399
0 .0303

0.01090

=

0.32 t

O.Ot13

Run 80ut!et
Amou nt

Run 9 Ou!lt t

Cone.

Amount

0.0581
0.162

0.0244

0,027$

0.0679

o.oess

0,0 271
0.0206
0.007400

0.0220
0.0439
0.0336

0.00922
0.0184
O.Ot.41

0.0 111
0.0256
0.0200

0.0198
0.0010
0.00792
0,0183
0.0 143

0.01160

0.004862

. 0.00708

o.oosos

~

!l.ll:l!lm

0.218

0.332

0.0261

0 .0326
0.00960
0,259
0 .0260
0,0286

0.0 137
0.00402
0,108
0.0 109

0.0465

0.0 1$'5
0.00448

0.105

0.0134

=

=

~

0.1392

0. 1777

0.1268

Eur.ao.s
2.3.7 ,8-TCOF
1,2,3,7,8-PeCOF

2,3,4,7,8-PeCOF
1,2,3,4,7,8-HxCOF
1.2,3,6,7,8-HxCOF
2,3,4,6.7,8-HxCOf
1,2,3,7,8,9-HxCOF
1,2,3,4,6,7,8,,HpCOF
1.2,3.~.7.8,~ pCDF
1,2,3,4,6,7,8,9-0COF

0.1
0,05
0.5
0. 1
0.1
0.1

0.038-4
0.0117
0,315
0,0326
0,03J2

0.1
0.01

0.0008

0.01
0 ,001

Toca!

0 .049<
0.00835
0.00064

=

0.499

0 ,00791 ·
0.21 ◄

0.0221
·o.022s
0.0335
0.0067
O.OOS67
0.00043

a=
0 .339

TO:al Pimin/floo Ea,,WIMI
Emlu ion rate (nglmln}
11
N«o: •~<~sign andlc:.atea ana~e not observed above tile detection I~
0
1989 EPA F1etors.

0.0 107
0.00796
0.000789

!l.llilllW
0.421

0.0120

0.0161
O.OOS<15
0. 1 ◄ 5

0.0171
0.0182
0.030 5

b

0,01 15
0.00389
0.103
0.0122
0.0 130
0.021a
0.00484

0.0033<

0.00679
0.00474

0,000331

0 .000509

0 .00338
0.000363
Q.QllQilW

0.245

0 ,174

=

0.177

...

=

s .,

• .Field Surf09lte recovery low.
Ml \. ~ Sl,O~

t)...!'t
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Emission Test R~port

EMCWA-2-0S
Section 3
Revision: 0

Dau:: September 30, 1999
Pase 32o( Jj

3-26. Process and Test Data

Run No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

i
9
10

Date
6111199
6112199
6/13i99
6/13199
6114199

6115199
6/15199
6116/99
6/17199
6117199

Outdoor
Averaga Gas Voluroo Barometric OutdOOr Air Relative
SCC Temp.Burned (luring Pressure Temperature Humic:fity Presence
t•f}
•f
t in. H,.\
{% \
Test /Ft'>
of Odors
1425
30.20
75
39.6
None
2885
54.8·
1475
30.23
78
None
3030
70
85.6
None
1450
3435
30.09
73.4
None
1660
2820
30.02
77
None
77
1656
ND
29.78
69.3
1645
ND
29.9 1
81
None
40.0
1845
79
40.1
NO
2680
29.90
1838
3810
29.95
71
44.1
None
1838
NO
29.95
65
72.0
NO
1470 ·
1845
29.97
65
69.6
NOne

NO indicate$ that no data was available,
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, Lynn
From:

Glunn. John

Sent:

Thur·sday:May 11, 20068:29 AM
Scea·oe. Lynn

To:

Subject: fW: CANA Comments Aoricta OEP

More comments.
From: SChoo, McKenzie [mailto:MSchoo@smithbucklin.com]
Sent: wec1nesci..,., May 10, 2006 4:08 PM
To: Glunn, John
Subject: CANA Cotnments Florida OEP

Cre.m ation Association of North America

Department of Environmental Protection
Division of Air Resource Management, MS SSOO
2600 Blair Stone Road
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-2400

Ann: John GhlM

Dear Mr. GIUM:
The Cremation Association of North America has been provided with the materials from your Rules
Workshop held March 23, 2006. They were provided by our Technical Advisor Les Dyer who was in
auendonce

CANA is pleased with the efforts being made by 1he department in the proposed amendments 10 chapter
62-296 (human and animal crematories). Two areas are of special interest:
I. Changes to operator ceriification (pages ll • 13).

We support this and look forward to _being able to provide operator training which will
provide crematory operators both Slate certification as well as CANA certifica1ic,n. CANA is

5/ 11/2006
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recognized by several states (Arizona, Illinois. Texas, Virginia and Lotiis-iana) as their
approved craining agency for state certification of operators. We would strongly recommend
that the ..hands on" training be allowed at their individual locations by any previously, trained

9perator.
2. Elimination of stack tes1ing at 5 rear·intervals and establishing criter~a for the maintenance-of

each cremator along with acceptable record.s of Such maintenance. CANA supports t~is as a
ti~elier and hands on·meth~d of assuring.the proper operation of c.-remators to ~iriirnize any

air pollution by operators.
Our organi1.ation would also request the department consider lowering the operating temperature of all
to 1400degrees F. USEPAtesting
clearly shows tha1 highertemperatures
in cremation
cremators
.
.
,
.
produce higher levels of emis.sions. Therefore, changing ope.rating tem{)e.
. . ratures .from 1600 degree$ F to
~

'1 400 degrees F will reduce emissions·. Current i:equirements of 1600 degrees F i; also costly in th·e
amount of" fuels used as well as Contributing to the premature•wear of r"cfrae·tory and other parts of ihe
machines. The recent cremation emissions tests clone in coopt~ration with the environ_ment also was a
major factor in human crematories being released by the EPJ:. and designated as not a major source in
their opinion. T~is was reported in the Federal Regi~tcr in late 2005:

CANA appreciate$ ti1e oppomu.1ity to m~e tl1ese comments and hopes chey \\~Ii rec.eive consideration "in
y"our final decisions. Please teel 10 call upon this organization of over 1400 membel"S for information or

assistance at any time.

Sincere1y,
Jack Springer

Executive Direc-tor

5/11/2006
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RECE\VED
. _tlAY 1 ~: 2006

,.:-.WOC/AnM

I

.·~

ofFlorida

May 12, 2006
Ms. Terri Long
The Department of Environmental Protection
2600 Blair $tome Road MS 5500
Tallahassee. FL 32399-2400 ·
· Re: Rule 62-210. Florida Administra1ive C-Ode
Dear Ms. Long;
On behalf of the Printirlg Association of Florida and the· S~cialty Graphic Imaging
Association, we are writing to support the Department of Environmental Prot&dion's
proposed rule at 62-210.100 establishing a categorical statewide exemption from the
state of Florida's air permitting requirements at 62-210.300 (3)(b)(7) and General
Permits fo, certain types of printing operations at 62-210.300 (3)(d)(4)(f).and 62-210.310
(3)(1).

.

.

.

..

.

The printing industry is the largest manufactµring sector in the State of Florida, with
approximately 6,200 facilitJes,and over 100,000 employees. The printing industry is a
prime example of a small business invol\led in manufacturing, as appioximately 80% of
the printing establishments employ 20 or fewer ·employees. The pripting industry is also ·
a dive™> industry sector, comprising five major printing l)tocesses. Each print process
employs different methods to produce a final image,, as weu as different in~ and solvent
syS1ems.
·
Implementation of this proposal will achieve the goal of simplifying the air pemiltting

requirements for pri nters. Most printers are small businesses with total actual emissions
well bejow the major source thresholds. In order to determine their emissions, most
printers have to hire an outside consultant to prepar e emission inventories and air permi1
applications, which can cost hundreds to thousands of dollars, creating ah unnecessary
and burdensome expense.
The categorical exemption will provide for the need>ed simplification because it uses key
input material usage thresholds to determine a printer's status based on an actual
emissions basis, allowing printers to easily and quickly determine if they. need a permit. .
This approach is consistent with EPA's April ·1998 policy memorandum entitled, Potential

to Emit Guidance for Specific Source Categories

•

(http://www.el)a.govmntoarpgn5pgm,html - scroll down 10 item dated 4-14-98). In
addition, this approach was recently adopted in July of 2005 by the Ohio EPA•in their
Pennit-by-Rute regulations (www.eoa.state.oh.us/dapc/pbr/permitbyrule.hfml), in Which
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Ohio ~ PA has streamlined air permit requirements for a large number of small

sources, including the printing industry.
In reviewing the proposal, there are several provisions we believe require revision. The

following comments are divided be-n the proposed rule changes and the proposed
General Permit Registration Form.
Proposed Rule Revisions
1. Please revise the definition of "Water~based ink/coating/adhesive in subpart 62·

210.200 (307) by deleting the 10 peroent by weight and replacing tt with 25
percent by volume as this is consistent with EPA·sfpolicy memo Potential to Emit
Guidance for Specific Source Categories.
On page 36 of the Technical Support Document for Potential to Emil Guidance
Memo, Documentation of Emission Calculations it states:

The waterbased Inks, coatings and adhesives are assumed to contain no
more than 25% of the volatile fracUon as
and all is assumed to
evaporate. (Reference: Control Techniques Guidelines for Graphic Arts
Rotogravure and Flexography. EPA-450/2-78-033). {Example calculation:
40,000 pounds of inks, coatings and adhesives for f/exography
waterl>ased inks times 25% is 10,000 pounds].

voe

2. Please add "thermograpny• to the definition ol "non-11ea1set" In subpart 62210.200 (194) and add the following definitions:
"Thermography" - The process of spreading thermal powders on the wet ink
of a print application and heating it in order to melt the powder into a single
solid mass which creates a raised printing effect The heating is
accomplished with a natural gas or el&Ctric oven.
"E19-Ctron Beam.Cured'' - An Ink and coating drying proee~s by which

monomers, oligomers, and othe<components polymerize to form a film when
exposed to an electron beam radiation.
~Printing tines" ~ A printing production assembly composed of one or more
units used to produce a printed substrate including any associated coating,
spray powder application, °' infrared, natural gas, or electric heating units or

dryers.
'"Rotogravure Printing~ • A printing system using a cylinder with the image
area recessed relative to the nonimage area by etching oY engraving small,
shallow cells to form a pattern. Images are transferred onto a substrate by
applying ink to the cytinder, wiping the area between the cells free of ink with
a doctor blade. and pressing the substrate against the cylinder, transferring
the ink from the cells to the substrate.

3. Please revise sub,;ection 62-21 0.300 (1 )(a)( 2f that requires the ~ubmission of an
air construction permrt for add-on control devices. The printing industry
appreciates the desire of the Department to review control devices, but see no

2
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eason for a separate permit review process for control devices. Add-on·control
controls.are usualty required at the time of permrt application for new or modified
press and are reviewed as part of the press installation process. Requiring a
separate permit review tor the air pollution control device is redundant and
increases the total cost of obtaining a permit, creating an economic hardship for
small printers.

we believe the Department should include exemptions for certain types of air
pollution control devices to limit review to only those devices that could cause
problems with air quality. Consistent with subsection 62-210.300 (3)(a) and
(3)(b)(1), lhose devices lhat burn clean fuels wilh foing rates of less than 10
million Btu'& should be exempt from the permit requiremenls . If necessary,
limiting total facmty fuel combustion lo 375 million standard cubic feet of.natural
gas, 2.5 million gallons of propane, 2.5 million gallons of fuel oil containing no
more.than·0.05 percent sulfur, or an equivalent prorated amount if multiple fuels

are used would ensure that fuel combustion in pollution controls will not result in
. a negative air quaJity impact. An exemption such as this will allow printers with

add-on control devices to qualify for lhe General Perm~ at 62-210.300
(3)(d)(4)(f).
4. Please revise the requirements of 62-210.300 (3)(b)(7)(b)(v) and (v,1 by including
rotogravure between "flexographic" and "printing lines'.

5. Please revise the matenal limits in subsection 62-210.300 (4)(g)(2) so that they
are equivalent to the ennission'limits of 62-210.300 (4)(g)(1) . The current material

limits are Jess than the emission limits allowed under the same subsection.
6. Please revise lhe material limlts in subsection 62-210.300 (4)(g)(2)(a) so that'·

there are separate material limits for materials containing a single HAP and those
that contain multiple HAPs. ·
7. Please revi•• the requi,ements in subs~tion 62-2 10.300 (4)(g)(2)(v) and (vi) by

induding rotogravure between "flexographic• and •printing lines".
8. The term · substantially differenf' in 62-210.310 ( 1)(e) is vague a.;.i sh'ould be ·

clarified further than the statement "in term of capacity. method of operation,
material processed, .or intel)ded use'-'. as this qualifier is open to interpretation. In
order to avoid situations were there could be differences in interpretation,
addltional spectticity should be provided.
Comments On Proposed General Permit Registration Form

A copy of the proposed Genera l Permrt Registration Form that has been marked up with
suggested changes has been attached to, reference. The comments below J)(OVide
specifte reasons for the suggested changes.
1. Under Part I. Procedures fo, Use of Air General Permit, (1) Eligibillty
Determination. please delete or define lhe term "timely" as It pertains to the

submittal of the General Permit Registration. If a printer were to install a new
press or start a company, wouk1 they need to submit the registration befo<e
consttuction/operation? Could the company bring In the equipment or start up

3
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he company as long the form was submitted within a certain time period such as
30 days from the date of installation, which would be the preferred option.

2. Under Part I, Procedures for Use ot Air Genera) Permit, (3) Processing Fee,
please identify the fee so the printe: will know what fee to submit with the

3. Under Part I. Procedures for Use o1 Air General Permit, (5) Equipment Change,
submittal of a new registration form is required when there are changes in

process (emphasis adde<f) equipment. While we appreciate the fact that the
Department will want a current inventory of printing equipment at any subject
location, we are concerned about the administrative and financial burden that this
requiremem m ay create, to r several reasons. as 1oltows:

It is not clear what the term "pcocess' means. Since the Intent of this form ls for
printing processes. the term "prin ting• should be inserted before · proc:essn so it is
clear.that only if a printer adds a new printing process to their operation, would a
new registration form would be required.

More generally, though, this se<:lion, by using the term "equipment" makes It
unclear whether the paragraph is calling for a new general permit registration to
be filed when there is a change in equipment 0< when there is a change in
(printing] process(es).
The issue in this terminology caused by using the word "equipmenr and
"substan tially drfferenf' is that the permit registration form requests information
only on the make and model of presses and printing processes employed (e.g.,
digital. lithograpllic, etc.)
Lastly, It ls not readily apparent wtien the fonm would need to be completed or Wa
new registration fee will be required?
We believe it would be appropriate to only require filing a re-registration on an

annual basis if there has been a c:11ange in equipment at the facil~y. This would •
provide updated information to the Department while significantly reducing the
administrative burden.

As this will be only an administrative update to an already.registerd facility, we
also recommend that this section be altered to clarify that submittal of an
equipment change notification will not require a ~ oeessing fee.
9. Under Part IL Definitions please ad:t Mth ermography" to the definition o f ~non~
hea tser in ij) and add the followi ng definitions:
Thermography - The process af spreading thermal powders on the wet ink of
a print application and heating it in order to mett the powder into a single solid
mass which creates a raised printing effect. The hea ting is accomplished
with a natural gas or electric ov!n.

Electron Beam-Cured - An ink •nd coating drying process by wtiich
monomers, oligomers, anel other components polymerize to form a film when
exposed to an electron beam.

4
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· - f!,. printing production assem bty composed of one or more units used
to produce a printed substrate including any associated co1ting, spray
powder application, or infrared. natural gas, or electric heating units or dryers.
·Rotogravue Printing• - A printing system using a cylinder with the image
area recessed relative to the nonimage area by etching or engraving small,
shallow cells to form a pattem. Images are transferred onto a substrate by
apptying ink to the cyllnder, wiping the area between the cells free of ink with
a doctor t;>lade. and pressing the substrate against the cy1ihder. transferrinQ ·
tne ink trom tne ceus to u,e substrate,

4. Under Part. Ill. Notification lo Permitting Office, please combine Fac@y
Comments and Emission Unit Description and replace it w ith check boxes and
other press inf:xmation requests specific for each type of printing process used in
the facility. This will save time and effort on the part of the prin:er and will pi ovide
a uniform and consistent approaph to this part of the form. ~ .
For those printers tha1 are required to obtain an operating J)ermrt, the proposed gen e~a1·
permit will provide a streamlined and simple approach to this compliance requirement
The general permit proposal will allow printers to use either k8y input material limits or
calculate their emissions to show they qu alify . The general permit can also be used by
printers that use more tha~ one type o f printing p<ocess in their operation.

a

The only limitation to lhe general permit is that it can not be used by printer that h as an
ad~..oo control device. In the future, the printing industry would like ·to work with the .
Department on a general permit to address these types of priJ'.lting operations,
The printing indu stry appreciates the opportunity to work with the Department on the
d evelopment of this categorical exemption and general permit program for printers. This
effon will allow printers to better u nderstand their compliance obligations and reduce the
burden associated w ih compliance demonstration while protecting the environment. If
you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact either .of the parties li-sted,
below.
Sin cerely,

fl/. #.
Marcia Y. Kinter
Vice President,
Government & Business Information
Specialty Graphic Imaging Association

703-359-1313

Michael H . Streibig
Presk:Jent
Printing Association of Florida·

407-240-8009
president@pafgraf.org

marcik@sgia.org
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2873 Romington Green Cirde
Tallahassee. Florida 32308
850-297•2006 Telephone
850-2.97-2009 Facsimile

RECEIVED

12, 2006

MAY 1 5 2006
Larry George

· Via Facsimile

Program Administrator
Office of Policy Analysis and Program Management
Division of Air Resource Management
2600 Blairstone Road, MS 5500
Tallahassee, Florida 32;99

RE:

921-6979 ,

D<VISION OF AIR

RESOURCES MANAGEMEMI'

Non-Title V Ge.nerat· Permit and Exel11ption Rule Development
Commen!S on March 29, 2006 Draft Proposed Rule Language

Dear Mr. George:.
Our finn is leg,! counsel to Conrad Yelvington Distributors, Inc. ("CYDI"), a Florida-based
rail transportation company with operations involving transponation and management of raw materials
located throughout the state. On behalf of CYDI we welcome this oppc-rtunity 10 submit commen!S
and requests for daritication on the draft proposed non-Title V pennit and cxeniption rules. and in
particular the proposed General Permit rules, which appear tliat they may potentially apply 10 CYDl's
operations. We look foiWa.rd tO working closely with the Department to assist in devClopment of rules
that will provide a uniform, fair, and consistent poliC)'.· for reguJation that is protective of human healttl
and the environment, ,'1thout being· unneceSS3.rily burdensome to the conduct of beneficiaJ business
and commerce in the state.
·
·

Over ·,he past se"eral, years, CYDI has experienced inconsistent interpretaJoo between the
various District and local program offices over the application of the Department's Non-Title V rules,
including whether certain CYDI operations are exempt from all pennittir~ as a "de minimus·• source
under Rule 62-4.040, FA.C.• or whether such Operations might fall within•nn c:xisting General Pcnnit.
or whether an i.ndividUal pennit is required. The results have varied widely, with some Di~trict offices
requiring an individual facility pennit, and others acknowledging exempt status for ,,inually identical
facility operations. We believe strongly that the basic operations of CYDI do fall within the ·"'de
minimus" exemption, and are hopeful 1hat some rcgulalOr)' guidance on a statewide level might
provide for more consis.ency in the application of this·exemption for CYDI operations. Alternatively.
we believe that the profX)sed General Pennit rules should, with clarification~ cover CYDl's operations.
The basic ope.ration at CYOI facilities is.the movement of raw materials to and from rail yard
facilities to ultimate end users of the materials. These materials may include lime rock,, sand, various
gravels, coal, coal combustfon products such as fly ash ·and bottom ash, aggregates. and similar type of
materials. End users include the cement• manufacturing industry, the road transportutio11 industry,
concrete redi-mix plants. the construction industry. and other similarly situated ·users. ln tbe past.
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unnecessary pennit requirements have actually threatened the availability of the supply of these needed
materials in some areas of the state, while CYDI was required to obtaia an increase to facility !-¢through
put'• limitations. even though identical operations in other parts of the state had been declared exempt
from permit requirements entirely.
Thus, CYDI's interest and goal in this rule development is simply to create unifonn, consistent,
and common sense rules to govern operations which pose little or no t~at of significant air emissions.
With this background, CYDI offers the following comments of the proposed rules:

62-210.300 - In the "permits required" section the,c is a proposed change

~

require an

appropriate .. authorization'"' or permit, prior to commencing facili ty construction. modification,
operation, etc. We would like some clarification of the ...authorization,, contemplated in this section
other than a pennit., or gener.d permit. AdditionaJly we wouJd propose that the first sentence
acknowledge also that facilities that are ~de mihimus" under Rule 62--4.040, f. A.C: do not need to
obtain any other prior "authorization.. in order to conduct operations.

62-210.30013){hl5 - The categorical exempti<>n for relocatable screening devices has been
placed into the conditional exemption. The provision that such screening devices do not process "dry
material" is included in the conditionaJ exemption. However, the existing and proposed rules do not
appear to contain a definition qf "dry material." If there is a definition.somewhere within current state
or federal regulation, this provision should make the <:ross reference. !f not.·then a ;!e!!nition of dry
materials is needed to clarify the operations allowable with a relocatable screening only operation (sec
f.i.-iher commentS below}, Further, we need clariftcati<>n ofthc0purposc and in\ent of this provision, as
screening of some "dry materials'' seems logical, appropriate, and unlikely to resuJt· in air emissions of
· significant quantity.
62-210.310())/el - The proposed rule requires a new General Penni, notification fonn be filed
each time there is replacement or alter'ation of process or control equipmen1. CYDI believes that such
notific.ation should be limited to equipment changes or modificatfons that ·result in a change in the
facility's potential to emit. If no change occurs in the-·potential to emit, then it should not be necessary
to submit an entireiy new Gencrui Permit noti6~:iticn. A!so, the- rn!e i~ not c!~.ar {m whether or not the
notification for new General Permit can occur after the equipment has been installed, rep,laced,
modificd1 etc. In many instances, equipment replacenient can occur as routine maintenance during
ongoing operations. It would certainly make no sense· to impose a requirement that facility operations
cease while a Notification process is completed, prior t.o such routine maintenance.
62-210,310/i){h) - The rule on sale and transfer of facilities and.transfe r or General Penni1s is
somewhat confusing. II appears that the rule is providing that a seller of facility would remain liable
for "coITC(:tivc actions" as a result of violations that occur after che facility is sold and operation is
asswncd by the buyer. We do nol believe that the Dcpanment has the statutory authority to create a
rule of liability such as this. '(We understand that this Uanguage exists in the existing rule. and point out
thal ii appears t9 exceed the Depanment's de.legated l,egislaliye authority.) The concern here is that a
buyer of a facility could cause violations in operation of the faciJity, and then requ.ire the seller, who is
no longer resp0nsible for the day-10-day operations, to make .,;concctive actions" that could potentially
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include costly facility improvement or c~es to operations. In short. the Oepanrncnt should not be
see-king to apportion responsibility for facility operations between a buyer and seller, other than to
require that any entity operating the facili ty do so in compliance witti Department rules.

62-210.310(4\(e) • We would like some clarification as to whether the current draft of the
proposed rule would encompass typical CYDl operations at its rail yard facilities. We have reviewed
the federal definition for a "Nonmetallic Mineral Processing Plant", and do not believe the current
definition would apply, as CYDl does not typically "process" the raw materials through crushing,
grinding, or simJlar operations. Instead, CYDI simply loads, unloads, and stores these types of
materials for transportation. While we do not believe this General Permit as drafted is applicable, we

would like ,o discuss the possibility of expanding the coverage or the General Permit 10 include
facilities that load, unload, and store such n:>nmetallic minerals for tranSp0ita1ion. Certainly, it would
makes no sense from a regulatory perspective to create a general permit for "processing" of such
materials. but impose a more burdensome individual permit requirement on facilities that only store
and transport the materials, without any "processing" through crushing and grindi'ng.

62-210.3J0(4)(e) • The proposed General Permit for Facilities Comprising Dry Materials
Storage and Handling Operations appears IO be the most appropriate mechanism to bring consistent
regulatory requirements to CYDJ typical rail yard facility operations. However, as noted previously,
we have been unable to locate a specific definition of "Ory Materials" either in ex·isting or draft
proposed rules. If there is a reference in state or federal rules to a specific definition, please include a
c~ss reference. If not, a definition should Ix created.

Subparagraph ( I) a. of the rule does include a list of some materials that would qualify under
this General Pennit. However, we would like a more inc.lusive list or a general description of the types
of materials 1hat are included within Ibis General Pennit. For example, CYDI operations might
include movement of lime rock, gravels, grtlnite, various aggregates. bottom ash, or coal. \Ve believe
these materiaJs should.be included. We are also unsure why "clinker" is a mate.{ial excluded from.this
list.
Subpn,-pgraph (l) c. of the draft rule prohibits the •~associ3.tion'" of a dr}' materia! storage facility
with other types of operations, such as concrete batch plants, nonmetallic mineral _processing plants.
mines, quarries, screening operations, etc. We would like to get clarification of the purpose and intent
of this provision. For example, would use of a ponable re.locatable screening device, that is 01hcrwise
conditionally exempt, disqualify a facility from using the General Pennit?
Sybparagrnph (2) h. of the draft rule requires that static drop transfers not have discharge and
receiving points that move in relation to eai::h Other. We arc unsure of the meaning of this provision.
Could this be clarified? CYDI uses conve~ors and radial slackers in its rail yard operations. We do
no1 believe that this t)'pe of static drop 1ransfer would be excluded, but would like some verification or
this.
-~

~

We could not locate the nn,· General Permit fomu on line. ( lave the~ form$ been

drafted at this point? If so, where c.an we obtain a copy?
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George
May 12, 2006
Page4

In conclusion, CYDI looks forward to continuing to work on this rule devc·lopment process.

We are excited about the opportunity to.bring conshtcnq and unifonnity to regulation in thi:;statc. tu
noted at the OutSet. we believe that CYDJ operations pose little to no threat of air quality violations,
and should be exempt as "de m.inimus" operation.s throughout lhe state. Alternatively, we believe that
a General Permit for."dry matcrials".storage and'handling operations be amended io cl~arly encompass
the typical CYDJ operations. Finally, the General Pennit for Nonmetallic Processing facilities could
be expanded to include any .operations of'CYDI that did not fall within the General Permit for dry
material storage and handling only.
Thank you for your consideration. We look fo:rward to working with the Oepanment. If you
have
any
. . questions or concerns. please do not. hesitate to call:
Sincerely,

cc:

Doug Baskin

<Jary Yelvington..
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Lynn
From:

long, Terri

Sent:

Tuesday: May 16 . 2006 8:16 AM

To:.

Scearce. Lynn; Geo<ge, Larry

Subject.

Fy'-1'. Comments on Proposed Amendments to Chapters 62-21.0 and 62-296, F.AC.'

Terri limg, Pny·ecl 6Rflineer

Dcponmeut efE,wl'ro;1me11tctl l'rofe<.•tio11

DMsitJ1t t?(Air Resmuee .Har1agemt•ni, OPAPA.f
l6QQ Blair Stone Rood
•
·
Mui/ SttJtiu,r 5500
Tolluha:;see, Flr>rida J1J99

terri. fong,,@dcp.stute} ,us
8S0 92/-9556

Sunecm 191-9556

From: Sims, Jeff [malto:SimsJ@epchc.0<9]
Sent: friday, May 12, 2006 10:44 AM
To: Long, Terri
CC: Glunn, John
Subject: Canments on Proposed Amendments to Chapte<s 62-210 and 62-296, F'.A.C.
Terri,
· Attached are our oomments on the proposed amendments to Chapters62-210 and 62-296, F.A.C•. for Non-lV

General Permits, Exemptions. Incinerator/Concrete Batching, .etc.

1·

Please forward to arty other appropriate personnel if necessary. Feel frae to call me If you have any

questions/comment~.

·:

Than.ks,

Jeff Sims
Environmenw.l Protec.tion Commission of Hillsborough County
simsj@epchc.org

(8 13)627-2600 ext. 1285
(813) 627-2660 (FAX}

S/1612006
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RECEIVED
TE: May 12, 2006

MAY 1 2 2006

TO: John Gluon, Florida Dcpartmen1 of Environmenial Pro1oc1ion
Terri Long, Florida DeRartment of Environmental' Protection

OfVl.SION OF AIR
~SOURCES MANAGEMENT

FROM: .Ster.tin Woodard, P-E., Envirot_lll'lental Protection Commission of Hillsborough County
· . Jeff Sims. E.l, Environmental Protection Commission of Hillsborough County
SUBJECT: Non-Tille V General Pemiits and Exemptions plus lncinerator/Gpncrele Balcbing Amendments

arc:

The following
comments 'from EP.C regarding the proposed· arnendmen1s for Chapters 62-210, F.A.C. ·
(exemptions and general permits) and 62..296, F.A.C. (incinerators, crematories, concrete· batch plants. etc.).
We have. provided comments previously during the develqpment of the amendments 8.lld offer thC folJowing
remarks for consideration prior to the stated May 1i 11 deadline for comment submittal.
Chapter 6Z.210, F.A.C. - E xemptions a.a d Gene~I Permitting

The bulk of our cpncem is with the addition of a, new non-Title V air generaf pennit fo r dry material
handling and storage ·operations. We have e·xperienced 111any problems with materi~ handlers in our County
regarding dust issues and bclieve 1ha1 the current language in proposed Rule 62-il0.3 J0(4Xf), F.A.C. is too
vague and 3:llows for the possible exploitatio1\ of this section, and lhe possible operation of Title V sources in .
violation of the rules. Alfowing these ope.rations to function undCr a general permit somewhat limits
compliance and enforcement abilities, preyents llte addition of sit~specific rules often necessal'Y to meet
"reasonable precautions" · fo r particulate co'ntrol. and tends to promote IC:.SS diligent recordkeeping and
monitoring by a facility when riot subject to a more fonnal operating· Penn.it. Specific details arc·
summarized below, offered in order wilh 1he rule changes.
·
. I. . Rule 62-2 1.0.300(J)(a)2., F.A.C. - (Pg. 9, Line 8) -Does this change include rcplaecmcnl of control
equipment with identical control equipment? Previous guidance documents have allowed for such
~ange~ without acquiring a cprtstruction pennit.

2. Rule 62-210.300(3)(b), F.A.C. - Conditional exemptions. Please clarify for the record whether
"ac.tuals" or «potentials" should be considered when. determining whether a Unit qualifies for
categoric.al' exemptions with St?ted' product limitations. Past discussior}S 11,ave indicated that
inconsistencies exist J'Cgarding which is the appropriale one co use. In cenns of compliance
MSurance. exempt units are not typically scrutinized nearly as much as permitted emission units, so
assurance that actuals for exempt sources remain below the exempt thi'esholds is less guaranteed.
3. Rule 62-210.300(J)(b )4., F.A.C.·- (Pg. 26, Line 25) Was ethanol considered to be added to 1he list
of permissible products? ·
4. Rule 62,2 1~.300(3)(b)5., F.A.C. - (Pg. 27, Line 13) Relocatable screening operations:
a) The Summary of Proposed Revisions indicates tha,t the screening opera1ion will apply to units
not on site for. mor.e than 6 months in 1 year. t his language was liot evident in tl1e text
changes.
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Part b. of Ibis section specifies that no dry material shall be processed. Is there any definition
of what constitutes ..dry material"? Perhaps a stated minimum moisture content should be
specified to provide clarity.
·
5. Rule 62-210.310(3)(t)2.b., F.A.C. - (Pg. 58, Line 24) Language states " .. subpa,;,graph
62.300{4)(g)I. or ... ". Proper reference should be " ... subparagraph 62-2 I0.300(4Xg)I. or ... ".
6 . Rule 6?.-?.to 110(4)(h) 1.c ., F ·A C:. - h is. n"terl fh ;'lf 1:meu-"e,: l"H}llirint J'Uhlie. n()1iM in

::ii

neW'$.f1:tl~

for concrete batch ?lants was removed to provide consistency with other genera] permits. However,
it should also be noted that the concrete batch plant is often the most prob1emaLic type of general
permit in regards to nuisance d·ust issues, most notably because it seems to frequently be located in
more residential ar-?as. Our local Hillsborough County rules require posting of a Public Notice sign
on the property in consideration f6r a general pennit to allow for some notification to the local
residents/businesses. Perhaps additional language should be added to lhis condition as a prompt to
the applicant to ensure that they arc•addressing any local notification rules not specified in tl1e state
rules.
·
7. Rule 62-210.3 10(4)(d) l.a., F.A.C. - The Summary of Proposed Revisions indicates that the general
pcnnit can be is~ucd for more than one animal crematory unit, as long as each unit does no.t exceed
500 lb/hr design capacity. The language in the rule states that the aggregate (or combined) facility
design capacity can't exceed 500 lb/hr. Please clarify which is the/ correct interpretation.
.
8. Rule 62-210.310(4)(c)3.h., F.A.C. - Similar to comment #6 above, our local rule requires a 5%
opacity limit on several aspects of material handling operations as opposed to ·,he stated 20% in the
current langu3gc. Possibly a·dd a prompt at the end of this condition requiring colllpHance ,vith local
opacity requirements if more strinaent.
· ·
9. Rule 62-210.310(4)(0, F.A.C. - Dry Material .Storage and Handling Operations. As stated
previously, EPC does not agree with the aHowancc of a general penni1 for these types of operations.
The lack of an entnncc point to be able to specify distinct monitoring and operating conditions for an
indjviduaJ source limits the regulator's abilities.
a) No maximum a11owable material 1hroug,hj)ut limit was statod in the proposed rule. · Some
maximum processing Jimit should be specified to ensure that an oversized facility, larger in
scope. than those intended to be addressed by a general pennit. operates without increased
monitoring and controls. Using the 1.5 lb/ton emission factor referenced in US EPA's AP-42
Table 11 . l / ~4 for open bed truck loading and the 50 % COntrol efficiency refetenced i11 Table
4-2 of the US DOE's Technical Guide For Estimating Fugitive Dust Impacts From Coal
Handling Operations for the. use of water sprays, which is typic.al for the control of
unconfined emissfons, results in particulate matter emissions of approximately 112 tpy for
handling 300,000 lpy of lime (one of the allowed materials) for just one emission unit.
Additional emissions units or transfer points would result in even more emissions. Not
restricting I.he throughput on tJ1ese types of operations and materials could result in the
improper permitting ofTitle V or PSD sources.
b) Similar to i:,r¢vious comments. what qualifies as dry materials? Should a minimum moisture
content be c;stablished?
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Part I.a. (Pg. 78, Line 28) - How were "allowable" materials to be handled established?
Several of these materials (specifically fly ash) can be very lightweight and prone to fugitive
dust concrol issues. Shouldn't coal and petcoke be added 10 the list of producis making a
faeility ineligible to use the pennit?
d) Part 2.b. and c. - The proposed rule specifies that controls are,Oecessary to ensure a maximum
Visible emission limit of5% opacity, which EPC agrees is appropriate. Howev«, there are no
distinct requirements as to what controls may be minimally required to attain compliance with
this standard. Experience has shown that facilities can demonstrate compliance with use of
minimal ·control equipment by artifi cially saturating the product during: testing. As the
sar.uation level lessens during "normaJ" operation during the year. particubte emissions
become problematic. EPC believes that the rules should stress enclosed handling as part of

the d~ign criteria for this general pennit, and thereby require such designed systems as fully
enclosed conveyors, filters over displaced exhaust of enclosed vessels. etc.
e) Out to i.ssues we've dealt with at the local level, perhaps clte addition of an additional
condition under Part 2 should be added to require that any material loading to an enClosed
vessel (silo or hin) occw at pressurC$ less th.an the maxir,nwn design loading pressure of the
enclosed vessel or control equipment, whichever is less. The loading pressure should also be
dornmcntcd on visible emission tests.
Chapter 62,.296, F.A.C. - InCiuerators., Crematories and Coocrete Batch Plants
EPC cloes not have any specific comments on the language changes for these s.ections. However, in regard to
the incinerator operations, our experience has shown that ·problems have developed with our JocaJ medical
waste incinerator due to inconsisteru loadiog of the charge because it is manually operated. In the past,
operators have periodically batch-loaded the incinerator at elevated levels from designed loading rates in an
effort to expedite processing. Perhaps language should be added 10 tJus•incinerator section ,pecifying that
large incinerator units be re·quired 10 install an automated charglllg system 10 ensure that ns:t o,erloading will
occur.
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·
TO: Mara Grace Nasca
TI{RU: Ja5?n Waters. P.E.

FROM: Jim McDonald
O..ve Zell
DATE: April 3,.2006
;

SUBJECT: Commen1s on propo<ed changed 10 Chap1ers 62-2 10 and 62-296, F.A.C.
The following comments fro~ D~vc .Zell and myself are in ~gards to.the proposed c hanges to Chap1ers

62-210 and 62-296, F.A.C.:
Comments from Jim McDonald? based on the "Revised Workshop D,raft. March 19, 2006"
1.

~~~ing ~hang.cs 10 Cho\pler 62-296.401(4), F.A.C. for Biologic.al Waste lncinerntion:

A.

·:,Regard.ing page 2, lines 16-18, see Rule 62-296.401(4)(b)I., F.A.C.: This
rule
rcquil'CS,no visible emissions (5% opacity), except that visible emiSSioRS not exceeding
15% opacity shall be allowed up to 6 minutes in any one-hour period. Rule 62296.401(1Xa), F.~.C. requires no visible emissions (5 percent opacity) excepc: that visible
emissions not exceeding 20 percent opacity are a1lowed for up to three minutes in any
one hour period. In order to avoid confuslon betwee~ lhe ·twO rules., SUgg~ that Rule•
296.40 1(IXa~ F.A.C. be also changed by swting wi1h lhe )"Ofds, "Unless otherwise
specified clscwhc-rc '( should OEP specify?r . This would also reduce confusion
·concerning human crematories, animal crematories1 a nd air <:lut.iin incinerators.

new

Since 40 CFR 60,.Subparts Ce and Ee. limit visible emi$sioos to a maximum of 10¾
opacity, how·should permit conditions be wrinen to address the state'S' 5% limitation that
is stiic.ter than the federal 1imit8tion o f 10¾ and the federal l'Ute of 10% that is sirictcr
th.an lhe state's cxeep1ion limitation of I 5% for no more than 6 minute~ in any one-hour

period?

·

·

Suggest the rule reference of subsection 62-204.800(7) in Ruic .62-210.100, f .A.C..be
changed 10 "subse<1io_ns 62-204.800(8) and (9)".
B.

·Regarding page 3, line 4. see Ruic 62-296.401(4Xb)3., F.A.C.: This rule'suite.; in part.
" A$ an altematfve to this HCI emission limit, the HCI emissions produced by t~e unit
shall t>e reduced, by its air pollUtion control cquipmcm, by 90¾ by weight on an hourly
average basis·." Suggest:
'I.

The rule should t>e changCd by stating th~ emissions sh.all be ~duccd by "a1
least" 90%. T11is way controlling emi$Sions. for example. by 9 2% would not

2.

Should ftlake it <:!ear if the."alternative" HCI e.mission limitation o f controlling
1he emissions is in lieu of the 4.0 lbsi hr. lirnitations or is bo{h options available

appear as .a violation.
to appear in a

pcnnit➔

Preference is that 1he applicant should request only or.e of
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options. so the potc.ntial emissions (lbs.Jhr. & cons/yr.) can be determined and
altemati\ e testing scenarios will not have to be included as condition$ in pcnnits.
1

C.
D.

Regarding pag.e 3, line 18, see Rule 62-296.401(4)(b)4., f .A.C.: Same (:.()mment as in
1.8 .2. above.
Regarding page 6, line 23. s,c Rule 62-296.401(4)(d) I.. F.A.C.: Rule 6:i-29.401( 1)(c) I..

F.A.C., staies the.visible emission test method is DEP Method 9, ins1ead of EPA Method
9. In order to a•ootd confus ion between the two rules, suggest that R.ule 296.401( l)(c)l.,
F.A.C., be changed by !itart.ing with the words, "Unless otherwise specified
elsowhcrc(should OEP specify?)". ".
E.

Regarding page 7, line 25. see Rule 62-296.401(4)(e) l.b., F.A.C.: Incinerators subject to

40 CFR 60, Subpan Ce or Ee. are subjec1 co more frequent testing (annually with the 3
yr/2 yr. provision) for PM, HCI and CO emi,ssions. Suggest language be added 10 this
rule that states the pollulants PM, HCI, and CO ma:y be subject to more frequent testing
pun.uant to 40 CFR 60, Subpart Ce or Ee. Should reference to Rule 62•
297..3 l0(7Xa)4.b.. F.A.C., be mentioned about ann.ua) testing if p0tential emissions for
Lead is ~5 tons/yr. and any of the other regulated pollutants is a:100 tons/yr.?
Also, on line 27. should the pollutant CO also be a-<lded?

F.

G,

2.

Re~ rding page 8, line 11 , ste R·ule 62-296.401(4)(<)2.b., F.A.C.: Suggest incineraior>
subject to 40 CFR 60 Subpart Cc or Ee; be required to test for initial c.omplianc:c.and
prior to pcnnit renewal fOf the pollutants Oioxin/Furans, Lead, Cadmium. Mercury, SOi,
and NO,. Also suggest testing for the pollutants PM, HCl, and.CO subject to 40 CFR 60,
Subparts Cc or Ee.just follow the testing frequency (annually with 3 yr.12 yr. provision)
as required by 40 CFR 60, Subparts Ce and Ee, along with requiring these l pollutants be
test for initial compliance and prior to pennit renewal. Should reference to Rule 62297.J I0(7Xa)4,b., F.A.C., be mentjoncd about annual testing if potential emissions for
Lead is ~5 tonslyr. and any of the ocher regulated pollutants is ~100 tons/)T.

What procedures should be used to change existing AC and AV pc:nnits in order to
incorporate the changes of Rule 62•290.401(4). f .A.C., .such as the deletion of the PM
. and HCL state emission limitations and the CAM 'Plans associated with 1hese pollutanu.,
de)e1ion of the radioactive waste condition, and deletio,i of1he haurdous waste
condition?

Regarding changes to Chapter 62-296.40 1(7), F.A.C. for Air Curtain lncineratots:
A.

Regarding page 26, line 26. see Rule 62-296.401(7)(b) l ., F.A.C.: This new rule requires
outside of startup periods, visible emissions shall no1 ex«ed 5¾ opacity, six-minute
avenge, except that an opacity Of up to 1S% shall be permitted for not more than one: six
mi11utc•period in any hour. Since 40 CFR 60, Subparts AAAA through DODD. limit
visible emissioos to a maximum or 10% opacity, how should pcnnit conditiof!S be wriuc:n
to &ddrcss the state's,5% lirnitation that is stricter chan the federal limitation of I0% and
the feder., I rule of 10% th.at is stricter 1han the state's exception iimitation I5% no
mo..-e than one six-minute period in any hour?

or

ror
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.

Regarding page 27, line l6, see Rule 62·296.40l(7)(b)2.; F.A.C.: This new rule "appears•
to require just dimensions of an eanhen pit are limited. If this is lhe intent, then suggest
the word "earthen" be added before the word "pit", so the line would -say ~ ....dimensions
for the "earthen" pit must be .... • Hciwever, prefettnce would be tO apply the same pit
· · dimension limita:tions to even manufactured pits, whether li.ned ~ith refrac.1ocy or not.
This preference is based on the fact dun a \•cry large fan would be needed 10 3S$UfC a
proper air curtain is maintain if the width was > 12 feet Since 1he curTeflt rule docs state
the requirements for the dimensions of a pit was for only earthen pits. chis. office has also
applied these rtqjui.rcmcnts to manufactured pi1s with no resistance from the applicants..

C..

Regarding page 27, line 2S, see Rule 62•296.401(7)(b)3., F.A.C.: Suggest this rule list
speeificall)' the materials that can not be open burned, so the pcrmittec and/or an•
inspector does not have to wonder what materia.ts are prohibited O£ look for them iri. Rul.e
62°256.300(2), F.A.C.

D.

Reg;,rding page 28.• line 6. s« Rule 62-296.401(7)(b)J., F.A.C.: As pri>Posed this ·
paragraph would be at the end of this i:ule. Should this paragraph be iden1ir~ separately
as Rule 62·296.401(7Xb)4,, F.A.C.? lfyes.. the fo llowing rule quotes wot.1ld change.

E.

Regarding page '29, lines l through 13. see Ruic 62-296.401(7)(b)6:, F.A.C.: Wbat is 1he
definition of "wiidlands"? Some currend)'J>«mittcd air curtain incinerators have•thtir
own oombustiblc structures and oocupied building, (i.e., scale house) wi(hin these new
limitations. Suggest leaving the original rule language, but adding a limitation that the
location of ,n ai:r curtain incinerator shall~ at le.a.st 200 feet from.au pro,pe:rty lines.
Some current pe:nnined afr curtajn incincra.cors have affidavits froni property owners
offsitc· thai waved the set bac·k requirements. How w ill these permits be affected/changed
ifthtS rule becomes effective as proposed?

F.

Regarding page JO, line 12, see Rule 62-296.4-0l(?)(b)I I., FA.C.: Add the word
"eanhen" before Ute word "pit", so it is clear this criteria is not applicable to
.. manufactured (concrete. or met.a.I) pits.

G.

Regarding page ll, line 11, see Rule 62-296.401(7)(b)l3., F.A.<;.: This sen,ence should
read, "Subsequent annual opacicy test results shall be sub.mined,(p0strnarked) to the
·. permining authority within 12 months following the date the previous te:s1 report ~'<.IS
submitted (prurmarked) and no more than 45 days after such test was conducted.

Wouldn't Rule 62-297.310.(8)(b), F.A.C. also require the ini1ial tes, reports to be
submitted to the permitting authority within 45 days of testing.. (see line lOo f Rule 62296.401(7Xb)l3., F.A.C.)
See No. S below for•;molhcr a-ccepiable Option to address "subsequent annual tes;ting'".
H.

What procedures should be used to change conmuction and o perating pennits in order to
incorporate the ch;mgcs of this rule?
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Regarding changes to Rule 62-210.300. f .A.C. - Penni1s Required:
A.

RC=!arding page 7, line 30. see Rule 62-210.JOO, F.A.C.: The phrase "(?r the addi1ion of
pollu1ion conuol equipment• should be changoJ to "or the installation of any' pollution
cootrol equipment whether it is a new, used, replacement, or additional piece of
t.q1lipment".

8.

Regarding pase 9, line 8, see Rule 62-210.300(1Xa)2., F.A.C.: the new language should
be, "The owner or operator of any air pollutioncontrol equipment to be irmalled shall
obiain an air pollution construction permit prior to the installation of the new, used.
~laeement. or additK>nal piece of equipment."
·

C.

Regarding page 9. line 25. see Rule 62·210.300(1Xa)5.: This line should be. " . .. of 1ho

facility or emi~ion unit or installation of air pollution control equipment; ... "
D.

Regarding page 9, line 28, s.ee Rule 62-210.300(1Xa)5., F.A.C.: This line should be, " . ..
emissions unit or the installed pollution control equipment is .... .. "

E.

Regarding page 11, line 10, see Rule 62-2 10.31)0(2) 1 F.A.C.: This line should be,
"...sub~uent to thC installation of air pollutkn control. equipment~ ...• •

F.

Regarding page 11, line I>, see Ruic 62·210.300(2), F.A.C.: This line should be,
".... ......in~ta.llcd air pollution 1,;ouuol equipm:m; .....'"

G.

Rtgarding page 21 , line 23, see Rule 62-2 I0.30-0(3Xb)I., F.A.C.: Should lhe wotd
"External" be addod betw~n the words Otherand Heating. since it appears in Line 24?

H.

Should reference to Rule 62-210.JOO()Xc),
., FAC. be .added 10 the following:
I.
2.
3.
4.

5.
4.

Page 37. line n . Rule 62-2 I0.300(4)(b)I.. F.A.C.
Page 38, line 19, Rule62-210.300(4)(e)I., F.A.C.
Page 39, lille 7, Rule 62-210..300(4)(<1)1., F.A.C.
Page 39. line 24, Rule 62-2 10.300(4)(e)I., F.A.C.
Page 40, line 10, Rule 62-2 10.300(4)(1)1., F.A.C.

Regar~ing changes to Rule 62-2 10.310, f .A.C.: Non-Tide V Air General Permits:
A..

R.e&--arding p11se '16, line II), :;cc Ruic 62.210.~ 10( 1Xc), f.A.C,: Suggc:;t the word

"Cenies" be changed to '"issues a dcterminatioo of ineligibility".
· B.

C.

Regarding page 4 8, line 27, see Rule 63-210.) 10(2)(a), F.A.C.: Sugges1 including
reference to subparagraph 62-210.310(1)(c)2., f.A.C. so this. line will read, •to
· subparagraph., 62-2 I0.310(1Xb)2. and 62-21~.3 I0( I)(e)2., f .A.C. ,. ..."
R:garding page 61, line 28, see Rule 62°210) I0(4)(b)l.b., F.A.C.: Suggesr changing lhe
a "d" in lhc rule refc,cnce 62°2 I0.310(4J(b)2.c. 1062-2 10.J 10(4)(b)2.d.

" , " 10

0. ·

Rt:garding page 64, line 22. see Rule 62-210.l 10(4)(b)2.c., F.A.C.: Suggest adding the
v.ord '"consecutive" so the line s.1ys ..... arty consec~ti,•c: twdvc month period . ..."

.,
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.
F.

Regarding page 67, line 17, sec Rule62-210.3 10(4Xd) J.b., F.A.C.: Suggest changing the
(3) I<> (4) in the rule reference 62-210.3 l0(3Xc)2.e. 10 62-210.3 l0(4)(c)2.c.
Regarding.page 69, line 30, see Rule 62-210.3 10(4Xe)3.a., F.A.C.: Since this rule
requires a water suppression system with spray bars located at the entrance and exit of a ·
crusher, the rule should also cl3rify where the spray bars are required to be located at 1he
fcede.rs and classifier screens. This comment would also apply on page
lilleS 19 &
20, s,e Rule.62-2 10.3 10(4Xe)3.f.. F.A.C.
Rcsmling page 72, line 7; see Rule 62·2 l0.310(4)(e)J,e.(iii), F.A.C.: Sugges1,1hc phrase
"during a construction project"' be defined ancUor funher explained.

n,

G.

0

H.

Regarding pagc 73, line 20, see Rule 62-210.310(4Xe)3.g., F.A.C.: Suggest add ing io the
end of the line, ", except when required by Rule 62-297.3 10(7)(b), F.AC," ·

I.

Regarding page 79, line 5, see Rule 62-210.310(4)(()1.a., F.A.C.: SuggeS1 also allowing
the materials saw dust, wood bark, wood chips, wood sha,·ings, wood mulch, sugar,
alum, glass.. cardboar51, and other grain and grain products such as flour, com, 9ats that
not subject to 40 CFR 60, Subpan DD - Standards of Performance for Grain·Elevators.
Then the words •grain and grain products• could be deleted in Linc 29.
· '
.

'

.

Also, are General Permits for Dry Material Storage and Handling Operations in
Hillsborough County not allowed. since they have locally adopted a ParticuJate
Reasonable Avail-able Control Technology (RACT) regulation that includes "new"
sources of particulate mancr? If yes., then somewhere in the state's rule:~language should
be added lhat makes it clcai- a facility may not be eligible for a General Permit if a local
regulaiion would prohibit such us~.
J.

S..·

Regarding page 80, lines 28-29, sec Ruic 62-21 0.3 l0{4Xf)2.'d., F.A.C.: Suggest the
phrase "... shall be tested separately unless multiple 'operations run simultaneously'" be
explain further so someone dotsn't think, for example, that none of 3 pieces of equipment
exhausting independently at the same time do f!Ol ba,·e 10 be tested.

The testing frequency for ASPHALT PLANTS co~ditionally exempted from Title V requjres
testing to be conducted,." ... annually ihercafter during each fc~cral fiscal )'Car (October I - .
September 30)."' In order to be consistent, suggest the following rules (and other rules I may have
missed), which j ust st.ate "annually thereafter" also contain the language required for ASPHALT

PLANTS:

Chao1er 62·296 F A C
A.
8,
C.
D.
E.
F.
F.

Page 7, line 24, Rule 62·296.401(4Xe)La., F.A.C.
Page 8, lines 10 and 16, Rules 62-296.40 1(4Xe)2.a. and 2.b., F.A.C. .
Page 14. line 19. Rule 62-296.401(5Xh)I., F.A.C.
Page 23, line 4, Rule 62•296.40 1(6)(h)I., F.A.C.
Page 24. line 2, Rule 6f 296,40 1(6)(h)3., F.A.C.
Page 30, line 16, Rule 62-296.401 (7)(b)i'l ., F.A.C.
Page 32. line 18, Rule 62 -2 96.414(4), F.A.C

Chaoser 62·210 FA C
A:
8.

Page 76, line 19. Rule62-210.3 10(4)(c)3.k.(vj, F.'A.C.
Page 81. line 4. Rule 62 -2 I0.310(4)(f)2.c., F.A.C.
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from One Zell, ba.scd on t bc "Worlubop Draft - M.arcb 2J. 2006"
Commen1s on Rule 62-296 401(5) & (§). EA,C Human&. Animal Crematories
(Note: The comme,nts below apply to both (S) Human Crematories and (6) Animal Crematories ,ules

unless noted because most of the $Ubsections of these two ryles are identical.)

•

6"-?Q6.401{S)fd){1) Operator Training - Since Department approval of the tr3ining programs has
been taken out, there needs to be some minimum st'andards that the training program and 1he
crainer must meet. Otherwise the "training'' could consist of virtually anything (as long as they
were in the room for at lea.st 8 hours doing something). The draft-training requirement provides
little assurance to the Department or the public that the operator ,has received adequate training.

•

62-296.40)(S)W Equipment Maime:oance • This provision is a good addition. but in the first
sentence the reference to "in aocgrdance with the Manufacturer' s specifications...." needs to be
change.cl to specifically reference the manufacturers recommended operating and routine
maintenance procedures. Ge.nerally manufacturer' s specifications refer to details of the units
design parameters: dimensions and equipment rather than 6&.M procedures.

• 62-296.40 ICSKb)l, Freauencv of Testing (VE) - Al the c:nd of the first sentenoe the reference to
"and annually thereafter" is too ,·ague and makes it difficult for the pcrmittce and lhe Depanmen1
to determine exactly whe,n the 1es.ts arc to be done. Docs this mean exactly one year from the
original test date? During the next calendar y ~ During the next federal fiscal year? The SWD
recommends language like "'an·nually thereafter, within 60 days prior to the date of the previous
test" or some other language that gives more specific definition of the time ·rram~ lhe test mist be
·
done in.

•

62-296,401 (5Xi) Submi.~sinn ofldemical Unit Test Results •

The identical unit test PfO\'isions are perilaps the area of greatest concern to the SWD. The
identical unit test requirement a.s it exists in the-current rules is already ve.ry le.nic:nt and
.
provides little assurance as to·the actual operation and polcntial emissions from the unit being
pe!'fflined, especially older units. The changes to the firsi rwo sentences of this rule ~akes
this rule.significantly weaker, Jt appears that the test will no longer be required to be; within
Lhe last 5 years, be done in Florida, or be·an approved compliance test with the.test and test
re.port s.ubjoct to Dep.trtmcnt re.view and appro..•al. Therefore, a 20-year o ld test could be
used, or a 15-year old test done in Georgia used and it would be acceptable under this draft:
rule. This means that all of the unitSofthe same model registering for a GP could (and will)
use the ~ identical unlt test every time they register over the entire life of the unit This is
so far removed f-rom provi.ding any assurance. that if this is the new position of the
Department theh the requirement should be removed and a lisi established by DARM of
approved crematory unit models for which a test has been done sometime., somewhere. and if
the unit in question is. on the list it has ho PM/CO testing required. The SWO feels that.
instead of weakening further the identical unit test pr0\ isions, they should rather be made
more stringent to provide more reasonable assurance of compliance with the rule emission
limitations. Actual emissions from a specific unit deptnd on the specific operating
procedures used. equipment condition, and maintenanoe done on th.at unit. Over time,
operating conditions, and therefore emissions. could vary significantly between units of the
same model. Identical unit testihg can pro\'ide some level of assurance for a unit to provide
reasonable ass.urance it ean meet the rule. The SWD suggests nev.· units test within a
ti,meframe ~tier startup (90 days?) and prior to renewal (cve-ry 5 years there.lfter). lden1ical
1

Pase6 of?
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unit lcsts should also be- limited to tests done in Florida and ac«pted by the Department as
valid tests but SWO would not like Identical tests to be used except to provide. reasonable ·
assuranc.e a unit can meet the rule in order to issue a Construction permit.
•

phraS,e ''lbe opera1ing temperature ranges and capacityj" is misleading and
,•ague. The language-implies that there is an operating temperarure capacity, which there is
noL AcruaHy operating capa;ity is a distinct parameter from operating temperature and
should be listed as a separate itefll (or inc:luded·with Item 4. Mode of Operation) rather than
. somehow linked with temperature. Also the phrase ..operating temperature ranges'' is
~ The

undefin ed and va5u e ~nd WO'Jld be hard to ai;tu-1-lly dc.tctminc complio.ncc w it h. ~ho

dctcrmilles what the operating temperature ranges are for the units to decide. if they arc
.
" identical..? Also, ls an iden1ieal unit test conducted at 1800 degree F accept.able for a unit .
that normally operates at I 600 degrees F if the manufaeturcr's operating tempcrarure
specification for that unit mo:lel says the operating range is 1600 -1800 degrees F? (The
SWD does not feel that it should be ·considered as "identical" as emissions could~
measurably d ifferent at these two operating temperatures.) Some requirements that the
identical unit test must be conducted at within a certain temperature range ( +100 degrees) or
·.the minimum required temperarure for that unit (i.e. 1400 or 1600 degrees F depending.on
when the unit was.constructed) wouk:I provide more assurance that the tested unit is
representative of the emissic:ins from the unit being pennitted.
•

62-296.40 l{SXD CODliDY9SI$ MMilOCiO"- Requirements • There is a reference in the first and
second sentences th.at the units ''iliall be equipped with•' either temperature or "polJUtant
monitoring systems". This requirement docs not go far enough, as it does not spCcifically require
that the monitoring systems be operated. Theoretically, a facility could· equip the unit with a
monitor that i't does quality assu1anee and maintenance on (and keeps records of, along with when
cremations are done), but does not actually operate continuously during open1ion and it ,,.,,.ou!d _
still meet the requirements of this rule. To make it clear the S\VD rec:omfflcnds chan&ing it to .
..shall be equipped with and oper.ue". (Note that "operate and maintain" arc in the existing rule
but were struck out.) (As an adc.iitional note, most, if no1 aJl1 of the cremaiory units installed in .
tho I-1st 10, yeu-, (i.f not longer) ,1rc equipped with dtc5<: ..poHuuuu monit0ti11S :.y~tcm.s.. as they

are standard equipment on the package units beirig sold. Thus this requirement did not have to be
limited to only units installed after October I, 2006.)

•

~e sn~chsd !iprcadshett mnov units tbi11 are ldemical by name are not Identical..
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Rule Amendments – Effective October 6, 2008
TIFICATION OF DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
ADMINISTRATNE RULES FILED WITH THE
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
I do hereby certify:

[ XI

(1)

That ail statutory rulemakln,g requirements of Chapter 120. F.S,, have been complied

with; and

[X I
1

(2)

The1e is (IQ acfminisllalive determination under SllbsecIion 120.56(2). F.S. pending or-i

any rule CO\lered by this certification: and

[XI

(3)

All rules covered by this certification are filed within lhe prescribed time lunitations o(

paragraph 1:20.54(3)(e), F.S. They are filed noI less than 28 days after the notice re,quired by
paragraph 120.54{3)(a); F.S .. and;

()(!

(a)

Ale filed not more than 90 days after thf! notice; 0<

II

(b)

Are filed not more than 90 days after the notice not including days an

administtaliV'C determination was pending: or

fI

(c)

Are filed more·Ihan 90 days after the notice. but not less than .21 days n01 more

than 45 days from lhe date of publication of the nolioe of change; or

II

(d)

Ale fifed more than 90 days after the notice, but not ~s than 14 nor more than

45 days after, the adjournment of the final public hearing on the rule; or

II

(e)

Ale filed more than 90 days after the notice, but within 21 days after the dale of

receipt of all material authOrized to be submitted at the hearing; or

II

If)

Ale filed more than 90 ctay:s after the notice, but within 21 days after the dale

the transcript was ,eceived by this agency: o,
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I

(g)

Afe tiled not more than 90 days after the·notice. not incl.lding days the adoption

of the rule was postponed following notification from the Joint Administrative Pt:ocedures Committee
that en objection to the rule was being considered; °'

( I . {h)

Are filed more than 90 days after the notice, but within 21 days after a good faith

written proposa~fot a lo~r cost regulatory allemative

to a proJX)Sed rule is submitted whicl'I

substantially accomplishes the objectives of the law being im,plemented; or

IJ

(ii

Ale meet m0<e than 90 days after the notloe, but within 21 days after a regutatory

alternative is offered by the sm3II business ombudsmon .

Atlached are !he original and two oopies.o1 each rule oovered by lhrs certification. The rures are hereby
adopted by tile undersigned agency by and upon their filing with the Oepartmenf of State.
Rule No(s).

62-296.100, 62-296.320. 62-296.47( & 62-296.508, F.A.C.

Tne agency neao. secretary M1cnae1w. soie, has approved tnts adoptton pursuant to 120.::>4(.J)(e) 1.

Unde< the ptovision of subp-aragl'aph 120.S4(3)(e)6., F.S., the rules take effect 20 days from the date
flied with the Department of State Of' a later date as set out below:
Effective: _ _ __ _
(month)

Number of Pages
Certified
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blishes l'Cll5<>ml:>ly aV1.ilablc oontrol t<;chnology rcqu.ircmcnt:s. Where work practioe statidatds, iocluding

,,;-quitemen!ll ror :;pceif'k 1ypes ofpollution control equipment., 1.ri: provided f°Q¥ in this ch.::.p1.::r, •uch ;t~nibnh ~ball
be of thi: ssmc f'orce 3.11d effec1 :ii, e.mi.$$00,n limitill$ $1AAd:t.rd$. 11ue dtlissioo limitins and

work pracUCe s1,uxlar~ of

Ruic 62-296.320. F.A.C.• and Rults 62-296.401 througli 62•296 4&Q 62 29fi.l l7, F.A.C., are tt;,plkable s.ta1ewidt:.

·rt-.e re,~1ahly available 0001ml t9d100IMY @uin;mcnt~ are tMablithed (or sr ecific areas 9f1hs; s1:a1c ~ gt fqob in
Rules 62.296.500. 62·296.§00 and 62-296.100 F'.A.C.
(3) A fatjljty or <mi;u:ioes noil subicc110 anvsen(Urd .,, ri:qui rewnt of40 C F.R.

PJrt 60 61 63 M6S,

adopssd and inMfPOOIIK'!I bv'rsferrncs at Rul, 6?~?04 800 f & c sbeU rnrrc:ilr with wch stand.mt ru wuia:mem
Nothing in chi&c-ha-ew aball r@tieyc a faciJitv or tmisai9n-s unit W>m w,nrlvios with sieh sandat4 ru rseui1emrn1
nrovidtd hm~:er

tlul when; II fl£jlity ar e rnissign,; uni I is wbii;C1 19 a ~ll!lncl:ud c:i,ablish(d in thi~ cbaptt r

s.uch

~1,0,ul.: e e sk'i~;!,11'11tt1<l&1d iJ esUl.lllisl,!d "• n 1:1 1u 62 296.401 11,n li!;b 62 296.4 10', 'F. , .C. lu fWWiliaa,
JeaOOnlel), ;1•-:ail~b~{ml,.,I le-Ub.--W~8#) ••tt••~~IU\5 il:U 15~~'31ish4i<I fEt 511 e&ii'.i.; ~t''1&0£ th~ ua1, ilS set-ful\lHQ

R:1,les 62 29U09; .,QQ. aatl .799. F.A.C.
CL) Words ~id pl1ta~ wed in I.his c h:ipter, unkm ck1uly fodic~!t:d otherwise, :ire ddi ncd :u Ruic 62. 210.200,

f.A.C.

SpccifiCl1uthori1y•0}.06l f'S, t;,w l~plrou::0100 ~

. 403.0lt, 401061, 403.08'1 F'S. Hntory-Ntw I l •2l•94, AITll'rKkd 3•

62-296.320 General Polhnam Emiss.ion Limiting S!aoduds.
(I) through (2) No change.

with fr,d,..~tn.al, cormi,ercia). insti1111.ional
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::a) Open burtllli i~decennincd by 1he Oep:u1me:n1 10 bt the only a~a1Uble rnt;thod ofdi'ffi:9i91~

efeipoFiltieR and U authorized J2:tan air pennit ~.11,ml JltlftlO~Al u (tlil!Jll!r U 310 er §i! i!JJ, J:.I': :G.: IDil.

*

(b\Snrb 9Rt£hprr'ling does nat it1Y9)\,£ any DWtrial orohibircd fio:n bcios burnr4 41 Rule 62•256.300 F.A.C

Er.) ,1 eeLialf 1r mll.ffiGj,pal:it:,• mellliil_\lH a peftable air (;llfliliin i11siAAHlf 11:1 8IM'l'I )ilfd IH69 0 e. m,ue ts a
b,u,jee,ue, 1,:,0:,ede, hi~ a, e1kr tli.'les~~• Bfuhlte a.ti · IIA&'.9 iae • H :e1e r e 1:1H afflep' ise lie e~ere.ml: ill ecee,liaaee
·,ti tll• peFIRinieng e11e11,1pt·e~ 1Fimie et:R""i' U JIO JOO(I), F • G

(4) (iene,:.l 'f>1rtlen):11e tmJ33jl)n I .imiting Sra.OOlrd~ The followi.ni emission limiting s1andartk sh.all apply 10
1.'1llissions units ofpankulate matter 001 Suoj~t I<> :i pao1k:11Me cn:4ssio., lim.it or ~ ity limii 3t1 fOJlh in ()r
tstablished t b.1., wtcft in ~Ii.ill c.hll.ptcr.
(a) Pl'C)Ca$ Wtt$J'lt ·r:ibte,
I. No <:Ii:.~ .

2. Particulate M11neI Emissions Stan.da.rd - No persoo shall c:.ui;c, kt. pumit, t11ITur or a\!(lw the emissioo of
~rticul:ue m3tttr 1irough 11 .s.tae.k 01 veu1. from any emissioos uuit subj(CI 10 1his rule in rot.ii quantities in e.xcess of
the amount sbo1o1o':'l in Tabk 296.320- I. lti1Cf))9lari.on oftbe dat.i in Table 296.320-1 for the pro~ss 'A'Ct.g.ht nit ts up ro
30 ions per hour slall be acoomplishcd by u.se o( tbe equat:ion; E • 3. .S9~ 0;62, when:. P is I~ tban ~ dj_u:tJ 10 30
10n, per hour. lnte'floluion :ind extrap0la1ion of the data ror process "'tight rates in t:l(CCSS of 30 tons per hour shall
be acwmplisbed by use:: oflhe equation: B • 17.31Pb0,,1', where P isg:re:itcr 1ban 30 tQns ptr hottt. In both
,:qu111ions: E= em:s.sions in pounds per hour und P • process weight rue in tons pCT hour,
Tsbk 2!>6.32(~ I No tha~e.
3. No change
(b) tluo~ (c, No chtnie.
Spccifk Mtht>rily4'13.061 FS.. Law lmplfflCl'JCd ~ 403.0ll ,403.06), Ol.0117 l"S. HLJI0I')' •· l'Ofm."11)' (1·2,620. 17·

29'.320. A.ll"ICM.id l-1-96. AJT'Wtldl;J ; .1 )-%...___,

62·296.470 Implementation of FedcHI (;le.an 1\ ir J.n1em.1 10: .Rule.

(1) Oefmitioll' and Provt~ on.1 Adtm1ed by Refere-noe.

C•l All nravisi:>os of 40 C,F.R. Pan 96 d1sd wllhiD rbis mJ~ao: ndewxl and iPCQTP9£jlffl by mfrrq,cc in Ruk
62-ZQU(l(1 f A C:

2
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For purposes of 'iYhsr&rinn 6?·296 47()(1) f A C ~ . the lt'fmS ~ "CAIR NO'- alloWll.fltt,"'

"'C.",IR ) '0.-1•~11m,~ b g ~jgsan.;" "CAIR NO 1 Otooc Season allowance," !!GAI.RoN0.-0too.e-S~--rading
~bJ>:1111,,t;.. ''CAJ~
~.. and

NO, 0¥onc ~soo wtit.." "CA..I.R NO. unii."::C.l I.I?. SO. i1Ht1t1·1es1/' ..C.'W.R S~ +ndi,eg

"C AIR sou,eto;" .. .d'"G,• IR t1"i1;" ll11all l1a~ the tneanin~ ~ven 31 R.uJe 62.21().200, F.A.C. AA

l',M;,

(.£1 N6fwith!ila 1wli"3-t-he,ftMJMeln.11111ee o l' th:it pll::lo~ fl<,r pu:potsell o ft~ ,·e~tim application o l' c~ d ~ d

,ubp:u1$ of 40 C.F.R. P11n %, ilS modif,ed by the ,ubstitu1e J;mgtugt se1 rorth in Ibis rule, lite definitions cont)ioed
within 4() C.F.Jl Pan %.. Svbpans AA, AAA, -11nd AAM, s.hall ;i.pply, wi1h the: undcnuodmg tha,1 wh<'re c.ontt'Xt

~ the tenn ''pennini~ ;u,nhority" shall moan the txpmmen1, the 1enn "Staie.. shall mean the Smc offl<,rida,

arid the phrase. "ptt 1ttirtins authoi-iry' s tide, V operating pemtits regulations" sbail mean Chapter 62-213. F.A.C.
When ulCld 1n 1he 4Q c;.i:-.R. Po.rt 96 j.\lbuiauc b n guage set lonh in this. rule, and the term.$ "bes.t 11.n ,il:ible co11trol

1ecb110\os.)'(U AC J')" and ''b.iam1S:S" shall lia..-e 1hc me3a.ing> given a1 Ruk 62-210.200, F.A.C.

(2)0Toos.
(;,) Priono $~•bmitti.ng an)' CAIR NO., 1111¢.....ance al!()alions to tlie AdnunistralQ{ pursu:ml 10 40 C,:.f .R.

96. 14 ~(a). (b}, ar (C}, or 40 C.F.R. 96.143, the Dcp:imuem sh3ll isS'UC :i..n adminiscr:uivt ordtr J)Ul'Stta.m 10 Cbaptct
l 20. F.S.. tu all CAIR NG.• :iuum::s iivUig noti<:t aml oppun:unity for h~-ari.ng witb t1.--ga1d to ll1e 111t10U.ttl uf CAJ.R

NO.. :illowaoces the OePAnmcn1 intcod.s 10 w bmi110 the A(lmm.1str:i1or for t :ich CAlR NO,. umt.
(b) Prior ro submitting an}' C'.AIR NO-: Ozone Season ~Uowancc aUocations 10 tbe Adminismtor pursuant ,o 40
C.f. R. 96.34 l(a), (b), ot (c), 1hc. ( k ~ 1 sh:iU issue an admlnismuive order to all CAIR AA, SOU!tti gl,;ing

oocioe and oppom:ioify for htarins with rcgord to lhc amount of CAJR NO, <none Ses$on -allQwances ti~
Dtpa111l,t,J)( intends to tubmit to the Admil."listta1or fot each CAIR NO, Ozone Stasoo unit.
(3) !hrougb (5) No cbangc.

~ific A111horlty403.0Gt, 403.081 rs Law lmpl¢t11Cn1od 403-031, 403,'?(tl, 4-03-081 F'S. Historv-"cv.· !i-4---06. All'ICOOcd -4.1.

·'~--

62.-296.SOS Pettol<um l,i,quid $ !Q1'3£.t.
tl) throug.h (2) Nocbange.
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T'l\'P: Methods and Proce<lor«. All e:in:il>'Sions te)l!l performed putsu3tu to the tt,qui1tmems of I.his rule shall

cOCl1)1)' "''itb 1be-folio\\•~ req1.1i1cmco1s.
(a) lmtmal Flooring Roof and Roof $1:ali. The ,est toelbod for \'Ofa.ti!e Offiatlic comp0'Jnds shall be~

Phdrnll 11 ilfl~ p. 6-l ofE'PA 450/l-n-036, incorpor.1tcd and ,1doptcd by refrreoce in Chaptef 62-297, 1-·.A.c.
(b) lhrough(c) No cllan.ge.
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M MARY OF RUL E

Re:

Rules 62-296.100, 62-296.320, 62-296.470 and 62-296.50&, F.A.C.
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking: June 20, 2008
OGC No.: 08--036 1
Project: Comx:tivc and Clarifying Amendments

The Department of Env,irorunental Protection is proposing amendments to ruJe Chapter 62-296,

F.A.C., to clarify or correct portions oftbc rule language. The amendments clarify compliance
requirements for EPA regulations that have been adopted by reference, revise language for

consistency with previously amcndod open burning rule language in Chapter 62-256, F.A.C.,
correct 1he "process weight tablen equation to clearly show exponents, clarify how ~te and

federal definitions are used in implcmtnlalion of the Clean Air lnlerslalc Rule (CA.JR), and
remove an erT()neous test method reference.
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..•.·
MMARY OF THE HEARING

Rules 62-296.IOO, 62-296.320, 62-296.470, and 62-296.508, F.A.C.
OGCNo.: 08-036 1
Project: Corrective and Clarifying Amendments

The Notice of Proposed Rulemaking was published June 20, 2008, in the Florida Administrative
Weekly (FAW). If requested within 21 days of the date of this notice, a rule adoption hearing
· would have been held by the Department of Environmental Protection.

No timely request for bearing was received by the agency and no hearing was held.
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All,ED STATEMENT OF FACTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES
JUSTIF\'lNG PROPOSED RULE

Rule 62-296.100, 62-296.3:0, 62-296.470 and 62-296.508, F.A.C.
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking: June 20, 2008
OGC No.: 08-0361
Project: CorrC4.:livc.and Clari fying Amendments

l ntroductio111

The Department of Environmental Protection amending Chapter 62-296, F.A.C., 10 clarify or
cotTCct portion.~ otthe rule language. The amendments are part of a rutemaking project that also

includes clarifying and eom,ctive amendments to Chapters 62-204, 62-2 12, 62-21 3, 62-256, and
62-257, F.A.C. (OOC No's 08-0346, 08-0349, 08-0355, 08-0357, 08-0359, and 08-0360
respectively.)

11le amendmentS clarify compliance requiremems for EPA regula1ions that have been adopte<l by
refereoce, revise language for consistency with previously amended open buming rule language:
in Chapter 62-256, F.A.C., correct the "process weight table') equation to clearly show

exponents, clarify how state and federal definitions are used in implementation of the Clean Air
Interstate Rule (CAIR), and remove an erroneous test method reference.

Need for Rule Change
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ment of Facts and Circumstances
Chapter 62-296, F.A.C. - OGC 08-0361
Page 2

The proposed amcndmen15 to rule Chapter 62-296, F.A.C., are needed to clarify rule language
and correct inadvertent errors in the rule.

S ummary of Rule Amendments
►

62-296.100
o Clarify operative language requiring compliance with NSPS/NESHAP.

►

62-296.320
o Revise language for consistency with Cllaptcr62-256, F.A.C. The revisions allow

pcnnittcd open burning in connection with industrial, commercial, institutional or
governmemal operations only as provided in Chapter 62-256, f.A.C., and if
detennined by the department to be the only available method of disposal.
o Correct "process weight table" equation to clearly show exponent.
►

62-296.470 - Revis;: CAIR language to clarify how state and federal definitions are used
in the rule.

►

62-296.508 - Revise VOC RACT rule for internal floating roof petroleum liquid storage
tanks to remove erroneous reference to EPA Method 21 .

2
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Rule Amendments – Effective July 10, 2014
RICK SCOTT
GOVERNOR

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
MARJORY STONEMAN DOUGLAS BUILDING
3900 COMMONWEALTH BOULEYARD
TALLAHASSEE, FLOR1DA 32399-3000

CARLOS LOPEZ-CANTERA
LT. GOVERNOR
HERSCHEL T. VINYARD JR.
SECRETARY

20, 2014

Ms. Liz Cloud
Section Administrator
Administrative Code and Weekly Section
500 South Bronough Street, Room 101
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0250
Re: Certification package for Chapter 62-296, F.A.C.
Dear Ms. Ooud:
Attached is the certification package for Chapter 62-296, F.A.C. If you have any
questions please contact me at 850-245-8770, justin.g.wolfe@dep.state.fl.us, or at
the mailing address above.
Sincerely,

)p'~/
Justin G. Wolfe
Assistant Deputy General Counsel
-

I

.,
'

·'

www.dep.statejl.us
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OF DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
ADMINISTRATIVE RULES FILED WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE
I hereby certify:
[XJ (I) That all statutory rulemaking requirements of Chapter 120, F.S., and all rulemaking requirements of the
Department of State have been complied with; and
[XJ (2) That there is no administrative determination under Section 120.56(2), F.S., pending on any rule covered

by this certification; and
[XJ (3) All rules covered by this certification are filed within the prescribed time limitations of Section
120.54(3)(e), F.S. They are filed not less than 28 days after the notice required by Section 120.54(3)(a), F .S., and
(X] (a) Are filed not more than 90 days after the notice; or

[ ] (b) Are filed more than 90 days after the notice, but not more than 60 days after the administrative law judge
files the final order with the clerk or until 60 days after subsequent judicial review is complete; or

( J (c)

Are filed more than 90 days after the notice, but not less than 2 I days nor more than 45 days from the date

of publication of the notice of change; or
[ ] (d) Are filed more than 90 days after the notice, but not less than 14 nor more than 45 days afte~ the
adjournment of the final public hearing on the rule; or

J

[ ] (e) Are filed more than 90 days after the notice, but within 21 days after the date of receipt of alt: materfal:
authorized to be submitted at the hearing; or

[J

(f) Are filed more than 90 days after the notice, but within 21 days after the date the transcript was received by

this agency; or

[J

(g) Are filed not more than 90 days after the notice, not including days the adoption of the rule was postponed

following notification from the Joint Administrative Procedures Committee that an objection to the rule was being
considered; or

[J

(h) Are filed more than 90 days after the notice, but within 21 days after a good faith written proposal for a

lower cost regulatory alternative to a proposed rule is submitted which substantially accomplishes the objectives of
the law being implemented; or

[J

(i) Are filed more than 90 days after the notice, but within 21 days after a regulatory alternative is offered by

the Small Business Regulatory Advisory Committee.
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arc the original and two copies of each rule covered by this certification.

~ ruJes are. hereby adopted by

the undersigned agency by and upon their filing with the Dcpaltlnent of'State.
'Ruic No(s).
62-296.320
62-2%.4-01
62-2%.4-02
62-296.403
62-296.404

62-2%,405
62-296.406
62-296.40$
62-296.409
62-296.4(0
62-296.412

62-296.414
62-2%.415
62-296.416
62-296.SOI
62-296.502
62-2%.503
62-296.504
62-296.SOS

62-296.S~

62-296.508
62-296.510
62-296.511
62-296.512
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.513
62-296.514

62-2%.SIS

62-296.516
62-296.570
62-296.600
62-296.602
62-296.603
62-296.604
62-296.701

62-296.102
62-296.703
62-2,96.704

62-296.705
62-296.706
62-296.707
62-296.70!
62-296.709

62-296. 7J l

62-296.712
Under me provision ofSccrioo Il0.S-4(3)(e)6., F.$., IM rules take effect 20 day, from the d.ltc fikd with the
Department of S1ate or • laCer date as set out below:
Effccti,<e: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

LJ

~

(mOOlh)

(day)

()<ar)

:::t=..,,.=:::.______

DcpUI)' Oeneral Cou=I

Number of Pages Certified
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320 Oeoeral Pollutant F.mi!sioo Limiting s,andards.
(1) through (3) No change.

(4) Gcocra.l Partkwat.c .EmiJsion Limi:ting Standard$. The foUowin£ emission limiting :1wid&rds sbaU apply to
emissions 1.mi11 of particulate matter not subject to a paniCWatc cmissioo limit or opachy Umtt stt fon11 ln or
established clsiewhcrc in this chapter.
(•) Process Weight Tobi~
I . ""°"gh l , NO <""1ge

J. Particulate Mauer Emissions Test Method and procedures. AU particulate mane: cmissi<M'lll lUS pedormed
pW'¥Uil)t to the rcquin:ments ofthis ni)e sbaU comply "'i\h the following provtrioo,.
a. Emissions units i D ~ a saubbe:r for co.atr0I otpa11iculatt roattor ,balJ me the foUowing test methods.
(i) Ci'l'W Plants, The test m.ethod for particulate emissions shall be EPA Mettlod

s. as detMbesl at 40 CF R

Part 6Q A,p0tndlx A·l arjomt4 and incorporated • d. 111defl~d by rcfercoce at. Rule 62•204.g()() WQa,••'l 29-'i,
F.A.C. An aeetoae wash shall be used. Tho minimwn sample \'Olume shall be 32 d:ly stat.1dard cubic fttt.
(Ii)

60

An Others, The test mctflod f()r putletdatc entmions shall be £PA Mccbod s. ~'1om1>ed it 40 c.f R Part

Appendix A·l :Odqpu;.;1and inOOG'))Ofll.~Cd 8ftd adaf11ed by reference III lt9Je 61.:2()4 100 i,e Gli1J11H ,;i 19$';-

F.A.C. An acetone wash sbalJ be U$ed.

J

b. F.mi.ssioos \J(l]ts lnea,porating dry oomrols for control of particulate matter sball use the fol)o~"'i; lest
methods.

-

·-

Ci) :Phosphate ProeeS:Sing, Tbe test method (or partkuhrte cmiuioos shAll be EPA MC1:hod 5, as dcscn1,ed at 40

c.f.R. Part. 60 APPSPdix A·l W)nlM and il'lcorponted ...i •oot"lff by refcreoce DI Ru); 62-204 800 in Qle.pter
~ . F.A.C. An acc:tooe wash shall he used. The minjn,um sample voluine sbalJ be 30 dry standard cubic fed.
(ii) AUOtbcn. The~ mel.bod for partic.ulate-cm.issloo, sllaJJ b,e EPA Mecbod 17, "'itb an acetone wash and an

avmge stack tcmperatw-e bek>w 275 degrees Fahttriheit, or EPA Method j with 9!I aeecooe waSb. EPA M\$od 17
is dt;:9CQhcd 11 4Q C F B- J>8rt 60 Appendix A-& and EPA Method 5 is described at <110 Cf R. Pm, 60, Aoomdfx A·
l,,Thcse te$l mC'lhods are adopted and inoorponded ad. 1ulaJ10ii I>)· reference Ill Ruic 62-204.jOO ~baf1Ur 63 2P+,
F.A.C.

c. No change.
(b) General Visible EmissK)J;U Staodard.
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. No person shaU cause, kt, permit, suffer or 1.Uo., 10 be di$C:hm'god into Che atm011pbcrc the cmissioos of air
pollutants from any activity. the densiry ofwbicb is eqi..l to or arear.e:r than tha1,dei.,i1f!11l,;I u N:me/e:w I ea lM
iYsgrJ

re GIIJ&IA E20 percent opacity).

2, through 3. No, change.
4. AU visible en:msioos tests performed put'SWU\t to t h e ~ oflruJ Nie shall comply wilh the

(oUowiog provlsklm.
IL The test mcdlOd for visible cmiuioos WU be EPA Mcibod 9. N described Mt, 40 Cf R, Pa.'1: 60 Appeooix A·
4 adopctd and incorporated ~ r e f e r e n c e fl Rule, 62•:204 OQQ'n (;1'11p1,, 6il: l!):7, F.A.C.

b. Notllange.
(c) No <hang<.

Rulcmaldna Authority 403.061 FS. Law lmplcmcn1cd 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. Hi.siory-Formerty 17-2.620,
17-296.320, Amcod«I 1· 1·96, Ame.oded 3-13~96, lo-4-0&....._,

62-296.401 1nc...,.1. ...
(J) Small lDCitM:ra!Ot$. Any incinerator, other than a biological waste incinerator, human or animal crtmal.Or}',

or air curtain l.nc:inenuor, with a charging ra1c of Less thao fifty-(SO) tons per day !ball com;,Jy with tbe following
requin::m.cnu.
(a) Emission Limiting Standards. Visible emi:slk,ns W U oot t>:cetd A , JI eF;r11n ~ opacity except that

vlsibk emissions not exceeding (llwe.{JS ~ i ( ) ' are allowod for one six~minute period..,, te s!ff; E')

IJIWfllflM in any one ~ :hour period.
(b) Test Metl»ds and Procedures. All emission, tests performed ·pun:ull'l.t to the requlreme:nts of this svbutdon

,ball comply wilb !he followi!IJ "'ltllrtmcr.1"
I. The refere.DC:e t est method for visible emissioos sbaU be EPA Method 9, as described at 40 CTR. Pa" 60,

AppcndlJC A.:!, adopted and incorporated by refereocc al R\lk ~204,,800, F.A.C.
2. No change.
(c) No cllange.
(2) Existin_g inc-.ioerators. other tllan tbose which are operated or utilized for tbedl'POSal o; trelltmcnt of
biological waste. with • cbatgfna rate equaJ to or greater than 50 rons per day.

(a) througl> (I,) No chang._

2
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T~ Metl:ods and Procedures. AU cmissioM tests performed pursuant to the ,e,quirtmcots ot'tbis role &hall

comply wi.tb the flllowittg requin:ments.
I. The te~t m~od forp;);rtiwJ11::eemissions shall bo EPA Melbod .s. M dfK:ribed II 40 CF R

Pvt 60

APOCPdtx A.·l flbnlW 11111:J i1:11;-,rJMllu:xl wed. I I t:cd Loy 11:, \:n:i11.:1: f l Ruis 62·2;04 llQC 1ft Cll~p.• tQ 39♦, 1,A.C .
The minim1un sanple volume ahaD be 30 dry standard c:ubic feet. EPA Method :3 or 3A, using Onat 1t1alysls is

ttqllittd forpcroelt cx.oes.s air correction. f.J>A Mflllod!f 3114 3A llttdc:Kdhed Al 40 CF R Put 69 Appcodix A·

2 ad9f?'sd and inmmnuted hv r:ef&'ttltt at Rule 62·2Q4.flOO F-A-C
2.No"""".
(d) No chM&<

(3) New incintrnors, other than those which tire Openitod Or \ltiliz.ed fer the disposal or trcattncm of biological

wastt. with a chariine: rate OQu:aJ to or (P\'3ter than 50 tons rer day.
(•) woogh (bl No ct,.,,ge.

(c:) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tcm pafonncd pun-UBJ1t to the requil'Mleitts oftli.s nde-slitll
comply with the fellowing n:,qirlrements.

I. The test mdhod for l)llruwlo.te ciroissio11s sball be EPA Method S, a~des1hcd 1140 C f R Pprt 60
APPfndix A-3 adopted pd incorporated~ rtfmi,ce at Rule 62-204 JOO iB Gllfiliw 6.1 29:J, F.A.C.
The mJnimwn mq,k, 'Vhame sb&JI be 30 dry standard cubic foci. EPA Method 3 or 3A.. wing On.i mu.JysU ts
required for peroecl excess air com:ctioo. EPA Methods 3 and 3A are drszibtd at 40 C.F.R. ptrt 60 Anpmdjx A·

2 tdrmted Md inc.;:porated by reference al Buis 62•204 §OC1 F,A c.
1. Nocbange.
(d) No change
(4) Biologkal Waste l.Deinm:tors.
(a) No change.
(b) Emission lhnidng S""da,ds.
I. For any biobgiclll wastb i0cine1&tor unit with a capacity less than -fifty,{5~ toa3 per day, vi&ibk ClllWions
shall oot exceed i.· o 1,e,eMt (So/o) opacity, &»I ((i➔ Mifl 1d1 l"Rg1, exoept !hat visible cmiuioiu not e>ceedln&

fiftna pc:~rit-(1 S%) pe,eent opacity WU be allowod for gpc sb:·rninute pg;io.J \Ill te s'BE (6) Miftws ·n any ooc.

E4J>ow- period.
3
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di.tough S. No change.
(c) No change.
(d) TCSI Methods and PrQCCdurea. AU cmissfons tc,r.s performed pursuant to the requiremcna ofthis su~"tioo
&hall comply with the following rc,quircmcoLs. All EPA rtfen::ooe test methocb are dascnbed in 40 CF'R Par160,

Append~• A·2 through A..JI NOplCd and inoo,rpwucd by reference at Ru.le 62-204,&00, P.A.C.

I. wougb 6. No cban,e.
(c) No cl>""$e.
(f) Cootinuow Emissioos Mooitonl& Requimncnts. Eac.h owner or operator of a biologicaJ waste iocfaemor

unit shan install opcn&lc. aDd mai.oWD, in accordaoce with tho roaol.dkc1\Rr'S instructions, continuous emission
rr..onitoring equipment 11the exit of the u,cgodary (ot WI) combw.tlon chambey.
I. The monitor$ shall record the following operating parametm:

a. Seeefta, ~er ~

ee1ell1o1sl~t1n ;lmnbm ,~tDcmpt:nt,turt,

b. No change.

2. No ci,,ng<,
(5) Human Creu:worles.

(a) No obooge.
(b) .E:lruuion Um.iting Standards.
J. Visible emissions shall noe eiu;c,ed 5% opacity, sil:1mi9Yl111 •age, except that visible emissions oot

~ceedio& IS% opacity sbaU be aJlowo-d fc:w one Jix·minuts pmiod \IP kt ,ei. mm 1111a in any one-hour period.
2. duough 3. No d>ange.
(c) wougb (•) No cb""i•·
(f) Test Methods aod Procedures. All emission.$ tests performed pinuaot t0 the requirc:mcats ofthis su~cd:ioo
shall comply wldl thf:. following ttiq11iremcnts, AIi EPA rcfoxcoce test methods are described io 40 CFR Part 60,

Appcndiw• A·2 through A4, adopted &00 ioc«poratcd by reference at Ru.le 62-204.800, F.A.C.
l. th.rough 5. No change.

(8:)Nochange.
(h) Fn:qucncy ofTesting.

l. chrotlgti2. No change.

4
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. The owner Of operator()(any bu.man e;-ematory unit Sbidl oot be requited tO have performance tests
conducted for carboa moooxlde and particulate mauer, except as provided at para,gra.,h 6Z.l97.3 l0(7)W{b). F.A.C.
(I) No chatlg.c.

(6) Animal O't:DUllories.

(a) No change.
(b) Emission Llmi.ting Snmdards.

I. Vis:iblecmission& sb&llDOI exoctd f t ~ % ) op"1cr, ,ti,('.) 1Mu11o1 • e,-ge, exoeix that visible

IS ~opacity $.hall be allowed rw om: si1:roinutCi oeriod llJI fe .fil:1

emissions not exccodina ~
(6) IIWIUIN lo atty one fij ;_bou period.
l. throuAh 3. No chMge.
(c)thtough (e) No change

(I) Test Methods and Procedurts. All emlssk>DJ tests performed purtll&ltl to the rcquinmlen.ts of this subsection

s.lull comply wi(b the followint requircrnems. All EPA rt"fercoce test methods are.deKribcd in 40CFR Part 60,
A ~ A•2 dupugb A;4 adopted and incorporated by refcn:oce a1 Rule62•204.800, 'F.A.C.

I. tbro~ 5. No change.
(a) No change.
(h) F,equen,y oCT"'ing.
I. throu.gh 2. No obaor,.

3. The owner or opcmo, cfany animal crematory W\it with a capaeity of less than SOO pounds per hour shall
nOI be req\'.lited to have pcrfomianoc tests oooductcd for carbon monoxide and pattiailate matter, eicept as provided
at P""l<"vh 62-297.3J0('l)W!,l. F.A.C.

4, No change.
(i) No tllangc.
(7) Air CUrtaio Iocinera1on.
(a) No thaQg<.

(b) Operating Requiremtt1a.
J. Outildt ofmrtup pcriocls, visible emissions shall not exceed he JI etee&t {I 0~ ptroent opilffl)', tb1 E6:)

mYM!Ct •~*a&'t· Doring swtup periods, which aball oot exceed the first~~ minutes of operaIon, &3. Opaeily

s
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up 10 ~ #fl t pe: eenl {35%:}, 11•uagelit e er a st. (6) mi:Jwle ~efieel; shall be aJJowtd. The gcccral excess
emis!ior.s nik, Rule 62-210. 700, F.A.C., shalJ not apply.
2. tbrou,gh 10. No cbang,e.

(c) Tcs.t Me-tliods and Pro«dures. AU emissions teflll performed pursuant 10 the requirement,; ofthis subsection
sball comply with the following rcquircmenU.

I . The reference test tnethod for vJsible iemluions J.h31_1be '£PA Method 9, as dC$Cribcd 81 40 CPR Part 60,

Appendlll A.:!, adopted and incOl'J)Orated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, P.A.C.
2. m,ougb 3. No cltange.

(d) No cl>angc.
Rulcmalcii,g Autlwrioy 403.061, 403.716 FS. Law lmplomcntod 40l.031, 403,061,403.087, <0l.716,

497 6P<i~ FS. His:l()ly-Formerly 17-2.600(1), Amtoded IZ..2-92, Formerly 17-296.401, Ammdcd 11-23-94,

'
62-296.402 Sulfuric Add P1nnts.
( I) lhrougb (2) No cl>ango.
(3) Test Methods 11t1d Procedwu. All emissions U!$1$ performed pt1t$U&m 10 I.be rcquiremenu ofthis rule shall

comply with the fo!Jowin& reiquircm-e.rrts.
(a) Tbe t&t rnr:lhod for visible emissions. s.haUbe EPAm;Jl Method 9, as dcsertl,ed .al 40 CE R

fvt 60

Appendix A-4 adopted and incorporated by Bfmm9' at Ruic 62-204.800 ifl Ghepur 63 iJ9Q, F.AC.
(b)Thc test method for add mist/sulfur dioxide shall be EPA Method 8, a.1 described ;tt4Q C,f R

Anpt;Ddix A-4

Part60

adopted PPrl iocorpon.ted li9d lit9(l'H9 by rcferenoc II Ruis 62-204 f O O ~ F.A.C.

The minimum sample \'olwnc $ball be 40 dry st11Dd11rd cubic tm.
(c) No cban~.
(4) 1lu'o•gb (S) No chanae.

Ru.lcmak.ina Authority 403.061 FS. Law lmpltmcnted 403.021, 403.0lJ, 400.061, 403.081 FS, History-Formcrty
17•2.6()0(l), 17-296.402, Amended 11-23-94. 1-1-96, l -13-96_.

Fluorides (water soluble or £UCOl&S ll1omk wc.igbt 19) exprcsscd as pounds offfuoride per t0n ot pbospba,e
materials input to I.be system -expressed ai ioo.s of P20S.

6
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through (2) No change.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for fluoride emissions shall be EPA Method 13A or EPA Method 13B, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60. Appendix A-5, adopted and incorporated aad adaf)ted by reference at Rule 62-204.800 iB Chaf)ter
~ , F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.

(b) No change.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.021, 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History-Formerly
17-2.600(3), 17-296.403, Amended I 1-23-94, 1-1-96, 3-13-96.,____.
62-296.404 Tall Oil Plants and Kraft (Sulfate) Pulp Mills aad Tall Oil Plants.

The fJra>i•isi:aas aft:his mle that &fJfJl.y ta tall ail plaats within K.--=ft (Sulfate~ Pulp Mills alsa &fJflly ta tall ail
f)laats that are laGated m. a sef)arate faGility. In the ease af SSJ)ai:ate tall ail fJlaBts, fJm=ases s11eh as "the ov,'fler er
af)eFator af a J.a:aft fJUlp mill" shall l,e eoastraea to Feaa ''the ov.'fler aF 0fJeratOF af a tall oil plaat."
(I) Visible Emissions.
(a) Kraft Recovery Furnaces Equipped with Dry Collectors -45 percent opacity, siJc minute a,,,erage, except:
I. Visible emissions of up to 60 percent opacity shall be allowed for one six-minute period during any one-hour
period; or
2. If the emissions unit is equipped with a certified continuous emission monitoring device for measuring
opacity, then the monitoring results shall be reported to the Department quarterly in the form of an excess emissions
report, and visible emissions in excess of 45 percent opacity shall be allowed for up to six percent of the total
number of possible contiguous periods of excess emissions in a quarter (excluding periods of startup, shutdown, or
malfunction and periods when the emissions unit is not operating). The continuous emission monitoring device shall
be certified, calibrated, and operated according to the procedures for opacity monitors contained in 40 C.F.R. Part
60, Subpart A, adopted and incomorated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.

(b) through (c) No change.
(2) Particulate Matter.
(a) No change.
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Visible emission limits for kraft pulp mill emissions units equipped with wet scrubbers shall be effective
only if the visible emission measurement can be made without being substantially affected by plume mixing or
moisture condensation. If the Department determines that Yisible emissieas e*eeed 20 peFeeRt apaeity, a speeial
eempliB:Ree test may be FeEf\;)iFed iB aeem=daaee with subsestiea 62 29+.340(2), F.A.C.
(3) No change.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following requirements.
(a) Kraft Recovery Furnaces.
1. The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60. Appendix A4, adopted and incorporated and adeJ3ted by reference at Rule 62-204.S00iB ChapteF 62 29+, F.A.C.
2. The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60.
Appendix A-3. adopted and incorporated and adaJ3ted by reference at Rule 62-204.S00in ChapteF t!i2 29+, F.A.C.
The minimum sample volume shall be 32 dry standard cubic feet. For EPA Method 5, the filter temperature must not
exceed 320 degrees Fahrenheit. EPA Method 17. as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-6. adopted and
incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., may be used if stack temperature is less than 400 degrees
Fahrenheit. An adjustment of0.004 grains per dry standard cubic foot shall be added to the test results when using
Method 17. A water wash shall be used with either method.
3. The test method for TRS shall be EPA Method 16 or EPA Method 16A or EPA Method 16B or EPA Method
I6C, as descnbed at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-6, adopted and incorporated aad aEiapteEi by reference at Rule
62-204.800iB ChapteF 62 29+, F.A.C. EPA Method 16 or EPA Method 16A or EPA Method 16B or EPA Method
1.§Qpw=suaflt te subseetiea 62 29+.401(16), F.AC., shall also be required for instrument certification-aaEi
eempliaaee testing.

(b) Lime Kilns and Calciners.

I. The particulate emissions test method for scrubber controlled emissions units shall be EPA Method 5, as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3. adopted and incorporated aaEi adef)ted by reference at Rule 62204.800in ChapteF 62 29+, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 32 dry standard cubic feet. A water wash
shall be used.
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The particulate emissions test method for dry control emissions units shall be EPA Method 5, as described at
40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated aed adapted by reference at Rule 62-204.800in Chapter
~ , F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 32 dry standard cubic feet. An acetone wash shall be used.
3. The test method for TRS shall be EPA Method 16 or EPA Method 16A or EPA Method 16B or EPA Method
16C, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60. Appendix A-6, adopted and incorporated aed adapted by reference at Rule
62-204.800in Chapter (;2 297, F.A.C. EPA Method 16 or EPA Method 16A or EPA Method 16B or EPA Method
16C parsY.mt ta soosestian (;2 297.401(1(;), F.A.C., shall also be required for instrument certification-and
sampliaese testing.
(c) Smelt Dissolving Tank Vents.
I. The particulate emissions test method for scrubber controlled emissions units shall be EPA Method 5 as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated and adapted by reference at Rule 62204.800m Chapter 62 297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 32 dry standard cubic feet. A water wash
shall be used.
2. The particulate emissions test method for dry control emissions units shall be EPA Method 5, as described at
40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated aad adapted by reference at Rule 62-204.800in Chapter
~ , F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 32 dry standard cubic feet. An acetone wash shall be used.
3. The test method for TRS shall be EPA Method 16 or EPA Method 16A or EPA Method 16B or EPA Method
16C, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-6, adopted and incorporated and adaptea by reference at Rule
62-204.800in Chapter 62 297, F.A.C. EPA Method 16 or EPA Method 16A or EPA Method 16B or EPA Method
1.§Qparsuam ta sooseetiae 62 297.401(16), F.A.C., shall also be required for instrument certification-and
ealBJlliaeee testieg.
( d) The TRS test method for tall oil plants shall be EPA Method 16 or EPA Method 16A or EPA Method 16B
or EPA Method 16C, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-6, adopted and incorporated aed adapted by
reference at Rule 62-204.800in Chapter (;2 297, F.A.C. EPA Method 16 or EPA Method 16A or EPA Method 16B
or EPA Method 16Cpursuaat ta sooseetian 62 297.401(16), F.AC., shall also be required for instrument
certification ana ealBJllianee testing.
(e) Other Combustion Devices used to Incinerate TRS.
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The particulate emissions test method for scrubber controlled emissions units shall be EPA Method 5, as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated a.ad adepted by reference at Rule 62204.S00m Chapter~ 29+, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 32 dry standard cubic feet. A water wash
shall be used.
2. The particulate emissions test method for dry control emissions units shall be EPA Method 5, as described at
40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated &Bd adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.S00m Chapter
~ . F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 32 dry standard cubic feet. An acetone wash shall be used.
3. The test method for TRS shall be EPA Method 16 or EPA Method 16A or EPA Method 16B or EPA Method

J6C, as described at 40 C.F .R. Part 60, Appendix A-6, adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at Rule
62-204.S00in Chapter 62 29+, F.A.C. EPA Method 16 or EPA Method 16A or EPA Method 16B or EPA Method
.l§QpHrSuaBt to slibseetioa 62 29+.401(16), F.A.C., shall also be required for instrument certification-aad
eomplianee testing.
(f) No change.

(5) Continuous Emissions Monitoring Requirements. Each owner or operator of a tall oil plant or kraft (sulfate)
pulp mill or tall oil plam shall install continuous monitoring systems for monitoring total reduced sulfur (TRS)
emissions, or the performance of total reduced sulfur air pollution control systems as specified in this subsection.
(a) No change.
(b) Continuous determination of total reduced sulfur emissions.
1. A total reduced sulfur continuous emissions monitoring system shall be installed, calibrated, certified and
operated pursuant to all of the following provisions:
a. through c. No change.
d. The continuous emissions monitoring system shall be located, installed and certified pursuant to the
provisions of 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix B, Performance Specification 2 and Perfonnance Specification 3, and 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix B, Performance Specification 5, which are adopted and incomorated by reference at rule
iB slibseetioa 62-204.80~, F.A.C. The exception is that the phrase "or other approved alternative" in Section 3.2

of Performance Specification 5 is not adopted. For the purposes of emissions eompliaaee testing and certification of
continuous emissions monitoring systems, 40 C.F.R. Part 60, AppeBEiiK A, R-efereaee EPA Method 16, aae-EPA
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J6A, fPA

Method J68 pr EPA Method l§C H depjbcd ii 40 Cf R Part 60 Appcodix A-6 adopted and

jpcoms:::mr4 by rcfcrcnoe JI rule in 1w:,g 1eli4ffl-6Z..204.8()()(+}, F.A.C.. ~uo-to be used.
c. No c.han&c,

£ Owing any initial emissions iaeaf)liMn tes1s oooductcd pw-wa.nt lo Ruic 62-296.◄ 04, F.A.C., or withbl 30
d3')'3 tbertafter, l!ld at such rimes u

there, b rt::11500 to

bell~ tbo S)'$leffi dOC5 DOI conform to the performance

spcci6carioos uoder lb.is rule (for example, equJpme:r.t repairs, rcplaoemeiw, «xoen!ve drift aod such), the ~er Or
opcrasor ofany affected em.l,ssioru unit WU conduct cooriauow monitoring system performance evaluati<ms aa,d
furnish lhc Department, witt!in sixty days thereof, fiiue espies eh written report of the ,csuhs ohuch wu. ~

report may be submitted el;ctnmicaih: tp the Par1m1.,11t as awx;lfu;d In Rule 62•210 370 f A C These continuous
emissiot1s monitoring systeros pe,fomw,ce evaluations shaJI b e ~ in aocordance with the rcqu.iremcou and
pr0"d~ ~o-"Ulu,od In iub :1ubpcu-agropb 62 296.40-t(S)(b)Ld., f .AC.

g. lb.rougb h. No change.

2. No change.
(c) No change.
(d) The owner or operaor of any tall oil plant or kraft pulp mm ~ t h a l l provide the Department

with a list ofphysical and cbemic.l parame1m for each regulated to48.I reduced sulfur e:mi$$10t'ls unit that i.s DOI

required to be equipped with a total reduced sulfur cootiooou:s mooitor, whlc.h will be rtgular1y mooitored to

dcmonstr11e that the cmWion, unit is being operated in• ml\tlncr tbat CAtl tei1.'1001bly be expected to muh in
compliance wjtb the appticab1e total reduced :iu.lfu:r cm.inion limiting standud:s. The own.er or operator shall provide

mf()rn'.lation showing the comilatioo betwteo the Specific rnasntt.ucw oftbe speclfle S\JrrOgatc panunetcr1 aod the
a;ssoclatcd emissi005 oftoca.l reduced sulfur. The owner or optratott shall rtoommcnd the hqucoc;y aod method of
monitoring for e,d,. pa.rnm~, Tbe: Depart:mcm shall issue notice to the company ptnUant to Cli,pttr 6l· IOJ,
F.A.C., thlt spcciOes the parameters that are to be monitored, tbe frequency ofmooitoring, and the parameter 11.m!ts
tb111 must be maintained. The parameters, paramettt limits and &cqueocy of monitoring shall become a modification

to tbe permit for each affected emissions uni'L Excess cmis.sions shall be deemed to occur if the parameters exceed
the pwa.meter limits specified in the pmn.it. Sucb p&mnetcr .limllS may be io I.be (om oftbe applicable total reduced

Slllfut emission standard. ifan cqua1ion is used that estimates I.be 12-bour avcruae roial reduced .sulfur cm.inion rate
based on the swrogate pamnctcr values during tach J1•.bo1>r awraging period; or the pm1lllCCCr limits may be in tbe
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orspcelnc parameter values tha1 are oot to be exceeded (or dropped below) more often than a .ipecified period
of time during each 12-hoor 11vcraginaperlod,
(6) ~arterly Reponlna Recuircmcnts. The owner or operator of any digester system, multiple tffec1 evaporat0r

S)"!tem. c o ~ stripper system, tall oil plant, kraft tcQOVCI')' fumaoc, lime kiln., C8lcioer or olheremi#ions W'lil

subject co the provisions ofsubsectioo 62•296.404(S), F.A.C. (Cootinuom Mcoiloriog Rcquiremcau), shall submit a

a.,

writttn total rwllc:od sull\rr emJsdons and SUffOgate parame-ter data repon to the Deparuneti1 (Ir lc,(;al omer.a.m

SJ?9£ified in tht. fAAl}ity'.s permit pestewniud by the 30th day following the end ofeadl calendar qua.1er. The ttt'lM
fflllY hs; 11pbmitttd clC@AAiqalb'

(a) tbtougb (c) Nocbw:ige.
(d) The owner or ~rator ofany tall oil plant er kraft pu?p mill er \all eil plllf!C s.haJI ootify the Department m

Joel pmgpm n,, $petificd ip th< facilitt's gsrrnit, .in writing within fou."k<:o days ofthe da!e on wbi!h periods of
c:xce&s miiss:lons exc«d the pen:cotagc, all<>"'·ed by ,oopv-.-.pbs 62·296,404(6Xc)l. through 3., FAC. Th£

oMificalfon may be suhrontpd electronkaJly.
Rulem.al:ingAutbority 403,061 FS. Law Implemented 403.021, 403.031,40'3.061, 403.087 F'S. Hbtay-Fonncrly
17-2.600(4),17-2%.404, Amen&d I 1-23-94, 1-1-96, 3-13·%~.

62-296.40S Fossil Fuel Stem Gcncraton with More Thall 250 Million Btu Per HQUr Hect lrlput.
(1) f.x.13tJt1g EmissiOlll Unite Emi3:sipnt J iroita(e) Vbible ~i(ciitm<1 - 20 pu-emt opaelt)' l'!ll:eept

which OJ)IC-ity shall not exceed

rm- ~ n e ,ii:x,mmu.lt! pcri.od J"f!f' nn,-,.hc-lm- zv:riM tlnring

z; p e r c ~ J M . 4 w e , , ~ ~ •<lii&h epi!lli:i~• shall 11e1 em,e ed:

40-pere-. 'Ale ept'ee Hho•ed 8hall lle SIJ!Beilied i_n the eM.i ·
Emissions units go,'Cl'Dtd by tbisvitible emissioa limit shaU test for parliculatc e.miui.<>OA40mpliteo• l\nnually md
as otherwise n:quiml by Chap1er62-297, P.A.C. Bmiss:ions units electing to test for particulate m3Ucr cmissioQll
eempl:iann qi,;merly shall be alk,wcd visible emissions of ◄0 percent opacity. The results of such tesis shall be
submitted to I.be l>cpartmC11! or lcca] program

ns specified jn the facility's pcnnit. Upon dffll011sttado0 tbal the

particulate sta:ndard bu been regularly complied with,, tbe Secretary, upon petition by the applicant, shall reduce the
frequency of particulate testing to oo less tb11t1 oooe annuaUy.
(b) through (d) No cb.mgc.
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Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following requirements.

I. The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA9BP Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60.
Appendix A-4. adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800iB Chi!Jlter 62 297, F.A.C. In lieu of
Method 9 testing, a transmissometer utilizing a six6-minute block average for opacity measurement may be used,
provided such transmissometer is installed, certified, calibrated, operated and maintained in accordance with the
provisions of 40 C.F.R. Part 75. adopted and incomorated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
2. The test methods for particulate emissions shall be EPA Methods 17, 5, SB, or SF, iBeorporateEl anEl aElepteEl
b~· re«!renee HI: Chapter 62 297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet. EPA
Method 5 may be used with filter temperature at no more than 320 degrees Fahrenheit. For EPA Method 17, stack
temperature shall be less than 375 degrees Fahrenheit. The

O\llller 0r

opemor may ase EP.A MethoEl § to

Elemonse:ate complianee. EPA Method 3 or 3A with Orsat analysis shall be used when the oxygen base F-factor
computed according to EPA Method 19 is used in lieu of heat input. Acetone wash shall be used with EPA Method

5 or 17. Methods 3 and 3A are described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60. Appendix A-2: EPA Methods 5. SB. and SF are
described at40 C.F.R. Part 60. Appendix A-3: EPA Method 17 is described at40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-6: and
EPA Method 19 is described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7: adopted and incomorated by reference at Rule 62204.800. F.A.C.
3. The test methods for sulfur dioxide emissions shall be EPA Methods 6, 6A, 6B or 6C, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60. Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800in Chi!Jlter 62 297, F.A.C.
Fuel sampling and analysis may be used as an alternate sampling procedure if such a procedure was incorporated in
the operation pennit for the emissions unit prior to April 23, 1985. Otherwise, fuel sampling and analysis may be
used if the emissions unit obtains an alternate procedure under the provisions of Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C. Such
alternate procedure shall become a condition of the emissions unit's permit. The Department will retain the authority
to require EPA Method 6 or 6C if it has reason to believe that exceedances of the sulfur dioxide emissions limiting
standard are occurring. Results of an approved fuel sampling and analysis program or continuous emissions
monitoring program shall have the same effect as EPA Method 6 test results for purposes of demonstrating
compliance or noncompliance with sulfur dioxide standards.
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For emission units not subject to nitrogen oxides continuous monitoring requirements, the test methods for
nitrogen oxides emissions shall be EPA Methods 7, 7A, or 7E, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60. Appendix A-4
adopted and incorporated aad adapted by reference at Rule 62-204.800 iB Chapter fi2 297, F.A.C. Four grab samples
at 15 minute intervals (±2 min.) per run shall be required for EPA Methods 7 and 7A. For emission units that are
subject to continuous monitoring requirements under 42 U.S.C. sections 7661 - 7661for 40 C.F.R. Part 75,
emissions of eampliaaee with nitrogen oxides emissiaa limits shall be determined demaastFated based on a 30-day
rolling average, except as specifically provided by 40 C.F.R Parts 60 or 76. 40 C.F.R. Parts 60, 75, and 76 are
adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.

5. No change.
(f) through (g) No change.

(2) New Emissions Units Emissions Limits.
(a) through (d) No change.
~

For the purposes of this rule, nameplate generating capacity means the manufacturer's capacity rating of

electrical generating output (expressed in MWe) as designed.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History-Formerly 172.600(5), Amended 6-29-93, Formerly 17-296.405, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 3-13-96, 3-2-99.,__.
62-296.406 Fossil Fuel Steam Generators with Less Than 250 Million Btu Per Hour Heat Input, New and
Existing Emissions Units.
The following standards apply to new and existing emissions units, except for emissions units that would
otherwise be exempt from permitting pursuant to subsection 62-210.300(3), F.A.C., and emissions units that would
otherwise be considered insignificant pursuant to subparagraph 62-2 l 3.300(2)(a) I. or paragraph 62-213 .430(6)(b),
F.A.C. These standards apply unless otherwise specified by rule, or by order or permit issued by the Department
prior to July 15, 1989.
(1) Visible Emissions - shall not exceed 20 percent opacity except for eik one six:.minute period per one-hour

period during which opacity shall not exceed 27tweaty seven percent (27%),

0'1'

aB:e twa miBHte periad flel' helff'

du'l'iBg wh:ieh 0Jlaeit;· shall net eJweed 4Q pereeBt. The aptiaa seleeted shall ee speei.fied iB the emissiaas lHlit's
eoastraetioa aad opefB.tiea p ~ . An opacity of30 percent shall be allowed for emissions units rated at 241
million Btu per hour heat input for which a valid Department operating permit was issued prior to October 1, 1972
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Escambia County, while burning fuel oil in conjunction with waste material derived from waste streams
previously discharged into underground wells.
(2) through (3) No change.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.031, 403.061 , 403.087 FS. History-Formerly 172.600(6), Amended 6-29-93, Formerly 17-296.406, Amended 11-23-94, 3-13-96, 3-2-99.,__.
62-296.408 Nitric Acid Plants.
These limits are applicable to new and existing emissions units producing weak nitric acid (50 to 70 percent) by
pressure or atmospheric pressure process.

(I) Visible emissions- shall not exceed 10 percent opacity.
(2) Nitrogen Oxides - emissions shall not exceed 3 pounds per ton of acid produced ( 100 percent basis).
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests perfonned pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EP.Af)BI! Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60.
Appendix A-4. adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800iR Chllf)ter (j2 297, F.A.C.

(b) The test methods for nitrogen oxides emissions shall be EPA Methods 7, 7A, 7B, 7C, or 7D, as described at
40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated ans aEiapteEi by reference at Rule 62-204.800iR Chapter

62-29+, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be as specified in EPA Method 7. Four grab samples at 15
minute intervals (±2 minutes) per run required.
(c) No change.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.021, 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History-Fonnerly
17-2.600(8), 17-296.408, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.,__.
62-296.409 Sulfur Recovery Plants.

These limits are llfJJllicaale ta plants rece•,ceriag sulfur fi'am erase ail gas.
(1) New Plants recovering sulfur from crude oil gas - emissions shall not exceed 0.004 pounds of sulfur dioxide
per pound of sulfur input to the recovery system or 0.004 pounds of sulfur dioxide per pound of sulfur removed from
an oil well.
(2) Existing Plants (for which a valid Department Construction permit was issued prior to July 1, 1973)
recovering sulfur from crude oil gas - emissions shall not exceed 0.08 pounds of sulfur dioxide per pound of sulfur
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to the recovery system or 0.08 pounds of sulfur dioxide per pound of sulfur removed from crude oil or gas
processed.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for sulfur dioxide shall be EPA Method 6, as described at 40 C.F .R. Part 60, Appendix A-4,
adopted and incorporated ana adof:)tea by reference at Rule 62-204.SOOiB Ch~er li2 297, F.A.C. The minimum
sample volume shall be 0.71 dry standard cubic feet. Two 20:minute samples(+.Jrr..- five minutes) per run required.
(b) No change.

Rulemaking Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.021, 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History-Formerly
17-2.600(9), 17-296.409, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.,___.
62-296.410 Carbonaceous Fuel Burning Equipment.
(1) Emissions units for which a valid Department operation or construction permit was issued prior to July 1,
1974.
(a) Burners with a capacity less than 30 million Btu per hour heat input- Visible emissions shall not exceed

with a Eleesity ofNmeher 1 OB the Riegelmann Chart (20 percent opacityj except that visible emissions not
exceeding 27 percent opacity shall be allowed for one six-minute period in any one-hour period. with a Eieesi.ty of

}imeher 2 (40 f:leFGeBt Of:laGi.ty) aFe f:)Offnissiele fer aot more than two minutes iB ~ ooe hem:.
(b) Burners with a capacity equal to or greater than 30 million Btu per hour heat input.

I. Visible gemissions- shall not exceed Visible emissioos with a deesi.ty of Number l.S ea the RmgelmanB
Chart-f30 percent opacityj except that visible emissions not exceeding 33 percent opacity shall be allowed for one
six-minute period in any one-hour period. a Ei8115ity ofRmgelmaBB }mmeer 2 (40 f:l8rGeBt Of:)aeity) is f:)ermissiele fer

aot mere thae two miBu.tes in aey one hem:.
2. Particulate Matter - shall not exceed 0.3 pounds per million Btu of heat input of carbonaceous fuel plus 0.1
pounds per million Btu heat input of fossil fuel.
(2) New Emissions Units.

(a) Burners of capacity less than 30 million Btu per hour total heat input- Visible emissions shall not exceed

RiBgelmam1 N\lmber 1 (20 percent opacity) except that visible emissions not exceeding 27 percent opacity shall be
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for one-six minute period in any one-hour period. a deasity af.Rmgelmatm Jl,Jumeer 2 (4Q 13ereeat 013ae~1 is
permissible fer net maFe thae tv.•a minutes many ene hel:H'.

(b) Burners of capacity equal to or greater than 30 million Btu per hour total heat input.
1. Visible Emissions - shall not exceed }lumber I 5 ea the R:ingelmana ChaFt (30 percent opacityj except that
visible emissions not exceeding 33 percent opacity shall be allowed for one six-minute period in any one-hour
period. a density afR:ingelmann N-Hmber 2 (4Q 13ereeat e13aeity) is permissible foF aat mere than twe minutes in aey
ene hal:H".
2. Particulate Matter - shall not exceed 0.2 pounds per million Btu of heat input of carbonaceous fuel plus 0.1
pounds per million Btu heat input of fossil fuel.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPAI}Bl2 Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60,
Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.S00in Chapter 62 297, F.A.C.

(b) The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60,
Appendix A~3, adopted and incorporated and aee13teEl. by reference at Rule 62-204.S00in ChaJlteF fi.2 297, F.A.C.
(c) No change.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.021, 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History-Formerly
17-2.600(10), 17-296.410, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.,___.
62-296.412 Dry Cleaning Facilities.
(1) through (4) No change.

(5) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following requirements.
(a) No change.

(b) The concentration of organic compounds in the filter residue, per paragraph 62-296.412ill(+)(c), F.A.C.,
shall be determined by the procedure specified in EPA-340/1-80-007,"RACT Compliance Guidance for Carbon
Adsorbers on Perchloroethylene Drycleaners," adopted and incorporated by reference at 62-297.440(2}(e}2., F.A.C
using ASTM 322 67, 1972.
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c) The mass reduction of organic compounds from solvent stills shall be determined using EPA Method 21, as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated asEl aElapted by reference at Rule 62204.800iB Chapter 62 297, F.A.C.
(d) through (f) No change.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061, 403.8055 FS. Law Implemented 403.021, 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History
Formerly 17-2.600(12), 17-296.412, Amended 11-23-94, 4-18-95, 1-1-96, 3-13-96, 6-25-96, 10-7-96, 3-11-10,___.
62-296.414 Concrete Batching Plants.
The following requirements apply to new and existing emissions units producing concrete and concrete
products by batching or mixing cement and other materials. This rule also applies to facilities processing cement and
other materials for the purposes of producing concrete, and to equipment used to mix cement and soil for onsite soil
augmentation or stabilization.
(1) through (2) No change.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this subsection
shall comply with the following requirements.
(a) The reference test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40 CFR, Part 60,
Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.(b) through (d) No change.(4) No
change.
Rulemaking Authority 403 .061 FS. Law Implemented 403.031, 403 .061, 403.087 FS. History-Formerly 172.600(14), 17-296.414, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 11-13-97, 1-10-07.,__.
62-296.415 Soil Thermal Treatment Facilities.
This rule prescribes air pollution control requirements for soil thermal treatment facilities. Soil thermal
treatment facilities are only authorized to treat petroleum contaminated soil as defined in Chapter 62-775, F.A.C.,
Soil Thermal Treatment Facilities. The following requirements apply to all new, modified, and existing soil thermal
treatment facilities. All fasUities shall semply with these FeEtl¾H=emems ay Desemaer l, 1992.
(1) Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC).
(a) No change.

(b) The average carbon monoxide (CO) emissions shall not exceed 100 parts per million (ppm) by volume, dry
basis, during all 60.:consecutive.:minute periods of plant operation. The average CO emissions is the arithmetic mean
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all CO concentration measurements during any consecutive 60 minutes of plant operation that were recorded by
the continuous emissions monitor required pursuant to subsection 62-296.415(6)R.-ale 62 297.sgg, F.A.C.
(c) through (d) No change.
(2) through (4) No change.
(5) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60. Appendix
A-4, adopted and incorporated a.ad adapted by reference at Rule 62-204.S00i:fl: Chapter 62 297, F.A.C.

(b) The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60,
Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated &Rd adapted by reference at Rule 62-204.SO0iB Chapter 62 297, F.A.C.
The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.
(c) The test method for carbon monoxide shall be EPA Method 10, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix
A-4, adopted and incorporated a:ad adapted by reference at Rule 62-204.SO0i:fl: ChQflter 62 297, F.A.C.
(d) No change.
(6) Continuous Emissions Monitoring Requirements. Any facility subject to this rule shall be equipped with
instruments to continuously monitor and record the temperature and the carbon monoxide concentration of the flue
gases leaving the high temperature zone, but before any dilution air is mixed with the flue gases. The temperature
monitor shall be certified by the manufacturer to be accurate to within I% of the temperature being measured. The
temperature monitoring system shall be calibrated at least annually by the procedure recommended by the
manufacturer. The calibration shall be at a minimum of three temperatures and over a range from 10% below to 10%
above the designed flue gas hot zone temperature of the soil thermal treatment facility. Calibration records shall be
kept for a minimum of three years. The carbon monoxide monitor shall be certified by the manufacturer to be
accurate to within 10% of the carbon monoxide concentration by volume, mean value, or 5% of the applicable
standard of I 00 ppm, whichever is greater, as determined by EPA Test Method I 0, as described at m40 C.F .R. Part
60, Appendix A.:1, adopted and incomorated by reference in subsection 62-204.800(73, F.A.C. The carbon
monoxide continuous emission monitoring device shall be certified, calibrated, and operated according to
Performance Specification 4 of 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix B, adopted and incomorated by reference in subsection
62-204.SO()fB, F.A.C., excluding Section 5.2, Calibration Drift Test Period, of Performance Specification 2.
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FS. Law Implemented403 .021, 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History-New 11-1792, Fonnerly 17-296.415, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 3-13-96.,__.
62-296.416 Waste-to-Energy Facilities.
(1) through (2) No change.
(3) Mercury Emissions Limiting Standards. Waste-to-energy facilities subject to the requirements of this rule
shall comply with the mercury emission limiting standards of paragraph 62-296.416(3)(a) or (b), F.A.C., depending
on whether the facility chooses to control mercury emissions through the use of post-combustion control equipment
designed to remove mercury from flue gases or mercury waste separation, respectively. Facilities choosing to
control mercury emissions through the use of mercury control equipment must also comply with the flue gas
temperature standard of subsection 62-296.416(4), F.A.C.
(a) through (c) No change.
(d) Mercury Emissions Test Method and Procedures. All mercury emissions tests performed pursuant to the
requirements of this rule shall comply with the following provisions.
1. The test method for mercury shall be EPA Method 29, as described at 40 C.F.R Part 60, Appendix A-8.
adopted and inco1:p0rated by reference at Rule 62-204.SO0iB Chapter 62 297, F.A.C.
2. No change.
(4) through (5) No change.
(6) Re~•iew af StaadaFds. The D~artmeet shall Fe'l'iew the mersW)' emissien limits somaiBed iB saesestian 62

296.416(3), F.AC., aBd malee reseHHDendat:ians te the EwfiraBmental R-egulat:ion Cammissien en re•1isiag the

merSW)' emission limits na later than My I, 1998. The re•,riev,r shall mslade Bil. eHmiBatioB afa¥ailaele mersary
emissions data and advBfl.ses iB mer6W)' saetral teslmalagies and mersury saw=Ge separat:ion tesh&iqaes.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented403.021 , 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History-New 10-593, Fonnerly 17-296.416, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 10-20-96.,___.
62-296.501 Can Coating.
(1) through (3)
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following requirements.
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Low Solvent Technology. The te~t method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 24.,__@
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60. Appendix A-7, adopted and incomorated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or
EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures for Certifying Quantity of Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted by Paint, Ink, and
Other Coatings (http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298), hereby adopted and incomorated by
reference. iBeeqmFated aad adapted by refereaee iB Chaf!t-eF fi2 29'7, F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.

1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3
of EPA 450/ 2-78-041, Alternate Test Method for Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using
a Flame Ionization Analyzer adopted and incorporated aad adapted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA-VOC Capture Efficiency Test

Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450subseetie:a 62 297.4 40(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each capture
efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62297 .620, F.A.C.
(c) No change.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.021, 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. HistoryFormerly 17-2.650(1)(f)l., 17-296.501, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96...__.
62-296.502 Coil Coating.
(1) through (3) No change.

(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 24~
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7. adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or
EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures for Certifying Quantity of Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted by Paint, Ink. and
Other Coatings (http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298). hereby adopted and incorporated by
reference. iBeeFJlerated aa.d adefted lly refere:aee in Chaf)teF fi2 29'7, F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
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. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shalI be EPA Method 25, as described at 40

C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7. adopted and incmJJorated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3
of EPA 450/ 2-78-041, Alternate Test Method for Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using
a Flame Ionization Analyzer. adopted and incorporated and adapted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shalI be EPA-VOC Capture Efficiency Test
Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450sabseatiaB 62 297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each capture
efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62297 .620, F.A.C.
(c) No change.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.021, 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History-Formerly
17-2.650(1 )(f)2., 17-296.502, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.,,__.
62-296.503 Paper Coating.
(I) through (3) No change.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. AIi emissions tests perfonned pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall

comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shalI be EPA Method 24....M
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7. adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C .. or
EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures for Certifying Quantity of Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted by Paint, Ink, and
Other Coatings <http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298). hereby adopted and incorporated by
reference. iaearpaml;ed and adaf)ted by refereaee ia Chapter 62 297, F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.

1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60. Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3
of EPA 450/ 2-78-041, Alternate Test Method for Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using
a Flame Ionization Analyzer. adopted and incorporated and adapted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.

2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be BPA-VOC Capture Efficiency Test
Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450subseetioo 62 297.4 40(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each capture
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test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62297. 620, F.A.C.
(c) No change.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.021, 403.031, 403.061, 403 .087 FS. History-Fonnerly
17-2.650(l)(f)3., 17-296.503, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96...__.
62-296.504 Fabric and Vinyl Coating.

(1) through (3) No change.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests perfonned pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 24~
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60. Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or
EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures for Certifying Quantity of Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted by Paint, Ink. and
Other Coatings <http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298), hereby adopted and incorporated by
reference. msefPeFated and ada~ed by i=efei:eaee in Chapter 62 29+, F.l•. C ..
(b) Add-on Control Device.

I . Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60. Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800. F.A.C .• or Attachment 3
of EPA 450/ 2-78-041, Alternate Test Method for Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using
a Flame Ionization Analyzer, adopted and incorporated and adapteEiby reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA-VOC Capture Efficiency Test
Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450sooseetien 62 29+.4 40(+), F.A.C. The sampling time for each capture
efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62297.620, F.A.C.
(c) No change.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403 .021, 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History-Fonnerly
17-2.650(1Xf)4., 17-296.504, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96...__.
62-296.505 Metal Furniture Coating.

(I) through (3) No change.
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4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 24.....M
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incomorated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or
EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures for Certifying Quantity of Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted by Paint, Ink, and
Other Coatings (http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298), hereby adopted and incomorated by
reference. iBserparated and atiepted by referenee iB Chapt:er 62 297, F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
I . Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60. Appendix A-7,, adopted and incomorated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3
of EPA 450/ 2-78-041, Alternate Test Method for Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using
a Flame Ionization Analyzer, adopted and incorporated and adapted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be BPA-VOC Capture Efficiency Test
Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450sabsest:ien l'i2 297.4 40(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each capture
efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62297 .620, F.A.C.
(c) No change.
Rulemaking Authority 403 .061 FS. Law Implemented 403 .021, 403 .031, 403 .061, 403 .087 FS. History-Formerly
17-2.650( 1)(f)5 ., 17-296.505, Amended I 1-23-94, 1-1-96,____.
62-296.506 Surface Coating of Large Appliances.

(1) through (3) No change.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 24....,M
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incomorated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or
EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures for Certifying Quantity of Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted by Paint, Ink, and
Other Coatings <http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298), hereby adopted and incomorated by
reference. iBeerperated and adapted by referense iB Chapter l'i2 291, F .A.C.
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Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60. Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3
of EPA 450/ 2-78-041, Alternate Test Method for Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using
a Flame Ionization Analyzer, adopted and incorporated lHl:d adajJted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be BPA-VOC Capture Efficiency Test
Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450subseetiian 62 297.4 40(7), F .A.C. The sampling time for each capture
efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62297 .620, F.A.C.
(c) No change.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.021, 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History-Formerly
17-2.650(l)(f)6., 17-296.506, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96_.__.
62-296.507 Magnet Wire Coating.
(1) through (3) No change.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 24.-.M
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or
EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures for Certifying Quantity of Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted by Paint, Ink, and
Other Coatings {http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298). hereby adopted and incorporated by
reference. iBsaFpaf&ted lHl:d ada)'lted &y FefefeBGe iB Chapter 62 297, F.A.C.

(b) Add-on Control Device.

I. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3
of EPA 450/ 2-78-041, Alternate Test Method for Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using
a Flame Ionization Analyzer, adopted and incorporated a.nd ada)'lted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be BPA-VOC Capture Efficiency Test
Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450sueseetias 62 297.4 40(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each capture
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test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62297 .620, F.A.C.
(c) No change.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.021, 403.031 , 403.061, 403.087 FS. History-Formerly
17-2.650(l)(f)7., 17-296.507, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.....__.
62-296.508 Petroleum Liquid Storage.

(1) through (2) No change.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following requirements.
(a) No change.

(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25. as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7. adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3
of EPA 450/ 2-78-041, Alternate Test Method for Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using
a Flame Ionization Analyzer. adopted and incorporated and adoJ3ted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA-VOC Capture Efficiency Test
Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450saeseGtion 62 297.140(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each capture
efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62297. 620, F.A.C.
(c) No change.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History-Formerly 172.650(1)(f)8., 17-296.508, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 10-6-08.....__.
62-296.510 Bulle Gasoline Terminals.
(1) through (3) No change.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following requirements.
(a) Vapor Control Emissions. The test methods for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Methods 2A, and
2B, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-1: and EPA Methods 25A and 25B, as described at 40 C.F.R.
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60, Appendix A-7: adopted and incorporated and adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800iB Chapter 62 297,
F.A.C. s.s_ub-subpargraph 62-297.440(2)(b)l.a., F.A.C., shall also apply.
(b) Equipment Vapor-Leak Detection. The test methods for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Methods
21. as described at40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7: and EPA Method 27, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60,
Appendix A-8: adopted and incorporated .md adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800iB Cllapter 62 297, F.A.C.
s.S.ub-subparagraph 62-297.440(2)(b)2.a., F.A.C., shall also apply.
(c) No change.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403 .021, 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History-Formerly
17-2.650(1)(f)IO., 17-296.510, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.,__.
62-296.511 Solvent Metal Cleaning.
(I) through (4) No change.
(5) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for volatile organic compound emissions from the specified equipment shall be EPA
Method 21, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated

aea adopted by reference fil

Rule 62-204.SOOia Chapter 62 297, F.A.C.

(b) The test method for non-halogenated organic solvent emissions from a destructive add-on control device
shall be EPA Method 25, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at
Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3 ofEPA 450/ 2-78-041, Alternate Test Method for Direct Measurement of
Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using a Flame Ionization Analyzer, adopted and incorporated and adopted by
reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
(c) The test method for organic solvent emissions from a non-destructive add-on control device shall be EPA

voe Capture Efficiency Test Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450saeseetion 62 297.440(7), F.A.C. The
sampling time for each capture efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the
Department pursuant to Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
(d) No change.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061, 403.8055 FS. Law Implemented 403.021, 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History
Formerly 17-2.650(l)(f)12., 17-296.511, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 6-25-96, 10-7-96....._.
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Cutback Asphalt.

(1) through (2) No change.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60.
Appendix A-3. adopted and incorporated and ad0:13ted by reference at Rule 62-204.800iB Chaf)ter €i2 291, F.A.C.
The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.

(b) No change.
Rulemaking Authority 403 .061 FS. Law Implemented 403.021, 403 .031, 403 .061, 403 .087 FS. History-Formerly
17-2.650(l)(f)l3., 17-296.512, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.,__.
62-296.513 Surface Coating of Miscellaneous Metal Parts and Products.

(1) through (3) No change.
(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 24~
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60. Appendix A-7, adopted and incomorated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or
EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures for Certifying Quantity of Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted by Paint. Ink. and
Other Coatings (http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298, hereby adopted and incorporated by
reference. iBea~ar-ated O:Bd adepted ~· Fefefenee iB Ch.apter 62 291, F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25. as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7. adopted and incomorated by reference at Rule 62-204.800. F.A.C .• or Attachment 3
of EPA 450/ 2-78-041, Alternate Test Method for Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using
a Flame Ionization Analyzer, adopted and incorporated and adepted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be BPA-VOC Capture Efficiency Test
Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450subseetiaa 62 291.440(1), F.A.C. The sampling time for each capture
efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62297 .620, F.A.C.
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No change.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403 .021, 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History-Formerly
17-2.650(l)(f)l4., 17-296.513, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96,___.
62-296.514 Surface Coating ofFlat Wood Paneling.
(1) through (3) No change.

(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following requirements.
(a) Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 24..M
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or
EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures for Certifying Quantity of Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted by Paint Ink, and
Other Coatings (http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298), hereby adopted and incorporated by
reference. iBoaff3arated aad adapted by fefefeaoe iB Chaptef €,2 297, F.A.C.
(b) Add-on Control Device.

l . Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., or Attachment 3
of EPA 450/ 2-78-041, Alternate Test Method for Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using
a Flame Ionization Analyzer, adopted and incorporated and adapted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be BPA-VOC Capture Efficiency Test

Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450sl:!bseotiaB 62 297.44g(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each capture
efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62297 .620, F.A.C.
(c) No change.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.021, 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History-Formerly
17-2.650(1)(±)15., 17-296.514, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96,.__.
62-296.515 Graphic Arts Systems.
(1) through (2) No change.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following requirements.
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Low Solvent Technology. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 24__m:, 24A~
as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incomorated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.,
or EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures for Certifying Quantity of Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted by Paint, Ink.
and Other Coatings (http://www.flrules.org/Gateway/reference.asp?No=Ref-04298}, hereby adopted and
incomorated by reference. mG0fPOl'ated and adof!ted b::,• fefefenee iB Chaf!tef 62 297, F.A.C.

(b) Add-on Control Device.
1. Destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 25, as described at 40
C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-7, adopted and incomorated by reference at Rule 62~204.800, F.A.C .• or Attachment 3
of EPA 450/ 2-78-041, Alternate Test Method for Direct Measurement of Total Gaseous Organic Compounds Using
a Flame Ionization Analyzer. adopted and incorporated and adef!ted by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.
2. Non-destructive. The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be :m¼-VOC Capture Efficiency Test
Procedures as described at Rule 62-297.450s\ibseetien 62 297.440(7), F.A.C. The sampling time for each capture
efficiency test run shall be at least 8 hours, unless otherwise approved by the Department pursuant to Rule 62297 .620, F.A.C.
(c) No change.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.021, 403 .031, 403.061, 403 .087 FS. History-Formerly
17-2.650(l)(f)16., 17-296.515, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.,__.
62-296.516 Petroleum Liquid Storage Tanks with External Floating Roofs.

(I) through (2) No change.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for volatile organic compounds shall be EPA Method 21. as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60,
Appendix A-7, adopted and incomorated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.: and as described in section 5.2 on
p. 5-3 of EPA 450/2-78-047, adopted and incorporated and adof!tea by reference in Chapter 62-297, F.A.C.

(b) No change.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.021, 403 .031 , 403.061, 403.087 FS. History-Formerly
17-2.650(1)(f)17., 17-296.516,Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.,__.
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Reasonably Available Control Technology (RACT) - Requirements for Major VOC- and NOxEmitting Facilities.
(1) through (3) No change.
(4) RACT Emission Limiting Standards.
(a) Emissions Testing Cemfllianee Dates and Monitoring.
1. through 2. No change.
3. For units that are not equipped with a continuous emission monitoring system (CEMS) for NOx or VOCs,
eamfllianee w-ith the emissieu limits establisheEI m this rale shall be ElemeustFat:ed by annual emissions testing ~
required in accordance with applicable EPA Reference Methods ffem as described in 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendices
A-1 through A-8, adopted and incomorated by reference at Rule 62-204.800Rule {;2 297.401, F.A.C., or other
methods approved by the Department in accordance with the requirements of Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C., except as
otherwise provided in paragraph 62-296.570(4)(b), F.A.C. If required, such annual emission testing shall be
conducted during each federal fiscal year (October 1 - September 30). Annual emissions eempli&Bee testing while
firing oil is unnecessary for units operating on oil for less than 400 hours in the current federal fiscal year.
4. No change.
(b) Emission Limiting Standards.
1. through 8. No change.
9. Emissions ofNOx from any other external combustion emissions unit subject to the requirements of this rule,
and not covered in subparagraph 62-296.570(4){b)l. through 8., F.A.C., shall not exceed 0.50 lb/million BTU.
Emissions Camplianee shall be determined demeBsa=at:ed annually in accordance with the applicable EPA Method
from 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendices A-1 through A-8, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62204.S00Rule 62 297.401, F.A.C., or other method approved by the Department in accordance with the requirements
of Rule 62-297.620, F.A.C.
IO. through 11. No change.
(c) No change.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History-New 2-2-93,
Amended 4-17-94, Formerly 17-296.570, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96, 3-2-99.__.
62-296.600 Reasonably Available Control Technology (RACT)- Lead.
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through (5) No change.
(6) Emissions Determination Co~liaeee DemoastFatioe. The owner or operator of any facility subject to an
emissions limiting standard pursuant to Rules 62-296.602 through 62-296.605, F.A.C., shall determine emissions
demoestrate eompliaaee ,.,,rith sueh limit by the initial compliance date established in the permit required pursuant to
this rule, or in accordance with the terms of any construction permit addressing the requirements of this rule, and
every five years thereafter unless a more frequent schedule is specified in the permit. Emissions Co~Hanee shall be
determined demoastFated as follows:
(a) Compliaaee w:ith lLead emissio~ staadards shall be determined demoase=a-ted by EPA Method 12, as
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-5, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.S00iB Gh~ter
~,F.A.C.

(b) Compliaaee with oQpacity standards shall be determined demoastFatee by EPA Method 9, as described at
40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporated by reference at Rule 62-204.S00iB Ch~ter 62 297,
F.A.C.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.021, 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History-New 8-894, Formerly 17-296.600, Amended 1-1-96, 3-13-96.,__.
62-296.602 Primary Lead-Acid Battery Manufacturing Operations.

(I) through (2) No change.
(3) Attainment Demonstration. As part of the initial application for the permit required pursuant to subsection
62-296.600(3), F.A.C., the owner or operator of a facility subject to the requirements of this rule shall demonstrate
to the Department that, after the application ofRACT, the facility shall not cause or contribute to a violation of the
national ambient air quality standard for lead as set forth in Rule 62 2:04 .24Q, P.A.C. The demonstration shall be
made using air quality models as provided in 40 C.F .R. Part 51. Appendix W. adopted and incomorated by reference
at Rule 62-204.800 suhseetiOB 62 2Q4.220(2), F.A.C., and shall address both stack and fugitive emissions.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.021, 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History-New 8-894, Formerly 17-296.602, Amended 1-1-96, 3-13-96.,__.
62-296.603 Secondary Lead Smelting Operations.

(1) through (2) No change.
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Attainment Demonstration. As part of the initial application for the permit required pursuant to subsection
62-296.600(3), F.A.C., the owner or operator of a facility subject to the requirements of this rule shall demonstrate
to the Department that, after the application ofRACT, the facility shall not cause or contribute to a violation of the
national ambient air quality standard for lead as set fefth iB Rule 62 272.300, F.A.C. The demonstration shall be
made using air quality models as provided in 40 C.F.R. Part 51, Appendix W, adopted and incorporated by reference
at Rule 62-204.800Rule 62 210.500, F.A.C., and shall address both stack and fugitive emissions.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.021, 403.031, 403.061, 403 .087 FS. History-New 8-894, Formerly 17-296.603, Amended 1-1-96 . _.
62-296.604 Electric Arc Furnace Equipped Secondary Steel Manufacturing Operations.
(1) through (2) No change.
(3) Attainment Demonstration. As part of the initial application for the permit required pursuant to subsection
62-296.600(3), F.A.C., the owner or operator of a facility subject to the requirements of this rule shall demonstrate
to the Department that, after the application ofRACT, the facility shall not cause or contribute to a violation of the
national ambient air quality standard for lead as set feFth ia R11le 62 212.300, F.A.C. The demonstration shall be
made using air quality models as provided in 40 C.F.R Part 51, Appendix W, adopted and incorporated by reference
at Rule 62-204.800R-Ole 62 210.500, F.A.C., and shall address both stack and fugitive emissions.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.021, 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History-New 8-894, Formerly 17-296.604, Amended 1-1-96.,___.
62-296.701 Portland Cement Plants.
(1) through (3) No change.

(4) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following requirements.
(a) For emissions units subject to the visible emissions standard in subsection 62-296.701(2), F.A.C., the test
method shall be EPA Method 9, as described at40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-4, adopted and incorporatedaBEl
ae.optee. by reference at Rule 62-204.800iB Chapter 62 29'7, F.A.C.
(b) A transmissometer shall be used to determine the opacity of 601Bf1lianee with the visible emissions regulated

by the standard in subsection 62-296.701(3), F.A.C. The transmissorneter shall be calibrated in accordance with 40
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Part 60, Appendix B. R-0le 62 29752Q, F.AC., and 40 C.F.R. 60.13, adopted and incomorated by reference
at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C.
(c) The test method for particulate emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60,
Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated ans aeopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800iH Chapter 62 297, F.A.C.
The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.
(d) No change.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.021, 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History-Formerly
17-2.650(2)(c)l., Amended 6-29-93, Formerly 17-296.701, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.,__.
62-296. 702 Fossil Fuel Steam Generators.
(1) through (2) No change.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix ·
A-4. adopted and incorporated aad adoJ)tea by reference at Rule 62-204.SOOiH Chapter 62 297, F.A.C. A
transmissometer may be used and calibrated in accordance with 40 C.F.R. Part 60. Appendix B. Rule 62 297 ..520,
F.A.C.

(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 17, as described at 40 C.F .R. Part 60.
Appendix A-6. EPA Method 5B as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3:, or EPA Method 5F, as described
at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3: adopted and incorporated ana adapted by reference at Rule 62-204.SOOin

Chapt:er 62 297, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet. EPA Method 5~
described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60. Appendix A-3, adopted and incomorated by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C .•
may be used with the filter temperature at no more than 320 degrees Fahrenheit. For EPA Method 17, stack
temperature shall be less than 375 degrees Fahrenheit. The O'IVBer or operator may use EP-.A Method§ to

demeRstl=ate oomplianoe. EPA Method 3 or 3A with Orsat analysis. as described at 40 C.F .R. Part 60. Appendix A2, adopted and incomorated by reference at Rule 62-204.800. F.A.C., shall be used when oxygen based F factor
computed according to EPA Method 19, as described at 40 C.F .R Part 60. Appendix A-7. adopted and incomorated
by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., is used in lieu of heat input. Use Acetone wash with Method 5 or 17.
(c) No change.
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Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.021, 403.031 , 403.061, 403 .087 FS. History-Fonnerly
I 7-2.650(2)(c)2., 17-296. 702, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.,__.
62-296.703 Carbonaceous Fuel Burners.
(1) through (2) No change.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix
A-4, adopted and incorporated aad ade11teEi by reference at Rule 62-204.SOOiB Chapter 62 297, F.A.C.

(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60.
Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated aaEi ade11teEi by reference at Rule 62-204.SOOiB ChaJ!ter (,2 297, F.A.C.
The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet. For EPA Method 5, the filter temperature may not
exceed 320 degrees Fahrenheit.
(c) No change.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.021, 403.031, 403.061, 403 .087 FS. History-Fonnerly
17-2.650(2)(c)3., 17-296.703, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.,__.
62-296.704 Asphalt Concrete Plants.
(1) through (2) No change.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix
A-4, adopted and incorporated aad adepteEi by reference at Rule 62-204.SOOiB ChaJ!ter 62 29+, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5 or EPA Method 5A, as described at
40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated aed adapted by reference at Rule 62-204.800in ChaJ!ter
~ . F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.
(c) No change.
Rulemaking Authority 403 .061 FS. Law Implemented 403.021, 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History-Formerly
17-2.650(2)(c)4., 17-296.704, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.,__.
62-296. 705 Phosphate Processing Operations.
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through (2) No change.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix
A-4, adopted and incorporated aad aaapted by reference at Rule 62-204.S0Oia Chapter €i2 297, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5 or EPA Method 5A, as described at

40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated aaa adapted by reference at Rule 62-204.800ia Chapter
~ . F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.
(c) No change.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.021, 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History-Formerly
17-2.650(2)(c)5., 17-296.705, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.,_.
62-296. 706 Glass Manufacturing Process.
(1) through (2) No change.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix
A-4, adopted and incorporated aea aaeptea by reference at Rule 62-204.800ia Chapter €i2 297, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5 or EPA Method 5A, as described at

40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated aaa adeptea by reference at Rule 62-204.800in Chapter
8H9+, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.

(c) No change.
Rulemaking Authority 403 .061 FS. Law Implemented 403 .021, 403 .031, 403 .061, 403 .087 FS. HistoryFormerly I 7-2.650(2)(c)6., 17-296. 706, Amended I 1-23-94, 1-1-96.,___.
62-296.707 Electric Arc Furnaces.
(1) through (2) No change.

(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following requirements.
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The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix
A-4. adopted and incorporated aad adapted by reference at Rule 62-204.800in Ch&f)ter 62 297, F.A.C.
(b) Toe test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5 or EPA Method 5D, as described at

40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated and adapted by reference at Rule 62-204.800in Chapter

92-29+, F.A.C. The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.
(c) No change.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.021, 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History-Formerly
17-2.650(2)(c)7., 17-296.707, Amended I 1-23-94, 1-1-96.__.
62-296. 708 Sweat or Pot Furnaces.
(1) through (2) No change.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix
A-4, adopted and incorporated BB:d adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800in Chapter 62 297, F.A.C.
(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60,

Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated aed &e0j3ted by reference at Rule 62-204.800in Chapter 62 297, F.A.C.
The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.
(c) No change.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403 .021, 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History-Formerly
17-2.650(2)(c)8., 17-296.708, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.__.
62-296. 709 Lime Kilns.
(1) through (2) No change.

(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60. Appendix
A-4, adopted and incorporated aed adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800in Chapter~ 297, F.A.C.
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The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60,
Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated a.Bd adapted by reference at Rule 62-204.&00iB Chapter 62 297, F.A.C.
The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.
(c) No change.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.021, 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History-Formerly
17-2.650(2)(c)9 ., 17-296. 709, Amended 11-23-94, I- 1-96.,__.
62-296. 710 Smelt Dissolving Tanks.

(I) through (2) No change.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix
A-4, adopted and incorporated aad adapted by reference at Rule 62-204.800iB Chapter 62 297, F.A.C.

(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60,
Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated aad adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800iB Chapter 62 297, F.A.C.
The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.
(c) No change.
Rulemaking Authority403.061 FS. Law Implemented403.021, 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History-Formerly
17-2.650(2Xc)l0., 17-296.710, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96.,__.
62-296.711 Materials Handling, Sizing, Screening, Crushing and Grinding Operations.

(1) through (2) No change.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60, Appendix
A-4 adopted and incorporated aed adapted by reference at Rule 62-204.800iB Chapter 62 297, F.A.C.

(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60,
Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated aad adapted by reference at Rule 62-204.800iB Chapter 62 297, F.A.C.
The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.

(c) through (d) No change.
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Authority 403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.021, 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History-Formerly
l 7-2.650(2)(c)l 1., 17-296.711, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96,....___.
62-296.712 Miscellaneous Manufacturing Process Operations.
(1) through (2) No change.
(3) Test Methods and Procedures. All emissions tests performed pursuant to the requirements of this rule shall
comply with the following requirements.
(a) The test method for visible emissions shall be EPA Method 9, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60. Appendix
A-4, adopted and incorporated aBd adapteti by reference at Rule 62-204.800m. Chapter 62 29'7, F.A.C.

(b) The test method for particulate matter emissions shall be EPA Method 5, as described at 40 C.F.R. Part 60.
Appendix A-3, adopted and incorporated and adapted by reference at Rule 62-204.800m. Chapter 62 297, F.A.C.
The minimum sample volume shall be 30 dry standard cubic feet.
(c) through (d) No change.
Rulemaking Authority403.061 FS. Law Implemented 403.021, 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History-Formerly
17-2.650(2)(c)l2., 17-296.712, Amended 11-23-94, 1-1-96,....___.
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OF MATERIALS INCORPORATED
BY REFERENCE IN RULES FILED WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE
I hereby certify pursuant to Rule 1-I.013, Florida Administrative Code:
[X] (1) That materials incorporated by reference in Rule 62-296.501 have been electronically filed with the
Department of State.
[) (2) That because there would be a violation offederal copyright laws if the submitting agency filed the
incorporated materials described below electronically, a true and complete paper copy of the incorporated materials
are attached to this certification for filing. Paper copies of the incorporated materials below may be obtained at the
agency by [include address(es)/location(s)].
List form number(s) and form title(s), or title of document(s) below:

,. ">

r""
--..
EPA 450/3-84-019, Procedures for Certifying Quantity of Volatile Organic Compounds Emitted byPa1nt, I4lt, and

Other Coatings

Under the provisions of Section 120.54(3)(e)6., F.S., the attached material(s) take effect 20 days fr~~ the ~

filed .

with the Department of State, or a later date as specified in the rule.

Deputy General Counsel
Title
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FL-Rules@dos.state.fl.us [mailto:FL-Rules@dos.state.fl.us]

Sent: Tuesday, June 17, 2014 8:54 AM
To: Long, Terri
Cc: flrules@dos.state.fl.us
Subject: 62-296.501 Reference Material for Rule Adoption Approved

Dear terril:
The reference material for rule adoption you submitted has been approved by the Administrative Code and
Register Staff.
The approved material is available in the Review/Modify Agency Reference Material list (Agency Main Menu
page).
Rule Number: 62-296.501
Reference Number: Ref-04298; Reference Name: EPA Procedures for Certifying Quantity ofVOC emitted by
Paint, Ink and other Coatings
Click here to log in.
Administrative Code and Register Staff
Division of Library and Information Services
Florida Department of State
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OF THE HEARING
No timely request for hearing was received by the agency and no hearing was held.
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OF RULE
The Department proposes amendments to multiple rule sections in Chapter 62-296, F.A.C., Stationary Sources Emission Standards (OGC No.12-1180): Rules 62-296.320, 62-296.401, 62-296.402, 62-296.403, 62-296.404, 62296.405, 62-296.406, 62-296.408, 62-296.409, 62-296.410, 62-296.412, 62-296.414, 62-296.415, 62-296.416, 62296.501, 62-296.502, 62-296.503, 62-296.504, 62-296.505, 62-296.506, 62-296.507, 62-296.508, 62-296.510, 62296.511, 62-296.512, 62-296.513, 62-296.514, 62-296.515, 62-296.516, 62-296.570, 62-296.600, 62-296.602, 62296.603, 62-296.604, 62-296.701, 62-296.702, 62-296.703, 62-296.704, 62-296.705, 62-296.706, 62-296.707, 62296.708, 62-296.709, 62-296.710, 62-296.711, and 62-296.712, F.A.C.
The Department is proposing these rule revisions to correct erroneous cross references; remove or amend
obsolete provisions; clarify rule language, particularly where needed as a result of the intended repeal ofDEP
Method 9 used to measure the opacity of air pollutant emissions; and to revise cross-references because of the
concurrent repeal of Rule 62-297.401 and subsections of Rule 62-297.440, F.A.C.
Subsequent to adopting and incorporatipg federal EPA test methods into Chapter 62-297, F.A.C., the
Department also adopted and incorporated these federal EPA test methods into Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C., which
resulted in duplicative incorporations. Through parallel rulemaking, the Department is now proposing to repeal the
adoptions in Chapter 62-297 and revise the references in Chapter 62-296 accordingly.

.,i-: .

The specific rule amendments are as follows :
62-296.320 General Pollutant Emission Limiting Standards.
Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of62-297.401, F.A.C., and to:~e.1~te
obsolete language.
62-296.401 Incinerators.
Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of62-297.401, F.A.C., and to increase
regulatory certainty by clarifying rule language and eliminating redundancy.
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Sulfuric Acid Plants.
Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of 62-297.401, F.A.C.
62-296.403 Phosphate Processing Fluorides Limits.
Amendments to revise cross-reference due to the impending repeal of62-297.401, F.A.C., and to increase
regulatory certainty by clarifying rule language to state that the numerical values listed are limits.
62-296.404 Kraft (Sulfate) Pulp Mills and Tall Oil Plants.
Amendments to revise cross-reference due to the impending repeal of62-297.401, F.A.C., to increase
regulatory certainty by clarifying rule language, and to alleviate burden by allowing electronic submittal of
reports. Rule title is changed in order to eliminate introductory paragraph but keeping it clear that regulated
Tall Oil Plants do not have to be located at Kraft (Sulfate) Pulp Mills.
62-296.405 Fossil Fuel Steam Generators with More than 250 Million Btu Per Hour Heat Input.
Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of62-297.401, F.A.C., and to increase
regulatory certainty by clarifying rule language and eliminating redundancy, and to eliminate reference to
DEP Method 9.
62-296.406 Fossil Fuel Steam Generators with Less Than 250 Million Btu Per Hour Heat Input, New
and Existing Emissions Units.
Amendments to increase regulatory certainty by clarifying rule language and eliminating redundancy, and
to eliminate reference to DEP Method 9.
62-296.408 Nitric Acid Plants.
Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of 62-297.401, F.A.C., and to increase
regulatory certainty by clarifying rule language, and to eliminate reference to DEP Method 9.
62-296.409 Sulfur Recovery Plants.
Amendments to revise cross-reference due to the impending repeal of 62-297.401, F.A.C., and to increase
regulatory certainty by clarifying rule language.

2
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Carbonaceous Fuel Burning Equipment.

Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of 62-297 .40 l, F .A.C., to remove
obsolete language, and to increase regulatory certainty by clarifying rule language and eliminating
redundancy, and to eliminate reference to DEP Method 9.
62-296.412 Dry Cleaning Facilities.

Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of62-297.401 and subsections of 62297.440, F.A.C.
62-296.414 Concrete Batching Plants.

Amendments to update obsolete name of EPA Appendix.
62-296.415 Soil Thermal Treatment Facilities.

Amendments to revise obsolete cross-reference and update obsolete name of EPA Appendix, and to revise
cross-references due to the impending repeal of 62-297.40 I.
62-296.416 Waste-to-Energy Facilities.

Amendments to revise cross-reference due to the impending repeal of62-297.401, F.A.C., and to remove
obsolete language.
62-296.501 Can Coating.

Amendments to revise references to location of adoption and incorporations of EPA test methods and
reference materials due to the impending repeal of62-297.401 and subsections of62-297.440, F.A.C.
62-296.502 Coil Coating.

Amendments to revise references to locations of adoptions and incorporations of EPA test methods and
reference materials due to the impending repeal of62-297.401 and subsections of62-297.440, F.A.C.
62-296.503 Paper Coating.

Amendments to revise references to locations of adoptions and incorporations of EPA test methods and
reference materials due to the impending repeal of62-297.401 and subsections of62-297.440, F.A.C.
62-296.504 Fabric and Vinyl Coating.

Amendments to revise references to locations of adoptions and incorporations of EPA test methods and
reference materials due to the impending repeal of62-297.401 and subsections of 62-297.440, F.A.C.

3
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Metal Furniture Coating.

Amendments to revise references to locations of adoptions and incorporations of EPA test methods and
reference materials due to the impending-repeal of62-297.401 and subsections of62-297.440, F.A.C.
62-296.506 Surface Coating of Large Appliances.

Amendments to revise references to locations of adoptions and incorporations of EPA test methods and
reference materials due to the impending repeal of62-297.401 and subsections of62-297.440, F.A.C.
62-296.507 Magnet Wire Coating.

Amendments to revise references to locations of adoptions and incorporations of EPA test methods and
reference materials due to the impending repeal of62-297.401 and subsections of62-297.440, F.A.C.
62-296.508 Petroleum Liquid Storage.

Amendments to revise references to locations of adoptions and incorporations of EPA test methods and
reference materials due to the impending repeal of62-297.401 and subsections of62-297.440, F.A.C.
62-296.510 Bulk Gasoline Terminals.

Amendments to revise references to locations of adoptions and incorporations of EPA test methods due to
the impending repeal of62-297.401 and subsections of62-297.440, F.A.C.
62-296.511 Solvent Metal Cleaning.

Amendments to revise references to locations of adoptions and incorporations of EPA test methods and
reference materials due to the impending repeal of62-297.401 and subsections of62-297.440, F.A.C.
62-296.512 Cutback Asphalt

Amendments to revise cross-reference due to the impending repeal of 62-297.401, F.A.C.
62-296.513 Surface Coating of Miscellaneous Metal Parts and Products.

Amendments to revise references to locations of adoptions and incorporations of EPA test methods and
reference materials due to the impending repeal of62-297.401 and subsections of62-297.440, F.A.C.
62-296.514 Surface Coating of Flat Wood Paneling.

Amendments to revise references to locations of adoptions and incorporations of EPA test methods and
reference materials due to the impending repeal of 62-297.401 and subsections of62-297.440, F.A.C.

4
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Graphic Arts Systems.
Amendments to revise references to locations of adoptions and incorporations of EPA test methods and
reference materials due to the impending repeal of62-297.401 and subsections of62-297.440, F.A.C.
62-296.516 Petroleum Liquid Storage tanks with External Floating Roofs.
Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of62-297.401, F.A.C.
62-296.570 Reasonably Available Control Technology (RACT) - Requirements for Major VOC- and
NOx-Emitting Facilities.
Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of 62-297.401, F.A.C.
62-296.600 Reasonably Available Control Technology (RACT)- Lead.
Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of 62-297.401, F.A.C.
62-296.602 Primary Lead-Acid Battery Manufacturing Operations.
Amendments to revise obsolete cross-references.
62-296.603 Secondary Lead Smelting Operations.
Amendments to revise obsolete cross-references.
62-296.604 Electric Arc Furnace Equipped Secondary Steel Manufacturing Operations.
Amendments to revise obsolete cross-references.
62-296.701 Portland Cement Plants.
Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of62-297.401, F.A.C.
62-296. 702 Fossil Fuel Steam Generators.
Amendments to revis·e obsolete cross-reference and to revise cross-reference due to the impending repeal of
62-297.401.
62-296. 703 Carbonaceous Fuel Burners.
Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of62-297.401, F.A.C.
62-296. 704 Asphalt Concrete Plants.
Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of 62-297.401, F.A.C.
62-296. 705 Phosphate Processing Operations.
Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of 62-297.401, F.A.C.

5
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706 Glass Manufacturing Process.

Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of62-297.401, F.A.C.
62-296.707 Electric Arc Furnaces.

Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of 62-297.401, F.A.C.
62-296. 708 Sweat or Pot Furnaces.

Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of 62-297.401, F.A.C.
62-296. 709 Lime Kilns.

Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of62-297.401, F.A.C.
62-296. 710 Smelt Dissolving Tanks.

Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of 62-297.401, F.A.C.
62-296.711 Materials Handling, Sizing, Screening, Crushing and Grinding Operations.

Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of 62-297.401, F.A.C.
62-296. 712 Miscellaneous Manufacturing Process Operations.

Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of 62-297.401, F.A.C.

6
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STATEMENT OF FACTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES
JUSTIFYING PROPOSED RULE
Re:

Rules 62-296.320, 62-296.401, 62-296.402, 62-296.403, 62-296.404, 62-296.405,
62-296.406, 62-296.408, 62-296.409, 62-296.410, 62-296.412, 62-296.414, 62-296.415,
62-296.416, 62-296.501, 62-296.502, 62-296.503, 62-296.504, 62-296.505, 62-296.506,
62-296.507, 62-296.508, 62-296.510, 62-296.511, 62-296.512, 62-296.513, 62-296.514,
62-296.515, 62-296.516, 62-296.570, 62-296.600, 62-296.602, 62-296.603, 62-296.604,
62-296.701, 62-296.702, 62-296.703, 62-296.704, 62-296.705, 62-296.706, 62-296.707,
62-296.708, 62-296.709, 62-296.710, 62-296.711, and 62-296.712, F.A.C.

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking: April 11, 2014
OGC No.: 12-1180
Introduction
The Department is proposing to amend the above-listed rules in Chapter 62-296, F.A.C., related to air emission
standards for stationary sources, to correct erroneous cross references, remove or amend obsolete provisions, and
clarify rule language.
Need for Rule Change
Multiple rules in Chapter 62-296, F.A.C., will be amended to correct erroneous cross references; rem~ve or ~nd

-=~

obsolete provisions; clarify rule language, particularly where needed as a result of the intended repeaL<?fDE~::;.
Method 9; and to revise cross-references because of the intended repeal of Rule 62-297.401 and subsectjop_s of-Rule
- 1 ·, ···

C)

62-297.440.

.

.

··1

-

l•1

I

Rule Amendments
The specific rule amendments are as follows:

n

62-296.320 General Pollutant Emission Limiting Standards.
Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of62-297.401, F.A.C., and to delete
obsolete language.
62-296.401 Incinerators.
Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of62-297.401, F.A.C., and to increase
regulatory certainty by clarifying rule language and eliminating redundancy.
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Sulfuric Acid Plants.
Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of62-297.401, F.A._C.
62-296.403 Phosphate Processing Fluorides Limits.
Amendments to revise cross-reference due to the impending repeal of 62-297.401, F.A.C., and to increase
regulatory certainty by clarifying ruJe language to state that the numerical values listed are limits.
62-296.404 Kraft (Sulfate) Pulp Mills and Tall Oil Plants.
Amendments to revise cross-reference due to the impending repeal of62-297.401, F.A.C., to increase
regulatory certainty by clarifying rule language, and to alleviate burden by allowing electronic submittal of
reports. Rule title is changed in order to eliminate introductory paragraph but keeping it clear that regulated
Tall Oil Plants do not have to be located at Kraft (Sulfate) Pulp Mills.
62-296.405 Fossil Fuel Steam Generators with More than 250 MiHion Btu Per Hour Heat Input.
Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of62-297.401, F.A.C., and to increase
regulatory certainty by clarifying rule language and eliminating redundancy, and to eliminate reference to
DEP Method 9.
62-296.406 Fossil Fuel Steam Generators with Less Than 250 Million Btu Per Hour Heat Input, New
and Existing Emissions Units.
Amendments to increase regulatory certainty by clarifying rule language and eliminating redundancy, and
to eliminate reference to DEP Method 9.
62-296.408 Nitric Acid Plants.
Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of62-297.401, F.A.C., and to increase
regulatory certainty by clarifying ruJe language, and to eliminate reference to DEP Method 9.
62-296.409 Sulfur Recovery Plants.
Amendments to revise cross-reference due to the impending repeal of62-297.401, F.A.C., and to increase
regulatory certainty by clarifying rule language.
62-296.410 Carbonaceous Fuel Burning Equipment.
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to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of 62-297.401, F.A.C., to remove
obsolete language, and to increase regulatory certainty by clarifying rule language and eliminating
redundancy, and to eliminate reference to DEP Method 9.
62-296.412 Dry Cleaning Facilities.

Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of62-297.401 and subsections of62297.440, F.A.C.
62-296.414 Concrete Batching Plants.

Amendments to update obsolete name of EPA Appendix.
62-296.415 Soil Thermal Treatment Facilities.

Amendments to revise obsolete cross-reference and update obsolete name of EPA Appendix, and to revise
cross-references due to the impending repeal of 62-297 .40 I.
62-296.416 Waste-to-Energy Facilities.

Amendments to revise cross-reference due to the impending repeal of62-297.401, F.A.C., and to remove
obsolete language.
62-296.501 Can Coating.

Amendments to revise references to location of adoption and incorporations of EPA test methods and
reference materials due to the impending repeal of 62-297.401 and subsections of 62-297.440, F.A.C.
62-296.502 Coil Coating.

Amendments to revise references to locations of adoptions and incorporations of EPA test methods and
reference materials due to the impending repeal of62-297.401 and subsections of62-297.440, F.A.C.
62-296.503 Paper Coating.

Amendments to revise references to locations of adoptions and incorporations of EPA test methods and
reference materials due to the impending repeal of62-297.401 and subsections of62-297.440, F.A.C.
62-296.504 Fabric and Vinyl Coating.

Amendments to revise references to locations of adoptions and incorporations of EPA test methods and
reference materials due to the impending repeal of62-297.401 and subsections of62-297.440, F.A.C.
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Metal Furniture Coating.

Amendments to revise references to locations of adoptions and incorporations of EPA test methods and
reference materials due to the impending repeal of62-297.401 and subsections of62-297.440, F.A.C.
62-296.506 Surface Coating of Large Appliances.

Amendments to revise references to locations of adoptions and incorporations of EPA test methods and
reference materials due to the impending repeal of 62-297.401 and subsections of 62-297.440, F.A.C.
62-296.507 Magnet Wire Coating.

Amendments to revise references to locations of adoptions and incorporations of EPA test methods and
reference materials due to the impending repeal of 62-297.40 I and subsections of 62-297.440, F.A. C.
62-296.508 Petroleum Liquid Storage.

Amendments to revise references to locations of adoptions and incorporations of EPA test methods and
reference materials due to the impending repeal of 62-297.401 and subsections of 62-297.440, F.A.C.
62-296.510 Bulk Gasoline Terminals.

Amendments to revise references to locations of adoptions and incorporations of EPA test methods due to
the impending repeal of62-297.401 and subsections of62-297.440, F.A.C.
62-296.511 Solvent Metal Cleaning.

Amendments to revise references to locations of adoptions and incorporations of EPA test methods and
reference materials due to the impending repeal of62-297.401 and subsections of62-297.440, F.A.C.
62-296.512 Cutback Asphalt.

Amendments to revise cross-reference due to the impending repeal of62-297.401, F.A.C.
62-296.513 Surface Coating of Miscellaneous Metal Parts and Products.

Amendments to revise references to locations of adoptions and incorporations of EPA test methods and
reference materials due to the impending repeal of62-297.401 and subsections of62-297.440, F.A.C.
62-296.514 Surface Coating of Flat Wood Paneling.

Amendments to revise references to locations of adoptions and incorporations of EPA test methods and
reference materials due to the impending repeal of 62-297.401 and subsections of 62-297.440, F.A.C.
62-296.515 Graphic Arts Systems.
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to revise references to locations of adoptions and incorporations of EPA test methods and
reference materials due to the impending repeal of62-297.401 and subsections of62-297.440, F.A.C.
62-296.516 Petroleum Liquid Storage tanks with External Floating Roofs.
Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of 62-297.401, F .A. C.
62-296.570 Reasonably Available Control Technology (RACT)- Requirements for Major VOC- and
NOx-Emitting Facilities.
Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of 62-297.401, F.A.C.
62-296.600 Reasonably Available Control Technology (RACT)- Lead.
Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of 62-297.401, F.A.C.
62-296.602 Primary Lead-Acid Battery Manufacturing Operations.
Amendments to revise obsolete cross-references.
62-296.603 Secondary Lead Smelting Operations.
Amendments to revise obsolete cross-references.
62-296.604 Electric Arc Furnace Equipped Secondary Steel Manufacturing Operations.
Amendments to revise obsolete cross-references.
62-296. 701 Portland Cement Plants.
Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of62-297.401, F.A.C.
62-296. 702 Fossil Fuel Steam Generators.
Amendments to revise obsolete cross-reference and to revise cross-reference due to the impending repeal of
62-297.401.
62-296. 703 Carbonaceous Fuel Burners.
Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of62-297.401, F.A.C.

62-296. 704 Asphalt Concrete Plants.
Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of 62-297 .40 I, F.A.C.
62-296. 705 Phosphate Processing Operations.
Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of 62-297 .40 I, F.A. C.
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706 Glass Manufacturing Process.

Amendments to revise crosNeferences due to the impending repeal of62-297.401, F.A.C.
62-296. 707 Electric Arc Furnaces.
Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of 62-297.401, F.A.C.
62-296. 708 Sweat or Pot Furnaces.

Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of 62-297.401, F.A.C.
62-296. 709 Lime Kilns.

Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of 62-297.401, F .A. C.
62-296. 710 Smelt Dissolving Tanks.

Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of 62-297.401, F.A.C.
62-296.711 Materials Handling, Sizing, Screening, Crushing and Grinding Operations.

Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of62-297.401, F.A.C.
62-296. 712 Miscellaneous Manufacturing Process Operations.

Amendments to revise cross-references due to the impending repeal of 62-297.401, F.A.C.
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Rule Repeal and Rule Amendments – Effective August 14, 2019

-

DEPARTMENT OF

Envfronmental Prutectlon

u.-

Bob Ma rtlnez Centet

26008,.lrStnne Road
TaUaha$.$&&, Fl 32399-2400

•

July 25, 2019

Mr. Ernest Reddick
Program Administrator
Administrative Code and Register
500 South Bronough Street, Room IOI
TaJJahassee, Florida 32399-0250

Re:

Certification Package for Rules 62-296.412, 62-296.418, 62-296.470, 62-206.500,
62-296.512, 62-296.600 and 62-296.700, F.AC.
OGCNo: 18-1259

Dear Mr. Reddick:

Attached is the cc:rtilie,ation paekage for Rules 62-296.412, 62-296.418, 62-296.470, 62206.500, 62-296.512, 62-296.600 and 62-296.700, F.A.C. lfyou have any questions
please corttact me at 850.245-2937., or west.gregopr@flQridadep.goy, Ocpartmen1 of
Environ.incntal Protection, Office of Oencml Counsel, MS 35, 3900 Commonwealth
Blvd., Tallahassee, Florida 32399-3000. Or you l11JlY also oontact Hastings Read at (850)
717-9017 or hasting~ rqd/aJfloridadec gov . Department ofEnvironmerital Protection~
Division or Air Resource Mll!!98Clllent, 21)-0() Blair Slont Road, MS 5500, Tallahassee,
Florida 32399.

N. West Gregory

--~

Senior Assistant Genernl Counsel

~ • 11
,-

NWG/tl

U1

N

..., .--.,
"'
.r:- 0
0
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CERTIDCATION OF DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAl. PROTECTION'

,.

ADMINISTRATIVE RULES FILED WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE; c

I berd>y =tify,

·-

N
V,

J

...,

.·n

:z

..

0

.r0

[x] (I) Tbat nll statutory rulcmilina ~ o f c t i a p1er 120, F.S.• SM all ruJemaking n::quircmtnu oftbe

[)q)artmcttt of Staie have been complied with; ilod
(x) (2) That tbtrc is no admlnitlnitive detcnnination uodci- Scctiou J20..56(2). F.S., pcuding on an.y rule 00\·cred
by this eettl6catioo.; lnd

(x) (3) All ruJC.1 eo,-e~ by this ccrtificati()n are filed within the pM$Cri'bed lime limil86on.1 ofSecrioo
120.S◄(J)(e), F.S.

Tbc:>· are filed 001 l-ess than 28 days after tbc notioe required by Soc.don 120.54(3)(a), F.S., and

[,i;J (a) Ate filed not more than 90 days after (be OOlicc; or
[ ) (b) Arc filed

lllOrC

lha.n 90 duynftcr the l'IOtice, but DOC more tbatl 60 dayufiCC' the admioiwative law jl.Mlgc

files the final ()rdc. wilh the cle:rt ot um.ii 60 da)'s llfter $.llbscqu,ent j\ldkial l'tMCw is. C()G:QPIC10; 01
[ l (c) Are filed more I.ban 90 diys after the 1IOOCO, but oot less thao 21

da)'$ tU more than 45 da)'S &om the date

of publieatkm of the notice ofchal'lgt-; or

(l

(d) Arc fikd :more \ban 90 days after the notice, but oot less thllll 14 oo, toore than 4S days after the

adjouminent of' the final public be:lli.na <>o. tbe rule: or

( ) (e) Are filed more th.'IJl 90 de.yuft-cr the notice, but within 21 dayutter the dale of receipt of alJ materilll

autbori:.ed 10 be stibmittcd at I.be h&itrina; or

r ) (t)

Are filed mon:, tbao 90 da)'S afier the oodee, but within 21 da)'$ all« the date th.c tta.o!ICript Wllll roceivcd by

this ag.ei:,cy. or

fJ

(&) Are filed 001oiore tbao 90 days after tlie notice. not iocfud~ days I.be lldopti.oo oftbc rule wa., ~oc:d

following ooti.6C111ion from the Joint Admi.wstrath'e Proccdu"'3 Committee that an objection to the nde \\'8!1 being

coosi<Jerod; or

l J (b)

Are filod more than 90 days after the notice, bot within 21 da)i: after a good f.ailh wri11cn proposal for a

Jowei- a,)1$1 regula1ory ahemau,-t co a proposed rule is t ubmittcd which Sl.JMtantiaUy 90C0mplishcs the ol,jce1ives oi
the Jaw being implemeut«I: or
[ ] (i) A1e fik:d more tbM 90 da)'S after d>e notice, bu.I within 21 days afia a regulatory alternative is <>ffered by

the Small Bu.1lneiss RC&Ulntory Advisor)' Cotnm,im:e.
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taR:· the original and l'W() eopies of the rule covered by tltis ce:r66caciou.

The rule is hereby adoptod b'y the

undcrsi&;UC(l agcocy by 1t1d upoo it$ filing with the Deparuoeot ofState.

Ru.le N01S,
62-296.412
62-2%.418
62-296.• 70
62-206,500
62-296.512
62-296,600
62-296.?00

1Jnd«tbe provisioo ofSeclioo 120,54(3)(e)6., F,S,, tberule tah'l!: elfecc 20 dllys from die date filed with the.
Dq,artmena ofState or a lat er date~ 11e1 001 below:

(moolbJ

(day)

7
Nut'llher of P.ages Certified
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ICNAT'JON OF RULE TIIE VIOLATtO,~ OF WHICH IS A MINOR VIOLATION
Ct:RTIFTCATION

Pursooni IO Section 120.695(2)(c)3, Florida Statutes.. I certify 1$ l£t:ACY helld, as defined by sec.1)00 20.0.S(I )(b),
florid a StatUles., Iha!:
(XJ All rule$ covered by this cenifica1ion are uot ruJes the violation of \ldildi would be a UOO.O, vl(ll,ilion, pur,1.iant to
$c:,;tion 120.69S, F.S.

( )The folSowin& pans of 1he rule$ covered by this curiflca1ion have been lk$iglllllcd as ru?es lhe violation of whicli
.,,-o..ild be II minor violation wrsu.ml to $ee(ion 120.695, F.S.:
Rule NO{$).

Rules covered by !his ccnifteation:
RuleNc>(s).
62-296.412

62-296.• 70
62-296.SOO
. 62-296512

62-296.6-0()

62-296.TOO

~

p2
N

V,

..,1

-

I
.,, .-n
.."" 0

,:-

-

"'
F.,..DS-FCR-6
Ru!, 1-1.010(3)(1), F.A.C.; etrectivt 10•17
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fcyolaan $nbn1 Ory Cleaning Facilities.

eeQlJ!lieaee deedl-il'I~ ehlu lliUieaa.l eis,.i.ui,m 6fa d d ful 1•Nhlo11eerit,4eae &, ; leaai1tg faeil.iEiM et 49 G:F:.R..

H41\0Jee11eets efs, btea~te1L 62 295 41:1:Ed). F l'I.£. +he ,eqWrtmMt ef&1'e6a&1ie11 62 296.412(2), R t ,C., b 11 aet

!(•)µ11,1.,_.,,lh.__.,.,..,.,,,.._.,__••otb'-••o•o~h=•·•♦+<-..i-·p•llko~n-ey$ttoo, o.- ,.fri.goro.tcd OOC\do.1(1(14t0ft '-cil

hi

h

lee el! d ar woloud 1• 1hftni1;gh tli! dee ef Ille ,.,111c::h:i:1iu; aad,

1beat.JI d' 1 ..-ov•••"•••"""'...Ji:l•••••:.s~...•"'••••woe,,c,,.;,·,•,•u:1s,•••••·•r<••••"-'"-''1>'' "~"'""H'•••te•o•••••••••'!O"''"'.,.'

(-.} PmiE: ail ihRt:ia : e&tlli lg;J i.B 11Je filhtheu!liilg far III IU!il 34 bulft· hefm eliseflfldieg lllo8 CUAri~li 8f: di')

.;:
~•inll 13u•oepliM! leal.s Bhtf'811'1•-•~•·•••e•"ll""'"'"""iks..,.,•iQ.~~11...•••••~e....-"'1 i:ag ta~ er, ifrei!etl peal) IWO-~
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0
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t!YI-Eal IW89; with ,oral

rated.,,~, ··•&ii)' l141'MI 18 ~~-NII 10 fl(lWMI$ ofartielH 5MB be

~Mlfl Qufll the --,.,tHmeel-9 efwbl)~C4ioo 62 296.112f2}, JI.A,C.• iftlle O'<ili..iNIF 89C!F&18'f NlihOl:ll;lffll!S 18 111,e

~ diet 1M 8&h"84 mjleegt! (pi,ulMls~(llftk;les eleat19Nper dNm efsoh tnt·~et¥wd) ill~ .. «
g,eEL!u ''-" '" :10.000 ef 15,QQO i,ouod11 ehniele, ele1MCG per Ja geU011 Jnam efperehkwee&ti, kn,11 e ~ r.,
MW er Mis&ltt fMH:i1i., Al!lf'eetir;ie&,. $1M11t fasiliQu e.,e IIOI ~•mpt ffeflt th&n,q!IUUl!11n,s eflM nai~I eftlMoo

9tau•nH<1,• pM:oWe1'8ethyl~. Elry ell!e!'lt-.g t.ei:litiM J1remt1ltefi!d-m 40 ('1<,_'t Pen-63 QM 800p1tEI ~ r e ~
M.4le ,1 204 ~ l',A,G,

( I) Amlicab:ility, The n;ggirtmcoaof wbsectiom {2) tbrol.!1!b (5}. bc;low. -,ply to thUOllov;ill,:;

~ Petroleum solvfflt dtyc~ facili1ies locn.tcd in J3towanl., Ouvnl Hills~b. Mi@mi-.Dadt, Or.ln1•s;.

£!1m..B~ch. or PinelJMCow.\·, ~ M k K I as atr ~ k y ~ e e ~ lereeeeeV:&!ltt R11I• ~ 201.340,
F.A.C., {itwludieg drie A!sp::tbve mewpeltten tlflt1-ultl MIU) wl all • t i Qsilifiesi i.o.tod-ia 8i\lE!fle aAl'li.i111.ei,1
- , with ~!vent COG8umption ~

I t0 01· ¥1·1 ;:•b ili:im 9,1 J() EilllQAS pet year; aoo

{bl Petroleu,m @ l\'ent 1tY SilCllDU\? facilili'8 ip all olhctarcu ofllg s1afU:iiUI soh-:tnt 000511.aptioa P9WIJ lo 2l
~

tcr than I S,000 pUoru per year:l"'"P~Mly, slie:11 eompJy wMh the fai~;
Q}(n-) Eoob affected J)elT()lc:um &Oh'Clll dry clear:iiQg: dryer that l1 installed at 8 (ldJ'Okum ci,y clcauiit& plai,I shall

be a solvent reeovery dryer. The solvent retO\'tt)' dryct(s) ~ be prq,criy inswled. opttalOd, aDd l'llliotaiocd.
ill(\>) EtlM affected petroleum solYCnl fi!Jer tb.11 is installed at 11. pctrok:um dry cleanioi plant shall be :s

c:anridge fiber. Cartridge filters sball t,e dramocl in tbci.r lieakd bou.sil'.lgt for as least eight bouts: pn()r to their
l'Cll'l()\'tJ.

{il{ej Each etwnc:r or opc:ra1oraf IIJ'l affected petrolewn 501vcot dtyersball ir:lc!OOC leak inspccdou ud leak

repair t)'l.<le information in the Openlting manual and oo. a clearly \'isible label pos'ltd on $$Cb af'fcctcd facility. $'Utb
btformatioo sltouJd S(de: "To protc~ agaimst fire hazards, lo!IS of ,,tuable solvent$ aod emis.sioo.<1 of solvent to lhc

aunosphere, periodic inspocti()n or Ibis cquipmecu for cvidcooe of leaks and prompt repair of any Jc:ab is required.
T he oqa:ipmeot rm.1st be i.o:spccted every JS cbftl and all vapor or liquid leaks be repaired within the st1b~nt 15

day period."
Ul(4) Koep ffl&l,ll.ly ro.;on:ls ofeguip,uent i,wmg:tjoas and moatbl.Y sohrcat canswnpiion.
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v.iitll die feU•)wifleAMfU~eM9.
~ .Dekle4iea Li~d leelwie• WII 13 e deie61H by ,, ...... iasJH."6tiee ehbe OOIINll!l8 ill,eQBed Bi , . 6 3 ef

EPA 1SQl-2 7,3 050, lf.lMrpeAlftEI Md ade,,141d~ ffNAlaee Bl CJiepie,, '2 iWi, f,l.:C.

{b) The 6e118e1u•i,e,., 1Jrl:lfl:,IIN; eo~fldll lt1 iji• Ghw nsiduie, per .,....,.po 6~ :J96,413(2~ FAC.1 tW

~@fltRltee a f ~ eempeUOOs ie die

HI,.,.,,,,.. erRN1a,1e he&e~"" adsefblfS Md ellteffi

i;MU be Seee,,ni..ed 116if>$ '"' l!EI\BPfflt"flt 6ftll8iQe,1}o11G per '9e fl!llltlYfaen.e.'* sp,dliialie-, et !ltacrt titMiBg ,
AWl,cb9"9l 3 efBPA 1SOr2 78 ()4-J~ ieoofpOAWtS at1d

....,.,..i ~ffferul8e it1 Glle;i,,, ,:i

~ Test 1'ffl~~ sb&IJ meel ell epplicab-1, N1tl6ffm,991, efChept~

~1, F.AC.

m. F.:-. .c.

IM~llUdd~ Autlwrity 401.061, 4QJ.IJIJ5$ FS. Law lmp/t:mt'ffU".d 40J.QJI, 1/JJ.QJ/, "11.061, .f0J.081 PS. Hrw,,,.-Formuly /7.
J,6()(}(/2), 17•1%.112. , ( ~ //-13-94. M8-9J. /.J.96_ 3-JJ.96, 6-JJ..96, /0.1-96, j.JJ.JI, 7-1(}.U.__,

62-296.418 Bulk (ia90Jioe PJanu.

,

( I) The owocr or operat0r ofa bulk gasolioc plant lhiu hM begun operation pri¢or IO A ~ I • 2007, is located
in Broward, Dunl Hi!Wqomh

Mi:aml-Dade, OoU¥C. falm Bbacb. Or PiDcUas Cooruv, ea o,ee dcdi&IIIMM e, 11ft

iliNfWIJi(ymaiftfl!MMe ~ 110EI« lwle 62 291.340, f'.A.C., and has an averaat annual daily throughput

(1) lbrough (b) No cban&•·

(2) No ch11t1ge..
R•fernaldn1 Auth9rlty.f(JJ.()6/ FS. Law lmpI~t«d 4()J,03/. 401.061. 403.087 F$. llt#(Jry--N- .S.Jt,01. AIIUlld~ J.-11-/0.__.

62·2'%.470 lmpkmetttatiioo of Federnl Clean Air Inttts.taro Ruic.
RrrkmtJJJRg Au11Mrlry 4()J,IJ6J. 41JJ.087 FS. Lt,w /111p/"'"$fflcd 40103/, ,oJ.()6/, 403.081 FS. Frw.r,ry-Nnl 9-.f.()6, Ame11dtd '1-07. I ~ .

3
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.500 Rell&oOAbly A\•ailable Corntol TeclwolOif (RACT)- Vola.bJe Orpnic,Compou.nds (VOC) md
Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) Ea:titti.i,:e facilities.
(I) Applieability.

(a) The ~if,e emission limiting~ llOO other rcquitcment<i of Rules 62-296.SOO through 62,.296.S 16.
F.A.C., shall appl)' to each lltildM•tv ypccm.nriqg tigtjoqw;y s;pi'iUOQS wtll in Brww4, Quypl H i l l ~

Miaml-Dllde., 0,:;gpge Palm 8t'3lCb, pr PiuellP'i OWPi\'

Q!QtPt

for any emiHiqn tmit wtticb hat btt;1 9f wnuld ~

slhim IQ PreyenLjon nr~ilmifiranr Qrteriont,ioo ,:tvj,e;w or f:rroorstructi9:1 Rrnew fur Non.attairunenil Arca.,

101.l<IO, F,A,C HI •&Ji.4ien, dle

ts,. ··ea lin,itioe

t

dnrds eftl~~e itlo &blU eppl)• ~e ae'VI aad 4111'1tliA.cl~

~ng fa;ilileies in L @M J1ott,M~•• 111s Bir q1.1alil) •••· sr oe e IRl!ilS fer eo!aue "'·" '., ~uh fi,3 191.3 10, F.} .C,
Meept-il_15 1a, • nail me nted \IQG emitting faEilit:ie,s

l~iel, ••a•• I u1 er e tald l! e Jdtjec, 10 e

ii•• puraiant 10

◄O C.F.R. 52.2L as adapted ;and ivromoratOd b)' rtfro:ocie: in Ruic 62,-2Q4.8QO, f AC orRuJe 17-2.17 (rqieii)od),

17-2.SOO (tmlSfemxl). 17-2.510 (transf'«ml), 62-2 12.400 or 62•2I 2~00, F.A.C.
(b) In addition io the applicable requirements of this~ the a:pcei.fie em.it:sfon limiting s&aJll:latd3 and olber

rttiuiremcnllS of Rule 62-296.570, F..A.C., shall awly in Broward, Dack, and Palm &:11ch coin:rtiClS to major VOC
tmining facilities !»I regul.attd .im wbo1e ut1der RuJcs 62·296.501 dtrough 62•296,516, P.A.C., and maj0r N()x.
emiuin& 611;.:ilitie,, except !hose r.ew aod modified major voe 1111d NOx-cmitting &eiJitlt-$ whfo.b hl,-e beco «

would be subjoct to Py,;,:1;9tioa.ofSig!Ufita111Da-twinntioo review or Preopn<uryction_ReviC\I' for NonatWnmem
An;:t~ review pumi~ 10 40 C.F'Jt S2.ll. as ?1rr1 "!d and ineomnAled by refcre:noe in Buk 62·20UOO FAC, or

Rule 17-2.17 (<-'cdl, 17-2.SOO (1RDSfcncd), 17,2.510 (trnnsforud), 62-212,,00, o, 62-212500, FAC.

(2) Ptrmil, .Rcootdkccpiog, tsnd Comptianoe Reporting Requirements.

(a) PenniL'I - Special Coruiideratioos.

I. Pennib to~ol1SU'llct or Of)erll!e lln: required for alJ cr:ni!l~i.¢ct$ uni"9Jbjcct 10 a specific emission limiting
$Wldard or other rC(juirement o(Ruks 62-296.501 throua;b 62-296.516, ot 62-296.$70, F.A.C., except lh09t

emi~sions un.il5 lllbjtcl I() Rule 62-296.512, f',A.C.• Cutbeck A<1ph11lt or mris:929! Wlilll 0pttati1m yptlq IP Air

OcocraLfmnit pun;:uat11 to Rule 62•210.310 f .A.C.
2. No~hange.

(b) R""'dk"'Pina-

•
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. through 3. No cJianae:.
4. The-Department may accepl,. mle1d oftbe coating ami)ysis mctbod!1 rcquitecf under p ~ 62-

296.S00(2)(b)2. 300 3., F.A.C.. a certification by 1he coating manufac.ura of the ~

lion of the cootmg. iJit is

supported by acruaJ belch formufation rc,cords. The manufacturer's «rtiflcatjoe $hall bcClOl'lsmenl wltb EPA 's
docwnent numbef 450/3-84-019, lilkd. "ProcedurtS for CertifyiQg Quantity ofV¢lilliJ.c O,:ganic Compo'U.llds

EminQd by Pai.n1, l.nk,, and Other Coatings/' effecth't Doccmbe[ 1984 herein adopted 11nd in,;morated by reforMU

(hup-J/"''.Wll'' flndes nn> Gatewavircfw:nc;r asr?Nc:eRtC-l076Zl
S. Nodumge.
(c) No d!Mge.
(3) lhrougb (6) N,o cl,OQ&<.
!Memakiff.tAll-lllority 403.061 F$. 14W/1Wpkm811Md 403.011. ,oi QJI. 4b3.~J. 401.081 F$. HilVJt)'-Pormnly 11-1.650(1) 

(l)(fj, A1'Wllkd 2-2-91. J ./7.9,1, F~rl), 17-296.50(), AMOUltd / 1·1.J•'H. l •l -96. J-/l-/0,~ - - -

62-2%.512~k A,pba!L
(l) Applicability. The emisJion limiti.og c;ontroJ lltatidnrd,i er eotNJel 1eeh: ,oWftY se1 forth in sub!ltctioo 62-

296.512(2), F.A.C.• &ball apply to the ma0.1.1f11iCturc and use ofcutb.M:k a51>hahs for Jlllving or m.1io1~ roads,
~ . hiJ;hwa)'!I. 8l'ld ~ki.o& k>1$..
(2) No eh..qc.

{~) l 18l )hOiei:is !WI Pll'ltld• Its 6JI emi!ISii.aM iHiG·11Wmed Jlllf51itt11tt ~ 1h-f'NIQifemuM5 af:t1j5 :ulr !J1beP

eefBJII~ rMtt the r.ne mg A1114H'M1iea1!i

<•3 Th• tti!i1 metha.d fe : 1:a:1i;U:YH uft!ssie1111 sliell 1, a :lsltl f h@le ii J, er

l'r ; ·~ ui a1 10 £.F.R: P..1 60,

.:\fpH1Ei'.~1 A l,: de11u ii aeil ieeeffom1e, l!ls n,Mffeee a.1 Rale ti'l 104 SQO, f . t,b.:'.Rle,111N.Jm.1m 1ample ve ll!dMl
,,.1.11 ~ u )Q ~ sundirl e~bi1 '4(.11,
€11➔ Test pPi»odltlRlr st.an ft'IUI &It f!t,pli;ubh •e lftl:Uft ll8UO 8~Ghlpli!lf fi;J }9Q, r . \ .C.
/bllemttb!f8Au1hon)y,O:J.()6J PS. low1"'p/~11kd 40J.ll1J, 401.bJI. 40.J.()61, 4()3,@87 PS. Hbtwy-FOl'1'/f¥1ty 11-

1.6'0(1)(/)IJ.. 17-196.Jl'l, Amt'ltd«/ 1/.]J.9'. J./.96. ?.J().14._ __

62-296.600 Rt8SOO!ably Available Control Tcclulology (RAC'() - Lead.
(I) Applicability. Any._..,.. er uleislfflg lead pro,ccssing operatio:, that is loc:Mod in~ area ofHOL(bt;wncb

Coway blComrznt::od withia a radit11 of S kik?rnewa ccnlf1!!4 at IOM coordine1es 364 OHan JOO} S Nnn.h tom
17 tin cilY of Tampa) Mtnatod" u.r:classmable rnc the 1278 l..ead Natiopal .Arnbim Air Qualirr Stnndao1

s
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i> 40 Cf R,, Part 81, §81,310, e !009tcd..and intoroorntcd bv refrreoeQ.,inRule62·204,800. t·,A,C.. gr
l&ithin $0 kjJomc;ten; OUY:idt; lhli bpundAfY IIG4FN deis.igaa;Nl 1i1"8r G'IIIIJl411P ~ ;17j, F.A.G., es & leed IIAMIAIM!l&lent
er W .,..ilffly ffl&inlf!M(IO& •fN1 er is di,e &ft'fl el f f l ~ ofsuch an area, slialJ limjt tbe omission of lead lltroo&h
!he applicatioo of n.'390mibly av,;ilablc control 1cdulok>gy (RACT) as specified in Rules 62-296.601 throcigb 62-

21>6.60S, F.A.C.
(2) through (6) No cbaoee.
R1,lfff10ktng A.111/w,rft)' 101.0fll F$. Law lmpkmtmtd 4(JJ.011, 403.031, 4()J.()6J, fOJ.087 FS. Hi.tt~

8-8-9/, P(}rmt:r/y 17·

'96.6()().Aml':lldt:d J.J.96. J-JJ-96, 1-J().U,_ _ __

62•296,700 Reasonably A,'11ilab-k: Control Teclmology (RACT) Par1ioulatc Matter.
(I) Applicability,

(a) Emissioiu ofpartis;ul~~lUter .shall be Jimjted lhrgugh tlle applieati012 of Rea11cm11hly Avnif~),k CQnT-"'I

Toclmolon (R.AC1) for aAny ~ emi9siom uttit, Us.yed ap 11jr omrutoo or before May 30, 12$8, tbn1 CttUti
particulate mMttr aDd is k>catod inl
I. Thatponioo ofH.ilL..betnlClj>b Co19V M>icb. falls within the lll'Cl oftbe cirekhavig:; a ccotqnoiln at the

imen:ec:tion of US 41 South and Swe Rood 60 and• tadius of J2 ldJomt:tc:r5.·
2. Tbedowoto\\n Ja,eksooville an:a in ()u,.'81 a:iiw.y located ll.ithin the followil\J ~CY Imes: soulh and
tbetl west :aloag lhe St. Johns Rivtr from its conftueocc with Long Btl\tlGh Cmt, to Main Strctl' t10nb alcg Main

Street io Eghlb StftCli cMC &lo~ El?,btb Street 10 Evcrprccm AvCJ1uc,: oorth tlOl')s Evcrgrmi Avewc to Log:;

Branch Creek; aod casLaloog Loag, Brancli Cn:ck to the St. J()Ms Ri\-er, or
3. An area withla SO k:ilometcrsouttide the bounchty ofsuch an flt(':& a.~ described ia sul:Jiqm,h 62-

296. 700( l){a} I. or 2. F,A,C,, above.

'2 296.330 (f,e,poaW), F.A.C., er neei\~il a p::n:oil ff) nwMiea wi~ Rw,e 17 :l,$00 {RMH'FMdh 17 ;u10
~~. 61 2 I 2.4QQ

8lf ~2

212-SQOJ ~at\,C4 sheU lttnll !he emt&Mnefpwtiwlale eaet ~ b,tM

applieali011 efR~l:,l)"A.,.ailable C ~ 1!e11MOlogy (RACT) as s,eeihed i" R:uk,s 6i ~6.?01 lllr8'11gt\ Q..

l96,71:11 F,A,C~ er Rule, ti2 296.4Q.l ~ b 62 296.fJj,"F:.A.(;.
(b) (Resen,"'1).
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& emptioni. The. follow~ fucilities and emisskm:$ unitt: wllKh a,e laHtted wil:hii,·"'1)1~t01i1r.1e 1f11lUer aif
ffll(tlity 111111lDIOD1JM1• llffi er a:,ea efi~.A~ vc exempt from die p,ovi6iOIIJI cfthis rule:

(a) No ebatlge..
(b) AtJy facility•~ owocr or operator dcmonunt.tes to the IX'pilrtment !bat the iq,rac1 within an ma as

desqjbs;d in B1bJ?iWIJr.:1pl 62-296.1QQ(l)(a)I, or 2 , P A.C., abo".ta that th• ell!iignated fW4}'d611t)"'lll:aiMwH Me

ef tbe total maximum anc,,-,-,bt,c particulate l'!Wter emissions from such facilicywiU 004 exceed I ugfm:3 . annu.,J
average, Md 5 ug/m3 , 24-liour 1 1 \ ~
(e) No chMge.
( d) Any emissions uri I oruncoofinod particulate rna1:1cr 141ticb is ~alOd lf.o,t. 1h10 five kilometers oot11ide tbt

boundary of AD @rctl a, dNctiho;l in sub?JrJSnYlh 62-296,700('IXa} I, or 2. FA C., abo1-e-. a.,e,tk11,1a1, m;Hi• •if

(c) lhrougb (0 No cbUJ&e.
{g) Aoy cmiuiog un;J wbic.h has received a dece:nnin!JiPD ofn.es. A1,~ilal:!e Contml J'cs:boolC$!Yp'11"§1Wll t()

Rule 174,630 fmlCflcd) or 62-296.330 {ttrcalcdl, F.AC.. or received I pecmitjnconocclion "'itb Ruic 17·2,500
Om-Diifca,e,;1}, 12-2.s IO ltnm;sfcr:mdt 62;2 t 2.400 (Prcwotion of Silmificaru De1o:rinm1Klnl oc 62-212.500
(fo;oomtructioQ RevicwrfNoua1taiarosm1 Areas), F,A.C,

(3) 1MlU8)> (6) No ,bmgc.
Ridouakl1ft,A1,11At:wi~ 101061 FS. J.owl/!11/)J~ttd I OJ.IJ'1I, / OJ.OJI, 40J.06/, 4f)J.fM7

rs. Formmy J1-1.6J0(1J(a)-{g). 17•

196.7()(J, A.WlttlUied JJ.JJ-94, l·/·96~-- -

7
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lMARY OF IRE RULE

The purpose<,fche proposed Nie (OGCNo. 18- 12$9) is am.cod Rules 62-296.412, 62.-296,418. 62·296.470, 62-

proVWOns.. rcpc!l the in,plemema'lion of the 0050icte Federal Clean Air lalenmrtc Rule, aod clarify Reo.soD4bly
Available Control Tednology regulations.

Rcotal oCQb,tQJ«o Rul;
•

Ruk 62-296.470, F.A.C.. Jmplemtnwiou of the Fed«al Oc30 Ai:r Wler$1a1c RuJe (CAJR) will be
repcakd. CAJR wM dcsi_goed to address idterstate traol!port of 020oe and fine pa,dc:ulate matter

poltutioo. To do so, CAIR required cenai:o Sla!C$ to limit anm:al tmi.s:siom of DilTogcn ox.ides (NOii}
and sul.fusdioxido. 'fflicb cootnlrutc lO die form°'1ion ofororic and particulate rmm.er. CAIR ,1)90

n:,qu.itcd ttrtain itatt$ co lim.jt ozone seasoo NOx emk.iions v.bich cootnliute to the formalJon o f ~

dun.ti$ thciwnmet oz.ooe !oCa.Wfl. Jn 2006, the Divis.ionproroolgaaed Rule 62-296,470. F.A.C., 10
impler.nem CAJR in Floridll. The D.C, Circuit ovmwned thtl CAJR rule and EPA promulptcd a

repl.iccmcnt tnlD$pOrl rule, die ~-State Air Po!Jutioo Rule(CSAPR). As a result oCCSAPR
replacement ofCNR. ~uJc 62-296.470, F.AC.• is no Jong« ucdcd and can be repealed.
Reti0«12bl\' Avajtp.bk; Q,otxol Ttthnology (RACT) Annlir;ahj)jry
•

Ruic para.graphs 62-296.500(1Xa) and (b), F.A.C., will be revised 10:
o

lndu~ ii clarifK.Mion ofwhaa "exJs1ing" VOC-cm.in~ facilities are;

o

Remove the references tc>

·:lnfi dcsigoatcd as air quality mainten11Dcc areas for 01.0r,c under Rule

sul,:;eclion 62-204.340, F.A.C." and $i.mply list the counti<$ in which lht niles apply. Md
o

Clarify Vitlat the rule eitition:s. (Rulc!I 62-212.400 and 62•:ll..SOO, F.A.C.) ref« tO. i.e., Pmoeotioo

of$ipi.6c:&D.t Dcicrioratioo and Prte()o$truction Review clNooattairunem Areas, respccti-...""Cly,
•

Rt:ilt S\lb\;CCl.101 62-296.600(1).. F.A.C.. will boreviK<I to:
o

Replace a refen:oce to the rq>e11kd Oiapter62-275, F.A.C., Air-Quality Ate!tS, to specify I.be

:;;:

~p.iphic: uea iu Hillsborough County (bnt

o

was ooneuainmeot for lead; And

Clarify y;fi21 is m<:1101by a.o amt of ioftueocc for die p01lu21111 lc:ud.

~

,§

"'
"'

i7l
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ltu1c l)&r81J~ 62-296.'i'OO(JJ(a). FAC.., 1Arill be .revist:d by;
o

Clarifyin,a wha't is rneimc i>y an "cximng"' e;;rni~foru unk

(TSP) air qumty ma:imcollllCe areas Bild ~ of:inftoenoe (llffiiS whhln

,o kilomcCeJ::s 01.L4aidc 111£

boundary of 811 liJ" quuty maintenaooe area),_

o

C1mify what lhe rurc ititaliolt$ (Rules 6.2-212.400 aod 62-212.:S00, F

C.) mer to. Le., .Prew:ntion

,ofSfarufir,:,11111t Dete-rio:ra.tion andl Prcoon..•,1nicifon Review of'Nomttaintl181lt ~ ! . ' , zi:espi:c1i¥Ciy.

Cleanim o{Olrtdatcd_1111.dS11pBffllded ~ •

Role 911.bsccc.i.oos. 62-2q6.412(l ), (2), .aod (J), F.A.C., :rqubtei .iir emisaLOJU1 from pcr,chl(INCl!lrykne. dry

<:lc!llllllg faciliti~ dist m IIQC p11eviously compliod with the I 993 v,i;rs:ioa of40 C.FR Part 6], SD'bjmt M,
N8tiooa1 Em~ons Stfindaro for ~rchloroe1hytene Dr:)' Clcnniog facilities.. Tbi!-'I federal rcruliiion hnd

bec.n lllll=tdcd multiple 1.iftil!j . ~ci the J991 vcrsim1 (most 11e«..•,e:ndy m2.008) and now wpen;ed~ all
rcqulremett'IS in ~oom 62-296.4 12( I), (2), md (3,),. F.A.C_ Role ,IID)Cfjdme~ will etim:i.nm: the
0111datcd provwan.'I and

tt•

dx n..ile to &bate: dw pcr.ch]ottilMliyktic ~ are snmjcct kl 40 (.flt_ !Prut

63, Subpwt.M, which Iba!! bce.D ,adoptt1:dbyl'dem:11~e inRJllC.62-204.JiOO, F,/LC. Rllli: ~ 6-2296.41.2(5)~ F.AC., wtu.d 1,spe~m ,PCl'Cblo:rocw}ien.e f:t?!'II method!; .nnd proo~l.lre!l 1m aJ5io been

sup,erseded by Subpart M anrl will 'be 1M-'tl)Owid, Tiu: tide of Rule 62-296.412, F..A.C,, will~ chang,ed from
••Dry Oeanillg Facllirfesi'• to "'Pietrulc:IIDl Solvcmt Dry Cle:mlJlg, F3.C:iJitir:.s-"' 115- th.Cl on'I)• state dey"lil'eltDlD.ll,

fae:IJity mfcs that will rclDllffl a,--e tho~ ~griq ~cum wl\'all dry dearunit,
•

:R111li: liUbse~tion 62-296-4 L&(J), FAC.., JmJV.idcs the applicability of Ibo work pni;tice .regula1ions for
rorurnUi118 vooaJib: ~ cmnpomu:i (VOC) em.1..-is~ fiooi bvlt gas.olinc plants. The :fie.cvi~100 will lisl

di!:! ~ 001Un1ics mbjs:ct co bulk p1:1olino plant work _prac6ces to ~r,;e ~LOOI! ofVOC, uwead of

•

refi:uMing Rllle- 62.2(14,340. F.A.c .• which oon•Bifls outdated .ma misleading l'QQ)alo.ry Im~~
•

Rulic wbste1~11 62-2-96.S 12(1). F.A.C .• will lbcl remtwed be~11s-e ii rcfm:nccs a it!!'lt nlf.t!lhod for pllrt!ic1.1late

m!!&r, a poDmumt ltha.t iii ~ :fi!gWilCed by ,Ru,C 62-296.5 ~2, F .A.C-, whicli rootrols i::misliiio:n:s of vobt:He
organic COIUJnll~ lroaJi C11tbe;:_k IISpllalt p)Bllll.
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orrn HEARING
No timely requast for hearing was receh'Cd by the ag,en,y and oo bet.ring was held.
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PJ:TAU,ED STATEMENT QF FACTS AND CIBQfMSTANCt;S

. !l

/lfSTlfYINC PROPOSED Bill,&
Re:

N
Ul

I -

Rules 62,296.4) 2, 62-296.4)8, 62-296.470, 62•206.SOO, 62-296.5 12, 62-296.600 and 62-296.700, ~ .C. ;'fl

~ 0

Projecc: Stal.lonary SollfCC:S- Emistioo Sta:ncbrds

OGC No.: 18-12$9
J■ trod ut tion

TheDepmmcot is proposffll 10 clcimup <Mdatod and superseded proviaiotus, rq,eaJ lhe implementadoo or the olmllck
F cdaral C1eai, Air Interstate Rule, tf'ld e!:ttify ~

bty Available Cot1tr0I T edmology rtgulatioo.~

Ng;d for R~ Chuge

The pu!J)O&c oftlm nikmakiog Is

to~•

an ob901.ete and outdated rule, clarify Ute geographic secpo of lbe

Depanmcnt's Re8$oollbzy Available Control i ech1'1'.>I03Y (RACT) rules, and 10 comple1e misocJlnneous regulatory
cle:toop. SJ)C'ificaUy, tbc Diviidon i.ntcods to rcpcal .Rule 62-296.470, F.A.C., which bu been replaced by a dilri:rent

fodcraJ progtam; 1b m-h;e Rules 62-296.418, 62-296.300, ~296.600, and 62-296.700, f.A.C.• to $p(cifythe
caur:itie11 where lbe rules are appl>CoJ:,Jo; to revise Rule 62-296.◄ 12, F AC., to delete outdated provision3; Md to

revise Rule 62-296.$12, F.A.C., to ruio,..e a refenmc:e to a kSt method fora polhnaot that is nae tesuJated by rJie
rule,

Summar,. orRu1e AmcQdwnu
Tho specific rule amct1dnMe1U$ arc n.s fuUows:
RukN12mbe.T

Dttaikd ExpJ.anatio•

62· 296.412, F.AC.

Rule $1.1~tions62-296A 12(1), (2).. =xi (3), F.A.C., rcgu.lateairttlU$tliOlUI &om

pcrcblorocthyle:ne dty c.lea~ (11eilitics that bave not prtvi0'1Sly oo.mplied with the
1993 vcrsioo of 40 CFR ?art 63, Subpan M. Naiiooal Emission,; StandRrd for
Pcrdiloroetbylcnc Dty Cl,e3Din& Fncilities. 40 CFlt Patt 63, Subpart M is now fully
impkmei,tod 1111d bes Npcnoded aD reqtrl~ in ~

ons 62•296.412(1), (2),

~od (3), F.AC. Subse<:tio,n 62-296.412(5), F.A.C., wt!k:h spec,if,es pcn:b)oroetbyleoe
tesa melbod, AOd prooed'UfCS, bas also hcetl supet'K(lcd by 40 CFR Par1 63, Subplir1 M

aod wiU abo be deleted. Jhe title ofRule 62-296.412, F.A.C., will b e ~ from

''-Ory Cleanina Facilities" to ••Petroleum Soh'enl Ory Cleaning Facilities.. u tbe only
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dry-cleaning facility provisioos tha1 will remain are tbo$O ~ing pctrokwn

so"""1 d,yolealling.
62-296.418, F.A.C.

Revh1ion to rule subsiocti<,a 62-296,4)8(1). F.A.C. will list lbc affc<&cd ()Oll(lbCS subjoc:t
to bulk psoJioe pl&nt work practiee,s to reduce emissions of volatile organic compounds

(VOC), instead of refe:n:ncing Rule 62-204.340, F.A.C. Tbeprovisions ofRnle 62·

296.418, F.AC., will continue to remain in place to preven. bac:kilkling iDcreases of

cmissiom of voe.
62·296.470, F.A.C.

Rule62•296.470, F.A.C., JmpkmMi:sboo of the Federal Cleao Air f.nti.'1SWc ltl.lle will
be ttpca)od bceaUS& tbe federal Clean Air ln!bSlate Rule is oo looger applicable ask

bat J;«ii n:placed by the Cro~Stiue Ai.r PoUu:tioo Rulo (CSAPRi
62,.296.500, F.A.C.

R.ulc~1162-296.SOO(l)(a) ai:icJ (b)► F.A.C., will berevisooi.o:

•

Include a clarification ofwhat "exis.tin&" VOC-emjtting !acilities arc;

•

Remove ll)e refcn:oocs to ''aress dei,ign.t1od as tiir" quaJity maintenance aroas
for O%OOC W'ldtt Rule 111.!bsoction 62-204.340, F.A.C." and !liq,ly list t.bc
OOWllicti io which tbc ru.lcs apply; and

•

Clarify what I.he rule cliati00$ 62-212.4-00 a.od 62-212.SO) refer to, i.e.,
Pre\<et1tioo. ofSip.ificaut Deterioration and Prewostructi:ut Review of

Nomttainment Atea.~ respectively,
62-296.512. F.A.C.

Rulesu!nectioo 62-196.512(3), F.A.C.• will be rcmoV'Od because r. ,eferences a tesi
method for pardculaie m11ttcr. a polluuuu that i$ not reguJalcd by Rwe 62-2%..512,
F.A.C., whicll oontrob CJl'ljssi()n$ of ,vAl.ik organic oompounds fn>n.t cullxd; asph;th

plant>.
62-296.600, f .A.C.

Rulc .ub6oclioo 62·296,0VV\ J). F.A.c.. wiD be ttvisied co replace I refcrcooc to the
rq,eale<I CbaJMct 62-275, F.A.C., Air Quality Areas, to specify tbe ~ h i e area io
Hilbroroua,h County tbllt was oonattaitu»eti1 foe lead; aod to clarify "flat Is meat!( by

an MIi of influCllCC for the pQUulanl k:nd.
62-296.700, F.A.C.

Rule paragraph 62·296.700(1Xa), F.A.C., will be revised by cliuif)ing rule citatioos; by
elarifyinJ "''lwit is meant by an "exiszin&:" emissions unit; and by cluifyint

,.tat areas

2
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the PM RA.CT ruJc:5 apply 10, Le•• the attti that were io PM (TSP) air
quality mair11co11J1oe areas IIOd areas of intlue:tice (area$ witbin SO kilometers outside the

boundary ofan ait quality malnteoan<:e area.)

3
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OF MAT'EJUALS INCORPORATED
BY REFERENCE IN RIJLES FILED WITH THE OEPARTMENTOF STATE

l hereby certify pursuant I() Ruic I• 1.013, Florida Adm:inislnltive C~
(x) (I) That materials iocorponied by rtfetet1eie in Rule 62-296.SOO F.A.C. have been electroniclU)' fikd with
lbe Ocpanmcot of State.
( ) (2) That bociW$C lbcrc would be a violation offederal oopyrigbt Jaws if the !illbmitting aacncy filed lhc
incol'p()tated malt.rials dcserib«I below ekctroo.iCf.lly. n true and oomple<e paper cop)' of the incocponrcd materials

are attached to lhii cettifl e.uion for filiog. Paper cq,ic:s ofthe, inoorporatcd ma:teriak below may be obtaioc:d at die
ag_o:ncy by Hoel... :iddn::ss(es)nocation(s)J.
Lisi form t1umbet(11) and form 1hft(s). Or tilJe ordocumcn1(1) below:

Title of D<>eument
UniI.Cd State$ EPA. Procodu:re11 for Certifying QUMtity of VolatiJc Organic Coqx,UMS
Emitted by Painr, lnlc, and Other Coatings.; EPA-4SOl3•84-019, December 1984

Undttlbe provisiomo f ~ 120,S4(3)(e)6., F.S .. tbeattacbcd material(!i) takecffoct 20 days from the date filed

wil.h the Depa.nmen.t of State-, ot a latllr date 11., spceified in the ruk .

~
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S.nt:

Fl-Rules@dos.state.flus
Tuesday, June 11, 2019 1:46 PM

To:

Long.

Cc:
Subjoct:

flrules@dos.state.ft.us

lem

62· 296.500 Reference Material for Rufe Adoption Aoproved

Dear terril:
The reference material for rule adoption you submitted has been approved by the Administrative Code and Register Staff.
The approved material is available in the Review/ Modfy Ag en QI Reference Material list (Agency Main Menu page).
Rule Num~r: 62-296.500
Reference Num~r: Ref-10762; Reference Name: EPA 450 3-84-019

CIiek ~ to log In.
Administrative Code and Register Staff
Florida Department of State
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~

,470 lmple.me-ntation of Federal Clean Air Interstate Rule.
Definitions and Proviiiom Adopted by Reference.

(a) _

provi.:iom of 40 C.F.R. Part 96 cited within this rule are adopted md incorporated by reference in Rule 62-204.SOO,

F.A.C.

(b) For purp

of subsection 62-296.470(2), F.A.C., the t-enns ''CA:R NO~ allowance," "CAIR. NO~ Oz.one Season

allowance," "CA.IR N ); Ozone Season unit," "CAIR N~ unit," and "CAIR source" shall have the meanings given at Rule 622 10.200, F_.O..C.

(c) For purpose of the verb · application of the cited .:ubpart.: of 40 CJ .R. Part 96, a.: modified by the .rub.rtitute language
. ed ,..-i.tbin 40 C.F.R. Part 96, Subpart.: A.A, AAA, and AAA.A, shall apply, nith the

.:et forth in this rule, the iefinitions c

unden:tanding that, ,vhere context dictates,
the State of Florida, and th~ phrase "penni.tting

tenn "pennitting authority" .:ball mean the Department, the tenn "State" shall me.an
thority's title V operating permits regulations" shall mean Chapter 62-213, F.A.C.

\Vb.en ~d Ul the 40 C.F .R Part 96 substitute langu e rn forth in this rule thEterms "be:st a.•ailable conttol technology (BACI)"
and "biomass" iliaJl luve the meanings given at Rule 62-2 .200, F.A.C.

(2) 0rdm.
(a) Prior to submitting any CA.IR NO~ allowance allocations to
40 C.F.R. 96.143, the Department

;.h.al)

e A.dmiwsntor pUBuant to 40 C.F.R. 96.14l(a), (b), or (c), or

issue an admininrative order

ruant to

Chapter 120, F.S., to all CAIR s.ources giving

notice and oUPortunity for bearlll£ ,,i.tb rezard to the amount of CAIR NO~ llowances the Department intend.: to submit to the

'

Admininra.tor for each CAIR. NO~unit

(b) Prior to rubmitting any CA.IR NO~ Ozone Sus.on allowance allocation.: t the Administrator pursuant to 40 C.F.R.

96J41(a), (b), or (c), the Department shall iss.ue an administrative order to ii CA.IR.:

es giving notice and opportunity for

hearing nith regard to the amoun.t of CAIR Ozone Season allowance the Dei ~ent intends

rubmit to the Administrator for

uch CAIR NO, Ozoia S...On unit.

(3) CA.IR NO~ Annual Trading Program. Except as otherwise pro,;,ided herein, all provisions of the

Uowing s.ubparts of 40

C.F.R. Part 96 .mall apply \"'erbati.m. The pro,;isions of Subpart II, CA.IR NO., Opt-In Units, .mall not apply.
(a) Subpart A.tJ.., CAIRNO:,; Annual Trading Program General Pro\'lsions.
(b) Subpart BB, CAIRDesignated Repre.:entative for CAIR NO., Source;,

(c) Subpart CC, Permits.

'at

(d) Subpart EE, CA.IR NO~ Allowance Allocations, Pl9Yi4WJbit .rub.rtitutElanguage, as set forth below, !hall apply in lieu
the indicated provisions.
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In lieu ofta>e J.an.>wge at 40 CfR 96.14 l(a), rubnitute:
"By Oct er 31, 2006, the permitting authority n'lll wb::nit to the Administrator the CAJR NO~ allowance allocations, in a format
pracribed by

Administrator and in accordance n'lth sections 96.142(a) and (b), for the conttol periods iin 2009, 2010, 2011, and

2012."
2. ln lieu of the

eat 40 CfR 96.14 l(b), substltute:

"By October 3 1, 2009, an

tober 31 of each third year thereafter, the permitting authority will rubmit to the Administrator the

CAIR NO~aUo,,..~ allocation . in a format prescribed by the Administrator and in accordance nitb sectiom 96.142(a) and (b), for
the control period1s in the fourth, fi~

3. ln lieu ofta>e J.an.>wge at 40 CfR
"The baseline heat input (in ~

d sixth years after the year of the applicable deadline for rubmission tmd-er this paragraph."

.142(a)(l), substitute:

used n ·

e3pect to C.4.IR NO~allowance allocations under paragraph (b), of this rule, for uch

C.oUR NO~unit will be:
(I) For unia comm!llcing operation before Jamw) , 200 0: the average of the 3 highest amounts of the unit's adjusted control

period heat input for 2000 through 2004; for units commen · .. operation on or after January 1, 2000, and before January 1, 2007:

the anrage of the 3 higheri amounb o£the uwf1s adjwted coniro

riod heat input over the furl 5 calendar years following the year

in which the unit commenced operation, or the average of the 2 highe amounts of the unit•s adjth-ted control period heat input O\'er
the first 4 calendar years follo,,..ing the year in which the unit commenc

input over the fart 1 to 3 calendar years follov.ring the year in which the

peration, or the maximum adjurted control period heat
mmenced operation,. depending on the ma,cimum

number (l to 5) of such caJendar years of data available to the pellllltting autho ·ty for detennination ,of aUowance allocations
pu:r=-_uant to sectio:ns 96.14 l(a) or 96.14 l(b); ,..-i.th the adjusted control period heat input f,

each year calculated as follows:

(A) If the unit is 85 percent or more (on a Btu basis) b:i.omus-fired during the year

is rubject to best anilable control

technology (BACT) for NO,. emissions, the unit•s control period heat input for such year is multip ·
(B) If the unit

is coal-fired dW'ing the year, and not rubject to sub-wbparagraph (aX l)(i)(A) o

by 150 percent,
·s section for the year, the

unifs conhol period heat input for such year ls mulbplled by 1'00 percent,
(C) If the unit is oi.1-fired during the year, the unit•s control period heat input for such year is multiplied by

cent; and,

(D) If the unit i.s not subject to rub-subparagraph (a)(l)(i)(A), (B), or (C) of this section, the unit' s control peri.o heat input for
ruch year is multiplied by 40 percat.
(II) For units commencing operation on or after January 1, 2007: the a-v-erage of the 3 highest amowm of the unit' total
converted conttol period heat input onr the first 5 calendar ye.a.rs follo,,..ing the year in ,..-hich the unit commenced operation, or tli
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of the 2 highert amounts of the unit•s total connrted control period heat input onr the fir...t 4 calendar years following the
year · ,vhich the w'lit commenced operation, or the maximum total con,;,erted control period heat input O\·er the firrt 1 to 3 calendar
years fol

:-.-ing the year in ,..-hich the unit commenced operation, d,epend.ing on the maximum number (l to 5) ofruch calend.M years

of data a,;,ailaS

to the permitting authority for determination of allon.nce allocations punuant to section 96.14l(b).

(Ill) Notwiths

cling rub--sub-subP31agraphs (aX l)(l) md (II) of this section,. for my unit that is pmnane.ut}y retired md has not

operated during them

r~nt five-year period for which the pennitting authority has data upon which to ba;e allocations: zero

(0) ."
4. ln lieu of th, [m.o-u,g, at 4 CfR 96.142(a)(2)(i), substitute:

a unit'; rtatus as biomass-fired, coal-fired or oil-fired, for a calendar year under

"A wut•s control period heat input,
rubparagraph (a)(lXi) of this section, and a
section, will be determined in accord.an«

·t•s total ton; of NO~ emissions during a calendar year under paragraph (c)(3) of this
,..-i

part 75 of this chapter, to the extent the unit was otherwise subject to the

requirements of part 75 of this ch.apter for the year, o i\'lll be bned on the ben available data reported to the permitting authority for
the unit, to the extent the wut ,,..-as not othero'l;e subject to

e requirements of part 15 of this chapter for the year."

5. ln lieu of th, [m.o-u,g, at 40 C.F.R. 96.142(a)(2)(ii)(A),

brtitute:

"Except a.s provi ded in rub-subparagraph (a)(2Xii)(B) or (C) of
generator or generator; ;e.rved by the unit multiplied by 1,900 Btu/kV.

iection, the conttol period gross electrical output of the
· the unit is biom.as.;-fired (85 percent or more on a Btu

basis) for the year, 7,900 Btuil:\v'b if the unit is coal-fired for the year, or 6,6
for the year, and divided by 1,000,000 Bh.v'~
output of the generator

tu.1\:\Vh if the unit is not bioma;;-fired or coal-fired

provided that if a generator is s

,ed by 2 or more units, then the gron electrical

,..-ill be attributed to each unit in proportion to the unit•s ...hare

the t otal conttol period he.at input of ruch

units for the year;"

6. ln lieu of th, [m.o-u,g, at 40 CfR 96.142(bX I) , submtute:
"For each control period in 2009 and there.after, the permitting authority will allocate t o all CAIR N ,; units in the State that ha, ·e a
baseline heat input (as determined under P31ag:raph (a) of this ;ection) a totaJ amount of CAIR NOx aJlow
of the tons ofNO., emissions in the State trading budget under section 96.140 (e.'teept as provi ded in paragraph

ofthii section)."

7. ln lieu of th, [m.o-u,g, at 40 CfR 96.142(<)(1), substitute:
"The permitting authority will ertabli!h a separate new unit set-nide for each control period. Each new unit se-t-a;i

will be

allocated CAIR NO~ aJlo,,-ances equal to 5 percent of the 2lll0.1lJlt of ton; of N O~ emissions in the State trading budget under s

on

96.140, adjusted a.s necessary to ensure that the sum of all allocations made by the permitting authority does not ex~ ed the Stat
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lieu of th, lan.-wg• at 40 C.F.It 96.142(cX4)(iv), substitute:

"If the

unt of CA.IR NO:,; allowance; in the new unit set-aside for the control period is lus than the rum under subparagraph

(cX4)(U) of thl section, then the permitting aufhoritr wilJ a.llocate to each CA.IR NO., writ conred by an allowance allocation
requen acce-pted

r rubparagraph (c)(4Xi) of this section the amount of the CAIR NO~ allon.nce:s requested (as adj-u:.ted under

.rubpara.grapb (cX4)(i) o

section), multiplied by the amount of CA.IR N~ aUo,,..-an.ce in the new unit set-ui.de for die control

period, divided by the !UDl d

rmined mder subparagraph (cX4Xii) of this section, and rounded to the nearest whole allowance

using ruch rounding convention

aul:s in allocation of the precise number of allowances in the new unit set-aside."

9. ln lieu of th, lan.-wg• at 40 C.F

96.142(d), sub>titute:

·1t, after completion of the procedmes an

paragraph (c)(4) of this section for a control period, any unallocated CA.Ilt NO~

allo,vanca remain in the ne,..- unit set-aside for th

ontrol period, the permitting authority , ._ill allocate to each CAIR NO~unit that

,vas aUoca.ted CAIR N°" allowances under paragraph

), of this section,. an amount of CAlR NO., allo\vances equ.a1 to the total

amount of ruch remaining unallocated C.i!lJR NO., allow

es, multiplied by the unit's allocation under paragraph (b), of this

.;ection, divided by 95 percent of the amount of tons ofN~

· ns in the State trading budget under section 96.140, and rounded

to the nearest whole aUowance using web rounding cotr,tention th

rerults in aJJocation of the precise nwnber of ;a)Jo,,.-ances

remaining iu the new unit .;et-aside."'

10. In lieu ofthe language at 40 CFR96.l43(a), substitute:
"The pennitting aufhoritr wilJ establi..h a separate compliance supplement pool fo

e coutro) period in

2009 and wll allocate

C.oUR NO~ allowances equal to 8,335 tons to ruch pool. These allowances are in additio to the CAIR NO., allowances allocated
under section 96.142."

11. In lieu of the language at 40 CFR96.143(b), rubrtitute:
"For any CAIR NO., unit in the State, if:he unit's average annua1 NO., emission rate for 2007 or 2008

1

less than 0.25 ~

and, where such unit is included in a NOt averaging plan under section 76.1 1 of the chapter under the Acid

· Program for ruch

year, the unit's NO~ averaging plan bas a::1 actual weighted average NO~ emission rate for ruch year equal to or Jes than the actual
,veigbted av erage NO., emission rate for the year before such year and if the unit achiens N~ emission reductions

2007 and

200S, the CAIR designated representative oftbe unit may reque$t early reduction credits, and allocation ofCAIK N~ ;allo,

from the compliance $up.plement pool un:ler para.graph (a), of this section,. for such early reduction credits, in accordance ,,-itb
following:"
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In lieu ofthe language •• 40 C.F.R.. 96.143(bX2), substitute:
"The C

designated representative of such CAIR NO,. unit ;ha)} submit to the pennitti.ng authority by May 1, 2009, a request, in a

fomut spe ·

by the permitting aufhoritr, for allocation of an amount of CAIR N~ allowances from the compliance rupplement

pool not exc

e rum of the unit's heat input for the control period in 2007 multiplied by the difference (if any greater than

zero) bet ween 0.25

&,"'!',...., and the unit•s N O,. emission rate for the control period in 2007 ptus the unit' s
lied by the difference (if any greater thm zero) between 0.25 Ui~

rate for the control period in 2

heat input for the

and the unit's NO., emission

detennined in accor~ with rubpart Fili of this part and ,..-ith the sum divided by 2,000 ~/ton

and rounded to the nurert ,vhole n

of tons as appropriate."

(e) Subpart FF, CAIR. NO, Allowanc

rackmg System.

(f) Subpart GG, CAIR NO., Allo,vance T

fers.

(g) Subpart HH, ~fonitoring and Reporting.

(4) CAIR SO: Trading Program. All provisions

the follo,..-ing subparts of 40 CFR Part 96 ;hall apply nrbatim. The

provisions of Subpart III, CAIR S0 1 Opt ln Units., sh3.ll not a ly.
4

(a) Subpart AA.A, CAIR SO: Trading Program Gene.ra1 Pro\• ons.
(b) Subpart BBB, CAIR Designated Representative for CA.IR SO1 ources..

(c) Subpart CCC, Pe!Dllh.
(d) Subpart FFF, CAIR. SO, Allowance Trackmg System.
(e) Subpart GGG, CAIR. SO: Allowance Transfers..
(I) Subpart HHH, Monitoring and Reporting.

(5) CAIR NO~Ozone Season Trading Program. Except as othm\lise provided herein, all ovisions of the following rubparts of

40 C.F.R Part 96 shall apply verbatim. The provisions of Subpart IIlI, CA.IR N~ Ozone Season

-In Units, ;hall not apply.

(a) Subpart AA.AA, CAIR NO~Ozone Season Trading Program Gene.ra1 Provisions.
(b) Subpart BBBB, CAIR Designated Representative for CAIR NO~Ozone Season Sourc~.

(c) Subpart CCCC, Pennits.
(d) Subpart EEEE, CAIR NO:,; Ozone Season Allo\vance Allocations, P1PXi41dJN.t su~titute language, as set fo

belo\Y, shall

apply in lieu of the indicated provisions.

I. In lieu of the lan.'ll>!e at 40 C.F.R.. 96.341(•), rubrtitute:
"By October 31, 2006, the permitting authority
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fomut prescribed by the Administrator and in accordance nith sectiom 96.342(a) and (b), for the control periods in 2009, 2010,

201 ,

d 2012."

2. ln ·,u of the Jm.,wge at 40 CfR 96.34l(b), substitute:
"By October

2009, and October 31 of each third year thereafter, the permitting authority will rubmit to the Administrator the

CAIR NO,. Ozone eason allo,..-mee aUocations, in a fonn.at prescribed by the A.dmuustrator md in accor<lance ,..-ith sections
96.342(a) and (b), for tli control periods in the fourth, fifth,. and sixth years after the year of the applicable deadline for submission
under this paragraph.,.,
3. ln lieu of the Jm.,wge at

CfR 96.342(a)(I), substitute:

"The baseline beat input (in ~
this section for each CAIR NO.: Ozone S

with r~ect to CAIR N~ Ozone Sea.son allowance allocations under paragraph (b) of
unit ,,..;n be:

(I) For units commencing operation before

· l, 2000: the average of the 3 highest amounts of the unit"s adjusted control

period heat input for 2000 through 2004; for units c
the anrage of the 3 highest amount; of the unit's adjwt

cing operation on or after Jmuary 1, 2000, and before January 1, 2007:
ntrol period heat input over the firrt 5 calendar years following the year

in which the unit commenced operation, or the average of the

st am.ounts of the unit•s adjurted control period he.at input O\'er

the first 4 calendar years follo,,..ing the year in which the unit co

enced operation, or the maximum adjurted control period heat

input over the firrt 1 to 3 calendar years following the year in which

unit commenced operation,. depending on the maximum

number (l to 5) of such c.aJendar years of data available to the pelllllttin_ utbority for detennination of allowance allocations
pu:r=-_uant to ;ections 96.34l(a) or 96.34 l(b); ,..-ith the adjusted control period he.at

for each year calculated u follows:

(A) If the unit is 85 percent or more (on a Btu basis) biomass.fired during the / ear and is rubject to best anilable control
technology (BACT) for NO,. emissions, the unit•s control period heat input for such year is

tiplied by 150 percent;

(B) If the unit is coal.fired dwing the year_, and not subject to paragraph (a)(lXi)(A) of ·s section for the year, the unit's
control period he.at input for such year is multiplied by 100 percent;
(C) If the unit is oil. fired during the year_, the unit's control period beat input for such year is multiplie ~ · 60 percent; and_,

(D) If the unit is not rubjed to paragraph (aXIXi)(A). (B)_, or (C) of this section, the unit's control perio heat input for ru.ch
year is multiplied by 40 percent
(II) For units commencing operation on or after January 1, 2007: the average of the 3 highert amowm of the

· ' s total

converted conttol period heat input O\·er the first 5 calendar years follo,,..ing the year in ,..-hich the unit commenced operation, r the
average of the 2 highert amount; of the unit•s total connrted control period heat input °'·er the fir...t 4 calendar years folJowing
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ar in ,vhich the writ commenced operation, or the m.aximum total converted control period heat input O\·er the tint 1 to 3 calendar
years

llo,..-ing the year in ,..-hich the unit commenced operation, depending on the maximum number (l to 5) of .ru.ch calewhr years

of data a;; · able to the permitting authority for det ermination of a.llow.ance allocations punua.nt to section 96.34l (b) .
(III) Norn

ta.nding s:ubparagra.phs (a)(lXi) and (U), of this section, for any unit that is permanently retired and bas not

operated during the

0$t r~nt five-year period for which the pennitting authority has data upon which to bne allocations: zero

(0) ."

4. ln lieu oftlu Jm.o-u,g•

40 C.F.R. 96.342(a)(2)(i), robniMe:

"A unit•s control period heat inpu and a. unit•s n atus a.s biomass-fired, coaUired or oil-fired, for a calendar year. under paragraph
(aXl )(I) of this section, and a unit's t

tons of NO~ emissions during a. control period in a ca.lendar year under para.graph (c)(3) of

this section, will be determined in accord

e with part 75 of thii chapter, to the extent the unit was othernise subject to the

requirements of part 75 of this ch.apter for the ye

or n'lll be bned on the ben available data reported to the permitting authority for

the unit, to the extent the unit ,,..-as not otbero'l;e subj

to the requirements of part 75 of this chapter for the year."

5. ln lieu oftlu Jm.o-u,g• at 40 C.F.R. 96.342(a)(2)(ii) • , robnitute:
"Except as provi ded in para.graph (a)(2)(Il)(B) or (C), of this s

generators served by the unit multiplied by 7,900 Btu/kWh if the

·on, the control period gross electrical output of the generator or

·1 is biomass-fired (85 percent or more on a Btu basis) for the

year, 7,900 Btuil::\1/l l if the unit is coal-fired for the year, or 6,675 B tu.I\:
and Wvided by 1,000,000 Btu/~

provided that if a genera.tor iis sen::ed

if the unit is not biomass-fired or coal-faed for the year,
or more units, then the gross electrical output of the

generator n'lll be attribut ed to each unit in proportion to the unit' 3 share of the t

control period heat input of such units for the

r ear;"
6. ln lieu ofth,

Jm.o-u,g• at 40 C.F.R. 96.342(b)(l), substitute:

"For each control period in 2009 and thereafter, the permitting authority will allocate to all

NO:,; Oz.one Season units in the

State that have a b neline he.at input (a.s detemlllled under paragraph (a), of this section) a total amo

of CAIR N O., allo,,.-a nces

equal to 95 percent of the tons of NO~ emissions in the State tra.di:ng budget under section 96.340 (ucept

provided in paragraph

(d) of this section)~"

7. ln lieu oft!,,

Jm.o-u,g, a! 40 CTR 96.342(c)(I), substitute:

"The permitting authority ,vill ertab1ish a. separate niew unit set-uide for each control period. Each new unit se-t-a;i

n'lll be

allocated CA.IR NO:,; Ozone Senon allo,, ~ s equal to 5 percat of the a.mount of tons ofN O., emissions in the State trading

"'et

under sec.ti.on 96.340, adj usted a.s necessary to ensme that the .rum of all allocations made by the permitting authority does no
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jibe

&.

Sbte t:ra.dlwg budg,et."

]ieu of

e

hm.,,~e at 40 CJF..R.. 96.342(c)(4)(iv), s111bsrittite :

"If
Dru sectio,n, then

illowJ.lllce ;alloe:;a.ti.on

~Bql!L

e,

acat e to each CAIR NO. (}z.one Seasolil l!llli~ oovered by a

permitting ,a.ufnority 'l\iill

accep ,ed ~ r p;ll"J!ID",a.ph (c:)(4)(11), of th.is. !!".eetlon,, the a.mmmt of , · e CA]R NO. Oz.one Sea.w

illowJ.lllcES requested (as adji.me mi.der Sill_b,..,nb~.mbp;;ragraph. (c)(4}(1) of this secc,ti.on),, nm1ti.plied by · e amoum: of CA.IR NC

Ozon.e

~

our.:m.ce!>

m the

ne:11

·t ~t-aside for

e;ace;t 11 :ole allowance 1.ISll'.li.§ such rounding com,enti.on that remlts i.

subparagraph (c:)( )(II), of this sectio ,. ~ :ro ·
alloc:ati.on ,o fthe pre;::isenumiber ,□.fallowJ.lllCES :W. the ,

9. Im ]ie,1.1 of

e

e comrol period, di ·ided by the sum detenni.ned tmder !!iuh-s111I:

.Ji

mm set-aSi.de."'

hm.,,~e at 40 CJF..R.. 96.342(,d), subs.ti

e:

"If, a.ft:er comp etion of fhe proc:edmes undH pa.rag1ap (c:)(4),
Ozone Sl!.a!!Oll 101,ranc:es :r,f!lilil.a!m in flie
NO~ Ozo

e Sear5 □

ill:ew

this sec:ti.o.n, for a c:omro period., .my l!lm!l!loc:ated. CAIR NC

umt set-aside for the c,o:,n

eriod., the p ~ ,a.llfhority ,llill alloc-2te to eadh.CA.II

unit that· 11i.ras allocated CAIR. NO~ Oza e Sear;o

C...i\JR JO Ozo: e Se-ason aJ.lowa,nce5 ,equal. to ·

-e,

C

total ammmt of Slich :r,em2ining

mmltiplied hy the mriit' s al!l!o cili□,n mider paragraph (b), of Uris ~on,, di"i.:-i.d.!d by 9..: perce,nt ·, flie awmmt of tons. of r0;, E!lifil!!-SWll

in the Srafe tnding bud.get und.e.r !!ieelion. 96.340, and niunded to ti!J.e ne;;irest whole ;illo'lnlilce
results in alloea.ti.on of the pr~e ill.umber of,i llow=e.; i-emaiPtJ;ng m

e

new nni~ set-aside.."

(e) Subpart ifiiFFF, CAIB.. NO. Ozo:,ne Seasolil ft~rie Tradk:i!lllg Syg-1,em.
(f) Subpart GGGG, C.l!JR N O. Ozo::ne Seasolil AllOWJ.lllce TraPtJ5fers.

(g) :S11bpa.rt HIDill, Mooiif:oring and Reporlmg,
R : i i l ~ .A,uth.iJJ'fzy 403. 061. 4i)3JJ[jJ FS. Law JmplemsP!tie.d 403.f)3i, 403. 061,. 403.()fJJ FS. HistlJr,r_

8'1V

9-4'-06, .Amtmdfid4-1-0 , llJ-t...OS.

62-296.470 Implementation of Federal Clean Air Interstate Rule.
Rulemaking Authority 403.061, 403.087 FS. Law Implemented 403.031, 403.061, 403.087 FS. History–New 9-4-06, Amended 4-107, 10-6-08, Repealed 8-14-19.
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Rule Amendments – Effective November 5, 2020

fLORIDA DEPARTMENT of STAT~
LA1'lll, II, LEB

DEIAIITl8

Oovemor

Secretary of State

()cl,)ber 16, 2(120

N.West~>ry
AssiSWll Deputy Genmal Counoel
Depar1ment o' Environmenlal Protection
Office ofdte General Counse,,l

3900 Comrooowwth Blvd.
Tallahassee, FL 32399
Attention: Joy Cottrell

Dear Mr. Oregory:
Yow- adoptiot package for Rules 62-296.401, .403, .406, .408, .409, .410, .414, .415, .417, .511, F.A.C.

wu received, electronlcally, by the Florida Department of State, Administrative Code and Register at 8:58
a.m. oo October I6, 2020. After review, it appean that the package meets starutory !Oquiremenrs aod those
of Rule 1-1.010, F.A.C. Md is deenoed med for adoption at the time received, as indicated above. The
effective date is November S, 2020.

Sincerely,
Ernest L. Reddick
Program Administrator

ELR/og

R. A. On.1 BuJ'.141.q • 500 South BrollO'QClt, 8treet •

Talia--•• ftortda

32399-<DSO

T• t.pho»e: (850) 2415-6270
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Ernest L

....,,,

Cottrell, Joy <Joy.CottreU@dep.state.fl.us>
Friday, October 16, 2020 8."33 AM
Admtnlstrrti~ Codt
Stevens, Chad R..; Gregory, West Read, Hastings; Reddick, Ernest L

Sent
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Cfftiflcation P1c:bgt • Rulo 62·296. FA.C.

Attadwntnts!

Certification Pac:bge_62-296.pdt; Coded Ru»_62•296.docx

~

-

EMAIL RECEIVED l·ROM EXTFRN,\L SOURCE
The att.acftments/llnks In '111s message have beeo scanned by Proofpolnt.

GoodMomlne,
P1use find 1tt1chtd correspondence for filing regardin& the Department's certtfication package for rule 62-296, F.A.C.

A hard ropv of the attached lnfonnatlon will be malled to the 0ep1rtmem: of State for review.
Th1nkyou,

Joy

Q
•

Joy Cottrell
AoOda of &Mroom<!nal Pro:ectlon
Office of General counsel
Admln!Strattve AsslStant n

Jov,Cnttren«Meo me fl us

I

Office: 850.245.2282
Fax: 850.245,.2298

Customer
Service
Survey
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......,

IOS& R. OLIVA

GALVANO
Pr11ldnt
nt& FLOllOA LtGJliLATI.Ill

JOINT ADMINISTRATIVE

PROCEDURESCOMMITI'EE

-

....... u... ~ 0 -1,
lkep-lUM 1:111 CNI~ VIM CMlr
.se.tw,
... er.

.....u ......,

.........
A.-. , Ah.,._,,.
..,_.IM
~-A,._
.,._.,..-r..,.,c...,.
. . .!#lhllllhffy

~ ! M Q i l c l y , ...

...,_..IM Nllb' lt:udltl•

-.-~O:,t!J.........,.
lbift1Hdllll>I JUH...,

CERT I FICATION
Dt-partmcnt:
Aaucy:
RuleNo(s):
FJle Control Noi

Oeprtment of Environmental Protec:tlon
62-296.401, .403, .406, .408, .409, .410, .414, .415, .417, .511
182405

As required by subpara.graph 120.S4(3)(c)4 F.S., the Join1 Administrative Procedures Committee
hc,.by certify mat

.0

Tiwte were no ,n atcrial and timely written comments or written inquiries made on
behalf of the ocmmittcc regarding the above listed rul-c; or

The adopting agency has responded in writina: to all material and timely written
comments or ~itten inquiries made on behalf of the eom.mittcc regarding the above
Listed ruJes.; or

0

The adopting agency bu not responded in writing co all m1.1erial a.nd timely wrinen
comments or Yoritten inquiries made on behalf of the Commjttee regarding the above
Usted rules.
Certi6ea1ion Date:JJlll.la020
This eertlficatlon expires after. IOQQ(l020
Certlfylng Attorney: Jamie Rm al

NOTE:

0

The above urrtfl,dndet inc/oul, materi<>u fncorporared by refer,nc,,

181

TM abow certified rule.s do not fncJude maltrlals fircorporaltd by nfenr1",
F~ IJp,aWI IIIWJ'JOI
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RI DA DEPARTMENT OF

Env ronmental Protection
Boll Mlrtlntz Olnter
2600 ill lrStDnt Ro■d

...

_.,...

Slffli:IIJ'

Tel111111111111, Fl.32399·2400

Octobct 16. 2020

Mr. Fm.est R.eddlck
ProgJam Admlinistrator
Adm.in.istmti'¥e Code and Register
500 Somli Bmnough Street, Room 101
Tallaluissee, Flori.da 32399-0250

Re:

Cerfilkation Package for Rules 62T296.401. 62-296.403, 62-296.406, 62-2915.408,
62·296.409, 62·296.4 l O. 62-296.4 l4, 62·296.41S, 62-296.4] 7, mid 62-296.511,
F.A.C.
OOCNo: 19-1188

Altached is the certification. package for Rules 62-296.401 1 62-2%.403 1 62-296.406, 62296.4!08, 62-2.96.409, 62-296.4 lOJ 62-296.4 14, 61-296.41 :5 ~ 62-296.417, and 62-296.5 I 11
F.A.C. I 1m the attorney handling the mle and my telephrute .Dl!lmber :i! (S:S0)-24S-2931,
or :west, gegogy@Floridaqep.gqv. and mailing address is Departm.eol of En.vi.ro.tlment&l
Protection, Office of Oeneml Coumel, MS 3 :5, 3900 Commo.nwealth Blvd.• TBil.lahassee,
Florida 32399-JOOO. The program staff person is Hastings Read, '1mO may be reached at
(850) 717-90l7 or hastinas,read@FIQJ'idm,aov. and mailing addr,eiss is Depa:nment of
EuvironmmtaJ Protection, Florida Coastal Office, MS 5,500, 2600 &b Marti.n.sz Center.,

T~lah~, Flori~ 32399-4'(!00.
Sincerely,

v~/~
N. West Gregory
AstisWJ'f Depu{)' ~ Counsel
NWO/tl
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OF .D.EPAATMENT OF .ENYIRON.MEN'fAl P.RO'TEC'JlO};l
ADMIMSTRATIVE IUJLES FU.ED wmf11fE DQA.RTMENT OFSiAffl

[x] (l) That all sl:alutol!)" rulemakl.r:\s niqllirremm1ts orOhst"tt!i' 110, ll'.S., and all Mml.kmg ~et'!lll ofl(lte

Department ofSf.Bk hm: bccrl CODJ;Nicd witb; mdl

by tftis urt:ificmoi:1; ~

[x] (3) All rub::11 wvCRd h)' lhia oerti6wion ..:i rued witlrl.a clliC p.n:sm"bed -.no Jimitati11m ots~
L20.S4(3Xe). F.S. They are filed not Lea tball 21 «iay.t ait«rthe :notice-reqtilred by Sedioo ll0.:54(l}(a), F.S.., and

[ J (■)

I]

Arc filed oot more Ihm 90 days. after cbc a ~ w

(b) Aro t'lled mon ttwi 510 da)'S du 1hc rnotion, blrt Mt rno:ro ftum l§O day! a.ttr. th.Cl a.dmir.1tttralivc law judg,n

fil=-51 the :fiml onh:r wiln 1tu, i:lm; gr Wltil 60 daya, ■ftcr 111,bacquan iu,dKlial nMe'IIY ia ~mplCCCi or
(~] (e) Art filed mc,,e than ~O day.s 1k the ootice, but mot ltst th.an 2 l d&yg nor·more dwl 4S ~ from the date

of p11bJicati011 ofdw ooCKJC of mimJe; or
[ ] (d) An filed mDNI than go day!I aftn the Mlicc, but mot less 1han l4 iror .mare tlum 4-5 daye a.flu 1hc
al{ioummcnl 0f ttlci fm■J pu.'blio ltcari:q im 'Im, 1111Li;,; or

[ ] (e) Are filed llll()re 1llu 90 d&)'t ailN t!te ll'Otice, 'bcrt wlthim 21~ sfttt the date i , f ~ of di ~.la!

llllti:xJrimd tr;1 be lllihnitto.t·mtile helrma;; 0r
[ ] (t) Are flied mMe: 1hsn 90 days aficr the rnotict., but within 21 days afut- 1bc dBic 1hc 1raJUaipt W&ll rm::dved by

[ ] (I) An filed! not moN than !!10 days ll!ftm ~ DOlicc, rurt ineluidmg days 1he adoption ofthe rule 'Wa5. pa11por11:d

tbil0Wllli noli:iicalioo fivm di,: Jo:iat Ad.minirtntm: Procedumi Qunmitto:: 'dtat 11111 obj~ 1o UK: rule wu 'bo1Ri

rowi:r cost l'llgu}mlry al'lmWive to I propo!Dd rule ie mblll.itm;I which 5111mtmtially 11Ccomplmbca tlM: objcctir,u of
Ille 111.w being .imp!emerited~ or
[ ] { i) ~ fUcd moR than 90 d■)'I after the lliOCwc, bllt withiD 21 dt,y1, afta' l ~IEQI)' il~ve ii, oficredl by

the Small Bll3inm11 Regubmll')' Ad'r'iaary Committee..
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are the or{ainal md two copies of the Nia cowred by tllil ccrti6catlon. 1be rule is hereby adopted by
the undertigned l;gtDCy by and upon its 51ina with the Oepartmer, ofS~c.

Rule Nos.
62-296.40)

62-296.403
62-296.406
62·296.408
62-296.◄09

62-296.4)0
62-296..414

62-296.417
62,.296.SI I

Under tbe provision ofSecd on l20,S4(J)(e)6., F.S"' the Nie takes efm:t 20 dlys &om lhe date filed with the
Department of Slate or • later elate a MIi out below;
Effective: - ~ ~ ~ - - - ~~(moalb)
(doy)

~

Chadwick R. StC\'Cnt
Chief Deputy General Coonse.I

Nwnbcr of "8ca Ccrtiriod
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ATION OF RULE nu; VIOLATION OF WHICH IS A MINOR VIOLATION
CERTIFICATION

P\lrwant to Scotioo I 20.69S(2Xc)l, Florrb Sc.t\ttcs., I certify u agency bead, as defined by 9tCCion 20.0!(l)(b),
P1orkia Statuta, that:

[XJAll rules covered by this oertific1cioo arc noc nilcs (he violation of which would be • minor vioJation pursuanc to
Section 120.69S, F.S.
( ) The followlt1g pans of the ni.les coveted by !hit ccniricatlon have ~ deNgn~ as rula the viol•ion ofwbi.dl
would be• minor violltion pum11nt to Section 120.69S, F,S.:
RulcNo(a).

Rulos cov«Od by this certlflcl,Q(lfl:
62-296.AOl
62-296.403

,2.m .406
62-296,408

62-296.409

62-296AIO

62-296.417

62-296.SI I

Signaruroof Agency Holli
Title

Fonn: DS-FCR-6
Ruic 1-1.0IO(lXf). F.A,C,; effoctivc J0-17
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·296.401 lociricrttors.
(I) No chang~

(2) Ex.istirr, i.ociricraton,, «her tli,n those which arc opcrucd or \lliliud for the disposal or trtem:1cnt ofbio-Jogk:al
w~ with • ctiara.ina raw eqllll co or a,eatet dlac SO tons per city Fall comely with the fntlnwins m;nrimnm11

for

tbc p.•rp08CI of th.ii subeoctioo, 111. :m,tiq., iocil'lc:ruor'' is an mc:i:nentor which \lf1liS in exi tag in31r.stl9~or

wider Q:lnstn,c:tion or had rcoci\ ed ! nenajt to bo.. in cooslrUctiorl r rior IIO Janu.1/'\· 18 Im.
(1) through (d) No change.

0) New mcmemors, other lflan dlose whic;,h are opcratod or utiti.Rd for the di:spoal or tnlltmcnt ofbio-Jogkal

wute, wlth a chargil'tg rate equal to or greater thatl 50 tons per day lbtl! oomrtv whb thC: fel!owkla requlrflnXola fgr

rM PWPPi'i£1 20fli1 s1h1;crioo , :::OCW iocinqmn:: it IDY iodnmt2r olhq Ihm 10 "eistils iosiocnu:r"' "dmqibed

forthrruma11110Cct t •62~296.40h21 f.A.C.
(1) duoogh (d) No chong<.

(,4)NoWnge.
(5) H.amt:n CrunatoriQ..
(1) lh,oogh (b) No chaog~

(c) Opcming Tcmpcmw-c,.
1. New Units, The owner Ot operator of any P,OJ. n-.d new crematory unit which submhs either I compf.ote

'f)plicatioo fof a pcm.ii to ~IIW'l the new IIQll or an initial air gcocral pcnnit repm8.tioo f-or the new unit to tbc
l>epar1nw.nt 0l'I or afw AugUSI 30, 1989, shall provide design caleufatlons to canflnn a sufficient volume in the

accoir1darychambcr ccmbustion zoo.ctoprovidc forat leat a 1,0 liCCO(ld g:a ruidcnoc Cimc at l800dcgrces F.abN:nhctt.
Thlt Information shall be provided to the Depa:tm.cn1 with tba air coltt!Nctlan permh appllca!ion or air piertl permit

rcgiJlnrtioo form for the propotcd new unit.~• nNai ap11Ntg
1:81'11 lhell l! I B 11511 '11M E'410 ....... N

IM11& Q 8:Yglt&'III ... 88111 •1M1tall ,,a Ill I

pftllllf) 1hwlnr 11111111111h elM!'IIU al!lai,J 11111 h

lldhp&.11@1Bf!h

~ ;9(

191(j~Ee);Jy

••,wa•• ,u~111n1 •ll"J Mam•ar nM•Llff8M

I

ti: •ll"IIIUi111 lhil ..,ilil■ o11 tim1 Bnnpl y pre ·i!ed i.e.

r •.S., arel!M8efl iR ill• ,-i·Mu,

ahlll lm n~IM!lfien une 11 pa 11u,1i111('11111 • •

in It a p • 81) ehlli • I °DI

1

IIMM•• 5hall eeE 1!1911'1 llflhu ltla me llM,t;

ti a 1,,00 ••• au NI> 1 h1il

a n, ut,al oosmtine trnJPSBPltc oftbr eococdFYrhunbq rnrn!nn:tim mac ebaU bsno In, thao 1600 dtgrtt9
EahRabcit tbro~

oml"'t1tloa r roCHS io !he r dono cbMDhe:t Jhe cdnno d:wnb.cund SIIICk...YOIWllcuh&ll
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be used iD calcu!atina this mi4:ost limo
b. Remain, shall not be k>.!4od kito the- rir1llbn dwnber umil the aecor\Jun chamb« combus-jon zone
tamrnun ii ~ 1Wll to or o:caut tb.n 1,600 QC;!rces Fahreftheit

2. BairtWa Uni:11,

The

owner or opmecxr of any cnmltO')' unit for which eon.uructlon began or for which a

comptetc applicarioo for a permit to CONIJ'U(:I was received b)' the Dq,anma,1 prior IO Augwt JO. 1989, aha.II mainuin
the 1ct\lal oporatina: lempcraMe ofthe IC:QOOdary c:hambcr combustioo zono at oo k:sa dum 1,400 degrees fa!lrenhett

throughout the cambuttlon pnx:eu tn the primary diambtt. RRPains shall not be loaded into the primmycbwhca:

inil the JOOOOd..1 0 chamber c:unbuatioo zooo mtpcrature ii o.3ual to or g.,eatcr !hen J,400 ~ £\." Ill FWW)heit.
0-.Mlen !ft Ille priM8f) el!.,.li• •II 11ot l1111N1_.1,., lh• u1u1da,y oMll• •m~wllt!iea Nrt• •,-IINro is 1q11al

le er pee._, IMA: J,409 ii&geea J.ahf1Nu1i1.
(d) Allowed Materials. HumL1. crematory 1.1n.it1 ,ha1.I cremate only !un.an or fetal remains with appropriate
coobrilW!rl. Tbc: mneinl may bec!oW. The contamta'S shall OOfltain no mon,; dlan OJi percent by weigbc c:llorinaled

plastic:t u demonstBted by the mmufac:turer's di.ti abcet. If contaiocn aR inc:i:ncnted. doc:umcntation lrom the
manuf11ctwu ccrrifying that they m composed ofO.S percent or leas by weight ctilorinaced ptas1ics shall be bpi on•

file at the site for che du.ration of t1cir u,e and for at IC&St mill ~ )'Ql'I after their \l9C. No ochet material,
im:lu,Ji,ig billlncd.ical WUCtl u dert.n cd in rule 61·2l0.2.00, P.A.C., Wlllll bill hwim::,1'tl:d.

(e) Equipment Maintenance. A.LI human CN1matory units shall be m.ai.ntained in proper ~l:lrking order in
aoc«daoce with the mm.ir.ctum', 4>CCifications to

tllS'llre

the integrity and efficiency of the ~lpment U..

-••Mi,, iw-Jt.eel'IMiN 6 •'-•Matte,.... "'--tfiey .,.mete.iey ef lh• -..11i41 th• IIIM• dlall lietah• 8111 erNl'l'i ...

'Ne JIM8ft et.It 119. 8f

,.iw, tile

1t111ili IMII b6111N!W1it!N •

\1111 efM Wlil: .a1

ii Ml .....,,.... er N~iistM: R,eptif ....,...,.•II ~

.,,i.. r., .. l1w,1 w, 1 Y'"' It. writ11,11 plM ,,~Iii 1p1Ntifti p,elilldw KlrelWtl,,p, !iho.dllewR

ll'lii l'!lalfi,,:,el;i,M ehHh ••111-~\IM ,a,g 81 ll'l&ie11ied 1M feYEl'i'i'ld.

w_,,

dleae ...... WI lilltl'• IIWMN

lhelllile epetMN willllap,ep••it tt f.il!il ,a1ie, lr1t:i111111it.. lNl,,,.,.aie1t"""''' Aui,W1. .R.,;MiHehtil8t•Aw1Ur

flrittkN If l1111t lftll Niq 108 1,lftffft& 11!.i:ft IIHI ti:Nlt't4 Ytillfl Wlfflftflid 'ey UH •,istil 1111111M,
I. Jfa c;rematQI'\ wut eottt:alns adefect tlW affilcts tho lnt.o.•dh

or dfJC5mc::\ oftbe unil !ht !WI &ball be takm

{l.utoUec.v..l<l!I',

2.. No Rtts00 ,mn uae gr pgmh dte usufthlt MAIi until .lz has be«! tept.idd, er adWltod..
} A'\\t-ittai rtan wttti <irer:-tin; rroeedurn for Jlart\.l'I, shutdown and maUlmction 0Ce1cb mm1~,n mit 1baU

2
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fotl&ntecld 1rin&Jho,e_eym1S.
◄.

Each unit's luncrs &ball be or,crated with a NQ!lfr'_air.10=_1]1~tlo~Jtd'le-Wlit .so tlk>ws lhe bwn«s' ftame

cbmmriukl ahaU be vilw.lh Qbo;kql 1t lcnoo® dm:in:! ~ nil.shift end 14.iusted wileo ~an-ao4ed.tn:Jhe
'lilu&lchccks.

S. Rop,1ir l'Cl00rdt \'" all crv1111ton Wlltl ahall be maintained onaite for ct lea&1 fivo fS) \ C811,
(f) Test Mecbod3 and Proco&ues. AJI embilor,s tact ~ e d pul1Ull\t to lli.e ~i.ranc:Dts or this 1ubtectio.n

lihaJI comply with cbe followin$ requimnents.. AU EPA ~&n:nce test methods arc ducnlled LO 40 Cf'R. Part 60,
Appendices A-2 throush A-4, adop4ed and lncorpomed by re~rence at nilo 62-204.800, f'.A.C.

l. through 5. No cban,e.
(a) No change.
(b) """ucncy orTe,ting.
I. The OWl'let or opermr oflf'ly lluman crem.aiory lln.lt Ltllng an air g,rneral pennlt shall have• visi'bJe cmisioot

11111:faoBIAH test oondlJCtod iir •foi&illl• 11Missie1M oo Jct,cr than sixt,Y (60) thirly E]Q) days aft« the: unit commencas

loitia1 Ol)er&:lao. and annually thereafter.
2. through 3. No change.
(i) Contirwous Monitoring Requirement,, E.adl crem~ Wtlt shall be equipped and opcntod with• continuous

monitor to ~ temperature .r the point or bcyood where 1.0 secood ps reridcoce time is obcaincd in the ncondary

chamber combusdoo zone in aecordance wiL'li the manuf':acl'uter's lnscructloos. I• ldillili•IIJ •h a,11111MFJ 111111i,
WIMllllad ,ftar FaW!.la,y 1, 'JQQ;I, !!hall II•·~"'"'' Md e,..... v.ilh I peUv!Mt Menikwiflg ......11'1 kl Mall'IMi•lif

eeeel eemiiHIMlft Null Ml ee,111""'411111 l,i alelh ep--",• rnr:nr9M Sweh ,,..1M<._aU Ill, NUMl4i4 .. cwtill
1eJt11IKIRien iA fl• pMla,y MMl.8• whaMYw R1Y epaaily ae-ia11di:ag I R4 e,11ity i, eelll:WJUII, A 881!111:J!IMI file ehll

...,ee'atlifl. MWMUl'ltt; au teMiiweltS Nftileting '>~ M:et1keri."t:g 11,,i1,., 1M , . .a,111 . . . .
,uuw.. .u,•1 •II ootii\1111111 11199i49Mfl1 .,....111 JllfHRIIMII .,,alt,atieM, all aelNIWe• meel'Ml!Nlg
Meakering del{,jee eel:ief81iiea Wales; Mli ell elijl:Hil!fl1t1"5 ,,...

••l'cln11N '"

IIINd .,........,

11.-..i..,, NM 1M ,...~d•d

•fi~•• MiiAWIMee, Mli een'Mtl.,.e

ii\• ,-...1111 l11iilll• fe,m ... tii.h

~

e,

■ti!H!llfil.-.

re, w,,eieee,

CefltilwellS (IMj!IIW• l'll8flHeMt lieeuf1teMMieR sl!e,ll ineallie epMler RIM&, 8j!ltl'Ollr ifl&IHfii!Nl ., whea

••,.•li• h, Ille pri111ar, ehetMer
ll11111M111■ti1111MM

iiU

lie9-, dlM, tiaa, "'' ,,,..,.,,..,. .,,,_...,., PelkllMI fllltRilOIMI ..,.._

inekill• iellieai111 ef.,,,ihMliil• apaoity 111•1111mt111..,.e1m ,, H 1IH111II 11111 MeffN fw l'Nl!I"
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,.... t I 6il-)) HAI reu,

'U!:g lh, lltal 1· 8 ef:NM fll119lll'Ml,llll'8, IMW!lel!.111!.U; Nf181'11; 11114 flt8141,

l P.ach C£ffllatort un.lt !t11talled alttl'_febc:u-1 0 J.l_0QL..11hallb!wl.UWl'-~1ml~m:ted..w.ith !fl.OIMaM monitoriro
e:sm mawomatirfllY semml oornbunso beed oo coqtipuqua Jn:mck opaclty mWWSilPenl Sooh IYS!D shall be
C1.UWJitgl. tn rgtrig cxzmbudipn in the primv Eblrohv wbGomr IPY 021citv c,cm1ios 15'1:: mam la oocurrin:p;
2, 1'be followio.; m:onh mall be; reoorded and mainlaiped t·:O:tite rfllld.ih: S\ ailab'« tm: review I& #Je rorus,t of

ttJc Drnamumt The file 1ben he crtaintd cw a:c klM ave en mo fnUmedcs rbCi n:s:mnos of su:tl mwwwnm
malptenapce. rec<!ru and repordl.
&._All tem;,mna:e mca.sum:nc:ms j r.ch1dif!Ljndication_of.)fflCll_cmnationJn~,rim~

hamh.u omN·c cecJ,

temrW1Nremvkin111, Jbo rlt10 "J'ld time, and die nwne oCthe onmtor
b. AJI conrinuoos moni.10,q..~ortng ~ and.11«formum, t.:ffl~ measurements;

e- AH mowwro, m90i1Ptios n1rcrn mdmnanst mlnrtimw
d All PP01inuou1 monitori:n&, , -mm nr moni'orin·r dsvim WihCIMc rtim· and
e, AU tdlustmeng rreientlye malnmnance.. lltld oomctiye maintenance Mrfbrmed og Ihm t ltflm.l !X rlrrb~s

m,u bs mesm1cxl io , nqmanmt lr,:,PI· IDDD 1niiat1k Coe insorsaioo WludRJB jndk:ariA? sf whm Jbo ncilv

mw1.'ttmmt rxstrm waa clctllcd tn-d sbedccd for

pnmq

PW84ion in 19iiDaknsa with tho mam,ftcmva's

rtrornrom4txl mainrmlJDRI Khl!dulc
(6) Animal Cremttories.
(•) llwugh (b) No chango.

(e) (lp«alu,a Tem..,.._.
I . New t fnits The own« or opc:nll)f of any propcsc:d new crematory unit whicfl wbmits eimcr a complete
application for a permtt to ccnltnlct the n.w wtlt or an &iidal air g-eneral pmntt reg,fstration for the !lew unit to the
Oep&rtment on or aft.er AUi'JII 30, 1989, lhaU provide design calculatioN to confirm• sufficient volume ia the

se.coada,y chamber combu:sdoo zone to provide !or at lwt a 1.0 secood gas reddene6 tkne at 1,100 dea,-ee,
Fahttnheit. Thi11 inlomiation shall be provided to the D,cpa,tmcul witb lhe ai, oonstructiorl permit llflplication or a.it

••Rfil•••el'MW• ef:@11 aI a ••i, ahU11ll er
91 lii1'1. ··•111 ,► e umhtlilrt ,,.. ... is,,... pi

gcnml pormi:t registration form fer tho proposed new unit 'D • •Mil. 8fl
18 •• .-,a 118 ,e WH "' 8 Im "'IW l,'00
awiti1

; 'R,eJ,itt, ■)

t & 111 U

U,

11wl,h11 aid '11111ft uhm111111'1all 1ml11 s,1d 'R •lwl11W111Rie ,.,hl1nu Mu. E u,,111

•
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ill11l la r ~- .ta,tpl 6.49f 101E')E1Ja,r • € 1 u
111a .411,

1t'H

if! th,,MI"' ab

bnrllh1Ut1all!19ia i,alm••

ahll!Mw ,aml!llftiee 111ee11e,111Nte Wi equl ta erg:•wdle 1,,00 dee;eu FM12M1il,

1,.The_acll!alopjl:fdil'\i.tempCl[I~ ottt'!t.t'"9B.i ;n..cbamb.:er...comb.!O#ion..zonuhallbc..no: leu than I600..do..•iec.5

ftlm:nbcit tlupusbom the rornbvstlao PIPRIV Pl lite Mlmm 4lamber The prj,nary chamJ>cr and J1IMii xolumeub1II
not he me1 fn caJculatim Cbi1 mjdeoce mg
b. Animal rcm1jm shall not be loadaj Into the primar, chamber imtll the s"1Mlbn chamber oomb;Nion mne
lmJPl!IJhm ii m111l lo 2[ m,tq lhlD I MO degrees P1bmJh£it If10 1nim1l !DPlltnp' SIDOO! oornromu onmri9D
wlthput ftnt •oedln•• the rulm&r't c::bamber

tbenrimNY

tlwJ lpadin,• before pommencln4orM'km b aUoWH· howe>:q 6ring ot

m,mw buroca ablU nnt tx;sin nnril tbG eeoondarv ctwnW mne.ttmpmnus is rmul IP w nram 'Ml

I-!~00 dct•Tffl fN'Jl"fflMjt.
2. ~ n i u . . The owr.cr or operator of u,y cranator)' wtit for which coostrucrion betafi or for \mlch a
complct.e ~ppllcation tor• pennit to eomtn.1ct was reoelved by !tie ~ 1 prto, ro AUJUtl 30, 1989, n u mainiain
the acrual opmdng tampenrure of the .secondary ch1mber combustion tone Bl no less than l,◄00 degrees Fahrenheit

thro~oUI the ccmbl.tlCi<>a procets in !he primary <fwnbor, ARirnll

CbNPW UDXif

N!mlml Jhall pqt be lcedzf

jntg the prim.J!l

o,, WODIIIN sb,mbcr rnmbrnrtioo um, tnro:naD:lm b 191111 19 9i'. sta1CC EblD I 190 dcsmm

Fahr_e ~WOa...llllll\~UU)OLC<!~o..uc Orr toedT·· the srim-10 rbimbs: tbco

Jnadioa bcfrrrfOOlrososffla 996llti® ;, 1Jtgwgi· be!rm:a firins ofthr wirn1rx sbernW NPw lbell nAJ :ocsr, uptil

dtt JO?Mdll) dwnbeJ z.one teml'a"atw"a is cqya] to 0t ? ttW 1,ap I ◄00 dc..tcm felxmltmt Q e; II' tr HI •• primar,
Mll!'ll:II•

t JI net i"lir Mlm •• aneeW, etia i n meiltMiafl 11af11 u111,1Mli111 Wi lif1j,8.I te 811 puurNI IJ199

,,pm l'Mi•h•i•
(d) AUowcd Mat.c:rilla. AnimlJ m:matOJ)' WW shall cmn.ak cnly animal ranailu and, if epplicab~ tho bedding
auodated with die animal:$ al)(! approprla.te contalnef's. COntaltlers WU ooatafJl no more: t1ian o.s perQlllt t,y weijM
cblorin&ted plutie1 u dt:momtrl;ted by tbc m1W1ufiiccwcr'• dttl ,bott. If contllincn '" incineratod, documCfltltkla

htn the m&l'fllfactutas certifying lhat tb8)' ue composed otO.S peroont or le.ss by wdght chlorinated pla$tics ,hall be
kept oo-filc at cbc site f'or dlC duntion of !heir u.se and £or at ,CUC fu£,ill

~

years after their U&C.. Animal

crematory uoits shell Mt manat8 dead animals \mi<:h were used for medical or COll'l'Una'Cial a,cperlme:ntadon. No other

- • in<llmla biom..ii<II ""'' "4-fio..S in n,lo m-210,200, F,h,C., IIIIIJ 1>t in<mm!Od,
(o) Bqu.ipmcnt Maintcns\cc. AD mimal mmltery uniu ,mu be maintained in proper

~

order in

5
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with tbc manufacru:rrs !lpOCification.s to msW't tht il'ltogrily and efficiency of tho equ!pment. U..

NN'l..kl,Y llil1tiU81'1r.ln1 e.Mree.Mt,,_.. lh, ift1eeri'1 dlll, W1it, lltt UMtllall 1,, tlH111 "'' efMM..._ Ne ,-i,ee
9llell '1198 er 1!18flflk1h• l:IS8 efM IIM 1:1111i1 it has eaen Nf'IN er ldjkHl8" Re,eir - - - •• ell lflllllMe')'\lflile 111111
lte fMinlliMd eeeM {9ft MI... twt ~ )"Nl8• A Wf'MM!I p~ wilh .,...., Pf'8••nl'M "1,

••'Nf, sl11i1ffleu:n lll4

aa1Rlfl81lea ef . . . a ....~ llllil MIii .,, Mlir.'lliM' .,., felle•J\M Ellvifl1 thw M lflll, SIM WIil'• N'l'I... thlll

l,1 ep, 1&111 wilh 1 ,a 111• air 4ie N,I ..tt,, U4h ■ w.i• " alle•1 e, ·• IMMN' 8eme ......1111 ieliee &MQ 81 •>isllilelly
elleekN at 1eHI enee ..fffl& eeeh e11eN1iftg ,Ml\ 8M a,ej1t1Hd JllMl'l: %.....,1111e.i it)' ll!.1 11l11M11 elleeli1.

t.Jturqn1too unit QQOtainl I llcfcct dllt affocta sbo inCegL\) o(thc MDil the lfflil ,111111 be takerul,ut ot,::mce.
2, No RG®P shall BK qr QffllllI W YK ofthfll !11,.it @til it hg hQcp ttP1im4 gr adiumd,
- Nnrtdown and m a J ~ or eac:h cmnatocy wit ahlU

3. A ~ttc:n r lan with o.rervin~ (Tf'OCCdwe1 for ~

be mai,,w,.d""' fgllgw,d dyrin.; -

.........

~. E.1ch urul'a bqmcq !ball be qccntcd wilh a mwcr air:So:tiKl B~ lf tbc uoil 10 lllows the bwtie,s' ftlmt

,bat41nhlles t.b&U be vtwalh cbockod.at leaM o a c t ~ ~

ahl.ft and tdj~ed whea wamntod b:J rhc

.Y..is""-ldJ~
S. Rerllir records oo all crematon. units shill be maincain6d uruite for 111.U.fivt f5J) ears.

(0 dvouah (a)

No"'"""'·

(h) Ftt,quency ofTctring.
1. Tho Q\omer or open.tor of my animal crematory unit UWt,& t:n air genenl permit shell have• h•n • ~
cmbsioas 19fi8""Mee

te,t

coo&lcted fer ¥i9il,l1 ei&aie• no later iban sixty ((jQ} lhifty (JQ~ days after the w,.it

commences iniSi&l Opertlion, and 1Mually thceafter.

2. through 4. No change.
(l) Continuous Monitoring Requirements. &cb attim.al crematory unit WU be equipped and operrted with •

<:0nrinuou:s monit.or to reco,d tempmturc It the point or beyond where 1.0 .ccond ps resideoce ti.me is obtainod in
the SCICOl'ldaty clwl'lbct cc,mt,u,tion zoM in accordance with the manufactura's irutructic:w. lfl ••iii~&!\, MM
ei •"'°'"I

..t, iNl•ll•II 1Re,f,1,.,_,, 1, JQOQ, lllall Ill 'lil"i•p•• •• e,.,.; with • ,,11we111o•Mi1iel'i111., M1111 te

elMl!IMMiMIJy eeMel eefM-.istiMl,eeed a111 eeMirwe• ia scaek a,••"1••18.b il'll'IIN'll, 811i1eh .,.... &hall lie e&lflir&114

.. , . . ill eu1111!dillill'I .. Ille,,..,,, aMMlte. MIMewt..,.. .,..61¥ en;111.in1 flAllfl 19••·· (IS'¾) epMilly ii

· ~ A •119tplM1 61, ehY . ., ...................,t •II 08'Mlfluo1111 ... , ..i1..ifl1te,,11M•, fll8fliltfi11e llwiN,

•
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, .,,.fffll!l'!II l el'n1 PIIHIIIH Pllflllj •H HBMl1:18U8 111:aait•iftg .,o. ,. fiel'fMIIU e Nt:ia11e, all ee"91lilll:81M

M&Bku&a !)Sited er lfl81!iiM11ills il,•<iae aalliNlh; 8' slut-~~ 1U •~ulll!IHUI; , .. e111i I
18 Mi IMIYlilllLllp f

m1illhR■

11, ...

1daaa11!i85'8IHM.8rd1 i11,shalli1re11eN1d:iaep•111e111R1legll,l1'8lfllt raibloh

•a• 11111et1Si9111MII
... :ii II 1 dn•.-•. adUMj!ietl~

k,: i. ·p l.'11 Qe111it ttetli tanpuwhlf• mu·••ri 'II
tun aNlfl.MiSll iR •• pFilMI ) t ➔-

if11hld1 BJIHMH n.11111~

p etur ilulinriee er

el'IWIB¥-PaUldMlfll 8flil.ri4t I') 1111

1.t ,, ... , •• 1l1m•••• lluelulfefpnp ■

•ti ;01tts ul!ll11ua11'5,

l W m;;na;ocy POIJ iQrtalftd after Februaey I 2907 shall be C91.dpped Md 9PDed whh t POUlllfnUD90ito00s
~ stem toa.umm11icalb

control .x>rnbl11iMO hH"ld rn ®Jl!intJ!WJ m - - s t • ~ ~.och :f'- SWD $hall.be

calibrated to rfflrlct combustlcn la tb crlm.Jry chamber \lffleoew am oract:: ,...,,...t;.,i; ('afteen rer.ust i lllil
9WID' ii gccurrinp
2...Thdollowi.."\,;ftC<lrdutalLbu".tco.cded...and..main.tain.ed_~ite_raadlbJ,~aUabk fat. rt\ lew .ti LIK te.1\lftl of

~ e a t The Ale abtll te IAincd fur JI leut five 1s1" ellJ followjnw th, J'f/29roPN nflllM..meuiurcmcru
rn ■IPICD5191 mPOrb.. eod CfAAC'dl

, AU u;mpcnt11n; c::emmmroA includin • Wdisltino gfwbso, w:anariaa in dK Prim 10 sl!1mb,·t remmnnoo4
tffl!l;~ ratu..-c ~

- tht..dlt$ .,0d.tim1, andJ:he name of dte wen.tor.

b...AU..9ooti.a.iwu•~ao.il.<ldtG devirn1. and re r f m m ~
tl

AU r-00liono,is mMWin1nston nttfoaneom C>'l,1ttioos·

d All oo!JliD'Y9UJ m0ni;win?IUlRD QC mPoitgrjo.• ckrice cdibCJljgo sflsc)c1: and

, All adi,w:msroa m:m:nrive mein,menM end fi9DllG{IYn m■inu:m■o&t ncrfqmr4 oo rt11m JYS!':OJJ or devlee:1
W.11 be rec>Qr:_ded iD...a J!:tm11DenU c.1till.k..lorm...11vlilable.lo[ ill.lrei;tion,Joch1din.;.Jndi~

of \,mc;p h; Cit"" b

meaun:nn1mt ,\ mm wu de,aned ID4 checked fw eTP!'er nrfflon in errm:4wioe with the; minntam,,....·,
R/QPQ)IJKQdr<I melnu;aapg;-sdu::dukl
(7) No d>ang~
RJl/~11g AMl!torl'ly -IOJ.061, -IOJ.716

FS. Law hff/Jlmient«I 40J.OJI, 401.061, 40J.087, -IOJ.116, 491.606 FS.

His.to~omrerly 11-2.600(/), Amendtd 12-1-91, Formerly 17-196.401, Amended 11-11-94, 1-1-96, J.JJ.94 Jf.JJ.
97, J.J().()1, 7-10-14,_ __

7
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.403 PbOISphlle Ptoccasing Fluorides Limics,

Fluorides (watv soluble or gaseous atomJc. wdaJ',t 19) ~ted ts pwnd, of Ouoride per too o(pbosphak matc:riak
input to the l)'ICcm exprcuod u KIN of PA
(I) New

Plants or Plwt Sections.. for the purnog1 of diil wbsectio9, 1 ''nl!W elwt sn: Rlmrt spctjop'' ii 1DY PkM

or r,llnt acctioo. othClr durl an '"clcimD,: r fant_ or...,11lant_a_t$riion~ as_dc~~ for the oum9f95 of S!.lbtoetlon 6Z..

296.403121, f.A .C.
(a) 1hrco,gh (ij No -8~
('2) Bxittina pl1111CS or plant secti0B$ than comply with Mlscction 62·296.403(1), f.A,C,, no latw than July I,

1975; or C>dttina plant oxnplexes with 1t1 opntlttg wet process phosphorie acid seccion (melud!ng any items in
png,111!u 62·296.403(1X•) tfuot.lgb (f). F.A.C.) aod other plmt ,ccnoru proceasin, or handling phosphoric acid or
prod\JCU or phosphoric acid processing, total emissions fh:im die entire COmJllex. shall not exc«d 0.4 pounds per ton

of¼ input to die wet proi;ea pbo.sphorie Kid ,eetion. For the wmow oftbim JYbvtioo 10 "sining plam oler

section, melam B)mffim" ia eov 01101 m,n1 wt!9o or clan! Sf!'.DRIOX Yrhlch na lnmismm in operation, or under
co1111trvction or bid rocciyCCj_ a r ennil to bo.1in conslnle(ion r rior to Jr.nu.u, 11 197'
(l) No chm,ge.
Rrdotalring Alllhoril)' 4DJ.IMJ FS. Law ~ , d 4 0 J.02/, 401.0JJ. 401,061, 401.087 FS. Hit~Fonntll'fy J7.

1.6CO(J), 11·196.40:J, AMmfi«I I1·21-94, 1·1·96. J.-11·96: 1·/IJ../4._ __
62-296.406 Fossil Fuel Steam Oeoeraton: with Lesa Than 250 MiUMXI Btu Per Ho.Ir Heat input, tl1 111i SniMit g

The followitla stan¢1rda .,ply to A•

111• ■ii11il I

emisak>a1 units, except for emilMOOI uni11 tb1t would otberwiae

be, exempt from permJttirq punuant to subsection. 6l,-2l 0.300(3), FA.C., aod emisilons lllUtf that would otberwite

be ~idered W-ianifica.'lt purauant to 1ubpm,pa:ph 62•2U.l00(2X1)I., 0t panvaph 62·213..430(6)(1)), P.A.C.

These ttandards apply UMS3 othcrwi9e specified by ru?e, or by order or permit is9UCldby tM Dcpanmenr prior to July
IS. 1919.
( I) tlwugh(l) No change.
R ~ Aw1/to,tty -103.tMJ I'S.

Li:r,,,, l~ctt..mtc,;l-ltJJ.OJJ,

-l()J.Odl, 401.0b? FS.ll&slllYrFllYme"ly t ?~:Z,400(~),

Alltf.nd«l6--29,.9J, Fl'lfflW1'ly l7~296.406, A.INndttd l/·11·P', J•/3 96, 1 1•99, 7•10.U_ _ _
4

4

62-296.401 Nitric Acid Plan1S.

8
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limits are applWte i o

M'

Md

.asaaa cmissio,u units producing weak nitrkl 1Cld (SO to 70 percent) by

pressure or alm:ospbmc presswo proooss.
(I) duougb ('.l) No cbaog•

Jhdeub,g ,httltorily 40J.061 FS. Law lwip/tmurtcd#JJ.021. 40J.OJI, 401.06/, 403.081 PS. Hhto,y-Fon,,vly 17.

1.6()()(8), 11-196.408, Am,,,ded I 1-13-91, 1-1-96, 7-1/1-JI._ __
62--296.409 SUlfi.lr Rcc:ovCQ Pl.Inca.
(I) New Plants recovering sulfur &om crudooil

a:u- emlllionl alwl !kit e::x.cecd 0,004 pounds of sulfur dioxide

per pound of 1111&.r inpllt to the rcco~ry S}'Jb::m or 0.004 pounds of sulfur dioxide per pound of sulfur remo...ed &om

an oU well. "New Plernt" r ltlP!P PIIDts "'11icb did DOI PW! an fir cmvtrvction pgmjf fi:mJ tbo @Plztmmt prior
to July

I 122l

(2) thn,J gh (3) No change.
~ A14horlty 403.061

F'S. L<rw Tr,yx,muit.d 40J.02/, 40J.OJ/, 40J.06/, 401.081 FS. HJJtory-Formtrly J1.

1.6/X/(9), /7,196.109, Am,wl,d I l,1J,9', 1•1•96, 7-10-11_ __
62-296.410 Cubonaoeoua Fuel Burning Equipment
(l)Nodlq~
(2.) New Em.ission1 UniU. ''New EmiHiD Cinila" m; Iba cmi•sjgp- unit- wflii b dkl

or..aiLCQIU'tl"uction..rermft ftom diedeIWtmtnt rrior to Jul)

Q0I

(flQUve 1t1J>J.~rati1•n

1, 1974,

(1) duougb (b) No change.

(3)N<>cha,,a..

&Jc~ ilMtltorlly 4-0J.061 FS. UN hnp/tm~ntsd 401011, 403.0JJ, 401.061, 401.081 PS. Ht11~Fomwly Jl.
2.600(10). 11,296.410, AlfWl'llitd ll•2J~'>t, l •l•Hi 7,/()../4.~ - - -

62-296.414 Concrete Batching P1ants.
The f'bllowinS, riquirernents apply IO,.. 11 d •lieCYlt emitsi:0111 \IOrtl produc.ing coacn,te and OOCICl'C(C producu
by batchitg or mixing ccm-ent and other macerials. 'Thlt ruJ,e alto applies to facilities procestlna Cement and other

m1lmab for the purpote11 of' prod11Cina ooacrei:~ IDd to O'I\I~ med IO mix cement and 90il fur omite soil

augmentation or stabilization.
(I) duo,ah (2) No<I>-.

(3) TCH Methods and Procedures. All cmiaaioau ft.SU performed punuant to the requltanents otthls subsection

9
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comply with Ille !00owin1 roquircmcnts.
(1) dlro1ijj)l (d) No change

(4) Frequency ofTosti.n1,
(a) Tba owner or operatOr

,r ll'IY ooncme batehi.oi pl~ I.WIii 1n air aeDtrt1 pen:nit shall ~ a ~

po. 6:u :aMH teat «indu~ b stac:k aniMiom refc:nim«I in MJl»c.,c;tioa ~2· 296.!f l;4ll >,. F.A,C,. , lol~k, o..:balo:4 li.1

• • d• NU111,, W1111t1 paiM·no la1cr 1han sixtx (60) Ill")' (iOJ day, e.ftu commeoc:ing iD.w&l opcmioo, and

IJl<lllaily lhucafter.
(b) The owner or opcratw of any coocrctc batching p!am opcraring under dle authorty of a.'I. air constnJCrioft

pennit or air open.lion pennil lhaU have a • usJhl~inion.,

••rt,-•• ces1 conducted for gaclt emi,aioos

roferenoed in #lbsecdOll 62-29§.4111 l l, f .A,C. , ,ttiltle MiMiw fer eiw. Mt eeHeeter 11111.,..,, peiM prior to
aubmitung the 1pplication for an inirial eir opcrstion permit. Md .-.iually dxn:aftcr.

RMimoA!ng Awt/tority 403.Ml F'S. L4w l,np(~mmltd f(JJ.OJI, 403.061, 40J,081 F'S. Hillo,y-ForlM'fly J7.1.6DO(U},
17-296..fU, A"'8J'tlkd l / .2J.9(, 1-1-96, ll-lJ-91, 1-10-01, 7-JO-U- ~ - - 62-19&.◄

IS Sodl Tbormal 'T~tmklt F.oiJi.~

11th rule: prescrt"bcs air pollutbn control requiremt:nts ftlr so(! thermal treatment f.ac:Oklet Soll Chlnnal treatment

facilities arc ooly 11.lborivxl totrcaa peo-otcum cootaminakd aoil as ddincd in chapter 62-715, F.A.C., Soil Thffln•I

1'-ea~ent Facllltles. The followlna requlremellts iq,ply kl all 11.w, 11111iifi,., W • • ~ soil thermal tmtmffll

[acilities.
(1) lhro,,gb (6)

No-,~

Ru!urdkutg A'Ut.ltorlty 401061 F'S. Law lmplememtd .fOJ.021, WJ.011, 403.061, WJ.081 F$. Hltfory-New //.J7..
9l, ForJMrly /7·296,41$, AlltUfkd JJ.2J.'#, J./.96, J./J-96, 7-/().U._ __

62-296 A11 Vohwe R«lucdon, Men::IY)' Recovery 1t1d Mercury R.eelamtdon.
The twms -merwty recovery PtOCC,51" and '"mercury rcdamation 'PfOOC.SS" are intended to haYe the aame mtat'lirl2S as
"mercury rec.ov«y t'tellity" AM "'mm:ury reclurwion facility," respectively, aa defizio::I innile 62-737.200, F.A.C.

The term ..volume roduaion pr,ces,s'' means • facility wbttc operations or procC89CS are pdorm,c,d or cqirlpm«u is

used to receive and pl"()C:l!U SSUJ( morcwy.coatainina lamps <lr devices lo • mmmer aicb u au.shmi, jriodjni,.

eompaeting, or physically &luring me state of the lamps ()f' devices md which does noc p,oduee septrtli0r1 of the
resldual1, 111d is u,ed for lhe aim or voJume redUdiiocl of lamps or mfflll.lry•containina de\iioet, The ie,m ''fac::iUI)"" a

10
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:rl thi, rule is im=ldcd to bavotbe meaning u d.cfinod in Nlo62-ll0.200, F.A.C. The following standudJ IPPly
to all M'l4' Md eiUlift& volume reduction, mercury tfOOmy #Id l'l!.t!rcury roct.matbl processes except dioso exempted

in paragn,ph 6l-210.300(3X•~ F.A .C.
(I)"""""' (2) No cbaQae.

RMitmaktf'II Awthorlty IOJ.061, 401.087 FS. L a w ~ IOJ.OJJ, ./OJ.061, ./OJ.087 FS. HJno,y-Nrw /0--lfr.
9S, AJM,,d,d J..JJ-96. J-2-99~

62~296.SI I Solvtnt Me:ta.l Cleaning.
( I) Applicability.
(1) Tho mdnlon

ltmldng standards and control tcdtnology set forth in Nlo 62-296.S11, F.A.C.. shall apply to

rold cleaning, opm-top v,por dogwing. and "'""'l'oriml""""""' opmrion• All ""' aod •iolift& ~ing
facilities usltla Ute tollowfng halogenated ,o.tw:nu are subject to the rcqu.iremenu (lncJud.ir,g COC'lpllance dadllrtu)
of the natiooaJ amission stmdsrd for halogmatod sotvfflt de,grcuen 11 40 C,F.R. Pwt 63, Subpart T, adopted 800
inoorporatod by reference in Nie 62-204.800, F.A.C.: C&tt,or, toltadlJoride, chlorofurm, tffll.Cflk>rocltlyle~ 1,1,1·
"
aiehloroethan8, tridtloroethylcne, and methylene chloride. Until
compli.w:,c it acbte\'ed with the n,quin:mfflb or 4-0

C.F.R. Part 63, Subpart T, e;,cilcma (n of Novemb« 29, 1993) halo~ sol~ d ~ ftricllitios must also
compJy with the requltem«ltl of this rule, The requimncna of this rule shall not apply to any halog«iated 110Mlllt

dear-1118: facility aftct ic hll tiehieved compliance with the requlrffl\O\U ol'40 C.F.R. Pwt 63, Sut,pan T.
(b) No change.
(2) llxouaJ, (S) No

ell-.

Jt,.J~mu!i,w AMtht.lrky 40J.Odl, </QJ.86,s F3, l.4.lw l111pl.msnt.l 4()J,()JI, 46J,6J/, 4()J,()d1, "4J,(}87 f"'S ll~ivrr

F.,...,/y /1-2.6SO(l)(/)J2., /7-29dSII, Amend«/ /J-23-94, J. J.96. 6-2S-96. 10-7-96. 7-10-U,_ _-

II
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OF 111B RULE

The pu,posc orlhil Nlcmald.ng is to mllie Rules 6:Z...296.401, 62•296.403, 6:Z...296.406, 62-296.40I, 62-296.409, 62296.410, 62,296.414, 62~296.41S, 62-296.417, aod 62-~6SI I, F.A.C.. to clarify I.he rtquircmelJls f'orcmnatorics, to
revl~ lhe dm!og otwbm1na1 ofinitfal vls.lblltty test!I for crematoria 11!1d concrete catcbi:ng plants, to clarify what an
e:xisring wtd oew aourco is in cecll rule lib.at uses Cbeec tenns, and other minor oon-cccive or clarifying amc:ndmcrrts.

Sllmmar\ of Rule Ameadmtllb
The 9peielf\c rule amendments an u follows:

R11le N1mbtr

O...!led ExplH1tiot,

62-296.401

Am«1dmen.1S rtviK the liming for subm!tlal of visible emjuions te:st N:pOrts to lhe
Depll'tmeot for Humm and AnimaJ ~tories opcnti.n1 under an Air Oeacrt.l Permit
(AOP). The Initial visible em.!sdons tests for new facilities operatlng un&r an AOP

.shall hive 60 days after oommeocina initial ope:ratioo, inttmd of 30 ~ to ,i;bmit an
Initial vlslble emissions test, clarlflcarlon on lh.e procus of loadtna the prfmcry chamber
111d commc:acing operation, u well a, minor comctivc md clarifying amc:odmeota.

62-2~03

Amendm~'II involve cJaritiCfiion tJf appllcability with ret'ertnce to "'Wstina" SOutOCS
and "new" 90Ul'CCS.

62-2%.406

Ameadmenu involve ctariflcteion. ofappUcaouity w1m reiercnce 00 •existing" ~
and "'new" sources.

62-296A08

A.mcndmffltt involve clarification of applicabiliiy with ttfcnnce lO "existing" 90Urcet

and "'new'' sources.
62-2~09

Amffldments involve clarification of 1pplic:lbility with reftrmoe to "existii\&• sources
and "new" ICIUl'COS.

62-2~.410

Ameridments Ulvolve clarifiCltioo of lPJ)Uctbllity wilb refereace to "exilling" sources

tnd 1'new1• toureet.

62-296.414

Ameadrnew inchlderevisi.og the requiremcttt for submiuaJ ofannual viaible emJss:lol'ls
trist ~ to tho Oepartmmt for Concrete Batching Plants opera(Ula W\det tn Air
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Permit (AOP). The irutill vl)i>le emiulom tests for new f1cHitie, opcntina
u:ru:I« an AOP, shall ~ noticed and reJ!orted to lM Oq,artment In IQCOJ'danoe with the

rcqlrimncnts of Rule Q.'297.l IO, F.A.C., u weU u minor COfTCCC:m 111d clarifyin,g

amendmtnts.
62·296.41S

-

Amendmentl invoJve cl1rifk:ation or 1pplicabiJhy with reference to "'existin(" aourw5
ltld "'new" sour«rS.

62-296.411

Amel'ldmet1ts involve cl.ariflcadol'I of*ppllcablliry with refe:rence to "'existing"' tOUtCeS

and ..new" sourocs.
62•2?6.511

Ammdmcnt:1 involveclarificadon of applicability with refm:ooc.to "e:xistfng"' sources
llld "'new" tourte$.

'
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OF TIIEHBARJNO
No timely n,quest for hearing wu rcccm,d by the agency and no bearing was held.
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STAT6MBNJ' QF FACTS AND CIRCt MSTAl'iCF,S
JUS:OPVING PROPOStP RUl,Ei
R~

62-296.401, 62-2l>6.40,, 62-2l>6.406, 62-296.<IOi, 62-296.409, 62-296.410, 62-296.◄ 14, 62-296◄15, 62296,417, and 62-296.Sll, f'.AC.

P!oJoc<: Sooo,,a,y Sowce- Emb1ioa S11ndlnt,
OGCNo.: 19-11&8

lnhWuctiOII
The; Department LS proposing to ,evue 62-296.A0I, 62-296,403, 62-296,406, 62°296.~

6:2-296,409, 62.-296.410,

62-296.41◄, 62-296.◄ IS, 62-296.417, and 62-296.S11, f .A.C. The proposed nile tmendmer.ts adclrut SUllona,y

Sol.lf08- Emission Standard5.

Need for Bale Ch11rt
Chapter 62·29~ F.A,C.. eslabliabes !he Depwtment's &OUCQO<llpOCi.fic cm.inion limits fer various categories ofait
pollution tourct,, Two aowc~&c nilff, incincratcn a n d ~ batduna plants (Railes 62-296,401 M1d 62296.414, F.A.C.) an c:ross-rafereoced in lhe Deputment's Air General P«mft (AGP) rule, R.ule 62-210.3' 0, f'.A.C.
These facilities will have 60 day1after oomme;ncillg initial operation, inttead of30 day,, to submit an mital visible

omissions test
In adc[tior. to the changes to listfd above, 1M Division It al,o proposb,a to amend the foUowins rules: Ru.es 62·
296.401, 62•l96.403, 62-296.4-0if, 62-296.408, 62-296.409, 62-296.410, 62-296.414, 62-296.41 s, 62-296.417, 62296.511. F .A.C. lO clarify wMlhtr I.he '4indards IIPPly to new tind/cw- u i,tina un.ii:.,. ,;pe::ifyina thl! dat.M t!at

separate new and e:xbring, iu,d eJ:minaring the ttrms ''new'' and "existing" it the rule applle:t die t1me roquiremeor,
to both types oruniu.

Suranun ofRu.•&Amrndmrnb
The specific Nie amendments art·as fol5ow1:
Ru.leNu.mbtr

Dctalkd Explanation

62-296.401

Ameotncnta ~ ise the timing for submittal of visible aniasions ~ t reports co the
l>oparl'nent tor Hu~ and Animal Oemuorles 0perMina under 1111 Air Omenl hnnit
(AGp;. The biliial visible emissions tesu for oe.w faclJitiet optttti:ng ut1der at1 AOP

I

,hall i.~ 60 days after oommencing initial operation. imk:ld of 30 days. to sli>mit Ill
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vi,iblc cmiuiom test, clarification on !he proeeff orloadina, the primary chamber
and commenctng opcntioa,, u we.JI as mln0tOOR'OC'tivc and cl&rifyini amendments.

62-296.403

Amendments bwolve clfflficltion

or appli~lity with reference to '"c:xisting'" sources

and "Dew" sou:roes.

62-296.4()6

Aroendmerttl involve clarifiwioo. of appUcebiltty with reft:tmoc to ••existing.. SOUfQOS

and ''new" sources.

1$2.296.403

Amendments involve clarUicetlon of lpplicabiJily wtth rcfcrc:ice to ..existing" iowces
and ''new" sowte4.

62-296.409

Amerulmcms involve clarificrtion of appliWility with reference to '"«xis1in8'" sources
end ''new'° 90W'08$.

62-296.410

Ammdmmu inYOh,-e c!arification of epplicebilily with ttfmmco t0 ''existiAt' IOUlCeS
and ""new"' IOW'QOS,

C:l'z.:z9DA14

Amendments mcwd,o rev1, ing the rcquiN::mctt tor submittal of annual vislbJe emission,
te$1 tepom

to the Oepw1merit for Conaeto B&tdii.nc Pllrltt opcnting under VI Air

General PDmit (A.OP). The wtill vi.sible emissions tests for new &cilitia opcraril'lg

oodcr an AOP, shall be noticed Cid reported 10 die Department In eocordlmce wllh ~
requ:irammb of Ru.le 62•197.310, F.A.C.. &1 ~u u minor oom:ict:ive and clarifying
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PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

Notice of Opportunity to Submit Comments and Participate in Public Hearing

Administrative Register

Volume 47, Number 241, December 15, 2021

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
The Department of Environmental Protection, Division of Air
Resource Management, announces a hearing, if requested, to
which all persons are invited.
DATE AND TIME: January 19, 2022, 2:00 p.m.
PLACE: Department of Environmental Protection, Bob
Martinez Center, 2600 Blair Stone Road, Room 195,
Tallahassee, Florida
The Department will hold the hearing, if requested, at the date,
time and place above and will also offer accessibility through a
teleconference option. The teleconference option is being
provided to allow maximum public participation if the hearing
is requested. Parties can access the teleconference by telephone
(regular long-distance telephone charges will apply). Parties
may access the teleconference at the following number: January
19, 2022, 1(888)585-9008, ID number: 416-112-909#
GENERAL SUBJECT MATTER TO BE CONSIDERED:
Pursuant to 40 CFR 51.102, the Department of Environmental
Protection (DEP) announces a public hearing, if requested, and
opportunity to offer comments on a proposed revision to
Florida's State Implementation Plan (SIP) under the Clean Air
Act (CAA). This proposed SIP revision consists of the removal
of outdated or superseded Florida Administrative Code
(F.A.C.) requirements including the required CAA Section
110(1) noninterference demonstration. The proposed SIP
revision also incorporates amendments to F.A.C. rules to make
Florida's SIP consistent with current rules. EPA incorporates
F.A.C. rules into Florida's SIP on a rule-by-rule basis according
to their state-established effective dates. The rule language that
DEP is requesting be removed from, or amended within,
Florida's SIP is contained in Chapter 62-296, F.A.C., Stationary
Sources - Emission Standards.
A public hearing will be held, ifrequested, at the date and time,
given above. The public hearing, if requested, will also be
accessible via a teleconferencing service. It is not necessary that
the hearing be held or attended for persons to comment on
DEP's proposed revisions to Florida's pending SIP submission.
Any comments or requests for a public hearing must be
submitted by email to Ashley.Kung@FloridaDEP.gov, and
received no later than January 14, 2022. If no request for a
public hearing is received, the hearing (and teleconference) will
be cancelled, and notice of the cancellation will be posted at the
following
website:
https://floridadep.gov/ events/month?field_county_tid=All&fie
ld_is_a_public_notice_value=Yes.
Persons may also contact Ms. Kung at (850)717-9041 to find
out if the hearing has been cancelled. The materials comprising
DEP's revision to the pending SIP submission are accessible at
the
following
website:
http://www.dep.state.fl.us/air/rules/regulatory.htm. A copy of

the agenda may be obtained by contacting: Ms. Kung by email
at the above email address or by calling (850)717-9041.
Pursuant to the provisions of the Americans with Disabilities
Act, any person requiring special accommodations to
participate in this workshop/meeting is asked to advise the
agency at least 48 hours before the workshop/meeting by
contacting: Ms. Terri Long at (850)717-9023 or
Terri.Long@FloridaDEP.gov. If you are hearing or speech
impaired, please contact the agency using the Florida Relay
Service, 1(800)955-8771 (TDD) or 1(800)955-8770 (Voice).
For more information, you may contact Ms. Long by email or
by calling (850)717-9023.
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
The Correctional Medical Authority announces a telephone
conference call to which all persons are invited.
DATE AND TIME: Wednesday, December 29, 2021 , 12:00
Noon
PLACE: 1(888)585-9008 (toll-free), Conference Room:
344085830#
GENERAL SUBJECT MATTER TO BE CONSIDERED:
CMA Board approval of annual and aging reports.
A copy of the agenda may be obtained by contacting:
CMA@flhealth.gov, or (850)841-8430.
Pursuant to the provisions of the Americans with Disabilities
Act, any person requiring special accommodations to
participate in this workshop/meeting is asked to advise the
agency at least 48 hours before the workshop/meeting by
contacting: The Department of Health at (850)245-4444. If you
are hearing or speech impaired, please contact the agency using
the Florida Relay Service, 1(800)955-8771 (TDD) or
1(800)955-8770 (Voice).
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
Board of Clinical Laboratory Personnel
The Department of Health announces a telephone conference
call to which all persons are invited.
DATE AND TIME: February 11 , 2022, 9:00 a.m.
PLACE: https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/720541221
GENERAL SUBJECT MATTER TO BE CONSIDERED:
General board business to include licensure, and discipline.
A copy of the agenda may be obtained by contacting:
https://floridasclinicallabs.gov/.
Pursuant to the provisions of the Americans with Disabilities
Act, any person requiring special accommodations to
participate in this workshop/meeting is asked to advise the
agency at least 7 days before the workshop/meeting by
contacting: If you are hearing or speech impaired, please
contact the agency using the Florida Relay Service, 1(800)9558771 (TDD) or 1(800)955-8770 (Voice).
If any person decides to appeal any decision made by the Board
with respect to any matter considered at this meeting or hearing,
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Requests that Locals/Districts Assist Public in Viewing Materials

l.!lwl...Turri
To:

Cc:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

lalebact Jon; Andreatta Jason; Watkins Aamn; Stmna Gr:m· Orr Elizabeth; Schneider Sheila· ~
Srn;aoa CBEB)· Iona melissa· Pwnon Monica· Boatwci9bt Kelley M· I axrnna Tallam@flbealth oov; :Jcho.

~
; sanfnrd@eocbc om
Kuna Asblev: Read Hastings

Florida State Jmplerrentation f1an 2021-03 - Districts/Local Programs
Wednesday, December 15, 20211:59:00 PM

FAR 12-15-21 odf

Notice is hereby given that, pursuant to 40 CFR 51.102, the Florida Department of Enviro nmental
Protection (Department) is accepting comments and w ill h old a pu blic heari ng, if requested, on a
proposed revision of Florida's State Implementation Plan (SIP) for - Chapter 62-296, F.A.C.,
Stationary Sources- Emission Standards Rule Removals and Ame ndm ents.
Please find attached the notice of opportunity to offer com ments or request a public hea ring. This
notice was published on December 15, 2021, in the Florida Administrativ e Register. The comme nt
period for the proposed SIP revision will close on January 14, 2022. The publ ic hearing, if requested,
will be held on January 19, 2022.
The materials comprising Florida' s Regional Haze SIP rev ision can be accessed through t his w ebsite:
https ://florid ade p.g av /a ir /a ir-bu siness -planning/ content/air-regu Iatory-p ro jects
If you have any questions, please contact Ashley Kung at Ash ley .Ku ng@FloridaDEP.gov or (850) 71 79041.

Thank y ou,
Te rri Long
Office of Business Planning
Division of Air Resource Management
Florida Department of Env ironmental Protecti on
(850) 717-9 0 23
Terri long@ FlorjdaDEP.gov
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Public Comments on Pre-Hearing SIP Notice
No public comments were received on the Pre-Hearing SIP submittal.
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DEP Response to Public Comments
No public comments were received on the Pre-Hearing SIP submittal.
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Pre-Hearing Submittal Letter

DEPARTMENT OF

Envlronmental Protection
Bob Martinez Center
2600 Blair Stone Road
Tallahassee, FL 32399-2400

Ron Desantis
Governor

Jeanette Nuiiez
Lt. Governor
Shawn Hamilton

Secretary

Via Electronic Mail and State Planning Electronic Collaboration System

December 15, 202 1
Mr. Daniel Blackman
Regional Administrator
U. S Environmental Protecti on Agency (EPA) - Reg ion 4
61 Forsyth Street, SW - Mail Code: 9T25
Atlanta, GA 30303-8909
Re: Pre-Hearing Submittal : Proposed Revision to State Implementation Plan Chapter 62-296, F.A.C., Stationary Sources - Emission Standards Rule
Removals and Amendments
Dear Mr. Blackman:
Notice is hereby given that, pursuant to 40 CFR 51.102, the Department of Environmental
Protection (Department) is accepting comments and will hold a public hearing, if
requested, on a proposed revision to Florida's State Implementation Plan (SIP) for Chapter 62-296, F.A.C., Stationary Sources - Emission Standards Rule Removals and
Amendments. The Department published the public notice in the Florida Admi ni strative
Register (FAR) on December 15, 2021. The comment period for the proposed SIP revision
will close on January 14, 2022, and the public hearing, if requested, will be held on January
19, 2022.
This proposed SIP revision consists of the removal of outdated or superseded Florida
Administrative Code (F.A.C.) requirements including the required CAA Section 110(1)
noninterference demonstration. The proposed SIP revision al so incorporates amendments
to F.A.C. rules to make Florida' s SIP consistent w ith current rules. EPA incorporates
F .A.C. rules into Florida' s SIP on a rule-by-rule basis according to their state-established
effective dates. The rule language that DEP is requesting be removed from, or amended
within, Florida' s SIP is contained in Chapter 62-296, F.A.C., Stationary Sources Emission Standards.
The Department has sent the complete pre-hearing SIP submittal package directly to the
Air Planning & Implementation Branch via EPA 's State Planning Electronic Collaboration
System (SPeCS). The public notice and pre-hearing SIP submittal are enclosed. The
Department requests that all comments on the Pre-Hearing SIP submittal be provided to
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Daniel B lackman
Page 2 of2
December 15, 2021
the Department by January 14, 2022. If you have any questions, please contact Ashley
Kung at (850) 7 17-9041 or by email at Ashley.Kung@floridadep.gov.
Sincerely,

Jeffe1y F. Koerner, Director
Division of Air Resource Management

JFK/ak
cc:
Caroline Freeman, Division Director, Air & Radiation Division, EPA Region 4;
Lynorae Benj amin, Chief, Air Planning & implementation Branch, EPA Region 4
Enclosure:
Pre-Hearing SIP 2021-03 - Chapter 62-296, F.A.C., Stationary Sources - Emission
standards Rule Removals and Amendments
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EPA Comments on Pre-Hearing Submittal

STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION 4
ATLANTA FEDERAL CENTER
61 FORSYTH STREET
ATLANTA,GEORGIA 30303-8960

February 7, 2022

Mr. Jeff Koerner
Director
Division of Air Resource Management
Florida Department of Environmental Protection
2600 Blair Stone Road
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-2400
Dear Mr. Koerner:
Thank you for your letter dated December 15, 2021, transmitting a prehearing package regarding
revisions to Florida' s State hnplementation Plan (SIP). Specifically, the prehearing package addressing
amendments and removal of Chapters 62-296, Florida Administrative Code (F.A.C.). We understand
that this submittal is the subject of a public hearing on January 14, 2022, if requested, with written
comments due by the close of business on February 11, 2022. We have completed our review of the
prehearing submittal and offer the following comments enclosed. At this time, the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency will not provide comments on Chapters 62-296.402(1) F.A.C., nor 62-296.408,
F.A.C. The EPA understands that the State intends to remove the proposed SIP changes for these
chapters in the final SIP submission requesting the EPA's approval. Further, we understand that the
Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) plans to propose action on Chapters 62296.402(1) and 62-296.408 at a later date.
Thank you for the opportunity to review the prehearing package. If you have any questions, please
contact Ms. Pepa Sassin, Chief, Air Regulatory Management Section at (404) 562-9075, or have your
staff contact Ms. Tiereny Bell at ( 404) 562-9088.
Sincerely,

LYNORAE
BENJAMIN

Digitally signed by LYNORAE
BENJAMIN
Date: 2022.02.07 12:40:07
-05'00'

Lynorae Benjamin
Chief
Air Planning and Implementation Branch

cc: Hastings Read, Deputy Director, FDEP
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Comments on Flo1ida's
Pre-hearing Submittal Regarding Amendments and Removal of Chapter 62-296, Flo Iida
Administrative Code via Demonstrating Noninterference Under
Section 110(1) of the Clean Air Act (CAA)

Key Comment

1. 62-296.405(l)(c)l.g, 2.b, 2.c; (l)(d)2 and (l)(d)4 - The 110(1) demonstration explains that these
provisions are being removed because the subject sources have more stringent permit limits than
the limits found in the generally applicable regulatory limits. These permit limits are not
incorporated into the state implementation plan (SIP). Therefore, it is unclear whether removal of
these SIP limits will interfere with attainment or reasonable further progress under the SIP.
2. 62-296.401: There are several instances where the changes being made to this rule do not include
any discussion of technical justification. Examples include: the change to the opacity
requirements for incinerators charging less than 50 tons per day; the removal of requirements to
train operators of the human and animal crematories, and changes to the operator training
requirements for other incinerators; the changes to the setback distance requirements for newly
locating air curtain incinerators; the changes to opacity requirements for air curtain incinerators;
and the change to allow for burning animal carcasses in air curtain incinerators.

General Comments

3. Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR) Provisions - The EPA suggests providing additional
information with respect to why removal of the CAIR provisions will not interfere with any
applicable requirement of the CAA. This would include whether Florida relies on CAIR for any
infrastructure SIP or maintenance plan for ozone, particulate matter, or precursor emissions.
4. Overall Comment - The prehearing submittal is organized such that each rule (except for those
rules proposed for removal) is presented first as the version that is in the "Current SIP", followed
by "Requested SIP Revisions" in which redline edits to the "Current SIP" are identified,
followed finally by the "Proposed SIP after Approval of Requested Revisions." The EPA
appreciates this method of organization. However, it appears that there may be several instances
in which Florida relied upon an outdated version of the EPA's SIP compilation to identify the
"Current SIP" and to provide redline edits. The EPA recently posted a more updated version to
the website on December 1, 2021, (https ://www.epa.gov/sips-f1/epa-approved-statutes-and
regulations-f1orida-sip ). The EPA's review of Florida's prehearing submittal was based on the
redline submitted, and given time constraints, the EPA was not able to review all rules during the
prehearing to determine whether they have been properly identified as being in the "Current
SIP." For Florida's formal submittal, the EPA recommends that Florida identify the version of
the SIP compilation utilized for each rule to assist Region 4 with ensuring that redlines submitted
are to "the existing approved plan" pursuant to Appendix V of 40 C.F.R., Part 51.
5. 62.-296.406(2) and (3) - The submittal removes these provisions which require new and existing
steam generators with the specified capacity to apply best available control technology (BACT)
level controls for fine particulate matter and sulfur dioxide. The 110(1) demonstration points to
the definition ofBACT but does not explain how removal of these provisions will not result in
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stringent controls. The definition of BACT does not cross-reference any other rules, and the
definition at 62-210.200 does not appear to be cross-referenced here or elsewhere.
6. 62-296.500 (l)(a) - This SIP revision deletes reference to "existing VOC [volatile organic
compounds] emitting facilities" but the added language states that the rule applies to "each
stationary VOC emitting stationary emissions unit." Please confirm that " VOC emitting
facilities" are the same as "stationary VOC emitting stationary emissions unit" and if not, explain
the difference and why the rule can be removed for some facilities.
Other Comment

7. Overall Comment - There are many instances throughout the pre-hearing package which seem to
indicate errors. These errors may have been inadvertently captured by the EPA into the actual
compilation of Florida's SIP. For example, minor typographical errors and incorrect references
to SIP submittal dates included in the EPA 's summary table at the end of each rule. The EPA
will consider this information and make any necessary corrections to the SIP compilation
through the notification of administrative change process (i.e. , updating the Florida SIP
compilation), rather than a formal rulemaking process.
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DEP Response to EPA Comments
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Comments on Florida’s
Pre-hearing Submittal Regarding Amendments and Removal of Chapter 62-296, Florida
Administrative Code via Demonstrating Noninterference Under
Section 110(l) of the Clean Air Act (CAA)
Key Comment
1. 62-296.405(1)(c)1.g, 2.b, 2.c; (1)(d)2 and (1)(d)4 – The 110(l) demonstration explains
that these provisions are being removed because the subject sources have more stringent
permit limits than the limits found in the generally applicable regulatory limits. These
permit limits are not incorporated into the SIP. Therefore, it is unclear whether removal
of these SIP limits will interfere with attainment or reasonable further progress under the
SIP.
Department Response to Key Comment 1:
a. 62-296.405(1)(c)1.g.: This SO2 limit applies to the Florida Power & Light (FP&L)
Manatee Units 1 and 2. Although the unit is also subject to the more stringent air SO2
limits in permit 0810010-017-AC, those limits are not incorporated into the Florida
SIP. Please note, however, that the Department expects these two units to retire in the
near future. Thus, the Department is still requesting that the SIP provision applicable
to these two units be removed as it will not affect the State of Florida’s ability to
maintain compliance with the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS).
The Department will provide evidence that the units have been retired when that
occurs.
b. 62-296.405(1)(c)2.b.: This sub-subparagraph applies only to TECO Big Bend Units
1, 2 and 3. Although the SIP pre-hearing submittal states that Units 1 and 2 no longer
burn coal (Permit 0570039-020-AC limits those units to non-solid fuel), these units
have since been retired (DEP has provided evidence of the retirements below). Big
Bend Unit 3 is subject to a more stringent SO2 emissions limit for Unit 3 of less than
0.20 lb/MMBtu based on a heat input-weighted 30-boiler operating day rolling
average (Permit 0570039-129-AC). This limit and the permit that establish it are
currently pending approval in Florida’s 2021 Regional Haze submittal. The removal
of this sub-subparagraph from the current SIP, therefore, will not result in increased
emissions or affect the State of Florida’s ability to maintain compliance with the
NAAQS as a more stringent SIP limit is pending approval by EPA.
c. 62-296.405(1)(c)2.c.: The Department is withdrawing this provision from the SIP
submittal.
d. 62-296.405(1)(d)2.: This sub-subparagraph refers to the emission limitation of 0.30
lb/MMBtu for FP&L’s Manatee Units 1 and 2. Although the unit is also subject to the
more stringent air construction permit 0810010-010-AC limits, those limits are not
incorporated into the Florida SIP. Please note, however, that the Department expects
these two units to be retired in the near future. Thus, the Department is still requesting
that the SIP provision applicable to these two units be removed as it will not affect the
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State of Florida’s ability to maintain compliance with the National Ambient Air
Quality Standards (NAAQS). The Department will provide evidence that the units
have been retired when that occurs.
e. 62-296.405(1)(d)4.: The Department is withdrawing this provision from the SIP
submittal.
2. 62-296.401 Comments: There are several instances where the changes being made to
this rule do not include any discussion of technical justification. Examples include: the
change to the opacity requirements for incinerators charging less than 50 tons per day; the
removal of requirements to train operators of the human and animal crematories, and
changes to the operator training requirements for other incinerators; the changes to the
setback distance requirements for newly locating air curtain incinerators; the changes to
opacity requirements for air curtain incinerators; and the change to allow for burning
animal carcasses in air curtain incinerators.
Department Response to Key Comment 2:
DEP has added additional technical justifications for the above changes in the SIP section
discussing the proposed changes to 62-296.401, F.AC. Below are the technical justifications
included in the appropriate sections of the SIP:
a. Change to opacity requirements for incinerators charging less than 50 tons per day:
to make consistent with federal EPA Method 9, which uses a six-minute average during
any one-hour period and to clarify the maximum allowable opacity is reduced from 20%
to a more stringent 15%. The rulemaking for these changes was effective on January 10,
2007.
b. Removal of requirements to train operators of the human and animal crematories:
This change was necessary to make the SIP consistent with the rule, which was changed
in 2007. Department approval of operator training programs was eliminated, as was the
requirement that training certificates be submitted to the department. Training
certificates must continue to be retained on site. Approval of training programs had been
accomplished on a case-by-case basis through the air construction permitting process. By
eliminating this requirement, and concurrently making changes at new Rule 62-210.310,
F.A.C., the department enabled both new and existing crematory units to avail themselves
of general permits. The rulemaking for these changes was effective on January 10, 2007.
Per 70 FR 74881 (December 16, 2005), EPA opted to exclude human and animal
crematories from regulation as Other Solid Waste Incinerators (OSWI).
c. Changes to operator training requirements for other incinerators: These are
contained in Subparagraph 62-296.401(7)(b)10. Minor modifications were made to this
language, clarifying that the owner was responsible for providing an operation and
maintenance guide and operator training. Also, language on guide availability for
Departmental inspectors was added. The rulemaking for these changes was effective on
January 10, 2007.
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d. Changes to the setback distance requirements for locating air curtain incinerators:
These changes were necessary to make the setback requirements of this rule generally
consistent with those of subsection 62-210.300(3), F.A.C., and regulations of the Florida
Forest Service. The less restrictive setback requirement for air curtain incinerators that
were operating in 1986 was deleted as no longer needed. The provision allowing the
department to waive the setback requirement for an air curtain incinerator if a signed
affidavit was received from the owners of all occupied buildings within the setback area
was also deleted, as this provision exceeded the Department’s authority. The rulemaking
for these changes was effective on January 10, 2007.
e. Changes to opacity requirements for air curtain incinerators: The reference test
method for visible emissions was changed from DEP Method 9 to EPA Method 9 to
conform to the change in the form of the opacity standard. The other change to this rule
reflects the fact that all EPA test methods, while currently listed in Chapter 62-297,
F.A.C., are actually adopted by reference at Rule 62-204.800, F.A.C. EPA Method 9 is
identified as the “reference” test method with the understanding that other data may be
used to determine compliance if such data provide credible evidence of what the unit’s
opacity would be had a reference test been performed. These changes were made to be
consistent with the open burning regulations located in Chapter 5I-2, F.A.C. The
rulemaking for these changes was effective on January 10, 2007.
f. Addition of animal carcass disposal via in air curtain incinerators: This language was
added as Paragraph 62-296.401(b)4., F.A.C. Animal carcasses may be burned in
accordance with subsection 62-256.700(6), F.A.C. The Florida Forestry Service (FFS) is
authorized to grant exceptions in furtherance of public health, safety and welfare, to the
open burning rules within Chapter 5I-2, F.A.C., in the event of an emergency that would
require the destruction of vegetative debris or animal carcasses in the most expeditious
means possible. This includes animal carcasses resulting from an insect or disease
infestation, or resulting from storm damage e.g., hurricanes or tornados. The rulemaking
for these changes was effective on January 10, 2007.
General Comments
1. CAIR Provisions – EPA suggests providing additional information with respect to why
removal of the Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR) provisions will not interfere with any
applicable requirement of the CAA. This would include whether Florida relies on CAIR
for any infrastructure SIP or maintenance plan for ozone, particulate matter, or precursor
emissions.
Department Response to General Comment 1:
Florida does not rely on CAIR for any infrastructure SIP or maintenance plan for ozone,
particulate matter, or precursor emissions. EPA has also determined through subsequent
modeling that Florida does not contribute to any interstate transport of ozone, particulate
matter or their precursor pollutants in excess of the National Ambient Air Quality
Standards (NAAQS).
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2. Overall Comment – The prehearing submittal is organized such that each rule (except
for those rules proposed for removal) is presented first as the version that is in the
“Current SIP”, followed by “Requested SIP Revisions” in which redline edits to the
“Current SIP” are identified, followed finally by the “Proposed SIP after Approval of
Requested Revisions.” EPA appreciates this method of organization. However, it appears
that there may be several instances in which Florida relied upon an outdated version of
EPA’s SIP compilation to identify the “Current SIP” and to provide redline edits. EPA
recently posted a more updated version to the website on December 1, 2021
(https://www.epa.gov/sips-fl/epa-approved-statutes-and-regulations-florida-sip). EPA’s
review of Florida’s prehearing submittal was based on the redline submitted, and given
time constraints, EPA was not able to review all rules during the prehearing to determine
whether they have been properly identified as being in the “Current SIP.” For Florida’s
formal submittal, EPA recommends that Florida identify the version of the SIP
compilation utilized for each rule to assist Region 4 with ensuring that redlines submitted
are to “the existing approved plan” pursuant to Appendix V of 40 C.F.R., Part 51.
Department Response to General Comment 2:
The errors have been identified using the December 1, 2021 Approved SIP document and
corrected in this final SIP submittal.
3. 62-296.406(2) and (3) – The submittal removes these provisions which require new and
existing steam generators with the specified capacity to apply BACT level controls for
PM and SO2. The 110(l) demonstration points to the definition of BACT but does not
explain how removal of these provisions will not result in less stringent controls. The
definition of BACT does not cross-reference any other rules, and the definition at 62210.200 does not appear to be cross-referenced here or elsewhere.
Department Response to General Comment 3:
62-296.406(2) and 62-296.406(3), F.A.C. have been withdrawn from this submittal.
4. 62-296.500 (1)(a) – This SIP revision deletes reference to “existing VOC emitting
facilities” but the added language states that the rule applies to “each stationary VOC
emitting stationary emissions unit”. Please confirm that “VOC emitting facilities” are the
same as “stationary VOC emitting stationary emissions unit” and if not, explain the
difference and why the rule can be removed for some facilities.
Department Response to General Comment 4:
The Department confirms that “existing VOC emitting facilities” is the same as
“stationary VOC emitting stationary emissions unit”.
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Other Comment
5. Overall Comment – There are many instances throughout the pre-hearing package
which seem to indicate errors. These errors may have been inadvertently captured by
EPA into the actual compilation of Florida’s SIP. For example, minor typographical
errors and incorrect references to SIP submittal dates included in EPA’s summary table at
the end of each rule. EPA will consider this information and make any necessary
corrections to the SIP compilation through the notification of administrative change
process (i.e., updating the FL SIP compilation), rather than a formal rulemaking process.
Department Response to General Comment 5:
Acknowledged.
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